The contributions collected in this volume deal with the complex history of the Indian deity Viṣṇu-Nārāyaṇa. This conception of God evolved in various traditions in India, especially in South India, during the first millennium CE. The history of this development is reconstructed here by various means, including philological exegesis, the history of ideas, and iconographic evidence. In their respective discussions, the contributors examine a range of textual material in Sanskrit, Tamil, and Maṇipravāḷa, including the early Caṅkam literature of the 3rd to 6th century CE; the Vaiṣṇava text corpus, in particular the Nālāyirat Tivyappirapantam (6th–9th century CE); Purāṇic literature, especially the Viṣṇupurāṇa (5th–6th century CE); Pāñcarātra literature; and the later (10th–14th century CE) literature of the philosophical and theological tradition of theistic Viṣiṣṭādvaita Vedānta, in which Viṣṇu-Nārāyaṇa plays a central role. Also examined is how Viṣṇu-Nārāyaṇa came to be seen as a solitary supreme God, with a reconstruction of the theological arguments supporting this monotheism.
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The present volume (still) aims to make contributions to the study of the complex history of the deity Nārāyaṇa (later Viṣṇu-Nārāyaṇa).

The existence of many deities in Indian religious traditions should not hide the fact that, from the earliest sources up to the religious worship and practices of the present day, individual deities may have long-lasting traditions. Over time, some essential features of these deities may be seen to persist, while others may fade into the background. But the changes that arise—for example, through shifting identifications with other deities—do not contradict the continuity of certain basic structures that emerge repeatedly, albeit in ever new forms.

A few of these structures, both textual and conceptual, concern the deity Nārāyaṇa. Starting from the mention of Nārāyaṇa in Vedic texts, we can follow this deity not only to the later Mahābhārata and Harivaṃśa, but also to Nārāyaṇa’s identification with Kṛṣṇa Vāsudeva, the most important deity of the Bhāgavatas. At the same time, the worship of Nārāyaṇa arose as a pillar of the Pāñcarātra tradition, and gradually came to be associated with the emerging Viṣṇuism—in the course of which Nārāyaṇa evolved into a form (and one of the names) of Viṣṇu. But the history of the development of this deity does not come to an end here, however, and leads via various important strands to the traditions of theistic Vedānta, in which the one God Viṣṇu-Nārāyaṇa becomes the centre of theological and philosophical reflection.

A few remarks on some important points of this development: It is striking when a deity comes to be identified not only with other divine figures, but also with distinctive equations such as that of sacrifice. Thus, the earliest Vedic evidence in the context of cosmological treatises not only attests to Prajāpati’s identification with Nārāyaṇa as Puŗuṣa-Nārāyaṇa, but also indicates that the deity can be equated with the figure of the so-called Rgvedic Puŗuṣa itself—a primordial being whose slaying and subsequent dissection brought the world into existence.
This important motif persists up to epic literature. The Nārāyaṇīya, the section of the *Mahābhārata* (Mbh) that features Nārāyaṇa, still calls him the “Lord of Sacrifice,” identifying him in terms of the sacrifice by which the world was created from his body parts; the Vedic Puruṣa is described here as having a hundred heads, a thousand eyes, and a thousand legs, abdomens and arms (cf. Mbh 12.326, 6–7).

In later times we may find an interesting contrast in the fact that, for Rāmānuja as well as his successors in the Vedānta tradition he pioneered—and who also equate Nārāyaṇa with the Vedic Puruṣa—the world eternally represents the body of God, but is expressly not sacrificed any longer. Rather, the body that encompasses the whole world, which even modifying is imperishable in its nature, belongs eternally to the God Viṣṇu-Nārāyaṇa Himself. This leads us to another peculiarity besides this connection between God and his sacrifice, and may in fact explain something about the way in which Nārāyaṇa was conceptualized—something that, for all its importance, needed full explanation: the God’s relationship with water, as already attested in ancient texts. We get a sense of this relationship, by Nārāyaṇa’s resting on the waters on the back of the serpent Śeṣa, which allows Nārāyaṇa to survive the period of dissolution before the world comes into existence.

The important significance of the serpent as protection against the flood of water is just as striking as God’s divine manifestations (*avatār*) that enable the God to survive in the water. We therefore also understand the function of the “oceanic” nature of Viṣṇu’s manifestations like the fish, the tortoise, or the swimming boar, all of which originally belonged to Nārāyaṇa, and which are still represented in the *Mahābhārata* as his forms.

Nevertheless, as we are now aware, to reconstruct an illuminating timeline of Viṣṇu-Nārāyaṇa’s development, it is necessary to examine a wide range of sources: not only textual traditions, comprising mythological, ritual, theological, and philosophical works, but also material representations, such as sculptures, inscriptions, and archaeological finds. Each contribution to this volume is rooted in a particular methodological and historical approach, be it philological, conceptual, or religious.
In their discussions, the contributors to this volume focus on many aspects of how Viṣṇu-Nārāyaṇa is connected with the origin and development of various traditions. To do this, they examine a wide range of textual material in Sanskrit, Tamil, and Maṇipravāḷa: the early Caṅkam literature of the 3rd to 6th century CE; the Vaiṣṇava text corpus, particularly the Tīvṛappirabandham (6th–9th cent. CE); Purāṇic literature, above all the Viṣṇupurāṇa (5th–6th cent. CE); Pāñcarātra literature; and the later (10th–14th cent. CE) literature of the philosophical and theological tradition of theistic Viśiṣṭādvaita Vedānta, in which Viṣṇu-Nārāyaṇa plays a central role. The volume places a strong emphasis on reconstructing the developmental and historical elements that shaped the “divine composition” (Tīvṛappirabandham) of Nārāyaṇa. Also examined is how Viṣṇu-Nārāyaṇa came to be seen as a single and immutable supreme God; a reconstruction of the theological arguments supporting this monotheism reveals his special nature.

In the following, a brief overview of the volume’s chapters introduces the methodological and thematic approach of each author in their studies on the divine figure of Viṣṇu-Nārāyaṇa.

Eva Wilden examines some of the earliest texts that mention features of Viṣṇu-Nārāyaṇa, namely texts from the Caṅkam literary corpus and the Kīḷkanakku, in particular analyzing statements about deities in the invocation stanzas of selected works. These invocations allow a glimpse of various non-sectarian views of religion and thus of the earliest stages of Śaivism and Viṣṇuism, before they became established traditions. These invocations, which mirror the form and meter of the poems in their respective texts, have the function of identifying religious affiliation. Moreover, Wilden points out that the poems of these texts, integrating various narrative elements, prefigure the iconic worship of Viṣṇu-Nārāyaṇa. By way of example, she presents several poems addressing particular gods that became a fixed part of their respective transmitted traditions. Moreover, based on her examination of the invocation stanzas of these poems as well as their metrical features, Wilden suggests an internal chronology of the Caṅkam corpus. Considering the invocation stanzas in combination with the colophons, she demonstrates that while the latter refer to the deity, together they have the function of anchoring these texts in their respective traditions.
The focus of the next chapter, by Peter Schreiner, is the Viṣṇupurāṇa, which, with its central statements about the God Viṣṇu, is one of the most important texts of the Vaiṣṇava tradition. For his contribution, one might apply the dictum that no theological statement about the God Viṣṇu can be made without inspecting the wording of the Viṣṇupurāṇa: no theology without philology. Schreiner thus presents not only the central theological views of this text, but also suggests a methodological approach based on what he calls the text’s “theology”: its talk of God. If examined philologically, what type of language is used to refer to the divine figure of Viṣṇu? Schreiner has determined that the Viṣṇupurāṇa’s theological statements focus on “praise” (stotra). Like Wilden, he takes up the issue of how Viṣṇu is addressed, examining descriptions of the God in expressions of praise. To develop an objective text-based criterion, he first analyses and compares the terminology of all the stotras in the Viṣṇupurāṇa, subsuming their variations in vocabulary and expression under what he calls “paradigms” summarizing a particular aspect of the God Viṣṇu-Nārāyaṇa. These paradigms are then structured into groups by still other paradigms. This collection of paradigm structures and contents allows Schreiner to speak about the Viṣṇupurāṇa’s concept of Viṣṇu. The synchronic structure of the stotras, which he has characterized and collected into a total of 31 paradigms, contains important information about God, the universe, and the relation between the two. He is thereby able to demonstrate that the Viṣṇupurāṇa’s cosmo-theology is not only divided into the realities of the world and the elements of the divine, but also includes their relationship to each other.

The next part of Schreiner’s chapter examines the question of terminological layers and the use of particular key terms. When investigating a particular term, Schreiner does not isolate it from other terms, but attempts to reveal their complex links and interrelationships. In particular, he analyses statements equating Viṣṇu with the concept of cognition (jñāna/vijñāna). In contrast to the view of Paul Hacker, who has concluded that this concept was influenced by the Buddhist idea of vijñānavāda, Schreiner concludes by suggesting that since the Viṣṇupurāṇa considers divine cognition to permeate everything, cognition (jñāna/vijñāna) is seen as something that purifies the mind.
The next chapter, by Charlotte Schmid, draws another picture of the divine figure of Viṣṇu-Nārāyaṇa, demonstrating how different elements have combined to shape his image, not only within the Sanskrit and Tamil textual traditions, but also in the way the God is portrayed in sculpture. To begin with, she examines references to Nārāyaṇa in the works of the eleven Āḻvārs, the authors of the Tivyappirabandham. While Nārāyaṇa’s name is mentioned in these works, she questions whether the deity on the snake might be considered a separate figure. She proceeds by asking whether certain elements associated with the name “Nārāyaṇa” might rather be connected with reclining snake deity images from Tamil Nadu that were created before the Tivyappirabandham’s composition. In her search for predecessors or early forms of this deity, she follows the description of snake gods in the early Tamil epic Cilapattikāram (6th–7th cent. CE), pointing out that gods related to snakes were quite prevalent in early South Indian history, for example Balarāma, one of the oldest snake deities of the Vaiṣṇava world. To see how snake gods and Nārāyaṇa are connected, Schmid then follows traces from North and Central India, analyzing passages from the Harivamśa. Her investigation leads to the important conclusion that the form of the reclining Viṣṇu-Nārāyaṇa did not originate in Śrīraṅga, or “Araṅkam,” but rather came from North India. The process of adaptation to the local religious landscape can be delineated quite precisely. The earliest Vaiṣṇava cult image in the Tamil world is plausibly the reclining God of the Shore Temple in Mahābalipuram. Finally, a reference to a hymn in the Paripātal, one of the main Čāṇkam anthologies (3rd–6th cent. CE)—which constitutes the literary background of the Tivyappirabandham—concludes the article with a possible clue to ancient Vaiṣṇava sources.

Katherine Young challenges the assumptions that the Āḻvārs’ supreme God is Viṣṇu, Kṛṣṇa, or Nārāyaṇa. For a case study, she focuses on the four Antātis of Poykai-, Pūta-, Pēy-, and Tirumallicai-Āḻvār (the first three dated to ca. 7th cent. CE and the fourth possibly later), more specifically on proper names, “epithetonyms,” color, cosmogony, and salvific roles. She finds that there is no mention of the name Viṣṇu whatsoever in the Antātis (and only four in the entire four thousand verses of the Āḻvārs, which can be justified by special circumstances). The homology is held together by several linking concepts that bridge
these three components. One is the ocean, which is usually black but sometimes white, due to Nārāyaṇa’s association with a milk ocean. Another is the act of chanting the God’s name, which usually refers to Nārāyaṇa, but sometimes to Tirumāl or Kaṇṇa. The third such concept is the name Tirumāl (or a variant), which is used for any of the three components of the homology and is mentioned in many contexts, but especially in oceanic, cosmogonic ones. Signifiers such as the God’s feet, discus, and presence in the heart of the devotee also function as linking concepts because they appear routinely in all three components of the homology. Finally, the fact that many verses do not use proper names helps to merge these components. Through its bridging mechanisms, this homology informs each one of the Antātis, though the poets differ on which of the three components they emphasize.

With this pattern in mind, Young then searches for antecedents to the three components of the homology in Sanskrit and Tamil texts. After finding many versions of myths about the ocean and a cosmogonic God in late Vedic and post-Vedic Sanskrit works, she speculates that the aniconic ocean/ocean deity might have once been important in the ancient Indus Valley Civilization, at least near the ocean, and lived on through multiple myths. To explain how the ocean comes to be a reason for Kṛṣṇa’s transcendence, she suggests that this development might have occurred at Dvāraka, which had once been an Indus site and was also, according to legends, the capital of Kṛṣṇa’s kingdom. Even if it was only Kṛṣṇa-worshippers who lived in the region and developed his transcendent dimension by drawing on the ocean imagery and myths, it helps us understand the homology. The addition of Nārāyaṇa to this homology probably happened a bit later, and was followed in some circles by the addition of Balarāma, who had amalgamated agricultural and serpent (nāga) deities.

An Ocean-Kṛṣṇa-Nārāyaṇa-Balarāma homology is also what we find when we turn to late Caṅkam works (in Tamil), composed just before the Āḻvārs or perhaps contemporaneously with them. However, while the Antāti poets maintain the early Ocean-Kṛṣṇa-Nārāyaṇa homology, they have eliminated Balarāma. Young suspects that this happened because the Āḻvārs emphasized an ekānta tradition (worship of one God, which can be traced back to the Nārāyana Upaniṣad, connected with the Atharvaveda) and probably did not like the Balarāma
addition to the Ocean-Kṛṣṇa-Nārāyaṇa homology, because Balarāma was sometimes viewed as an independent or semi-independent deity. Young surmises that because a popular form of the Atharvaveda tradition had integrated many non-Vedic local traditions by the 5th century CE, it was trying to maintain its “Vedic” status in the face of criticism from orthodox Brahmins that it did not belong to the Vedic tradition. The Āḻvārs likely inherited this mindset and were ignoring, if not purging, some aspects that had accrued to its tradition, such as Balarāma.

Kṛṣṇa or Nārāyaṇa cannot be the Āḻvārs’ supreme God, Young thinks, because that would be reductive of the Ocean-Kṛṣṇa-Nārāyaṇa homology, which is central to all the Antātis. As for Viṣṇu, how could he be the supreme God if the poems never mention his name? To explain his absence, Young proposes that those who followed the Atharvaveda in a general or popular sense might have long viewed the followers of Viṣṇu as competitors or representatives of an exclusive (or orthodox) Brahmanism. Given the tensions between Atharvavedins and orthodox Brahmins, especially as the latter began to move into the temple milieu, the Antāti poets probably inherited this refusal to acknowledge Viṣṇu. Young concludes that the name Viṣṇu should not be applied anachronistically to the God of the Antāti poets. Rather, we need to look to subsequent developments in Śrīvaishnavism: to the late 9th century, when inscriptions in the Tamil world begin to mention the word vaiṣṇava; followed in the second half of the 10th century by the term śrīvaishṇava, perhaps designating Brahmin Vaiṣṇavas; and then to the 12th century, when a text first uses the term śrīvaishṇava to characterize a sampradāya that names Viṣṇu (identified with Nārāyaṇa and Vāsudeva) as the supreme deity, but has also integrated the poetic legacy of the Āḻvārs and (mono)theistic Vedānta.

Marion Rastelli investigates concepts connected with the deities Vāsudeva, Viṣṇu, and Nārāyaṇa as found in several Saṃhitās of the Pāñcarātra tradition. She pursues the question of whether, according to the Pāñcarātra Saṃhitās, the gods Viṣṇu, Vāsudeva, and Nārāyaṇa are the same deity. She arrives at the conclusion that while descriptions of the pure creation do differentiate between Vāsudeva, Viṣṇu, and Nārāyaṇa, in the śāstrāvatāra stories and in ritual descriptions, no distinction between the three gods can be found. Nonetheless, different man-
tras are used for their manifestations: the twelve-syllable mantra (dvādaśākṣaramantra) brings forth Vāsudeva; the eight-syllable mantra (aṣṭākṣaramantra), Nārāyaṇa; and the six-syllable mantra (ṣaḍaakṣaramantra), Viṣṇu. Examining the use of these three mantras in earlier and later Pāñcarātra texts, Rastelli is able to demonstrate different levels of influence from both Vedic and non-Vedic traditions.

The contribution of Gerhard Oberhammer examines the development of Pāñcarātra and the God Viṣṇu as seen in Vāmanadatta’s Saṃvitprakāśa (9th cent. CE), including, like Rastelli, the relationship between God and his manifestation in mantras. The three chapters of the Saṃvitprakāśa represent a monistic doctrine of the Pāñcarātra tradition. In contrast to the anonymous literature of early India, here we encounter an author who can, to some extent, be apprehended historically. In his Saṃvitprakāśa, Vāmanadatta reflects on the type of language needed to express the supreme being. Focusing on this problem of the relationship between language and transcendence, Oberhammer demonstrates that it is not possible to conceive of a supreme God if descriptions of that God are in conventional language. Such language does not understand God as God, but distorts him. Again, we see here the importance of the language of praise: Oberhammer presents several verses from the “praise” (stuti) chapter on Viṣṇu.

As described by Oberhammer, from the perspective of the individual soul, the God Viṣṇu can be experienced upon final release, even though he is said to be beyond human cognition. An important means for reaching the presence of Viṣṇu is applying the two functions of language: while it communicates a linguistic meaning, it is also able to point to a transcendent reality. Thus, in this context, language has a double function, although these two functions seem contradictory. Language represents the objectifiable phenomenal reality of what there is, but at the same time conveys the transcendent religious experience of God. Oberhammer describes how Vāmanadatta reflects on this double character of language and pursues the question of how God can be directly experienced in meditation. Starting from the idea that reality is composed linguistically, a special distinction in Vāmanadatta’s concept of language is elaborated: in relation to God, language does not say what he is, but rather whereof God is, without objectifying him.
Oberhammer’s distinction between God’s manifestation in the world and his transcendence beyond the world is also at the heart of Gérard Colas’s contribution. Colas discerns between two concepts: a concrete world in which God manifests himself, and a transcendent God who surpasses the world as the single highest principle.

Colas does not pursue this distinction philosophically, but historically. He presents a conceptual-historical overview of two different concepts of God as they developed until the 12th century: God “as a generic or paradigmatic model for the various sectarian creator-gods and that of a metaphysical creator God beyond sectarian gods.” The concept of a metaphysical God is found in the earliest Indian sources. Colas pays particular attention to the criticism—beginning in the 2nd century CE and increasing until the 6th century—of the existence of a creator God and the assumption that this God is the ultimate cause of the world.

In his contribution, Colas uses the terms “deism” and “theism” to differentiate between two approaches toward conceiving of a supreme being—one based on human reasoning, the other on belief. Colas elaborates the historical development of deistic arguments used to defend the idea of a creator God against mainly Buddhist criticism. He also demonstrates that this criticism did not eliminate rational concepts of a creator God, but reinforced them and gave them intellectual weight, especially in the Nyāya-Vaiśeṣika tradition. Colas also shows that the separation between deist and theist ideas did not last, but that they eventually merged in the theistic Vedānta tradition.

For the later post-Rāmānuja tradition, Erin McCann focuses on the theology of Piḷḷai Lokācārya (13th–14th cent.) and his discussions about the correct means for attaining the Lord. By teaching an extreme dependency on the Lord, who manifests as everything, Piḷḷai Lokācārya articulated a means to salvation (upāya) that stood in stark contrast to the prevailing soteriological paradigm of bhaktiyoga set forth by Rāmānuja, the progenitor of Śrīvaśnavism. Though Piḷḷai Lokācārya accepted the meditative and ritual practices of bhakti as a means to salvation, he emphasized the indivisibility of God from these means. While the seeds of such an idea are evident in the works of Rāmānuja, Piḷḷai Lokācārya insists that attaining liberation can only be brought to fruition through surrender (prapatti) and love of the teacher (ācāryābhimāna). These
concepts rest soundly on what he understands as the essential nature of God’s relationship to humanity. Since humans are utterly dependent upon God, who is the goal of any practice, God must also be the means. Thus, we find salvation redefined as God himself, whereby all the various modes by which one reaches God—such as the arcāvatāra (an image form usually found in temples), the ācārya (teacher), the individual Śrīvaiśṇava, and the entire community of believers—are manifestations of God’s accessibility and compassion on earth.

Marcus Schmücker also explores the post-Rāmānuja development of a personal God, with his focus on the ideas of the 13th-century theologian and philosopher Veṅkaṭanātha. As shown by Schreiner, the early Viṣṇupurāṇa already displays aspects of theology inasmuch as it not only deals with God and the world, but also with God’s relationship to that world; by the time of Veṅkaṭanātha, one major consideration, based on deeper philosophical reflection, had become how an eternal being can be related to changing, non-eternal beings. What transformation (pariṇāma) is necessary for there to be a relationship between God, souls, and the world? To answer this question, Veṅkaṭanātha develops and applies a concept of relational unity. In several of his works, Veṅkaṭanātha cites a central sentence from the Brhadāraṇyaka Upaniṣad (1.4.7) to corroborate this idea of transformation. Schmücker elaborates the relevance of this in Veṅkaṭanātha’s theology, namely, that the concept of God’s eternity depends on how transformation is defined. Indeed, the universe remains the same despite its being transformed. While an object (rūpa) can vanish, its name (nāma) remains. In his theology, Veṅkaṭanātha deals with the linguistic paradigm of denotation and denoted object. He develops a concept of irreducible language, using this to show that the central concept of substance and state, representing God and his body, also follows the concept of eternal language, that is, the language of the Veda. Veṅkaṭanātha’s concepts of “state” (avasthā) and eternal “substance” (dravya) are based on the central idea that a designation always exists to unite name and form: a designation continues to exist even if the designated thing is absent. In the same way, a substance continues to exist even if its states are absent (because they, too, still exist). Schmücker examines the extent to which this concept, based on an Upaniṣadic idea, is implemented in Veṅkaṭanātha’s theology, including other theological concepts like the will of God,
which Venkaṭanātha also interprets as based on the scheme of substance and state.

In summary, the long history of Viṣṇu-Nārāyaṇa is ultimately a history of how his image was defined. This changed many times depending on the genre of text in which the deity was featured. There are various approaches to such a history: describing the deity’s special characteristics, uncovering elements of earlier deities that were later identified with the more powerful and supreme deity, analyzing the intentions of the deity’s followers, or determining what abstract (universal) concepts of God were used by those striving for salvation.

What might be deduced from the contributions to this volume is that, with regard to Viṣṇu-Nārāyaṇa, thinkers in India endeavored to bring together different traditions or conceptual strands in order to preserve them as a unity. This, however, was not unification: contradictory elements were also included in the concept of this God. The tendency to unify differences may be a special feature in the development of this monotheism. It goes hand in hand with an image of a personal God accessible to all social groups, not a God who represents a distant goal or is accessible only to privileged believers.

Some early versions of the articles collected in this volume were presented at the workshop with the former title “Forms and the Becoming of a Deity in Religious Traditions: The God Viṣṇu-Nārāyaṇa,” held at the Institute for the Cultural and Intellectual History of Asia of the Austrian Academy of Sciences in May 2011.

The editor offers his sincere apologies to all of the participants for the publication’s delay, which was due to several unavoidable circumstances, and wishes to thank all of the contributors to this volume for their constant encouragement to complete it, as well as for having so patiently awaited its publication.
Eva Wilden

The plurality of god(s) as a poetic concept in the early Tamil invocation stanzas

Tamil devotional literature is generally believed to have started around the 6th century, with the three times hundred Antāti stanzas of Poykai-, Pēy- and Pūtattāḻvār on the Vaiṣṇava side, and with diverse poems or songs from Kāraikkāḷammāiṟṟ on the Śaiva side. All these works have found entry in the respective canons of their traditions, that is, around the 10th century, in the Vaiṣṇava Nālāyirat Tirivyappirapantam and somewhat later in the Śaivite twelve Tirumurai. A number of poems from the earlier Çaṅkam corpus are accepted as predecessors, along with the three theistic cantos from the poetic epic Cilappatikāram (XII, XVII, XXIV). Yet another source is not generally taken into consideration, namely the invocation stanzas (kaṭavuḷ vāḷitu, literally “praise of the deity”) which exist for the greater part of the so-called secular literature of the first millennium, most notably for the works of the Çaṅkam and the Kīḻkaṇṇakku. These two corpora are today counted, well in accordance with a good thousand years of poetological history, as the major and minor classics of Tamil. One of the difficulties that arise when dealing with such material is the notorious dating problem. While we already have rather vague notions of when most of the poetry was composed, the additional material, especially if we view the matter at a manuscript level, is even more dubious, because of its fluid nature and a priori may have been added at any time between the 6th century (the date of the first Venpā poems) and the time the manuscript in question was copied, say between the early 18th and the 20th centuries.

With respect to this problem I would argue that it is possible to suggest an internal chronology for many of these poems, not only on the basis of metrical considerations, but also by the position they take in the textual tradition, for example by being included in commenta-
ries, and by the theistic conceptions that can be gleaned from them. As far as the Cankam invocations are concerned, I have argued elsewhere in detail that, by comparison with a number of poems from the theistic cantos of the Cilappatikāram, the poem today counted as Kuruntokai 1 can best be explained as an invocation by origin.\textsuperscript{1} It is part of a layer of poetic vision that does not focus on the deity directly, but on his or her space or constitutive attributes, such as the hill or the spear for Murukan, or the flute for Kṛṣṇa. In this context it has to be remembered that the older type of worship shining through in the earlier parts of the Cankam corpus is characterised by the link between a deity (mostly non-personal and as yet without “story”) and a location such as a mountain or a tree. The attributes, then, are the part that is capable of representing or manifesting the deity on earth, that is, the poems in question show a pre-form of iconic worship with a first integration of narrative elements. This stage precedes that of the series of five invocations by Pāratampāṭiya Peruntēvaṉār, which in turn point to a composition after the late-comers in the classical corpus (Paripāṭal and Tirumurukāṟṟuppattai), but before the establishment of Śaivism as a major force, because it is in this series that Śiva begins to play a predominant role, while Viṣṇu takes a form (reminding one of the cosmic man myth known from the puruṣa hymn Ṛgveda X.90) that is prominent neither in the bhakti corpus nor in the Tirumāl hymns of the Paripāṭal.\textsuperscript{2}

\textsuperscript{1} The relevance of the invocation stanzas for the genesis and relative chronology of the Cankam corpus is discussed in chapter III.1 of Wilden 2014. Kuruntokai 1 runs thus:

cem kaḷam paṭa koṇṛ’ avuṇar tēyta \textsuperscript{2} \textsuperscript{“Red the ground from killing, the demon reduced}}

cem kōḷ āmpīṇ cem kōṭṭ(u) yāṇai \textsuperscript{2} \textsuperscript{by red-stemmed arrows, red-tusked [his] elephant,}}

kaḷal toṭi cēey kuṇṛam \textsuperscript{2} \textsuperscript{anklets, bracelets—the Red one’s hill}}

kuruti pūvīṇ kulai kāṇṭaiṭṭē. \textsuperscript{2} \textsuperscript{full of Malabar lilies, bunches of blood-flowers.”}}

\textsuperscript{2} One issue to be mentioned is the poem found among the anonymous quotations in Naccinārkkiṉiyar’s commentary on Tolkāppiyam Po-
Apart from the six hymns already mentioned, the Caṅkam corpus encloses two further candidates for invocation stanzas, namely that of the Kalittokai and the Tirumurukāṟṟuppaṭai, the first of the Ten Songs, Pattupāṭṭu. It has been argued before (for example by Vaiyāpurip Piḷḷai 1956: 24) that the Tirumuruku might be viewed as the kaṭavul vāḷtu of the Pattupāṭṭu, and indeed there are a number of arguments to support such a hypothesis. To begin with, it has to be kept in mind that an invocation is supposed to mirror in poetic form and metre the type of poems found in the text it precedes. This means that, although it is not customary to have an invocation of 317 lines (as has the Tirumuruku), one might argue that this is simply because we do not have other long poems in any of the comparable anthologies, and that, just like the other Caṅkam invocations, it represents the average length of a poem in the collection.

Secondly, the general expectation is to find an invocation stanza as a prelude to the text in question, not as a part of the text itself, as is definitely the case with the Tirumuruku, which is needed to fill the ruḷḷatikāram 91 that has been brought forward by the editor of that text, Kaṇēcaiyar 1948, as a possible candidate for the lost invocation of the Patirruppattu. This poem betrays it late origin not only by content, but even more so by metre, clearly being a revival type of Āciriyappā with no less than six metrical feet in twelve lines that would not have been acceptable to the old standard.

Here a table for the relation between invocation and anthology. The only poem not perfectly following suit is that of the Naṟṟiṇai, which with seven lines is slightly short.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Text</th>
<th>Number of lines per poem</th>
<th>Number of lines for Invocation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Naṟṟiṇai</td>
<td>9–12</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Akanāṉūṟu</td>
<td>13–31</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puṟanāṉūṟu</td>
<td>variable</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Āinkurunūṟu</td>
<td>3–5</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kalittokai</td>
<td>variable + stanzaic</td>
<td>17 + ib.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pattupāṭṭu</td>
<td>103–782</td>
<td>317</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kuṟuntokai</td>
<td>4–8</td>
<td>4 and 6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
number of ten songs. Interestingly, in that respect parallels can be found in a number of other cases. Controversial, as a matter of fact, is the Puranāṇūrṇa, where the song by Peruntēvaṇar is, in all editions, counted as No 1. However, since the end of the anthology is lost, it stands to reason that this is a recent development and an attempt to cut losses: according to this count, what would have vanished at the end would be just the last part of poem 400 plus the final colophon. But, as otherwise the Puranāṇūrṇa resembles in every respect the other old anthologies, it looks far more likely that what is printed as number 400 is in fact the remainder of No 399, that the whole sequence has to be counted one downwards and that accordingly the alleged No 1 is the usual pre-positioned kaṭavuḷ vāḷtu.

A clearer case in point is the Kalittokai, where the invocation is unequivocally and officially counted as poem No 1, and referred to as kaṭavuḷ vāḷtu, and in its place commented on by the commentator Naccinārkkinaṇiyyar. To this poem we will have to come back when we have dealt with the Kīḻkkanaṇakku. Among those eighteen there are after all four that officially and with commentarial record have their invocations integrated into the main text, namely Tirukkurai, Nāṉmaṇiṅkaṭṭikaṇi, Cīrimuṇḍai and Paḷamoṇi.4 Thus we could easily argue that the Pattupāṭṭu compiler was but following one of the trends current in his period by putting the Tirumuruku in the first position of the Ten.

The strongest argument against such a hypothesis is that Naccinārkkinaṇiyyar, the Pattupāṭṭu commentator, should not have mentioned the fact and should not have called the Tirumuruku a kaṭavuḷ vāḷtu. I would counter that by the time of Naccinārkkinaṇiyyar, in about the 14th century, the Tirumuruku had long outgrown its original role as a praise poem in the beginning of the Pattupāṭṭu. Not only had it been integrated into the Śaiva canon itself, but it also was a popular devotional hymn in its own right. It was not in need of classification.

---

4 We might consider this phenomenon as a reinterpretation of convention that has a parallel in the Sanskrit tradition, where there is the famous example of Pāṇini’s beginning the treatise with an auspicious word, vṛddhi, as is explained by Patañjali.
Moreover, if we see matters from a poetic point of view, the Tirumuruku, just as the other invocations, is alien in spirit and content to the anthology it precedes, while at the same time emulating the form, and in this case in an even more sophisticated way than can be said of the others. The Tirumuruku has to be seen as a creative adaptation of the traditional genre Āṟṟuppaṭai (sending a bard on the way to a wealthy patron) of which there are four specimens found among the Pattuppāṭṭu. As such it is famously structured by the six places of worship it describes, but in addition it can be said to subsume six types of poetic approach to the deity, the first of which, under the heading Tiruparaṅkuṟram, delivers a vignette of Ceyyōṅ in an Akam setting of Kuṟiṅci, as the lord of a hill (not a temple) where various types of devotees dance, headed by the familiar types of pēy makaḷ and cūṟara makuḷir.

Coming back finally to the Kalittokai invocation, it underlines the status of the whole anthology as a late production. As the Kali itself, its sophisticated metre and stanzaic form presuppose significant further development. Metrically speaking, it is unreasonable to suppose that Veṅpā, which is one of the elements constitutive of Kali metre, has developed later than the Kali that is based on it. This means that the Kali could not have been composed before the whole set of the Kīlkkaṉakkalu, whose predominant metre is Veṅpā, but has to be placed somewhere in the middle of them. Needless to say, that it also presents us with a far more developed view of lord Śiva and his consort. Important is this poem nevertheless, because it is the only one that accords a role of significance to any of the female deities.

The advantage of invocations as a poetic type is that they allow, in contradistinction to the material from the bhakti corpora, a glimpse at a non-sectarian view on religion. They preserve a far greater variety and also a number of mixed forms, presumably in accord with the personal preferences of their authors, who might be anything from the author of the respective anthology, its compiler or, simply, its copyist. The poems to be taken up in this context are those that I judge to be a fixed part of the transmission, namely in addition to the eight from the Caṅkam corpus eleven plus one decade
for the *Kīḷkaṇakku*. Among these nineteen plus ten poems, six are unequivocally *Vaiṣṇava* (in one sense or another), four are *Śaiva*, three *Kaumāra*, and one is for Śiva’s son, Gaṇeśa. Four poems praise several gods, and they employ at least three different types of poetic technique to that effect, beginning with simple enumeration up to *double entendre* and mere allusion. Another subset remains in the abstract, not identifying any personal deity, namely one single stanza plus the decade. It might not be by chance that these verses belong to the two most well-known and important didactic texts in the collection, namely the *Tirukkuṟaḷ* and the *Nālaṭiyār*.

Another type of stanza, which for the time being is cautiously called “colophon stanza”, should be considered here, firstly in order to begin to understand better how the transmission of text-additional material worked. It usually is found at the end of the text, while the invocation is found at the beginning, so that the pair of them could be seen as a sort of bracket around the text. It usually contains information on content, structure and authorship of a text. Secondly, in some of those verses again recourse to a deity is taken, in one case we might even have a *double entendre* with a poetic and a theistic reading.

The following tables list the stanzas that have to be considered and suggest their religious affiliation which cannot be termed obvious in all cases:

---

5 Those are normally counted as eighteen (as in *Patiṇenkīḷkaṇakku*), but there is some amount of fluctuation as to which are the eighteen texts concerned, so that here we shall deal with a list of nineteen texts.
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Table 1: Stanzas connected with the Caṅkam corpus

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>text = 7(8?) + 6</th>
<th>invocation</th>
<th>colophon stanza</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kūruntokai</td>
<td>2 (Murukaṇ)</td>
<td>1 (Eṭṭuttokai) /</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naṟṟinaī</td>
<td>1 (Nārāyaṇa)</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Akanānūru</td>
<td>1 (Śiva)</td>
<td>1 (arrangement)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puṟanāṇūru</td>
<td>1 (Śiva)</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aiṅkurunūru</td>
<td>1 (Śiva or Nārāyaṇa)</td>
<td>1 (authors)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patirṛuppattu</td>
<td>[1 suggested; Śiva]</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kalittokai</td>
<td>1 (Śiva)</td>
<td>1 (authors)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paripāṭal</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>1 (number + topics)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pattupāṭṭu</td>
<td>1? (Murukaṇ)</td>
<td>1 (Pattuppāṭṭu)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Stanzas connected with the Kīḷkaṇakku

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kīḷkaṇakku = 11 (+10) + 10</th>
<th>invocation</th>
<th>colophon stanza</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aintiṇai Aimpatu</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>1 (Māṟaṇa Poraiyaṇ)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aintiṇai Eḻupatu</td>
<td>1 (Gaṇeśa)</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tiṇaimolḷi Aimpatu</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tiṇaimāḷai Nūṟraimpatu</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>1 (author unnamed)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kainmilai</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kār Nāṟpatu</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>1 (Kūṭtar; Kṛṣṇa?)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaḷavalī Nāṟpatu</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Content Description</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nāymaṇikkatikai</td>
<td>2 (Nārāyaṇa/Trivikrama/Kṛṣṇa)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tirikaṭukam</td>
<td>1 (Trivikrama + Kṛṣṇa) 2 (both Nallātaṇ)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cirupaṇcamūlam</td>
<td>1 (Trivikrama) 2 (Kāriyācān)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ācārakkōvai</td>
<td>/ 1 (Peruvāyi Mu i)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ėlāti</td>
<td>1 (the four and twenty-four) 1 (Kaṇimētai)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iṅṅā Nāṛpatu</td>
<td>1 (Śiva, Balarāma, Kṛṣṇa, Kumāra)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iṅiyavai Nāṛpatu</td>
<td>1 (Śiva, Kṛṣṇa, Brahmā)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mutumoḷikkānći</td>
<td>/ /</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paḷamolē</td>
<td>1 (Trivikrama) 1 (Muṇḍuṇaiyaiyaiyar; lord in the shade of the Aśoka tree)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iṅṅilai</td>
<td>1 (Śiva) /</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nāḷaṭiyāṛ</td>
<td>1 (kaṭavuḷ)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tirukkūṟal</td>
<td>1st decade (iraivan)   1 (Kiḻkuṇakku stanza)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

What is it that the invocation stanza and colophon stanza have in common, except for the fact that they both appear to be an important additional element in the transmission of a text? The most immediate answer to this question is perhaps that both have the function of anchoring the text in a tradition, the colophon stanza in a literary tradition that preserves an ordered collection of human artefacts and the invocation stanza in a cult tradition that views the recitation of poetry as one possible communal activity in a group whose identity is intimately linked with their religious affiliations. Interesting and perhaps
telling is the distribution of metres. While, as already mentioned, invocation stanzas mirror the text they belong to, at least for the period under consideration, the colophon stanzas are usually in Venpā, the very metre developed with the Kīlkkaṇakku. We might thus draw conclusions as to the genesis of the tradition of stanzas; they cannot have developed with the earlier Cāṅkam texts that do not yet employ Venpā. They might plausibly go back to the period of arranging the anthologies, which fits in with the religious picture to be gleaned from the invocations, that is, somewhere around the 6th century.

As interesting as the stanzas to be found are those that are missing. For the Cāṅkam corpus invocations are only lacking for the incomplete texts, that is, Paṭirṛppaṭṭu and Paṭirṛpaṭal, both cases where the beginning has been lost. This seems to show that the convention was already firmly established, but this picture is not altogether confirmed by the Kīlkkaṇakku. Out of nineteen candidates eight come without invocation, namely Aintinai Aimpatu, Tiṇaimolī Aimpatu, Tiṇaimālai Nūrṛaimpatu, Kainnilai and Kārnāṟpatu—in other words, all the Akam anthologies except for one, the Aintinai Elupatu—as well as Kaḷavalināṟpatu, Ācārakkōvai and Mutumolikkānci. The only one among them that is fragmentary and thus might be suspected to have lost its invocation is the Kainnilai. As far as the colophon stanzas are concerned, they never seem to have been covering the whole ground. The rationale for them possibly is that they were made when there was information to be preserved. Each of the hyper-anthologies has one (with deviations in various manuscripts) that enumerates the texts assembled in the collection. The additional ones contain information as to arrangement and authorship within the anthology. For the Cāṅkam corpus they are absent in the cases of the older anthologies with no principle of arrangement (Kūṟuntokai, Nāṟṟinai and Puranāṉūṟu), while for the Paṭirṛppatru one could ask the question whether the verse was lost. However, one might argue that the information given in the verse is always of the kind not preserved by the text itself or by its colophon. In the Paṭirṛppatru the Paṭikams could be thought sufficient in that respect. For the Kīlkkaṇakku for the time being ten verses of this type are known, all of them naming the author or the compiler, a tradition that is continued for ex-
ample in the *Tivyappirapantam*. However, the situation of transmission is somewhat precarious and not very well studied. It is likely that a fresh investigation of manuscripts will bring to light further material.

In accordance with the endeavour of the current collective volume that aims at throwing more light on the development of Vaiṣṇavism, the invocations which betray some sort of Vaiṣṇava affiliation shall make the beginning. Since the *Caṅkam* verses are relatively well known they can be passed over here quickly. The one for the *Nṛṛiṇāi* is remarkable in that it stands in relative isolation.

\[
\begin{align*}
mā nilam cēv aṭi āka tū nīr \\
vaḷai naral pauvam uṭukkai āka \\
vicumpu mey āka tīcāi kai āka \\
pacum kātir matiyamoṭu cuṭar kaṇ āka \\
iyaṇṛa ellām payiṅṛ’akatt’ \\
aṭakkiyavētam mutalvaṇ evpa \\
tīt’ ara vilānkiya tikiriṅōṛē.
\end{align*}
\]

That [his] red feet be the great land, that [his] garment be the curved, roaring ocean with pure water, that [his] body be the sky, that [his] hands be the [four] directions, that [his] eyes be the sun with the fresh-rayed moon, that he, who has concealed inside [himself and] who resides in all that is, is the first in the Vedas, they say, he with the shining discus to cut off evil.

The cosmic deity along with the Vedic associations it presents is a type neither found in the *Paripāṭal* nor prominently featured in the *Tivyappirapantam* (I have so far not located any direct parallels). The three-liner from the *Aṅkūrunūrū* is amusing because it forms a text book illustration for a śleṣa:

\[
\begin{align*}
nīla mēṇi vāl ilai pākatt’ \\
oruvaṇ iru tāḷ niḷal-kīḷ \\
mū vakai ulaku mukiṭṭaṇa muṟaiyē.
\end{align*}
\]
Viṣṇu:
Under the shade of the two feet of the One
with blue body [and] a place [taken by her] with pure jewels
the world unfolded one by one in three parts.

Śiva:
Under the shade of the two feet of the One
with a blue throat [and her with] pure jewels as one part
the world unfolded one by one in three parts.

In fact, the larger body of the poem is unequivocal, but there are a few words that are awkward in either of the two possible readings. In the case of Nārāyaṇa, here amalgamated with Krṣṇa, with his blue body, pākattu has to be taken as a reference to the chest where the goddess Śrī is found, while so often the word is used in the description of Ardhanārīśvara, Śiva depicted with one masculine and one feminine side. In the case of Śiva, who has the goddess Umā as one part of him, it is nila mēṇi that obstructs a smooth reading, for mēṇi has to be understood as “throat” (blue by the cosmic poison he has swallowed), while its usual meaning is “body”.

The five further unequivocally Vaiṣṇava stanzas belong to four of the Kīlkkaṇakku didactic anthologies, namely Naṉmaṇikkaṭikai with two verses, Tirikaṭukam, Cirupaṇcamūlam and Paṇamoḻi. None of these texts is popular today and so far, none of them have been translated into English, although they are part of the Cemmoḻi programme for the translation of Classical Tamil texts.

The first verse from the Naṉmaṇikkaṭikai slightly transgresses the norm with five lines instead of the usual four (which is not exactly irregular, but far less frequent). In style it brings to mind the later of the two Kuṟuntoṇai invocations, which give a similar description of Murukan, totally based on colour. This might signal the wish to es-

---

tāmarai puraiyum kāmar cēv aṭi  Red the foot, in beauty similar to
pavaḷatt’aṅga mēṇi tikaḷ oḷi  lotuses,
glittering brightness the body,
like corals,
kunuṟi ēykkum uṭukkai kunruṅ  [his] dress [red] like Kuṇri seeds,
long the spear
tablish an intertextual relationship with the probably not much earlier tradition and the series of Peruntēvaṅār.

mati manṇum māyavaṇ vāl mukam okkum.
katir cērnta ńāyiru cakkaram okkum.
mutu nīrp paḷanattut ūmaraṟṟ tāḷiṇ
etir malar māṟṟu avan kaṇ okkum. pūvaiṇ
putu malar okkum niram.

The moon resembles the bright face of the permanent tricky/dark one.
The sun joined with rays resembles [his] discus.
The blossoms again flowering on the stalks of the day lotus in tanks with old water resemble his eyes. The new blossoms of bilberry resemble [his] colour.

The second is very different and could easily come, for example, from one of the early Antāṭis:

paṭiyai maṭi akatt’ īṭṭān atiyiṇān
muk kāl kaṭantān muḷu nilam akkālattu
āṇ nirai tāṇkiya kūṇṟu ēṭtān kōvīṇ
arumai āḷitta makanṟ.

He who put the earth inside [his] belly, he who with [his] feet in three times traversed the whole ground at that time, he who in order to protect the cow herd lifted the mountain, is the boy who took care of the king’s difficulty.

Both the construction and the technique of allusion are familiar, as well as the cosmic deeds of the deity, which are related probably to three incarnations, namely Nārāyaṇa (who takes the world into himself), Trivikrama and Kṛṣṇa, first as a young cowherd and then as the helpmate of Arjuna.

Of the same mould is the poem from the Tirukāṭukam, here restricted to allusions to the act of Vāmana and from the life of Kṛṣṇa:

neṉcu paka erinta am cuṭar neṭu vēl
of beautiful glow, thrown to split the heart of the hill

cēval-am koṭiyōṇ kāppa
–since the one with the cock on [his] banner stood guard

ēmam vaikal eytiṇṟāl ulakē. the world attained a day of joy.
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The wild lime tree with cool fragrant blossoms of desirable excellence and kicking the deceptive cart that approached—all these three [is] the foot of him with the colour of bilberry flowers.

A priori I do not see any decisive difference between such poems and those integrated into the Vaiṣṇava canon, and it is likely too that they go back to about the same period. In a slightly different league is the following verse from the Paḻamoḷi, in that its syntax is considerably more complex, as literary Venpā likes to have it.

The feet of him who removed what is difficult [and] understood faultlessly, are great like the height of those who have understood, seeing it as the one possessing the huge world vast in area surrounded by the expansive sea, great is his strength.

Here we somehow have a play on the double meaning of the verb un̄artal, used at the same time to describe the cognitive faculty of god for perceiving and understanding the world and that of the devotee for perceiving god. But the exact point of the simile eludes me. Out of key is only the verse counted as the first in the Ciṟupaṅcamūlam:

muḷut’ uṇarntu mūṅ’ olittu mūvāṭān pātam
paḷut’ inri āṟṟap paṇintu muḷut’ ētti
maṇ pōya ŋālattu māntarkk’ uṟuti ā venpā uraippaṇ cila.
Humbling himself masterly without fault before the feet of the one who does not age, 

having understood the whole, having accomplished the three [steps], 

praising the whole, 

as strength for the people of the extensive earth world, 

he speaks a few Veṇpās.

Here we find an element of praise for Trivikrama, but otherwise it looks much more like a reference to the author or compiler of that text, only that the name is missing. In tone and form it is very similar to the author stanzas prefixed to the Antātis, and here we see the first occasion where a verse of that type is found at the beginning, not as part of the final colophon as in the other cases.\(^7\)

A beautiful example of such a stanza with the poet’s name and at least the possibility of religious affiliation is the one that belongs to the Kārnāṟpatu:

\[
\begin{align*}
mullaik koṭi makiḷa moy kuḷalār uḷ makiḷa 
mellap puḻal poliyum miiŋ’ elil kār tollai nūl 
vallār uḷam makiḷat tīn tamiḻai vākkumē 
col āynta kūttar kār cālntu.
\end{align*}
\]

For the mind of him with the flute to rejoice, delightfully decked with jasmine creepers, 

For the minds of those with curls delightfully decked with jasmine creepers to rejoice 

the ancient book on the flashing graceful clouds, from which soft floods flow, 

for the minds of those who master [it] to rejoice he has blessed sweet Tamil, 

Kūttar who chose words encompassing the rainy season.

Here the first line is ambiguous, and, since Tirumāl-Kṛṣṇa is the god of Mullai and the rainy season, the topic of the Kārnāṟpatu series of

---

\(^7\) Today’s editors generally print these stanzas at the beginning of the text, seeing them as a sort of cirappup pāyiram (a laudatory preface, as a rule made by somebody else, in contradistinction to the author’s preface, pāyiram), but this is not conform to the manuscript tradition.
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poems, it is highly likely that it was deliberately shaped so. If this is the case, we would have here a second early instance of associating Kṛṣṇa with the flute, besides the verses Cilappatikkāram 17.19-21.

If we now turn our attention to the non-Vaiṣṇava material, as far as the Kīḷkaṇakku are concerned, Śaivism is far less widely spread. The Caṅkam corpus comes with three poems unequivocally devoted to Śiva, the two well-known ones from the series of Peruntēvaṅgar for the Akanāṉūṟu and the Puranāṉūṟu plus the later one from the Kalittokai (counted as Kalittokai 1) that is less well known and the only one giving a prominent place to the devī, two good enough reasons to quote the full poem here:8

āṟu aṟi antaṅarkku aru marai pala pakarntu
iṟṟu nīr caṭai karantu tiripuram tī maṭṭutta
kūṟṟāmal kuṟṟittataṅ mēl cellum kaṭum kūḷi
māṟā pōr maṇi miṭṭṟu eṇ kaiyāy kēḷ iṅi.

paṭṭu parai pala iyampa pal uruvam peyarttu nī
koṭukoṭṭi aṭum-kāḷ kōṭu uyar akal alkul
koṭi purai nucuppiṆāḷ koṇṭa cīr taruvāḻō?

maṇṭu amar pala kaṭantu maṭukaṅyāli nīṟu anṭuntu
paṇṭaraṅkaṁ aṭum-kāḷ paṇai elḷil anṭai mel tōḷ
vaṇṭu araṟṟum kūntalāḷ valar tūkkul taruvāḻō

kolai uḷuvaḻ tōḷ acaii koṇṟai tār cuval puraḷa
talai aṅkai koṇṭu nī kāpāḷam aṭum-kāḷ
mulai anṭinta muṟṟuvaḷāḷ muŋ pāṇi taruvāḻō
eṇa anṭku
pāṇiyum tūkkum cīrum eṇṟu ivai
māṇ ilai arivai kāppa
aṇam il porul emaṇku amarantaṅai aṭi.

8 While traditionally Kalittokai 1 has never been counted as one of the Peruntēvaṅgar series, in recent years a manuscript has been found that claims him to be the author [Rajeswari 2009]. For reasons of metre, morphology and contents, however, this seems unlikely.
Announcing many rare secrets (Veda words) to brahmins who know the path,
hiding clear water in [your] matted hair, goring the three cities with a fiery [arrow],
listen now, you with eight arms [and] sapphire throat of unrelenting battle
with [your] fierce demon [troops], who go according to [your] intention, without being told:
While many beaten drums sound, you dispelling many forms:
At the time [you] dance the Koṭukoṭṭi, will she with high-curved broad hips
[and] a waist resembling a creeper give the melody taken?
At the time [you] dance the Paṇṭaraṅkam, winning many vehement battles
by [your] strength, adorned with ashes, will she with soft shoulders touched by grace [and] tresses in which bees sound give the ascending rhythm?
At the time you dance the skull dance, taking a skull in [your] palm,
ye the hide of the murderous tiger, while the Laburnum garland is rolling on [his] neck,
will she with a smile that adorns [her] breast give the beat in front [of you]?9
That is to say,
while the young woman with glorious jewels guards these: melody and rhythm and beat,
you keep dancing, not a small wealth for us.

In accordance with the custom of using for the invocation the metre of the text it precedes, the poem is composed in the stanzaic Kali form. The image of Śiva projected here is not the one familiar from the Peruntēvanaṭār invocations—that of bull rider, Ardhanarīśvara and Gaṅgādhara—but that of a dancer, a figure otherwise especially evoked in the Tiruvalaṅkāṭṭu decades of Kāraikkālammaiyār (6th c.). Moreover, he is supported, if not downright supervised, by the god-

9 Or: “will she give the first beat?”
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dess. If so, I do not see any direct contemporary parallel. Morphology and semantics likewise speak for a later origin; the Middle Tamil negative absolutive kūṟāmal occurs along with a series of Sanskrit loan words (caṭai, tiripuram, paṇṭaraṅkam, kāpālam), except for the first unprecedented in classical poetry.

Far more conservative in several ways is the only purely Śaivite invocation attested for the Kīḷkaṇakku, that of the Innilai, if ever the Innilai has to be counted among the Kīḷkaṇakku at all, which is disputed.\(^\text{10}\) From the perspective of primary sources, i.e., manuscripts, we find contradictory evidence. While not a single surviving serial Kīḻkaṇakku manuscript seems to contain the text of the Innilai, the anonymous mnemonic stanza that enumerates the texts included in the anthology makes mention of it.\(^\text{11}\) However, since neither the search and analysis of manuscripts nor the wording and interpretation of the stanza can be regarded as done,\(^\text{12}\) the verse shall be quoted nevertheless:

\(^\text{10}\) For a discussion, see Vaiyāpurip Pillai 1954: 80f.; for an English summary, see Zvelebil 1994: 251f.

\(^\text{11}\) nāḻati nāṉmaṇi nāṇārpat’ ainiṇai-mup-pāl kāṭukam kōvai paḷamoḷi—māmūlam innilai col-kāṇci-Ṇṭi ēṉai eṉpāvē kainnilai avām kīḷkkanaṇkkku.


\(^\text{12}\) As it is given here, the enumeration seems to be of nineteen texts, while eighteen (patiṇeṇ) unequivocally is the traditional figure, incorporated into the full title Patiṇeṇkīḷkkanaṇkkku. One possible way out of the dilemma might be to understand innilai (“of pleasing condition”) as an attribute to col-kāṇci instead of reading it as a separate title.
Eva Wilden

vēlañ tarīya viri caṭaip pemmāñ
vāl iḷai pākattu amariya kolū vēl
kūṟṟam katañt’ eri koṇrāiyāñ
kūṭṭa ulakam keḷiyya malintē.

The lord with expansive matted hair brought by the spear-carrying [priest],
the Laburnum wearer inhabited half by [her with] pure jewels
who angrily throws [his] rich spear at Kūṟṟam (Death),
let the united world joyfully join [him].

Unlike the majority of Kīḷkkanaṇaku, the In-nilai is not composed in
Venpā metre, but in the older Āciriyappā, and the same is true for its
invocation. It has been attributed to Peruntēvaṅgār, and indeed it has
similarities with the Cankam invocations, which might be deliberate
if indeed the text has to be seen as a forgery. From the point of view
of the contents, what is significant is a certain amount of oscillation
between Śiva and Murukan. While the attributes (matted hair, Labur-
um, female half) and the divine deed (killing of Death) belong to
Śiva, the spear-carrying priest (vēlañ) is connected with Murukan.

As far as Murukan is concerned, the Kīḷkkanaṇaku do not have a
single invocation exclusively dedicated to him, while for the Cankam
corpus he shared the first place with Śiva. Not only can he claim the
two Kūṟuntokai invocations already referred to, but, if the Tirumuru-
kāṟṟuppatāi can indeed be counted as a kaṭavul vālttu as argued
above, with 317 lines he commands more material than all the other
verses to all other deities put together.

Gaṇeṣa, however, the stepchild of first-millennium devotional lit-
erature, gets one stanza with the Aintīnai Elupatu, the only among
the small Akam anthologies to be endowed with an invocation at all.

ennum porul iṇīte ellām muṭitt’ emakku
naṇnun kalai aṇṇattum nalkumāl, kaṇ nutaṅiṅ
muṇṭattāṅ aṇṭattāṅ mālattāṅ nalam cēr
kaṇṭattāṅ iṅra kāḷiṇu.

Having sweetly accomplished all poetic elements that count he grants us
all the joined arts, the elephant bull brought forth at an auspicious mo-
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ment by the bald one with an eye on [his] forehead, who is the cosmic egg [and] the root.

So here the elephant god is praised for his relation to the arts (part of which, we presume, is the Aintinai Elupatu), but as much space, namely half the stanza, is given to the description of his father Śiva.

Coming to the poems that praise more than one deity, all four praise some form of Viṣṇu and Śiva as a minimal pair. The Aṅkurunuru that has already been quoted evokes Nārāyaṇa-Kṛṣṇa and Ardhanaṛśvara, the other three refer to further partly named, partly unnamed deities. One stanza precedes the text that is variously called, in the literary tradition, Iniya Narpatu, Iniyavai Nāṟṟapu or Iniyatu Nāṟṟapu.

\[
\begin{align*}
kan mūr' uțaiyān tāḷ cērtal kaṟitū inīte, 
 tol mān tuḷāy mālaiyānait toḷal inīte, 
muntūṟap pēni mukam nāṅk' uțaiyānāic 
ceṟ' amarnt' ėttal inītu.
\end{align*}
\]

13 In this respect similar, although more concrete, is the second early invocation stanza to Gaṇeśa known to me, probably somewhat later but still from the 1st millennium, that is, the first of three coming with the Pārata Venpā, the oldest Tamil version of the Mahābhārata surviving in more than a handful quotations. There the god’s relation to the text is spelt out: he has written or copied it. The verse is remarkable too for its genre mix, for though it is positioned like a kaṭavul vāḷtu, it actually enumerates the benefits to be derived from reciting the text, as is the purpose of the phalasruti, normally positioned at the end of a text:

\[
\begin{align*}
ōṭa, viṇai akalum ōŋku pukal perukum 
kātal porul aṇaittum kaikūṭum – cītap 
pañi kōṭṭu māl varaimēl pāratak pōr tīṭṭum

\text{taṇik kōṭṭu vāraṇattig tāḷ.}
\end{align*}
\]

When one recites [the praise of] the foot of the elephant with the single tusk that inscribes the Bhārata war on the huge mountains with cold dewy peaks, [past] deeds will depart, high fame will increase, all the desired objects will draw near.
Fast joining the feet of him who possesses three eyes is sweet,
worshipping him who has a garland of old glorious Tulsi is sweet,
going to, staying with [and] praising him who possesses four faces,
judging [him] to have priority, is sweet.

Here the wording employed to express veneration for the familiar triad of gods, Śiva, Viṣṇu and Brahmā, is playfully individual, no doubt because it has to be read as an allusion to the anthology title; * Iniya Nārpatu* means “The Forty on What Is Pleasing”. The epithets chosen to refer to the gods are among the basic stock items in devotional poetry, i.e., the three eyes for Śiva, the Tulsi garland for Viṣṇu or Kṛṣṇa and the four faces for Brahmā.

More interesting is the poem of the * Iniā Nārpatu* (“The Forty on What Is Unpleasant”), attributed to the famous classical poet Kapilar, who after all he had composed for the old anthologies, also took the trouble to produce the Kuṟiñci Hundred of the * Aiṅkurūnūṟu*, the * Kuṟuṅcippāṭṭu* among the Ten Songs and, last but not least, the Kuṟiñci portion of the *Kalittokai*, so that by now he should have indeed reached the ripe age of about 600 years.

\[ muk kaṇ pakavan ati toḷatārkk' iṅnā, 
porpaṇai veṭlaivai uḷḷāt' oḷuk' iṅnā, 
caṭkarattāṇai marapp' iṅnā, āṅk' iṅnā 
caṭṭiyāṉ tāḷ toḷatārku. \]

Misery to those who do not worship the feet of the Venerable one with three eyes,
misery acting without thinking of the White one with the golden Palmyra palm,
misery forgetting him with the discus, as much misery
to those who don’t worship the feet of the Spear-bearer.

The technique is the same as for the sister anthology, with a play here on the idea of being conducive to misery. The group of deities addressed here consists of four members, evoked in a similar manner by their attributes, only two of which are identical with the group of three. Here we have three-eyed Śiva, Balarāma with the Palmyra banner, Kṛṣṇa with the discus and Murukaṉ under the name Cattiyāṉ (< Skt. *śakti-dhara*- “spear bearer”). That this group is not the
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product of chance is shown by at least one parallel from the Puranāṅūru, the famous 56 (PN 56.1-14). The first eight lines in that poem enumerate with some more detail the same sequence of four gods as models of behaviour for the Pāṇṭiya king.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{ēṛṟu vaḷaṇ uyariya eri maruḷ avir caṭai} \\
\text{māṟr’ arum kaṇicci maṇi mīṭṭrōṇum} \\
\text{kaṭal vaḷaṛ puri vaḷai puraiyum mēṇi} \\
\text{āṭal vem nāṇcil pāṭai koṭiyōṇum} \\
\text{maṇṇuru tiru maṇi puraiyum mēṇi} \\
\text{viṇ uyar puḷ koṭi viral veyyōṇum} \\
\text{maṇi mayil uyariya māṛā venṛi} \\
\text{piṇimuka āṛti oḷ ceyyōṇum.}
\end{align*}
\]

The one with a sapphire throat, with a battle-axe difficult to avert,
with shining matted locks resembling a flame, become high in victory
on a bull,
and the one with a Palmyra banner, with a ploughshare desirous of killing,
with a body resembling a spiralled conch grown in the sea,
and the one desirous of victory, with a bird banner high to the sky,
with a body resembling a polished brilliant sapphire,
and the bright ruddy one, whose vehicle is Piṇimukam,
of unaltered victory that is elevated on a sapphire peacock.

This song has a number of peculiarities that make it look like a late intrusion in the Puranāṅūru. It describes a series of personalised gods in a way that is absolutely typical of the period under consideration here, that is, not before the 6th century and possibly in the early 7th. It is put into the mouth of yet another of the fluid reappearing poets, namely Nakkīraṇ, the son of Kaṇakkāyaṇār from Maturai (Maturaik Kaṇakkāyaṇār makaṇār Nakkīraṇār),14 who is not only supposed to have left behind several poems in the early anthologies, but also the Netunālvēṭai, and, more to the point here, the Tirumuru-

\[\text{kāṛṛuppaṭai},\text{ besides being famous as the first commentator on Akam}\]

14 On the various possible identities of Nakkīraṇ, see Gros 1983: 90f., and Zvelebil 1986: 65f.
poetics, writer of the commentary on the *Iraiyanar Akapporuḻ*. It has two late and rare Sanskrit loans, one of them being Piṇimukam, the name of Murukan’s elephant, likewise referred to in the *Tirumuruku*, and *yavanar*, referring to Greek traders. Last but not least it shows a number of smaller metrical irregularities which are symptomatic of the later revival Aciriyappā.

I would draw the conclusion that, firstly, here we are touching on a certain milieu of literates involved, in one way or another, in giving the corpus the structure we know today. Secondly, I would conclude that in that milieu there was a group where indeed the above series of four gods was worshipped. If that is accepted, it would yield us the key to one more of the verses which address a plurality, but which so far seem cryptic, namely the one of the Ėlāti:

\[
\begin{align*}
aṟu \text{ nālvar āy pukačcēv’ āṭi āṟrap} \\
p eru \text{ nālvar pēni vaḷankip peru nān-} \\
maṛai \text{ purintu vāḷunēl maṇ olantu viṇṇōrkku} \\
irai \text{ purintu vāḷtal iyalpu.}
\end{align*}
\]

While seeking the red feet of choice fame of the six [times] four, if, habitually esteeming the worthy four, one lives performing the four Vedas, when leaving behind the earth, living as lord of the celestials [comes] naturally.

Here we see as an invocation a verse of one kind typical for the signature verse of the bhakti corpus, the one that would be termed, in Sanskrit, the *phalaśruti*, the fruit to be gained from listening to or reciting the text thus graced. Gaining heaven is one of the elementary achievements aspired to by a devout human. Only here the implication of listening or reciting is left inexplicit; the Ėlāti itself is not referred to, and indeed here we are only at the beginning of the text, while the signature verse naturally belongs to the end. We might see this as a phase of experiment with form. As far as the deities evoked are concerned, the twenty-four remain mysterious, while the four I suggest reading as Śiva, Balarāma, Kṛṣṇa and Murukan.\footnote{An alternative reading, however, might be a Śaivite one, taking the twenty-four as to refer to the gods, while the four could also be the...
ample for the praise of deity in the abstract, the invocation of the Nālaṭiyār may be quoted. The first decade of the Kurāḷ would be the second case in point, but that has already been translated a sufficient number of times.

\[\text{vāṉ ĵtu viliñ varav' ariyā vāymaiyāl }\]
\[\text{kāḷ nilam tōyāk kaṭavulai yām nilam }\]
\[\text{ceṇṇi ura vaṇakic cērtum, 'em uḷḷattu }\]
\[\text{muṇṇiyavai muṭika' ēyru.}\]

Because truth is unpredictable, like the [rain]bow put in the sky,\textsuperscript{16} the god whose feet do not touch the ground let us join, bowing so that [our] heads touch the ground, saying “Let the thoughts contemplated in our minds be perfected”.

Here the attitude of human to god certainly falls into the pattern of bhakti, that is, of personal devotion to the deity with the hope of

\textsuperscript{16} The first line poses difficulties of understanding, but I suggest to read a pre-positioned explanation of why it is necessary to turn to god: because truth (here presumably of the spiritual, liberating kind) literally “does not know of coming”, i.e. is elusive unless given by god, just as the rainbow whose appearance is unforeseen and not under the control of humans.
spiritual improvement and finally, one presumes, heaven or liberation.

This brings us to the end of the theistic share in the satellite stanzas insofar as they are usually printed.17 We have seen, though in uneven distribution, veneration of a number of, from the point of view of bhakti literature, major and minor deities of the Hindu pantheon—Murukaṇ, Śiva with most of his celebrated aspects and accompanied by the goddess, Gaṇeśa, Viṣṇu in most of his incarnations, his brother Balarāma, Brahmā—as well as references to more abstract forms of “god”. It is easy to perceive that with the invocation stanzas to the two major classical hyper-anthologies of Tamil literature we are not dealing with a chance collection of stray verses unevenly distributed over an indefinite number of centuries, but with a group of verses that stand in close intertextual relationship with each other and with the texts they are attached to. Even apart from aspects of literary form, content and metre, the various conceptions of divinity seem far more fluid and individual than would easily be explicable if we were to accept the late dates currently assigned to these stanzas.18 If indeed the 7th century has seen the advent of “Śaivism” and “Vaiṣṇavism” as it transpires from the great bhakti works assigned to that period, greater liberty must have either still been possible at that time, even for persons acting within the sphere of royal courts such as that of the Pāṇṭiyas, or these stanzas must predate those oeuvres. In short, these neglected verses on the margin of classical literature allow us rare glimpses into the crystallisation of poetic forms, the formation of the corpus and the religious sentiments of a literary milieu before the pervasive sectarian splits.

17 That is, except for those associated with the Tirumurukāṟṟuppaṭai, which have been collected and edited by Emmanuel Francis (cf. Francis 2017: 319–351).

18 Given dates vary between the 8th century (Champakalakshmi 2011: 166) and the 9th century (Marr 1985[1958]: 70ff.), although Zvelebil 1994: 555 seems to advocate the 7th century, at least for the stanzas of Perunṭēvaṇār.
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Theology of Viṣṇu in the Viṣṇupurāṇa

Introduction

In order to extract or distil something like “theology” from the Viṣṇupurāṇa (ViP) two analytical procedures have been applied which will be briefly described and the result of which form the core of this presentation.

In the first part, the literary genre of stotra (hymns of praise) is chosen as an important locus of talking about God (Viṣṇu).1 The vocabulary2 of all stotras in the ViP is analysed and classified into semantic fields3 according to what is mentioned, described or talked about addressing God in praise. The variations of vocabulary and expression constitute the “paradigm” for talking about a particular aspect of the concept of God. The totality of paradigms thus established includes paradigms which structure this totality. Structure and content together constitute the concept of Viṣṇu that characterizes the ViP.

---

1 This paper is based on my unpublished Habilitationsschrift, “Die Hymnen des Viṣṇupurāṇa: Materialien zur Textanalyse des Viṣṇupurāṇa”. Tübingen 1980.

2 Other elements and perspectives by which stotras or (any other puranic sub-genre) could be described and analysed are, e.g., literary style (including metre, refrain, formulaic expressions, compounds, particles, etc.) and intertextual comparison (e.g., Viṣṇu-stotras vs. Śiva- or Devī-stotras, stotras in the ViP vs. stotras in the Liṅgapurāṇa, etc.; cf. Schreiner 1990: 426–441). Other literary genres that have been or could be analysed are episodes, mythological narratives, dialogues, (philosophical, theological, cosmological) tracts, attributions of merit (śravaṇaphala).

3 This term, though part of the technical terminology of semantics, linguistics, lexicography, history of concepts, etc., is used here without reference to any specific authority in these disciplines.
The second part consists of the analysis of conceptual keywords of philosophical or theological import based on “cross sections”, i.e., the examination of all occurrences of a word in the whole text (a procedure which obviously presupposes the availability of a digitized version of the examined text). Theoretically, one might postulate that such a cross section should be carried out for every vocabulary item in all the paradigms; but the effort would be forbidding, the results are not likely to modify substantially what can be derived from exemplary cross sections. I restrict myself to summarizing the results of examining jñāna/vijñāna.4

If these procedures are taken as programmatic methodological tools in Purāṇa research, they obviously need to be supplemented by intertextual comparison as the tool and method that introduces a historical perspective into this type of textual analysis. This dimension has been deliberately excluded from this presentation. Its importance, however, cannot be overemphasized.

The two procedures document that the ViP, while praising the deity,5 also say much about the world. Its theology is a cosmo-theology. The world in its relation to God is a layered universe with beginning and end, and a period of subsistence in between. God in relation to this world assumes all three of the “trimūrti-functions”. The sequence of creation, maintenance and retraction of the world demands that time is part of reality, as divine, and of divinity as ultimate reality.

The world, as produced from God, participates in his ultimate reality; the term for this dimension is vijñāna or jñāna. In it, epistemology and metaphysics seem to meet and to mingle. Viewed from the worldly perspective, it means that God can be cognized because everything participates in the cognitive dimension of reality—a dimension which characterizes, singularly and absolutely, only God.

Thus, reality is layered and God is the highest reality (paramārtha) and therefore is more real than the world. But the world and its

4 Paramārtha, and parama-pada, yoga, bhakti, māyā and pūjā/ārādhana are further keywords that have been analysed.

5 I choose this word deliberately in order to avoid the gender problem; Viṣṇu is masculine; as God he is more properly considered neuter.
parts are not ultimately unreal. The parts cannot be separated from the whole. The recognition of what the parts and the whole share and have in common, viz. cognition, identifies with this common dimension and liberates from the provisionality of identifying only with the parts.

Though these traits of the concept of God in the ViP are (taken individually) not new in the Indian history of ideas, at least their combination characterizes the ViP as a whole and thus can be attributed to what can be called the “milieu” which produced the final redaction of this Purāṇa.

1.1 Stotras in the Viṣṇupurāṇa

The title of this paper consists of several irritating singulars which require some clarification. “The Viṣṇupurāṇa” is a parlance which in western Purāṇa research must be considered provocative if not meaningless after Willibald Kirfel. Purāṇas are a priori considered texts belonging to the genre of anonymous literature, which do not have an author and thus do not have a singular origin—in time and in space. In the process of transmission and migration such texts have been modified, enlarged, abbreviated. The changes can affect the literary form as well as the content. Thus, to want to say anything about “the” ViP without asking about the specific layer in its development runs the danger of being considered unscientific and naive.

The comparative method has been considered the most promising tool for discovering chronological layers. By comparing wording (as is practiced for the preparation of critical editions) Kirfel’s Purāṇapaṅcalakṣaṇa6 aims at a kind of critical edition of those passages in (theoretically) all Purāṇas which talk about sarga, pratisarga, mantaṇara, vaṃśa, vaṃśānucaṛita. Taking the next step, Hacker applied comparison to a myth (its plot, descriptions, religious milieu and theological terminology). Next to Narasiṃha in the Prahlāda-episode, other avatāra myths have been handled in a similar manner (Kūrma, Varāha, Paraśurāma, Vāmana, Buddha—Kṛṣṇa already and with

6 Kirfel 1927.
different guiding questions by Ruben\textsuperscript{7}). None of these studies considered any of the studied Purāṇas as unified texts about which one could confidently speak in the singular.

By choosing to study the stotras in the ViP I did not originally intend to question or denounce this presupposition; rather, I wanted to expand the repertoire of what can be compared in Purāṇas (and between the different layers of one Purāṇa) by the category “literary genre”. Were those hymns (in historical perspective) an integral part of the episode or context in which they occurred? To answer this question one needs to compare the stotras amongst themselves, the stotras and their content with the content of the episode, the occurrence of the stotras in other versions of the same episode in other Purāṇas, the occurring stotras with the stotras in the parallel episodes.

The content of stotras evokes the second singular, “theology”. Stotras, i.e., hymns of praise, are (in the ViP) generally addressed to a deity. In praising the deity, they state affirmatively what or how the deity is, what he (or she or it) did and how he (or she or it) acted. Hymns of praise thus speak to a deity and about the deity, whom they address. This is “theo-logy”, “god-talk”, not in the sense of a scientific discipline or an ideological system, but in a general sense of “speaking about god/God”. And, if stotras are addressed to different deities, they should also document different theologies.

Can at least the singular of Viṣṇu survive the irritation of a critical reading of the title? Yes and no. No, because Viṣṇu is not just called Viṣṇu. For the purpose of this study I speak of Viṣṇu where the text may speak of Viṣṇu (292 times), Hari (187), Keśava (65), Krṣṇa (312), Hṛṣīkeśa (7), Janārdana (67), Bhagavat (237), Govinda (61), Nārāyaṇa (30).\textsuperscript{8} No again, because the name Viṣṇu is used for different aspects and functions of this deity.\textsuperscript{9} Yes, if what the ViP


\textsuperscript{8} The numbers are meant only to indicate roughly the proportions of frequency; the title bhagavat, e.g., is not only to Viṣṇu.

\textsuperscript{9} As an example, for the simultaneous multiformity of Viṣṇu on an episodic level, see 1,9.86-89 (the quoted text and references are that of the
says about Viṣṇu (its theology) adds up to a consistent system and view of “god and the world”, a cosmo-theology with traits (on the level of terminology, of conceptualization, of order and values) that make it distinctive—as a theology of Viṣṇu and as the theology of the Viṣṇupurāṇa.

As already mentioned, the most explicit way of speaking about God (and thus of practicing “theo-logy”) in the ViP are the stotras (hymns of praise) addressed to the deity. The following observations are primarily based on the analysis of the Viṣṇustotras in the ViP.

1.2 Establishing a corpus of hymns of praise

In order to establish the corpus of hymns of praise by a text-immanent and formal, objectifiable criterion, I examined the use of the word “praise” (stu- and derivates). It allows identifying hymns of praise as those sections which are called stuti, stotra or stava, or are introduced and/or concluded in the ViP by explicitly mentioning that somebody praised or was praised by these passages.

1,2,1–1,2,7* Parāśara praises Viṣṇu
1,4,12–24 Earth praises Varāha
1,4,31–44 Sanandana, etc. praise Varāha
1,9,39–56 Brahmā praises Viṣṇu
1,9,60–64 Devarsayah praise Viṣṇu
1,9,68–73 Deities praise Viṣṇu
1,9,115–130 Indra praises Śrī
1,12,53–75 Dhruva praises Viṣṇu
1,14,23–43 Pracetasas praise Viṣṇu

critical edition: The Critical Edition of the Viṣṇupurāṇam, ed. by M.M. Pathak, 2 vols., Vadodara 1997–1999). In the Amṛtamantha-episode Kṛṣṇa-Hari-Keśava is actively involved under at least four forms. He is present as the tortoise at the base of the mountain, he participates among the gods as well as among the Daityas in the churning, he stands invisibly on the mountain.

This is in effect the methodological procedure of a terminological “cross section” as exemplified for other terms in part 2 of this paper.
The chosen criterion leads to the inclusion of 5,30.76–78 (Indra addressing Satyabhāma). Mucukunda’s hymn (5,23.27–46) does not begin at the beginning of a verse. Indra’s statement (5,30.76–78) does not contain any formulas of veneration, but it does contain theological assertions (*trimūrti*-functions, identity with the world). The hymns of the Kāliya episode are not called “praise” by the narrator but rather in the hymns themselves (by reflecting about the impossibility to praise adequately). Applying this element of content leads to the inclusion 5,29.23–29. The earth praises by reflecting about praising and uses the word *stuti* (v. 28).

The other hymnic passages (marked by asterisks) can be included only by extending the formal criterion of selection. They are Vasudeva’s hymnic prayer (5,20.82–92, where theological description of Kṛṣṇa as deity is combined with formulas of submission and requests for mercy), as well as the introductory and concluding prayers by the narrator; they qualify by style and content as hymns.

Other hymnic descriptions by Parāśara should perhaps be classified among the theological tracts (e.g., 3,3.22–31; 2,8.98–107; 2,12.37–47). These passages raise the problem that the hymns of praise are indeed not the only passages in the ViP that are theologi-
cal. But for a first attempt to identify this theology a formal textual criterion seems preferable.\(^{11}\)

The Indian attitude towards purānic stotras (or more generally to any praise of any deity) tends to take their statements less than seriously due to the presupposition that praise implies that one is prepared to say anything and everything about the praised deity. This is based on the conviction that praising means to state the greatness, the exceptional qualities and admirable deeds of the praised person. In doing so the same thing can be said about different deities. Thus, what is said in a stotra is not specific and should not be taken to be specific. The literary genre ("praise") would determine the content of the text or of this particular text genre to a degree that the interpretation of the content is deemed meaningless. God is great, greater, the greatest—and anything within the greatness becomes accidental, arbitrary, fortuitous.

I beg to disagree. Viṣṇu and Śiva are iconographically different; their deeds and the episodes in which they are involved are different. Why should their theology be the same? As a comparativist I must concentrate on the differences, and the working hypothesis states that similarities are originally the result of contact, imitation, competition, rivalry, complementariness, inclusivism, substitution, and whatever other strategies and mechanisms one might discover.

\(^{11}\) There are other passages in the ViP which stand out by their theological or perhaps more specifically theographical content: they describe Viṣṇu. The literary form may be that of a “tract” or that of a dialogue of instructions; the stylistic diction is often hymnic. Examples are 2,8.98-2,8.107: hymnic description; 2,12.37-47: Viṣṇu as the All and as cognition; 3,3.22-31: Parāśara’s hymnic description of brahman, where brahman is a form of Viṣṇu; 5,3.10-11 and 5,3.12-13: Vasudeva and Devakī address the new-born Kṛṣṇa; 5,7.35-42: Baladeva’s acclamation reminding Kṛṣṇa of his divinity; 5,9.23-33: Kṛṣṇa’s acclamation reminding Bala of his divinity; 5,7.2-17 and 5,7.26-33: Akūra’s joy and apprehension about meeting Kṛṣṇa; 5,31.41-43: Śiva addressing Kṛṣṇa; the instructions given by Prahlāda, Bharata or Rbhū. A comparison—using the same criteria and parameters—of the corpus of theographical passages with the hymns is likely to confirm that the Viṣṇu theology of the ViP is indeed comprehensive and characteristic of the whole text.
That God Viṣṇu is everything, is the All and is all, that he is even more than all, stands above all and above the All, transcends all, is however specifically true for the theology of the ViP. In order to grasp and describe this specificity it is essential how Viṣṇu’s allness is expressed. After all, we can know about and understand the thinking of the authors of the ViP only by analysing their ways of expressing themselves and of using words.

Among the first observations will probably be that themes and formulations repeat themselves. This invites and allows one to abstract from the variations, themes and formulations in order to establish the categories and the structure that underlie the repetitions. What is said about Viṣṇu’s allness and transcendence apparently was not formulated arbitrarily, could not be formulated arbitrarily.

1.3 Paradigms of praise

In order to illustrate the kind of text from which my procedure abstracts, let me include the translation of the first few verses of the hymns by the gods to Viṣṇu from the Māyāmoha-episode (3,17.11–18).

The deities said:
Through this acclamation that we shall utter
for the homage of Viṣṇu, the lord over the worlds,
may He be favourable,
the gracious, the one of the beginnings.

12 In historical perspective it appears that the ViP is probably the first Purāṇa that uses stotras to such an extent and uses them to express mainly Viṣṇu’s allness. It may well be that the mentioned Indian attitude belongs to the Wirkungsgeschichte of the ViP; other theologians imitated or competed with the avowed greatness of Viṣṇu in the name of their god(s) and thus by generalizing and universalizing the structure of theological statements about Viṣṇu made the theological assertion of god’s greatness and allness a cliché devoid of specificity.

13 I must presuppose that their way of expressing themselves was intentional and meaningful. However, the risk of over-interpretation is real.
Who can praise Him, the Great Self, 
from whom all beings are born 
and in whom they will be absorbed?

Yet, destroyed is our bravery 
by the destruction wrought by our enemies 
and we strive for a new existence – 
we shall praise you 
though your true being 
does not fall within the domain of words.

You are earth, water, fire, 
and wind and space, 
the whole inner sense, 
primordial matter and the spiritual person 
that transcends the former.

Your body is just one 
consisting of anything formed and unformed 
beginning with Brahmā and down to the plants 
with differences due to time and place.

Lord, one of your forms is standing before you 
which formerly arose from the lotus of your navel; 
to it, helping with creation 
and one with Brahmā, homage!

We also are a form of yours 
distinguished as Śakra, Sun, Rudra, Vasus, 
as Aśvins, wind, moon and the others, 
to it that is one with the demons, homage!

To your form, Govinda, that is characterized by pretentiousness 
and that lacks insight, forbearance and discipline 
to it that is one with the demons, homage!\(^{14}\)

\(^{14}\) devāḥ ūcuḥ
ārādhanāya lokānāṃ viṣṇor iḥasya yāṃ giram
vakṣyāmo bhagavān ādyas tayā viṣṇuh prasūdatu || 3,17.11 ||
yato bhūtāny aśeṣāni prasūtāni māhātmanaḥ ||
yasminiḥ ca layam eṣyanti kas taṁ saṁstotum iśvaraḥ || 3,17.12 ||
If the statements of the stotras are considered as variants of expressions of a central structure, the collections of variants of the different statements will show what they have in common. One obtains the paradigm of theological statements in the ViP, i.e., the words and/or concepts which can be substituted for each other, because they are attested as variants of (or in) the same theologoumenon, i.e., an item, point, or teaching of theological relevance.

The words or ideas subsumed under a paradigm are not synonyms in a narrow sense, but they function as equivalents within a structure. The way in which paradigms are related to each other, or subsumed one under the other, is essential. The fact that the words or ideas which function as equivalents are often diachronically distinguishable, i.e., the fact that they stem from different schools or contexts or can be attributed to different modes of thinking (e.g., Sāṃkhya cosmogony and mythological cosmology) conditions the breadth and depth of the theology that made use of them.

Applied to the interpretation of the hymns in the ViP, and of their theology, this means: It is less important that everything can be said about Viṣṇu, while the constellation and elements which constitute Viṣṇu’s universality and uniqueness, and how they interrelate, are important. The milieu from which this theology might stem, the redactors’ intentions and the message of the text are likely to be found more reliably in the structure than in the occurrence or omission of a single element, stylistic peculiarity or any other building block of the whole. The constellation or structure of (praising) statements about

\[
\begin{align*}
tathāpya arātīvidhvamsadhvastavīryā bhavārthināḥ & | 3,17.13 | 
tvam stōṣyāmas tavoktīnāṃ yāthārthyaṃ naiva gocare & | 3,17.13 | 
tvam uṛvī salīlaṃ vahnir vāyur ākāśam eva ca & | 3,17.14 | 
samastam antahkaraṇaṃ pradhānaṃ tatparaḥ pumān & | 3,17.14 | 
ekaṃ tavaitad bhūtātman mūrtāmūrtamayaṃ vapoḥ & | 3,17.15 | 
ābrahmastambaparyantam sthānakālavibhivedavat & | 3,17.15 | 
tatresa tava yat pūrvaṃ tv annābhikamalodbhavam & | 3,17.16 | 
rūpaṃ sargopakārāya tasmai brahmātmane namāḥ & | 3,17.16 | 
śakrākarādramāvsvimūtamanādibhivedavit & | 3,17.16 | 
vayam evam svarūpaṃ te tasmai devātmam namah & | 3,17.17 | 
dambhapraṇāyaṃ asāmbodhi titikṣādamavarjītam & | 3,17.17 | 
yadrūpaṃ tava govinda tasmai daityātmame namah & | 3,17.17 | 
dambhapraṇāyaṃ asāmbodhi titikṣādamavarjītam & | 3,17.18 | 
\end{align*}
\]
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Viṣṇu is composed by the paradigms of these statements grouped according to topic. The following sketch of this structure deliberately does not take the diachronic perspective into consideration. The classification according to topics and the nomenclature for the subject matter of each topic attempt to find labels or umbrella concepts that should serve as a descriptive tool and as a starting point for their critical discussion. The scheme and its nomenclature are a heuristic device. If it describes adequately the conceptual framework and profile of this text, it could serve as reference for the comparison with other texts with different profiles.

Survey of stotra paradigms on “Viṣṇu and the world”

[1] spirit, Geistprinzip
[2] world
[2.1] metaphysics, levels of material evolution
[2.1.1] matter
[2.1.2] psyche, consciousness and cognition
[2.1.3] senses and elements
[2.2] beings and things
[2.2.1] cosmography and geography
[2.2.2] time and its divisions
[2.2.3] classes of (living) beings
[2.2.3.1] gods
[2.2.3.2] living beings
[2.2.3.3] humans
[2.2.3.4] non-human, semi-divine, demonic beings
[2.2.3.5] animals
[2.2.3.6] plants
[2.3] mythological paradigm
[2.3.1] iconography
[2.3.2] viṣvarūpa
[2.3.3] divine actions on earth

For an explication of each paradigm, see below.
That these topical groups and concepts are indeed something in the text is confirmed by the fact that the complete vocabulary of the stotras can indeed be classified with their help.\footnote{16} I construe and present the paradigms by briefly summarizing the meaning and content of a classifying concept in the light of the corresponding Sanskrit vocabulary listed in the footnotes (occasionally with additions like compounds that characterize the context, a disambiguating typical verbal root, etc. in parentheses).\footnote{17}

\footnote{16} This claim ought to lead to a discussion about the details of the operationalisation of its verification: lemmatisation, disambiguation, polysemy, contextualisation (e.g., if \emph{agre} is used to describe how the earth is placed on the top of the boar’s tooth, the word does not have theological relevance), syntax (more than a hundred occurrences of \emph{ca}, other particles, pronouns, nominal composition, negations [an analysis of positive vs. negative terminology and its potential structural relevance, e.g., concerning the correlation of specific negative statements remains a desideratum]), style (refrains, formulaic expressions of veneration, e.g., 38 times \emph{namas}, 5 times \emph{śaraṇam} – elements which very likely do have theological and systematic relevance).

\footnote{17} Basis is the digital version of the text in which word boundaries are marked (i.e., Sandhi is resolved) and from which an index (most comfortably a KWIC Index) of the stotra passages has been established. The references in the text can be found in the electronic text that is being made available on the internet.
As a conceptual system the polar duality of a cosmo-theology comprises *a priori* the realities of a world (“cosmo”) [2] and a divinity (“theology”) [1] but must also include the conceptualization of how the two are related [3]. That the God is said to be one and all-inclusive gives a monistic dimension to the system; that the worldly material realities are many gives a pluralistic hue to the other pole. The metaphysical aspect of speaking about the world is indebted to Sāṃkhya; the concrete worldly realities are spoken of in a predominantly mythic manner (heavens, underworlds, classes of beings, etc.). None of the three constituents (i.e., conceptual fields) can make sense without the two others [3]. They constitute a triangle, but the fact that “spirit” [1] stands at the top is justified not by a logical priority but by the temporal aspect included in the system. The cosmos ([2] with all subsections, including its metaphysical realms) stems from the spiritual, the Viṣṇu-aspect of reality and is periodically absorbed in it. There is nothing outside of or independent of Viṣṇu. But the worldly dimension of reality exists within a system of becoming and dissolving. And since the worldly dimension of reality is an aspect of divinity, God is not conceivable without the rhythm of becoming and dissolving. The *trimūrti*-functions conceptualize the temporal aspect of this cosmo-theology quite clearly; it must be considered a central, innovative element of the Viṣṇu-theology of the ViP.

The universe, the constituents of which provide the material for describing Viṣṇu, is an ordered universe and in that sense a cosmos. For its metaphysical and cosmological section, it is the Sāṃkhya philosophy which provides the frame. This world view accepts two separate, independent realms of reality, one matter, the other spirit. These realms of reality are ontologically independent; they are functionally related as subject and object or as “enjoyer” and “enjoyed”.

[1] spirit, “*Geistprinzip*”

Theologically speaking, Viṣṇu comprises everything, spirit and matter, divinity and world, and would therefore form a category outside of this scheme. Sāṃkhya philosophy offers to the Viṣṇu theologians

---

18 *bhuj-, bhoga(-pradāna), sākṣin.*
a concept or category which allows cosmology and theology to form a continuum. The hierarchical scheme of steps of evolution and levels of reality was/is continued “on top” by a concept of God who does not exist side by side (next to) the world but simultaneously in the world and beyond the (material) world. This category functions as focus or meeting point for concepts of spirit, transcendence, purity, infinity, of being beyond words, non-worldliness (expressed via negativa), etc. The terms in this paradigm may not all stem from Sāṃkhya philosophy (or did not enter into the classical system). That is why this paradigm is not primarily a Sāṃkhya paradigm but one of Viṣṇu theology that utilizes Sāṃkhya and thereby modifies it.¹⁹

[2] world

There are two aspects to material reality. There is matter as a principle of the same standing as spirit, a “metaphysical” realm of reality (though this term is evidently a misnomer, since the principle of matter cannot be beyond matter) [2.1 metaphysics, levels of material evolution]. And there is, secondly, matter in its concrete forms [2.2 beings and things] which are connected with the material principle by a process of evolution or transformation.²⁰

The first sub-paradigm concerns matter as a principle which is the origin of all evolved realms of reality and of all things; it can therefore be called the “unevolved” or the “unmanifest”. It is the matrix and cause of all products of evolution (which is evoked by transla-

---

¹⁹ [1] spirit, Geistprinzip
- puruṣa, pumān, puruṣottama, brahman, ātman, paramātman,
- paramabrahman, parabrahman, paramārtha, para, paramapada, paramāpā,
- eka, na anya, svarūpa,
- guhyam, jyoti, pāra,
- jñāna, vijñāna, parā vidiyā, bodha
(positive:) śuddha, viśuddha, śāśvata, sanātana, nitya
(negative:) aja, aksara, aksaya, avyaya, acintya, anirdeśya, aprameya,
ameya, acyuta, nirguna, nirañjana, amala, nirmala, niradhiṣṭha, nir-
avadya, nirvandya, nisprapaṅca, ananta, anādi, amūrta

²⁰ parināma, pravṛtti, vyākṛ-, vikāra, vyddhi
tions like “primordial nature”, “Urnatür”) and the ground in which everything is absorbed.

[2.1.1] matter

The material principle is and has three “traits” (guna, “Grund-züge”), qualities which are constituents. Their imbalance starts the process of evolution and the differences and variations in their proportions are responsible for the differences between different conditions and concrete things. These processes of evolution and differentiation are connected to the divine principle by the concept of energy (śakti). I suspect that the triad of the concepts virāṭ, saṃrāṭ, svarāṭ belong to the same conceptual field.21

[2.1.2] consciousness and cognition

The first phase of evolution produces a level of reality which may be subsumed under consciousness and cognition. It is material and in its cosmological dimension and potentiality comprises everything. It permeates the levels subordinated to and originated from it (I-consciousness and the faculties of the senses of cognition and action). This level of “psychic” realities appears as little differentiated in the vocabulary of the stotras.22 The five vital breaths (prāṇa) appear as further principles and have perhaps been integrated into the Sāṃkhya scheme from upaniṣadic sources.23

21 [2.1.1] matter
  prakṛti, pradāna, avyakta, avyākṛta, (tri-)guna, sattvādi, kāraṇa, layasthāna
  śakti
  virāṭ, saṃrāṭ, svarāṭ (?)

22 [2.1.2] consciousness and cognition
  buddhi, mahān, antaḥkaraṇa, guhā (?), manas, cetas, prāṇa

23 I use “Sāmkhya” and “upaniṣadic” as convenient labels to characterize “milieux” that can be distinguished historically and according to the sources that fall under each term. This is only a heuristic device to conceptualize that the tradition presupposed by the ViP consists of different strands; these strands may touch and intertwine and are not meant to suggest consecutive stages of development.
[2.1.3] senses and elements

The next level of evolution (it is a top-down process) remains in the realm of principles and does not yet produce concrete separate things. First appear the five senses, then five realms of objectivity ("that-ness", the word tanmātra itself does not appear in the stotras) which correspond to what each sense can perceive (in principle) and then the five elements\(^ {24} \) which are characterized by five principal attributes ("that-ness"), each correlated with one sense function.\(^ {25} \) The five senses of action do not play a role in the scheme of principles according to the ViP.

Everything else in the world is composed of these elements. The philosophical texts of Sāṃkhya do not (to my knowledge) contain schematic lists of [2.2] beings and things (with perhaps one exception from the MBh 12,290). The vocabulary of the stotras allows one to recognize a number of categories from the realm of manifest, cosmic, material reality which supplement the paradigm of Sāṃkhya cosmology. I repeat only the headings; each category is represented by a number of synonyms and/or different beings:

\(^{24} \) bhūta is of course multivalent: “thing” as in bhūtabhedāḥ; “past” as in bhūtabhaviṣyatī; “identical with” as in sarvabhūta. And the word for “earth” may refer to geography or to the personification.

\(^{25} \) [2.1.3] senses, elements

indriya, śabda-ādi, gandha, sparśa, rasa

[elements]

(earth) (water) (fire) (air) (space)

urvī salīla vahni vāyu ākāśa
bhūmī āpaḥ agni anila nabhaḥ
medīnī ambu anala pavana kha
bhū jala pāvaka gagana
mahī toya vyoman
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[2.2] beings and things
[2.2.1] cosmography and geography
[2.2.2] time and its divisions
[2.2.3] classes of (living) beings
[2.2.3.1] gods
[2.2.3.2] living beings
[2.2.3.3] humans

---

26 [2.2] objects (summarily)
grāhya, bhogya-viṣaya, vedya, (akhila-)jagat, prapañca, vyakta, carācara, sīhāvarā-cara, sīhāvarā-jaṅgama, bhūta, rūpāṇi, samaṣṭi-vyaṣṭi, viṣaya, gocara, sṛjya, kārya.

27 [2.2.1] cosmography and geography
loka (jana-, mahar-, brahma-, tapas-, svar-, bhūvar-, bhū-) svarga, devaloka, naraka, bhuvana(-traya), dyāvāprthivī, diśaḥ.
graha, ṛkṣa, tāraka, nakṣatra, vimāna, sūrya, soma, candra, bindus, hindu:
prthivī, mahī, sādhyā, Indu, śaila, sat, nadi, payonidhi, samudra, grāma, pattana, kharavata, kheṭa.

28 [2.2.2] time and its divisions
kāla(-sūtra), kalā, kāṣṭhā, nimeṣa, mukūrti, ahar, niśā, rātryahanī, rātri, saṃdhyā, gharasimha-ambhas, kalpa.

29 [2.2.3] classes of (living) beings
[2.2.3.1] gods
amarastu, deva, devatā, devī, tridaśa, sura, diva, brahma, rudra (triloca, pinakadhyā, paśupati, śiva), indra (śakra, satakratu, devarāja, vṛtrarīpa), agni, yama (pretarāja), samīraṇa, marut (sg., pl.), aśvinau, vasaṇaḥ, rudrāḥ, adityah, sūrya, arka, savīr, nāsatau, puṣan, prajāpāti, aryaman, vīdhātr, soma (candra), varuṇa (toyeśa), dhana-puti, saṃdhyā, viṣvadevaḥ.

30 [2.2.3.2] living beings
jīva, dehin, śāririn, (sthāvara-) jaṅgama, cara(-acara).

31 [2.2.3.3] humans
manuṣya, manuṣa, nara, puṇḍrāḥ
brāhmaṇa, kṣatra, vaiśya, śūdra.
It is revealing that the social classes derive from God, and that this order is thereby identified with God, but that woman and the whole field of
[2.2.3.4] non-human, semi-divine, demoniac beings
[2.2.3.5] animals
[2.2.3.6] plants

[2.3] mythological paradigm for God

Besides the philosophical paradigm for “spirit” the stotras know a mythological paradigm for God [2.3], a term chosen for the personified divinity which has names, titles and epithets, which acts in the world that is constituted by it, and about which the purānic episodes narrate. The title bhagavat is not exclusively used for Viṣṇu (in the stotras also for Brahmā, Agni). The philosophical [1] and the mythological paradigm [2.3] overlap, they occur only as intermingled in the hymns. Yet these observations only document that both paradigms are complementary and mutually dependent. Titles and appel-

family relations (wife, sons, etc.) feature only in characterizations of saṃśāra.

32 [2.2.3.4] non-human, semi-divine, demoniac beings
siddha, muni, ṛṣi, sūri, pīṭṛ, preta, guhyaka, kuśmānda, gandharva, kimnara, daitya, rākṣasa, yakṣa, piśāca, niśācara, asura, nāga, apsaras, cāraṇa.

33 [2.2.3.5] animals
paśu, pipīlika, khaga, pakṣin, nāga, (mahā-)uraga, sarpa(-jāti), mṛga, sarīṣṛpa, pannaga.

34 [2.2.3.6] plants
gulma, ṭṛṇajātayaḥ, pādapa, mukhya, stamba, mahīruh, latā, vrkṣa, sthāvara.

35 [2.3] God (mythological)
Acyuta, Adhokaja, Ananta, Kṛṣṇa, Keśava, Govinda, Janārdana, Nārāyaṇa, Vāsudeva, Viṣṇu, Hari, Harimedhas
īśa (deva-, devadeva-, bhūvana-, sarva-, sarvabhūta-, bhūta-, bhūta-bhavva-, parama-, viśva-, sakala-),
īśīva,
īśvara (parama-, sura-, sarva-), tridaśottama,
puruṣottama, nātha (sura-, jagan-), deva, devadeva,
pati (jagat-, prajā-, karta-, tridaśa-, yajña-, ādya-),
prabhū, bhagavān, vibhu, vedhas (?), svāmin,
Aniruddha, Pradyumna, Saṃkarśaṇa, Vāsudeva.
lations that indicate God’s lordship and sovereignty might also be classified under the trimūrti-functions (sthiī in particular). The iconographic details [2.3.1][36] mentioned in the text may be considered part of the mythological paradigm, as are the terms that describe the viśvarūpa [2.3.2][37] which has clearly human and corporeal traits. The iconographic aspect of Viṣṇu’s identity with all and the All reflects the parlance of the Puruṣasūkta and the Bhagavadgītā.

[2.3.3] divine actions on earth

Similar to the distinction of a paradigm for “spirit” and a paradigm of “God” one should differentiate God’s being the (metaphysical) cause [3.2] from his episodic actions on earth [2.3.3][38] Here also there are connections to philosophical questions (e.g., concerning the one material cause over against the many products; paralleled by the problem of a partial presence of God, aṃśāvatāra). Descent, embodiment, protection of the good, showing grace, death and punishment for the wicked: these are the kind of activities mentioned in the stotras. The overlap with the trimūrti-functions is obvious.

---

[36] [2.3.1] iconography
gadā, cakra, śārṅga, asi (-dhṛk, -bhṛt), śaṅkha-dhara, abjalocana, puṇḍarikākṣa, šeṣe śī-

[37] [2.3.2] viśvarūpa
viśvamūrti, bahurūpa, sahasramūrti
viśvataḥ caṇṣuḥ, bahuvaṃktrapada, sahasra-śirṣa, -pat, bāhu.

[38] [2.3.3] divine actions
(aṃśa-)avatāra, aṃśena lokam āyā-, šarīra-grahaṇa,
upakṛti, (martyānām) upakāra(ka), sarvalokarakaṇa, dharma-trāṇa, go-brahmana-hita, hiśīya
viśvaśya bhū, uddhāra, uddhṛ-, tejasā āpyāyanam
damana, daṇḍamipāta, dāityanirjaya, han-
śaraṇam, prapaṇa-ārthiḥaraṇa, aṣubham ṛ-, darśanaṃ dā-, varaṇ dā-, vibhūṣitam dā/kr-,
varcaṇ dā-, padaṇ nidhā-, kṛpā, kṣamā, aśvarya, prasāda, abhayaṃ kr-, śubhāṣubham paś-, sarvasākṣin, agha naś-, pavītratā (kr-).
[2.4] human life

A fourth comprehensive paradigm within the cosmic aspect of reality concerns the description and evaluation of things with regard to beings. How are things to be valued concerning human values and aims, particularly concerning the highest value and aim, i.e., salvation or liberation? I call this paradigm [2.4] human life and divide it into two subsections. The first, suffering [2.4.1], serves to classify all terms and concepts which describe human life as painful and unredeemed, as well as the objects of human striving (a number of items in the list of objectives stem from the wishes addressed to Śrī-Lakṣmī in ViP 1,9) or the attitudes which cause the suffering.

The second, salvation [2.4.2], includes also the terms for talking about salvific behaviour, i.e., actions that lead to salvation or contrib-

39 [2.4 human life]
[2.4.1] suffering
saṃsāra(-śrama, -cakra), mohasamplava, janman(-ādi), jarā, mṛtyu, jīvita
dūlkhana, (a-)sukha, tāpa(-traya), svapna(-ādi), jāti(-svabhāva), viṣaya(viṣayin), māyā (saṃsāramātṛ), mohinī, māyāmoha, mohāndhatamas.

[2.4.1.1] erroneous attitudes
asaṃbodha, kāma, icchā, kopa, krodha, klama, garva, tadṛś, doṣa, tāpa, dambhā, dīna, dveṣa, prīti, paritāpa, bhaya, raga, bhṛanti (-jñāna, -dāsana), manoratha, mamatva, mohā (mohita, mūḍha), viḍambanā, vrīḍā, asvarūpavid

[2.4.1.2] false objectivities
kalatra, dārā, bhārī, putra, kula, aiśvarya, rāja, balā, kośa, grha, goṣṭha, dhana, dhānya, vairi-paśa-jaya, aripakṣa-jaya, paśu, paricchada, mitrapaśa, śarīra, suhṛdvarga, vibhūṣaṇa

40 [2.4.2] salvation
mukti, moṣa, (ātma-vimuktī), nirvāṇa, nirvṛtti, pāra, paramapada, niṣṭhā, dhāman, paramārtha, paramāṃ tattvam, siddhi, jñāna, ātma-vijñāna, gati.

[2.4.2.1] salvific activities/behaviour
cint-, jñā-, vid-, (pra-)-paś-, drś-, prāp-sāṃkhya-jñāna, dhyāna
tap-, ārādh-, (sam-)arc- (gandha, puṣpa, anulepana), stu-, stuti
prāp-, praṇam-, prapad-
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ute to reaching this aim. The sub-paradigms, Veda [2.4.2.1.1] and sacrifice [2.4.2.2], are singled out simply because of the large number of terms. Insofar as God’s identity with the cosmos makes God also identical with the world as the condition of human suffering and lack of salvation, the polarity of spirit and matter is analogous to the polarity of salvation and suffering. God can be identified with the object or subjective of salvific actions as well as with the actions by which redemption/liberation can be achieved (sacrifice in particular), indirectly even with the conditions from which liberation is desired (māyā). The epistemological terms apply on the metaphysical level insofar as Viṣṇu is cognition; salvation consists in actively identifying with it.

[3] modalities of relation between spirit and the world

Besides the vocabulary, which describes the totality of what is there, i.e., the totality of what is comprised by God’s allness, there is another group of paradigms which concern the modalities in which the spirit aspect of the deity and the world are interrelated [3]. This third group of paradigms concerns the systematic correlation of the realms and levels of reality. Evolution, creation and immanence are the pro-

\[\text{manīṣi, yogin, bhakta, śuddha-cetas, svarūpavid, jñānavid, yajvin}\]

\[\text{[2.4.2.1.1] Veda}\]
\[\text{śabdabrahman, veda, dve vidye, trayī, sākhā, sākhāpranetṛ, rg, yajus, sāman, atharvan, OM, vedāṅga, śiksā, kalpa, dharmaśāstra, nirukta, chandas, jyotiṣa, vyākaraṇa, nyāya, mīmāṁsā, itihāsa-purāṇa, anvīṣikī, vārtā, daṇḍanīti, pravṛttī, nivṛttā (karman)}\]

\[\text{[2.4.2.1.2] sacrifice}\]
\[\text{yajña, yajñavidyā, kartr, bhoktr, yastra, yajvin}\]
\[\text{karma, kriyā, upakaraṇa, karaṇa, kārya, phala}\]
\[\text{vaṣat, svāhā, svadhā}\]
\[\text{agnayaḥ, hutāśa(na)}\]
\[\text{yajñapumān, -puṛṣa, -pati, mūrtidhara}\]
\[\text{havya, kavya, sudhā, amṛta, havis, huta}\]

\[\text{[2.4.2.2] sacrifice}\]

\[\text{This indicates of course priorities characteristic of the milieu of the ViP.}\]
cesses by which this world-view is related to God. The theological problem seems to have been how to reconcile God’s being all with God’s oneness.

Being *one* was apparently only thinkable as uniformity, but being *all* had to allow for the multiplicity and difference of things. One can recognize several patterns or strategies of dealing with the tension between unity and plurality by which a solution (consisting in a description of the relation of God and world, which was apparently felt to be satisfying and sufficient) was achieved. This is why the “theology” of the ViP can justly be called a cosmo-theology.\(^{44}\)

The first modality of describing this relation is derived from Sāṃkhya philosophy, viz., the idea of a sequence of *degrees of realities* [3.1] or *realms of reality*,\(^ {45}\) classified along parameters of subtle and gross, small and large, permanent and transient. In classical Sāṃkhya the sequence of stages applies only to matter (where emanation proceeds from subtle to gross etc.). For the Viṣṇu theologians of the ViP the realms of matter and of spirit are connected by the same pattern. In this adaption intermediate levels are often omitted and only two levels, grades or aspects are mentioned (e.g., two forms of the Veda, two forms of knowledge); but they are levels or aspects of reality as one, not an expression of a dualism.

\(^{44}\) “Cosmological monotheism” is the term used by Angelika Malinar for the *Bhagavadgītā* (cf. Malinar 2007). A comparison of the theologies of ViP and BhG falls outside the scope of the synchronic approach chosen for this paper, but is an important desideratum.

\(^{45}\) [3.1] *Degrees or realms of reality*

- * anus, anīya*      - *guru, gaurava, garīya*
- *sūkṣma, sūkṣmatara* - *sthūla*
- *avyakta*          - *vyakta*
- *alpa, hrasva*     - *bṛhat, dīrgha*
- *para*             - *apara*
- *akṣaya, nitya, akṣara* - *kṣaya, kṣara*
- *avyaya, aja, ananta* - *vyaya*
- *dve vidye, dve brahmaṇī*

Cf. above under [2 world] and fn. 18.
Secondly, God and the world are related to each other as **cause and effect** [3.2], i.e., as the material and the things formed from the material, or as the substrate and its manifestations (which may overlap with the first pattern). I would include here all statements about God being the foundation or basis of the world. But this “material” cause is spirit. This concept of spirituality is linked or mediated with its material products by concepts like sattva and (vijñāna. Thus, God exists in the realm of manifold of things, and the plurality of things participates in God as a dimension of unity. Inasmuch as it is material causality that characterizes God’s relation to the world, causality merges into immanence and forms the logical basis of the many statements and terms that express allness.

[3.3] whole and parts, One and many

Thirdly, God and world, unity and plurality correlate as the whole to its parts or as the One to many [3.3].

[3.4] thing and name

Form and name constitute the individuality of things and make them distinctive and name-able. God’s forms make him describable, as the stotras document by their enumerations time and again. Thus, one

---

46 **[3.2] cause and effect**
- kārya, hetu
- sattva, satya
- jñāna, vijñāna, vidyā, vedyā
- mahiman
- āśraya, ālambana, ādhāra,
- ālaya, āspada, mūla, nābhi,
- bīja, dhāman, pratiṣṭhā,
- saṃśraya, sthāna

47 This may imply a link to the function of maintenance within the trimūrti functions; see below.

48 **[3.3] whole and parts, One and many**
- sarva, akhila, aśeṣa,
- niḥśeṣa, viśva, sakala,
- samasta
- bheda, avayava, amśa, vibhāga
- višeṣa, pariccheda
- vyatirikta, prthakbhūta, bahurūpa
can also conceptualize the relation of God and world as that of a thing to the words that name it [3.4].49 Especially through the concept of form, there is here a link to the first and the second mode of relation.

These observations make it clear that God and the world, as poles of a relation, are not unconnected. Rather each pole throws a particular light on what can be said about the other. Totality and the distinctive existence of things are substrates for plurality, parts, and appellations, which are thus effects in the objective and the psychical realm. The one thing can manifest and emanate in its appellations and relations just like a material cause in its transformations. Attributed to God the emanation of relations is linked to God’s energy (śakti) and is considered as his manifest but not ultimate creation (māyā). Totality is not the sum of equal constituents but is constituted by the common relation to the substrate. In that sense, any statement about the world can become a statement about God. The world is a form of God, God has taken the world as his form.

The question why plurality exists at all, why God let plurality emanate, is not asked. However, plurality, separateness, being caused, etc. are considered as provisional, derivative; they are characteristics that derive from God ontologically, but at the same time they are conditions which soteriologically need to be overcome.

[3.5] trimūrti-functions

The most pervasive paradigm to describe the relation of God and world (besides the degrees of reality, cause and effect, part and whole, one and many, thing and name) are the three functions ascribed to the trimūrti [3.5].50 At the beginning of the ViP (in the last

---

49 [3.4] thing and name

viṣaya, vastu, artha, vedyā, bhinnā(-artha, -buddhi)
jīhvā-dṛk-gocara, viśeṣaṇa(-gocara)
rūpa, mārti, svarūpa, vapus, tanū, deha
śakti, māyā
vāc, ukta, udr-, upacāra, kalpanā, vikalpa(na), jāti, nāma, saṃjñā,
saṃjñita, vācaka, saṃsūcika
verse of the first chapter) the threefold relation between Viṣṇu and
the world is summarized: the world originates from Viṣṇu, is sus-
tained in Him and He is the world, and He ends its existence; this is
because, it is added, He is the world.51

The scheme of the trimūrti functions is expressed by terms of dif-
ferent provenience and it seems to be modified and enlarged by these
concepts. That the guṇas are included underlines that all three func-
tions (and the respective conditions of the world) concern the realm
of matter; all three functions state the worldliness of Viṣṇu. The con-
cepts of Sāṃkhya are incorporated in this Viṣṇu theology (not vice versa). The predominantly static descriptions of the other paradigms gain a dynamic dimension, which is also indicated by God being identical with time.

If the scheme of the trimūrti-functions is understood as the matrix for the conceptualization of the relation between God and world, and thus as providing the structure that orders the paradigms of Viṣṇu theology in the ViP, then it is striking that it is primarily the function of maintenance where concepts from different traditions were assimilated: Sāṃkhya terminology, vedic ritual, upaniṣadic parlance about a spiritual absolute, mythological ways of speaking. This is documented, for example, by the equivalence of sattva and cognition (Erkenntnis), by the maintaining power of sacrifice, by OM as epitome of spirit and highest reality, by parama-pada as a simultaneously metaphysical and mythological entity, by the equivalence of functioning as cause and as substrate.

At first sight the paradigms, salvation [2.4.2] and salvific actions [2.4.2.1], do not seem to have a place in this structure. At the same time, it is striking that the function of reabsorption, resolution and destruction is underrepresented among the three functions. This impression is corrected if salvation [2.4.2] is classified as representing the third function (rather than as an aspect of human life and activity in the context of maintaining the world). Salvation is to be taken as liberation from the world and from the cosmos. The ViP treats cosmic dissolution and the individual reabsorption as instances of the

52 This observation implies that Hacker’s systematization and interpretation of the theological formula can be modified. Hacker ordered epithet and statements about Viṣṇu as follows:


C. Viṣṇu als Vereinigung der Gegengesätze.

D. Viṣṇus ‚Kraft‘ (śakti).” (Hacker 1960: 81f.; this systematization is also used by Rüping 1970: 34f.) C can be considered an aspect of A; B2 and B3 as well as D can be subsumed under the function of maintenance.
The same general concept of pralaya (cf. 6.3-4). And God’s interference with the inner worldly order does not only uphold or reinstitute cosmic order, it may in its destructive aspect of killing the wicked lead to their salvation (e.g., Śiśupāla).

Evidently, this structure of the theology of the hymns and of the ViP is an abstraction which cannot be found as such in the text. However, as a conceptual construct, it fits the individual stotras no less than the totality of stotras and the philosophical or theological tracts in several of the episodes. It is also reflected in the order of topics in the ViP which begins with creation and ends with dissolution or liberation. This implies that, as a conceptual structure permeating the ViP as a sample of anonymous literature, it characterizes the thinking not only of an individual author but of the totality of authors, redactors and compilators (including copyists) whose intentions and concepts, whose religion and theology characterize the ViP. The analysis of the literary genre “hymn of praise” (stotra) leads to a surprisingly coherent picture of a viṣṇu-itic theology which allows one to speak of a distinctive point of view of its authors/redactors, and thus of the ViP.

The fundamental doctrine of this theology concerns God’s identity with all and with the All. Thereby, cosmology and theology become co-extensive, without however becoming identical. Rather, they are correlated like a lower and a higher truth. This distinction likely reflects a yogic experience of meditative withdrawal and a mode of cognition through which cosmology and theology merge into soteriology. The text says little about the concrete practices or about the state of liberation. Subject of the analysed statements is God (which is not surprising, since the stotras are addressed to Him). One can infer the higher mode of cognition as goal of meditative, identifying absorption, and as directed at God’s transcendent aspect. Further, there are indications that this directedness can be understood as “taking refuge”, which would then make the achieved liberation a gift granted by God.

Even though the structure of the paradigms is a systematizing abstraction, it is likely that the authors/redactors of the ViP were aware of it and applied it consciously. The most convincing argument for this observation is the central position of the theological formula
(1.1.31 and parallels, cf. fn. 50) and its repetitions. The fact that the text of the ViP covers the span from creation and manifestation of the world until its dissolution suggests interpreting the sequence of the text (narrated time) as a projection of Time as metaphysical and theological principle onto the literary level.

The trimūrti-functions and the identification of Viṣṇu with Time form, so to speak, the horizontal axis, while the Sāṃkhya scheme of evolution, satkāryavāda, and a hierarchy of levels of reality, the conditions of the cosmos and of the things in it, form a vertical axis. The dynamic character of these coordinates is due to the conviction that the three functions or conditions are recurring events. Thus, the system of coordinates needs to be inscribed into a circle in which linear time can be imagined to be bent backwards towards its beginning. Or, alternatively, the processes and realities covered by this cosmotheology would cover only one quadrant of the coordinates, while the system requires allowing for a time before time, for reality outside and above (at least in a geographic representation and its two dimensions) the manifested cosmos. The ViP would probably call these dimensions of reality “Viṣṇu”.

2. Conceptual cross sections

If it is justified to study, analyse and interpret the ViP as a whole and as a unity, then the examination of individual key words or key concepts suggests itself as another procedure that can help to describe the conceptual profile that characterizes and unifies the text. We cannot know anything about Viṣṇu, or about the theology of Viṣṇu, or about the believers in this Viṣṇu, or about the authors of such a theology, if it is not expressed or at least indicated in the text. That is to say, the pathway to an understanding of intellectual, conceptual, spiritual entities (all of these adjectives could in German be conveniently covered by “geistige Größen”) like Viṣṇu, God, theology (as the discipline of knowledge or the attitude of cognition and insight or as the consequences of presupposed dogmatic decisions) must start from the words used by the text (and, thus, from philology). The first part of this paper looked at all the words used in the stotras; the follow-
ing, second part will look at all the occurrences of one word in the text, thus making a cross section, a terminological Querschnitt through the ViP.

The distinction between word (term) and concept is useful and important: several different terms may be used to indicate the same concept; and, a concept may emerge only as the sum and as the result of complementarity of several terms. This would be relevant even if we were thinking and talking in Sanskrit, in the same Sanskrit as the authors of the text. It is even more relevant if understanding of the conceptual universe of the text involves translating and formulating it in a different language (German or English being the target languages of understanding in our case). The following part will document only an abbreviated extract and the results of one example of a terminological cross section by examining \( \text{jñāna/vijñāna} \) as key terms for the understanding of the metaphysics of cognition in the ViP.

As a first result it may be mentioned in passing that both terms are used interchangeably. The following chapters and episodes are marked by the frequency of occurrences of the words and by the fact that \( \text{jñāna} \) and \( \text{vijñāna} \) both occur.

- 1,22 the four kinds of cognition
- 2,13-14 Bhārata-episode
- 2,15-16 Rībhū-Nidāgha-dialogue
- 3,18 Māyāmohā-episode
- 5,18 stotra by Akrūra to Viṣṇu

---

53 In times of the electronic availability of texts, the presentation of the material that constitutes the foundation of an interpretation loses importance, since everybody has his or her own search algorithms and tools and formats of presentation. My own procedures date from the beginnings of the use of electronic tools in Sanskrit philology (before 1980). Further, I shall not present all of the material (the Sanskrit wording, a translation, analytical observations, comparisons, etc.).

54 I did not consider the (ca. 230) occurrences of verbal forms of the root \( (vi-)jñā, \) but only the occurrences of \( \text{jñāna} \) and \( \text{vijñāna} \).

55 For a more extensive summery of the theological profile of the ViP, see the commentary (Kommentar) in Viṣṇupurāṇa: Schreiner 2013.
Besides these, the following passages which have jñāna, but not vi-
jñāna need to be considered:

1,2 maṅgala
1,4 stotra of the Earth and of the Yogis
2,6; 2,12 passages attributed to Parāśara, the narrator
6,4-5 chapters on eschatology
6,8 conclusions on the ViP

I cannot present the exegesis of all passages (which are more than
120) but hope that the selected instances exemplify the theological
importance and extension of the concept. “Cognition” (German “Er-
enntnis”) may not be the most fortuitous translation, but it is consist-
tenly, concordantly with the use of jñāna/viṣṇāna in Sanskrit. Occur-
rences of jñāna and viṣṇāna are treated together.

Viṣṇupurāṇa 1,4.38-41 is a passage that documents well the com-
plexity of viṣṇāna in a systematic context; and, since the passage has
been dealt with by Kirfel and by Hacker, it may serve to introduce
the diachronic perspective as well.

You alone are the Highest Reality,
no one else, o guardian of the world.
Yours only is the greatness
By which is permeated anything, be it endowed with life or not.
What is seen as having form
is considered by people who are not yogins
as your world-form,
by a cognition which is error
even though you are one with cognition.
People without understanding
Consider the whole world which is essentially cognition
as having the things as its form,
(and therefore) they err around
In a flood of bewilderment.
Those, however, who know about cognition

56 Kirfel 1927; Hacker 1960: 350; 351.
and whose spirit is cleansed
consider this whole world
as a form of yours, as one with cognition, o Highest Lord! 57

These verses were included in Kirfel’s Purāñapañcalakṣaṇa (p.18–19) since they occur also in PdP (1,3.48-54 and 5,3.41-46, depending on the edition). Hacker extrapolated three stages:

1.) ViP 1,4.40, teaching that the world consists of cognition which reflects Buddhist vijñāna-vāda (“Nur-Erkenntnis-Lehre”).

2.) ViP 1,4.41, modifying the Buddhist teaching by identifying this cognition with Viṣṇu, which must have happened before the ViP since it occurs also in PdP.

3.) 1,4.39, an addition to this, specific for the ViP, which repeats that it is Viṣṇu who is cognition and adds that only yogins can realize this.

The change of metre after verse 37 suggests that verse 38 be included in the passage under discussion. It belongs also to PdP which, however, reads paramātmā for paramārtha. If paramārtha is included in interpreting vijñāna, it can be seen in terminological and argumentative relation to the arthasvarūpa of verse 40. And it becomes less convincing to see in verse 40 “eindeutiger Einfluß der buddhistischen Nur-Erkenntnis-Lehre”. For, the empirical reality is differentiated from a highest reality that is characterized as a subtle, all pervading substance of cognition, perhaps analogous to the sattva-principle. The consciousness of yogins is constituted by that reality; by its purification the Highest Reality can be cognized as existing in everything. Such a “Nur-Erkenntnis-Lehre” or vijñānavāda need not be directed polemically against Buddhists, nor need it be inclusivist-

57 paramārthas tvam evaiko nānyo ’sti jagataḥ pate
    tavaśa mahimā yena vyāptam etac carācaram || 1,4.38 |
yad etad dṛṣṭaye mūrtam etaj jñānāmanas tava
    bhrāntijñānena paśyanti jagarāṇam ayoginaḥ || 1,4.39 |
jñānasvarūpam akhilam jagad etad abuddhayah
    arthasvarūpam paśyanto bhrāmyante mohasamplave || 1,4.40 |
ye tu jñānavidāḥ suddhacetasas te ’khilaṁ jagat
    jñānātmakaṁ prapaśyanti tvadrūpaṁ paramesvara || 1,4.41 |
cally appropriated from Buddhists. Rather, it can be (should be) understood as a viṣṇuītic version of Sāṃkhya-Yoga teachings. Cognition as Highest Reality pervades (vyāpta) all empirical things (artha); it can be seen and thus known. That is why those who have purified their mind can be called jñānavidāḥ (v. 41), knowers of cognition; that is why cognition can be called a form of God that can be seen. This reality is not the negation of the reality of the empirical world, abstracted from its being cognized; it is rather the theologically founded argument for the unity of everything (everything) with regard to divine reality which is its foundation and cause (material cause).

The logical and ontological problem does not seem to be the relation between the different levels of reality, but rather the reality of plurality and of differences in view of the uniqueness and singularity of the (material) cause (e.g., 5,33.47-49).

The fact that in the passage just discussed the cross section on viśjñāna overlaps with the cross section on paramārtha is an important index for establishing the importance of both words.

The same observation holds for 1,6.13 where the cross section of viṣṇāna overlaps with the cross section on parama-pada.

They enjoyed living as they wanted; having purified their inner sense, free from blemishes due to (maintaining their) observances, (these) pure beings lived free from all impediments.

And when their mind is purified (and) Hari, the pure one, is ever present in their purified inner sense, they see pure cognition and thereby the step that is called after Viṣṇu.58

The context speaks about the origin of the varṇa system and of the institution of sacrifice. An important concept is that of purity. Observation of dharma makes free of blemishes (nirmala) and is the pre-condition for a higher goal. He who has made his inner sense (antahkaraṇa) and his mind (manas) pure and has established Hari in himself, “such a person sees Hari, the pure one, and thereby the step that

58 yathecchāvāsaniratāḥ sarvabādhāvivarjitāḥ ||
śuddāntahkaranāḥ suddhāḥ sarvānuṣṭhānanirmalāḥ || 1,6.12 ||
śuddhe ca tāsāṃ manasi śuddhe 'ntaṭhaṃṣṭhite harau
śuddhajñānaṃ prapaśyantī viṣṇākhyāṃ yena tat padam || 1,6.13 ||
is named after Viṣṇu.” The cognition and the deity, the human mind and the object of such (salvific?) vision as well are called pure. Cognition is in this context another expression for that all-pervasive reality which is simultaneously God, mind and cosmic principle.

The formulaic expression (similar to a refrain) about a place or condition “which is Viṣṇu’s highest step” known from Rgveda 1,22 belongs in the ViP to the repertoire of the authors of stotras. But it occurs also outside of stotras in passages which stylistically resemble stotras and describe Viṣṇu with hymnic diction (introduction 1,2.16 and conclusion 6,5.68; tracts like 1,6; 1,22; 2,7; 2,8). It is a dimension of content which ties together different subgenres in this Purāṇa. The episodic anchors are the Dhruva episode (who desires the highest position and becomes the highest, polar point of the cosmic egg) and the Trivikrama episode (the latter not being told extensively but mentioned in 3,1.42-43 and 3,2.18). The religious anchor is a soteriology which is linked to an ascetic-meditative-yogic way and aims (in analogy to the cosmic localisation of the highest step) at a step or level which is above worldly involvement and fetters. The milieu to which the ViP can be assigned is therefore (further) characterized by its respect for the vedic tradition and yogic practices. This amounts to a combination of a karmamārga and a renunciatory jñānamārga. If both coexist in the ViP it is tempting to postulate that ritually committed brahmins and philosophically inclined samnyāsins were coexisting and perhaps competing in this religious milieu.

Of the more than hundred relevant testimonies of jñāna/vijñāna, so far only two have been discussed, and only one more can be added, viz. chapters 3,17-18, the Māyāmoha-episode. The only explicit mention of Buddhism and vijñānavāda is found in this episode. The demons are taught as an anti-vedic doctrine that everything consists of cognition. This statement is paraphrased or explained as meaning
that the world has no real foundation (ādhāra).\textsuperscript{59} Therefore the world has the reality of objects of erroneous cognition (3,18.18-19).\textsuperscript{60}

Māyāmoha said: If your desire aims at heaven and at extinction, o counter-gods, then enough of that wicked normative regulation involving the killing of animals; you should gain awareness!
You should recognize that all this consists of nothing but cognition. Be aware of my words! Those who have gained awareness did proclaim thus!
This world, without foundation and completely corrupted by passion, etc., errs around in the straights of existence and aims at the objects of an erroneous cognition.\textsuperscript{61}

This teaching that the world has no (ontological) foundation does not contradict what the ViP otherwise says about vijñāna, if the erroneous cognition consists in taking the objects of desire as real rather than recognizing them as one with Viṣṇu.\textsuperscript{62} God is identified with the object of an upaniṣadic jñānamārga, i.e., with brahman, ātman, paramātman without leading to an illusionism. God is “principle”, i.e., beginning and foundation of all reality, including everything in the cosmos. The cosmos and individual things are real because they are forms of God who is their basis and substratum. There are degrees of

\textsuperscript{59} Elsewhere in the ViP it is one of God’s functions to be the basis or foundation of the world.

\textsuperscript{60} Otherwise, error is described as the restriction of perception to the differences between things and the non-perception of what they have in common as underlying reality.

\textsuperscript{61} māyāmoha uvāca:
svargārthaṁ yadi vo vāñchā nirvāṇārthaṁ athāsuraḥ |
tad aḷaṁ paśughātādīduṣṭadharmam nibodhata 3,18.17 |
vijñānamayam evaitad aśeṣam avagacchata |
budhyadhvam me vacaḥ samyag budhair evam udirītam 3,18.18 |
jagad etat anādhāraṁ bhrāntijñānārthatatpam |
rāgādīduṣṭam atyarthaṁ bhrāmyate bhavasaṅkaṭe 3,18.19 .

\textsuperscript{62} The general acknowledgement of Vedic dharma, however, will have to be understood to imply the rejection of animal sacrifice, while for the counter-gods, it is included in the Vedic dharma that makes them invincible.
reality as well as degrees of cognition and the two correspond to each other because both have their base (ādhāra) and their material cause in the same cognitive substance (vijñānamaya). This is identical with God as another of his forms. God’s allness or universality is the point of reference for all realities and all cognitions without the lower degrees being eliminated by the higher. Both are anchored in Viṣṇu. The condition or method for attaining the higher degrees of cognition is an assimilation of cognition and the organs of cognition to the one universal reality in and behind all differences. This is achieved by yoga, i.e., concretely by purification and abolition of all obstacles.

Decisive for the evaluation of such a purāṇic position is whether it is deemed a meaningless cliché, a manner of speaking that allows for the saying of everything and anything without an identifiable standpoint, or whether the allness and universality of Viṣṇu reflects a genuine theological or religious commitment which in the course of purāṇic textual history, sectarian rivalries and increasing literary shallowness has only later turned into a cliché. The evidence of what the stotras say about Viṣṇu and of the conceptual cross sections testifies to a genuine, multifaceted and thus lively literary and theological activity.

Thus, the Māyāmoha episode does not profoundly disturb the overall profile of the ViP. It confirms a point of reference for a relative chronology (whatever the Buddhologists may offer as the date for vijñānavāda) but does not make the ViP appear as a reaction to vijñānavāda. The passages on jñānavijñāna do not reveal a buddhistic character (Prägung) of this concept and doctrine.

Cosmological, theological and spiritual-practical teachings complement each other and combine in the passages of the ViP that deal with cognition; they form a composite yet complex picture of multiple links and interrelations. A conscious and strong wish to conform to the norms of Vedic tradition and to brahminical values and practices is an undeniable trait of this picture.

If the discussed passages made plausible that the ViP documents a specific and distinct structure of theological thinking which we could compare with other systems (from other texts), if the methods of arriving at the system of the ViP are adequate and thus applicable to other texts, if the attempt to look at a Purāṇa as a meaningful unity
(represented by a conceptual structure on the literary level, e.g., by the outline of the text or by use of a literary genre like hymns) did not lead to a dead end but to a better understanding of the history of Viṣṇuism and of the place of the ViP in it, if, thus, this presentation succeeded in turning the assumptions behind any one or all three of these “ifs” into acceptable conclusions, then Purāṇa research may have made a small step forward, and our understanding of the theology of Viṣṇu may have been expanded. The latter is succinctly summarized in the following verse from a stotra:

You are the only one
considered by the Wise
as that highest step at the top
recognized as cognition.
Nothing that (presently) exists with a form of its own
is independent from you,
neither anything past or future
o you transcendent (highest) Self!

\[
ekas tvam agryaṃ paramam padaṃ yat | 
pasyanti tvam surayo jñānadrśyam | 
tvatto nānyat kimcid asti svarūpaṃ | 
yad vā bhūtaṃ yac ca bhavyaṃ parātman || 5,11.46 |
\]
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Elements for an iconography of Nārāyaṇa in the Tamil land:
Balarāma and a lost Vaiṣṇava world

Introduction

[His] reclining on the milk, [His] dwelling in Araṅkam [Śrīraṅgam] of old, [His] sleeping on the banyan[-leaf]: Who would know the earth’s unique essential Principle, the celestials’ true God, the rare Entity [lying on] water the way I have known [Him]?¹

This stanza² by Tirumalijaiyālvār is part of a hymn to a deity called Nārāyaṇa by this author. This saint poet is one of the 12 Āḻvārs, who composed the Nālāyirat Tivyappirapantam (or Tivyappirapantam, Tiv.), “The Sacred Collection of Four Thousand Verses” (6th–9th c.), an early anthology of poems from Tamil Vaiṣṇava Bhakti [Tiv.].³ Three

---

¹ Tirumalijaiyālvār, Nāṃmuṇṭ Tiruvantāṭi 3 (Tiv. 2384):

pāli kiṭantatuvum paṇṭu araṅkam mēyatuvum, ălil tuyṅratuvum ār ārivār, – ņālattu  
oru poruḷai vāṉavar tam mey poruḷai, appil  
aru poruḷai yān ārinta āru.

There is no critical edition of the Tivyappirapantam. I use the edition of Jagathratchagan 2002, where the sandhi is deleted, the final short u sometimes marked and other choices (like punctuation marks) are made – some might certainly be criticized but this is beyond my competence. The numbering of the stanzas given in brackets refers to this edition. If no reference is given, translations of cited texts are mine.

² Translation by Suganya Anandakichenin, to whom heartfelt thanks are due for that; for the translation of this stanza, see also, infra, fns 4, 5 and 6.

³ Tirumalijaiyālvār is considered one of the first Āḻvārs by many authors, see Hardy 1983: 265–269, who postulates the 6th or early 7th c. for the first Antāti.
different manifestations of the god are referred to here: the deity lying on the ocean or creator god, the deity residing in Śrīraṅgam, and the god child (Krṣṇa) sleeping on a fig-leaf floating on the primordial ocean. This is Nārāyaṇa’s “way”, āru. This Tamil word also means river and, to my opinion, affords a play on words equating the course of a river (āru) and the way (āru) the god who is “āru poru!” (rare Entity), Supreme Being) manifests himself. Water defined here as the substance of the god thus allows three images of reclining deities to merge into one single idol, that of the Śrīraṅgam island in the Kāvēri River [fig. 1 and 2].

The icon of Śrīraṅgam here praised is an anthropomorphic deity lying on a multi-headed snake. The stucco image that is today worshiped in this prominent Vaiṣṇava site of South India is popular and well-known [fig. 2]. Long before the contemporary representations, the antiquity of this image is attested through numerous mentions in the Tivyappirapantam. The familiar iconography of “the Great one [peru-

4 The term paṇṭu, meaning “antique”, may be applied either to the ocean on which the god reclines in ancient times or to the site where he manifests, Arāṅkam. The latter option was chosen in this translation but the ambiguity may also be intentional in order to stress the fact that the river is an embodiment of the antique milk-ocean.

5 Another term may echo this play of words: nālam means “world, earth” but also “magic”. In this last sense, it comes from the Sanskrit jāla, which has two different meanings: “illusion, artifice” as a noun but “watery, aquatic” as an adjective.

6 One can understand the two poruḷai of this stanza as direct invocations to the god. In the translation by Sri Rama Bharati (in the edition of Jagathrachagan 2002: 681) the celestials appear as the first ones to know the ways the deity manifests itself.

7 The idol itself may not be viewed by non-Hindus. Not all the details of the literary descriptions of the Āḻvārs match the present icon, see Champa-kalakshmi 1981: 70 (see infra, fn. 56 for comments on the usage of stucco for cult-images of Viṣṇu before the 6th–7th c. CE). But the main scheme is this one, as well as peculiar details of the representation to which I will return below.

8 In the Tivyappirapantam, the deity enshrined in Śrīraṅgam is the most often mentioned of all the deities linked to a site. The eleven stanzas the
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māṇatikat] of Śrīraṅgam”, or “Ananta-nārāyaṇa of Śrīraṅgam”, as the deity is called in early inscriptions of the site (10th and 11th c.), is commonly considered a representation of the Nārāyaṇa aspect of Viṣṇu. It is acknowledged that the sculpture had a specific importance in the Tamil country where reclining deities were the earliest depicted of the Vaiṣṇava tradition. The stanza of Tirumāḷicai underlines the complexity of this multi-layered image. Indeed, this image already had a long history when it made its appearance at the tip of the Indian peninsula, but the specific transformations that it underwent there added to its complexity.

This paper examines the iconography used to represent Nārāyaṇa in Śrīraṅgam and elsewhere in the Tamil land. The focus will be on one aspect in particular, namely, how the elder brother of Kṛṣṇa, Balarāma, or Saṃkarṣaṇa,9 was connected to the elaboration of the image and concept of Nārāyaṇa. Balarāma does not feature prominently in the Tivyappirapantam where Nārāyaṇa and Kṛṣṇa are prominent. Thus, to begin, the data of the Tivyappirapantam anthology will be investigated from poet Madhura Kavi devotes to another Āḻvār constitute the only work of the Tivyappirapantam where Śrīraṅgam does not appear and some works of the anthology are devoted entirely to this site/deity. It is particularly prominent in the 55 strophes of Toṇṭaraitippoti to the Lord of Śrīraṅgam and in the 10 strophes of Tiruppāṭṭippoti to the Lord of Śrīraṅgam; who, both, consecrated their whole works to the deity of Śrīraṅgam. It is very important in Kulacēkarar Āḻvār (31 stanzas of 105). It takes an important place in Periyāḻvār (35 stanzas of 473) and Āṇṭāl (10 stanzas of 173), less important but still considerable given the number of stanzas in Tirumaṅkaiāḻvār (73 stanzas of 1134), comparable thus to the works of Tirumāḷicai (14 stanzas of 216). Śrīraṅgam is a minor theme in Poykai (1 stanza of 100), Pūtattāḻvār (4 stanzas of 100), Peyāḻvār (2 stanzas of 100) and Nammāḻvār (12 stanzas of 1296). Given that Poykai, Pūtattāḻvār and Peyāḻvār are considered among the earliest authors of the Tivyappirapantam, the fact that the site is less important in these three works shows how necessary research led on geographical and chronological basis is; for steps towards such a survey, see Hardy 1983: 256–269.

9 The elder brother of Kṛṣṇa is known under various names. Balarāma is quite common in the Mahābhārata while Saṃkarṣaṇa is used in the Hari-vamśa.
two perspectives, that are Nārāyaṇa as a name and the deity lying on a snake as a form. A connection between the two is well established in the Tivyappirapantam. Still, the scrutiny of the Tivyappirapantam anthology reveals a number of opaque aspects in the development of the Nārāyaṇa cult in the Tamil land. Are specific qualities of the name “Nārāyaṇa” associated with a lying snake-deity in Tamil dating before the Tivyappirapantam? Is it possible to discern specificities of their association in the Tamil country? In fact, in the multi-faceted text of the Tivyappirapantam, the forms in which Nārāyaṇa and Kṛṣṇa are visualised can be linked to the original appearance of Balarāma, one of the oldest snake deities of the Vaiṣṇava world. To demonstrate this point, an exploration of the Tivyappirapantam will be complemented with earlier data from the Tamil region: on the one hand, the Cilappatikāram (Cil.), a long poem usually designated as a Tamil epic (6th–7th c.), and, on the other, various early sculpted images found in the Tamil lands. Balarāma is clearly perceptible in these two bodies of work.

However, the characteristics of many of the reclining Vaiṣṇava deities alluded to in the Cilappatikāram or sculpted in the Tamil country do not fully correspond with the Tivyappirapantam. They do not always correspond either with the model of reclining deities elaborated earlier and further north on the Gupta territory (4th–6th c.). Their features lead us down the path of ancient Vaiṣṇava trends in the Tamil land and to carefully consider the contribution of Saṃkarṣaṇa-Balarāma to the Nārāyaṇa thread. To conclude, as a possible clue to ancient Vaiṣṇava models that have largely been erased by the passage of time, examined will be a hymn from the Paripātal, one of the main anthologies of Caṅkam (3rd–6th), a corpus that appears today as one of the literary background elements of the Tivyappirapantam.

This survey will be based on texts in both Tamil and Sanskrit, together with the sculptural tradition of the Tamil region. The overview it provides will perforce be brief, since under consideration is a span of time covering more than a millennium and an area corresponding to the entire Indian Peninsula. It is thus intended as general presentation only; each point certainly deserves a much more detailed study. Among the numerous Sanskrit texts, in addition to the Mahābhārata (Mbh; 4th c. BCE–4th c. CE) and Purānic texts (a genre thought to have appeared in the 4th or 5th c. CE), I have made extensively use of the Harivaṃśa.
This *khila*, (necessary) “complement” of the *Mahābhārata* usually thought to have largely been composed between the *Mahābhārata* and the Purāṇic literature in terms of genre, mythology—and date as it is usually thought to have been composed between the 2nd and 4th c. AD. As a third basis of the analysis, investigated will be a number of relevant inscriptions ranging chronologically from a Prākrit epigraph of the 1st BCE from North India to inscriptions of the 10th century found in South India. Identifying some sculptures being a central aim of the survey, sculptures form a third basis of the analysis. Even if this proved quite elusive, a not unusual outcome, by drawing a link between South and North, it highlights the fruitfulness of the confrontation between archaeological data and texts, asserting the existence of forms of Hinduism beyond authoritative, often text-based ones.

**Nārāyaṇa in the Tivyappirapatam: a name to be chanted, a form to be seen**

The stanza of Tirumalājccai cited first is exemplary of the complexity of an anthology that, enriched as it was by a number of earlier sources, often contains varying associated levels of realities or forms. In this case, posture and water weave traditions of distinct origins together. Nārāyaṇa, the Śrīraṅgam icon and Kṛṣṇa are linked one to the other by the water on which they lie and by their reclining posture.

On the one hand, a Sanskritic background is prominent. First, the name “Nārāyaṇa”, which appears in the first stanza of the hymn (*nāṁ mukanaṁ nārāyaṇaṁ paṭaittāṁ, “Nārāyaṇa created the Four-faced one [Brahmā]*) keeps Sanskrit characteristics in the whole *Tivyappirapatam* in contradistinction to many other names given to the deity of the *Tivyappirapatam*. The commonality of the use of the name Nārāyaṇa in the *Tivyappirapatam*, under different spellings, more or less

---

10 Some names are properly Tamil, like “Māl”, “Mālōṅ”, and “Māyōṅ”; others are equivalents of Sanskrit names, like “Araṅkaṅ” and “Nārāṅaṅ”, Tamil transpositions for “Raṅga” (here transformed into an anthroponym) and Nārāyaṇa. The later appears also as Nārāyanar or Nārāyaṇaṅ and in the form of the eight syllabled *mantra, tiruṣṭṭu eluttu*.
tamilised, is a token paid to the Sanskrit tradition. Secondly, the link established between Nārāyaṇa, the water and the child floating on a fig-leaf corresponds to an explanation of the nature of Nārāyaṇa given in several Sanskrit texts. It appears in the *Mahābhārata* where the sage, Mārkaṇḍeya, who is the unique being to survive the final dissolution of the universe, wanders in the primeval ocean. One day, Mārkaṇḍeya sees a child in a cradle on the branch of a banyan tree, who invites him to enter inside his body. The sage sees all the worlds inside what is then called Supreme Being (*mahātman*). When he is expelled, he sees the god again but this time as a child seated on the banyan tree, who explains that he is Nārāyaṇa, “for the waters (*nara*) are my course (*ayanaṃ*)” in a verse found in several texts, including the *Manusmṛti*. If details differ then from one version of the episode to the other, such as the one found in one appendix (1.41) of the *Harivaṃśa* and several Purāṇas, the main scheme remains. While roaming in the primeval ocean Mārkaṇḍeya meets a sleeping ādi-puruṣa, a primeval being, who swallows him; when the sage emerges out of this deity, a child, who was sleeping on the branch of a banyan tree explains he is Nārāyaṇa. Our attention should be drawn here to its similarity with the stanza of the Āḷ-

---

11 For references see Narayanan 1987: 168; for a discussion about the importance of this name in the *Tiṟyappirapantam*, see Young 2007: 181–183; for the importance it gained in the Śrīvaiṣṇava tradition, see Carman/Narayanan 1989: 159–175.

12 On the Tamil side, *Cilappatikāram* 17.33.1 āṟu porul ivan enṟē amarar kaṇam toḻu ēṭta (“Saying ‘he is the supreme being (*porul*) to determine (*āṟu*), the group of the celestials prayed with joined hands”) may be the first reference to the mythology of Sanskrit origin transformed into Tamil texts to give birth to a new motif. The same formula āṟu porul is used in *Cilappatikāram* and in Tirumalīcai’s stanza.

13 See *Mbh* 3.180–221.

14 This episode in Sanskrit texts has been the focus of a few recent studies; see Brinkhaus 2000, Couture 2007: 73–97. In her PhD dissertation, Lynn Marie Ate 1978: 379–385 proposes a survey of the motif in the *Tiṟyappirapantam*. 
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vār.\textsuperscript{15} The brief and lyric stanza of the \textit{Tivyappirapantam} echoes the story found in Sanskrit literature; the definition of the deity of Śrīraṅgam as “the substance of water” adapts a traditional Sanskrit etymology of the name of Nārāyaṇa to a Tamil context.

On another hand, the stanza of Tirumālįcai is deeply rooted in the Tamil soil. It links the mythology of Nārāyaṇa with the physical characteristics of the site of Śrīraṅgam. The posture of the reclining deity mirrors the position of the island in the Kāvēri River, which provides a tangible representation of the milk-ocean or primeval sea [fig. 1]. Moreover, the vision of the child sleeping on a banyan leaf is one of these typical Tamil motifs that developed from Sanskrit texts to give birth to devotional patterns distinct from their original sources. While it did originally develop from Sanskrit texts, it became distinct from them. In the early Sanskrit texts, the child does not sleep on a leaf, whereas in South India this element becomes part of a grander mythical whole, in which the god not only swallows the worlds but spits them out.\textsuperscript{16}

Such equivalence of deities and places can be considered typical of Tamil Bhakti. While praising a deity of such or such place is less common in the Vaiṣṇava corpus than in the Śaiva Tamil corpus, the \textit{Tēvāram}, in the \textit{Tivyappirapantam} the iconography of a deity reclining on a snake does play an important role in what I would call the \textit{bhakti} (devotion) of the place. Allusions to the reclining form are quite prominent in

\textsuperscript{15} \textit{Mbh} 3.187.3: āpo nārā iti proktāḥ saṁjñānāma kṛtaṁ mayā | tena nārāyaṇo ’smy ukto mama tad dhy ayanaṁ ||

\textsuperscript{16} In my opinion, this mythological event not found in Sanskrit texts is clearly inspired by the episode of Mārkaṇḍeya. \textit{Contra} Ate (1978: 382) who feels uncertain about the parallel between the Tamil motif and early Sanskrit texts narrating the vision of Mārkaṇḍeya. L. Ate proposes that the Aurva-myth, built around the figure of a destructive fire incarnated in a child, is to be associated with the mythological event alluded to in the Tiv. See also Carman/Narayanan (1989: 163, fn. 7), who pointed out that the myth of Mārkaṇḍeya’s vision is not mentioned in itself by the Āḻvārs. However, I would underline that Mārkaṇḍeya appears in the characters identified in an inscription engraved in the cave of the reclining deity of Nāmakkal (8th c.? see \textit{infra}, p. 118).
the anthology. On the archaeological side, the fact that the earliest reclining Vaiṣṇava deities were cut directly in bedrock was a clear means for uniting them with the place at they are worshipped.

Thus, this single stanza of Tirumalīcāi appears to set an ancient and vast Sanskrit tradition into the Tamil landscape. The same type of adaptation to Tamil literature and/or territory is encountered in many other stanzas of the Tivyappirapantam. The name Nārāyaṇa and the appearance of the deity lying on a snake are two of the primary elements then used. The association between these two features is not always this close as it is in Tirumalīcāi’s stanza. The name and the form present sometimes characteristics of their own quite separately from each other; indeed, the variations in the way these two representations of Nārāyaṇa appear in the anthology underlines the uncertainty in their association.

Since there is not enough space here to cover all their aspects, I will just summarize their main characteristics through specific examples. For the sake of clarity, I will consider each work of the Tivyappirapantam in the order they appear in the anthology, taking the vaṭakalai order of it as it is the one of the editions I have used. Such order is not chronological and the first two authors we encounter, Periyāḷvār and Āṇṭāl, are certainly not to be considered as the earliest Āḻvārs. Even if there is a general consensus on the Antātis as being the earliest works, the chronology of the Tivyappirapantam is still much debated and also outside my competence.17 The approach adopted here keeps in mind that each author may also be considered independently. Moreover, the Tivyappirapantam is a corpus that is not easily cut from a long tradition of devotion that did not necessarily focus on “Nārāyaṇa” as a name or in the forms of reclining deities. I will conclude this part of the survey with a brief synthesis to compare the relevant data with the position of the Antātis, widely acknowledged as the earliest strata of the anthology.

The Tivyappirapantam opens with a hymn of the Tirumōli by Periyāḷvār. This pallaṃṭu, a hymn to invite the deity to wake up, has the devotee sing as follows:

---

17 The main study remains Hardy 1983 (see pp. 261–269 for a summary of the issue of chronology); some of his proposals about internal and external chronology can be challenged as recently demonstrated in the case of Nammāḷvār case by Wilden 2014: 317–333.
You from countryside and city\textsuperscript{18} who, having the intention to sing ‘homage to Nārāyaṇa’, giving access to the good (\textit{nāṅku araīya}), …\textsuperscript{19}. The awakening of the deity is paralleled to the process of the deity’s manifestation. The poem is addressed to “the Lord having for bed a hooded snake” (\textit{pān nākaṇai pālkoṇṭāṅku}). These verses have been chanted in Śrīraṅgam from at least the 10\textsuperscript{th} century in the presence of the deity enshrined there; they are considered to address him explicitly.\textsuperscript{20}

In the entire \textit{Tirumoli} of Periyāḻvār, chanting “Nārāyaṇa” maintains specific virtues. The formula “\textit{namō nāraṇā}” (“homage, o Nārāyaṇa”, with a vocative corresponding to a Tamilised form of \textit{nāraṇan}) is associated with the Vedic tradition (Tiv. 438), to which a kind of magic is attached. If one chants it at the hour of death, he will not come again on this earth (Tiv. 372). But Periyāḻvār’s work is largely devoted to the childhood of Kṛṣṇa. While it includes poems dedicated to sites, including Śrīraṅgam (Tiruvaraṅkam), where the Lord has a serpent for a bed (\textit{araṅkatt(u) aravaṇai pālīyāne}), the name Nārāyaṇa often designates Kṛṣṇa as a child\textsuperscript{21}—and thus the form lying on a snake engages in unexpected activities, stopping to cry or sucking Yaśodā’s breast (Tiv. 51). When it is said that the deity sleeping on the ocean has come to live in the ocean of the poet’s heart, it seems clear that this is the merging of distinct deities from other contexts (Tiv. 471). The name Nārāyaṇa is used as a designation for the supreme deity. This supreme deity takes various shapes but the foremost of all and the source of all others, including Kṛṣṇa himself, is that of a deity reclining on a snake.

\textsuperscript{18} The term nakaram translated here by “city” might also be understood as “temple”. In that case, the poet would be inviting the people in the temples (devotees or Brahmins and/or other people specialized in such or such service to the god, etc.) like those often mentioned in inscriptions engraved in Tamil from the 9\textsuperscript{th} c. onwards. The ambiguity might also be intentional.

\textsuperscript{19} \textit{nāṭum nakaramum naṅkariya namō nāraṇāyaya veṇṭu, pāṭumāṇamuṭai patturullīr} (Tiv. 4).

\textsuperscript{20} It must be stressed however that while the name Araṅkam often appears in the whole corpus of Periyāḻvār, it is not mentioned in this very first hymn.

\textsuperscript{21} See, for example, “Nārāyaṇa” being called to bathe (Tiv. 159) or becoming the talk of the town when he seduces a young girl (Tiv. 290), etc.
In the two works by Āṇṭāl that follow that of Periyālvār, Nārāyaṇa is again a designation for Kṛṣṇa, with whom the poetess celebrates her own wedding (see Tiv. 556, 563 for instance). While she sings in honour of Keśava, this one is a form (mūrti) of Nārāyaṇa (nārāyaṇaṁ mūr̥ti, kēcavaṇaip pāṭavum, Tiv. 480), the god praised with a thousand names (Tiv. 514). Those who sing the hymns of Āṇṭāl are in fact repeating the formula “namō nārāyaṇaṁ” (“Homage to Nārāyaṇa”, Tiv. 555). The poetess may have wanted to attract the power attached to a formula where Sanskrit dative has been kept to the Tamil hymns she authors. She often calls her Lord the one who sleeps on the ocean of milk (see Tiv. 475, 551) or the one who takes his place on a serpent-bed (Tiv. 524). In the decade to the Lord of Śrīraṅgam this form is duly acknowledged (see Tiv. 608). He is described as the “One of Tiruvaraṅkam who lies upon a snake whose mouths [spit] fire” (tīmukattu nākaiṇai mēl cērum tiruvaraṅkar, Tiv. 607–616). As in Periyālvār’s hymns, the name Nārāyaṇa and the form of a deity lying on a snake function as a reference name and a reference shape. They are not always explicitly associated with one another but in the two worlds of sound and sight they seem to play an equivalent role.

The next Ālvār of the anthology, Kulacēkarar, sings the deity of Śrīraṅgam quite extensively, calling his Lord “Nārāyaṇa”. This deity is said to lie on a snake-bed:

In the middle of the Poṇi river (Kāvēri), provided with firm banks,
The Lord whose body is dark as the sea has taken his bed in lying down on the snake of Tiruvaraṅkam.
With the desire to be satisfied in seeing him to the fill of his eyes,
The one provided with a parasol and a heroic army, whose victories brighten the sword,
The king of Kūtal, the generous Kulacēkarar,
composed this hymn, as a garland of rhythmic Tamil.
Those who master it shall attain the feet of Nārāyaṇa [Nāraṇaṇ] of auspicious shining.22

---

Kulacēkarar 1.11 (Tiv. 657):

tiṭarvilāṅku karaip ponğı naṭuvu pāṭṭut tiruvaraṅkattu aravu anaiyil pāṭṭi kollum
In Kulacēkarar’s work, “for their tongue to be bruised, saying ‘Nārāyaṇa’” (nāṭṭalumpu eḻa nāraṇa eṟru, Tiv. 661), the devotees of the Lord of Śrīraṅgam (Araṅkaṇ) invoke Nārāyaṇa in a kind of ecstasy. The poet repeatedly describes the Lord of Tiruvaraṅkam (tiruvarankap peruna-karuḷ) as a god lying

on the resplendent king of serpents called Aṇanta, a bed of effulgent whiteness shining with ornaments on which he resides (aravaracap periṅcōṭi aṇantaṇ eṟum aṇiviḷaṅkum uyar veḷḷai yaṉaiyai mēvi, Tiv. 647).

The connection between the deity and the land where the temple stands is established by the Kāvēri River whose waters lap the feet of a snake-reclining Lord. The brilliance of the deity, and more specifically of his snake counterpart who sometimes spits fire, is often stressed.

In the five works that follow, namely, the Tirucantaviruttam, which is the first composition of Tirumālļicai to appear in the Tivyappirappantam, the two works of Tōṇṭaraṭippoṭi, the poem by Tiruppāṇ, and the one by Maturakavi, the name Nārāyaṇa is not met. This is surprising as the deity of “Araṅkaṇam surrounded by the Golden River” (ponṅi-cūḷ araṅka(m), Tiv. 870) and the form of the deity lying on the snake are often encountered—with the exception of the poem by Maturakavi, a hymn in honour of another Āḻvār (Nammāḻvār). Tōṇṭaraṭippoṭi gives the exact unusual position of a representation facing south:

Having seen the blackness (mā) sleeping on a snake, our father, the deity (kaṭavuḷ) of the ocean-hue, looking towards Laṅkā in the Southern direction, showing his back in the Northern direction, having placed his foot in

---

kaṭalviḷaṅku karumēṇi yammāṅraṇṇaṅka kaṇṭārak kaṇṭu ukakkum kātal taṉāḷ
kuṭaiviḷaṅku viral tāṅṅaṅ korra oṅ vāḷ kūṭaḷar kōṅ koṭai kulacēkaraṅ cor
ceyṭa
naṭaiviḷ anku tamil māḷai pattum vallār nalantikaḷ nāṛaṇaṅ aṭikkiḷ naṉ-
nuvvērē.

The word nakar used here can be understood as meaning a town, or city, or an abode, or a mansion, (see supra, fn. 18 on nakaram). It could thus allude either to the city of Śrīraṅgam or more precisely to the temple where the deity is enshrined.
the Western direction, having put his head in the Eastern direction, alas my body melts, what can I do, people of the world!24

“Nārāyaṇa” reappears in the three works by the most prolific of the Āḻvārs, Tirumaṅkaiyāḻvār, which are next in the Tivyappirapantam (according to the vatākalan order here followed). According to the motto of the first hymn in this series, Nārāyaṇa is the main name of the deity: “I have discovered the name ‘Nārāyaṇa’” (nāṉ kaṉtkoṇṭēn nārāyaṇā enṉum nāmam, Tiv. 948–957).25 Still, the name “Nārāyaṇa” is not so frequent in these three compositions. Although the god is said to be lying on a snake and surrounded by the swift waters of the Kāvēri, in the five hymns to the deity of the site of Śrīraṅgam (Tiv. 1378–1427), the name Nārāyaṇa is not mentioned.26 On the contrary, the name applies to deities associated with sites like Naṅkūr and Tirumāḷiruṅcōlai, where a reclining form is not the main idol, and while a deity reclining on a snake is nonetheless very present from the beginning of the Periyaṭirumoḷi to the end, with similar formulas.27 Finally, Tirumaṅkaiyāḻvār associates Nārāyaṇa with “Nara”, repeating the famous pair Nara-Nārāyaṇa of the Nārāyaṇīya of the Mahābhārata (see nara-nāraṇaṁ-ē, Tiv. 1218,

24 Tiv. 890: kuṭaticai muṭiyai vaṭtuk kuṭaticai pāṭam nīṭṭi, vaṭaticai piṭpu kāṭṭit tenṭicai yilaṅkai nōkki, kaṭalinṛak kaṭavul entai aravaṇai tuyilumā kaṇṭu, uṭal eṅakk(u) urakumālō eṅ ceykēṅ ulakattirē.

25 The word nāmam has several meanings other than “name”, such as the name of the mark worn by the Vaiṣṇava devotees or “reputation, fame”. The Tamil vocative of Nārāyaṇa denotes the usage of a formula of homage. One should say “O Nārāyaṇa”.

26 The site of Śrīraṅgam is also mentioned in individual stanzas of many other hymns by Tirumaṅkaiyāḻvār.

27 See “saying ‘O you the supreme one (paramā)’ lying on the bed that is an auspicious (nal) snake having one thousand hoods”, paṇaṅkaḷ oyiram uṭaiya nal aravu aṇaip palīkoḷ paramā enṛu (Tiv. 963), or “supreme light lying on the bed that is a snake...”, pāmpin aṇaip paḷḷi koṇṭāy paraṅcōttī (Tiv. 2028).
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1552; naraṇ-e nāraṇaṇ-e, Tiv. 1611; nara-nāraṇaṇ āy, “having become Nara-Nārāyaṇa”, Tiv. 1898).28

Therefore, in the works by Tirumanḵaiyālవār, although equivalence seems clear between Nārāyaṇa as a name and the deity lying on a snake as a form, these two ways of referring to the god are also used quite independently from each other.

Nārāyaṇa appears in the formula “homage to Nārāyaṇa” (namō nāraṇaṇ eṉnum, Tiv. 2138; namō nāraṇaṇ eṉru, Tiv. 2176) in the following work, by Poykaiyālవār, whereby the poet’s tongue praises the one having a serpent for a bed (Tiv. 2144). The equivalence between Nārāyaṇa (name) and the lying deity (form) is clear-cut in this piece. Still the reclining form is encountered more frequently than the name Nārāyaṇa.

The next Ālvār, Pūttatālvār, uses Nārāyaṇa (nāraṇaṇ), as the name of the deity from the very beginning of his work diversely called, of course, in the various places he manifests (see Tiv. 2183). The name saves from hell (Tiv. 2247) and Pūttatālvār is enlightened by his vision of the deity, saying:

I have seen the [light of the] day (pakal), I have seen Nārāyaṇa, first I saw him in my dreams, then in reality... (Tiv. 2262).29

The form of the god lying on a snake is also found, as for instance in Tiv. 2277:

The Lord of Aṭṭiyūr rides a bird, sleeps on a snake provided with spots of bright gems [...].30

Yet, such references are infrequent in this work, whereas many sacred sites are cited, including Śrīraṅgam. Thus, the form lying on a snake

28 On this pair in the Tamil country, see Champakalakshmi 1981:165–167. However, I do not think that the mentions of those two in the Tivyappira-pantam correspond to the two vibhavas (manifestations) of this name in Pāñcarātra texts, because they appear with none of the other vibhavas.

29 Tiv. 2262: pakal kaṇṭen nāraṇaṇaik kaṇṭen kanavil mikak kaṇṭen mīṇṭu avaṇai meyyē.

30 Tiv. 2277: attiyūrāṇ puḷḷaiyūrvaṇ, animaṇiyin tutti cēr nākatti mēl tuyil-vāṇ [...].
does not appear here as an equivalent of the name Nārāyaṇa but as one of the many shapes the supreme deity may assume.

The Āḻvār that follows, Pēyāḻvār, uses the name Nārāyaṇa to pay homage to the one who has many names (Tiv. 2289). References to the deity lying on a snake are quite often found. As in Periyāḻvār’s Tirumoli, the deity came to abide in the heart of the poet (Tiv. 2296) and accomplishes the feats of the Kṛṣṇa biography (see, for instance, Tiv. 2311).

The stanza presented at the opening of this paper has already demonstrated how much Nārāyaṇa imbued with his presence the Antāti of Tirumalijcai, which comes next in the anthology. The name Nārāyaṇa appears throughout the work, from the first stanza (Tiv. 2382) to the last where the conclusion states that Nārāyaṇa (nāraṇaṇ) is the cause (kāraṇaṇ), what has been learnt (karravaṇai) and what must to be studied (karpavaṇai), (Tiv. 2477).31 “Nārāyaṇa” appears regularly (Tiv. 2388, 2394, 2395, 2412, 2453, etc.) and is to be recited (Tiv. 2445). Here too, as we have already seen with Āṇṭāl and Kulacēkarar, the Lord reclines in the ocean on a fire-spitting serpent (Tiv. 2391). The equivalence between the deity lying on a snake and the name of Nārāyaṇa is delineated precisely.

In the three short works by Nammāḻvār that follow, Nārāyaṇa as a deity seems to fade away. The name appears as one of the names of Kṛṣṇa but among many others (Tiv. 2649). It is used more often in the longer Tiruvāymoli. As in several other works of the Āḻvārs “Nārāyaṇa” is prominent here; the specificity is attached to the chanting of the name, which is infused with special powers, like in the decade 10.5 (Tiv. 3935–3945) where “Nāraṇaṇ” the designation of the Lord reclining on the serpent, is said to be tirunāmam (an auspicious name, title, etc.). On the other hand, the deity of Nammāḻvār is rarely said to recline on a serpent, even if the decade 2.8 of the Tiruvāymoli is addressed to a deity sleeping on a snake (a hymn considered to be sung in honour of the sleeping deity of Trivandrum). Nonetheless, this form is occasionally mentioned (see, for instance, Tiv. 3818).

31 Tiv. 2477: kāraṇaṇ nī karravaṇi nī karpavaṇi nī, nal kiricai, nāraṇaṇ nī naṉ-ku arintēṇ nāṉ.
It also appears when the deity is said to be the one having a lotus in his navel, like in other works of the Tivyappirapantam but more prominently here (parpa-nāpan, see Tiv. 3084–3085). This is the form of the creator god sleeping on a snake, a lotus appearing in his navel. It is difficult, however, to perceive in Nammāḻvār’s works a clear equivalence between Nārāyaṇa as a name and the deity lying on a snake as his primary form.

Such—too brief—survey is to be complemented by other texts, by archaeology and by elements for a chronology of the Āḻvārs as follows.

First, regarding the Sanskrit background of the name, some scholars have already pointed out the usage of Nārāyaṇa as a mantra in the Tivyappirapantam (see Narayanan 1987: 11, 49, 117, 165; Young 2007: 182–183). It must be stressed that this is the only Vaiṣṇava god name that comes directly from the Sanskrit tradition. While it is tamilised in some stanzas,32 usage of a Sanskrit dative is noticeable in others. Secondly, this name is very present in the earliest works of the corpus, the Antātis. Thirdly, the importance of the name Nārāyaṇa can be compared with the prominence of the site of Śrīraṅgam in the Tivyappirapantam, but the positions of this name and this site are not linked to one another and the references to the name and the site are of a different nature. Śrīraṅgam is thus less mentioned in the Antātis than in most of the other works, while the name Nārāyaṇa is often encountered there. In contradistinction, the name “Nārāyaṇa” is absent from some of the works of the anthology, while Śrīraṅgam is present in all of them, as is the deity lying on a snake.33 Fourthly, regarding the link between Nārā-

32 On the power attached to the name of Nārāyaṇa as the tirumantra, referring to the sacred eight syllables in the Śrīvaiṣṇava community (including in its Tamilised form “Nārāṇan”), see Narayanan 1987: 117.

33 See, supra, fn. 8. The name of the deity as Raṅganātha is a related thread. The “scene” (raṅga in Sanskrit, arankam in Tamil) alluded to in this name is the universe itself where the deity takes several forms. The locus of his incarnation is “the scene”, Araṅkam or Śrīraṅgam, a name the place already had in Caṅkam literature (see infra, fn. 54). If this name may correspond, as it does in the Tamil tradition, to the stage where the god listens to the hymns of the Tivyappirapantam, the Sanskrit strand cannot be ignored. The form the god takes at this place or on that stage “Araṅkam”,
yaña as a name and the reclining deity of Śrīraṅgam, it is important to point out that this deity is mainly known in the Tivyappirapantam as the one of Araṅkam that is the deity of a place. In some poems, this god is clearly referred to as the deity of the temple (nakar, kōyil) of Tiruvaraṅkam, i.e., Śrīraṅgam. The earliest known inscriptions of the site present a similar picture. First these call the deity the god of Tiruvaraṅkam. Then, in some inscriptions from the 11th century, the presence of the snake part of the god is signaled by a designation of the god that was not encountered before: Ananta-Nārāyaṇa. The case of Śrīraṅgam, which is the most prominent site of the Tivyappirapantam, appears to be exemplary: the physical form of the deity reclining on a snake constitutes the main link between the name Nārāyaṇa and the site.

Thus, while chanting of the name Nārāyaṇa appears a prominent feature of the textual universe of the Tivyappirapantam, the physical characteristics of the sites reveal themselves to be an important element in allowing this name to be pronounced, while the form, i.e., lying on a snake, has autonomy of its own. The latter may be the link between a name of which the Sanskrit origin was acknowledged and the sites of the Tamil land where Vaiṣṇavism is accommodated. But the Tivyappirapantam is a vast body of poems by several authors. If the case of Śrīraṅgam is definitely archetypal, the variety of the treatments in the anthology of the name Nārāyaṇa as well as of the form of a deity reclining on a serpent is no small matter. In other words, is it always relevant to try to untangle one from the other in the Tivyappirapantam? The snake form is firmly associated with the mythology of Nārāyaṇa as a supreme deity, even if the name “Nārāyaṇa” is not always used to designate it. Thus, allusions to this form function as a reminder of a supreme being

i.e., a materialization of a mythical element, is to be conceived like a first manifestation of the deity or a pre-manifestation of the deity, or as the source of all of them and the universe itself. It is a link between the non-manifest and the manifested world. Each and every temple/site attached to the Tivyappirapantam may be considered from this perspective; the concept gains a specific importance in Śrīraṅgam, “The Sacred stage”, because—I think—the physical characteristics of the site allow for a materialization of a deity lying on waters and/or this stage where the Lord manifests.
having several names. One of these is “Nārāyaṇa”. Its specificities are not apparent enough to assert that its link with the reclining form has its source in Sanskrit texts.

The specific characteristics of Nārāyaṇa as a name and of its figures reclining on a snake as a form, together with special features of the Śrī-ṛaṅgam site, are found more manifest in the *Cilappatikāram*, a text corresponding to an earlier stage of the Vaiṣṇava movement in the Tamil land. Some passages in the thirty cantos of this Jain long poem are pre-bhaktic in a number of ways, since they present praises in honour of precise, personalized deities. In doing so, the text speaks of specific places and forms—while also introducing Nārāyaṇa.

**Vaiṣṇava deities in the *Cilappatikāram***

The *Cilappatikāram* tells the story of a faithful wife, Kaṇṇaki, who is married to Kōvalaṉ. Kaṇṇaki’s husband is killed in the city of Maturai to which the second book of the epic is devoted. Canto 17 evokes the celebration of rituals to conjure the absence of Kōvalaṉ, gone for Maturai. These rituals are celebrated in a cowherd camp in honour of this aspect of the Vaiṣṇava deity brought up in a cowherd settlement, that is Māyavaṉ, one of the Tamil names of Kṛṣṇa. The canto ends with a vision of the god being praised, saying:

Eyes are not eyes that haven’t seen the dark Lord 
With red feet, eyes and lips; 
The great Lord, Māyavaṉ, who appeared as a god 
And clasped the entire world in his navel 
Of the flowering lotus. Eyes are not eyes 
That blink on seeing the Lord.34

34 Cil. 17.36. 1–5; trans. by Parthasarathy 2004: 178:

*Periyavaṅai māyavaṅai pēr ulakam ellām*  
*viri kamala unti uṭai viṅṇavaṅai kaṇṭum*  
tiruvaṭiyum kaiyum tiruvāyum ceyya  
kariyaṇvaṅai kāṇṭāta kaṇ enṇa kaṇṇē 
kaṇ imaiṭṭuk kāṇpār tam kaṇ enṇa kaṇṇē.

The text is from the U.Vē. Čāminātaiyar edition. I have split the *sandhi*. 
The stanza that follows gives the name of this deity. It appears in the last line, like a revelation:

Tongues are not tongues that haven’t praised the Lord
Who frustrated the wiles of foolish Kaṃsa;
Who went as an envoy of the Pāṇḍavas to the sound
Of Vedic chants, and was praised in all four directions
By a hundred people. Tongues are not tongues
That haven’t uttered the name “Nārāyaṇa”.35

As in the Tivyappirapantam, Nārāyaṇa appears here as a name to be sung. Also found here is a specific play on words, the Tamil term for tongue, nā, and the initial syllable of “Nārāyaṇa”. The devotee sees his deity as the one having a lotus in his navel. This is the parpa-nāpag, the one having a navel of lotus, mentioned in the Tivyappirapantam like the one lying on the snake. From the Sanskrit tradition (and the earliest known sculptures located in North India) the navel from which the lotus grows belongs to a reclining anthropomorphic figure. Thus, in this Tamil praise, the devotee chants the god under his name of Nārāyaṇa while visualising him under the form of a reclining figure with a lotus issuing from its navel. This association is similar to evocations met in many poems of the Tivyappirapantam.

Considered in the light of the entire Cilappatikāram, these stanzas do not match the Tivyappirapantam very closely however. To provide a complete overview of non-buddhist, non-jain deities in the Cilappatikāram is beyond the reach of this paper. But certain elements on the Vaiṣṇava side of the picture can be investigated. In the clusters of temples mentioned as located in such or such city, Vaiṣṇava gods appear; also Vaiṣṇava deities of specific places and forms are integral parts of the scenery. Within these two categories, snake-deities are prominently mentioned—and they do not always correspond with the reclining Nārāyaṇa of the Tivyappirapantam.

35 Cil. 17.37, 2–5; trans. by Parthasarathy 2004: 178:
kaṭantāṇai nūṟṟuvarpāl nāl ticaiyum pōrṟa
paṭaṟṟt’ āraṇam muḷāṅka paṇcavarkkuṟ tutu
naṭantāṇai ēṭṭāta nā eṇṇa nave nārāyaṇā eṇṇā nā eṇṇa nave.
Canto 5 of the *Cilappatikāram* describes a festival dedicated to Indra in the city of Pukār. The “temple of the White one who has a bright coiled body” (vāḷ vaḷai mēṇi vaḷiyōṉ kōyilum, Cil.5.171), thus having a snake as body appears here together with the temple of Indra and the temples of the great Lord (periyōṉ, i.e., Śiva), of the six-faced one (Murukaṉ) and of the blue deity (*nila mēṇi netiyōṉ, Kṛṣṇa*). The temple of the white, bright, coiled body can safely be said to be a temple dedicated to Balarāma. The traditional iconography of Balarāma, the elder brother of Kṛṣṇa to which we will return, is one of a *nāga*, i.e., a multi-headed snake doubling a human figure by running along his back.

Such form presents many common traits with the one used to represent Nārāyaṇa in the Tamil land. The association between Balarāma with Nārāyaṇa himself is remarkably close and early: as we will see in more detail later, Balarāma is an embodiment of Nārāyaṇa according to textual sources; he was one of the first known representations in the sculpted tradition. Their association necessitates the mediation of Kṛṣṇa, and this deity is also duly mentioned in Canto 5, as the blue deity of the Pukār temples. How to distinguish Balarāma and Nārāyaṇa in this case? The white color that is typical of Balarāma is put forwards as distinctive and the reclining posture associated with the iconography of Nārāyaṇa is not mentioned. Their association necessitates the mediation of Kṛṣṇa, who is also duly mentioned in Canto 5, as the blue deity of the Pukār temples.

In canto 9, the temple of the “white snake-deity of Pukār” is again mentioned (*pukār veḷḷainākar tam kōṭṭam*, 9. 10). It appears in a list composed otherwise of deities typical of the Tamil land, namely the deity of the city of Pukār, Murukaṉ and Mācattan, elements linked to a Vedic background, like the thunderbolt of Indra (to whom a temple is dedicated), and gods that can be considered pan-Indian, such as the sun and the moon. Neither Śiva nor Viṣṇu appears in one of their usual forms in this passage and a Vaiṣṇava devotional strand is represented by Balarāma only.

---

36 The temple of the tree of the immortals and the temple of the Nirgrantha (the Jain deity) are also included in the list.
In canto 10, when Kaṇṇaki and Kōvalaṉ leave their native town of Pukār, they first circumscribe “the temple of the One having the color of sapphire (maṇḍivaṉṉaṉ) who rests in yogic sleep on the snake of beautiful lustre.” This Pukār temple is of a deity of contrasted colors, of a dark Lord sleeping on a luminous snake. In such a deity one can recognize the figure of Nārāyaṉa as praised in the Tivyappirapantam. The brilliance of the snake-part, however, points towards one specificity of Balarāma, to whom a temple was dedicated in Pukār.

In canto 11, when leaving “Araṅkam” (Śrīraṅgam), Kaṇṇaki and Kōvalaṉ met a Brahman who declares that he wants “to see with his own eyes” (l. 52–53):

[The one who] like a blue cloud on a vast and golden Mountain, having expanded on milk, is stretched lying,
the rare splendor possessing a head which has the capacity of being expanded into one thousand so it is praised and worshipped by many as the bed of sleep [or “as his half”, pāyal],
in the Kāviri of expanded waves, the vast, big, island,
the reclinig beauty of the Tiru-chested One.

The precise object of the vision is not so clear. Two main elements seem equated with each other: a reclining deity whose head expands into a thousand and an island (turutti). But the island may as well be part of a comparison concerning only the bed or half of the deity as given in the last line of the passage. What is clear is that a deity lying on a snake provided with many (a thousand) heads is described and that this deity has two colors: a dark, cloud-colored part, and a golden, lus-

---

37 Cil. 10.9–10: aṉi kilaṉ araviṉ ariviṉil amarnta maṉiṉaṉṉaṉ kōṭtaṉ valaṉ ceyāk kaṟintu.

38 Cil. 1.35–40: [...] niṉa mēkaṉ neṭuṁpoṟ kuṟṟattuṉ pāḻvirint(u) akal(am)ātu paṭintatu pōla āyiram virittēḻu talaiyūṭai arunṭiraṛ pāyar pāḷlip palarṭoḷu tēṭta virittiraik kāviri viyaṉperu turuttīṭ tiruvamar māṟpaṉ kiṭanta vaṟṟatam. The Tamil word pāyal (pāyar) means “bedding, sleep” or “half”. This may be an intended pun.
trous one, like the pattern already depicted in canto 10. This pattern is well attested in ancient Sanskrit texts where the “dark” Kṛṣṇa finds an ideal complement in the whiteness of his brother Balarāma. I assume Śrīraṅgam is being used to stress the complementarity of those two gods, united in the island’s silhouette.

The deity lying on a snake of Śrīraṅgam is thus clearly acknowledged in the Cilappatikāram, where it is described along patterns of comparison encountered in earlier Sanskrit texts. Two deities are intrinsically linked to each other, in the double body of a reclining snake-deity, where the dark, human body of Kṛṣṇa is contrasted with the bright, multi-hooded nāga, who is Balarāma.

In canto 14, a temple of Balarāma in Maturai is mentioned. It is described as “the temple of the white one brandishing a plough” (mēliv alan uyartta veḷḷai nakaramum, 14.9). The plough is a characteristic attribute of this deity as much as the white is his color.

In additions to the mentions of the god having the world in his navel and the chanting of Nārāyaṇa already referred to, canto 17 contains several references to Balarāma as the elder, “Muṇṇai”, who, white “as the moon” (mati puraiyum, 17.26), dances with Kṛṣṇa and the young female one “Piṇṇai” (see 17.14, 17, 26–28). But a snake form is not stated, while another snake deity of the Vaiṣṇava domain appears with the serpent Vāsuki used as a rope in the myth of the churning of the ocean (17.32).

In canto 26, in the book of Vañci, the Cēra capital, “the snake deity who bears the firm earth bows his head”. A little later in the same canto some pray to the deity “who resides in a yogic sleep at Ātakamāṭam”. In canto 30, the same temple is mentioned (l. 51, āṭaka māṭat taravaṇaik kiṭantō). Today the deity of Ātakamāṭam is considered to be one of Trivandrum, a seashore deity sleeping on a snake-god.

39 The plough is the characteristic attribute of Balarāma in texts; it is attested in archaeology as early as the Ai Khanoum coins dated to the 2nd c. BCE (see infra, p. 119).

40 Cil. 26.34: uravu maṇ cumanta aravut talai paṇippa.

41 Cil. 26.62: āṭakamāṭatt(u) aṛituval amarntō.
Vaiṣṇava deities having snake-forms are thus rather common in the *Cilappatikāram*. They must be understood against the general background of other references in this text to Vaiṣṇava gods. In canto 6, three forms of Viṣṇu (Kṛṣṇa, “the deity who measured the earth”, and the deity who fights Baṇa) are listed as dancers, together with Śiva, Kāmā, Durgā and some goddesses including Tiru (Lakṣmī), a warrior-like goddess, and Indra’s wife. In canto 11, after a description of the snake-deity of “Turutti” (Śrīraṅgam), Neṭiyōṅ (a Tamil name for Viṣṇu as “the tall one”) of Vēṅkaṭam is described, as holding a discus and a conch, having the color of clouds, and appearing on the peak of the hill (Cil. 11.41–42). In the same canto, a hill is described, that is said to be devoted to Tirumāl (l. 91). The description that follows mentions three holy ponds inside a cavern and the Cilampāru, a river that flows at the foot of the hill. This is identified as the Vaiṣṇava site of Tirumālīruṇcōḷai. There the devotee is to recite the *mantras* of five and eight syllables (l. 128–129). The deity praised here has a decorated bird for a banner (l. 136). Later, in the same canto, the Lord of the high crown, who measured the whole earth, is mentioned (*nīḷ nilaṅ kaṭanta netumuṭi aṅṅal*). Canto 12 is dedicated to the goddess. She is said to be Māl’s (Viṣṇu’s) sister (l. 68). In addition to the passages already cited, Kṛṣṇa and his younger consort Piṅnai are consistently present in canto 17, where various feats of Kṛṣṇa are given (lifting the Govardhana mount, stealing butter, etc.) but also the churning of the ocean. At the beginning of canto 18 the leading devotee of the rituals celebrated in canto 17 goes to adore the feet of Neṭumāl, on the banks of the Vaiyai (the river that flows in Maturai). In canto 22 (l. 60), Neṭiyōṅ is used as a term of comparison for one of the four guardian-deities of Maturai. Several characteristics of another guardian-deity are the same as those of Balarāma’s (plough, color of pure gold). The plough is among the characteristic attributes of still a third deity. In canto 25, a river is compared to the garland on the chest of Neṭiyōṅ (l. 21).

---

42 Many lines of this canto do not appear in all manuscripts. They may therefore be considered as interpolated and I cite here only the lines appearing in all manuscripts (translated by Parthasarathy 2004: 196). Still, the lines that were probably interpolated may be relevant from a historical point of view. In these, the four guardian deities of Kūṭal (*kāval teyvam*) correspond to
In the Vaiṣṇava domain as portrayed in the *Cilappatikāram*, it is conspicuous that a great number of snake-deities appear. Moreover, in each city—after which are named the three books of the Epic, Pukār, Maturai and Vaṇci—there is a Vaiṣṇava snake form. The deity of Śrīraṅgam adds an important site to these three. The description of the god sleeping in the middle of the Kāvēri River is the longest of any Vaiṣṇava deity met in the text, save the one devoted to the deity of Vēṅkaṭam. At first glance, the significance of snake forms in the *Cilappatikāram* corresponds to that found in the *Tivyappirapantam*, where there are also numerous deities said to be reclining on a multi-hooded snake. Similarly, the prominence of the deities of Śrīraṅgam and Vēṅkaṭam in the *Cilappatikāram* is similar to what is found in the devotional anthology of which these two are the most important deities. Still, even if the correspondence between the name and the form of the reclining deity in canto 17 corresponds to what can be considered an important tendency of the *Tivyappirapantam*, this is the only passage in the whole epic where the name Nārāyaṇa is encountered. The names given to Vaiṣṇava deities are diverse (Tirumāl, Neṭiyōṅ, Neṭumāl, Māyavan, and also formulas like *uvaṇac cēval uyaṛtōṇ*, the one having a *garuḍa* for mount, etc.) but Nārāyaṇa is not common. This name to be chanted is not attached to any of the Vaiṣṇava deities associated with precise sites, nor does it appear in precise circumstances, with the exception, perhaps, of the hill near Maturai where a *mantra* of eight syllables must be recited. How the link between these two (name and form) was established, and whether such a link was important in the period of the composition of

four different modes of life: Brahmins, warriors (the one compared to Neṭiyōṅ), merchant-class and farmers. The last two deities are much less clear than the first two. The third one holds the plough and is clearly stated being the deity of the farmlands. Still, this god also holds a scale, is said to be the god of the merchants and is compared to the god having the moon in his coiffure (Śiva). The fourth deity is of the farmers, also holds a plough and is connected to agricultural work. The third and the fourth deities of this group are redundant in numerous ways and both can be associated with Balarāma, but Balarāma’s characteristic being white is attributed only to the third god. The group does not correspond to the one given elsewhere (and later) as an explanation of the ancient name of *nāṉmaṭakūṭal* for the city, see Gros 1968: xxvii–xxix, Hardy 1983: 236–237, see also *infra*, fn. 112.
the *Cilappatikāram* is unclear. On another hand, Balarāma the plough bearer is one of the prominent snake deities of the *Cilappatikāram*. Indeed, he is much more present than would be expected after reviewing the *Tivyappirapantam*.

The archaeology of the Vaishnava sites in the Tamil country helps clarifying the matter. It confirms the antiquity of specific snake deities in the Tamil land suggested by the *Cilappatikāram* and the *Tivyappirapantam*. It may allow one to outline how these were linked with Nārāyaṇa, as a name and concept.

### Archaeology of reclining deities in the Tamil Country

The literary descriptions of the deity of Śrīraṅgam presented in the *Cilappatikāram* and the *Tivyappirapantam* often emphasize natural settings which imbue the image with a sort of self-manifested (*svayambhu*) character. A similar physical correspondence is also noticeable in the earliest known South Indian shrines of Vaishnava deities. A vast majority of them is consecrated to reclining deities [fig. 3 and 4]. The rock-cut Vaishnava deity in the Shore Temple of Mahābalipuram was originally surrounded by the waving sea, as is clearly indicated by its

---

43 For surveys of these images see Soundara Rajan 1967, Champakalakshmi 1981: 66–79, and Parimoo 1983. The gigantic reclining god of the site of Unḍavaḷi in Andhra Pradesh (close to Vijayawada) was probably carved before the sculptures found in Tamil Nadu but its date is debated (6th–7th c.). This much damaged sculpture has been reworked in stucco and it is today difficult to be sure of the original iconography. Still, this rock-cut piece is situated in a cave and seems to share many of the characteristics with images of the Tamil land produced from the 8th or 9th century, like the two arms of the main deity and the many secondary characters waging war against Madhu and Kaiṭabha.

44 Another deity lying on a snake has also been carved in the 7th century at the same site, Mahābalipuram, but, considering its present position, on a side wall of a cave, it was probably not a cult-image, or not the main cult-image of the so-called Mahiṣamardinī cave where it is located.
Elements for an iconography of Nārāyaṇa

location as well as by texts, both in Sanskrit and Tamil. The deity of the temple of Veṅka in Kāṇchipuram lies in the water of a river, already referred to in a Caṅkam work, the *Perumpāṉāṟṟupatāi* as well as in the *Tivyappirapantam*. The deity of Trivandrum worshipped today along the sea might be the one of the Cēra country mentioned in the *Cilappatikāram*. At these four sites, I think that real water was part of the representation: the cyclic floods of the rivers in Śrīraṅgam and Veṅka, the tides of the sea in Mahābalipuram and Trivandrum were used to enact the phenomenon of destruction and creation that shapes the mythology of the deity reclining on a snake [fig. scenery 2].

The reclining deity of Pukār mentioned in the *Cilappatikāram* may have been similar since the city stood on the mouth of a river. Archaeologically, the original site of Pukār has not been located precisely enough to say more about this deity however. The situation is quite the

---

45 See the poem of Tirumāṅkaiyāḻvār (Tiv. 1088–1107) on the deity reclining on earth (*talacayāṇaṅ*), in Kaṭalmallai, the “sea-richness” that is Mahābalipuram. I consider this hymn (end of the 8th c.–beginning of the 9th?) as a testimony to the specificity of the iconography of the image when calling the deity “the one reclining on the earth”. The snake part does not appear here. This unusual characteristic would have been acknowledged by the poet, who reminds the devotee of the presence of the sea with the formula *kaṭalmallai talacayāṇaṅ*, the one reclining on the earth in the sea-richness.

In a Sanskrit work attributed to Daṇḍin (8th–9th c.?), the Avantisundarikathā, a carving of Viṣṇu reclining on a snake (*bhujaga-vara-śayanaṃ-anurgṛhṇataḥ*, l. 13 on p. 13 in the edition of K.S. Mahādeva Śāstrī) situated in Mahāmallapuram is said to have its lotus-feet brushed by the sea (*uru-taraṅga-hasta-sanvāhyamāna-pāda-pankajasyormi-mālina*; see also l. 19 on p. 14 where the body of the god is beaten by the waves). This text may be much later than often accounted for and this testimony may have nothing to do with the image of the Shore Temple—where no snake is represented contrary, to what is said in the description in this text. Still, the mention of the waves of the sea attests to the ocean being known in medieval times in the representation of a reclining Viṣṇu in Mahābalipuram, be it that of the Shore Temple or another one at the same site; on the later possibility, see Francis 2009: 356–359, fn. 200; for the use of the waters of the sea in the scenery, see Smith 1996.


same for Maturai. The references in the *Cilappatikāram* to a temple dedicated to a snake-deity are rather vague, while the archaeology of what is today a bustling city—one that has for long been an epicenter of Tamil literature—is difficult to handle. I will take a closer look at this in the last part of this paper.

Still, archaeology has uncovered information at several other sites where, carved directly in bedrock, Vaiṣṇava icons attest to an early arrangement with nearby surroundings which may have been sought out specifically.\(^{48}\) In the Vaiṣṇava rock-cut shrines of Malayatipatti [fig. 4] and Tirumayam, located south of the delta of the Kāvēri, of Cīṅkava-rām some one hundred kilometres south of Kāñcīpuram, on a boulder in Toṇțūr in the same area [fig. 3], and in one of the caves of Nāmakkal, in the heart of contemporary Tamil Nadu, huge cult-images of deities reclining on a multi-hooded snake were carved during the 7\(^{th}\)–9\(^{th}\) century.

Together with the deity of the Shore Temple, from an archaeological point of view these sites constitute the core of the most ancient known Vaiṣṇava cult-sites in the Tamil land.\(^{49}\)

\(^{48}\) There is an element of chance in the fact that today we know many ancient rock-cut images of Vaiṣṇava deities. Once carved out of a rock, such idols lasted many more centuries than other types of representations. Still, a comparison with contemporary and geographical close-by Śaiva sites reveals the importance of the link with the soil. The first *liṅgas* in the Tamil country were not rock-cut, even inside caves of the same age than the Vaiṣṇava deities under examination. In contradistinction, the early Vaiṣṇava cult-images of reclining forms can be rock-cut even outside caves. Most of them are huge works with dimensions larger than any other carving known from the same period of time. Moreover, as already mentioned, at several sites water is part of the representation. In Mahābalipuram other natural elements were used for at least one other representation, the one of Kṛṣṇa lifting the Govardhana mount.

\(^{49}\) Temples housing other types of cult-images of Viṣṇu dated to the same period are scarce. Most are situated in sites where a contemporaneous reclining form was located. Examples are the built temple of the Vaikuṇṭhapērumāḷ of Kāñcīpuram, several cave temples and one built temple in or near the site of Mahābalipuram. A standing Viṣṇu from the Pallava period was discovered close to Mahābalipuram at Ćiṟutavūr; see Francis/Gillet/Schmid 2003: 438–441.
Elements for an iconography of Nārāyaṇa

With the exception of the icon in the Viṣṇu shrine of the Shore Temple, to which I will return below, the iconography of these early representations of the Tamil land is quite homogeneous. Like the present-day icon of Śrīraṅgam, these images consist of a human body with two arms lying on a snake that has five or seven heads. The proper right arm of the human part of the deity is stretched to the head. The deity does not hold attributes. In the caves, the deity is surrounded by several other figures carved in relief on the back and side walls around the main icon.

Those sculpted at Nāmakkal are identified in a Sanskrit inscription engraved on a beam above the image. Such figures provide a narrative background, developed in Epic and Purāṇic texts, and alluded to in the devotional Tīvṛappirapantam or the Jain Cilappatikāram. The two demons, Madhu and Kaiṭabha, are the major opponents of the reclining form of the god in the texts and are the most common figures in the sculptures. A fierce combat is depicted. Still, the sculptural tradition presents the main deity as quietly sleeping on a snake-bed, leaving the other characters to enliven the stage.

Thus, according to both texts and material testimony, the deity reclining on a snake was the main early Vaiṣṇava form in the Tamil land, often involving the use of natural settings. The Lord of Śrīraṅgam was also of this type, situated opposite the ancient Cōla capital of Uṟaiyūr.

50 See Srinivasan/Srinivasan 1965; Champakalakshmi 1981: 72.
51 Kālidāsa also mentions some of them when evoking Viṣṇu about to incarnate as Rāma in the tenth canto of the Rāghuvamśa.
52 These secondary characters are also found with the reclining deity of the so-called Mahiṣamardinī cave relief in Mahābalipuram (see supra, fn. 44) as well as, it seems, the deity carved in the Andhra cave of Uṇḍavaḷḷi (see supra, fn. 43) also presents. The latter may be more ancient than the other carvings under consideration here.
53 Kōvalaṇ and Kaṇṇaki go to the temple of the Jain ascetics close to Śrīraṅgam before leaving Uṟaiyūr (Cīl. 11.5–9). Maybe the Sanskrit name Uragapura, the “City of the Snake” given to a city situated in the southern bank of the Kāvēri in the Cāḷukya tablets of Gadval, dated 674 (see Hultzsch 1910, Epigraphia Indica 10.22) refers to Uṟaiyūr; see also Hari Rao 1976: 15. If this is the case, this name echoes the importance of snake deities in
The name “Araṅkam” given to this place in the Cilappatikāram also appears in a poem of the Akanāṉūṟu, one of the earliest anthologies of Caṅkam literature. This is the “scene”, from Sanskrit range, where a flood-festival takes place. In the Vaiṣṇava tradition, the scene is this world, where Viṣṇu-Nārāyaṇa manifests himself whereas the deity is the scene’s master, nātha. These two functions are both apparent in the common designation of the deity of Śrīraṅgam in the Tivyappirapantam and in inscriptions as “Raṅga-nātha.” This name is also used for other reclining Vaiṣṇava deities in Tamil country, but perhaps as an echo of the Śrīraṅgam deity. The site of Śrīraṅgam weaves a specific form, a sacred stage and a specific landscape together with several texts. In my view, it is the form embedded in a site that constitutes the earliest and the main element of the devotion here, to be connected with the importance of what can be defined as the bhakti of the place in the Tivyappirapantam.

The form of the reclining Viṣṇu-Nārāyaṇa did not originate in “Araṅkam” but came from North India. Thus, the process of adaptation to the local religious landscape can be delineated quite precisely. The earliest known Vaiṣṇava cult-image in the Tamil land is plausibly the reclining god of the Shore Temple [fig. 5]. This form seems exceptional: the deity is provided with four arms, no snake is represented, and the sea-water was the couch of the deity.

Although the absence of the snake and the addition of arms are puzzling in the south of the Peninsula, they match with North Indian traditions available to us through Sanskrit texts on the one hand, and with North Indian carvings on the other.

the area. However, there are other cities identified with Uragapura, such as Maturai and Nāgappattanam.

54 Akanāṉūṟu 137, see Hari Rao 1976: 24.

55 This name of the deity of Śrīraṅgam appears in the Sanskrit portion of the bilingual (Sanskrit and Tamil) plates of Anpil, dated 959–960.

56 It can also be supposed that elements made of perishable material originally augmented the image. In the caves south of the Kāvēri, many elements are depicted in stucco on the interior back walls of the cult-cells. The image of Śrīraṅgam is also made of stucco.
Earliest images of deities reclining on snakes: North and Central India

The earliest sculptures of a deity reclining on a snake belong to sites of North and Central India. Those provide a range of representations being the first known of their kind. Examples are found at Bhītargāon, Udayagiri, Deogaḍh and Sultānganj, where a deity reclines on a multi-headed snake. A blooming lotus opens above him. The Brahmā seated on this flower and the reclining posture allow for these sculptures to be safely identified as the one called Nārāyaṇa, the creator aspect of Viṣṇu.

In the brick temple of Bhītargāon (Uttar Pradesh; Kanpur district), the god was depicted on a terracotta panel, half-seated without any supplementary arm. A stem comes out of his navel. On its blooming flower, a one-headed Brahmā is represented. To his side the two demons Madhu and Kaitabha, each holding a mace, have been modeled.

Some two hundred kilometres further south, at the site of Udayagiri (Madhya Pradesh, some sixty kilometres north-east of Bhopal), the Vaiṣṇava deity reclining on a snake has been cut directly into the rock and is adapted to the physical characteristics of the site. The stretched-out deity fits the narrow corridor where it is sculpted. Although it is damaged, we can safely assume that the reclining god had four arms, and that the supplementary right arm was stretched to be placed very close to the head of the anthropomorphic body. The image is too worn to be certain the god hold attributes, but it is probable that he did not, since weapons are represented as independent figures (āyudhapuruṇa).

57 On this temple, see Zaheer 1981. The panel is now in the Indian Museum of Calcutta; the description given in Zaheer (1981: 93–94) is quite accurate. It is difficult to be precise about its date. It may be contemporary to the other sculptures mentioned here but it could also be slightly earlier or later (on the date of the temple itself, see Zaheer 1981: 160–163). The fact that Brahmā has only one head here speaks in favour of an early date and Williams 1982: 82–84 also inclines towards an early date for this temple.

58 According to Willis (2009: 30–37), rain was also part of the rituals celebrated in connection with the reclining Viṣṇu. This is another element linking this sculpture with the early South Indian Vaiṣṇava sites.
above the lying deity. This image is dated to the beginning of the 5th century.59

More than a hundred kilometres to the north of Udayagiri, the deity carved on an exterior wall of the Vaishnava structural temple of Deogad is in better condition. It is dated to the first half of the 6th century,60 rather close in time to the Mahabalipuram site in South India. In this case it is certain that the four-armed human body reclining on a seven-headed snake does not hold attributes (that are represented as āyuḍhapuruṣa below him). The god is relaxed, his half-closed eyes turned towards the viewer.

This is a well-known image, considered as one of the first representations of Nārāyaṇa. However, the originality of the carved panel of Deogad is far from being acknowledged; the lotus where Brahmā is seated does not come from the navel of the human figure as in the other known examples but from the coils of the serpent. This makes the snake-part of the deity the main actor in the process of creation.

The last sculpture to be mentioned here is found much further east, at the site of Sultānganj located in the present-day Bihar (Bhāgalpur district).61 Sculpted directly into a rock along a river whose water laps the deity’s feet as in some of the South Indian sites; this Viṣṇu reclining on Śeṣa has four arms and holds a rosary and a conch. A one-faced Brahmā is seated on the lotus issuing from the navel of the human part of the deity. The carving is dated between the end of the 5th and the end of the 6th century. With a one-faced Brahmā and a rosary held by the main deity, it illustrates the variety of the iconography of the reclining form when it was first conceived.

While the god may be two- or four-armed, hold this or that attribute or hold none, the figure of Brahmā have one or four faces, and the secondary characters vary, a multi-headed snake is present in all four works, always depicted as the form on which the human body lies. This is testimony to the importance of this element in the sculptural tradition.

59 See Williams 1982: 42–47.
60 See Williams 1982: 131–137.
These four sculptures were carved in a territory where inscriptions dated in Gupta era are found to praise a deity lying on the ocean. But these epigraphs never refer to the snake part of the Lord. For instance, the second verse of the Valkhā copper-plates discovered near Bagh more than a hundred kilometers to the south-west of Indore in Madhya Pradesh (4th c.?) reads as follows:

[To Viṣṇu] who reclines upon the wide and spotless couch that is the unique ocean (ekāṇṇava), whose sleep (nidrā) is praised in song by the bees of the lotus born of his navel.62

The first verse of a stone inscription at Maṇḍasor (two hundred kilometers to the north of Bagh), dated to 404-405 CE, gives a similar picture:

Obeisance to that Thousand-Headed Puruṣa whose soul is boundless and who sleeps on the waters of the bed-like four oceans [...].63

Likewise, there is no mention of a snake in any Gupta-period epigraphs evoking a reclining Viṣṇu. However, if one keeps these inscriptions in mind while “reading” the carvings, it is possible to understand the snake as a representation of waters. An alternative exercise would be to visualize the deities in the epigraphs with the sculptures in mind. When doing so, the snake body of the depicted god becomes apparent. Such exercises may sound theoretical, but they could account for the differences in documents produced contemporaneously in a culturally consistent area. Texts and sculpted tradition would define their own sphere separately but would be related to the same concept.

When one turns towards South India, the situation is more confusing however. If the snake represents waters, what are the real waters of many of the South Indian sites—starting with the Shore Temple of Ma-

---

62 See Ramesh/Tewari 1990: 1–3. These plates were discovered near Bagh; they may be dated to the 4th century CE. In one of the plates a temple to Nārāyaṇadeva is mentioned. These copper-plates are discussed in Willis 2009: 70–73.

63 Transl. by Bhandarkar 1981: 265. See Bhandarkar 1981: 261–266 for a presentation, the text and a translation of this inscription. R.G. Bhandarkar also commented on it in the introduction (pp. 125–127) where this author cites a verse giving the etymology of Nārāyaṇa (Mbh 3.187.3, see supra, fn. 14) to prove the identification of Viṣṇu with Nārāyaṇa.
hābalipuram—intended to be? A closer look at the encounters between
texts and sculpted tradition allows the deity of the Shore Temple to be
placed into a continuum, while pointing towards distinct strands within
the process of transmission from North to South India.

Texts and the sculptural tradition

It must first be kept in mind that the archaeological testimonies of the
Gupta territory attest the establishment of a religious tradition in which
a Vaishnava deity emerged as a supreme Lord, regardless of which deities
preceded this major figure and be incorporated into him. In this tradition, the creator god is represented under the form of a lying snake-deity.

Secondly, the inscriptions of the Gupta period are not the only texts
that do not mention a snake when praising a reclining deity. In the epic
and Purānic literature, the creator god of the Vaiṣṇava tradition is said
to be lying on the waters of the ocean but mention of a snake seldom
occurs. As mentioned at the beginning of this paper, the traditional etymology of “Nārāyaṇa” emphasizes the connection of the deity with the
waters:

The waters are called nāras: I gave them the name; therefore, I am called
Nārāyaṇa, for the waters are my course.\(^\text{64}\)

If depictions of this verse in stone resulted into a reclining snake-deity
from the 5\textsuperscript{th} century, texts seem to have followed their own tradition, a
tradition in which a snake does not fit. One of the very few times the
snake is mentioned is in the same book 3 of the Mahābhārata:

\(^{64}\) Mbh 3.187.3; transl. by van Buitenen 1981: 591. See supra, fn. 15 for the
text; see also the explanation given in the Nārāyanīya-parvan: “Eternal as I
am, I am the one sole Refuge of all men. The waters have been called by
the name of ‘Nāra’, for they originated from Him called ‘Nara’. And since
the waters, in former times, were my refuge, I am, therefore, called by the
name Nārāyaṇa” (\textit{napānām ayaṇan khyātam aham ekāḥ sanātanaḥ āpo
nārī iti proktā āpo vai narassūnavah ayaṇan mama tat pūrvam ato nārā-
yaṇo hy aham} \(\text{Mbh 12.328.35}\)).
The blessed Viṣṇu, the everlasting source of all creatures, the eternal Person, slept solitarily on his ocean bed in the vast coil of the boundlessly puissant snake Śeṣa.\textsuperscript{65}

The deity sleeps in the coils of the snake and on the ocean. The intricacy of the three combined elements of ocean, snake, and deity, is quite peculiar. Similarly, in the Nārāyanīya-parvan of the Mahābhārata in which Nārāyaṇa is the supreme deity, associated in many ways with the ocean of milk, there is only one mention of the snake on which the deity reclines (12.335.58).\textsuperscript{66} The astonishment of Madhu and Kaiṭabha seems appropriate, leading them to then ask: “Why is he sleeping provided with coils?” (\textit{eya kim ca svapitī bhogavān} Mbh 12.358.61d). Indeed, what is the link between the coils of a snake and the supreme deity? The Nārāyanīya-parvan presents many forms of Nārāyaṇa. Several mentions of a horse-headed figure as well as the boar form—both of which belonging to the sculptural tradition—are encountered a number of times.\textsuperscript{67} But the snake-part of the reclining deity does not appear to be entirely comprehensible.

In the slightly later \textit{Harivaṃśa}, the association of Nārāyaṇa with a figure reclining on a snake is a complex issue. In canto 31, which presents the different manifestations of Viṣṇu, the fight against Madhu and Kaiṭabha is part to a mysterious manifestation of the lotus; no deity lying on a snake appears.\textsuperscript{68} Similarly, in canto 42, where the fight be-

\textsuperscript{65} Mbh 3.194.9; trans. by van Buitenen 1981: 611. \textit{prabhavaḥ sarvabhūtānāṁ śāśvataḥ puruṣo 'vyayah | susvāpa bhagavān viṣṇur apśayām eka eva ha | nāgasya bhoge mahatī śeṣasyāmitejatejasāḥ.}

\textsuperscript{66} Mbh 12.335.58: “Highly effulgent and imbued with the pure quality of Goodness, the body of the Supreme Lord lies on the excellent hood of a snake that seemed to throw out flames of fire for the resplendence attached to it.” \textit{ātmapi rāmānacite apām upari kalpite | śayane nāgabhogādhye jvā-lāmālāsamāvṛte.}

\textsuperscript{67} In the Tamil region, a horse-headed form of Nārāyaṇa has been carved on the 8\textsuperscript{th} c. Pallava temple of the Vaikuṇṭha Perumāl in Kāṇṭīpuram.

\textsuperscript{68} This manifestation appears in two other passages of the \textit{Harivaṃśa}. It is expanded in one of the appendices of the critical edition (as are also other manifestations of Viṣṇu) and has been examined extensively in Couture 2007.
tween Nārāyaṇa and the two demons is narrated, no snake-bed is mentioned. While this does not prevent snake-forms to appear elsewhere in the text, usually their association with the supreme deity (called Nārāyaṇa) necessitates the mediation of the elder brother of Kṛṣṇa, to whom I will return in a moment. Finally, the Viṣṇupurāṇa quotes the famous verse giving the etymology of the name of Nārāyaṇa (Viṣṇupurāṇa 1.4.6), but there are no more snake bodies in this text than in the Gupta-period inscriptions.

Nor is the snake form recorded in the most ancient southern epigraphy. The name “Nārāyaṇa” is met in one of the first inscriptions of the Pallavas, found in Andhra Pradesh, where donations are made to Nārāyaṇa.\(^{69}\) Then, the royal eulogies, the Sanskrit Pallava corpus located in the northern part of the Tamil Nadu (6\(^{th}\)–9\(^{th}\)) knows the supreme creator god as a deity sleeping on the ocean of milk.\(^{70}\) The inscriptions found in the Pāṇḍya territory (7\(^{th}\)–9\(^{th}\)) present a similar picture. To Nārāyaṇa a grant is made in a stone inscription,\(^{71}\) while in the metal tablets, Nārāyaṇa is a creator god.\(^{72}\)

In none of these epigraphs is the snake-part of the deity being alluded to. However, in the same period of time, the inscription of Nāmak-kal lists a good number of characters associated with the myth of the reclining deity.\(^{73}\) And the image of the Shore Temple of Mahābalipuram turns out to be an integral, matching part of these Sanskrit texts in the

---

\(^{69}\) See the 4\(^{th}\) century prākrit tablets of Carudevī, Mahalingam 1988, No. 4. Nārāyaṇa is also the name given to a god in a Tamil inscription in the North Arcot district, dated using a Pallava regnal year (of about the end of the 9\(^{th}\) c.), see Mahalingam 1988, No. 228.

\(^{70}\) See, e.g., the tablets of Rāyakōṭa, st. 1. Viṣṇu is the mythical ancestor of the Pallavas and as such appears in many inscriptions recording the mythico-genealogy of the dynasty. The deity is then the one from which a lotus springs (plates of Paḷḷāṅkōyil [6\(^{th}\) c.] and of Kasakkudi [mid-8\(^{th}\) c.]). In the first two stanzas of the Paṭṭattālmaṅgalam plates (end of the 8\(^{th}\) century) the deity lying on the ocean is beautifully described.

\(^{71}\) See, e.g., Krishnan 2002, No. 75.

\(^{72}\) See the tablets of Śrīvaramaṅgalam, Krishnan 2002, No 11.

\(^{73}\) See supra, fn. 50.
Tamil land. Since the god lies on the ocean itself, a snake bed needs not to be represented. From the 9th century the picture becomes clearer with various bilingual inscriptions. In the two languages then used, Sanskrit and Tamil, the contrast is similar to the one encountered between texts and carvings in North India.

In the Taḷavāyypuram plates (dated 910 CE), 74 we find two mythological accounts of the Pāṇḍya dynasty. The first is in Sanskrit. The creator god from whom everything came, including the line of the Pāṇḍyas, is called “Nārāyaṇa”. Brahmā appears on the lotus of Nārāyaṇa, engaged in reciting the Vedas. No snake is mentioned. But in the Tamil eulogy that follows, the deity is described, with Sanskrit terms, as the one lying on “the high bed” called “serpent who is the Lord of other serpents”. 75

With these two preambles, the equivalence is clearly stated. Nārāyaṇa is the creator god of Sanskrit texts. In Tamil, he is represented as a deity lying on a snake, as in contemporary sculptures from the Tamil area. The Tamil part of the epigraph is rather close to some poems of the devotional Tivyappirapantam in asserting these points. Carvings appear to reference this case. From a visual point of view, the creator god carved in North and Central India is indeed a reclining nāga. The ancient iconography of the latter category of deities, where a multi or single hooded snake is superimposed on a human body, has been used in the creation of an image of the deity lying on an ocean. The early nāgas are standing deities. The first known representations of Viṣṇu as a creator are reclining nāgas.

However, because they are four-handed, the latter nāgas are peculiar. In their representations, the traditional iconography of a nāga with two arms is associated with the shape of a four-armed deity. As I have shown elsewhere, such a figure combines the earlier representations of Balarāma and Kṛṣṇa. 76 The iconography of Balarāma was the main mold in this case and if the importance of Kṛṣṇa in the formation of

74 Found in the Tirunelvēli district; see Krishnan 2002, No 61.
75 l. 68–69, bhujamgama purassarabhogi ennum ponk’ aṇai, text: Krishnan 2002: 74.
Viṣṇuism becomes more and more acknowledged, the importance of Balarāma will be less studied.

**Balarāma and Nārāyaṇa**

My contention is that the material of the Tamil country provides another clue regarding the significant position once held by the deity Balarāma (Saṃkarśanā) in Vaishnava traditions, a significance visible in earlier data, of North Indian origin.

The elder brother of Kṛṣṇa proved to be an important deity from the 2nd BC until at least the 4th CE in a vast area covering the Gangetic plain but also expanding farther. Kṛṣṇa and Balarāma are found as a pair in various records, including archaeological finds like the famous coins from Aī Khanoum, and texts like sūtras of Patañjali, the Mahābhārata and the Harivaṃśa. In the Ghosūṇḍi and Hāthibāḍā epigraphs, found close to each other in the present-day Rājasthān and dated to the 1st BC, this pair is associated with Nārāyaṇa. In the sculptural tradition of the first three centuries of the Common Era, Kṛṣṇa and Balarāma are the most visible forms of those deities appearing in the Mahābhāra-

---

77 See the commentary of Patañjali *ad sūtra* 2.2.24 of Pāṇini, where the desire is expressed that the power of Saṃkarśanā the second part of Kṛṣṇa or his double increase with that of Kṛṣṇa (*saṃkarśanadvitiyasya balaṃ krṣṇasya vardhatām*). *Harivaṃśa* 51.2–5 is emblematic; here it reads that the two boys moved together as one (*anyonyagatāu*); that from their childhood, they had only one body (*bālyād evaikatāṃ gatau*) and one mind (*eka- mantraḥ dharau*); that the two were from a unique model (*eka-nirmāṇa-nir- yuktāu*), shared the same bed, seat and food; that both did the same thing (*ekakāryāntaragatāu*). Finally, they appeared as if one body was divided into two parts (*ekadehau dvidhā kṛtau*) and for people these two were living the childhood of a unique being.

78 These inscriptions are two different copies of a same text. They have been published and commented on often (see Schmid 2010: 84–87). The text speaks of an “enclosing wall [round] the stone object of worship” (*pujāśīlāprākāro*), called “Nārāyaṇavātākā”, for the two divinities Saṃkarśanā- Vāsudeva (*bhagavadhyāṃ saṃkarśanavāsudevābhyāṃ*), built by a king who is referred to as *bhāgavata* and who was celebrating an *aśvamedha.*
Few others were represented in sculptural form. I would claim that carved representations of Kṛṣṇa and Balarāma were the icons corresponding to what is called early Bhāgavatism since they figure prominently in these rare materials that are the earliest testimonies to this movement.79

During this early period, Balarāma underwent a considerable iconographic evolution becoming represented mainly as a nāga, stretching his right arm with an open palm above his head (see figs 6 and 7).80 When different forms of Viṣṇu appeared in inscriptions, from the 4th century CE, and the theory of the various manifestations of this deity was developed in texts and sculpture, the iconography of Viṣṇu was inspired by the earlier iconography of both Kṛṣṇa and Balarāma. That Balarāma was the model of the deity reclining on a snake is enlightened by the three following passages of the Harivaṃśa.81

The description in canto 40 of Brahmā’s abode or the “divine sanctuary of Nārāyaṇa” (divyam nārāyaṇaśramam, Harivaṃśa 40.1d), “famous because of his name” (svena nāmnā pariṇātaṃ, Harivaṃśa 40.3) is the first relevant passage. This is the deity’s “own abode, similar to the ocean” (sa tatrāmbupatiprakhyatam dadarśalayam ātmanah Harivaṃśa 40.4ab), where “he took his thousand-headed form, binding his chignon of matted hair, and walked towards his couch” (Harivaṃśa 40.7).82

---

79 On early Bhagavatism, see Colas 2003, who, however, states that he uses mainly texts and, thus, does not cover the sculptural tradition.


81 The manifestation of the lotus that is mentioned before all the other manifestations in the canto 31 of the critical edition and developed in its appendix I.41, should also be noted. There Nārāyaṇa sleeping on the ocean is also prominently mentioned, see Couture 2007.

82 Harivaṃśa 40.7:

sa tatra praviśaṇn eva jaṭābhāraṇam samudvahan ||
sa sahasraśirā bhūtvā śayanāyopacakrame ||
Hari, the foremost of those observants of vows, was lying on a divine couch, cooled by the clouds and by the ocean, engaged in the ekārṇava (unique-ocean) vow.\(^{83}\)

This text corresponds to the inscriptions of the Gupta period. The deity lies on a couch, in a unique ocean, ekārṇava, which is also mentioned in the Maṇḍasor inscription. He has one thousand heads. As in the Puṇḍras and the sculptural tradition the gods turn to this Lord for assistance; he is the source of the manifestations of the deity.

Canto 58 links this deity to Balarāma. Kṛṣṇa raises the spirits of Balarāma (who shall fight against a demon), saying:

Remember that you are the body itself of the worlds at the time of dissolution; know what you become when the oceans become one.

Remember that your original form is the cause of ancient gods, Brahmā and water; [remember] also your own features and splendour.\(^{84}\)

This discourse echoes the traditional definition of Nārāyaṇa as the embodiment of waters and thus matches the Tivyappirapantam vision of a deity who is “the substance of water”. One variant recorded in numerous manuscripts confirms the bond between Balarāma and Nārāyaṇa, since the expression “the body itself of the worlds” is replaced by the name Nārāyaṇa: “Remember that you are Nārāyaṇa Himself [his body] (nārāyaṇātmānaṃ) at the time of dissolution...”.\(^{85}\) One is the substitute for the other.

\(^{83}\) *Harivaṃśa* 40.9:

\[sa śiśye śayan eva divye saṃudrāṃbhodaśītale | harir ekārṇavoktena vratena vratināṃ varah ||.\]


\(^{84}\) *Harivaṃśa* 58.36–37:

\[smarārya tanum ātmānam lokānāṃ tvam viparyaye | avagacchātmanātmānam saṃudrānāṃ samāgame ||\]

\[purātanāṇāṃ devanāṃ brahmaṇāḥ salilasya ca | ātmavṛttypravṛttyāni saṃsmarādyāṁ ca vai vapiḥ ||.\]

\(^{85}\) *Harivaṃśa* 58.36ab:

\[smara nārāyaṇātmānaṃ lokānāṃ tvam viparyaye | [...].\]
Canto 70 gives a clear picture of the relation between the reclining deity and Balarāma. When on his way to Mathurā, Akrūra, a devotee of Kṛṣṇa, plunges into the waters of the Yamunā River, saying:

I will worship the Lord of serpents, the Lord of all worlds, in this lake of Yamunā, with the chanting of the divine bhāgavata mantras.

I bow in front of this snake whose heads are adorned with auspicious svastika marks, having a thousand heads, the god Ananta, dressed in black. [...] In the middle [of the sarpaloka], with a thousand heads, with a banner of a golden palm leaf, carrying a plough in one hand and a pestle (musala) near his belly, dressed in black, of white complexion, with a white face, wearing one earring, intoxicated (matta), sleeping (supta), seated on the white seat of his own serpentine body. 86

Then Akrūra

saw the killer of enemies with his long arms smeared with paste of red sandal, the one with a lotus flower from his navel, with white complexion, attractive with his effulgence, the king of serpents, the Lord of the Ekārṇava, the powerful one worshipped by great snakes such as Vāsuki. 87

These verses mention all the iconographic markers of Balarāma, palm tree, plough, pestle, the unique earring, the white complexion, as well as his appearance as a snake as indicated by the mention of a thousand

86 Harivaṃśa 70.17–18: yamunāyā hrade hy asmin | toṣyāmi bhujaṅgeśvaram | divyair bhāgavatair mantriḥ | sarvalokaprabhun yataḥ || śrīmatsvastikamūrdhānaṃ | praṇamisyāmi bhoginam | sahasrasirasaṃ devam | anantāṃ nilavāsasam || Harivaṃśa 70.10–11. [...] tasya madhye sahasrāśayam | hematālocchritadhyāvajam | lāṅgalāsaktahastāgram musalāpāritiodaram || asitāṃbarasamvītam | pāṇḍurāṃ pāṇḍurānanaṃ | kuṇḍalaiṇadharam mattam | suptam amburahekyānam || On this passage, see Couture 1986.

87 Harivaṃśa 70.21–22: raktacandanadigdhāṅgam | dirghabāhum arīṇda- | m | padmanābham sitābhrābhham | bhābhir jvalatējasam | dadarśa bhogināṃ nātham | sthitam ekāṅgevēsvarām | pūjīmāṇāṃ dvijvendrām | vā-sukipramukhaiḥ prabhum ||. It is also worth looking at the whole canto 70 in which other verses would be relevant; see more specifically 70.19–20 in between the two citations given here.
heads, the serpentine body, etc. Balarāma is the sleeping one who has a lotus flower issuing from his navel; he is the Lord of the ekārṇava, the unique ocean.

Such visualizations seem to me to record cult tendencies similar to the one that has inspired the representation of the Deogaḍh temple, where the lotus springs directly from the coils of the snake. Balarāma as a snake-deity was himself considered—at least by some devotees, and in a few different contexts—as the form of the divine creator or Nārāyaṇa. In Harivaṃśa 38, the asura Kālanemi plans to kill Nārāyaṇa. For him this deity is “Viṣṇu for the gods; Vaikuṇṭha for the celestials; Ananta for the snakes who live in water.” In other words, the same deity can be seen from one’s own devotional perspective. But indicating a specific devotional perspective is not easily done in carvings. Having made the lotus of the creation rise out the snake coils is, I think, the way chosen in Deogaḍh to denote a specific perspective, one in which the snake part of the deity is given special importance.

These materials place the focus on Balarāma. In North India he was the first Vaiṣṇava snake deity represented in the early period before the 5th century, a time when the emergence of the classical Hindu Viṣṇu is documented.88 The importance of this specific snake-deity has been erased over time. It has also probably suffered from the ex post facto look at the earliest known clues; that what is related to later dominant devotional streams is more easily perceptible.

It seems little more of the original contribution of Balarāma can be detected. The data from North India might be considered testimony of an ancient trend that disappeared over the course of time, starting in the 5th or the 6th century. Nonetheless analyzing of texts and archaeology of the Tamil land up to the 10th century throws unexpected light on the importance of this deity in ancient times.

88 During the Gupta period, several types of sculptures may be considered as being representations of Nārāyaṇa. As a continuation of the Kuṣāṇa-period depictions, Nārāyaṇa is represented as a boar, identified as such in an inscription, in Eran (Madhya Pradesh).
Balarāma in the Tamil land: Caṅkam literature

From its careful recording in the Cilappatikāram, in Tamil inscriptions, and in the sculptural tradition prior or concurrent to the Tivyappirapantam, the importance of the form of the deity lying on a snake as well as of the name and concept of Nārāyaṇa in the Tamil land is clear. The figure lying on a snake is a major iconographic form for Vaiṣṇava deities, and is the form given, in particular, to Nārāyaṇa, the one having a lotus coming out of his navel, like in Śrīraṅgam. The name of Nārāyaṇa should be sung along with what appears to be formulas in the Cilappatikāram, not to mention the Vedic mantras, explicitly cited in this Jain text (Cil. 11.128). Moreover, in the Cilappatikāram, Balarāma is depicted as a prominent deity. He appears either in a cluster with other gods, or as the elder of Kṛṣṇa. In the latter case, which corresponds to the canto 17 of the text, the bodies of contrasted colors of Kṛṣṇa and Balarāma echo one another, evoking the two bodies constituting a snake-deity. Worshiped in temples and being the other half of Kṛṣṇa, Balarāma appears as one of the main deities of Hinduism in the Cilappatikāram.

There is material in the Caṅkam corpus that corresponds to these elements. Mentions of deities are quite rare in this body of texts since it is primarily secular—with the exception of the Tirumurukāṟṟupatī (dedicated to Murukaṉ) and the Paripāṭal (which presents hymns dedicated to Murukaṉ and Tirumāḷ). Mentions of Balarāma thus signal the importance of the deity. They also allow enable a better understanding of the Cilappatikāram passages.

Balarāma appears in two poems of the Puranāṇūru, one of the earliest Caṅkam anthologies. In Puranāṇūru 56 he is invoked as:

the god having as emblems a palm tree [and] a plough hot because of killing, whose body resembles a twisted circle sleeping on the ocean (l. 3).\textsuperscript{89}

\textsuperscript{89} kaṭal vaḷar puri vaḷai puraiyum mēṇi is a reference to the whiteness of the god, whose body (mēṇi) is compared to a conch (vaḷai) twisting (puri) while growing in the ocean (kaṭal): “[his] body comparable to the conch twisting while growing in the ocean”. Since vaḷar has several meanings, including to lengthen, to sleep, to grow, and to extend, I wonder whether this line might not be understood also as hinting that the deity extends and
This reference is found after an invocation to Śiva and before one to the deity of the color of the sapphire having a bird on his banner (Krṣṇa-Viṣṇu) and one to Murukaṇ. These are the “four whose power shields the world” (ṇālam kākum kāla muṇpiy, 1.9, trans. by Hart-Heitzfeld 2002: 43). The whiteness of the deity is referred to in the same poem, on 1.12 where he is “Vāliyōn” (the White one). The same group of deities is praised in the invocatory stanza of the Inē Naṟpatu; the group is exactly the same as that appearing in the 5th canto of the Cilappatikāram.  

In Puṟanāṇūṟu 58, Balarāma is paired with Krṣṇa. The two kings of Maturai and Uṟantai (Uṟaiyūr) are described as follows:

As if the god who carries a palmyra palm on his banner and whose skin is as white as milk and the one who wields the discus, the dark-colored god, those two great beings were to stand together [...]. (trans. by Hart-Heifetz 2002: 45).

Maturai is the city of Krṣṇa in the Cilappatikāram Balarāma may be more particularly associated with Uṟaiyūr—which is in the vicinity of Śrīraṅgam.

The North Indian influence as indicated by the presence of deities such as Śiva, Krṣṇa, and Balarāma in these two poems allows us to hypothesize these two poems belong to a later layer of the anthology (3rd–5th c.?). But the same pair Krṣṇa-Balarāma appears in Naṟṟinai, another one of the early anthologies, whose most poems are even less likely to be later works:

sleeps on the ocean, with his body twisted into a circle (puri vaḷai [circle is the first meaning of vaḷai]). Thus “[his] body comparable to a twisted circle expanding in the ocean” could be an allusion to the coiled body of a snake: “[his] body comparable to a twisted circle expanding in the ocean”.

90 For the Inē Naṟpatu invocatory stanza, see the chapter of Wilden in this volume pp. 21–49. There Balarāma is found as “the White one with the golden Palmyra Palm” (trans. E. Wilden).
With waterfalls, glowing white like the white one (vāliyōṉ),
On the mountain side, black like the black one (māyōṉ).

The contrasting colors of Māyōṉ (the Black one, i.e., Kṛṣṇa), and Vāli-yōṉ (the White one, i.e., Balarāma) are found here, just as they are in the description of the Śrīraṅgam image in the Tivyappirapantam. In my view, this contrast appears again in the invocatory stanza of the Aiṅku-runūṟu, another of the earliest anthologies wherein the praise is addressed to the deity regularly unfolds the world as “the unique one of two united halves, with whiteness in a dark body.”

The periods of destruction and creation of the universe which compose the mythological background of Nārāyaṇa—can be understood in various ways. This is possibly what we are encountering in this stanza also.

In the Kalittokai, one anthology in which some of the last Caṅkam (6-7th c.?)) compositions were collected, various names and attributes of Balarāma also are found. He is the one with a plough (Kalittokai 36.1), has a palm-tree as his emblem (Kalittokai 104.7), wears unique earring (Kalittokai 105.11), and is the white one (Kalittokai 104.8; 105.11). These references appear at the beginning of the poems that is in this part of the hymn containing elements of a visual mythological background in the Kalittokai. Balarāma appears either alone (Kalittokai 36) or as one of the group already encountered several times: Kṛṣṇa, Balarāma, Śiva, Murukaṉ in Kalittokai 104; Kṛṣṇa, Balarāma, Śiva, Murukaṉ, Indra as well as Yama in Kalittokai 105. Balarāma is linked closely to Kṛṣṇa since, in hymns 104 and 105, Kṛṣṇa is mentioned just before or after Balarāma.

---


92 nila mēṉi vāl ilai pākatt’ oruvaṉ iru tāl nilal-kīl, mū vakai ulakku mukilṭaṉa muṟayē. This stanza implies several plays of word. The formula vāl ilai (translated here considering ilai as a verbal root meaning associated very closely) can be understood as “of pure jewels” (with ilai as a substantive, ornament) and is commonly attributed to women. Such play of words allows the stanza to allude to both Viṣṇu and Śiva, see Wilden in this volume, pp. 21–49. I thank Eva Wilden for having explained this stanza to me and discussed about it at length.
The *Paripāṭal* belongs approximately to the same chronological stage of Cankam literature than *Kalittokai*, but it is a devotional anthology and thus falls under another category. The pair here formed by Balarāma with Kṛṣṇa is of considerable importance.\(^{93}\) Balarāma is praised in the very first stanza in explicit terms:

One thousand, spread, full of divine power, [your] great heads,
Having the power of spitting fire, are rising above your crown,
Having Mā (Lakṣmī) on the large chest of [your] circular body of immaculate whiteness,
Red and rising are the tusks of the high and beautiful bamboo above which is brandished
[Your] circular plough of bending mouth, oh you of the unique earring, you the unique one.\(^{94}\)

This first stanza of the anthology as known today can be considered a tribute to Balarāma as an elder. The stanza that follows is devoted to Kṛṣṇa. The two deities are associated so closely in this praise that it be-

\(^{93}\) The following presentation of the *Paripāṭal* is based on the unrivalled publication of François Gros 1968.

\(^{94}\) *Paripāṭal* 1.1–5:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{āyiram viritta aṇāṅku uṭai aru talai} & \\
\text{tī umiḷ tiṟaloṭu muṭi micai aṇavara} & \\
\text{mā uṭai malar mārpiṅ maī il vāl vālai mēṅi} & \\
\text{cēy uyar paṇai micai elīl vēḷam ēntiya} & \\
\text{vēy vāṅkum vaḷai nāṅcil oru kuḷai oruvaṇai}. & \\
\end{align*}
\]

This stanza has been understood in various ways. The French translation of F. Gros is worth quoting here, as it is the basis of the translation above given (1968: 2): "Mille, déployées, redoutables, les têtes insignes / Au pouvoir de cracher le feu se dressant par-dessus ta couronne, Mā sur ta large poitrine, un teint de conque blanche immaculée, Un bel éléphant brandi qui mange un bambou haut dressé, Une charrue courbe au soc tranchant : Tu es l’Unique à l’unique anneau", see also the comments of Gros on p. 167: variants comprise *paṇai*, the palm-tree for *paṇai*, bamboo, and *mēli*, the plough for y-*eli* (in *micai elīl*), which are two of the attributes of Balarāma. Whether one follows the text here chosen or not, the praise is addressed to Balarāma, holding a plough, having a unique earring, being white and provided with the thousand heads of a snake-deity.
comes difficult to distinguish between them. For instance, Lakṣmī is first said to be on the large chest of Balarāma, then five lines later she spreads out on the chest of the god of the color of the pūvai flower, the dark Kṛṣṇa (l. 8). This seems to illustrate the unity of the two bodies, the white snake-deity on the one hand, the dark human figure on the other.

Hymn 2 is in honour of Tirumāl. It starts with a description of the dissolution of the worlds, then continues with images of creation. The deity being praised presents several characteristics that establish a link to the most ancient information we have about Nārāyaṇa, Kṛṣṇa, and Balarāma. Three forms of the deity, indeed, are mentioned here: the boar, Balarāma, and Kṛṣṇa that are the earliest concrete forms of Nārāyaṇa in North India. Throughout the hymn Balarāma is mentioned abundantly as a comparing object for Tirumāl. This deity of the dissolution par excellence is the elder, white like a conch, with a gold palm-tree as his emblem (l. 21-22). Two myths are alluded to in the course of the poem: the story of the boar who marries the earth, and a fight in which palm-trees are destroyed (l. 41-47). The latter is one of two deeds attributed to Balarāma in the Harivaṃśa and becomes a siege led by Kṛṣṇa in the Tivyappirapantam. In the Paripātal passage, it is impossible to say which of the two brothers leads the siege. Thus, it is

95 Lines 14–25 are not understandable (see Gros 1968: 2–3, 168–170). Still, it is clear they develop the theme of a deity formed of two contrasted parts, one dark, the other bright, which are united in a unique god.

96 Line 31 reads, “The father of the two (iruvar), o Māl of glowing jewels” (iruvar tātai ilāṅkū puṇ māl. Here I follow the understanding of Gros). This image is perhaps similar to the one of the invocatory stanza of the Aṅkūru-nūru: the bright half of the deity being designated by a formula alluding to the jewels of the deity (see supra, fn. 92).

97 The boar is one of the earliest forms of Nārāyaṇa, appearing as such in the sculptural tradition since the 3rd CE and named as such in Gupta-period inscriptions (see also, supra, fn. 88).

98 This combat is included in a long comparison for the fights waged by the Lord. Since it is a comparison for the main deity of the hymn, it is plausible the figure who is fighting is somebody else; on this fight as a shadow motif in the Tivyappirapantam, see Schmid 2013.
perhaps reflecting the progressive fading of Balarāma from devotional works. While the deed is not clearly attributed to Kṛṣṇa, it is no longer said to be achieved by Balarāma.

Paripātal 3 focused clearly on the Dark one, Kṛṣṇa, who fights various demons. Yet, the end of the hymn again combines Kṛṣṇa and Balarāma in one and the same form. The deity is the Black and the White, the cowherd and the guardian, etc. and the poem ends with an evocation of the deity who has a lotus issuing from his navel.

In the fourth hymn to Tirumāl (Paripātal 4), Balarāma is described in lines 36-48. He is a snake-deity, with a palm-tree and plough as emblems. But the poem concentrates on Viṣṇu-Kṛṣṇa, of whom it mentions several manifestations: Balarāma is one of them, mentioned after the lion and the boar manifestations and followed by a vigorous attack against snakes through a description of their enemy, Garuḍa, adorned with snakes as his captured prey.

The fifth Vaishnava hymn of the anthology, Paripātal 13, devotes several verses to a deity of one thousand heads lying in yogic sleep in the milk-ocean (arituyil, the same expression used in the Čilappatikāram to describe the snake-deities). The description is followed by an evocation of the one having a plough for a weapon, on the one hand, and of the boar form of the deity, on the other. This passage concludes as follows: the God is “the unique one having divided himself into three forms” (mū uru ākiya talaipiri oruvaṅai, l. 38). Here, a specific relation is established between the snake deity, Balarāma, and the boar manifestation, which appears quite close to the situation encountered in North India during the four first centuries CE regarding the representations of Nārāyaṇa.99

Hymn 15, which is devoted to the deity of Iruṅkuṇram or Māliruṅkuṇram, seems closer to the inspiration of the two first hymns. It stresses the proximity of two deities, who are Kṛṣṇa and Balarāma.100 The poem praises the site of “two having a single action”, who are said to be indivisible and one, “like a word and [its] meaning, though they

99 See, supra, note 97.

100 See Gros 1968: 264.
differ in their divine forms in each aspect!”\textsuperscript{101} The two gods are also compared to the shore and the water of the sea dashing on the rocks (l. 12), calling to mind the Shore Temple of Mahābalipuram. Iruṅkuṇṟam is the place of a god “close to” and “combined with” the “one wearing a gold cloth”, “like a lengthening darkness mixed with the whiteness of water”, a description of contrasting colors with which we are now familiar.\textsuperscript{102} The water, this element snake-deities are linked with, is often mentioned. The description of the place seems to develop the fundamental landscape as already encountered in a comparison in Nārriṇai 32: here is a dark mountain provided with glowing white waterfalls; it embodies the complementarity of the two deities.

Balarāma is the older of the two deities. He is provided with numerous snake-heads (l. 21). The description in l. 54-62, evokes his iconographic markers (brightness, single earring, a plough and a pestle [a stick full of anger]), as well as those of one who is like a dark mountain, having a bird on his banner, provided with discus and conch (Kṛṣ). The hymn concludes with a prayer to the Two of great fame (or, as we will see, literally, to the “two-mountain”, which is of great fame) peru peyar iruvarai.

This poem is in honour of a particular place, mentioned several times as “Iruṅkuṇṟam” (see l. 14, 24, 53, 65) or “Iruṅkuṟu” (l. 35 and 45), the dark mountain. It is also called Māliruṅkuṇṟam (l. 17 and 23), the dark mountain of Māl. The same place is often praised in the Tivyappirapantam under the name Māliruṅcōlai, and it also appears in the Cilappatikāram (see supra, p. 95, 105). This place is today the important Vaiṣṇava site called Tirumāliruṅcōlai, 19 kilometres north of Maturai the name “The dark mountain (kuṟram)” has changed into “the dark grove (cōlai)”, then following indications given in Paripāṭal 15, a transformation to which we will return with the hymn of the appendix on which this paper will conclude. The name of the site, Iruṅkuṇram, “the dark mountain” (l. 14, iruṅ kuṟram), in which iruṅ is from irumai,

\textsuperscript{101} Paripāṭal 13, l. 12–13: pulliya col um poruḷ um pōla um, ellām vēṟu vēṟu uruvin oru toḷil iruvar.

\textsuperscript{102} Paripāṭal 13, l. 27–28: maŋ puŋal ila veyil vaḷāva iruḷ vaḷarvu eŋa, poŋ puṇai uṭukkaiyōŋ puṇarntu amar nilai.
darkness, seems to be used in this case as a play on words, according to which the site is presented as the “mountain of the two”; i.e., *iru kuṇṟam*. Indeed, the last line of the poem praises *iru-varai*, which draws the attention to *iru* as the abbreviated form of *iraṇṭu*, the second. *Iru-varai* itself may correspond either to *iru* and *varai* that is “the mountain of the two” or to an accusative ending –*ai* added to *iruvar*, the two. The two options point towards the dual of the deity embodied in the mountain.

This all too brief presentation of the Vaishnava hymns in the *Paripāṭal* highlights the ambiguity of the snake-deity. To separate the two bodies, one several-headed snake and one human, is probably often irrelevant. Is the snake deity represented only under the animal form, or as a combination with the human form also? I propose that these poems are playing with this ambiguity in order to express what was conceived, at the time of the composition of some of them at least, as one fundamental complementarity between Balarāma and Kṛṣṇa. In doing so they indicate the important role played by the “Elder”, the Lord of snakes, or Balarāma.

Thus, the two schemes encountered in the *Cilappatikāram* are already met in Caṅkam literature. In the *Puṇanāṉūṟu*, Balarāma appears in a cluster of deities. And in the *Nāṟṟīṉai*, Kṛṣṇa and Balarāma constitute a specific pair according to a model already encountered in the most ancient material, found in North India. If this second scheme is more operative in the devotional hymns of the *Paripāṭal*, from one text to the other, a line of transmission can be drawn between all this early material. This line seems to disappear in the *Tivyappirapantam*, where Balarāma is seldom encountered. The important topic of Kṛṣṇa’s infancy in the *Tivyappirapantam* would have provided opportunities for Balarāma to appear as he did in the *Harivamśa*. But deeds known to be of Balarāma in the *Harivamśa* are commonly credited to Kṛṣṇa in the *Tivyappirapantam* (Schmid 2013). The sculptural tradition seems to follow a similar pattern, gradually absorbed into the Nārāyaṇa visual model he has inspired, Balarāma would have paled in significance.

In fact, the carvings of deities lying on snakes of the Tamil land do not correspond to the model developed in the Gupta territory and also favored in the Cāḷukya sites of South India from the 6th century onwards. The four arms given to the god of the Shore Temple are unique
in the Tamil country. The stretching of one arm close to the ear with an open palm, the other arm slightly bent above the snake coils, are found in images scattered throughout the Tamil country from the 6th or 7th century. These are much closer to the iconography of Balarāma promoted first during the Kuśāṇa period in North India. The deity of the Shore Temple appears to illustrate a text-oriented strand; the other reclining deities of the Tamil country seem to have belonged originally to other patterns closer closer to the sculpted tradition. The latter is known through the examples of Central India where a serpent is represented as a necessary complement of the human deity; these are in line with farther north and earlier sculptures in which a two-handed snake deity is depicted as a man with a massive snake running along his back, its coils visible on each side of the human figure, its multi-headed hood blooming above the humane head of the fantastic being.

How the two-handed iconographic scheme became prevalent in the Tamil land is far from clear, but the persistence of one ancient iconography linked to Balarāma to here represent the creator god as a snake-deity with two hands can only make one wonder. These images stand as testimonies to ancient streams of devotion, different than those we know as they became the dominant ones.

There is, in fact, one more poem to be assessed in the *Paripāṭal*. It belongs to the section of the “fragments” (*tiraṭṭu*) of the anthology. It testifies to the difficulty of defining Vaiṣṇava deities in Caṅkam literature in ways accustomed to when studying the Sankrit corpus.

### A Fragment from the *Paripāṭal*

The first text included in the *tiraṭṭu* section in the 1918 *editio princeps* of the *Paripāṭal* by U.Vē. Cāminātaiyār is a poem of 82 lines. This poem, variously called “Fragment I” or “Annexure I”, is cited in commentaries but not found in any of the known manuscripts of the *Paripāṭal*. Perhaps it was difficult to accommodate this poem in an anthology that is traditionally considered as having comprised hymns to

---

Tirumāl (8 poems), Murukaṇ (31 poems), the Vaiyai (26 poems), Maturai (4 poems), and Korrvai (1). Overall, indeed, these 82 lines are considered to be devoted to Tirumāl and thus, seven out of the eight hymns mentioned in the tradition as devoted to Tirumāl would have been transmitted. But the case may be more complex than this as the modern authors consider that the hymn praises Ādiśeṣa (Āticēṭān) or the Primeval snake on whom Tirumāl reclines. The snake and Tirumāl are one and the same deity; still a specific focus is put on the snake-part of the deity in this hymn. Let us examine it. “Fragment I” praises a site called Iruntaiyūr, or the deity in Iruntaiyūr:

O you, the deity (celvaṇ) settled in Iruntaiyūr, [that place] associated with many ghats of sweet water! (tūṃ nir mali turai mēya, iruntaiyūr amarnta celva niṅ, l. 4-5).

This genre, the praise of a place, is illustrated in the anthology by the hymn 15, the praise of Irūṅkūṇam, or Māliruṅcōlai. Dedicated to deities of sites, Pariṉāṭal 15 and Fragment I stand as literary ancestors to some poems of the Tīvyappirapantam.

The deity of Iruntaiyūr is a snake-deity. Listed are “the temple of the nāga whose head [bears] the earth” (pū muṭi nākar nakar, l. 59), “the temple of the Lord (celvaṇ) inhabiting (keḷu) the mountain, whose neck is adorned by two bright dots” (iru keḷu utti añinta eruttīṅ, varai keḷu celvaṇ nakar, l. 48-49). Cobra hoods are decorated with two dots and this physical characteristic that is rarely mentioned in texts, leaves no doubt as to the nature of the Lord of Iruntaiyūr. As could be expected for a snake-deity, water floods the scenery. The rain comes from the mountain up to the bank where the temple is located (l. 1-5; see also the bank of the pond where the god resides, l. 63). In this territory the pools grow larger, like big stars expanding in the sky (viṇ vīṟṟirukkum kaya

---

104 See Gros 1968: xiii. Only poems in honour of Tirumāl, Murukaṇ and the Vaiyai have survived in the manuscripts of the text, to which the tirattu section is added in the editions.

105 See Gros 1968 lvi, 144 for comments.


107 See Gros 1968: xxviii, 144, 297.
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and one sees “the paddy-fields cherished by Tiru” (tiru naya takka vayal l. 17), “while swollen waterfalls resound with large drums” (taṇṭa aruviyōṭu iru mu-lavu ārppa, l. 52).

The mythological events here narrated to illustrate the power of the deity correspond to the nature of the Lord of a site of such nature. A specific version of story of the churning of the ocean is given (l. 64–79). The deity of Iruntaiyūr takes on the form of the rope needed to do the churning whereby the one who holds the discus (āliyāṇ) pulls this rope by its two ends. In this way, the deity of Iruntaiyūr protects Mount Meru and holds the earth. If the churning of the ocean is one of the famous deeds of Viṣṇu, here the hero is “Āliyāṇ”, the discus bearer, or the one who has the form of the snake, used as a rope. This is followed by a praise of the deity who became the snake-rope of Śiva’s bow when the latter god destroyed the three cities (l. 76–78). With these accounts of two divine deeds of Viṣṇu and Śiva, the nāga appears as the necessary instrument of divine victory over the asuras.

The fragment concludes with a praise addressed to the god “who has a thousand fearful (aṇaṅku) rare heads spread out” (aṇaṅku uṭai aru talai āyiram viritta, l. 79) and who is surrounded by a group of his attendants (l. 80), a typical trait of nāga deities.

Hymns 1, 2 and 15 of the Paripātal can be considered in honour of Tirumāl, united with the snake-deity Balarāma, while “Fragment I” honours the snake part of the supreme deity whose “human” figure appears only along the mention of the one who holds a discus in the episode of the churning. While the two parts of the supreme deity, the snake and the “human” one, are so close that they may fuse, the object of the praise in “Fragment I” is a multi-headed snake. The evocation of one of Śiva’s exploits enhances the importance of a snake deity who is not acting only in the sphere of Tirumāl. In Cilappatikāram (17.32.1) the deity used as a rope in the churning is Vāsuki as it is in the Mahābhārata, in which Vāsuki is also the snake taking the shape of the

108 The understanding of this poem and the translations here given follow the translation into French by Gros (1968: 144–147). Many lines are debatable and as Eva Wilden pointed out to me this text might not be always understandable in its present state.
string-bow of Śiva during the fight against the three cities. As this exploit of Śiva is alluded to elsewhere in the Paripātal but in hymns devoted to Cevvēl (Murukan), the snake-deity of “Fragment I” seems less closely associated with Tirumāl than with the proper nāga’s part of the deity.

The god of Iruntaiyūr is presented as the object of devotion for a large range of people. Vedas prominent in the Nārāyaṇa mythology are mentioned together with the Brahmīns in this poem (l. 18) but merchants and cultivators also inhabit the site. The crowd of worshippers is impressive. In lines 33-45 listed are women, important people mounted on elephants, elders, and beautiful, knowledgeable individuals who “incessantly gathering, grow at the feet [of the Lord]” (iṭai olivu iṇri atiyurāyir īnti, l. 55).

Where was Iruntaiyūr? Kūṭal of the four quarters (nāṭmātakkūtal) that is the ancient name of Maturai appears in the third line of the poem and the site praised in this poem is today thought to be Kūṭalāḷakar, the Viṣṇu temple situated in the present-day Maturai.109 Two of the Āḻvārs, Periyālvār and Tirumāṉkaiyālvār are said to have sung Kūṭalāḷakar and that would make it an early site dedicated to Kṛṣṇa-Viṣṇu-Nārāyaṇa or the deity of the Tivyappirapantam. However, one searches in vain for anything in the said poems of the Tivyappirapantam referring to Kūṭal-

---

109 After having reviewed the relevant bibliography, Gros 1968: 297 considers this identification doubtful but nevertheless situates the site in a suburb of Maturai, following an identification proposed in 1906 by T. A. Gopinatha Rao, whose papers were unavailable to me, and M. Raghava Iyangar (see 1938 [collected papers]: 241–244). These scholars were in fact trying to locate the temple of Neṭumāl, mentioned at the beginning of Cilappattikāram 18 (l. 4, see supra, p. 10538) and in the ancient commentary of the text called “Irunta-valam-utaiyār”. I thank Jean-Luc Chevillard for having read this passage with me. This site is today considered being the temple of Kūṭalāḷakar, that is the Vaiṣṇava temple dedicated to Kṛṣṇa located in Maturai itself. It houses a seated form of the deity as a main idol. This form matches with the word irunta, “seated”, appearing in “Irunta-valam-utaiyār” and Iruntaiyūr (on this correspondence, see the commentary of Cāmināṭaiyār, 1995: 231). This hypothesis seems widely accepted, as, for example, Champakalakshmi (1990: 51–52).
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alaṅkār or to any precise deity.¹¹⁰ Periyāḻvār would have sung his Tirup-pallāṇṭu, already referred to in the first part of this paper, in Kūṭalalakar. The form lying on a snake is mentioned in one stanza of the concerned hymn (see Tiv. 9), but is not a prominent figure in the poem. Nothing else calls for an association with a site called Iruntaiyūr. As for the sole stanza by Tirumāṅkaiyāḻvār considered in praise of Kūṭalalakar, it does not refer to a snake-form. The deity has four arms, holds a discus and conch, and resides in Kōḷi and Kūṭal.¹¹¹ The mention of Kūṭal is the only element shared with “Fragment I” of the Paripāṭal—but since Kōḷi and Kūṭal were the two capitals of the Cōlas and the Pāṇḍyas, the presence of Viṣṇu in those two places is nothing unusual. Moreover, even if the location of the present-day temple of Kūṭalalakar might constitute a link with stanzas mentioning Kūṭal in the Tivyappirapantam, establishing these as praises to the Lord of Iruntaiyūr raises more difficulties than it solves. The place-name Iruntaiyūr is found nowhere in the Tivyappirapantam. That absence is surprising, given, firstly, the antiquity of the site of Iruntaiyūr indicated by its connection with the Paripāṭal and, secondly, the number of place-names mentioned in the Tivyappirapantam.

But there is another trail that can be followed. The name itself of “Iruntaiyūr” may imply a play of sound to echo the Iruṅkuṇṟam/Māliruṅkuṇṟam of Paripāṭal 15, a site that is praised in the Tivyappirapantam under the name Tirumāliruṅcōlai. Maturai is indeed mentioned in Tivyappirapantam stanzas devoted to this important Vaiṣṇava temple located, as mentioned above, on the banks of a river only 19 kilometres

¹¹⁰ In a note available on the website Tamil Arts Academy (http://www.tamilartsacademy.com), entitled “Balarāma in Tamil Nadu”, R. Nagaswamy also seems to favour “Fragment I” as a praise to Balarāma.

¹¹¹ Paripāṭal 9.2.5 (1762):
köliyum kūṭalum kőyil koṇṭa
kövalarē oppar kuṇṟam aṇṇa
pāḷiyum tōḻum ōr nāṅku uṭaiyar
pañṭu īvar tammaiyum kaṇṭaṟiyōm
vāḷiyarō īvar vaṇṇam mennil
mā katal pōṅṟu ular kaiyil veyya,
āḷi oṇṟu ēnti ōr caṅku pāṟṟi
accō oruvar aḷaṅkiyavā.

110. In a note available on the website Tamil Arts Academy (http://www.tamilartsacademy.com), entitled “Balarāma in Tamil Nadu”, R. Nagaswamy also seems to favour “Fragment I” as a praise to Balarāma.
from Maturai (Kūṭal. see Tiv. 545, for instance). The complementarity of the two deities, theme of Paripāṭal 15, may be echoed in “Fragment I”. Paripāṭal 15 (the earliest known text in honour of Iruṅkuṇram/Māli-
uṅkuṇram) specifically praises the mountain, the kuṅram, kuṇru of the place-name. “Fragment I” is honouring a river, a ghat. Its waters come from the mountain in an evocation of the ancient images of the mountain and its waterfalls used to suggest the fusion of Kṛṣṇa and Balarāma in Caṅkam literature. Iruṅkuṇram is given as the site of a pair, iruvarai (supra, p. 131). This play on words could find an echo in a play on sound with “Iruntaiyūr.”

Could it be possible that a mountain and a ghat of the same site were the object of two separate hymns? If one accepts this hypothesis, Paripāṭal 15 and “Fragment I” would be consecrated to two complementary, yet distinct deities of the same area. These would have been located either at the same site or close by, if one considers the present-day position of Kūṭalājakar and Tirumāliruṅcōlai to reflect the ancient situation. At both sites, a mountain and water are the two main elements of the sacred place, but the emphasis is laid either on the mountain (Iruṅkuṇram) or the place of water (Iruntaiyūr). This harkens back to the comparisons of other Caṅkam pieces, where a mountain and its waterfalls illustrate the complementarity of Kṛṣṇa and Balarāma.

According to this suggestion, Paripāṭal 15 would be more specifically devoted to the Kṛṣṇa part of Tirumāl and “Fragment I” to the snake half of the deity, Balarāma. The fact that the two mythical deeds in the narration can be attributed to the snake deity Vāsuki, and are not characteristic of Balarāma (who is the other half of Māl in Paripāṭal 15) might be another indication of the gradually withdrawal of Balarāma’s who has nearly disappeared in the Tivyappirapantam.

Regarding the connection between Iruntaiyūr and the Maturai of the four temples mentioned in “Fragment I”, another link can be established.112 As we have seen above, in the Cilappatikāram one temple of

---

112 Maturai is called nāṅmāṭakkūṭal in “Fragment I” of the Paripāṭal; for a discussion of this epithet, see Gros 1968: xxvii–xxix. The epithet nāṅmāṭam given here to Kūṭal is understood as a reference to four (nāl) quarters or temples (māṭam). The formula reminds is clearly reminiscent of the description of Maturai that opens canto 14 of the Cilappatikāram where four
Balarāma in Maturai (Kūṭal) is mentioned at the beginning of the 14th canto, when Kōvalaṇ reaches Maturai, and the description of one of the four guardian-deities of the city in canto 22 applies to Balarāma in a number of ways.113 These two passages in the epic allow to propose that one of the four temples of Kūṭal, whether or not located in the Kūṭalaḷaṅkar of today, was originally consecrated to Balarāma. This is a viable hypothesis given the present state of research. But there are enough elements to argue that “Fragment I” of the Paripāṭal was originally dedicated to a site where a snake-deity, maybe Balarāma, was worshipped as one half of Tirumāl. It seems that this place deity was later included in—or excluded from—a devotional movement that transformed the conception of the site, as well as the ancient poem associated with it. Either the poem was no longer considered a part of the whole to which it originally belonged, or, perhaps, it was produced from the very beginning by a different devotional stream.

This hypothesis is consistent with sectarian trends noticeable in the Tivyappirapantam. The later anthology may only attest that Balarāma worship became so completely absorbed in the Nārāyaṇa-Viṣṇu-Kṛṣṇa cult that it was no longer relevant to distinguish Balarāma from an increasingly complex deity. However, the fact that “Fragment I” does not appear in the known manuscripts of the Paripāṭal, where Tirumāl is prominent, gives weight to the idea that sectarian attitudes gradually promoted certain deities at the expense of the cult and literature devoted to others.

113 On this description in canto 22, see supra, fn. 42. The lack of clarity in the latter passage may point towards a period of transition between different worlds dominated by distinct deities.
Conclusion

In the Tivyappirapantam, one of the main names of the deity being praised is Nārāyaṇa. It encompasses many others and is to be chanted at the hour of death. It corresponds with the vision of a deity reclining on a snake, which proves to be a central image that even encompasses the others. This name and this form are the ones of a supreme god characterized by his creative power, towards whom the other names and forms go, or from whom they proceed. This name and this form were used for localizing a pan-Indian deity through the two domains of sound and vision. But the link between the name, the concept, and the form exhibits differences from one author or text to another, and from one site to the other. Śrīraṅgam is an archetypal case in the Tivyappirapantam. The above analysis was aimed to demonstrate the multi-layered character of its reclining deity and the importance of the physical characteristics of the site in the development of the worship of Nārāyaṇa in this place.

Similarly, the association of Nārāyaṇa with the reclining form of the Vaiṣṇava domain is less than clear in earlier documents than it is in the Tivyappirapantam. The numerous Vaiṣṇava snake-deities of the Cilappatikāram do not always correspond to one representation of Nārāyaṇa, while some signal the presence of Balarāma, the “elder” (muṇṇai) represented as a nāga from the very beginning of the Common era. The survey of the available archaeological data from North India—where deities portrayed lying on a snake were first carved—has led to make several working hypotheses. It is here proposed that the snake imagery has been used to represent the creative powers of a deity who is able to split and manifest himself in several different forms, as well as the waters to which the snake is linked. The eventual prominence of the snake-form in the Tamil land may record similar ways of conceiving the process of the supreme deity’s manifestation in the material world. And the hypothesis of a dissemination of the early Bhāgavata movement in which Balarāma played an important part, seems tenable.

It also been shown that Balarāma—portrayed as a nāga—was important in early texts in the Tamil country. The erosion of his importance seems to have taken place between the end of the Caṅkam period and the beginning of the composition of the Bhakti hymns (6th–9th c.). It is
possible that Balarāma tended to vanish while the theory of the *avatāras* of Viṣṇu gained in importance: as a double-bodied snake who is one with Kṛṣṇa, Balarāma does not fit into the *avatāra* scheme, which presupposes forms referring to a single supreme being, not to two supreme bodies.

With this tentative analysis of the iconographical process, based on the most frequently encountered representations of Nārāyaṇa in Tamil country, three points shall be highlighted.

First, in numerous documents, the relation between Kṛṣṇa and Nārāyaṇa was initially conceived as a relation between three distinct, yet close deities, a group that includes Balarāma. The family bond linking Kṛṣṇa and Balarāma in the mythological discourse, the name and the order of the vyūhas, and the iconographic tradition uniting two different bodies in a single one, all attest to this close association and to the importance of Balarāma/Saṃkarṣaṇa in an early stage of Nārāyaṇa worship.

Secondly, the importance of Balarāma and of the snake-imagery points towards contacts between North and South India at an early stage. Cult tendencies attested in North and Central India during the first four centuries of the Common era seem also to appear in the Caṅkam corpus. This was a time when the elder brother of Kṛṣṇa was a quite important deity, perhaps in another strand of Vaiṣṇavism than those which later became dominant. Both the Balarāma of the Tamil texts and the rock-carved figures of Nārāyaṇa attest to the diversity of transmission processes from North India to the southern part of the peninsula. If the deity praised in a poem presently called a “Fragment” of the *Paripāṭal* has to be recognized as a snake-deity, its precise identity remains difficult to establish. This ambiguity equally speaks of antique, devotional streams that have been lost and eventually absorbed into others. In fact—and this will be the third and last point of our conclusion—the snake imagery found in carved representations is a witness of a fruitful dialogue between the worlds of images and that of texts. In the earliest Sanskrit texts, one rarely finds mention of a snake morphology for deities. However, in the Tamil land, once reclining nāgas were carved, they were echoed in texts, thereupon giving rise to further images in both texts and sculptures. It thus appears that the visual tradition was as important as the textual one in the process of disseminating
a culture usually considered grounded in Sanskrit literature. Giving snake-deities an importance that was subsumed in the texts, sculptures establish quite distinct links between several areas of the Indian peninsula. Their contribution to the building of Hinduism from North to South appears to have been fundamental.
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Katherine K. Young

Who is the Āḻvār’s supreme God?

The conventional understanding of the name Śrīvaisṇavism is that it is a Hindu sect located in South India which worships the god Viṣṇu and the goddess Śrī. Its scripture includes the Tamil poems of the Āḻvārs composed between the seventh and ninth centuries C.E. and eventually canonized and called the Tamil Veda or the Sacred Collection of the Four Thousand (Verses) (Nālāyirat Tivyappirapantam). Most people today assume that the Āḻvār’s supreme god is Viṣṇu. This idea is rein-

---

1 The word vaisṇava in the Mahābhārata has no sectarian definition but simply means relating to or belonging to Viṣṇu (Dasgupta [1931] 1985: 98). The word appears in inscriptions in Tamil country by the late 9th century and the 10th century—SII 24.1 (AR 69 of 1892), 24.2 (AR 70 of 1892), 24.4 (AR 72 of 1892)—and by the second half of that century śrīvaisṇava (a karmadhārya compound, that is, adjective plus noun), probably means the auspicious (śrī) vaisṇavas. (SII 24.11, 12). This might signify just the auspicious (śrī) devotees of Viṣṇu in a general sense, or the addition of śrī might indicate a specific type of vaisṇava such as Brahmin vaisṇavas. The compound śrīvaisṇava can also be taken as a bahuvrīhi compound containing a dvandva, that is, those belonging to, in the sense of devotees, of Śrī and Viṣṇu. I think this meaning developed only with the formation of the Śrīvaisṇava sampradāya, drawing on the importance of Śrī and Viṣṇu in the writings of Yāmuna and Rāmānuja.

2 There are twenty-four works in this corpus. The title of the collection is a manipravāla term (a mix of the Tamil word nālāyira and the Sanskrit words divya and prabanda in Tamil orthography). I have found no evidence of this term up to the 19th century, although the term divya-praban-dham(s) is found long before that, initially referring to Nammāḻvār’s Tируvāymoḻi or his four works. Four thousand refers to the approximate number of verses in the corpus; the number has been rounded off and understood as the total of four groups of a thousand verses each, which symbolize the four Vedas. Śrīvaisṇava scripture also includes the Sanskrit Vedas (śruti) and by extension smṛti works.
forced by the prevalence of the Gupta understanding of Viṣṇu with his *avatāras* of varying number, which spread throughout the subcontinent from the fourth century C.E. But it is odd that the name Viṣṇu (Tamil Viṭṭu) is used *only four* times in the four thousand Āḷvār verses. This suggests to me that the Āḷvārs do not consider Viṣṇu or a homologized Viṣṇu-Nārāyaṇa-Kṛṣṇa as their supreme god, and so they must belong to a distinct tradition that only later was integrated into Śrīvaishnavism.

The matter of the Āḷvārs’ supreme god is even more complicated. Determination of supremacy is problematic because in general the Āḷvārs do not use proper names but rely on cryptic mythic or poetic imagery that alludes to identification. Moreover, they have a theological assumption of one supreme god with many names, epithethonyms, forms, and functions albeit with some restrictions. When the Āḷvārs do mention a specific name, they refer usually to Māl/Tirumāl (the dark one), Kaṇṇa (Sanskrit Kṛṣṇa) but also Nāraṇa/Nāraṇa (Sanskrit Nāraṇa). This brings me to my question: Just who is the Āḷvārs’ supreme god?

My research suggests that ocean imagery abounds in the four thousand Āḷvār verses and is central to a cosmogony, which I take here as a synonym of cosmology in the religious sense of the nature of the universe that makes human life possible. The cosmogony has a common structure—a cycle of virtual destruction of the earth/universe, preservation of it in the sense that something remains, and rescue/re-manifestation/re-creation of it (henceforth, abbreviated as virtual destruction, preservation, and re-creation). The Āḷvār verses allude to different myths or variants of the same myth that belong to each phase in this tripartite

---

3 *Periyāḷvārtirumōli* 2.3.5; *Periyatirumōli* 11.5.9; and *Tiruvāymozhi* 2.7.4 and 2.7.5. Viṇṇu, which could be derived from Viṣṇu, generally means sky or heaven in their verses and never the supreme god.

4 Examining proper names by no means solves the issue of which god is supreme. Many references to the deity are by epithet (the one who is X, has X or does X) or by location (the one who resides in X). I call these names based on epithets “epithethonyms.” Many proper names were probably once epithethonyms such as Kṛṣṇa, the one who is black/dark.

5 Cf. Poykai 44.
cycle: virtual destruction (by floods, eating, or swallowing), preservation (as earth, child, germ of all things, soul of the universe, serpent, island), and rescue/re-creation (by a boar, a god who takes three great steps, a dwarf who grows to the size of the universe, or a figure who emerges from the deity’s navel and then re-creates the world). Some Ālvār verses allude to just one phase of the tripartite cycle such as destruction through a flood or extension/re-creation through three steps. Other verses reduce a phase of the cycle to just a synecdoche such as the final step (the supreme heaven) or the feet of the god.

---

6 The boar (ēṇam, kēlal, and varākam from Sanskrit varāha) is mentioned in Śatapatha Brāhmana I.8.1-6. Prajāpati assumes the form of a boar and lifts the earth out of the primeval waters by raising it on its tusks. The boar is also mentioned in Śatapatha Brāhmaṇa XIV.1.2, which describes how after a fight with a demon, he raised the earth out of the ocean with his tusks.

7 The epithet of the one who takes three great steps (trivikrama) later becomes a proper noun.

8 The dwarf (vāmaṇ/vāmaṇa from vāmana) is the one who grows tall through three great steps. In the Rāmāyaṇa, we encounter a more developed version of this myth. Here the supreme god becomes a dwarf to subdue the asura King Bali’s pride. “He asks for a gift of land measuring the size of his three steps. When granted the boon, he enlarges himself into a wonderfully giant form, and measures the entire earth with his three steps. King Bali is finally sent to rule the nether world” (Desai 1973: 98-99).

9 This figure becomes known as Brahmā.

10 The question is whether these are just independent creation myths or whether they are related through homologies (assimilation through analogy or equation) and other types of transformations, including additions and subtractions of key elements. My hypothesis is that a cosmogonic myth related to the ocean (also minimally anthropomorphized as a deity residing on the ocean) once existed in the Indus Valley Civilization, which likely developed its own mythic transformations leading to variants over time. After this civilization weakened or collapsed, its myths or mythic fragments were absorbed into the worldviews of groups on its borders, one of which (the Vedic) moved over time to the Gangetic heartland, generating more variants in the process, and another moved inland from Indus settlements on what is now the Gujarat coast. South of the Vindhya mountains, the ocean god and tripartite cosmogony were more prominent, despite the pos-
With this background in mind, I search for information related to the deity such as proper names, epithetonyms, and concepts of supremacy and soteriology in the four *Antātis*—*Mutal Tiruvantāti, Iraṇṭam Tiruvantāti, Müṛgām Tiruvantāti, and Nāṛmukāṅ Tiruvantāti*—written supposedly by the four earliest Āḻvārs (Poykai, Pūtaṉ, Pēy, and Tirumaḷicai) respectively. These works have approximately the same length, about one hundred verses each, and are written in *venpā* meter. I then compare the results of my translations to what is found about Viṣṇu, Kṛṣṇa, and Nārāyaṇa in northern Sanskrit works and the late Tamil *Caṅkam* works, which likely preceded or overlapped with those of the early Āḻvārs. I conclude by offering a new view of the *Antātī* poets’ view of the supreme god and his history, which I think applies to the other Āḻvārs as well.

---

11 *Antāti* refers to the stylistic feature of having the final (*anta*) letter, syllable or foot of the last line the same as the beginning (*āti; Sanskrit ādi*). By extension, the end of the work is the same as its beginning (*Tamil Lexicon* vol. 1, 1982, 82).

12 The title of this work *Nāṛmukāṅ Antāti* is intriguing. It literally means the one-with-four-faces (= Brahmā) *anta*. Although there are some references to him, he is by no means the focus of the *Antāti*. If one were to follow the pattern of the titles—*first* (*mutal*), second (*iraṇṭam*), and third (*müṛgām*) *Antātī*—then the next one should just have the word fourth.

13 Hardy 1983: 266. Scholars have assumed that the order of these *Antātīs* is also the chronological order of the Āḻvārs themselves. But Tirumaḷicai seems to me to be a later poet with his focus on Araṅkam and his putdowns of other deities, which are akin to the putdowns of Tirumarṅkai Āḻvār. If Tirumaḷicai were a later poet, it is possible that a redactor wanted to group all the *Antātīs* of the same length together and therefore chose a title that had at least the word four in it. That said, I include Tirumaḷicai here so that I can compare four works of about equal length.

14 The translations here are my own unless otherwise noted. After this article was submitted, a book including translations of the first three *Antātīs*, an extensive introductory essay with philological explanations, an epilogue and appendices on the names and epithets of deities, incarnations, mythic episodes, temples, and toponyms was published (Wilden 2020).
Setting the stage

As mentioned, it is commonly accepted that the deity of the Āḻvārs is Viṣṇu who is also known by the names of his incarnations (avatāras). Friedrich Hardy has a somewhat different identification. In his *Viraha-Bhakti: The Early History of Kṛṣṇa Devotion in South India*, a book that focuses on emotional devotion (bhakti) to Kṛṣṇa, Hardy takes up the question of the relation of Kṛṣṇa, Viṣṇu, and Nārāyaṇa in the Āḻvārs’ works. He argues that “The religious awareness of Kṛṣṇa as a historical person on the one hand, and the tendencies to deify him, in fact to see in him the Vedic god Viṣṇu or the absolute Bhagavān on the other, created a contrast and a theological tension. How can one and the same ‘person’ be ‘historical’ and eternal-absolute?”

Hardy thinks that the deification of Kṛṣṇa occurred by association with Viṣṇu or the more general epithet ‘Bhagavān.’ He suggests that the avatāra concept developed specifically in the context of Kṛṣṇa—the need to hold together the transcendent and human aspects of the god—and only then was extended to include the “incarnations” of other figures. However, Hardy says that he wants to keep Kṛṣṇa and Viṣṇu conceptually distinct to acknowledge those who see Kṛṣṇa as both the supreme god and a human form on earth, and those who view Viṣṇu as supreme and Kṛṣṇa as but one of many incarnations. This distinction, he says, is important for the Tamil Caṅkam references. He assumes that Kṛṣṇa is the key figure in these works because “the only real name ren-
dered into Tamil is Kṛṣṇa. ‘Viṣṇu,’ ‘Vāsudeva,’ ‘Nārāyaṇa,’ and so on have no direct Tamil replicas ... Kṛṣṇa is synonymous with Vāsudeva, Viṣṇu, Nārāyaṇa, Bhagavān, all names which denote the ‘personal absolute.’ So now Hardy wants to have the analysis both ways: a distinction should be maintained between Kṛṣṇa and Viṣṇu, but also no such distinction need be maintained.

Just how messy this issue of identity can become is evident in Hardy’s analysis of the name Māyōṉ. He presents eight textual “fragments” from the Tamil Caṅkam corpus prior to the time of the Ālvārs that mention this name Māyōṉ. He identifies #1 as definitely the Kṛṣṇa of Mathura/Vraja tradition because it refers to a festival on the tīruvaṇa (Sravaṇa) star. I agree; this identification is possible because Śravaṇa is Kṛṣṇa’s birthday in other texts. Hardy’s fragment #7, which pairs Vāliyōṉ and Māyōṉ is obviously a specific reference to Balarāma (vāl is derived from Sanskrit bāla) and Kṛṣṇa, because the two have been closely connected if not identified in Sanskrit works such as the Harivaiśa.

Regarding fragment #2, Hardy attributes the one who is the color of the ocean (mum-nīr Vaṇṇan piṟai) as of a “more general Vaiṣṇava nature.” But what does that mean, especially in light of his analysis of the next two fragments: #3 (lines 371-3) and #4 (lines 402-4) of the Perumpāṇāṟṟupatattai? He says that these are “perhaps ... more typical of Nārāyaṇa.” The former refers to the one who reclines on the serpent

18 Hardy 1983: 23.
20 Maturaikkāṇci lines 590-599.
21 Nāṟṟiṇai 32, lines1-4.
22 Perumpāṇāṟṟupatattai line 30.
23 I translate this as the lord who is the one with the color of the three-fold sea, which seems to be an allusion to the three-fold cosmogony. According to the Tamil Lexicon (vol. 6, 1982, 3268), mu-n-nīr can mean the “sea as having the three qualities of forming, protecting, and destroying the earth,” taking mu-n as muṟṟu or three.
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couch and the latter to the one who gives birth to the one with four faces, that is Brahṃā, in the navel of Netiyōṅ.\textsuperscript{25} It is intriguing that here Hardy assumes that Nārāyaṇa and not Viṣṇu is associated with sleeping on the serpent couch, creation, and dark blue color, despite an earlier statement that Kṛṣṇa’s supremacy comes from his identification with the god Viṣṇu and that the one who is the color of the ocean belongs to a more general Vaiṣṇava nature!\textsuperscript{26}

Despite making some distinctions, Hardy concludes that because the color of this god is dark—he is the color of the ocean, a sparkling polished sapphire, an elephant, and a mountain, or more generally because he is said to have a body of dark color—this god must be Kṛṣṇa because Kṛṣṇa means black, and the name Māyōṅ is a literal translation into Tamil: the one who is black.\textsuperscript{27} But perhaps in times past, Kṛṣṇa, who needed a transcendent aspect, was simply merged with a supreme deity who was independently described as dark or black such as a god of the dark ocean.

Hardy has little to say about a Nārāyaṇa strand except for a brief historical note on the process of Kṛṣṇa’s apotheosis via linkage in the Mahābhārata with Nara-Nārāyaṇa or Nārāyaṇa’s link with Indra, Viṣṇu or Arjuna/Kṛṣṇa. He also mentions cryptically another transmission of a “Nārāyaṇa of some obscure independent origin … [who later] entered the Pāñcarātra and other branches of Vaiṣṇavism as the personal absolute.”\textsuperscript{28} This is not very helpful. According to Narayanan’s catalog (1987, Appendix1), there are only 6 references to Nara-Nārāyaṇa in the entire four thousand verses and 5 of these are found in just one late

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{25} Hardy translates this as the Exalted One, but it really means the one who grows tall, from netu meaning to grow tall (Tamil Lexicon vol. 4, 1982, 2336).
\item \textsuperscript{26} Of Hardy’s eight fragments, two are specifically about Kṛṣṇa; three are about an oceanic, cosmogonic god; and three, which I have not mentioned here, are too general to determine whether they are Viṣṇu, Kṛṣṇa, or Nārāyaṇa. This hardly makes a case that the Cankam antecedents identify Kṛṣṇa as the key god.
\item \textsuperscript{27} Hardy 1983: 220.
\item \textsuperscript{28} Hardy 1983: 23-24.
\end{itemize}
work, the *Periyatirumoli*, and none in the four *Antātis* being discussed here.  

My own concern is that the names, epithets, and descriptions of the deity whom the Āḻvārs’ considered supreme have not been examined thoroughly in their poems, and that a textual study combined with a search for antecedents might provide clues to his identity and history, even the Āḻvārs’ identity and history. I turn now to my case study: the supreme deity in the four *Antātis*.

### The four *Antātis*: an introduction

In this section, I will give an overview of descriptions of color, references to sleeping on the ocean or on a serpent couch on the ocean, the tripartite cosmogony (virtual destruction, preservation, and re-creation), proper names, and salvific motifs in the four *Antātis*, based in large part on Narayanan’s “Catalog of Myths and Names in Āḻvār Poetry”.

---

29 I have argued elsewhere that there is no specific Pāñcarātra Āgamic content in the four thousand verses because there are other viable interpretations for any evidence produced such as numbers, patterns of worship, branding, mantras, and details of temple architecture (Young 2006: 203-210). Now, after doing the present study, I think another explanation is also possible. There were proto-Pāñcarātra traditions in the temples, possibly including priests, but the Āḻvārs likely avoided mention of them because they were trying to distance themselves from aspects of this tradition for reasons that will become clear later in my discussion.

30 Narayanan 1987, Appendix 1. Because this catalog was not computer-generated, I found some additional references. More recently, Wilden (2020) have created a study of names, descriptors, and myths for the first three *Antātis*, which are based on a digitalized text. However, it is difficult to compare my results with the verse counts that can be generated from their glossary and appendices, because I have aggregated some names into one category when I consider them variants, and I have included Tirumalijcai in my counts, whereas their study is based on just the first three Āḻvārs. That said, I find that my general conclusions regarding verse counts are supported by this more recent study.
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Narayanan has detected 41 references in these works to the one of the color of the dark ocean (Kaṭalvaṇṇaṇ, Nīrvaṇṇaṇ) and by extension other epithetonyms based on darkness: Māṇikkam (the one who has the color of a garnet\(^{31}\)); Manivaṇṇaṇ (the one who is the color of a jewel or blackness); Mukilvaṇṇaṇ (the one who is the color of a [dark] cloud); Kārvaṇṇaṇ (the one of black or kāl color); Kāyāpūvaṇṇaṇ (the one of the color of the [dark] Kāyā flower), and Koṇṭavaṇṇaṇ (the one of cloud color). She finds 27 references to swallowing/eating the world. In addition, she is has detected 46 references to the one sleeping on the ocean or on a serpent on the ocean. The following chart shows the number of occurrences of these epithets that I have detected in the four Antātis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>dark color</th>
<th>swallows the worlds</th>
<th>sleeps on the serpent or the ocean of milk</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Poykai</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pūtaṇa</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pēy</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tirumālcaī</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If I consider just proper names in Narayanan’s catalog, I find that in the Antātis, there are 10 references to the proper name Kaṇṇaṇ, 20 to Nāraṇaṇ/ Nārāyaṇaṇ,\(^{32}\) and 63 to Tirumāl/Māl. Because the latter name includes what I consider variants — Neṭumāl/Neṭiyāṇ/Neṭiyōṇ referring to the one who grows tall), Ceṅkanmāl (the Māl with red eyes), and Māyaṇ/Māyavaṇ (the one who is dark, illusive, or wondrous)\(^{33}\)—the

\(^{31}\) The word “gem” (maṇi) is some contexts means specifically sapphire, garnet, or ruby.

\(^{32}\) Narayanan’s catalog mentions only 15 references; it has left out those to Nāraṇaṇ in Poykai. When these are added plus a few others I have found, my total is 20.

\(^{33}\) Māl means the one who is black. I consider Neṭumāl (the one who grows tall), a variant because it contains māl but also Neṭiyāṇ/ Neṭiyōṇ because it
name Tirumāl/Māl and its variants considered collectively is far more common than the other proper names.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Māl etc.</th>
<th>Nāraṇañ/Nārāyaṇañ</th>
<th>Kaṇañañ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Poykai</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pūtam</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pēy</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tirumālćai</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Regarding what I consider figures associated with the cosmogony, Narayanan has 13 references to the boar, 42 to the wide-stepping one, 14 to the dwarf, and 25 to Ayaṉ/Nāṃmukan (Brahmā). With this background in mind, I now examine the first Antāṭi.

means the one who grows tall, elsewhere identified as Māl. Similarly, Cēṅkaṇmāl (the Māl with red eyes) is a variant because it contains māl. Māyaṉ/Māyaṇañ are variants, because mā can mean black and by extension black person (see Tamil Lexicon vol. 5, 1982, pp. 3142, 3165, 3174, 3175 and A Dravidian Etymological Dictionary (DED) 1984, #4781. The fact that mā can also mean great, beauty, illusion, desire, or love (DED #4786, 4814) or can be derived from Sanskrit māyā (illusion; magic) was creatively exploited by the poets.

34 There is no separate category in Narayanan’s catalog for Nāraṇañ/Nārāyaṇañ. Two of these three references to him are found in Poykai 57 and 59 under the category “Sacred Names.” I have found one other reference in Poykai 5.

35 Narayanan lists two. I have located three.

36 Although there are quite a few references to Ayaṉ/Nāṃmukan (Brahmā), I summarize the references to him only in this note because he is always secondary and is not in contention for being supreme.

Poykai mentions Nāṃmukan (Brahmā) 6 times in several contexts: one is his abode on the Lord’s navel (vs. 28, 33, 56, 59); another is his worship by Irāvaṇañ (45), and yet another is how his skull became a begging bowl (v. 46).
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*Mutal Tiruvantāti* by Poykai

In this section, I search for references to ocean imagery, proper names, and supremacy and soteriology in Poykai’s *Antāti*.

**Ocean imagery:** According to Narayanan’s catalog, Poykai mentions the one of a dark color 11 times, the one who sleeps on the serpent in the ocean of milk 

- 15 times, and the one who swallows the worlds 6 times. She does not catalog other figures associated with the ocean and cosmogony, perhaps because she views Viṣṇu as containing all these or because she is looking only for what she considers *avatāras*.

A very common epithetonym refers to the god who is the color of the (dark) ocean.

The foremost [of the gods] are the three. Among these three, the ocean-hued one (*nīr vaṇṇan*) is the foremost. Without the grace of the one who is

---

**Pūtam** mentions him 5 times; I have removed one verse from Narayanan’s count (v. 69) because I do not consider it a reference to Nāṉmukāṇ but to the supreme god who is described as having a lotus navel. **Pūtam** says that Nāṉmukāṇ worships the serpent-reclining Lord’s feet (v. 12) or Māl (v. 17); that he sits on the Lord’s navel (v. 37); and that he poured water that became the Kaṅkai (Gaṅgā) (v. 78).

**Pēy** mentions him 2 times and refers to the Lord as a child lying in Nāṉmukāṇ’s lap when Irāvaṉ came (v. 77), and how Nāṉmukāṇ cannot completely understand the Lord’s glories (v. 97).

**Tirumalīcāi** mentions him 12 times and often expresses the Lord’s supremacy by saying how the Lord creates Nāṉmukāṇ (v. 1), how he has Nāṉmukāṇ as part of his body (v. 4), how he is the Lord of Nāṉmukāṇ and Civaṉ (v. 96) and how people will never worship these two (v. 66). With even greater hyperbole, **Tirumalīcāi** proclaims how worshippers of the Lord become gods even to Nāṉmukāṇ and Civaṉ (v. 91). In addition, **Tirumalīcāi** mentions how Nāṉmukāṇ washed the Lord’s feet with water that fell on Civaṉ’s hair, and how that water then became the Kaṅkai (Gaṅgā) (v. 9). We are also told that the results of penance are received from Nāṉmukāṇ (v. 19).

---

Her references in this category are often not “sleeping on serpent in ocean of milk” but rather “being on the ocean” or “sleeping on the ocean,” which is usually described as dark.
beneficent and the cause of everything in this world [surrounded by] the great ocean, the grace of many [other gods] is lacking.\(^{38}\)

Here the ocean-hued one is described as supreme over the three, that is, the *trimūrti*, which usually refers in Sanskrit texts to Brahmā, Viṣṇu, and Śiva. If we were to consider Viṣṇu as the supreme god, this verse would contain a redundancy (Viṣṇu is both beyond the *trimūrti* and is one of the gods of the *trimūrti*).

The ocean is so important to this poet that he personifies it as in the apostrophe “O Great Dark Ocean.” The personified dark ocean is named Māl, which literally means “the dark one” in Tamil, and we are told that he has a beautiful dark body. Poykai describes the ocean in various ways. He sometimes makes a connection between the ocean and anything of dark color such as a cloud, a gem, or a mountain. He describes the ocean as deep (vs. 39, 83) or mighty (v. 68). The poet refers elsewhere to the god being so great and omnipresent that he contains the ocean and all else within himself (v. 73).

This dark ocean deity is often described as reclining or sleeping on the ocean or on a serpent bed on the ocean or on a leaf there. With reference to reclining on a serpent bed on the ocean, we find this verse.\(^{39}\)

Afraid, saying “I have wasted many days,” I cried. Now, after seeing the one on the serpent bed (*aravaṇai mēl*), I worshipped the feet of the one who has the color of the ocean, has captivating red eyes and who rests [there] while the ocean caresses [his] feet with waves.\(^{40}\)

\(^{38}\) See also vs. 55, 62, 68, 85.

\(^{39}\) *mutal āvāṃ mūri nīr vaṇṇaṁ—mutal āya nallāṃ arul allāl nāma nīr vaiyakkattu, pallār aruḷum paḻutu* (Poykai 15).

\(^{40}\) *paḻutē pala pakalum pōyiṇa enru, ańci aḷutēn. arav’ anai-mēl kaṇtu — toḷutēn kaṭal ōtam kāl alaippa kaṇvaḷarum cem kaṇ aṭal ōtam vaṇṇar aṭi.* (Poykai 16).
Elsewhere, Poykai elaborates on the idea of the serpent as coiled (v. 62) or thousand- hooded (v. 32). Sometimes he refers directly or indirectly to an actual temple where the god resides in his reclining form such as Veṅkā (v. 77). There are more general allusions to the posture of the deity as reclining, sitting, or standing. And in several verses, the poet describes the god as sleeping on a banyan leaf on the ocean after swallowing the earth.

O great dark ocean! What effort did you make to be always touching his auspicious form when Māḷ sleeps, the one with beautiful dark body [and] red eyes [who reclines] on the ocean, having swallowed the earth, [and] rests on a banyan leaf? The god also assumes the form of a child sleeping on the banyan leaf.

Having swallowed the seven worlds, you once took the form of a child and slept on a banyan leaf. This is the truth they say. Was the banyan [leaf] on that day within flood waters of the ocean, in the sky, [or] on the earth? You who lifted the mountain surrounded by rich groves, tell.

There are other references to eating/swallowing the earth/universe (ula-kam) (vs. 1; 9), which suggests its virtual destruction. The poet elaborates on this,

Saying “are these the seven worlds destroyed by you, with eyes blazing with anger, which arose again?” My tongue will not praise, even a bit, anyone except Māyavaṉ who revealed himself completely to the Veda-knowers.

---

41 The snake is such an important image that in verse 53 the poet declares: “Tirumāl has a snake (tirumāṟku aravu)” and then describes how it becomes a parasol (as the head of a cobra), a seat, a pedestal, and an armrest.

42 mālum karum kaṭalē, en nōṟṟāy, vaiyakam uṇṭ’ āḷīṅ ilai tūyinṟa āḷiyān, — kōla
karu mēṅi cem kaṅ māl kaṇ paṭai-ul, eṅṟum tiru mēṅi ni tūṭa perru (Poykai 19).

43 pāḷuṭ tāṇat uruv’ āy ēḷ ulak’ uṇṭ’ āḷ ilaiyin mēḷ anṟu ni valarntatu mey eṅpar — āḷ anṟu vēlai niṟ uḷḷāṭō viṇṇatō maṇṇatō?
cōlai cūḷ kuṟ’ eṭuṭṭy collu (Poykai 69).

44 ceṟṟ’ ēļuntu tī viḷittu ceṟṟa inta ēḷ ulakum
In addition, Poykai alludes to eating/swallowing the worlds when describing how the god contains everything—the ocean, mountains and so forth—within himself (v. 73). There are also references to rescuing the earth/world by lifting it up\(^{45}\) as in the following.

When was the ocean (kaṭal) churned? From the ocean (nīr), which world was lifted? I do not know anything about these [matters]. On that day, the ocean (āli) is where you slept after you destroyed and preserved this earth that you created, lifted, swallowed, and spat out!\(^{46}\)

The ocean is so important for Poykai that he elaborates on it whenever he can, for instance, by describing the earth as surrounded by the ocean but also the ocean during the flood being without the earth (v. 61). On occasion, Poykai alludes to the myth found in Sanskrit sources of how the devas and asuras churned the ocean to obtain ambrosia.

The re-creation of the earth is another important theme. In one verse, it is the god’s very growth or expansion that produces the world again (v. 3). Another way of expressing the extension or measuring of the earth is the idea of the three great strides. This in turn becomes connected to the myth found in Sanskrit texts of how the god deceives the asuras to obtain a bit of land the size of his dwarf body. Poykai alludes to this myth on three occasions. Although he does not use the word dwarf (māṇi)—in fact, none of the Antāti poets do—he does refer to Māvali (Sanskrit: Mahābali) who took the gift of land and grew (vs. 36, 50, 79).

---

\(^{45}\) In addition, there are direct and indirect references to the rescue of the earth by the boar (Poykai 10, 26, 84, 91), who lifts it on his tusk.

\(^{46}\) \text{enṛu kaṭal kaṭaṁtatu? ev ulakam nīr ḫṛraṭu?} 
\text{onṛum atanai ṣaṛēn nān. enṛ' at’} 
\text{aṭaṭt' aṭaṭtu kanpaṭṭutta āli, itu nī} 
\text{paṭatit' iṭant' ṭṇ' umiṅta pār} (Poykai 2).
Proper names: Poykai uses the name Māl and its variants 19 times; these refer mainly to the ocean (vs. 42, 53), cosmogony (vs. 7, 19, 21, 61, 69, 92, 96), and worship (vs. 52, 58, 70, 75) with one reference to Māl’s supremacy (v. 52) and one to the man-lion (v. 31). In verse 64, Poykai says that he will not praise any deity except Tirumāl. As for the variant Māyaṉavaṉ, Poykai uses it in two verses that allude to how one should worship only this god (vs. 80, 94), one about cosmogony (v. 94), and one as a vocative (v. 100).

In Poykai’s Antāti, the name Kaṇṇaṉ occurs only twice (vs. 7; 56). In verse 7, in the context of the creation of the quarters and their respective gods, the one who is the color of the black sea, who churned the ocean, and who is Neṭumāl (the Māl who grows tall) is identified with Kaṇṇaṉ. In another verse, the name Kaṇṇaṉ appears in connection with the god’s lotus navel.

Besides prattling so his names will come, who can know our Lord?47 So be it. Even Ayaṉ (Brahmā), although being within the fragrant lotus [Kaṇṇaṉ’s navel], cannot see Kaṇṇaṉ’s lotus feet.48

In the previous verse (55), Poykai also describes Āyaṉ—the cowherd, an allusion to Kaṇṇaṉ—as the one who reclines on the serpent bed and says that the devoted servants give praise to Āyaṉ’s name.

There are several Tirumāl/Māl verses that allude to Kaṇṇaṉ.49 One is to him as the charioteer, one to events in his early life, and one to the cosmogony, more specifically to the one who ate the worlds and then emptied out his stomach. In this context, the poet impishly makes a connection to Kaṇṇaṉ by asking whether the butter given by the cowherd dame Yacōtaṉ (Yaśodā, his foster mother) was sufficient to fill his empty stomach. The catalog gives other references to incidents in the life of Kṛṣṇa (many known to the Harivaṁśa) without mentioning his name such as killing various demons (13 references) or wrestlers (1),

47 Pemmāṉ is an alternative form of Perumāṉ, meaning the “great one”.

48 pērē varap pitarṉal allāl em pemmāṉai ārē arivār. atu nīrka. nērē kaṭi kamaḷati ’ul irumum kāṉ-kilāṅ kaṇṇaṅ aṭi kamaḷam tāṅnai ayaṉ (Poykai 56).

49 For instance, Poykai 8 and 92.
being a cowherd (1), stealing and eating butter/yoghurt (4), being tied to a mortar (2), participating in the Kurukṣetra war (1), lifting Govardhana (6), and performing the Kuravai dance (1). The catalog also refers to some items that belong only to the South Indian milieu such as Nappinai (1), the conquest of seven bulls (2), going between two māruta trees (6), dancing with pots (1), and breaking the Kuruṇṭu tree (3).

Narayanan’s catalog has no specific category for Nāraṇa/ Nārāyaṇa (only a category for Nara-Nārāyaṇa) but does mention 2 references to Nāraṇa by Poykai under the category of “sacred names” and the subcategory “namō nāraṇa, sacred 8, and tirumantra,” in other words, the category of mantra. They appear in my Chart 2 for Nāraṇa/Nārāyaṇa. Namō nāraṇā literally means “salutations, O Nāraṇa.” This has been considered a mantra in the later tradition and possibly here too. The word mantra does not appear in this verse. But it does in the immediately following one (v. 58), which refers to worship with flowers and incense and then to mantras. Because of their proximity, we can assume that the name Māl, which also appears in this verse, is equated with the Nāraṇa in the previous verse and that namō nāraṇā is likely the mantra. There are several other key references to mantras and reciting a sacred name in this decade, but no other proper name is mentioned.

On two other occasions, Poykai mentions the word mantra or namō nāraṇā. One verse advises one to worship Tirumāl with garlands, sacrifices, tantras and mantras, and names (v. 70). Another verse connects chanting “namō nāraṇa” with going to the great refuge (the god is not named).

There is a tongue in every mouth; there is speech for chanting ceaselessly namō nāraṇa; there is a path to go to his great refuge without returning. How can someone go on the path to hell?  

---

50 nā vāyil uṇṭē namō nāraṇa eny’  
ōvāt’ ural’kum urai uṇṭē mūvāta  
mā kati kaṇ cellum vakai uṇṭē eṇ oruvar  
tī kati kaṇ cellum tiram? (Poykai 95).
We may take namô nāraṇā here as a mantra. The words namas and mantra are associated only with the name Nāraṇaṇ in Poykai’s verses (aside from one connection of the word mantra and Tirumāl in verse 70, which likely is equated with Nārāyaṇa in the previous verse).

There is only one cryptic connection between the name Nāraṇaṇ, the ocean, and dark color. In verse 5, which is a comparison of Nāraṇaṇ and Arāṇ (Śiva), Nāraṇaṇ is associated with the [garuḍa] bird, the four Vedas (nāymaṇai), the mountain, the ocean (nīr), protection, the discus, and the color of a cloud. Ocean here might refer to the white ocean, because Nāraṇaṇ is elsewhere connected to the white ocean. If so, it is odd that he is also described as the color of a cloud because the color of a cloud implies darkness and that is usually aligned with mention of the dark ocean. In Poykai’s following verse (6), Nāraṇaṇ has the color of the flood waters. Usually, however, he does not have these epithets of having dark color or being on the dark sea.

**Supremacy and soteriology:** We have already seen that the ocean-hued one is the foremost among the three (presumably, an allusion to the trimūrti). And we can presume that all the cosmogonic activities already discussed indicate supremacy. Poykai has directly linked these activities with the ocean and cosmogony but also with both Māl and Kaṇṇaṇ. In addition, one verse, albeit without mentioning a proper name, refers to the deity who measured the earth as the first cause and the foremost of all (v. 14) and another refers to him as being the ruler even of the gods (v. 97). Again, it is striking that there are no connections of Nāraṇaṇ with the dark ocean or cosmogonic imagery aside from one reference to ocean (its color is not stipulated) and one to dark color in a list of epithets (v. 5) although he mentions a milk (ocean) on which the god lies once (v. 68). Rather, we find the name Nāraṇaṇ in the context of chanting names and salvation.

As for soteriology, Poykai refers to how some sages learned yoga as the gate to salvation (v. 4) but also that chanting his names (none are mentioned) is the means to avoid the path to hell (v. 81). Meditating on his name also allows one to visualize him.
To see clearly his two feet [and] make our minds serene, meditate on\textsuperscript{51} the sacred name (tirunāmam) of he who became a lion to fight the one [demon] who was full of pride.\textsuperscript{52}

Elsewhere, he connects chanting with a specific name such as Nāraṇā or Tirumāl (v. 70) and says that chanting namō nāraṇā enables one to avoid the path of evil (v. 95).\textsuperscript{53}

I feared the harsh karma standing nearby. Being afraid, to join your sacred feet to remove my fear, worshipping with this beautiful garland I have chanted the garland of words uttering namō nāraṇā.\textsuperscript{54}

The beginning and end of a work often frames it and might provide clues about the author’s view of supremacy. The beginning of the \textit{Muttal Tiruvantāti} focuses on the ocean and cosmogonic activities. Whereas the first verse is general—it is about offering this garland of verses at the Lord’s feet—the second identifies key activities of this deity connected with the ocean: churning it, sleeping on it, rescuing the earth but later eating it (that is destroying it) and later still remaking it again. The third verse describes more specifically how the earth was remade.

\textsuperscript{51} The word \textit{en} at the end of the verse is problematic. It can mean mantra (\textit{Tamil Lexicon} vol. 1, 1982, 517), or it can be an abbreviated form of eṭṭu, which means eight. If the latter, this would be an allusion to the mantra with eight syllables (\textit{om namo nārāyanāya}). Because Poykai uses the name Nāraṇā and never \textit{om namo nārāyanāya} or even nārāyanā, I am inclined to reject this meaning. \textit{En} can also mean to count or consider. I do not think “count” makes any sense in this context, but we could translate the verb as “consider.” Another possibility is to take \textit{en} as an abbreviated form of the verb eṇu (\textit{Tamil Lexicon} vol. 1, 1982, 519), which can mean “meditate on.” This, I think, best fits the context.

\textsuperscript{52} \textit{eṭṭil iranṭ’ atiyum kānpaṭark’ en ullam teliya telint’ oliyum cevē. kaliyug poruntātavaṇai poral umeric, ari āy iruntāŋ tiru nāmam en} (Poykai 51).

\textsuperscript{53} For soteriology, see also Poykai 6, 51, 55, 56, 57, 67, 76.

\textsuperscript{54} \textit{ayal niṭra vaḷ viṇaiyai aṭcįnįtį aići uya niṭa tiru aṭiyę cērvāŋ nayam niṭra nal mālai koṭṭu ‘namō nāraṇā’ ēṇum col mālai karręŋ tooṭu} (Poykai 57).
through the god’s growth by means of his three steps from the edge of the ocean through space. The fourth refers to how some sages learned yoga as the gate to salvation. The fifth compares Arṇ (Śiva) and Nāraṇṇa (who is described with several descriptors including a cryptic reference to the ocean). The sixth refers to the temple Arāṅkam (which has the reclining god as its main image) and the god having the color of the flood waters (ōtam nīr); it links this temple hyperbolically with the poet’s worship of him from birth to death. In the seventh, the poet makes his first explicit reference to Kaṇṇa where, as we saw, he is identified with the color of the dark ocean, the one who churned the ocean, and Neṭumāl.

Turning now to the end of the Antāti, we find that verse 95 is an important Nāraṇṇa reference, because it identifies chanting namō nārāyaṇā with avoiding the path of evil. After various epithetonyms, we are told in the penultimate verse (v. 99) that the lord always exists in the hearts of his devotees, in Vēṅkaṭam, and in Poykai’s own heart. The poet sometimes lists various places where the Lord dwells, but it might be significant that this verse refers to Vēṅkaṭam, which is the most important sacred place for this Āḻvār (and the other early Āḻvārs). In the final line of the final verse (v. 100), the poet calls out “O Māyavaṇ (mā-yavaṇē)” and then says “meditate on the lord” who wears the tulāy (tu-lasī) garland, who is then named Kēcavaṇ (Keśava). One might wonder why Kēcavaṇ is featured in the final verse. I suspect it is because the poet wants to connect two incidents involving feet: Kēcavaṇ (Kaṇṇaṇ) who kicked the cart with his foot and the god who measured the world with his foot.

In sum, in Poykai’s Antāti, oceanic and cosmogonic imagery are predominant and suggest supremacy. I think we can speak of a supreme ocean god who is usually identified by epithetonyms, not proper names. But when the latter do occur, they are the names Māl or its variants but occasionally Kaṇṇaṇ and in one instance Nāraṇṇa. By contrast, the key proper name aligned with chanting is usually Nāraṇṇa. The fact that it is connected to the word or context of mantra is significant. Other general references to chanting the name or names of god mention the means to salvation or the goal of salvation variously expressed as freedom from old age, avoiding the path to hell, or protecting us from hell.
The other early Antātis

Having looked in detail at the first Antāti by Poykai, I will avoid lengthy repetition of the themes of ocean, color, reclining, cosmogony, supremacy, and soteriology for the other three Antātis—Iraṇṭā Tiruvantāti by Pūtam, Mūṃṟām Tiruvantāti by Pēy, and Nāṃmukaṇ Tiruvantāti by Tirumaḷicai—because these are very similar, some poetic flourishes and different emphases notwithstanding. Instead, I offer a summary with illustrations and only then turn to the three Antātis for some specific observations.

Overview of ocean imagery: I begin by noting some of the phrases used for the ocean god and the cosmogonic myth. These poets commonly combine words for ocean (nīr, āli, appu, kaṭal), flood waters/deluge (puṇal, veḷḷam, ētam), sometimes with adjectives such as kār (dark), mā (dark or great), or tiru (auspicious). Regarding the one who is the color of the ocean, for instance, we find nīr āli vaṇṇaṇ, āli vaṇṇaṇ, puṇal vaṇṇaṇ, kaṭal vaṇṇā, kaṭal nīr vaṇṇaṇ, kaṭal vaṇṇaṇē, and pēr ētam vaṇṇar.

Words for residing in, reclining/sleeping on the ocean, on a serpent on the ocean, on a leaf often just add the third person masculine ending āṇ to the nouns for sea (kaṭal), to mean “the one who [is or is on] the sea” (kaṭalāṇ) or combine words for sea with a verb such as uḷ (to be), kiṭa (to lie down as in sleep), and tuyil (to sleep) as in kaṭal nīr uḷḷāṇ, kaṭal kiṭakkum, and ēḷil tuyinratuvaṃ. The serpent bed (nākattanī or aravaṇai) is found in many phrases as is just the word serpent (nāki, pāmpu, aravam). The poets speak too of reclining on the banyan leaf. Some reclining references mention a specific temple, which is known to have a reclining image of the deity such as Araṇkam or Veṭkā, sometimes in the context of the god’s three postures: reclining, sitting, and standing. On occasion the poets use several words for water or ocean no doubt for metrical reasons. Sometimes the Ālvārs refer to other myths about the ocean such as how the devas and asuras churned it to obtain ambrosia from its depths as in Pēy’s “having churned the great/dark ocean” (mā nīrkaṭal kaṭaintu) (v. 33).
Pēy also elaborates on this by describing the churning rope was a snake named Vācuki (Vāsuki) (Pēy 64, 82).\footnote{malai āmimēl vaittu, vācukiyaic cuṟṟi
talai āmai tāṅ oru kai āṟṟi, alaiyāmal,
pīṟak kātainta perumāṅ tiru nāmaṅ
yāvarkkum kāṟṟu (Tirumaḷicai 49).
The language is very similar to Pēy 46. See also Pūtam 68.}

Finally, these Ālvārs use the basic vocabulary of destroy or eat/swallow, recline, sleep, spit out, lift/take, make, measure, pervade, and create. Pūtam, for instance, refers to Māyaṅ who seized the earth, swallowed the earth, and spat out the earth” (maṅkoṇtu maṅṇunțu maṅ umiḻntu māyaṅ) (v. 36).\footnote{panint’ uyarnta pauva paṭu tiraikaḷ mōta
paninta paṇi manikaḷālē anintonk’
aṅantaṅ aṅai kītakkum ammāṅ aṭiyēṅ
maṇaṁ taṅ aṅai kītakkum vantu (Pēy 15).}

In addition, these Antāti poets refer to the myth about the lord coming in disguise (as a dwarf) or with deceit, begging for or taking the earth from Māvali (Mahābali), and stretching out/growing to become the universe (Pūtam 23, 34, 61, 89, 99; Pēy 52, 83). Here are some examples of these common themes.

The One who is beautiful rests on the [serpent] bed — which is without beginning or end with hoods decorated with precious gems, while the ocean’s rising and falling waves are tossed in different directions — [and] came to recline on a couch in my heart itself! I am your servant!\footnote{muyaṅru tōlu, neṅcē mūri nīr vēlai
iyaṅra maratt’ āl-ilaiyān-mēlāl payiṅ’ aṅk’ Ĩr
maṅ nalam koḷ veḷḷattu māya kuḷavi āy
taṅ alaṅkal mālaiyāṅ tāḷ (Pēy 53).}

Resolutely worship, O heart, his feet. The one with the cool garland came as a wonder (māyā) child in the flood waters after rescuing the good earth and reclined there on a leaf of the banyan tree in the moving waters of the great ocean.\footnote{For cosmogonic references, see also Pēy 19, 43, 28, 45, 67.}

It is striking how the Ālvārs superimpose the image of the reclining ocean god onto the standing image of the god at Vēṅkaṭam, the fore-
most place of pilgrimage in the northeastern part of Tamil country. In one verse, Pūtam identifies the god of gods with the ocean-reclining god (kaṭalāṉ) and he, in turn, is said to be the one at Vēṅkaṭam (vēṅkaṭattāṉ) (v. 28). In another verse, the poet even equates a sacred bath at Vēṅkaṭam with one in the cosmic ocean where the god reclines (v. 69). Pūtam also makes an indirect link between the reclining god (at Araṅkam) and soteriology, for at this place he opens the gate to his city (na-kara vācal) (v. 88).59

The supreme god is sometimes described60 as he who is on the milk ocean (pāl kaṭalāṉ) (Pūtam 3). Pūtam playfully describes the god of the dark flood waters (māl ōtam) and Śrī as the goddess of the milk flood waters (pāl ōtam) (v. 42). Pēy mentions the one on the milk ocean (pāl kaṭalāṉ (vs. 11, 31, 32, 61) or the one whose body has the color of the milk ocean as in the following.

That day the color of his feet that strode the worlds was that of the [crimson] lotus, the color of his body that of the milk ocean (pārkkaṭal), the color of his crown that of the radiance of the sun-discus. Is not that the beauty of the one who has the precious discus?61

---

59 Even to this day, devotees want to go through a special door within the Araṅkam (Śrīraṅgam) temple on the very auspicious day of vaikunta ēkāta-ci (Sanskrit: Vaikuṇṭha Ekādāśi), believing that it will make it possible for them to attain heaven.

60 I find some translators read milk/white into descriptions of the ocean where the word milk/white does not exist. This creates the impression that the white ocean is the dominant imagery, which is not the case. Rather, it is the dark ocean. That said, the ocean is certainly a bridge or swing concept that functions to link the Ocean, Kṛṣṇa and Nārāyaṇa thereby facilitating homologization.

61 āṭi vaṇṇam tāmarai anṛ’ ulakam tāyōŋ, 
pati vaṇṇam pār kaṭal nir vaṇṇam, muṭi vaṇṇam
ōṛ āli veyyōŋ oliyum, aṅṭ’ anṛē
āṛ āli koṇṭārk’ aḷaku? (Pēy 5).
Pūtam’s *Iraṇṭām Tiruvantāti*: The oceanic, cosmogonic god who has the dark color of the ocean is often not named but occasionally he is called Tirumāl. Pūtam tells us this.

You measured the world that day, O Tirumāl, becoming tall. In the past, you lifted the earth that day, they say. That day you churned the dark ocean and then bridged that great ocean. The lord is the one who has the body of the great, dark sea.

Elsewhere Pūtam calls Tirumāl as Neṭumāl, Neṭiyān, or Neṭiyōn in the cosmogonic context because, as already mentioned, *neṭu* means to grow tall, which refers to his cosmic growth at the time of creation (vs. 5, 11, 97, 99, 100). Māl is mentioned, moreover, in the context of supremacy. Māl is the god who is worshipped by other gods, is the king of gods, or the master (vs. 17, 90, 97, 99), although sometimes this descriptor occurs with other unrelated epithets, making the verse more general in nature. Pūtam uses the name Tirumāl too in the context of worship; he calls out “O Tirumāl,” says he praises his feet alone, and uses ecstatic imagery of singing and dancing around him (v. 32). His worship frees him from further rebirth (v. 42). In one verse (v. 64), the poet asks Tirumāl’s permission to chant his names. As for other names in this cluster, Pūtam uses the vocative Māyāvaṉē in a list of vocatives (v. 58), Māyaṉ once in the cosmogonic context (v. 36), and once when describing the god as full of wonders (v. 83).

From all this, one might think that Pūtam views the name Māl (and its variants) as the name of supreme god. After all, Pūtam mentions Māl and its variants 22 times in his work and in many different contexts. But looking at the beginning of Pūtam’s *Iraṇṭām Tiruvantāti* causes one to question this assessment. The very first verse, which draws an analogy between the emotions of the poet and lighting a lamp, mentions the proper name Nāraṇaṇ. The second verse mentions the name Nāraṇaṇ as well.

---

62 nī aṇṟ′ ulak′ aḷantāy nīṇṭa tirumālē
nī aṇṟ′ ulak′ ĵiṭantāy, ṭeṇparāl, nī aṇṟu
kār ḍṭam muṇ kāṭantu pīṉ aṭaitāy mā kāṭalai
pēr ḍṭam mēṇi pirāṇ (Pūtam 30).
If we know well Nāraṇaṇa’s names and chant his names in his [sacred] places (ṭāṇa), we become celestials ornamenting heaven. Is not that the nature of our king of the bowing gods?  

We encounter this name somewhat later in verse 20 where we are told that those who know the names of Nāraṇaṇa and praise him will live. Verse 66 puts this idea even more strongly by saying that chanting the name Nāraṇaṇa (nāraṇaṇa pēr ōti) prevents one from going to hell (nara-ka). Elsewhere, the Āḻvār ecstatically proclaims the importance of Nāraṇaṇa for him (v. 81).

The final five verses of Pūtam’s Antāti do not mention Nāraṇaṇa at all. Rather, verse 95 alludes to the cosmogony, and verse 96 describes the god who is reclining on the serpent as the one of the three (sacred Vedic) fires. The next verse (97) refers to being brought up as a cowherd and again refers to reclining on the serpent. Verse 98 mentions swallowing the seven worlds (along with several other epithetonyms based on various activities of Kaṇṇaṇa). The penultimate verse refers to Perumāṇ, Netiyāṇ, and Māl. And the final verse begins with the vocatives Mālē, Netiyōṇē, and Kaṇṇaṇē and concludes by referring to the poet’s love (aṇpu) of the god. In short, the beginning of Pūtam’s Antāti is more explicitly Nāraṇaṇa-oriented than the end, which does not mention his name at all, referring rather to the ocean, cosmogony, and the life of the cowherd.

Regarding the proper name Kaṇṇaṇa, it appears in only three of Pūtam’s verses. The first (v. 49) refers to calling out the name of the lord so that it resounds throughout the universe, the second (v. 64) addresses Kaṇṇaṇa as the substance of the Epics and then asks Tirumāl’s permission to let him chant his names, and the third (v. 100) is simply found in a list of vocatives.

63  

64  
Pūtam also uses the name Māl or its variant Tirumāl in the contexts of assuming the form of a lion (v. 18) or wrecking the cart or killing a demon calf by dashing it on the wood-apple tree (which are allusions to Kaṇṇaṇa) (v. 19). The poet connects an allusion to Kaṇṇaṇa (the one who was suckled...
What are we to make of all this? The ocean god and the name Māl and its variants certainly occur in the cosmogonic context, and these names are found in a variety of other contexts. Pūtam refers to Nāraṇa in the context of worship (the work begins with his name and the metaphor of offering the lamp of devotion and knowledge to him), chanting, and emotional experience. Pūtam makes references to chanting the name Nāraṇa; however, he never uses the word nāmo, which might be the indicator of a mantra. Nor does he speak about mantras in general. He does, however, make general references to chanting names to fulfill desires (v. 92). Chanting is also found in the context of “wandering, reciting the names, and becoming holy men (tīrttakār)” (v. 14). This might be a clue that some of the early Ālvārs were itinerant, spreading their garland of verses from temple to temple where they worshipped with proper words and flowers (v. 10).

**Pēy’s Māṉram Tiruvantāti:** In his first seven verses, ocean imagery predominates. The poet refers to the god’s dark ocean-hue (several times), his residing on the ocean, and his cosmogonic acts of making, swallowing, and remaking the universe. His first reference to a deity’s proper name is to Tirumāl in the second verse. The fact that seeing him and his consort is linked to the salvific context of destroying rebirth is particularly powerful.

by his foster mother Yacōtai), moreover, to the measuring of the earth (v. 9).

65 See also Pūtam 2, 6, 10, 14, 20, 33, 38, 44, 64, 73, 77, 92.

66 “Seven births” is a euphemism for constant rebirth. Although the poets often speak of salvation as here and now, one may surmise that this is really “as if” here and now for hyperbolic effect, because of the many references to heaven (the celestial realm), which implies that only at the time of death is one freed from the cycles of rebirth and goes to heaven.
Today I saw your anklet [feet]. I destroyed rebirth forever! I saw you, O Tirumāl, who noticed and raised Tiru\(^{67}\) that day to your mountain-like, gold-ornamented chest with the tuḷāy flowers. After seeing you, I took [you] into my heart!\(^{68}\)

Pēy mentions Tirumāl, Māl, Māyaṉ, Māyavaṉ, and Neṭumāḷ/Neṭiyāṉ (altogether 20 times) in a cosmogonic context, sometimes with ocean color or imagery (vs. 4, 13, 18, 20, 33, 36, 83, 93). These names are used too in references to where the god resides (the Veda, the ocean, several specific temples) (vs. 14, 97, 30, 59, 69) and in general references to his supremacy (vs. 30, 97). They are also found in references to how the poet waits for his grace (v. 78) and experiences him in his heart (vs. 83, 94). All these names seem to be interchangeable and do not line up with a specific context, although there are several examples of names with neṭu in the cosmogonic context and names with māyā in the context of hard to see or marvel including marvel of the cosmogony (vs. 36, 83, 94). Pēy’s interest in the cosmogony when connected with the names Māl and so forth seems focused more on the god’s strides and feet than on the ocean or color of the ocean per se. The poet often aligns the god’s feet with love, worship, and salvation (vs. 7, 14, 17, 18, 59, 69, 95).

By contrast, Pēy refers to Nārāyaṇaṉ only once, and that is in the context of chanting the god’s names in the context of worship, which is followed by the name Kaṇṇaṉ in the cosmogonic context.

Chanting his many names, saying Nārayaṇa, let us worship with folded hands, O good heart. Come together. Let our eyes see Kaṇṇaṉ who has the cool tuḷāy garland which attracts humming bees — the one who swallowed [and] spat out the earth-world.\(^{69}\)

\(^{67}\) Tiru here is the earth who is lifted out of the sea so that the world is remanifested.

\(^{68}\) \(\text{inrē kāḷaḷ kāṇṭēn, ēl pīṟappum yēṉ aruttēn, poṉ tōy varai mārvil pūm tuḷāy aṉṟu}
\(\text{tiru kāṇṭu koṇṭa tirumāḷē uṉṇai}
\(\text{maṟu kāṇṭu kōṇṭēn maṉam (Pēy 2).}

\(^{69}\) \(\text{nāmam pala colli nārāyaṉa eṉṟu}
\(\text{nām aṅkaiyāl toḻutum, nai ṇeṉcē, vā, maruvi}
Pēy makes only one other reference to chanting the names, which is more general: “reciting your names” (pēr ōta) (v. 10) and describes the mundane benefits that will occur through such chanting. As for Kaṇṇaṇaṉ, Pēy mentions him directly on only one other occasion (v. 87), a vocative, which is followed by a description of his dark body.

In the last decade of his Antānti, Pēy first describes how the supreme god crosses over from the cosmos to his own heart. He mentions Tirumāḷ and key features of the cosmogonic myth such as growing tall or becoming a child and sleeping on a leaf on the ocean (v. 93). This idea of crossing-over reaches a crescendo when the poet ecstatically announces that the god stood, sat, and then lay down in his heart (v. 94). Next the poet describes the god’s power in his form of the man-lion (v. 95) and then in two verses (vs. 96; 97) sings of his supremacy (celestials praising his feet and how even the one who resides on the great lotus (mā malarāṇ or Brahmā) and the one with the matted locks (caṭaiyāṇ or Śiṇa) cannot understand his glories. The final three verses describe the god as protector of the universe and people (from going to hell) (vs. 98, 99, and 100), his weapons, and finally how his consort Tiru on his chest is our refuge. If Pēy shows any preference at all at the end of his Antāti, it is to the god of the cosmogonic myth, but as he personally experiences him in worship of his feet or in his heart. As for preferring any specific name, that is Māl and its variants, certainly, not Nāraṇaṉ or Kaṇṇaṇaṉ.

Tirumāḷicai’s Nāṃmukaṇ Tiruvantāṭi: The final Antānti for consideration is the one by Tirumāḷicai. Tirumāḷicai mentions Māl and its variants 12 times: as lord (v. 14), as cosmogonic (vs. 5, 36) as against those who do not praise him (v. 6), as linked to Rāma (v. 8), and as his feet (vs. 27, 55). In addition, he mentions exclusive devotion to Māl (v. 27), places where he reclines (v. 36), salvation (vs. 65, 69), names to hear or praise (vs. 69, 85), the lord as in his heart (v. 92), and the lord as the essence of the Vedas (v. 69).

manṭ ulakam uṇṭ’ umi{lnta vaṇṭ’ aṟaiyum taṇ̱ tulāy
kaṇṇaṇaiyē kāṅka nam kaṇ (Pēy 8).
But he mentions the name Nārāyaṇa or Nāraṇa almost as many times (10). This is often in the context of saying how he is supreme over other gods. In the very first verse, he says, for instance, that “I make known this deep truth: Nārāyaṇa is the one who created Nārāmaṇ (Brahmā) and Nārāmaṇ created Caṅkara (Śiva) from himself.” At the end of the verse, he commands: “Understand this fully” (v. 1).

Because of a cryptic reference to “reclining on the milk” in verse 3, we can assume that Tirumāḻicai is alluding to Nārāyaṇa because he is the one associated with the milk ocean. Reclining is the prominent motif in this verse because the reclining god at the Araṅkam temple is mentioned, the one sleeping on the banyan leaf, and once again the god [reclining] on water.

Several other verses mention the one who is Nārāyaṇa. In one verse, Tirumāḻicai (v. 7) calls out “O Nārāyaṇa” (nārāyanē) and says that his grace (aruḷ) will come to him sometime, because they cannot be without each other. Another verse says that Nārāyaṇa is the object of truth for liberation (vētu), the first cause according to the Veda (vēta mutaṟporul), and the goal for the celestials (v. 13). The next verse (14) says that “those who do not cherish the name Nārāyaṇa” will go to hell (v. 14). Yet another verse (31) refers to Nāraṇa lifting the curse of Nāṛmaṇ on Araṇ (Śiva) and says that those who do not praise him will suffer. In one verse (67), Tirumāḻicai identifies Nārāyaṇa with the first cause, knowledge and virtue, and promotes the chanting of his name.

Turning now to the end of this Antāti, we see that the penultimate verse (95) describes how the Ālyār has overcome rebirth (pirappiṭum-pai), having abandoned the world. He says: “I will see now the place that is above (i.e., heaven) (mēlai يعة nāṭu). The final verse (96) again belongs to the competitive motif and describes Nāraṇa as the god of Īcaṇ (Īṣa or Śiva) and Nāṛmaṇ (Brahmā), the first cause, and all that is known and to be known.

Tirumāḻicai refers to the proper name Kaṇṇaṇ four times. One refers to how he contains the whole world in his stomach (v, 32). Another refers to Māyaṇ who reclines on the ocean and Kaṇṇaṇ who reclines on the riverbank, with the poet declaring “I know the way (vakai arintēn)” (v. 50). Still another verse (80) says that one day long ago, Kaṇṇaṇ hid the world [in his stomach] and protected [it] when the deluge spread. It
then switches to the present saying that singing and dancing (pāṭiṇa āṭiṇa) is spreading throughout the world, and so you should quickly take refuge in the lord. Verse 93 simply contains the vocatives kaṇṇaṆ (O KaṇṇaṆ), kōṇē, (O King) and kuṇṇaparaṆē (O supreme god with [excellent] qualities) and refers to his protection in the deluge.

In short, Tirumāḷicai uses the name Māl and its variants in many contexts, but it is very clear that he is focused most strongly on NārāyaṆaṆ as the supreme god and ultimate cause (which is stated abstractly, however, and rarely in the context of the cosmogony). He also connects NārāyaṆaṆ with the celestials and with chanting as the way to overcome rebirth or hell and attain heaven.

_Antāti comparisons:_ From this examination of the four _Antātis_, I have noticed individual differences, usually a matter of emphasis within a common theology. For instance, Poykai emphasizes both the names Māl (and its variants) and NāraṆaṆ but uses these names generally in different contexts—cosmogonic and chanting/soteriological respectively. Pūtam does the same. Pēy also mentions Māl and variants in a variety of contexts, but he ignores NāraṆaṆ/NārāyaṆaṆ altogether aside from one reference in the context of chanting. As for Tirumāḷicai, he too mentions Māl and variants in a variety of contexts but focuses on NāraṆaṆ/NārāyaṆaṆ, sometimes with reference to chanting but especially with reference to supremacy (defined abstractly not cosmogonically) over other gods.

There are also differences in the concept of supremacy in the poems. In some poems supremacy is associated with the ocean and a god reclining on the ocean or serpent couch on the ocean or leaf on the ocean. This supreme god has cosmogonic roles. As Neṭumāl/NeṭiyāṆ/NeṭiyōṆ, he is the one who grows tall in the act of extending and thereby re-creating the world. He is also the reclining god who has the four-faced god (Brahmā) located on his navel.

The aniconic ocean alludes to that which is truly transcendent and primordial, without specific name, and therefore beyond name, and minimally described as dark, with turbulent flood waters, waves and so forth. Even when the ocean is personified as the god residing on it, the aniconic symbol of water provides the basis for the concept of the god’s
supremacy as that which is beyond all forms, ideas, even words, and for his cosmogonic roles of virtual destruction, preservation, and re-creation. Not only do the poets posit the ocean as supreme and primary, they also emphasize it by alluding to every variant of the tripartite cosmogony that they can. They go even further, it seems, by integrating any ocean imagery even if not related per se to ideas of transcendence or cosmogony. The proper names connected to supremacy as the ocean or ocean god are generally Māl and variants but also in several cases Kaṇṇa.

However, in other poems, supremacy is associated with heaven or paradise. Antāti poets refer to heaven as sky (Poykai 68), the protected city of the celestials (Pūtam 88), the heavenly world (Pūtam 90), Vaikuntam (Pēy 61), the heavenly city (Pēy 62) or the place that is above (Tirumaḷiṇai v. 95). In this context the celestials/immortals (amar, amarar, vānōr, vinṇor) are often mentioned (as in Poykai 13, 45, 46 and Pūtam 2, 3, 11, 26, 41, 45, 90, 92). The proper name connected to this concept of supremacy is almost always Nāraṇa/Nāraṇa. The oceanic supremacy is far more common than the paradisial supremacy, but both are acknowledged.

Finally, it is important to note that the distinctions—Ocean, Kṛṣṇa, and Nāraṇa—within the concept of supreme deity are held together by several swing concepts, though the swing often favors one of these. The connection of Nāraṇa’s white ocean with the dark ocean likely functions to connect the two, even though references to the dark ocean are more common. General references to chanting the name/names or more specific references to chanting the names of Tirumāl or Kṛṣṇa or Nāraṇa also likely operate as a swing concept, even though references to chanting the name (or mantra) of Nāraṇa are more common.

There are several other swing concepts, I think. These include worship of the supreme deity’s feet, the idea that he is in the heart of the devotee and certain iconographic details such as the conch or discus. The name Māl/Tirumāl, even though it signifies the dark one, may function to some degree as a swing concept. Besides his oceanic, cosmogonic imagery, his name is found in other contexts such as worship, supremacy over other gods, or soteriology. Thus, this name has the broadest range of contexts. The fact that the Āḻvārs often do not use
proper names but only epithets helps to sustain the idea of one supreme deity.

With this analysis in mind, I turn now to antecedents to the Antātis in Sanskrit and Tamil works to see if I can find ways of explaining the similarities and differences that I have detected. Given the regional and linguistic complexity and enormous time span involved, this must be a selective, but I hope representative, overview.

Antecedents to the Antātis in northern, Sanskrit works

In this section, I search for ocean imagery, especially cosmogonic allusions, as well as the early history of Viṣṇu, Nārāyaṇa, and Kṛṣṇa.

**Ocean imagery:** One of the main antecedents to the description of the supreme god in the Antātis being discussed here would be an oceanic and cosmogonic god. We first glimpse such a deity in the late strata of the Rgveda, which refers to a god emerging from the primeval waters. A more elaborate version of this is also found in this text; it refers to the germ of all things (including the gods) existing in the waters on the navel of the unborn one.

The ocean or primeval waters are sometimes described as flood waters. The Śatapatha Brāhmaṇa refers to a flood, rescue of Manu (the original man) by a boat pulled by a fish, and the re-creation of the universe from the primeval waters by means of a sacrifice. The story goes like this. A fish warns Manu of a coming flood and tells him to build a boat. When the flood begins, Manu is told to tie the boat to a horn on the fish’s head so that the fish can pull the boat with Manu safely to a northern mountain. This occurs, the boat is tied to a tree, the waters subside, and Manu offers ghee, sour milk, whey, and curds into the waters. From these offerings into the waters, a woman is born. Manu worships and “exerts” himself with her, which generates human beings and

---


everything else desired. The passage then links this woman with the figure of Īḍā, the deified sacrificial food.

Jan C. Heesterman has analyzed this passage and similar ones (found in the Kāṭhaka Samhitā, Vādūla Sūtra and several Śrauta works) in “The Flood Story in Vedic Ritual.” He argues that they are expressions of agonistic conflict of groups within the Vedic tradition, if not the opposition of order and disorder within the human condition itself.

Johannes Bronkhorst challenges Heesterman’s explanation by pointing out that these oppositions may belong to ethnically different groups of people, a division that might have once been rooted in an opposition between Aryans and non-Aryans as reflected in the Rgveda account of the fight between the asuras and the devas. (He qualifies this by saying that conflict between groups might have been only occasional and, in any case, conflict between groups need not presuppose an Aryan invasion hypothesis). Pointing to new ideas that appear in the texts, Bronkhorst comments that internal cultural conflicts or those of the human condition need not be the reason for changes in religion up to the common era. Rather, following the lead of the archaeologist George Erdosy, he suggests that it could well be that a locally emerging ethnic group of northwestern India, distinguished by a set of social and religious institutions, was interacting with a population that had been well-established for at least a millennium with its own culture. Gradually, these two cultures were assimilated in varying ways, the resulting hybrid ones proving attractive enough that they spread and integrated more cultures, often being further transformed in the process.

I think that this scenario of gradual integration of different cultural groups (perhaps, but not necessarily, ethnically different) is indeed what is suggested by Heesterman’s own study of the flood story. The passages that he discusses show a development from the time of the late
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74 Heesterman 1985: 59.
75 Bronkorst 1999: 33-57.
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Ṛgveda to the Mahābhārata. Heesterman himself admits that the earliest version of the flood story found in the Śatapatha Brāhmana seems to be tacked on to the Īḍā story with its sacrificial motifs so that the result clearly falls into “two independent parts—the flood on the one hand, the goddess Īḍā on the other”\(^\text{77}\)—with the hinge between the two not convincing. In the Vādūla version, there is some integration and in the Śrauta texts the flood story is almost swallowed up by the sacrificial orientation. However, in many related Vedic myths and rituals, there is no such triumphant absorption of water symbolism by fire symbolism. Rather, tensions and anomalies—with traces of the underlying incongruity of water and fire symbolism—remain. There are also myths that feature water as the primary substance.

The Śatapatha Brāhmaṇa says, for example, that Prajāpati, a creator god, took the form of a fish, tortoise, and boar.\(^\text{78}\) The Taittiriya Āraṇyaka,\(^\text{79}\) moreover, describes how the lord of creatures, Prajāpati, becomes a boar and rescues the earth from the flood; after he wipes the moisture from her, she extends. In another version in this work,\(^\text{80}\) Prajāpati sees a lotus leaf and then dives into the waters. The seeds of the idea of the dwarf who grows and extends in different directions can also be found in the Śatapatha Brāhmaṇa, Taittiriya Saṁhitā, and Taittiriya Brāhmaṇa.\(^\text{81}\)

Another possible instance of the integration of the oceanic cosmogony into Vedic mythology is the god Brahmā. The word brahmā, from \(bhṛh\), which means to grow or expand, is reminiscent of the three steps that extend to become the created world or the dwarf who grows to become the world. Brahmā’s association with the navel of the god reclining on the ocean and creation suggests that the one who grows or

\(^{77}\) Heesterman 1985: 61.

\(^{78}\) Śatapatha Brāhmaṇa I.8:1-6.

\(^{79}\) Taittiriya Āraṇyaka 7.1.5.1.

\(^{80}\) Taittiriya Āraṇyaka 1.1.3.5 ff.

expands belonged to the oceanic mythos before being considered a Vedic creator deity.

Although we catch only glimpses of the oceanic, cosmogonic field of meaning in the late Vedic and post-Vedic texts, there is enough to suggest that it must have been archaic and common to warrant its integration into the Vedic tradition, albeit piecemeal. The oral traditions of the non-Vedic groups no doubt had other versions that favored a cosmogonic account focused on water, with the fire cult in a minor position (as it is in the Tamil Antātis of a much later time). As Vedic culture integrates more influences from the hinterlands and then extends south of the Vindhyas, it seems to become more influenced by the oceanic tradition. This becomes apparent in the Mahābhārata, multiple homologies and new hybridities notwithstanding.82

Before looking at these developments, I must survey key Vedic references to Viṣṇu and Nārāyaṇa, which will figure in my later analysis.

Viṣṇu: In the late strata of the Ṛgveda,83 Viṣṇu is associated with measuring or traversing the universe with three great strides. Scholars have long argued that Viṣṇu's three steps refer to the rising, mid-day, and setting sun,84 but there is another explanation, I think, and that is the idea that the three steps originally belonged to the re-creation phase of the cosmogony, which was at first outside the Vedic tradition (as was Viṣṇu once himself given his early description as an asura and the fact that there are only a few hymns dedicated to him in the Ṛgveda85). The

82 I should point out that the kind of development being discussed here could also include a parallel history of Śiva from his epithetonym (the auspicious one) to his identification with the tripartite cosmogony, especially the destruction phase.


84 Desai 1973: 97.

85 In the Vedas Viṣṇu is a very minor deity (only five hymns are addressed to him), and even in the late Vedas and Brāhmaṇas, he is mainly connected with the sacrifice, sun, Indra, and Varuṇa. See also Das Gupta [1931] 1985: 105 ff.
three great strides became epitethonyms (Trivikrama, Vikrama, and Tripada), and they were condensed even further to the god’s feet, the part (feet) representing the whole (the strides and creation). (Adoration of the god’s feet became an important aspect of subsequent bhakti religion.)

Because the Vedic tradition was focused on the ritual fire, which could be symbolically connected to the sun as celestial fire, it emphasized Viṣṇu’s three great steps or extension of the god, akin to the rising sun, and on the epithetonym “the pervader” (viṣṇu), which suggests that by his steps he creates the universe and becomes it by pervasion.

The Mahābhārata describes Viṣṇu in a very different way. His cosmogonic role is now also related to the ocean: “the blessed Viṣṇu, the everlasting source of all creatures, the eternal Person, slept solitarily on his ocean bed in the vast coil of the boundlessly puissant snake Śeṣa.”

The ocean god as Śeṣa supports, in the sense of preserves, this treasure-filled earth. Śeṣa means remainder or residue; here it suggests that after the virtual destruction of the universe, something remains that will be the source of re-creation.

Moreover, the Mahābhārata has an easy acceptance of other names for Viṣṇu such as Vāsudeva, Hari, and Nārāyaṇa. In the Viṣṇusahasranāma (a list of the thousand names of Viṣṇu), we are told that when Bhīṣma was dying, Yudhiṣṭhira asks him:

Who is the one deity (daivatam) in the universe? Who is the one refuge (parāyaṇam)? By praising whom, by worshipping whom can people obtain auspiciousness (śubham)? What is the dharma of all dharma’s that is supreme in your view? What repetition of names (japa) frees people from the cycles of birth?
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86 Mahābhārata 3.194.9; Van Buitenen trans. vol. 2, 611). For the significance of the serpent imagery in this verse see Schmid in this volume, p. 121ff.

87 The Viṣṇusahasranāma is found in Mahābhārata 13.135. 679-683.

88 kim ekaṃ daivatam loke kiṃ vāpy ekam parāyaṇam stuvantaḥ kaiṃ kaṃ arcantaḥ prāpnyúr mānāvāḥ śubham ko dharmāḥ sarvadharmānāṃ bhavataḥ paramo mataḥ kim japam mucyate jantur janmasaṁsārabandhanāt.
Bhīṣma replies that one should chant the thousand names of Viṣṇu who is the all-pervading Supreme Being who is Brahman. When one examines the first verse of the Viṣṇusahasranāma’s list of names, it begins with Viśvam (the pervader) and then Viṣṇuh. The following verses include some names that are also found in the Āḻvārs.\(^{89}\) The epithethonyms in this list of names refer, moreover, to the god as destroyer, pervader, and creator and to other activities that suggest acquaintance with an ocean god and cosmogony,\(^{90}\) although the Viṣṇusahasranāma prefers philosophically abstract epithethonyms (a Gītā-type vocabulary). In addition, the Viṣṇusahasranāma includes names for praise such as stav-yah, stavapriyaḥ, stotram, stutih, and stōtā and the idea that praise of the deity by chanting his names produces mundane and supermundane (salvific) results.

Viṣṇu comes into prominence in the Viṣṇu Purāṇa (ca. 4th century C.E.). According to Peter Schreiner,\(^{91}\) this text refers to Viṣṇu (292 times), Hari (187), Keśava (65), Kṛṣṇa (312), Hṛṣikeśa (7) Janārdana (67), Bhagavat (237), Govinda (61), and Nārāyaṇa (30). It intrigues me that although the name Viṣṇu is certainly prominent, there is ostensibly even greater importance given to the name Kṛṣṇa and other names/epithethonyms especially associated with him. Schreiner characterizes the stotras or hymns of praise of this text as theological, metaphysical, and cosmological drawing from the Puruṣasūkta, the Bhagavadgītā, and Sāṅkhya philosophy. There is a complementary mythological paradigm (here Brahmā arises from Viṣṇu’s navel) focused mainly on the creation and manifestation of the world until the time of destruction rather than the whole cycle of destruction, preservation, and re-creation. The idea of Viṣṇu’s final or supreme step refers to the cosmic act but on the

\(^{(Mahābhārata\ 13:135.2-3).\ (Young\ trans.)}\)

\(^{89}\) For instance, Keśavah (#23; 648), Kṛṣṇah (#57; 550), Mādhavah (#72; 167; 735), Madhusūdanaḥ (#73) Nārāyaṇah (#245), Brahmā (#663).

\(^{90}\) Vikramaḥ (#78), Vāmanaḥ (#152), Govindaḥ (#187; #539), 657), Kapīndraḥ (#501; boar), Trivikramaḥ (#530), Tripadaḥ (#534), Mahāvarāhaḥ (#538). Two names even suggest the ocean god: Padmanābhaḥ (#48; 196; 346) and Apām ntidhiḥ (#323) (the sea as a place for storing up the waters).

\(^{91}\) See Schreiner in this volume, p. 54.
individual level to the path that includes both Vedic ritual and renunciation. “A conscious and strong wish to conform to the norms of Vedic tradition and to brahminical values and practices,” Schreiner says, “is an undeniable trait of this picture.”

Nārāyaṇa: Nārāyaṇa makes his first appearance in the Śatapatha Brāhmaṇa but without oceanic symbolism. Here he is called Puruṣa-Nārāyaṇa. “Under the instructions of Prajāpati, the impersonal cosmic principle in Brāhmaṇa literature, [he] places in a pantheistic mood all the worlds and all the gods in his own self and his own self in all the worlds and all the gods, thus becoming, by the power of sacrifice, the Universe itself.” In another passage in this text, Puruṣa-Nārāyaṇa is associated with a five-day sacrifice that makes him omnipresent, supreme, and the source of creation. This alludes to the self-sacrifice of Puruṣa, the primeval man, as first described in the Puruṣasūkta belonging to a late stratum of the Rgveda. The idea of the primeval man is reminiscent of Manu (which means man, representative man, or father of human beings) in the flood story.

The Nārāyaṇa Upaniṣad, a late Upaniṣad (date?), describes Nārāyaṇa as the god who creates not only the universe but also Brahmā, Rudra, Indra, and all beings, which harkens back to the Puruṣa-Nārāyaṇa of the Śatapatha Brāhmaṇa. Nārāyaṇa is further described as the
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92 See Schreiner in this volume, p. 85.
93 Śatapatha Brāhmaṇa xii.3-4 cited by Dasgupta [1931] 1985, 347.
94 Das Gupta vol. 7, [1931] 1985, 347 citing Śatapatha Brāhmaṇa xii.3-4.
95 Rgveda 10:90.
96 Monier-Williams 1963, 784. The Mahābhārata view that Nārāyaṇa was originally a man, saint, or rṣi, a view that gave rise to the pair Nara-Nārāyaṇa, need not detain us here, for there are no references in the Antātis and only six in the entire Divyaprabandham to Nara-Nārāyaṇa.
98 Śatapatha Brāhmaṇa xii. 3-4 cited by Dasgupta vol.7 [1931] 1985, 347.
eternal one, Brahmā, Śiva, Indra, time, directions, and everything that is manifest. Nārāyaṇa is the god who is one (deva eka). He pervades all (sa viṣṇur eva bhavati sa viṣṇur eva bhavati). The Upaniṣad’s other main message is about how by chanting the eight-syllable mantra (aṣṭākṣaramantra) “om namo nārāyaṇaḥ,” one will attain good health, long life, prosperity, the immortal state (amṛtatvam), liberation from the cycle of births (janmasamsāra), and the realm of Vaikuṇṭha (vai kuṇṭha bhuvavanalokam). The Upaniṣad goes on to say that the seat of Nārāyaṇa is the lotus of the heart. After more epithets such as being causeless and the cause of everything, we are told that the Atharvaveda is foremost (etad atharva śiroyo ’dhitē) and that chanting the mantra three times a day will eliminate all sins. Moreover, the one who chants this will attain the merit of the study of all the Vedas (sarvavedapārāyanapunyaṁ labhate) and will attain oneness (sāyujya) with Nārāyaṇa.

What is of special interest here is that chanting the mantra replaces the performance of Vedic rites three times a day, chanting it substitutes for study of the Vedas, and chanting it fulfills all desires including salvation in Vaikuṇṭha. Thus, whereas the Upaniṣad is certainly linked to the Vedic tradition, it also undermines it by promising an easier path through chanting the mantra. This is an important antecedent for a Vedic religion available to everyone.

In the Mahānārāyaṇa Upaniṣad (ca. third century – first century B.C.E.), “Nārāyaṇa is the Supreme Reality designated as brahman. Nārāyaṇa is the highest (Self). Nārāyaṇa is the supreme Light (described in the Upaniṣads). Nārāyaṇa is the infinite Self. Nārāyaṇa is the most excellent meditator and meditation.”

This text makes several references to water as the primary and causal element in the context of creation, which suggests integration of an oceanic cosmogonic god.
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99 Mahānārāyaṇa Upaniṣad XIII-4 translated by Vimalananda [1957] 2010. I have added diacritical marks to the quotations from this translation.

100 The following quotations are from Vimalananda trans. [1957] 2010: “The Lord of creation, who is present in the shoreless waters” (I-1); “From whom the creatrix of the world, Prakṛti, was born, who created in the world creatures out of elements such as water” (I-4-5); “Through the power of whom the great Causal Waters holding within it the power of unfoldment and the capacity to produce fire” (I-11-7); “the waters which create fire and
However, most of this text uses Vedic imagery associated with the sun and fire and connects Nārāyaṇa to other gods in the Vedic pantheon at this time such as Indra, Varuṇa, Soma, Brahmā, and Viṣṇu. One verse anticipates or parallels (depending on how we date these texts) the Mahābhārata in its juxtaposition of the three names Nārāyaṇa, Vāsudeva, and Viṣṇu: “May we know Nārāyaṇa. For that may we meditate upon Vāsudeva. May Viṣṇu impel us towards it.” It is intriguing that there is an allusion to the Lord’s feet that sounds vaguely cosmogonic and salvific: “He who is rendered holy by the ancient, widespread, sanctifying feet ... crosses over evil deeds and their effect. Having been rendered holy by the naturally pure and purifying feet of the Lord ... may we overcome our enemies, the sins.” Despite the fact that some verses give importance to water as the primary and causal element, the actual name Nārāyaṇa is not connected to the ocean and cosmogony per se even though one verse says: “The supreme represented as the ocean has overflowed to the whole creation ...” (I-70). Rather, cosmogonic functions are the prerogative of intermediary figures such as prakṛti or Prajāpati.

The Mahābhārata explicitly connects the name Nārāyaṇa with a white ocean in several places. Nārāyaṇa’s abode is said to be Śvetadvīpa, an island paradise where the celestials (enlightened ones) live, located on the milk ocean north of Mount Meru. The sage Nārada visits

support the Vedic acts of worship (in order to endow it with such potency); who is the one God ruling over all the rest” (I-11-8); “Salutation to fire hidden in water” (I-57); “Verily all this is water. All the created beings are water. The vital breaths in the body are water ... Vedic formulas are water. Truth is water. All deities are water. The three worlds denoted by Bhuḥ, Bhavah, and Suvah are water. The source of all these is the Supreme denoted by the syllable ‘OM’” (XXIX-1). Some of these verses are from the Paramātmasūkta and Hiranyagarbhasūkta of the Yajurveda Sanhitā.

103 Das Gupta vol. 7, 678.
104 This image of the island in the sea might have inspired the idea of the island as the “remainder” in some versions of the second phase of the cosmogony, which in turn probably inspired shrines (as the remainder) on an
him there. This idea of Nārāyaṇa’s abode or refuge can be related to an etymology of the word nārāyaṇa taking nāra as men/human beings and ayana as abode or place of refuge.\textsuperscript{105} Here we find ocean symbolism, but the ocean is white, not dark.

Another association of Nārāyaṇa with the ocean occurs in the description of Mārkaṇḍeya during the virtual destruction of the universe (Mahābhārata 3.185-187).\textsuperscript{106} The sage Mārkaṇḍeya describes how once long ago, a fish tells Manu that when the time comes for everything on the earth to be destroyed in a deluge, you must build a sturdy ark with a cable attached so that the fish can pull you and the seven seers across the ocean. This came to pass and “Then the fish pulled the ark to the highest peak of the Himālaya [where it was moored].”\textsuperscript{107}

Mārkaṇḍeya next describes his own experience of being alone and trying to swim to a place of refuge during such a deluge. One day he saw a large banyan tree in the flood waters with a child sitting on a branch in a cradle. The child suddenly opens its mouth wide, and Mārkaṇḍeya is powered into it. There he sees the entire earth after which he is expelled from the mouth.\textsuperscript{108} He sees the Large Spirit in the guise of a child and says to him, “God, I wish to know yourself and this supernal wizardry!”\textsuperscript{109} In reply, the god in the form of a child, says:

\begin{flushright}

island, Araṅkam being a case in point, especially if they were subject to flood waters.

\textsuperscript{105} Nāra means relating to or proceeding from men, humans, or mortals, and so Nārāyaṇa would mean the son of the original man (Monier-Williams 1963, 536). If we take ayana as a place of refuge, then Nārāyaṇa would be the abode or refuge of men (p. 84). Monier-Williams notes that nāra can also mean water and says that Manu I.10 was probably invented to explain the name Nārāyaṇa. (p. 536). I will return to Manu I.10.

\textsuperscript{106} Van Buitenen, trans. vol. 2, 583-593.

\textsuperscript{107} Mahābhārata 3.185. 25-45. Van Buitenen, trans. vol. 2, 584.
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[... ] You have taken refuge with me ... The waters are called *nāras*: I gave them the name; therefore, I am called Nārāyaṇa, for the waters are my course. I am the creator of all creatures as well as their destroyer ... As Śeṣa I support this treasure-filled earth that is girt by the four oceans [...].

The passage goes on to describe how Nārāyaṇa once became a boar and pulled the earth out from the water and comments that the *Ṛgveda*, *Sāmaveda*, *Yajurveda*, and the *Atharvans* have come from him and return to him. Nārāyaṇa then says:

I am the one of three strides .... I am the one called Nārāyaṇa ... As the soul of the universe, I sleep ... not as a child though disguised as one until Brahmā wakes up ... [then] I shall as one create from this my body space, earth, light, wind, and water [...].

This story is obviously a development and variant of the account in the *Śatapatha Brāhmaṇa* previously mentioned about how a fish warns Manu about a coming flood, and after Manu builds a boat, the fish pulls him in it to safety and moors it to a northern mountain and tree. That text, remember, also describes how Puruṣa-Nārāyaṇa places all the worlds and all the gods in his own self and his own self in all the worlds. The image of the child might also be extrapolated from the *Śatapatha Brāhmaṇa* reference to Manu as the primeval man and the idea of a figure who begins to grow large. In addition, the reference to the banyan tree in the *Mahābhārata* could harken back to the tree to which the boat was anchored in the *Śatapatha Brāhmaṇa*. The banyan tree, after all, represents the tree of life and immortality.

The Epic story transforms the cosmogony into a marvelous hierophany—a vision of the virtual destruction, preservation, and re-creation of the universe—and more specifically, the explicit identification of Nārāyaṇa with this cosmogony and the boar. It is interesting that in the *Mahābhārata* a new etymology is given for Nārāyaṇa. Instead of the abode or refuge (*ayana*) of men (*nāra*), he is the course (*ayana*) of the

---


113 *Śatapatha Brāhmaṇa* I. 8. 1-10.
waters (nāra). But why is nāra the word for waters in a Sanskrit text when the Sanskrit word for water is āpa? Either this link to his name simply was made to affiliate him more closely with a common myth about the waters (and the cosmogony), or it was done knowing of a Dravidian word for water (nāra). We encounter other aspects of an oceanic cosmogony associated with Nārāyaṇa in this Epic passage. For instance, the soul of the universe disguised as a child asleep is Nārāyaṇa, the one who is described a few lines before as a child sitting on a cradle-bed in a branch of the banyan tree. This passage also mentions Śeṣa, the one remainder who supports, in the sense of preserves, the earth.

Some Epic passages focus on Nārāyaṇa as the supreme deity; in others he is equated with Viṣṇu and Vāsudeva-Kṛṣṇa-Hari. These names and equations exist within a general concept of monism described as ekānta, which is linked in turn to moral purity and emotional devotion to the supreme and gracious personal god who has many names.

In the Nārāyaṇīya (pertaining to Nārāyaṇa) section of the Mahābhārata (i.e., the Śāntiparvan, a late addition), ekānta has been circumscribed to the name Nārāyaṇa, which is to be chanted. For instance, Nārada in his worship of Nārāyaṇa performed duly a great many japas relating to Nārāyaṇa. Similarly, King Uparicara-Vasu performed nārāyaṇa-japas. “When Yudhīṣṭhira and his brothers became devoted to Nārāyaṇa on hearing Bhīṣma’s narrative, they were engrossed in regular japa (nīt-
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114 Manu Saṁhitā 1.10 is a similar verse but equates nāra with the Sanskrit word for water (āpo nāra iti). See also āpo nārā iti proktā āpo vai narasunvaḥ, ayanam mama tat pūrvam ato nārāyaṇo hy aham (Mahābhārata 12.328.35).

115 Although the common Tamil word for water is nīr, the variant nāram also exists. See Tamil Lexicon vol. 4, 1982, 2225. Nāram is not in the DED.

116 Expressions of monism are found elsewhere. For example, besides the Upaniṣads, the Mahābhārata experiments with monism, some passages presenting an equivalence of names such as Viṣṇu, Vāsudeva, Nārāyaṇa, Kṛṣṇa, and Hari and some indicating one deity is supreme but has many names (such as Viṣṇu with his thousand names).

yam japa-parāḥ) and uttered the name of Nārāyaṇa (nārāyaṇa udīrāyan).

In the story of Nārada’s visit to Śvetadvīpa, the island paradise located on the milk ocean north of Mount Meru, which is the abode of Nārāyaṇa, there is further description of these Nārāyaṇa ekāntins who have become celestials through moral purity, bhakti, and divine grace and worship the god there. Their mental japa is fixed completely on him as is their exclusive devotion (ekānta-bhakti) and with folded hands they utter namaḥ, which alone brings about a beatific vision, a burst of joy, and personal feeling. One chapter (338) gives two hundred names for Nārāyaṇa, another chapter (341) gives various names of Kṛṣṇa, and yet another chapter (346) describes the merit one obtains when hearing about Nārāyaṇa’s greatness.

According to Charlotte Schmid elsewhere in this volume, the Ha-
rivamśa, which is a khila or complement to the Mahābhārata dated 2nd to 4th century C.E., identifies Nārāyaṇa with Kṛṣṇa and Balarāma to whom I now turn.

Kṛṣṇa: Hardy has discussed what he thinks is Kṛṣṇa’s early history. Admitting that he cannot arrive at an Ur-form, he points to some early references such Pāṇini IV.3.98 which contains the name Vāsudeva, who is associated with Arjuna and may imply Kṛṣṇa, and the Besnagar inscription of about 115 B.C.E., which speaks of a bhāgavata worshipper of Vāsudeva who is then identified with Kṛṣṇa. Most of Hardy’s analysis draws from the Bhagavadgītā with brief mention of Kṛṣṇa’s identification with Nara/Nārāyaṇa or correspondences with In-
dra/Viśṇu or Arjuna/Kṛṣṇa. Hardy includes the development of the concepts of avatāra (incarnation) and vyūha (emanation) in his early history. Thus, his reconstruction of the early history of Kṛṣṇa avoids the

---

119 Das Gupta vol. 7, 667, 670-672.
120 Das Gupta vol. 7, 675.
121 See Schmid in this volume, p. 92f.
122 Hardy 1983,17-25.
ocean imagery and the cosmogony in the *Mahābhārata*, even when it is linked with Kṛṣṇa in the *Nārāyaṇīya* and *Harivaṃśa*.

I turn now to the *Harivaṃśa*. In this work, Kṛṣṇa has a close relation with Balarāma, sometimes identified as his brother. Balarāma, the white god who carries a plough (which suggests he has been an agricultural deity) assimilates or is assimilated into the image of a serpent deity belonging to nāga traditions. Images of these nāgas include ones with human bodies, bodies that are half-human and half-snake, and those that are completely snakes. They often belong to bodies of water and are guardians of treasure. (The Epic’s image of Viṣṇu reclining on a serpent *couch* is also an example of this assimilation with nāga traditions.) Schmid traces how Balarāma and Kṛṣṇa are integrated with serpent images. Balarāma’s serpent body eventually becomes the serpent couch on which he or Kṛṣṇa reclines. He is identified with Kṛṣṇa in other ways. They are paired as the white and black gods or they are considered merged, as one.123

Having searched for antecedents to the *Antātis’* concept of supreme deity in northern Sanskrit texts, some comparisons of the *Antātis* and the Sanskrit texts are in order. For instance, the *Antātis* poets are much closer to versions of the cosmogony in which oceanic and cosmogonic imagery dominate than many accounts of the late Vedas where water and fire imagery are first juxtaposed with fire gradually becoming dominant.

As noted, the supreme deity in the *Antātis* is generally described as having dark color, especially the color of the sea. He reclines on the sea or on a serpent couch on the sea and many of his epithethonyms refer to a tripartite cosmogony (virtual destruction, preservation, and re-creation). The poets mention rescue or re-creation by a boar, a dwarf who grows tall, or the four-faced one residing on the navel of the supreme deity. In the *Antātis*, these features are generally associated with an ocean god often called Tirumāl or Kaṇṇaṇ. We have found antecedents for all of this in the northern Sanskrit works, especially the late *Mahā-bhārata* (*Nārāyaṇīya*) and the *Harivaṃśa*.

123 See Schmid in this volume, p. 134f.
Despite some overlap of the *Antāti* content and these northern sources, there are significant differences. For instance, in the *Nārāyaṇīya*, the pair Nara and Nārāyaṇa are prominent figures, the story of Nārada visiting in Śvetadvīpa is featured, and there is mention of the four *vyūhas* with Vāsudeva as supreme. In addition, this work mentions the greatness of Brahmins, various stories of sages and kings, Viṣṇu taking the form of Hayagrīva, the Sātvatadharma that had been taught by the Lord and repeatedly forgotten, stories about Vyāsa, many references to sacrifices, a cosmogony related to the *Puruṣasūkta*, and Pāñcarātra elements (this work has been described as the “earliest literary Pāñcarātra text”\(^\text{125}\)). These features, which belong to the proto-Bhāgavata-Pāñcarātra-Sātvatadharma tradition, are not found in the *Antātis* or are dramatically transformed.

There are also significant differences in descriptions of Nārāyaṇa in these sources and the *Antātis*. The Mārkaṇḍeya passage has a cosmogonic image of the supreme god as if a child sleeping on the waters, which is identified with Nārāyaṇa who is then described as the creator of all creatures as well as their destroyer and the one who as Śeṣa supports the earth that is surrounded by the four oceans. But for some reason, the *Antāti* poets rarely read cosmogonic roles into the figure of Nārāyaṇa despite this precedent even though they know the story (the *Antāti* poets mention the name Mārkaṇḍeya twice\(^\text{126}\)). Nor do they describe Nārāyaṇa per se lying on the ocean or on a couch in the ocean aside from two exceptions: one is Poykai 68 where he lies on the white ocean but does not have cosmogonic activities and does not recline on a couch. And one is Tirumalācāi’s *Tiruvantāti* 3, which has a cryptic reference to the one “reclining on the milk” that leads one to surmise that the verse is about Nārāyaṇa because he is the one connected to the milk ocean. If Tirumalācāi was a late Āḻvār, it is possible that by his time, it was more common to read cosmogonic roles into the figure of

---

124 For the following, I draw on the summary of chapters of the *Nārāyaṇīya* by Swami Harshananda in “Nārāyaṇa” (www.hindupedia.com/en/Nārāyaṇīya).

125 See Rastelli in this volume p. 217.

126 Poykai 94 and Tirumalācāi 15.
Nārāyaṇa. Alternatively, if Tirumaliciāi lived at Araṅkam, which is on an island, he might have known about Cilappatikāram 35-40, which describes the god at Araṅkam, as reclining on the milk [ocean], or he might have known about the Mahābhārata’s description of the island Śvetadvīpa as Nārāyaṇa’s paradise.

A comparison of the Antātis with the descriptions of Nārāyaṇa in the northern sources must also mention Nārāyaṇa’s connection with chanting. The Āḻvārs’ references to chanting the mantra namō nāraṇā as means to fulfill all mundane desires and to be freed from saṁsāra and to attain heaven is obviously the Nārāyaṇa Upaniṣad’s om namo nāraṇāya. The idea of chanting his mantras developed into chanting his names by the time of the Mahābhārata’s promotion of ekānta-bhakti and japa. The fact that the Āḻvārs equated reciting the names of Nārāṇa with recitation of the Vedas (e.g., Pūtam 38: avaṇ pēr ōtuvatē nāviṇāḷ ēttu), which can function as an “easy” substitution for arduous Vedic training, reminds one too of the Nārāyaṇa Upaniṣad, which suggests that everyone can attain salvation by this easy method of chanting Nārāyaṇa’s mantra. Moreover, the word namas plus the name Nārāyaṇa appears in both the Epic and the Antātis in the context of chanting. So does the aspect of folding the hands together while chanting. We have also encountered many references to the god being in the heart (neṅcu, maṇam, uḷḷam) of the devotee. These echo the Nārāyaṇa Upaniṣad’s statement that the seat of Nārāyaṇa is the lotus of the heart.

As for the case of Viṣṇu, it is striking that unlike many Mahābhārata passages that call the supreme deity Viṣṇu and use sacrificial imagery, the Antātis do not mention Viṣṇu at all, although mention of the one taking three steps or measuring the world as in ulaku aḷantā or man aḷantā are common in the cosmogonic context of the ocean deity.

---

127 The description of the deity is different from other texts, including the Antātis, where the god who is blue/dark is reclining on the dark ocean but here the ocean is milk or white-colored.

128 See Schmücker, “Epilogue” in Wilden 2020: 341–347, for an analysis of how the poets refer to the heart. He traces the “mystical function” of the heart to the Atharvaveda.

129 Poykai 9, 14,17,76, 84; Pūtam 5, 9, 23, 30, 91
Furthermore, there is only one cryptic reference to Vedic fire ritual imagery in the Antāṭis (Poykai 12), although homage is paid many times to the four Vedas (nāṉ maṟai; nāl vēṭa), which are variously described as eternal, melodious, well-recited, created through Ayaṉ (Brahmā), or being the god himself who is their inner meaning. Thus, it seems that the Antāṭi poets come from a different northern stream than that of Epic passages in which the name Viṣṇu is easily linked with other names such as Nārāyaṇa, Vāsudeva, and Kṛṣṇa or that of the Viṣṇu Purāṇa, which emphasizes a vedicized Viṣṇu albeit one with some integration of oceanic symbolism. For example, when the Antāṭi poets allude to the Viṣṇusahasranāma, it is really another version in which Nārāyaṇa is the supreme god with a thousand names (āyiram pēr) (Poykai 65; Pūtam 73). Moreover, the early Āḻvārs rarely use the Viṣṇusahasranāma’s philosophically abstract epithetonyms (a Gītā-type vocabulary) as names.

Finally, the Harivaṉśa has many references to Baladeva/Balārāma, the white god with the serpent body and plough in hand, but the Antāṭi poets ignore him.

**Antecedents to the Antāṭis in Tamil works**

For possible antecedents to the Antāṭis, one must also look to Tamil poetry of the late Caṅkam period likely composed before the time of the early Āḻvārs even though overlap cannot be ruled out. Schmid here in this volume has discussed relevant verses in the Puranāṇīrū, Naṟṟinai, Aiṅkuṟunīrū, Kalittokai, Paripāṭal, and Cilappatikāram, and so there is no need to repeat these again. Rather, I will just make a few observations.

130 For examples of these epithets, see Poykai 33, 37, 60, 68, 94; Pūtam 45; Pēy 11, 14, 31, 38, 39, 84.

131 Wilden says the verdict on this matter is not yet in (Wilden, “Introduction” in Wilden 2020: 5).

132 See Schmid in this volume p. 125ff. for translation and discussion of relevant passages which can be dated between the 5th and 7th century.
First, all these Tamil works have verses with most of the names, epi-thetonyms and cosmogonic motifs found in the Āḻvārs. The Cilappatikāram, for instance, mentions the names Tirumāl, Māl, Māyavan, Neṭiyōṅ, Neṭumāl, Kaṇṇañ, and Nārāyaṇañ. The Paripāṭal calls the supreme deity Tirumāl. The first hymn in the Tirumāl section refers to the deity’s dark color, his feet, and his connection to Brahmā and creation. The next hymn begins with a description of the annihilation of creation with reference to the waters or the flood. There are many other epithets in this hymn and in the final two hymns to Tirumāl that refer to the supreme deity’s feet and the boar who rescues the earth. These motifs are found in the Āḻvār verses.

Second, just as the Cilappatikāram, with one exception, does not use the proper name Nārāyaṇañ in the context of cosmogony but only in the context of chanting and soteriology, so do the Antātis. This indicates that the Tamil Bhāgavata tradition and the Āḻvār ekānta tradition, despite some differences, had a common source. Otherwise, we would expect to see Nārāyaṇañ as the cosmogonic god reclining on the snake, which had already been described in the Mahābhārata passage about Mārkaṇḍeya (though there is one exception).

The late Caṅkam works differ from the Antātis in several other important ways. Vāliyōṅ is an important deity in the late Caṅkam works (as he was in the Harivamśa) as the white god who holds a plough in his hand, has snake symbolism, and is closely associated with the black god Kaṇṇañ, so much so that they have one body or Kaṇṇañ reclines on the cobra couch, which represents Vāliyōṅ. The first hymn of the Paripāṭal, for instance, begins with a description of the deity reclining on his serpent bed under a [cobra] canopy and then describes his white complexion and his plough. In the second hymn, we are told that this supreme deity was manifested by the one who is white and the one who is dark (obviously, Balarāma and Kṛṣṇa). The Antātī poets do not mention Vāliyōṅ specifically; there are, however, several allusions to white and dark and one possible allusion to his white body (Pēy 5).
Final thoughts

Now back to Hardy’s argument that the Āḻvārs’ supreme god is really Kaṇṇaṉ because Māl is simply the Tamil translation of Kaṇṇaṉ, from kaṇha, the Prakrit of Sanskrit kṛṣṇa, which literally means dark or black.

It is true that Māl means literally black or dark color, and that Māl and its variants are the most common words for the supreme god in the Antātis. Given the pre-eminence of ocean imagery, I think that long before this religion came to Tamil country, Kṛṣṇa had been homologized to an oceanic, cosmogonic god. I find in three of the Antātis (Pēy’s being the exception) that when the poet uses the name Kaṇṇaṉ, the actual name, it refers to the ocean god and cosmogony. There are also indirect references that link Kaṇṇaṉ and the ocean as in “the one reclining on a bright serpent who destroyed the ‘hundred’ (that is, the Kauravas) in the Mahābhārata war” (v. 94). When the human Kṛṣṇa needed a transcendent dimension, the idea of the transcendent dark oceanic, cosmogonic god must have been available and easily connected to the literal meaning of Kṛṣṇa as black/dark.

Because the ocean was an aniconic image and the ocean god had only slight anthropomorphism, the dark ocean or just the idea of the supreme dark deity had pride of place, as it were, which is likely why we find Māl (and variants) as the most common proper name in the Antātis. Put otherwise, this name places the emphasis on transcendence and supremacy and avoids emphasis on the human, which the name Kaṇṇaṉ suggests because of the many allusions to stories about his life.

Now what about Hardy’s theory that Nārāyaṇa might be the transcendent aspect of Kaṇṇaṉ in the Āḻvārs’ poems? Before doing this detailed study, I thought that I would find Nāraṇaṉ/Nārāyaṇaṉ as the key name for the oceanic, cosmogonic god in the Antātis. Nārāyaṇa, after

---

133 Because any cultus or priests of an ocean god had long disappeared, assuming they had once existed, the idea of the ocean as primal and cosmogonic must have continued only in myths. This means that the ocean as transcendence could easily be homologized with different deities in various places and times, which kept the imagery of the ocean alive, dynamic, and pluriform.
all, is the common name used for the god who reclines on the ocean or serpent bed on the ocean in some passages of the *Mahābhārata* and several *Purāṇas*. It is also the name for the reclining image of the god in the temples of Tamil Nadu today.

To my surprise, whereas the poets explicitly link the names Māl/Tirumāl and occasionally Kaṇṇa with the dark ocean and the oceanic cosmogonic god, they rarely link explicitly Nāraṇa/Nārāyaṇa with these. And they rarely connect the name Nāraṇa/Nārāyaṇa with the name Kaṇṇa in a specific context. Rather, in the *Antātis*, the name Nāraṇa/Nārāyaṇa is found mainly in the contexts of chanting and soteriology, variously described as destruction of all sins, avoiding hell or rebirth, or going to the city of the king of the good celestials.

I suspect the oceanic, cosmogonic god and Kṛṣṇa must have been the first homologization and occurred early in the history of Kṛṣṇa. I also suspect that this occurred in Dvāraka located on a river that empties into the nearby Arabian sea in what is now Gujarat (the Kathiawar peninsula). An island just off the coast called Bet Dvāraka was once an Indus Valley site, which means that aspects of its religion (the aniconic ocean and the oceanic, cosmogonic deity?) could have remained in the area long after the civilization collapsed. According to much later stories, Kṛṣṇa migrated to this area after he fought with his uncle at Mathura and ruled his Dvāraka kingdom from his residence on the island. Although, we have only archaeology and legend to go on, it is conceivable that Kṛṣṇa was there and that after his death he was apotheosized by integrating the oceanic, cosmogonic god as his transcendent dimension. Of course, it is also possible that it was followers or devotees of Kṛṣṇa living in Dvāraka who associated him with the oceanic cosmogonic deity. Aside from these two possibilities, it is hard to explain the connection of the ocean and Kṛṣṇa as king or cowherd.

The addition of Nārāyaṇa to this homology was probably a bit later and under the influence of those associated with the *Nārāyaṇa Upaniṣad*. We know that this Upaniṣad was affiliated with the *Atharvaveda*, for it proclaims: “this Atharva is known as foremost” (*etad atharva śiroyo 'dhīte*). Even though much of Atharvedin history is obscure, there are clues that some in this tradition helped mediate the post-Vedic world as it expanded beyond its heartland, absorbing local traditions, and engaging with early temples. They were experimental in many
ways.\textsuperscript{134} It seems that in the Dvāraka region, they had promoted a homology of Nārāyaṇa (as represented by their Nārāyaṇa Upaniṣad) and the already homologized “Ocean-Kṛṣṇa” deity. Over time, multiple strands of this tradition likely developed, all acknowledging the homology. Some would have emphasized Kṛṣṇa and Balarāma (he was supposedly one of Kṛṣṇa’s kinsman who had assimilated an agricultural deity, nāga or serpent cults, and the figure of Kṛṣṇa himself in various versions of his apotheosis, including the four vyūhas,\textsuperscript{135} as we see in some passages of the Mahābhārata and the Harivamśa). Others would have emphasized Nārāyaṇa.

It has been suggested that there was a major traumatic event at Dvāraka—a massive tsunami or an earthquake (this calls to mind the stories of Dvāraka being swallowed up by the sea). If so, this likely prompted migrations inland to the central plateau and elsewhere, including toward the south.

Eventually strands of the Ocean-Kṛṣṇa-Nārāyaṇa Bhāgavata religion entered Tamil country and amalgamated with the poetic culture of the Tamil bards. Because the Cankam bards moved from ruler to ruler seeking patronage, so too they might have sought patronage from temples, whatever the deity, by singing of the god as if a generous ruler.\textsuperscript{136} The Perumpānārūrṇapāṭai, in which a bard asks another bard for directions to the place of the reclining god, is a possible example of a late Cankam bardic connection with a Bhāgavata temple. But it is hard to tell. This work does not describe the bard actually in the temple or with

\textsuperscript{134} Cf. Young, 2007, 210-217.

\textsuperscript{135} At first, these had been emanations of Vāsudeva-Kṛṣṇa and his kinsmen, the deified Vṛṣṇi heroes, one being Balarāma who came to be represented in sculpted form from the second century C.E. as Schmid has traced here in this volume. And even when these figures merged with major deities such as Nārāyaṇa, becoming the four successive emanations (vyūhas) of the supreme deity, Balarāma continued as an independent form. Because these figures had independent cults, this might have been problematic for those who identified especially with the Nārāyaṇa component of the early homology with its ekānta orientation.

a temple role of singing the deity’s praise. It is important to note that the Āḻvār poems, not just those of the early Āḻvārs, have no direct mention of bards, only poetic allusions to their instruments such as the yāḻ and drum. It seems that the Āḻvārs have displaced the bards, if they indeed had had a role in Bhāgavata temples.137

Following Schmid, I have noted that the Āḻvārs do not mention Baliṟāma. Why? I suspect it had something to do with the idea of the Āḻvārs belonging to an ekāntin strand of Bhāgavatism. As we have seen, there had long been a Nārāyaṇa ekānta orientation (worshipping just one god) beginning with the Nārāyaṇa Upaniṣad’s reference to the one god (eka deva) and the emphasis on exclusive devotion, worship, and japa in later Nārāyaṇa passages of the Mahābhārata and the Harivām-śa.

The Āḻvārs do not mention mantras to Kṛṣṇa and his associates (which might have been common in other strands of Bhāgavata religion. Rather, the mantras found in Āḻvār poems refer directly or indirectly to Nārāyaṇa. Does that mean Nārāyaṇa is really their supreme god? I once thought so, but I now think that would be reductive of the central Ocean-Kṛṣṇa-Nārāyaṇa homology that remains alive and well in the verses by Poykai, Pūtam, Pēy, and Tirumalijcai who mention all three, though they emphasize different components of their homologized “supreme” god. From their poems, it is hard to tell more about the Āḻvārs’ identity. They identify generally with the four Vedas, and they often praise Brahmans. However, they consider themselves distinct: pre-eminent poets (kavi).

If there was still an active Atharvavedin component to the Āḻvārs’ identity that might also explain the virtual absence of the name Viṣṇu in the Āḻvārs’ verses. Despite the overlap in Viṣṇu, Nārāyaṇa, and Kṛṣṇa histories I think there had long been conflict not only between the Atharvavedins and the Brahmans of the three Vedas but also between the Atharvavedins and the more Brahmmanized Vaiṣṇavas such as the Vaikhānasas and those represented in the Viṣṇu Purāṇa, which, in

---

137 There are indications that bards continued to have connections to Murukaṉ temples even after he was considered the son of Araṇīcaṉ (Śiva) and also had connections to Śaiva temples.
Schreiner’s words already cited, had “A conscious and strong wish to conform to the norms of Vedic tradition and to brahminical values and practices ....”.\textsuperscript{138} And I think that this could explain why groups affiliated with the \textit{Atharvaveda} such as the Āḻvārs shunned the name Viṣṇu, especially as orthodox Brahmins began to shift from their sacrificial and meditative practices to temple ones.\textsuperscript{139}

After the age of the Āḻvārs, some of their poetic works continued in temple traditions of recitation, especially Nammāḻvār’s \textit{Tiruvāymoḻi}. In the late 9\textsuperscript{th} century and first half of the 10\textsuperscript{th} century, as mentioned at the beginning of this analysis, inscriptions began to mention Vaiṣṇavas, and in the second half of the 10\textsuperscript{th} century we hear of Śrīvaiṣṇavas, the auspicious Vaiṣṇavas, who might be Brahmins. Whoever they were, they linked their traditions to those of the Āḻvārs. This orientation was further developed in the late 12\textsuperscript{th} century by Rāmānuja’s disciples who describe their lineage as beginning with Nāthamuni, whom they connected to Nammāḻvār, but also by the first commentary on the \textit{Tiruvāy-moḻi} by Rāmānuja’s disciple Pillān. It is only from this time, I think, that we can speak of the sect we now call Śrīvaiṣṇavism.

I must leave further discussion of this obscure history for another time. Let me conclude by saying that this study has tried to clarify the identity of the Āḻvārs’ supreme deity by pointing to the homologized Ocean-Kṛṣṇa-Nārāyaṇa. This study has also tried to clarify the identity of the Āḻvārs themselves as participating in some way in an \textit{ekānta} tradition with roots in an Upaniṣadic tradition affiliated with the \textit{Atharva-veda} but which over time integrated local traditions such as those at Dvāraka.

Finally, this study has recovered from the dustbin of history the importance of what was once an important aniconic or minimally iconic ocean god who destroys, preserves, and re-creates, possibly a supreme

\textsuperscript{138} See Schreiner in this volume, p. 81.

\textsuperscript{139} For instance, it took a long time for the phrase “four Vedas,” the \textit{Atharva-veda} being the fourth, to be commonly accepted by “orthodox” Brahmins who identified only with the three Vedas. In the Pāli Canon and the Jātakas, Brahmins are conventionally described as going to the end of the three Vedas. Up to the 7\textsuperscript{th} century, inscriptions in regions such as Orissa often mention the three Vedas when describing Brahmins.
god of the Indus civilization who was absorbed in various ways into subsequent late Vedic and then Hindu myths and cosmogonies.
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At the time the *Pāñcarātra Saṃhitās* were compiled,² it had already long been established that Viṣṇu, Vāsudeva, and Nārāyaṇa were a single figure. However, does this mean that these names were used interchangeably for the supreme god without any differentiation? Or are distinct features of these originally different deities still preserved in the *Saṃhitās*? To answer these questions, I will examine the concepts related to these names in various contexts in the *Pāñcarātra Saṃhitās*. These contexts are (1) the representation of god as creator and (2) as the promulgator of the *Saṃhitās*, (3) the role of Viṣṇu, Vāsudeva, and Nārāyaṇa in various groups of deities, (4) the representation of god in ritual prescriptions, and (5) the meaning and ritual usage of the *mantras* of Viṣṇu, Vāsudeva, and Nārāyaṇa.

**God as creator**

As monotheistic religions generally do, the Pāñcarātra considers its supreme god to be the creator of the world. The *Saṃhitās* often describe various kinds of creations, which are sometimes related to each other and sometimes are not. These creations are “pure creation” (*śuddhasarga*), which generally includes the creation of the deities that form the pantheon of the Pāñcarātra and of individual souls,

---

¹ I would like to thank Katharine Apostle for suggesting various stylistic corrections of the English manuscript.

² The earliest extant Pāñcarātra *Saṃhitās* were probably composed no earlier than the 9th century (Sanderson 2009: 62–70).
and the creation of the material world. In addition, the creation of the world is sometimes described in a traditional mythological manner with Brahmā as the executive creator.

Most characteristic for the Pāñcarātra is pure creation, during which the various deities, such as the Vyūhas, Vyūhāntaras, and Vi-bhavas, come into existence. The ultimate source of this creation is very often called Vāsudeva, who is identified with the supreme brahman. It is very rarely called Viśṇu or Nārāyaṇa.

In the Jayākhyasamhitā, it is Vasudeva, identified with the brahman, from whom the deities Acyuta, Satya, and Puruṣa, the individual souls (jīva), and the avatāras arise.\(^3\)

In the Sātvatasamhitā, it is Vāsudeva\(^4\) who divides himself in order to become manifest as the three Vyūhas, Saṃkṛṣaṇa, Pradyumna, and Aniruddha (SS 3.5-7, 4.8-11).

In the Nāradiyasamhitā, creation starts with Vāsudeva, who, interestingly, is identified with the supreme Śiva.\(^5\) For the purpose of play (krīḍā) and enjoyment (bhoga)\(^6\), a subtle, white, shining body made of glowing energy (tejas) arises for Vāsudeva, who is also called Viśṇu in this state. He then becomes Vāsudeva with a white body and four arms, who subsequently generates Saṃkṛṣaṇa. Saṃkṛṣaṇa then creates Pradyumna, and Pradyumna creates Aniruddha, who is equated with Nārāyaṇa (NārS 1.25c-46).

According to the Pādmasamhitā and the Viśvāmitrasamhitā, the latter probably being based on the former, a two-armed Vāsudeva,

---

\(^3\) JS 4.2-14b. For a translation of this passage into German, see Rastelli 1999a: 387f. The divine beings arising during the pure creation are not called Vyūhas in the JS.

\(^4\) Who is also identified with the brahman; cf. SS 2.4.

\(^5\) See also NārS 9.25. In several passages of the NārS, Śaiva influences can be found (e.g., in the description of the various hells in NārS 9.56-67; cf. TAK 3 s.v. naraka), but they have not yet been examined in detail.

\(^6\) For this purpose of creation, cf. also NārS 1.72ab: “Creating and destroying in this way, the lord plays like a child” (evaṃ sṛṣṭvā ca saṃhṛtya bālavat krīḍayan prabhuh).
resembling a pure crystal, arises from the supreme brahman.\(^7\) From him arises another Vāsudeva with four arms. This Vāsudeva divides himself into two parts from which another Vāsudeva, resembling a pure crystal, and Nārāyaṇa, resembling a dark ocean, come into existence. Out of Vāsudeva Saṃkarṣaṇa is born, out of him, Pradyumna, and out of him, Aniruddha. From these four deities a further 24 deities\(^8\) and several other divine beings arise. Finally, from Aniruddha the world comes into existence (PādS \textit{jp} 2, ViśS 4; cf. below, p.219).

In the examples given up to now, it is Vāsudeva, usually identified with the brahman and considered the supreme god, who is the starting point of pure creation. However, there are also examples in which Vāsudeva, while the origin of pure creation, is not the most supreme being. Here, in the hierarchy of creation, Viṣṇu, who is identified with Nārāyaṇa and Hari, stands above Vāsudeva.

This designation can already be found in the \textit{Nārāyaṇīya}, the earliest literary Pāncarātra text. In it, Nārāyaṇa is the supreme god. With a few exceptions,\(^9\) in this text Vāsudeva, although identified with Nārāyaṇa, is either only mentioned in connection with the Vyūhas\(^10\) or explicitly described as a manifestation of Nārāyaṇa.\(^11\)

\(^7\) The PādS does not call the entity from which Vāsudeva arises brahman, but its description must signify the brahman: “[There is] a Light which is without beginning, middle and end, without growth and decay, un-shakeable, eternal, incomparable, eternally satisfied, pure, having every form [and yet] having no form, beyond the darkness, imperishable” (PādS \textit{jp} 2.6c-7: \textit{adidāhyāntaraḥ} \textit{aitam avṛddhiḥ} \textit{ṣayam acyutam} \textit{ḥ} \textit{nirupama} \textit{jyotir nityatṛptaḥ niraṇjanan} \textit{h} \textit{ṣ} \textit{nirvākāraḥ tamaśaḥ param avyayam} \textit{ḥ} \textit{ḥ}; translation by Schwarz Linder 2012: 277). The ViśS does not describe or designate any kind of entity from which Vāsudeva arises.

\(^8\) These 24 deities are the twelve Vyūhāntaras (see below, p. 227), another Vāsudeva, another Saṃkarṣaṇa, another Pradyumna, another Aniruddha, Puruṣottama, Adhokṣaja, Nṛṣimha, Acyuta, Janārdana, Upendra, Hari, and Kṛṣṇa (PādS \textit{jp} 2.21-28).

\(^9\) MBh 12.325.4 (130), 326.113, 331.9.


\(^11\) MBh 328.36, 335.87.
One of the examples from the *Samhitās* for this concept is found in the *Sanatkumārasamhitā*. Here, all deities are parts of Nārāyaṇa (*nārāyaṇaṃśajāḥ*). The beginning of the origination of the deities is marked by Sadāviṣṇu, homologous to the non-manifest (*avyakta*) Vāsudeva. From him arises Mahāviṣṇu, equal to (the Vyūha) Vāsudeva, from Mahāviṣṇu arises the goddess Śānti, and from her arises Viṣṇu, homologous to Saṃkarṣaṇa. The deities arising next are the goddess Śrī, Pradyumna, homologous to Brahmā, Sarasvatī, Aniruddha, and Rati (*SanS* ir 6.1-10).

In the *Ahirbudhnyasaṃhitā*, it is Vāsudeva, too, who divides himself in order to be manifested in the shape of the three Vyūhas (AS 5.15c-44). However, the most supreme being is Viṣṇu, who in this context is identified with Nārāyaṇa and Hari:

The supreme brahman, Nārāyaṇa, in which all effects have fallen into sleep, is uniform in every respect, the abode of everything, untouched. (2) Possessing the complete inactive six qualities, it resembles the windless sky. His śakti, in the form of inactivity and emptiness, (3) awakens by her free will at any time for any reason. Being the self of the supreme brahman, of Hari, the śakti (4) flashes up as a goddess at some point like lightning in the sky. This power flashing in the [windless] sky [of the brahman] is called śakti. (5) She manifests the various pure and impure things and [divine (?)] manifestations. [Her] self-created freedom of will [that arises] when she awakens (6) is the will which is characterized by watching. It is called Sudarśana. It is Hari’s kriyā[śakti]; it is [his] vaour, glow, and strength. (7) And the things that, moving on the substrate (bhitti) that is she herself, become manifest are Viṣṇu’s śakti as bhūti[śakti]. It is composed of an infinitesimal part of the [great] śakti.\(^\text{15}\)

---

\(^{12}\) Matsubara (1994: 120) points out that this concept derives from the Nārāyaṇiya, where the Vyūhas are considered to be manifestations (*mūrti*) of Nārāyaṇa (MBh 12.326.66-70).

\(^{13}\) Cf. the explanation of the word *sudarśana* in AS 2.7c-9.

\(^{14}\) In this context, *bhūti* means the substrate of something such as the canvas of a painting. In this verse, the *śakti* is described as the substrate on which the world or the things that constitute the world appear. The term *bhūti* appears also in AS 3.7cd and in the LT; cf., e.g.: “Or he should
Viṣṇu, who possesses the six divine qualities of knowledge (jñāna), supremacy (aśvarya), power (śakti), strength (bala), valour (vīrya), and glow (tejas) in an inactive mode, becomes Vāsudeva only when these qualities awaken on account of Viṣṇu’s will:

The simultaneous awakening of the qualities of knowledge, supremacy, strength, etc., which are made of śakti, is characterized by the absence of inactivity. (26c-27b) The Venerate Vāsudeva, who is characterized by the manifestation of the [qualities], and the supreme primary matter (prakṛti) are produced by Viṣṇu’s will. The śakti of the pervading Viṣṇu is the primary matter of the world. (27c-28) On account of the differentiation between the śakti and the possessor of the śakti, [god] is called Vāsudeva. (29ab) (...) The infinite Venerate Viṣṇu, who possesses the śakti, the supreme person, who possesses the complete inactive six qual-

regard the world like a painting on myself who is the substrate” (LT 43.32ab: mayi vā bhittibhūtāyāṁ citravat saṁśmāreṇ jagat |); “Through my own will I manifest the whole world on the substrate that is myself” (LT 13.22ab: ātmabhitau jagat sarvaṁ svecchayonmilāyamy aham |); and LT 22.9-10b, 50.9cd, 51.25cd. The term bhitti is probably borrowed from the Pratyābhijñā system; see Ratié 2011: 656–668.

15 AS 5.2-8: prasuptākāhilāryaṁ yat sarvataḥ samatāṁ gatam | nāraśa-ṁ param brahma sarvāvāsam anāhatam || 2 pūrnastimitaśādgunyam asamāṁrānoparamam | tasya staimityarūpāṃ yā śaktiḥ sūnyatvarūpiṇī || 3 svātantryād eva kasmācit kvacit somneśam recchati | ātmabhūtā hi yā śaktiḥ parasya brahmaṇo hareḥ || 4 devi śaktiḥ viśvam aṣṭamāḥ || 5 vyanakyād eva kasmācit kvacit somneśam recchati | ātmabhūtā hi yā śaktiḥ parasya brahmaṇo hareḥ || 6 eva kasmācit kvacit somneśam recchati | ātmabhūtā hi yā śaktiḥ parasya brahmaṇo hareḥ. A translation of this passage (varying in details from this one) can also be found in Matsubara 1994: 203f. and Bock-Raming 2002: 35f. Also in other passages, the AS often emphasizes that the very beginning of creation is Viṣṇu’s will, which is his śakti. See, e.g., AS 3.30, 36, 4.20, 21, 23-24, 43, 5.60, 6.20, etc. At times it is also said that it is Nārāyaṇa’s or Hari’s sankalpa (e.g., AS 4.15 and 18), but Viṣṇu is mentioned much more often, perhaps due to metrical reasons.
ities [and] resembles the motionless sea, (32c-33b) [becomes] the infinite, eternal Venerate Vāsudeva on account of the simultaneous awakening of the six qualities, which was ordered by him.\(^\text{16}\)

The \textit{Lakṣmītantra}, which bears many similarities with the AS, resembles it also in this case. Vāsudeva is the beginning of the pure creation (LT 4.12-18, 6.15c-16, 7.5-7). But the state before the pure creation is the \textit{brahman}, which in a next step divides itself into Nārāyaṇa, also called Viṣṇu or Hari,\(^\text{17}\) and Lakṣmī.\(^\text{18}\) Lakṣmī is the \textit{sakti} that is the initial power to start creation as described in the AS.\(^\text{19}\)

Bock-Raming, who compared the descriptions of pure creation in the SS and the AS, came to the conclusion that while the SS teaches that Vāsudeva is the supreme god, the AS, although partly based on the SS, teaches that Hari-Viṣṇu-Nārāyaṇa is the god that is identical with the \textit{brahman}. Thus, the AS secondarily added this god in comparison to the SS (Bock-Raming 2002: 168–173). The examples from various \textit{Sanḍhitās} described above show us that this difference

\(^{16}\) AS 5.26c-29b and 32c-34b: \textit{gunāḥ śaktimayā ye te jñānaisvaryabalādāyaḥ} || 26 teśaṁ yugapatunmesaḥ staimityavirahātmaḥ || saṃkalpakāl-pito viṣṇor yaḥ sa tadvyaktīlaksanaḥ || 27 bhagavān vāsudevaḥ sa paramā prakṛtiḥ ca sā || śaktir yā vyaśpio viṣṇoḥ sā jagatprakṛtiḥ parā || 28 śaktiḥ śaktimato bhṛeduḥ vāsudeva itīryate || (…) ananto bhagavān viṣṇuḥ śaktimāṇaḥ puṣottamaḥ || 32 pūrṇastimītaśaḍguṇyo nistararpāngarpamah || \textit{saṃnām} yugapatunmesaḥ \textit{gunānaḥ} svapracoindicator || 33 \textit{ananta eva} bhagavān viṣṇuḥ vāsudevaḥ sanātanaḥ ||. For a translation of these passages, see also Matsubara 1994: 206.

\(^{17}\) E.g., in LT 4.1-2, 6.4.

\(^{18}\) LT 2.15c-16: “\textit{Brahman} embraces both the principle of existence and its state of existence, hence It (\textit{brahman}) is the eternal state (\textit{padam}). (When differentiated) the existing principle is the god Nārāyaṇa and its state of existence is the supreme Lakṣmī, i.e. myself. Therefore, \textit{brahman}, the eternal, is called Lakṣmī-Nārāyaṇa because the I-identity is always inherent in I-hood” (bhavadbhāvātmakam brahma tatas taci-chāśvataṃpadam bhavannārāyaṇo devo bhāvo lakṣmīra ahaṁ parā || 15 lakṣmīninārāyaṇaḥkhyātam ato brahma sanātanaṁ \textit{ahaṁtayā} samākrānto hy ahamarthaḥ prasidhyati || 16; translation by Gupta 1972: 9).

\(^{19}\) See LT 2.19-36.
between teaching that either Vāsudeva or Viṣṇu-Nārāyaṇa is the most supreme source of pure creation is not only a matter of singular modification of the doctrine, but also continues on in the time of the later Saṃhitās.

The creation of the material world is often explained by the concept of creation borrowed from the Śaṃkhya, in which 24 principles (tattva) constituting the material world emerge from primary matter (prakṛti).

This explanation of the creation of the material world can stand side by side with the other explanations of creation, such as pure creation, without being related to them. An example for this can be found in JS 3.2-9b. Here, only the successive coming into existence of the tattvas out of the primary matter is described, without relation to any of the other concepts of creation or to a supreme god.

However, the creation of the material world can also be related to the supreme god, the creation of divine śaktis and of deities. In the ParS 2, for example, creation starts on account of an order (niyoga) of the parama puruṣa (ParS 2.26). In AS 6, the “impure creation” (śuddheterarṣṣṭi), as it is called here, like the “pure creation” has its starting point in Viṣṇu’s will (saṃkalpa; e.g., AS 6.20) that urges the bhūtiśakti to evolve into the various constituents of the material world. In LT 5, it is a small part of the supreme śakti (LT 5.1-3) that stimulates the creation of the material world. Yet, the examination of this concept of creation has no relevance for the main question of this paper, namely, if Viṣṇu, Vāsudeva, and Nārāyaṇa are identified or preserve distinct features.

As I have already mentioned, in the mythological creation stories Brahmā is the executive creator of the world. Usually the supreme god, being in the state of yogic sleep (yoganidrā), creates a lotus, arising from his navel, and/or a golden egg. From this lotus arises Brahmā, who then creates the material world. The name given to the

---

20 For a translation into German, see Rastelli 1999a: 383f.

21 For a description of the creation according to the ParS, see Czerniak-Drożdżowicz 2003: 108–118.
supreme god in this context varies. In the JS it is Viṣṇu, in the ParS it is the “supreme man” (parama puṣṇa, ParS 1.49), in the AS it is Hari (AS 41.5), in the ĪS (20.119c-121b) and the Hayasīrṣapaṇca-rātra it is Nārāyaṇa (H 1.10 and 13), and in the NārS it is Vāsudeva (NārS 1.72).

However, another deity plays an eminent role in several versions of this creation story, namely, Aniruddha, the last of the four Vyūhas, who has a particular relation to Nārāyaṇa. Already in the Nārāyaṇīya, it is Aniruddha from whom the lotus arises in which Brahmā is born. In the NārS, the god from whom the navel lotus arises is also Aniruddha (NārS 1.64). As I have mentioned above, Aniruddha is equated with Nārāyaṇa in the NārS (1.46).

In PādS jp 3, the starting point of the creation through Brahmā is Nārāyaṇa. Nārāyaṇa creates water; in this great ocean Durgā, who is a part of Aniruddha (aniruddhāṁśajā), creates a nyagrodha tree in which Padmanābha, who is also a part of Aniruddha, arises. Padmanābha creates a golden egg from his navel. From the egg emerges a lotus, and in the lotus Padmanābha creates Brahmā, who then creates the world.

According to ViśS 5, which is probably based on the PādS jp 3, the creation of the world stems from Aniruddha (ViśS 5.1); but, in fact, its description begins with Nārāyaṇa, who creates water. In the water, he creates a golden egg from which Brahmā appears. On

---

22 See JS 2.60, where Viṣṇu is described as the supreme cause (parama kāraṇa). For a translation into German of the JS’s mythological creation story, see Rastelli 1999a: 378–382.

23 The mythological creation stories of these three texts are versions of the Madhu-Kaṭṭabha story, of which several versions can be found also in the Mahābhārata and the Viṣṇudharmottarapurāṇa; cf. Bock 1987.

24 MBh 12.326.69, 328.14c-15, 335.19; see also 12.327.63.

25 Traditionally, Nārāyaṇa is closely related to water, cf., e.g., Matsubara 1994: 100f.

26 PādS jp 3.1-7b. In the story, there is still some turbulence until the creation is complete, but this is not of interest in the context of our topic.
seeing him, Nārāyaṇa, who is now called Viṣṇu, orders Brahmā to create the world.27

Also, in SanS ir 6.17-28, which actually does not describe the creation of the world, but the “gross creation” (sthūlāsṛṣṭī), i.e., the creation of several lower deities, it is Aniruddha who creates the first water and from whose navel a lotus arises. From the lotus then an egg emerges, out of which Brahmā is born.

The Mudgalopaniṣad—which is “one of the minor and later upaniṣads”, an explanation of the Puruṣasūkta and a document of a Pāṇcarātric Viṣṇuism, attempting to harmonise with Vedic lore (Gonda 1968–69: 101)—teaches that Puruṣa-Nārāyaṇa is the supreme god. He divided himself into four parts. Three-fourths of him were in the highest firmament. The other fourth was Aniruddha-Nārāyaṇa, who ordered Brahmā to create the universe (MudU 351,30-352,9).

In all these texts we find the concept that it is Aniruddha who came into existence immediately before Brahmā, who then created the world. The model for this was probably the Nārāyaṇīya, the text in which this concept is found for the first time. There, Aniruddha as

27 ViŚ 5.1-5: “Kāṣyapa: ‘You said that the creation of the world [comes] from the Venerable Aniruddha himself. We heard repeatedly that Brahmā creates the worlds. I am very curious to know if this is true or not true. Tell me everything now, o Guru!’ Viśvāmitra: ‘In the beginning, the eminent god Nārāyaṇa, whose abode is the ocean of milk, the Lord, desiring to amuse himself, created the waters by his own will and put his luminous semen into them. A golden egg that shines like ten millions of suns came into existence. From the [egg], Brahmā himself arose, the grandfather of all worlds. Having seen him, the Venerable Viṣṇu ordered [him] to create the worlds.’” kāṣyapaḥ – aniruddhāḥ jagatsṛṣṭiḥ sāksād bhagavatas tvayā | uktā yat sṛjati brahmā lokān ity anuṣūśrama || 1 tat satyaṁ kim utāsatyaṁ māhaṁ kautūhalam hi me | vartate jñātum adhunā kath yatam akhilām gurum || 2 [viśvāmitraḥ–] devo nārāyaṇah śrīṁ kṣīrārṇavaniketanaḥ | ādau vinodam avicchan svātantryenatmaṁ prabhuh || 3 apaḥ sṛṣṭvā svakāṁ vīrāṁ nidadhe tāsu cajvalam | hairanyam anāṁ ādam abhavat ravikoṭisamaprabham || 4 tasmād abhūt sva-ṇaṁ brahmā sarvalokapitāṁmaḥ | taṁ dṛṣṭvā bhagavān viṣṇur lokasṛṣṭyartham ādiṣat || 5.
the last of the Vyūhas serves as a link between the creation of the deities and that of the world.

But why is Aniruddha in particular related to Nārāyaṇa? Are not all Vyūhas manifestations of Nārāyaṇa?28 An answer can perhaps be found in the iconography. Here, the reclined deity with a lotus arising from his navel is generally considered to be Nārāyaṇa.29 From here it is only a small step to equate Aniruddha, a lotus arising from his navel, with this god.

God as promulgator

According to the Pāñcarātra tradition, its authoritative texts, the Śaṁhitās, were revealed by god himself. Almost every Śaṁhitā starts with a narrative (the so-called śāstrāvatāra story) which relates how, where, and to whom the teachings of the Pāñcarātra were revealed.30 These stories are closely related to the Nārāyaṇīya and adopt many of its motifs.31

According to the Nārāyaṇīya, the supreme god is Nārāyaṇa (identified with Viṣṇu and Hari32), and it is he who revealed the Pāñcarātra.33

---

28 Cf. fn. 12.
30 For a study of these śāstrāvatāra stories, see Oberhammer 1994.
32 E.g., in MBh 12.324.29-30.
33 MBh 12.326.100-101b: “Nārada again proclaimed this Mahopaniṣad, which was endowed with the four Vedas, which was made by means of Sāṁkhya and Yoga, which he (?) called ‘Pañcarātra’ [and] which was sung by Nārāyaṇa’s mouth.” (idam mahopaniṣadam caturvedasamanvītam | sāṁkhayogakṛtam tena pañcarātrānusādītam || nārāyaṇam-khodgītam nārado śrāvayat punah |); and 12.337.63-64b: “The knower of the entire Pañcarātra is the Venerable one himself. And in all these
In contrast, in the śastra-vatāra stories of the Pāñcarātra Samhitās, not much difference is made between Viṣṇu, Vāsudeva, and Nārāyaṇa. Although certain Samhitās state that it was Viṣṇu, Vāsudeva or Nārāyaṇa who promulgated the Pāñcarātra or the respective Samhitā, the various gods are frequently identified with one another.³⁴

In addition to being the promulgator of the Pāñcarātra, Nārāyaṇa also appears in some of the śastra-vatāra stories in another form, namely, as the son of Dharma. In the Nārāyaṇīya, Nārāyaṇa, together with his brothers Nara, Hari, and Kṛṣṇa, is a manifestation of the supreme Nārāyaṇa. He and Nara practise austerity (tapas) and teach the sage Nārada in the Badařī hermitage.³⁵ Some Samhitās allude to

³⁴ Viṣṇu is the promulgator of the Pāñcarātra according to JS 1.40c-48b (identified with the brahman, Acyuta, and Nārāyaṇa in JS 1.21c-23), AS 11.62c-65b (in the śastra-vatāra story, the deity actually teaching the AS is Śaṅkara, i.e., Śiva; see, e.g., AS 1.18), NārS 1.18 (identified with Vāsudeva), MārkS 1.22c-23b (identified with Nārāyaṇa in MārkS 1.16), BhaH 1.4. Vāsudeva is the promulgator according to SS 1.17c-18b (Vāsudeva is implied by cakrapāṇi according to Alaśūnga Bhaṭṭa’s commentary ad loc.; he is identified with Acyuta and Viṣṇu in SS 1.19), PāśaS 1.77 (ĪŚ 1.25), ĪŚ 1.54 (identified with Hari in ĪŚ 1.47), ViṣṇuS 1.22 and 31. Nārāyaṇa is the promulgator according to JS adhika pāṭha 1, ŚrīpṛṣS 1.44 (identified with Hari in ŚrīpṛṣS 1.35), ViṢ 1.70c-78 (identified with Hari in ViṢ 1.75), AnS 2.2. ParS 1.33c-34b calls the promulgator of the Pāñcarātra parama puruṣa. The promulgator of the LT is the goddess Śrī (LT 1.56-61). The PāḍS is revealed by Keśava (PāḍS jp 1.32). According to BhT 2.1-6, the Pāñcarātra was revealed by Hari, the BhT itself is proclaimed by Paraśūrāma.

³⁵ MBh 12.321.8-10b: “For Nārāyaṇa, the soul of the universe, who has four manifestations, the eternal one, was born as the son of Dharma—so my father told me—in former times, in the kṛtyugā in the svāyambhūva period, o great king, [namely,] as Nara, Nārāyaṇa, Hari, and Kṛṣṇa. Among these, both Nārāyaṇa and Nara, the imperishable ones, practised
these important personages known from the *Nārāyaṇīya*. In the NārS, for example, the sage Gautama, when visited by Nārada, says that the two ascetics Nara and Nārāyaṇa had predicted that Nārada would teach him.36

**Viṣṇu, Vāsudeva, and Nārāyaṇa in groups of deities**

As already indicated, in the Pāñcarātra tradition Viṣṇu, Vāsudeva, and Nārāyaṇa do not only appear as the supreme god, but are also included in various groups of deities who, in turn, are manifestations of the supreme god.

Vāsudeva is the first of the four Vyūhas, the others being Saṃkarṣaṇa, Pradyumna, and Aniruddha.37 Viṣṇu and Nārāyaṇa belong to the group of the twelve Vyūhāntaras. The Vyūhāntaras arise from the Vyūhas during pure creation. Keśava, Nārāyaṇa, and Mādhava originate from Vāsudeva; Govinda, Viṣṇu, and Madhusūdana from Saṃkarṣaṇa; Trīvikrama, Vāmana, and Śrīdhara from Pradyumna; and Hṛṣīkeśa, Padmanābha, and Dāmodara from Aniruddha.38 These twelve deities are also known as

austerity.” (nārāyaṇo hi viśvātmā caturmūrtiḥ sanātanaḥ | dharmatma-jaḥ sambabhūva pitaivaṁ me ’bhayabhāṣata || kṛte yuge mahārāja purā svāyambhuva ’ntare | naro nārāyaṇaḥ caiva hariḥ kṛṣṇas tathaiva ca || tebhyo nārāyaṇanarau tapas tepatur avyayau ||).

36 NārS 1.6-15b. Also, PārS 1.73c-74b ≈ IS 1.42 allude to Nara and Nārāyaṇa. BhT 1.10 mentions the *mahāyogin* Nārāyaṇa (for this designation of Nārāyaṇa, see also MBh 12.335.84 and 337.17).

37 For examples, see NārS 1.25c-46 or SanS *ir* 6.1-10 described above on pp. 219 ff. There are two concepts in the *Saṃhitās*: to consider Vāsudeva as one of altogether four Vyūhas, or to oppose Vāsudeva to the three Vyūhas Saṃkarṣaṇa, Pradyumna, and Aniruddha; see here Rastelli 2006: 284f., n. 875.

38 E.g., AS 5.46-49b. These twelve deities are identical with the first twelve of the 24 mūrtis whose origination is described in PādS *jp* 2.21-28. See also Rastelli 2006: 348–350.
the tutelary deities of the months (māśadhipa, māseśa) within the Pāñcarātra and also in other traditions, from which the Pāñcarātra probably adopted them.39

The twelve deities do not bear many individual features by which they can be distinguished from each other. One distinguishing feature is their difference in colour. According to most of the sources, Nārāyaṇa is visualised as being white; 40 the AS and the PādS describe him as being dark.41 Viṣṇu is described as being yellow42 or red43.

Nārāyaṇa is one of the 38 or 39 Vibhavas.44 The SS (12.136c-148 [≈ TS 24.328c-340]) describes him together with Nara, Hari, and Krṣṇa and thus identifies these Vibhavas as the four sons of Dharma known from the Nārāṇyā (see above, p. 226). According to the SS, Nara is devoted to recitation (japa), Nārāyaṇa to Yoga, Hari to the ritual (kriyā), and Krṣṇa to religious austerities (tapas). They are described as being red, white, golden, and dark.

Viṣṇu, Vāsudeva, and Nārāyaṇa belong to the nine mūrtis or nine Vyūhas. The nine mūrtis are Vāsudeva, Saṁkarśaṇa, Pradyumna, Aniruddha, Nārāyaṇa, Brahmā or Hayagrīva, Viṣṇu, Narasimha, and Varāha.45 According to AgniP 25.4c-5 (≈ GarP 1.11.37), their col-

40 PauśS 36.150, SS 8.58, PārS 23.73, ŚrīprśS 9.68.
42 AS 26.39, PādS kp 14.73, ŚrīprśS 9.68.
43 PauśS 36.156, SS 8.58, PārS 23.74. According to ViṣS 11.167c-168a, Viṣṇu is red or dark. The other distinguishing mark of the Vyūhāntaras is the different distribution of the four attributes of discus (cakra), mace (gadā), lotus (padma), and conch (śankha) among their four hands (see Rastelli 2006: 355–357).
44 On the number of the Vibhavas, see Rastelli 2006: 363–365.
45 E.g., PauśS 10.3-33, 33.4-13 (Brahmā), AgniP 25.1-5b, 49.10-19b (Brahmā), PādS kp 18.62d-63 (Hayagrīva), PārS 17.96c-99 (Hayagrīva). For further references, see Rastelli 2007: 200–202.
ours are like that of saffron (javā, AgniP) or white (sita, GarP) (Vāsudeva), the colour of dawn (aruniḥ), of turmeric (haridrā), blue (-nilā), dark (śyāma) (Nārāyaṇa), red (lohitā), like that of a (dark?) cloud (Viṣṇu), of fire, and yellow as honey (madhupiṅga). According to Hayaśīrṣapañcarātra 24 (parts of it ≈ AgniP 49.10-19b), Vāsudeva, having two arms, carries the conch (śaṅkha) and shows the va-radāmadrā (24.3-4b); Nārāyaṇa has four arms and carries a lotus, conch, mace, and discus (24.11 abc and 22.5c-6); and Viṣṇu has eight or four arms and also carries various attributes (24.17-19b).

Finally, Viṣṇu is part of the group of Mahāviṣṇu, Sadāviṣṇu, and Viṣṇu as described in SanS i r 6 (see p. 219).

As can generally be seen from the various groups of deities taught by the Pāñcarātra, the Pāñcarātra pantheon tends to include many deities or divine manifestations that are traditionally identified with Viṣṇu, and thus the Pāñcarātra incorporates many other traditions into its own. However, the mere fact that the three deities under discussion are also part of various groups does not give us much information, especially since almost no distinctive features of them are taught, with the exception of Nārāyaṇa as one of the Vibhavas that are Dharma’s sons.

However, one fact deserves closer attention, namely, the relation of the three deities to one another. When compared to Viṣṇu and Nārāyaṇa, Vāsudeva often holds a more prominent position. We find that it is Vāsudeva who is usually the starting point of pure creation. As the various divine manifestations arise during pure creation, Vāsudeva is also the origin of the deities appearing in the defined groups, and thus, if he is part of one of these groups, he takes the primary position among them.

God in rituals

The Pāñcarātra is a tradition in which the performance of rituals plays a major role. There are various kinds of rituals: among others, the daily ritual, regular or irregular temple festivals and processions (utsava), consecrations (pratīṣṭhā) of cult images and temples, initiations (dīkṣā), rites of reparations (prāyaścitta).
With regard to the question of this paper, the prescriptions of two kinds of rituals have been examined: the daily ritual and initiation rites. In the daily ritual, god is made present by means of mantras and mental visualisations in a suitable place and then gratified by means of various offerings and services. At particular moments during initiation rites, the initiate comes in close contact with god. Thus, one can examine whether specific names for god are used in certain sub-rites of these rituals or whether specific manifestations of god are made present.

To answer this briefly at the beginning: In both types of ritual it appears that generally no difference is made between Viṣṇu, Vāsudeva, and Nārāyaṇa.

I will give only one detailed example for each type of ritual: During the bath (snāna), which is the first element of the daily ritual, the bathing place is transformed into a viṣṇuṭīrtha, a bathing place in which Viṣṇu is present. The Jayākhyaṣamhitā uses the word viṣṇuṭīrtha several times (JS 9.28, 29, 32) and then describes the mental ritual by which such a viṣṇuṭīrtha is made: the whole universe is mentally incinerated and rid of water. The bathing place is then imagined as having the nature of the transcendent Viṣṇu. The worshipper visualises water falling onto the bathing place. Above the water he visualises Nārāyaṇa, through which the bathing place obtains the nature of Nārāyaṇa:

Then he should make the bathing place together with its water supreme by means of the two meditative fixations (dhāraṇā).\(^{36}\) By means of the ritual that is determined by the prescription, (35) he should fill the entire [universe] from the ādha-raśakti up to the sphere of [god’s] will (saṃkalpa) with fire that is covered in garlands of flames. (36) He should make the world without water and he should visualise the bathing place as the body of the transcendent (śānta) [god]. He should first make the [water], which resembles a dewdrop [in size and] which was [mentally] created

\(^{36}\) The phrase “two meditative fixations” indicates what is described in the following passage: the mental burning of an object and its mental recreation by showering it with water.
only in such an extent, descend again into the transcendent Viṣṇu consisting of consciousness. Then he should visualise that the torrent of the brahman, which has devoured streams and waves of water, has come forth by means of the sakti and falls impetuously, and he should fill the entire [universe] that resembles the moon up to the abode of the brahman. (37-39) By means of [these] steps of observation, he should first continually visualise this union of the entire [universe] with the nature [of god]. In its centre, he should offer a throne to the lord and visualise the lord Nārāyaṇa, who resembles ten million of moons, who is covered in a multitude of waves of pure nectar, who is powerful, richly endowed with a number of saktis, [and] who ejects nectar juice [from his mouth] on it, o Brahmin. If one performs it like this, the bathing place will have the nature of Nārāyaṇa.⁴⁷

Creating a viṣṇutīrtha by giving a bathing place the nature of Nārāyaṇa can only be understood if Viṣṇu and Nārāyaṇa are identical.⁴⁸

---

⁴⁷ JS 9.35-42: dhāraṇādvitayenātha tīrthasya sajalasya ca | paramiika-
raṇaṃ kuryād vidhidrṣtena karmanā | 35 ādhārāsaker ārabhya sankal-
paviṣayādhi | vahinin pūrayet sarvaṃ jvālāmālāvilena ca | 36 nīram 
mayaṃ jagat krtvā tīrthaṃ śāntatanaḥ smarer | śante samvinmaye viṣṇau 
bhāyas tad avatāraya ca | 37 niśāmbuṇAbsaṅkāṣam iyattākalpitam purā 
| smṛtvā saktiprabhāvena brahmasroto vinirgatan | 38 dhārākalolasa-
ṇīgasam patamānaṃ tu vagataḥ | ābrahmabhavanam sarvaṃ pūrayec 
chasīsannibham | 39 vilokanapadiś śaśvat saṅghataṃ tap tu bhāvayet 
| samaste prak svarūpeṇa tanmadhye tv āsanam prabhōḥ | 40 datvā tad-
upari brahman smaren nārāyaṇam prabhun | candrakoṭisamanmaṃ śud-
dhasudhādhārāganaūvrtam | 41 sāham śaktismūdhyam progrirdantam 
sudhārasam | evaṃ kṛte sati bhavet tīrtham nārāyaṇātmaṃ | 42.

⁴⁸ Other examples for the general identity of the three deities in the prescrip-tions of the daily ritual are JS 13.87d-89 (making Nārāyaṇa/Vāsu-deva present in one’s eyes in order to purify the offering implements by means of gazing [nirikṣaṇa]), LT 36.32c-33b (visualisation of Viṣṇu /Nārāyaṇa), NārS 2.16-17 (visualisation of Viṣṇu/Vāsudeva/Hari), PārS 6.227-229 (invitation of Vāsudeva/Hari), 6.367-368b (= PauśS 37.58cd and 31.65ab; bow to Hari/Viṣṇu), BhT 17.10 (invitation and worship of Vāsudeva in the fire), 17.58 (worship of Viṣṇu in the fire).
A ritual that is very often described in the context of initiation rites is the laying on of the so-called Viṣṇu hand (viṣṇuhausta). The initiating ācārya makes Viṣṇu present on his right hand, which he then places on the initiand’s head. This hand is always called viṣṇuhausta; it is never called vāsudevahasta or nārāyaṇahasta. The reason for this may be metrical or perhaps the term viṣṇuhausta became a sort of proper name for this ritual. The reason is probably not that Viṣṇu, in contrast to Vāsudeva or Nārāyaṇa, is implied. This can be seen in a verse from the Nārādīyasamhitā:

Then, at the end of the initiation, the guru should lay the Viṣṇu hand on [the initiand’s head], by which [the initiand’s] soul becomes identical to Vāsudeva.\(^49\)

---

The mantras of Vāsudeva, Nārāyaṇa, and Viṣṇu

I mentioned that generally no differences are made between Viṣṇu, Vāsudeva, and Nārāyaṇa in the prescriptions for the daily ritual. However, there are exceptions. The Śrīprasāṇasamhitā is such an exception. In its prescriptions for the daily ritual a differentiation is made between Viṣṇu, Vāsudeva, and Nārāyaṇa. In its daily ritual three different mantras are used: the twelve-syllable mantra (dvāda-

\(^49\) NārS 9.321: atha dīkṣāvasāne tu viṣṇuhaustaṃ dadet guruḥ | yena dat- tena bhavati vāsudevasamaḥ pumān || The reason why the initiand becomes identical to Vāsudeva is because the dvādaśāśaramantra is used. The whole ritual of laying on the viṣṇuhausta is described in NārS 9.321-344.

Other examples for the general identity of the three deities in the prescriptions of the initiation are JS 16.125cd (puspānjali for Viṣṇu), 16.198 and 276 (visualisation of Nārāyaṇa), 16.294c-296b (the initiand, having become identical with Viṣṇu, receives a stream from “Vāsudeva’s ocean”), 16.299c-300b (visualisation of Viṣṇu), NārS 9.24-26 (visualisation of Viṣṇu/Vāsudeva), ViśS 9.23 (Viṣṇu receives a part of the cooked food offering [caru]), 9.51 and 63 (Nārāyaṇa is visualised), BBS 1.5.67c-68b (by worshipping Nārāyaṇa one attains Hari), 1.5.90cd (the body of a Vaiṣṇava has the form of Viṣṇu himself).
śākṣaramantra): oṁ namo bhagavate vāsudevāya, the eight-syllable mantra (aṣṭākṣaramantra): oṁ namo nārāyaṇāya, and the six-syllable mantra (ṣaḍaṃbālaṃa): oṁ namo viṣṇave.

In the tantric traditions, to which the Pāñcarātra belongs, mantras are not mere linguistic formulas, but manifestations of god.⁵⁰ They have a linguistic form, such as the three mantras just mentioned, but also a visual form, which is often anthropomorphic.

Thus, the aṣṭākṣaramantra is not only a formula devoted to Nārāyaṇa, as its wording suggests, but it is also a manifestation of Nārāyaṇa. According to the ŚrīprśS, it is visualised in the following way:

He should visualise the all-pervading god Nārāyaṇa with four arms, having a noble body, being served by [his] weapons, discus and others, [in colour] resembling a dark cloud, with eyes longish like a lotus leaf, wearing yellow garments, being gentle, with earrings shining with jewels, adorned with a bracelet, a bracelet on the upper arm, a necklace and the kaustubha [jewel on his breast], that all are glittering, sitting on a lion throne made of jewels, accompanied by Śrī and Bhūmi, bestowing liberation to the one having resorted [to him].⁵¹

The dvādasākṣaramantra is a manifestation of Vāsudeva, and it is visualised as follows:

He should visualise the all-pervading Vāsudeva with two arms, lotus eyes, a body like a pure crystal, wearing a diadem and earrings, illustrious by means of a garland of forest flowers, with a śrīvatsa on his breast, gleaming, with a neck bent by the kaustubha [jewel], his breast

---

⁵⁰ On the nature of mantras in the Pāñcarātra, see Rastelli 1999a: 119–140.

⁵¹ ŚrīprśS 28.99c-102b: caturbhujam udārāṅgaṃ cakrādyāyudhasevitam || 99 kālameghapratikāśam padmapatrāyatekṣaṇam | pīḷāmbaraḥdharāṃ saumyaṃ ratnojvalitaṅkaṇḍalāṃ || 100 sphuratkaṭakakeyūrahārakauṣṭubhāṣīṣitam | ratnasimhaśasanāśīnaṃśrībhūmīsaiḥitaṃ vibhum || 101 dhyāyen nārāyaṇaṃ devaṃ śrītānāṃ muktidāyakam. See also the very similar description in ŚrīprśS 52.41c-44b.
occupied by Yogalakṣmī, as high as the highest, residing in supreme heaven.\textsuperscript{52}

The \textit{ṣaḍakṣaṇramaṇtra} is a manifestation of Viṣṇu. It is visualized as follows:

He should visualise the eternal Viṣṇu as dark like a cloud, with four arms, carrying the conch, the discus, and the mace, as the internal controller, the Lord, who glitters because of his diadem and other ornaments, the god who is accompanied by Śrī and Bhūmi, served by great \textit{rṣis} such as Sanaka and by many sages, sitting on a lotus seat.\textsuperscript{53}

Having prescribed the preparatory purification rites that always mark the beginning of the daily ritual, the ŚrīprśS describes the ritual placing (\textit{nyāsa}) of the āṣṭākṣara-, the \textit{dvādaśākṣara}-, and the \textit{ṣaḍakṣaṇramaṇtra} on the worshipper’s hands and the body, by which he is divinized (ŚrīprśS 28.74-96b). However, this does not mean that all three \textit{mantras} are used: only one is used, depending on which \textit{mantra} was installed in the image being used for worship.\textsuperscript{54}

\textsuperscript{52} ŚrīprśS 28.108c-110: \textit{dvibhujam puṇḍarikākṣam śuddhasphaṭikavigraham} \textbar{} 108 \textit{kiṅtakunḍaladalharaṁ vanamālāvirājitam} \textbar{} Śrīvatsavākṣa-
\textit{saṁ bhrājat kaustubhānatakanadharam} \textbar{} 109 \textit{yogalakṣmyā samākrānta-
bāhumadhyaṁ parāt param} \textbar{} \textit{param evyāṁ tiṣṭhantam vāsudevaṁ}
\textit{smared vibhum} \textbar{} 110. See also ŚrīprśS 52.19-20b.

\textsuperscript{53} ŚrīprśS 28.113d-115: \textit{dhyāyed viṣṇuṁ sanātanaṁ} \textbar{} 113 \textit{mehaśyāmaṁ caturbhāmuṁ śaṅkhacakra-
aḍādham} \textbar{} \textit{antaryāmināṁ śānāṁ kiṅtādi-
virājitam} \textbar{} 114 \textit{śrībhūmisaḥitaṁ devaṁ sanakādimaḥarṣibhiḥ} \textbar{} \textit{seviṁ}
\textit{śūrīndaiś ca padmāviṣṭaraṣaṁsthitam} \textbar{} 115.

\textsuperscript{54} See ŚrīprśS 28.73-74b: “O Ramā, at the pūjā, the guru should place exactly this \textit{mantra} on his body, which has been placed on the respective image among the images that are standing, sitting or have other forms at [its] consecration by the one possessing the \textit{mantra}.” (\textit{sṭhityāsanādibim-
\textit{bānāṁ pratiṣṭhānāṁ yathā rame} \textbar{} yena mantrenā yad bimbaṁ ya-
\textit{thānyastam ca mantrinā} \textbar{} 73 \textit{tanmantraṇaiva pājāyām ātmano ‘pi nyā-
sed guruh}). Also, according to SanS br 9.10-11, the \textit{nyāsa} by means of the \textit{dvādaśākṣara}- or the \textit{āṣṭākṣaṇramaṇtra} are alternatives.

ŚrīprśS 28.117-119b describes still another simpler alternative of placing these \textit{mantras} on the body, namely, placing them on the six
Having performed the *mantranyāsa*, the mental worship (*mānasayāga*) begins. Here, also, alternatives are given. For worship, Vāsudeva is visualised as having four arms—thus in a lower form than the Vāsudeva with two arms described above—and as accompanied by Yogalakṣmī or the god who is accompanied by Śrī and Bhūmi. This, as we have seen above, can refer to both Viṣṇu and Nārāyaṇa (*ŚrīprśS 28.125-128b*).

For the actual physical act of worship, which follows the mental worship, god is transferred from the main image (*mūlārcā*) to a vessel (*pātra*). The two-armed, luminous Vāsudeva present in the main image is asked to go to the vessel and thus, he changes his form. He becomes the four-armed Vāsudeva and has the colour of a dark cloud.56

The *ŚrīprśS* then describes how Viṣṇu and his consorts Śrī and Bhūmi are invited into vessels and worshipped.57 This, again, is probably an alternative to the invitation of Vāsudeva.

The prescriptions of the daily ritual of the *ŚrīprśS* are an example that shows us that although Vāsudeva, Nārāyaṇa, and Viṣṇu are often considered identical, they can also be distinguished from each other. The main means for determining their difference is the linguistic and visual form of their *mantras*. By means of the *dvādaśākṣara-*-, the *aṣṭākṣara-*-, and the *ṣaḍākṣaramantra* they can clearly be differentiated.

So let us now look at these *mantras*. What is their history? How are they used? And are there distinctive groups of followers of these *mantras*? At least the *dvādaśākṣara-* and the *aṣṭākṣaramantra* are

---

limbs (*ṣaḍāṅga*) of heart, head, tuft of hair (*śikhā*), cuirass (*kavaca*), eyes, and weapon (*astra*).

55 The *ŚrīprśS* follows the PādS’s teachings on the various divine manifestations (see above, p.228) as it is generally based on this text; cf. the list of parallel lines of these two texts in the edition of the *ŚrīprśS*, pp. lxvii–lxxxix.

56 *ŚrīprśS 28.182c-217*.

57 *ŚrīprśS 28.222-234b*. See also *ŚrīprśS 28.300c-301b*. 
not specific to the Pāṇcarātra. The dvādaśākṣaramantra and its wording are mentioned in the Baudhāyanagṛhyaśeṣasūtra (3.7.8). The aṣṭākṣaramantra is described in Nārāyaṇopaniṣad 3-4, which according to Young (2002: 86) is the earliest reference to it. They are also used in the Vaikhānasa and other Vaiśṇava traditions.\(^{58}\) I could not find any early reference for the ṣaḍaṅkṣaramantra, but perhaps it was also used very early and is not specific to the Pāṇcarātra.

In the Pāṇcarātra, the importance of these three mantras varies in the Saṁhitās. Let us look at the tradition’s texts in a chronological order.

In the Svāyambhuvaṉcaṇcarātra, one of the earliest extant Pāṇcarātra texts surviving in a Nepalese manuscript dated 1026 CE and presently being edited by Diwakar Acharya, the dvādaśākṣaramantra is the main mantra (mūlamantra).\(^{59}\) The aṣṭākṣaramantra is also mentioned once (SvP 8.38).

In the Jayottaratantra, also one of the early extant Pāṇcarātra texts surviving in Nepal and being edited by Diwakar Acharya, the three mantras under discussion are not mentioned at all. The main mantra (mūlamantra) of this text is om kṣīṁ kṣīḥ (Jayottaratantra 1.14-17). The Jayākhyasaṁhitā, which is based on the Jayottaratantra, teaches the same mūlamantra and expands it by a so-called mūrtimantra with the wording nārāyaṇāya viśvātmane hṛṁ svāhā (JS 6.62-69). The wording shows us that this mantra is a manifestation of Nārāyaṇa—although according to its visual form it is actually the four-faced Vaikuṇṭha—but it is not the aṣṭākṣaramantra. The JS mentions the aṣṭākṣaramantra in two places (JS 18.80, 22.40), but it does not play an important role in the text.

\(^{58}\) Colas 1996: 228. The aṣṭākṣaramantra is also frequently mentioned in the Prabhandham; see Hardy 1983: 471.

\(^{59}\) Svāyambhuvaṉcaṇcarātra 7.4. On the Svāyambhuvaṉcaṇcarātra, its date and its mantras, see also Sanderson 2009: 62–67. A text that is closely related to the Svāyambhuvaṉcaṇcarātra is the Devāṃtapaṉcaṇcarātra, which survives in a Nepalese manuscript probably from the 12th century (Sanderson 2009: 63, fn. 68).

\(^{60}\) See Jayottara 1.20-22 ≈ JS 6.73-76.
The Sātvatasamhitā teaches the worship of god in three forms of manifestation: as supreme god, as Vyūha, and as Vibhava. Accordingly, it teaches several mantric systems. The mantras for the Vyūhas in a particular form, namely in the waking state (jāgrat) in the order of reabsorption, are oṃ puṇḍṛṣaṇa namaḥ, oṃ satyāya namaḥ, oṃ acyutāya namaḥ, and oṃ bhagavate vāsudevāya namaḥ (SS 5.68c-79). The last mantra is the dvādaśaṅkṣaramantra, which is also mentioned several times in the ritual prescriptions of the SS. The aṣṭāṅkṣara- and the sadāṅkṣaramantra are not mentioned at all.

The Pauṣkarasamhitā (the third of the three jewels [ratnatraya] of the Pāṇcarātra) does not teach a specific mantric system, or a group of deities with one deity in its centre, that is specific to this text. So it is difficult to say what is considered to be the most important mantra of the PauṣS. However, the three mantras under discussion are mentioned several times.

The wording of the main mantra of the Paramasamhitā is also unclear. Chapter 6, which is devoted to the description of the various mantras important for the ParS, does not contain it. However, it also does not describe one of the three mantras under discussion, which shows that they are not the most important mantras for the ParS, although they are mentioned several times.

In the Lakṣmītantra and the Ahirbudhnyasaṁhitā, neither the three mantras, nor any one of them, are the main mantras. Nor are

---

61 For a detailed description of these mantric systems, see Rastelli 2006: 427–429.
62 Cf. for this form of the Vyūhas Rastelli 2006: 342–347.
63 E.g., SS 6.4, 106, 25.65, 107, 126, 165, 179, 343.
64 The JS, the SS, and the PauṣS are considered the three jewels (ratnatraya) of the tradition; see JS adhika pāṭha 2-3, PRR 47,7-9.
66 E.g., PauṣS 27.135-137, 37.57, 38.203, 41.129, 42.26, 143c-144, 43.162c-163b.
67 E.g., ParS 3.46, 54, 6.38, 16.38, 43, 50-51.
they mentioned very often. However, their importance is emphasised in a few passages of these texts.

The most important mantra of the LT is called tārikā. It is the syllable hṛiṃ and a manifestation of the goddess Lakṣmī. The mūlamantra of the AS is sahasrāra hum phañ (AS 18.34-39b), the mantra of Sudarṣana, the personification of Viṣṇu’s discus, which is the main deity of this text.

In a chapter that is devoted to the mantra oṃ, the LT writes that according to the injunction of the Pāṇcarātra, there are three padamantras of oṃ, namely, the śaḍakṣara-, the aśṭākṣara-, and the dvādaśākṣaramantra. To this, the LT adds a fourth padamantra, namely, the so-called jitaṅtemantra. These four mantras together with the mantra oṃ are called the vyāpakamantras, which may be understood as the mantras applicable everywhere (see below, p. 240).

---

68 LT 25.36c-38. The tārikā takes the place of the mūlamantra of the JS, from which the LT adopts its passages on the daily ritual. Compare, e.g., JS 11.10 (placing the mūlamantra on the thumb and the four goddesses Lakṣmī, Kīrtī, Jayā, and Māyā on the four other fingers) and LT 35.61-62b (placing the tārikā on the thumb and the four goddesses on the four other fingers).

69 See, for example, AS 28.27-28, which describes the invitation of Sudarṣana into the worshipper’s heart in order to worship him mentally.

70 A padamantra is a mantra that consists of several words (pada) (LT 21.14ab and commentary ad loc).

71 LT 24.67c-74: “In the prescription of the Pāṇcarātra, there are three padamantras of the [mantra oṃ], [namely,] viṣṇave namaḥ, namo nārāyaṇaṇa and namo bhagavate vāsudevāya. jitaṃ te puṇḍarikāṣa nāmās te viśvabhāvana | nāmās te ’stu hṛṣikeśa mahāpuruṣa pūrvajā | is the fourth padamantra of the pranava, o destroyer of strongholds. (...) Only the tāraka (i.e., oṃ) and the four [mantras] beginning with it are praised as the five vyāpakamantras in the Pāṇcarātra.” (padamanträś trayo ’sya syur vidhāne pāṇcarātrike | 67 viṣṇave nama ity evam namo nārāyaṇaṇa ca | namo bhagavate pūrvam vāsudevāya cety api | 68 jitaṃ te puṇḍarikāṣa nāmās te viśvabhāvana | nāmās te ’stu hṛṣikeśa mahāpuruṣa pūrvajā | 69 padamantraś caturthe ’yam pranavasya puraṃ-
The AS, which otherwise hardly mentions the mantras under discussion, describes yantras for the šaḍaḥṣara, the aṣṭākṣara-, and the dvādaśaṅkṣaramantra in great detail (AS 22.14c-48 and 23.1-14b). Further, it gives a long and detailed commentary of these three mantras from a Viśiṣṭādvaita Vedānta point of view in chapter 52.72

The Sanatkumārasaṃhitā is difficult to date. According to Smith (1975: 494), it is also “grouped among the ‘oldest’ works of the Pāñcarātrāgama”, as passages from it are quoted in Yāmuna’s Āgama-prāmāṇya (AP pp. 160f.). However, some parts that describe rituals that are rather characteristic for public worship in great temples, as given in later Saṃhitās,73 probably do not belong to the earliest portions of the Pāñcarātra text corpus. According to the SanS, there are two mūlamantras, the aṣṭākṣara- and the dvādaśaṅkṣaramantra.74

Now we come to the later Saṃhitās, which were all composed in South India and which are definitely orientated to public temple wor-

---

72 By the way, chapter 53 of the AS is devoted to a commentary on the jītantemana, the fourth padamantra of the LT. See for the vyāpakamantras also below, p. 236.

73 An example for this is the distinction between ekabhervidhi and balubhervidhi. In the former kind of worship, only one (the main) image is used for worship and ablutions; in the latter, not the main image, but an image especially meant for ritual worship (karmārcā) is used for worship and ablutions (SanS br 6.46c-49). Other examples are the great numbers of ablutions (snapana) described in SanS śr 8, or the temple procession (utsava) in SanS śr 9.

74 SanS br 9.10c-11b: “In this Tantra, Parameśthin taught that the main mantra is twofold, the eight-syllable [mantra] and then the twelve-syllable mantra.” (mūlamantra dvidhā praktas tantrte ’smin paramaṃśhinā || 10 aṣṭākṣara tato mantra dvādaśaṅkṣara eva ca ||). The wording of the two mantras is taught in the prose text following verse br 11.4cd; the wording of the aṣṭākṣaramantra is also described in SanS śr 2.56c-59. SanS śr 7.4c-7 teaches the mantric elements of deva, ṛṣi, and chandas for the two mantras (for these mantric elements, the concept of which derives from the Vedic Anukramaṇīs, cf. Rastelli 2006: 207–209).
ship in opposition to the earlier texts, which mainly describe individual worship. In almost all of these texts, one or two or all three of the mantras under discussion are *mūlamantras.*

In the *Nāradiyasanhitā* and the *Pārameśvarasanhitā,* the *mūlamantra* is the *dvādaśākṣaramantra.* On some occasions the *aṣṭākṣaramantra* is also mentioned, but it is not as important as the *dvādaśākṣaramantra.* The *ṣaḍākṣaramantra* is not mentioned at all in the NārS and only twice in the PārS; the *vyāpakamantras* also are mentioned twice, though it is not explicitly said which mantras apart from the *dvādaśākṣaramantra* belong to them.

The *mūlamantra* of the *Īśvarasanhitā* is the *aṣṭākṣaramantra.* It is in the forefront one of the three *vyāpakamantras:

Among all *viṣṇumantras,* three mantras are comprehensive (*vyāpakāḥ*). The first is the eight-syllable [mantra] of Nārāyaṇa, the second is the twelve-syllable [mantra] of Vāsudeva, [and] then [comes] the six-syllable [mantra] of Viṣṇu, O chiefs among the yogins. These three mantras are applicable to all manifestations (mūrti) [of god]. Therefore the other mantras have only the respective manifestation as their object. And all manifestations can also be worshipped by means of the three comprehensive (*vyāpakatritayena*) mantras. By means of the other mantras, only the respective manifestation can be worshipped. Therefore, the three comprehensive mantras are the best among all mantras.

---

75 For this shift from the earlier to the later *Saṃhitās,* see Rastelli 2006: 91–96.

76 See NārS 3.3-77 for a detailed description of the *dvādaśākṣaramantra* and its ritual worship (śādhana) in order to gain *siddhis,* 8.67ab, 9.259c-262; PārS 4.5cd, 24, 15.397ab; and Rastelli 2006: 425f.


78 PārS 10.25 (= PauṣS 42.166) and 19.437.

79 PārS 9.49 and 10.97.

80 *ĪS* 2.51cd, 62-68. The *aṣṭākṣaramantra* also plays an important role in the *māhāmya* of Nārāyaṇādri, the place to which the *ĪŚ* is affiliated (see below, pp. 247).
Among all three comprehensive [mantras], the eight-syllable mantra is the best one.\(^{81}\)

As seen by this statement, the ĪŚ mentions all three mantras quite often.\(^{82}\)

The Pādmasaṁhitā prescribes the performance of the daily pūjā by means of the aṣṭākṣara- or the dvādaśākṣaramantra (PādS cp 3.51). It even describes two different manḍalas for the worship of the one or the other mantra. The manḍala for the worship of the dvādaśākṣaramantra or Vāsudeva consists of a lotus with twelve petals and a wheel with twelve spokes on which several groups of deities, often consisting of twelve, are placed; Vāsudeva himself or the dvādaśākṣaramantra is placed on the twelve points (bindu) of the receptacle (kaṇṭikā) of the lotus. The manḍala for the worship of the aṣṭākṣaramantra or Nārāyaṇa consists of a lotus with eight petals and a wheel with eight spokes, on top of which groups of eight deities are placed.\(^{83}\)

The PādS devotes long passages to the dvādaśākṣara- and the aṣṭākṣaramantra (PādS cp 24.1-148b and 25), describing their wording, their mantric elements, and prescriptions to master them and to perform rituals for the obtaining of supernatural powers (siddhis). Especially the rites that can be performed after having

---

\(^{81}\) ĪŚ 23.52-56b: sarveṣu viṣṇumantreṣu mantrāḥ syur vyāpakās trayāḥ | ādyāṃ nārāyaṇaṁśātāṃ dvitiyaṁ dvādaśākṣaram || 52 vāsudevasya yo-gīndrās tato viṣṇuṣadāksaram | śādhāraṇās tv ime mantrās trayāḥ sar-vāsu mūrtisu || 53 anye tu manavas tatamārtimātrapāḥ hy atāḥ | vyāpakritayenāryāḥ sarvā api ca mūrtayah || 54 mantrair anyais tu sam-pūjyās tattanmārtaya eva hi | tasmāt sarveṣu mantreṣu vyāpakritayaṁ varam || 55 triṣv āpy esu vyāpakeṣu mantro hy aṣṭākṣaro ’dhikāḥ |. See also ĪŚ 21.461. ĪŚ 19.287 speaks of five vyāpakamantras headed by the aṣṭākṣaramantra.

\(^{82}\) aṣṭākṣaramantra: e.g., ĪŚ 1.66, 2.51, 68, 5.105, 6.69, 10.198; dvādaśākṣaramantra: e.g., ĪŚ 15.377, 16.14, 37, 68, 103, 160; śaḍākṣaramantra: e.g., ĪŚ 16.69, 19.866.

\(^{83}\) PādS cp 7.65-81b. PādS cp 7.81c-82b mentions a further manḍala for the worship of the 24 mūrtis on 24 lotuses. SanS ir 4.33 also mentions a vāsudeva- and a nārāyaṇaṁanḍala.
mastered the <i>āṣṭākṣaramantra</i> show that this mantra has taken over the place of the <i>mūlamantra</i> of the JS. Many rites that the JS describes as performable after having mastered the <i>mūlamantra</i> are described as being performed with the <i>āṣṭākṣaramantra</i> in the PādS.<sup>84</sup> The <i>ṣaḍaḥṣaramantra</i> is mentioned only once in the PādS (kp 28.111). Thus, its role is not important in this text. 

The <i>Viśvāmitrasaṃhitā</i> and the <i>Śrīpraśnasamhitā</i> have close relations to the <i>Pādamasamhitā</i>.<sup>85</sup> In the ViśS, using the <i>āṣṭākṣara</i>- or the <i>dvādaśākṣaramantra</i> in the daily <i>pūjā</i> are also alternatives,<sup>86</sup> and this text also describes a <i>vāsudevamanḍala</i> and a <i>nārāyaṇamaṇḍala</i> (ViśS 15.61-73b and 73c-77<sup>87</sup>). Here, the <i>ṣaḍaḥṣaramantra</i> is not mentioned even once.

The ŚrīprśS has already been discussed. In comparison to the other <i>Saṃhitās</i> it is interesting that here the role of the <i>ṣaḍaḥṣaramantra</i> in the daily <i>pūjā</i> is equal to that of the other two mantras.

Now let us summarize what we know about the various <i>Saṃhitās</i>: Among the earliest extant <i>Saṃhitās</i>, which probably have their origin in North India, only the <i>Vāyambhuvaṃcarātra</i> teaches the <i>dvādaśākṣaramantra</i> as <i>mūlamantra</i>. In the <i>Jayottaratantra</i> and the “three jewels” (with the exception of the <i>dvādaśākṣaramantra</i> for a

---

<sup>84</sup> E.g., the rites for the neutralisation of poison (JS 26.22-24b, PādS cp 25.254-256), subjugation (<i>vaśikaraṇa</i>) of other beings (JS 26.24c-30, PādS cp 25.102-120), attainment of prosperity (<i>pūṣṭi</i>) (JS 26.51-55, PādS cp 25.214c-218), the attainment of a magic sword (<i>khadga</i>) (JS 26.60-63, PādS cp 25.156c-168b) or of a magic pill (<i>gulikā</i>) (JS 26.67-72b, PādS cp 25.183c-187b).

<sup>85</sup> For the ViśS see, e.g., its prescription for the initiation (<i>dīkṣā</i>) in chapter 9, which is probably based on PādS cp 2. For the ŚrīprśS, see fn. 55.

<sup>86</sup> E.g., ViśS 10.69. The wording, mantric elements, etc. of the two mantras are described in ViśS 6.28c-69 and 7.1-23b.

<sup>87</sup> Although this passage does not contain any lines that are literally identical with lines from the PādS passage describing these <i>maṇḍalas</i> (cp 7.65-81b), the two passages are quite similar. Thus it is likely that the ViśS passage is based on that of the PādS.
particular Vyūha form in the SS) none of the three mantras under discussion are the mūlamantra. In the ParS88, the LT and the AS they are not the mūlamantra either, although great importance is attached to all three mantras in the latter two texts. The SanS teaches the aṣṭākṣara- and the dvādaśākṣaramantra as mūlamantras, and in many of the later South Indian Sanhitās which are oriented to public temple worship, at least one of these two mantras is the mūlamantra. Except for the ŚrīprśS, the ṣaḍaśramantra is far from having the same importance as the two other mantras.

The Svāyambhuvapañcarātra shows us that the dvādaśākṣaramantra was used in the Pāñcarātra already quite early, but on the basis of the other early Sanhitās, we see that it was not the mūlamantra for all Pāñcarātrins. The LT and the AS have a lot in common. Both are influenced by the Kashmirian Śaivism and the Viśiṣṭādvaita Vedānta, and some passages agree verbatim.89 In its ritual prescriptions the LT is based on the JS,90 while the AS shows some similarities with the SS.91 This means that they are ritually influenced by texts that probably have their origin in North India.92 The LT and the AS

88 According to Czerniak-Drożdżowicz 2003: 29, the ParS may have been composed in South India.


90 The descriptions of the daily ritual in LT 34.92c-40.119 and JS 9-15 are quite similar; see also Gupta 1972: XVIIIf.

91 In both texts god is worshipped on various āsanas (SS 6.2-75, AS 28.29c-79b), which is not described in other early texts such as the JS or the PauṣS. Generally, the AS is partly based on the SS. In AS 5.59, e.g., it explicitly refers to the SS (see also Rastelli 2006: 362, fn. 1144).

92 Many scholars think that the early Pāñcarātra Sanhitās have their origin in North India (see, e.g., Gonda 1977: 54–56), but convincing proofs are still pending (cf. also Sanderson 2001: 35). For a collection of data that could point to a North Indian origin of the JS see Rastelli 1999a: 25–27. To these data one should add that manuscripts of the JS have been found in Nepal (see Sanderson 2009: 67, fn. 77).
themselves, however, were probably composed in South India.\footnote{Both texts offer interpretations of mantras from the Yajurveda in the Taittirīya recension, which was prevalent in South India (Sanderson 2001: 38).}

Could it be that the importance of aṣṭākṣara- and the ṣaḍaṅgavimarṣa- increased in these texts under the influence of South Indian traditions? We know that the aṣṭākṣarāmantra was used by the Ālāvārs (see fn. 58), and in the Viśiṣṭādvaita Vedānta, it became important after Rāmānuja, as can be seen, for example, in Parāśara Bhaṭṭa’s commentary on it in the Aṣṭaśloki.\footnote{See Young 2007: 185. According to Lakshmīthathachar (ĪŚ2009, vol. 2, p. 81, fn. 13), the aṣṭākṣarāmantra is the only mūlamantra of the Rāmānu- ja school.}

The LT mentions people who are, among other things, devoted to the aṣṭākṣara-, dvādaśākṣara- and ṣaḍaṅgavimarṣa- (LT 17.19c-20), in a chapter that deals with prapatti, taking refuge in god, even if Oberhammer (2004: 137f.) is right that it does not have its origin in the Viśiṣṭādvaita Vedānta tradition. It is probably of South Indian provenance.

So, it is easily possible that the aṣṭākṣarāmantra became more important on account of the influence of South Indian traditions worshipping Nārāyaṇa. But how can we explain the increase of importance of the dvādaśākṣarāmantra and, to a lesser degree, of the ṣaḍaṅgavimarṣa- in the later texts?

Let us look at the groups that prefer to use one of these mantras, which may give us a hint as to how to answer this question.

Some Saṃhitās teach the division of the Pāṇcarātra into four Siddhāntas: Āgamāsiddhānta, Mantrasiddhānta, Tantrasiddhānta, and Tantrāntarasiddhānta. In this context, siddhānta means sub-tradition. This means that there are four sub-traditions of the Pāṇcarātra.\footnote{For a detailed description of the four Siddhāntas, see Rastelli 2006: 185–251.}
Age of Indian mythical chronology. The Ekāyanas, as they are also called, do not undergo an initiation (dīkṣā) but they have the authority (adhikāra) to perform the ritual from childhood. They worship Vāsudeva and his four Vyūhas, and their most important mantra is the dvādaśākṣaramantra.\(^{96}\) One Saṃhitā written by an Āgamasiddhāntin is the PārS,\(^{97}\) and in this case, the mūlatexmantra is indeed the dvādaśākṣaramantra (see above, p. 239), which supports the theoretical statements of the texts.

The Mantrasiddhānta is described in different ways in the PārS and the PādS, but the description of the PādS, which itself belongs to the Mantrasiddhānta,\(^{98}\) makes clear that it is in close association with Vedic traditions. Its followers not only belong to the Pāñcarātra, but also to a Vedic school (śākhā).\(^{99}\) According to the PādS (cp 21.25c-29), they worship the two-armed Vāsudeva without his Vyūhas, and using Vedic mantras (trayīmantra).

The Bhārgavatantra, which is partly based on the PādS,\(^{100}\) describes two kinds of Pāñcarātrins, which it refers to as either “pure” (śuddha) or “mixed” (miśra) ones. The pure ones belong to the Ekāyanaveda, the mixed ones to the Vedas. The mantra of the first is the dvādaśākṣaramantra, that of the second the aṣṭākṣaramantra (24.17-18). Although the BhT, which belongs to the second group, i.e. the Mantrasiddhānta,\(^{101}\) describes the persons affiliated with its own sub-

---


\(^{97}\) See Rastelli 2006: 251f.

\(^{98}\) See PādS \textit{jp} 1.86cd: “Among these, the Mantrasiddhānta called Pādma is set forth.” (teṣv ayaṃ mantrasiddhāntah pādmasamjñāḥ bhidhiyate \(\|\)) and the PādS’s description of the Mantrasiddhānta in PādS \textit{cp} 21.2-29 (on the latter passage, see Rastelli 2006: 229–233).


\(^{100}\) See, e.g., BhT 24.19–20 \(\approx\) PādS \textit{cp} 21.36–38b. Compare also BhT 24.22 and PādS \textit{cp} 21.43.

\(^{101}\) According to BhT 24.22-29, only the persons affiliated with the Veda (traividyā) have the authority (adhikāra) to perform ritual worship for others (parārtha). BhT 24.23 calls such persons \textit{mantrasiddhāntaniṣṭha}. In its description of the Siddhāntas (22.88-93), the BhT describes the
tradition in a very idealised way, one of their characteristics is informative for us: “He considers himself a remnant (śeṣa) and the supreme god the owner of the remnant (śeṣin).” This shows clearly that the miśra not only belongs to the tradition of the Pāñcarātra and the Vedic orthodoxy, but also to the Viśiṣṭādvaita Vedānta, just as Yāmuna did, for example.

We have little information about the Tantra- and the Tantrāntara-siddhānta. The followers of the Tantrasiddhānta worship the nine mūrtis (see above, p. 227); they have given up the Veda and follow only the Tantra. They use the dvādaśākṣara- and other mantras. The Tantrāntarasiddhāṅtins worship god in one of his other manifestations, e.g., as one of the Vibhavas. They belong to both the Tantrāntarasiddhānta and the Veda.

What can we conclude from this information? The dvādaśākṣara-mantra is related with “non-Vedic” traditions. It belongs to the Āgamasiddhānta, following the Ekāyanaveda, and to the Tantrasiddhānta, whose followers “have given up the Veda”. The aṣṭākṣara-mantra, according to the Bhārgavatantra, is a characteristic of the Veda-oriented group. Thus, a hasty conclusion may be that the importance of the aṣṭākṣaramantra was increased by the influence of Pāñcarātric groups, who also belonged to Vedic traditions, such as the representatives of the Viśiṣṭādvaita Vedānta. As a reaction to this, the groups belonging to the Ekāyanaveda, and thus being outside the Vedic orthodoxy, may have emphasised the dvādaśākṣara-mantra devoted to Vāsudeva. The ṣaḍaṅkṣaramantra then may have been formed in analogy to the two other mantras in order to also have a manifestation of Viṣṇu—we do not know by which group.

Mantrasiddhānta in the first place, which also indicates its preference for it.

102 BhT 24.11ab: ātmānaḥ manyate śeṣaḥ śeṣinam paramesvaram.

103 For the concept of śeṣa and śeṣin, describing the relationship between soul and gold, which is characteristic for the Viśiṣṭādvaita Vedānta, see, e.g., Carman 1974: 147–157.

104 See Rastelli 2006: 218f. or 2003: 9 (based on Neve 1977: 35f.).
closer look at other texts shows us, however, that it was not as simple as that. The PādS—the author of its main part is also a representative of the Mantrasiddhānta—does not emphasise the aṣṭākṣaramantra in contrast to the dvādasākṣaramantra. According to it, the dvādasāk-

ṣaramantra is a characteristic of the Āgamasiddhānta, but the PādS itself does not show a preference for the aṣṭākṣaramantra. Further, according to the PādS, it is Vāsudeva and not Nārāyaṇa who is worshiped by the Mantrasiddhāntins.

Concerning the ĪŚ, the Saṃhitā whose mūlamantra is the aṣṭākṣara-

ramantra, the situation is different again. In its description of the Siddhāntas (ĪŚ 21.560-581b), the Āgamasiddhānta takes the first place. In a story told in chapter 21, the five sages Śaṇḍilya, Aupagā-

yana, Mauṃjyāyana, Kauśika, and Bharadvāja are taught the Ekāya-

naveda by Viṣṇu in the kṛtayuga. Later the Ekāyanaveda disappeared, and the Saṃhitās were revealed. After that, Śaṇḍilya and the others performed their worship according to the prescriptions of the Sātvatasamhitā, and they initiated pupils from their own families who studied the Vedic kānvi śākhā and were devoted to the Veda and Vedānta. After initiation they were qualified for worship for their own purposes and those of others.105 The SS is equated with the Mantrasiddhānta.106 That means that these pupils were followers of the Mantrasiddhānta, affiliated with the tradition of the Pāñcarātra and a Vedic school, just as described in the PādS. The relation of such a sub-tradition with the aṣṭākṣaramantra matches what was said above. However, the ĪŚ also relates the aṣṭākṣaramantra to the Ekāya-

naveda. Chapter 20 of the ĪŚ contains a māhātmya of Nārāyaṇaḍri (Tirunārāyaṇapuram temple, Melkoṭe), the place to which the ĪŚ is affiliated, which narrates how it came about that Nārāyaṇa is present there. In this māhātmya, the aṣṭākṣaramantra plays an eminent role: it is the means by which Nārāyaṇa enables Brahmā to create the world, and by which Nārāyaṇa is subsequently worshipped by Brahma-


106 The same passage of ĪŚ 20.198c-203 describing the SS (see fn. 109) is re-used in the description of the Mantrasiddhānta in ĪŚ 21.571-576b.
mā. Later Brahmā taught the āṣṭākṣaramantra and also the Mūlaveda, i.e., the Ekāyanaveda, to his son Sanatkumāra (ĪS 20.196-197c). From the Mūlaveda, the Sātvatasamhitā came into existence.

Let us recapitulate all the relations and equations outlined thus far. Nārāyaṇādri is a place in which Nārāyaṇa is manifest and worshipped. Nārāyaṇa is manifested through the āṣṭākṣaramantra. The ĪS is affiliated to Nārāyaṇādri and (therefore?) teaches the āṣṭākṣaramantra as its mūlamantra. The ĪS is also affiliated to the SS, which is equated with the Mantrasiddhānta which arose from the Mūlaveda.

The author(s) of the ĪS, despite being related to the Mantrasiddhānta, held the Āgamasiddhānta or Ekāyanaveda/Mūlaveda in high esteem for reasons we do not know at present. This can be concluded from the description of the Āgamasiddhānta as the first among the Siddhāntas and by the emphasis of the origin of the Mantrasiddhānta in the Āgamasiddhānta. Another clue is the fact that the Pārameśvarasamhitā, a text belonging to the Āgamasiddhānta, served as a model for the ĪS. By relating the āṣṭākṣaramantra, its own mūlamantra, to the Mūlaveda/Ekāyanaveda/Āgamasiddhānta, the ĪS es-

---

107 ĪS 20.129-134b, 156, 178, 181.
108 Mūlaveda is another name for ekāyanaveda, see, e.g., ĪS 1.18c-25 (18d ≈ PārS 1.32d, 19 ≈ PārS 1.57c-58b, 20-22b ≈ PārS 1.33-35b, 22c-25 ≈ PārS 1.74c-77) and Rastelli 2006: 157f.
109 See ĪS 20.197d-203. This passage does not explicitly say that it is the Sātvatasamhitā which arises from the Mūlaveda, but the description of the text arising from it fits very well to the Sātvatasamhitā. For an explanation of this, see Rastelli 2006: 227–229 (here PārS 19.533c-538 is dealt with, which is a parallel of ĪS 20.198c-203).
110 By contrast, according to the PādS, the Mantrasiddhānta does not arise from the Āgamasiddhānta; see PādS cp 21.2-13 and Rastelli 2006: 229.
111 Cf. Rastelli 2006: 59. The ĪS borrowed many passages from the PārS. See, e.g., ĪS 3.1 ≈ PārS 6.1; 3.2-4 ≈ PārS 6.8-10; 5c-6b ≈ PārS 6.20; 7-12b ≈ PārS 6.21c-26; 12c-19b ≈ PārS 6.28c-35b; 20-21b ≈ PārS 6.41c-42. See also the parallel passages in ĪS 1 and PārS 1 presented in Rastelli 1999b: 82f. and Matsubara 1994: 28–30.
establishes a link in its own tradition to the Ekāyanaveda that it originally may not have had. In conclusion, we can say that there is still much to reveal about the history of the three mantras expressing Vāsudeva, Nārāyaṇa, and Viṣṇu, and their way into and development within the Pāñcarātra. The examples from the various Saṃhitās, however, show us that there cannot be one valid explanation for all the Saṃhitās, but that complex processes dependent on the individual environment of each Saṃhitā must have taken place.

Let us now summarize the results of our examinations. The question of whether Viṣṇu, Vāsudeva, and Nārāyaṇa are completely identified in the Pāñcarātra Saṃhitās or whether they still preserve distinct features cannot be answered in the same way for all contexts. In the descriptions of pure creation there are two tendencies that teach either Vāsudeva or Viṣṇu-Nārāyaṇa as their most supreme source. In the śāstrāvatāra stories no difference is made between the three gods. Being parts of various sets of deities, they are differentiated but not with very distinct features. In rituals, the early Pāñcarātra texts do not make a difference between the three gods either, but a gradual differentiation between them by means of their mantras became popular, probably under the influence of other traditions, which is in itself a subject for future research.
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On the dialectic of language and mysticism
in Vāmanadatta’s Saṃvitprakāśa*

The name of God is a remarkable phenomenon. In it, the problem of “religion”¹ but in consequence also the difference between “religion” and theology as well as their mutual interaction are gathered as the light at the focal point of a lens. The name of God is, on the one hand, a symbol of God and a linguistic sign of His identity, in contradistinction to the gods of other traditions; occasionally, as for example in Hinduism, it is also historical evidence for the transformation of the manner in which God is experienced within one’s own tradition. On the other hand, the name is the way of addressing God while speaking to Him and thus it is no longer a sign, but an expression of the subject’s relationality towards transcendence and in this way it is a religious act as such, in which the phenomenon of “religion”, together with the his-

* I would like to thank Professor Raffaele Torella for his kindness expressed in allowing me to use his new, unpublished critical edition of the SPra (prakaraṇas I-IV, 54) so that I could use an essentially improved text of Vāmanadatta. In all original quotations from the SPra I introduce (T) in the body of the text whenever I follow the version of Raffaele Torella. Printing mistakes of Mark S.G. Dyczkowski’s edition are not accounted for here.

I would like to express my deep gratitude to my colleague Halina Marlewicz, who took the effort to translate the German version into English.

The German version of this article was published under the title Monistische Gotteslehre und Spiritualität Vāmandattas. Ein religionshermeneutischer Versuch. [Publications of the de Nobili Research Library, Occasional Paper 9]. Wien 2016, pp. 9–25.

¹ The term “religion” is to mean the religion in its existential dimension and not as a socio-cultural phenomenon.
toricality of human mind, becomes discernible. As such it holds within, as it were, a germ of the whole experience of the tradition and the relation to transcendence as it is realized in that very tradition. It is the “seed” because, as the actual expression, it is conditioned by the particular existential situation of the subject and his historically actualized integration in the Memoria of his tradition, and so the relationality of the subject through this Memoria can be enriched or constricted in accordance with the current circumstances.

What is notable and crucial for the religious hermeneutics is that it is only through this verbalization, held as a seed within the act of “addressing by name” and put into language as a theological articulation of faith, that transcendence acquires its “face” and can be encountered as a “mythical presence” in the religious act. That this face is not “idolatrically” alienated results from the evocative nature of addressing God, due to which transcendence, in spite of its “mythic familiarity”, is encountered without being appropriated and thus taken for granted.

Formerly I have called this phenomenon of the verbalization of transcendence a “mythisation”, and was surprised to find a similar idea in Vāmanadatta’s Saṃvitprakāśa with a different function and therefore with a different significance.

Vāmanadatta, probably an older contemporary of Abhinavagupta, is, much like the latter, a monist as far as his ontological standpoint is concerned. Regarding his religious affiliation, however, he is a Vaiṣṇava and a Pāñcarātrin. In fact, in many Saṃhitās of the Pāñcarātra one finds a tendency towards monism, in the sense of an attempt to effectively combine the dimension of the divine and the worldly existence of the practitioner (sādhaka), or else the manifoldness of the world and the one transcendent God. It is this unarticulated, latent, in a manner of speaking, monism that Vāmanadatta seeks to apprehend and argue for in his philosophical-theological reflection, the Saṃvitprakāśa (=SPr). The available text of the Saṃvitprakāśa begins with the fundamental observation:


In the form of subject (vedakarūpeṇa) and object (vedya-), due to [their] inner and outer state (vyavasthā), this conceptual representation (saṃkalpah) the nature of which is to differentiate (bheda-), makes this [transcendental being] manifold (vibhedayati).

This [in itself] is neither outside nor inside, nor in the object of knowledge, nor in the subject, neither between, nor in the middle. This is [something] totally other.

What is inaccessible for the conceptual representations (vikalpa-), undistorted (akadarthita-) by words and unaffected by conditioning circumstances (upādhi-), this I praise as the highest abode of Viṣṇu [=Viṣṇu’s presence] (vaiṣṇavam padam).

Despite the missing beginning, in which this tat must have been specified, these three verses do implicitly contain some decisive ideas. The reality of Viṣṇu—which in the text is only evoked without being mentioned as such—is inaccessible to the knowledge of men (saṃkalpa). This knowledge is by nature representative and substantiates itself in language, because the nature of language is necessarily differentiating. One cannot say that this reality is determined by external circumstances (upādhi) by which it can be apprehended, as other systems teach. Also one cannot equate it with the subject of cognition, and even

---

4 SPr I, 1-3: vedyavedakarūpeṇa bahirantaryavasthayā | bhedapradhānasamkalpo vibhedayati tat tathā∥ 1∥ na tād antar na tād bāhye na vedye vedake na ca | nāmatarā na ca madhye 'pi sarvathāpi tād anyahā∥ 2∥ yad vikalpair anākrāntaṃ yac chabdair akadarthitam | yad upādhibhir amlānam naumi tad vaiṣṇavam padam∥ 3∥.

5 Reasons: the reference to tat is missing; the SPr I, 136 speaks of 160 verses (śaṣṭyuttaraṃ ślokaśatam). In fact, only 137 are extant and the rest are missing.

6 In the 3rd chapter, Vāmanadatta, in the context of the representations, speaks of the idea of vikalpaśabdaḥ. See SPr III, 3: vikalpaśabdolokārthapasiddhyā na hi sārthakaḥ | kim tu śāstraprasiddhyaiwa sa cāmin apratiṣṭhitā∥ 3∥; III, 8: vikalpaśabdasayāye kim śabdhā paryayatāṃ gataḥ | sā vā teṣāṃ yad etasya teṣāṃ caikarhatocyte∥ 8∥; III, 10: vikalpaśabdavatvam vācyam yadi kīcita prakalpayet | itare 'pi tadartham na nārthavantaḥ kathāṃ kile∥ 10∥; III, 18: yāvad vikalpaśabdasaya kaś c id artho na sādhitaḥ | tāvad viśeṣaṇaṃ nāyaṇaḥ sabdamātro nīrarthakaḥ∥18∥.
less can it be found in any external object. It is something totally other (sarvathāpi tad anyathā), even if Vāmanadatta subsequently remarks the following in verse 5:

Everyone knows [one’s own] essential form (svarūpam). The highest (paraḥ) [however] is not an object of cognition of anyone (jñeyo na kasya cid). You are the very own essential form which is omnipresent (sarvagam-); by you all this [whole] world is permeated.7

The reality of Viṣṇu, though evoked here, just as it also was in the first extant ślokas of the Saṃvitprakāśa, remains beyond human cognition. Even if it can be thought of as pervading the whole world, it is accessible only as the awareness of psychic phenomena which in the 5th verse is understood as the form (svaṃ rūpam) of the Highest. Human thought can capture the reality of Viṣṇu only in the mode of a representation determined by language, “distorted” due to its distinguishing character. Therefore, Vāmanadatta’s conceptuality opens itself for the spiritual dimension of an existential meditation as an approach to the experience of the transcendental absolute. This experience is not possible in the system of (conceptual) representations, but only in the immediate experience of one’s own self, with the attention focused on the depths of the “self-awareness” (“Bei-sich-sein”), always being emptied of representations and concepts. Unfortunately, Vāmanadatta never speaks more extensively about such a meditation, yet he does mention levels of the reality that can obviously characterize the decisive moments of the meditation, and therefore offer clues for its understanding.

With regard to you, Lord, [the following] levels of the resting stages (viśramabhūmayaḥ) of the meditating subject are taught: || 86cd ||

First there is the real one (vastu), then the [phenomenal] being (bhāvah); afterwards the object (arthaḥ) and then the activity (kriyā). In this way, that which is primarily intended by you (īpsitatama) is acting, || 87 ||

7 SPr I, 5: sarvah svarūpaṁ jānāti paro jñeyo na kasyacit | rūpaṁ svaṁ sarvagam ca tvam tvayedam pūritam jagat | 5 || Elsewhere (SPr I, 15ab) Vāmanadatta clarifies: “By you all this is pervaded. In you everything is founded.” tvayā sarvam idaṁ vyāptam tvayi sarvam idaṁ sthitam |
because this fourfold form (rūpam) ends, in the case of every [phenomenal] being, with the activity. Hence you, being one of the fourfold nature (caturātmā), having permeated (āvṛtya) everything, are present.

Unfortunately, the text is basically just an enumeration of terms that are not further explained. Yet it is important not only because we get to know something about the way this meditation is experienced, but also because—for Vāmanadatta—it seems to have a spiritual importance. Firstly, the text shows—by the locative singular of the one addressed (tvayi), the object of meditation—that this is not a theoretical consideration, but should rather be seen in the perspective of religious existence and in this way, it serves as the subject’s effort towards salvation. Thus, this addressing also establishes a relation between the four levels of meditation and the reality of Viṣṇu himself. The levels can be understood as monistic-idealistic interpretations of the four manifestations of Viṣṇu (vyūha) in the process of creation.

It is further noticeable that these four levels of meditation not only represent progressive stages of the meditating subject’s consciousness, but that they are also phenomenal aspects of reality. These levels, however, can be understood in the perspective of Vāmanadatta’s monism of consciousness as the phenomena of divine consciousness, and therefore they substantiate his ontological view. By enumerating these levels, the text conveys a certain insight into how the world and its beings are constituted in a transcendental-idealistic manner as the phenomena of consciousness and through a hierarchical sequence of the levels, which undoubtedly appear one after another in a temporary sequence. They allow us to understand a certain direction of the meditative effort as well as the dynamism of the meditative “deconstruction” of these phenomena in the enumerated sequence. Thus, the decisive concept is obviously bhāva-, appearing in the sentence between the

---

8 SPr I, 86cd-88: tvayy etāḥ kathitā nātha dhiyāyivivṛāmabhūmayaḥ 86 || vastu pūrvaṃ tato bhāvaḥ paścād arthas tataḥ kriyā | tayā yad īpsitata- tam tava tat karmasamjñītām || 87 || kriyāntaṃ sarvabhāveṣu cāturūp- yam idaṃ yataḥ | caturātmā tvam eko ’tah sarvam āvṛtya tiṣṭhasi || 88 ||. (T)
final real (vastu) and the artha-, obviously the “thing”, which represents the beings of the world.

It is hardly by chance that Vāmanadatta characterizes the transition from the real being (vastu) to the worldly object (artha-) by this concept (bhāva-), which, as different from the concept of being, implies the aspect of becoming and—in the context of transcendental monism—is to be understood in the sense of becoming present in the consciousness. The concept of bhāva- implies the transcendental conditioning of the object-perception by linguistic representations, and connects this concept with the response in the consciousness of the subject, aside from its closeness to the concept of bhāvanā (“making present”), and its technical sense of the primary meaning of the verbal root in grammar.\(^9\) In the context of our quotation, the concept of bhāva- can only mean the transcendental structure of language-determined thinking, by which the reality (vastu), monistically understood in the cognition, becomes the phenomenal being. In our everyday consciousness it is perceived as the object (artha-).

Elsewhere Vāmanadatta expresses this distinction of the subject and object of cognition in the following way, emphasizing clearly the aprioric function of language:

Only the power of the language (vākprabhāvaḥ) as such divides that which is in itself undivided into real objects, due to the fact that it has to be used [by language]. \(^7\)

Just as the [word-]division in the expression “the head of Rahu” is not real (vastavaḥ), in the same way the linguistic distinction as something to be known (vedyatve bhedaśābdāḥ) in the case of Ātman is not real. \(^8\)

Just in the way one takes the external form located in the eye [i.e., perceived] as one’s own form, in the same way one [also] takes the object of cognition, namely, consciousness, in the stage (sthita) of knowledge as one’s own form. \(^9\)\(^10\)

---

\(^9\) See Renou 1957: 243–244.

\(^10\) SPr 1, 7-9: \textit{kevalaṃ vākprabhāvo 'yaṃ yad abhinnam api svayam | vi-bhedayati sā vastuṣv iti kartavyatāvasāt} \(7\) \textit{yathā rāhoḥ śīra iti śabde bheda na vāstavah | tathā svātmanī vedyatve bhedaḥ śābdo na vāstavah} \(10\)
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The religious-hermeneutical value of language as a priori conditioning of the samsāric reality, which Vāmanadatta qualifies as error (avidyā, mithyājñānam) as well, becomes visible also when he (in continuing the previously quoted text) says of language:

You, being one of the fourfold nature (caturātmā), having pervaded everything, are there at latent [language] (śānta-), as Paśyantī, as a medium-sized [and] as Vaikharī. Because fourfold language expresses your body in a fourfold way. || 88cd-89 ||

As [namely language] due to its own nature (nijātmanā) pervades the whole world, so language (bhārati) shines forth everywhere having been penetrated (anuviddhā) [lit. ‘pierced’] by you. || 90 ||

Here language that Vāmanadatta elsewhere characterizes traditionally as the śakti of God or philosophically leads it back to the consciousness as its origin, is ascribed to God in the way it works to the extent that consciousness appears as being permeated by Him. Even though God is in this case only indirectly involved in the production of the world by the appearance of language, the text offers here a clue in
order not to misunderstand Vāmanadatta’s monism of consciousness. The worldly phenomena are not “empty of reality”. It is the divine being itself—as the sustaining principle of consciousness—that constitutes their reality. Vāmanadatta’s monism does not rest on the fact that the multitude of phenomena is unreal, but on the fact that the being of all the phenomena is God Himself. If, in these verses, God is to be taken as involved in the activity of language as the principle that alienates the unity of the divine being in the form of the multitude of phenomena, then the multitude of the worldly phenomena gains a sort of validity and reality, which is willed by God. Such a point of departure allows Vāmanadatta’s approach to avoid a possible irreality, the sublation of the divine revelation in the Tantra, and also the manifoldness occurring in the religious practice of mantra and the manifestations (mūrti) of God. In this manner, even they, just like the manifoldness of the world, do not become sublated as “empty of reality”, in terms of illusionistic approach, but are finally theologially testified in their phenomenological manifestations. Thus, they are testified as means of salvation to be possibly taken not in an absolute sense as leading to the union with God, but as a preparation to salvific knowledge. In this way, both the manifoldness of the world and also the salvific nature of the Pāncarātra revelation are creations of God according to the real meaning of the word, in spite of their idealistically founded phenomenality in the consciousness of man.

In order to explain how this is to be realized, Vāmanadatta mentions the example of a golden earring. It is real as such only as gold, while as an earring it appears as something particular merely because of the special design and form, which exists only as a phenomenal entity. In the perspective of Vāmanadatta’s transcendental monism, the phenomenal being is precisely that coming into the appearance of the reality of divine being in the aprioric conditionality of human cognition determined by language. While language—which is embedded in its being in the divine creative power—becomes the co-cause of creation and not an illusion obscuring the nature of God, the manifoldness of creation is possible only due to language, even if it is ultimately false as a phenomenon of human knowledge. However, language—due to God’s acting—means reality, just like the illusionary “snake” of the Advaita is still real as a rope, since otherwise the illu-
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The phenomenon of worldly reality is then no longer merely the non-real content of false cognition, but ultimately the medium in which the reality of God (even if it is still alienated by the representative cognition of man) is encountered and can become the reason for the human search for salvation.

If the language of the first extant verses of the *Samvitprakaśa* is not the rhetoric of hymnal poetry, but rather a serious philosophical statement, then in Vāmanadatta’s predicating Viṣṇu as the only, totally other reality, it must also be accounted for that it withdraws as “inaccessible through words”. Thus, it would finally be only a symbol of His transcendence, predicating nothing about him, yet serving as an indicator towards the symbolized one, but not in the way of explicit knowledge. It is with this religious familiarity, which presupposes the experience of His reality, that Vāmanadatta constantly addresses God in the entire first *prakaraṇa* and continues to do so elsewhere.

Is it therefore possible to have the awareness of the transcendent God as a symbolized one? In other words: can one have—analogous to Vāmanadatta’s understanding of the Advaitic concept of the illusory serpent—an experience of the manifold world without a simultaneous experience of a transcendent God who is understood as monistic-transcendental? Vāmanadatta seems to give an answer to this question in a short passage of his *Samvitprakāśa*:

As the proper form of an exceptionally clear crystal is perceived [only] if it is coloured by something else, || 53 ||

in the same way your “body” (vapuḥ), O Noble One, can be [perceived only] in relation to the [phenomenal] being. Due to its complete flawlessness it is not perceived separately by [men] (= dvaitapāṇḍita-?). || 54 ||

But this is why the crystal, separate from the colouring, is not non-existing nor is your flawless body [non-existent], if the form of the phenomenal being is given up. || 55 ||

Like the proper ontic state (sthitih) of a universal, if particular cases are left out, cannot be demonstrated and [yet] it is there, || 56 ||
[or] in the same way the proper ontic state of gold, of the earrings, etc., if one takes away the state [of gold], is there, in the same way there is your eternal, ever proper and pure ontic state of your consciousness (saṃvin-
mayī) which, due to the negation of joys and sorrows, is apperceived [only] through your very consciousness. || 57 ||

The reality (padam), free from every determination (nirviśeṣa-) undivided (nirvibhāga-), free from every limitation (sāṅkāṭavarjita-), the spirit which is its own light, which is pure, I praise as the eternally manifested brahman. || 58 ||

The text is not a direct predication and the terminology applied with regard to the problem it relates is not very explicit. It requires interpretation, less in the sense of the history of philosophy, but more in the philosophical and hermeneutical sense: the crucial concepts and their explanations seem to correspond to those which Vāmanadatta uses in other later places in order to characterize levels of meditation. He does this in such a way that the concept of bhāva- in the expression bhāvasaṃyuktaṃ and, respectively, the concept of vapu in the above passage would correspond there to the concepts of bhāva- and vastu. Bhāva- is the phenomenal, language-determined reality of worldly beings, and tavakaṃ vapuḥ, the proper reality of Viṣṇu, as far as man can think of it in his thought as a proper being of the world. If it is further correct that the concepts in both passages get their meanings in the context of an internal experience, they should primarily be considered in the perspective of the religious hermeneutics in connection with the experience of God. If the experience of the phenomenal being

---

15 SPr I, 53-58: atyantācchasvabhāvatvāt sphaṭikasya yathā svakam | rūpaṃ paroparaktasya nityam evopalabhyate || 53 || tathā bhāvasaṃyuktam bhagavams tāvakam vapuḥ | atyantanirmalatayā prthak tair nopalarbhyate || 54 || naiāvaṭāsau sphaṭikah prthānaṁ nāsty eva raṅjanāt | bhāvarūpaparityakta tava vā nirnalā tanuḥ || 55 || yathodhṛtavaiśeṣasya sā-
mānyasya nijasthitih | prthaṁ na śakyā nirdeśaṁ na ca tan nāsti tāvatā || 56 || yathodhṛtaṃvaṇḍalādeḥ kanakasya svayaṁ sthitiḥ | evaṁ nityā nījā śuddhā sukhabhukṣaṇīṣedhanāt | svasamvedanasamvedvedyā tava samv-
mayī sthitiḥ || 57 || aviśeṣaṁ nirvibhāgam adeśam kālavarjitaṁ | svajyotiś cidghanaikātaṁ nauni brahma sadoditam || 58 ||. (T)

16 See SPr I, 87; cf. fn. 8.
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is a priori determined by language, then so is also the experience of Viṣṇu in the everyday consciousness at first bound to the thought which is structured in language. Therefore, there arises, on the one hand, an issue in how language can possibly condition the phenomenal reality of beings and, on the other hand, how mediating an internal experience—or at least the experience of God in faith—becomes possible: an experience, which as such has to start unavoidably with consciousness structured by concepts and language, if it should have an actual meaning for a man.

Vāmanadatta seeks the answer to this concern in the psychological processes of meditation, when he makes the transition from the experience of phenomenal subjects to that of the proper reality of Viṣṇu dependent on the “renouncement” or “giving up”\(^{17}\) of the phenomenal being. Yet, this poses the question of how this giving up can be possibly assumed, if in the experience of Viṣṇu the giving up is as such not possible at all. In any case, also for Vāmanadatta meditation must start with the representation of a phenomenal being insofar as a person cannot think outside of language. So, in any case, it is language that must ensure the transition in question. If this is true, then the transition from bhāva- to vastu as stages of meditation—and therefore also the giving up (tyāga-) of the phenomenality (bhāvarūpaṃ) of Viṣṇu’s body—can be situated only in the dynamics of language. Changing the content of meditation must be ingrained in the nature of the phenomena of language itself. Thus, there appears a certain dialectic in the nature of language (of which Vāmanadatta does not speak explicitly) that is to be presupposed as a de facto structure of meditation.

To begin with, speech, as a linguistic phenomenon, “makes present”. Therefore, as Vāmanadatta would say, speech differentiates by singularizing. By means of language, the content of meditation becomes an “object” that (due to the semantic content) is differentiated from others of its class, by which the phenomenal being of the one existing, which is bhāva-, occurs (reaches a certain state) and becomes a self-contained structure through which the world in its multiplicity

\(^{17}\) SPr I, 55cd; cf. fn. 15.
is present. The “world” is, so to speak, the system of word-meanings.\(^{18}\)

Yet this also does not seem to be the whole truth for Vāmanadatta. That which is thought of in language, that of which language speaks, is not what it conveys. It is not even a part of its sense. Language transcends its linguistic meaning (the sense of the word), breaks through the hermetism of its structure dialectically, as it were, and evokes what that was meant by language in language.

Vāmanadatta himself reflects on this phenomenon in the light of his conceptual system in connection with the question as to whether representation (vikalpa) is fit to grasp the ātman or the paramātman, respectively, in meditation.

The function of the representation does not apply to one’s own ātman nor to the Highest Self (paraḥ). \(\| 22cd \|\)

Nor is the representation apprehended while one “considers oneself as” [when in meditation]; therefore, the representation is not really there [in the situation when there is no intercourse]. \(\| 23 \|\)

[The function of the representation] does not also apply to one’s own ātman. For what should it be in the case of one’s own ātman? Since the function of the representation is useless in the case of evident things. \(\| 24 \|\)

But the whereabouts of meditation (saṃbhāvanāspadam)\(^{19}\) can be grasped in “considering oneself as” owing to the representation, if the distinction of “considering oneself as” in thought is overcome. \(\| 25 \|\)

[Yet] when there is unity of the reality (vastvaikye) there is only the diversity of names (nāmabhedaḥ), not being based on both respectively. Therefore the talk of being grasped is useless. [On the contrary], one’s own ātman should be like [he is experienced in meditation]. \(\| 26 \|\)

---

\(^{18}\) See SPr III,1f.: yasya māyāparispandavihitā viśvasaṃsthitiḥ | asmadvikalpasamkalpahartaraṃ aham nataḥ \(\| 1 \|\) sarvo vikalpaḥ samsāra ity ukter ayam āśayaḥ | yad asattvaḥ srteḥ sattvaṃ sudhāyāḥ saṃvidaḥ sthitam \(\| 2 \|. (T)

\(^{19}\) Namely ātman or paramātman.
therefore the representation is nothing else but cognition being purified [of representations]. Thus, the representation with regard to one’s own ātman is without alternative. || 27 ||

In these verses Vāmanadatta does not expressly investigate the problem of how language “evokes” one’s own Ātman as divine reality without being designated by words. If one considers the connection between language and representation in the context of Vāmanadatta’s monism of consciousness, the representation in “considering-oneself-as” turns into a relation of language to reality insofar as the content of representation fades away when there is no longer a direct reference of language, and thus consciousness “is evoked”. As Vāmanadatta formulates it,

In the end there remains the statement that the word-reference is the object of the representation, because if words have no reference, the object of the representation is not there. || 11 ||

In this way, language, being limited in its referential function to representation, establishes the cognition of objects. However, representation has for Vāmanadatta a function that exceeds its relation to language. It is this phenomenon of human psyche that is in immediate relation to consciousness, because—in order to become a cognition—it must be made aware of in the consciousness; it must become something of which one is conscious in the consciousness. And therefore, it is the disposition of being-aware-of that supports the totality of representations due to the fact that they are realized by the subject, while the representations as such, realized in the consciousness, conceal the

---

20 SPr III,22cd-27: vyāpāraś ca vikalpasya na svātmāni pare ’pi vā || 22cd || nābhimānagrhito ’pi vikalpas tena naiva san | parasya tenāsaṃsparśo yathāvad agates tataḥ || 23 || vyāpāraḥ svātmāni na ca siddheḥ svātmāni tena kim | na hi siddheśu bhāveṣu vyāpāraḥ phalavān bhavet || 24 || abhīmānagṛhitāṃ tu bhavet sambhāvanāspadāṃ | vikalpād abhīmānāsya matībhede prasādhite || 25 || vastvaikye nāmabheda ’yam etayor na svarūpataḥ | grhitoktir ato vyārthā svātmavivāstu tathāvidhaḥ || 26 || tasmād vikalpāḥ samśuddhād vijnānāṃ nātiricyate | tenaiva nirvikalpo ’yaṃ vikalpāḥ svātmāni sthitāḥ || 27 ||. (T)

21 SPr III,11: vikālpārthaś ca sābdārtha ity uktih paryavasyati | nirarthakatve śabdānāṃ vikalpārthaḥ yato na san || 11 ||. (T)
Gerhard Oberhammer

reality of consciousness itself. This is, in the similar way, valid also for the meditation practiced in order to cognize the reality of the Ātman. It starts with everyday consciousness, that is, with the consciousness “alienated” or “concealed” by representations and dialectically “deconstructed” with the help of the hiding aspect of the representations of this “concealment”—precisely the “I” representation, which turns the reality of consciousness into the consciousness of the individual. Due to this, consciousness alone becomes non-alienated by representations, and appears itself as such. Vāmanadatta expresses this in another passage in the following way:

The process, O Mādhava, by which the “I”-producing is dissolved, is produced by you and is of your nature. || 100cd ||

Therefore, it is you [alone] who remains. The differentiation (bheda-) lasts for him [i.e., a man] as long as there is the “I”-fancy (ahammānītā) with regard to the Ātman. || 101 ||

When this one is dissolved through devotion to you, differentiation is destroyed and oneness is established. || 102ab ||

Given the background of Vāmanadatta’s reflection, it becomes possible to interpret the last verses of the previous quotation and to integrate them into the following thread of thought. The duality arising from the representations of one’s own Ātman, conditioned by the phenomenon of “taking.oneself-for” in meditation, is eliminated the moment the meditating subject realizes that both representations refer to one and the same reality and that the differences due to the representations are only nominal ones. They are not rooted in the nature of the intended reality and are therefore considered to be unreal. Thus, the insight that arises after the “deconstruction” of the two representations is in itself not at all different from the awareness belonging to a consciousness—free-from-representations—that conditions them. This insight is therefore no longer a representation, but the consciousness it-

---

22 SPr I,100cd-102ab: karmedaṃ tvatκrtam api tvanmayaṃ yena mādhava ||
100 || vilīnāhaṃkrītī tatās tvam eva pariśisyate | etāvataiha bheda ’syā yaḥ ahammānitātmani || 101 || sā ced vilīnā tvadbhaktyā naṣṭo bhedaḥ sthitākata | 102ab. (T)

23 SPr III,25cd-27; for text and translation cf. above pp. 269.
self of the Ātman, which arises as the “awareness-of-itself” of self-consciousness.

One thinks of Ludwig Wittgenstein, who substantiates the same problem at the end of his treatise in another perspective and in a different understanding of life.

There are, indeed, things that cannot be put into words. They make themselves manifest. They are what is mystical. (6.522) [...] My propositions are elucidatory in this way: he who understands me finally recognizes them as senseless, when he has climbed out through them, on them, over them. (He must so to speak throw away the ladder, after he has climbed up on it.) He must transcend these propositions, and then he will see the world aright. (6.54) 25

In both authors there is noticeable, even if not expressis verbis, that particular phenomenon of speech from which an understanding of “religion” arises. In experiencing language and its inherent dialectics—as intended for the presence of the one evoked by the language of “religion”—the “hermetism” of the meaning of that which is articulated changes into the openness towards the presence of the one who is evoked by the articulation. This is the one who remains transcendent to what is said; the one who, as Wittgenstein says, just shows itself, and of whom Vāmanadatta, from his perspective, can only say that he can appear only when the linguistically determined fact of being the phenomenon (bhāva-) is given up.

How is it possible, however, to eliminate the alienating phenomenal dimension of conceptual knowledge from linguistically conditioned knowing? This seems to be what is happening, if our attempt to understand Vāmanadatta is correct, in the language-dynamics of the meditative process, which occurs on the horizon of self-awareness. Starting from the phenomenal experience of faith and from what is inherent in linguistic expression, the consciousness of the subject is directed—by the “deconstruction” of what is directly expressed—towards that of which language speaks, no longer towards what it says. Thus, it becomes mythically present. The immediacy of transcendence

24 Emphasis is mine.

occurs, which is no more expressible in language than it is in concepts of knowledge. Yet is there. As Wittgenstein says: it shows itself. What is it that shows itself? Inasmuch as consciousness no longer has not any “particularizing” content, not even in the sense of a reflective self-consciousness, the object of meditation is precisely that which is being encountered without being representational. It is the appearing one to whom the meditating subject turns in addressing it. For Vāmanadatta this is, of course, the infinity of consciousness, in its inexhaustible fullness, unlimited and differentiated from everything else, non-relativizable by anything, and metaphorically, as illumining and light-like as the Absolute. By the use of the metaphor he avoids being constrained by the limiting power of speech and concepts. But concerning this ultimately “non-expressible” in language experience, which changes into the monistically interpreted emancipation (mukti), Vāmanadatta, in the fourth prakarana of his Saṃvitprakāśa, says the following:

By means of your own Self, which has given up every ritual prescription (kalpaḥ), due to the [so-manifested] uniformity (sāmyāt), there occurs the cessation of the stream of psychic representations (samkalpasantatiḥ). When [this] uniformity has been fixed in the lotus of the heart by having firmly fastened [himself] in the middle of the lotus, [the meditating subject] reaches one’s own, free-of-any-activity (kalanā) flawless nature (tattvam), of which consciousness is the proper form (citsvarūpam).

When he does not want to gain anything [anymore] whatever is here [on earth], neither does he want to escape from it, nor does he want to do anything [and] his thinking is free from faults of hatred, then he, whose bounds have disappeared, reaches [his] proper form (svarūpam) due to this uniformity.

When his mind is not as if obscured by a dark cloud (meghaniṣanna-), and wholeheartedly (sakalātmavṛtyā) does he no more desire to be and he, in spite of his efforts, does not attain a neutral view, then he approaches his own nature (tattvam), his perfect proper form.

When he is unable to continue living (viruddhavṛtthiḥ) and has understood his inborn nature, then having fulfilled everything in every manner and having been freed of all, [untouched] like the ether, verily with the pure
heart, similar to a flowing river [he] indeed comes to [his] proper form (svaṃ rūpam). || 95 ||

When he then reaches the uniformity in every respect, and does not feel any urge to go on in his body, nor in the heart, nor in the throat, nor in the head, [and] the activities of thinking outside and inside have ceased, then [his] ancient [genuine] form is attained. || 96 ||

[Then] he knows no differentiation whatsoever of sentient and non-sentient, indifferent, he feels no pulsation [of life] (spandaḥ) in the space of [his] heart, he, whose entire being is only light; then this ancient [genuine] form [of his] has been reached. || 97 ||

In a manner different from the one known from the excerpts discussed (in which the linguistic “alienation” of the transcendent God as the “world” was the central issue), the text conveys Vāmanadatta’s ultimate, philosophically valid “mythisation” of God. Though God, as a mythical personhood, is present throughout the whole of Saṃvitprakāśa (in invocations of traditional piety in the religious encounter) He becomes the divine “Thou” by being addressed with the intimateness of the second person singular. He becomes radically de-mythologized (though not expressis verbis) in the above-quoted text, and also becomes—so to speak—“mystagogically” deepened in a new

26 SPr IV,91cd-97: svenātmanā sakalakalpanirākṛtyena samkalpasamtattini-vṛtir upaiitā sāmyāt sāmyam tathā hṛdayapadamasamāśrayena | madhye nidāya kamalasya ca citsvarūpam svan tattvam eti vimalam kalanāvimuktaḥ || 92 || nāyaṃ jighṛkṣati yadā kim apiha vastu no va jahāti na cikīrṣati kiṃcid eva | vidveṣadosaṇaparivarjanitacitavṛttih sāmyāt sāvatīpam upayāti nivṛttabandhaḥ || 93 || nāyaṃ yadā bhavati meghaniśannacitto no va bhūṣūr api tatsakalātmavṛttyā | no madhyamām api ṛṣaṃ pratiyāti yatnātt tattvam tadā samupayāty akhilasarūpam || 94 || tattvam yadā ni-jam avaiyita viruddhavṛttih sarvāṇa sarvaracitam rahiitam ca sarvāḥ | ākāṣakalpaṃ athvā calasindhutulyaḥ svaṃ rūpam eti hi tadda pariśuddhabuddhiḥ || 95 || sarvatra sāmyam upayāti yadā svadehe nādhikyam eti hṛdaye na ca kaṇṭhamu<r>dhnoḥ | samvidvicāraṣṭīlā bahir antarasya prāptaṃ tadā bhavati rūpam idaṃ purāṇam || 96 || bhedaṃ na vetti jaḍacetanayor yadaiva na spandate hṛdayasadmani madhyasamsthah | bhārūpamātrapariseṣṭasarvabhāvah prāptaṃ tadā bhavati rūpam idaṃ purāṇam || 97 || The quoted verses (91cd-97) are not part of Torella’s manuscript. Therefore, I follow in this case only the printed version given by Mark S.G. Dyczkowski.
mythisation, due to ontological monism of Vāmanadatta. This mythisation is understood as the subject’s own infinity, which manifests itself in the hour of the subject’s death. God’s reality is experienced as the “[lasting] inner nature” (tattvam nijam),\(^{27}\) as “that, which is the very nature [of the subject]” (tattvam ... akhilasvarūpam)\(^{28}\) and finally as “this ancient [genuine] form” (rūpam idam purānam).\(^{29}\)

The present textual passage apparently (though indirectly) speaks of the event of the intended ending the saṃsāric existence, which in that period—in Northern India, but also, though in less explicit terms, in Southern India—was known as an extraordinary power (siddhi-) of the tantric Śādhaka, as a ritual realization of the emancipation.\(^{30}\)

The existential condition of the subject in this (meditative) process is, however, not only an anticipation of emancipation in view of Vāmanadatta’s monism, but also an attempt of an implicit new mythisation of God’s transcendence. Such an attempt comes from the perspective that God remains inaccessible by both language and conceptual representation as the “totally different one”. The decisive term in that attempt seems to be the one of sāmya-, which at first is translated here (perhaps un informatively) as “uniformity” and eventually requires interpretation. What does sāmya mean in the present context?

In any case, due to the context, it is not to be assumed that the concept refers to a psychic attitude of the subject towards another (such as “equanimity”, “indifference” or the like). In view of the finality of

\(^{27}\) SPr IV 95.

\(^{28}\) SPr IV 94.

\(^{29}\) SPr IV 96 and 97.


\(^{31}\) SPr IV 95-97.
the intended event, there is no other being. What seems to matter much more in the context, however, is the inner condition of the subject, which concerns the subject himself as such. This is especially noticeable when he gives up differentiating, particularizing language and wants to experience the unlimitedness and unity of his non-relativized reality. If this is true, then the context entails that the term does not mean a linguistically tangible factuality, but rather a meditative experience of the subject, in which he becomes conscious of the reality which reaches beyond conceptually differentiating representations, a reality which is no longer “denotable”, yet one that is not nothing, and which corresponds to the experience of vastu as a level of meditation that is reached when one “goes beyond”\textsuperscript{32} the phenomenal being (bhāva-).

This would mean that the “uniformity” (sāmya) in the sense of “unity” is the non-differentiation of the subject in himself as his unalterable nature, which is inalienable by language and no longer subject to the \textit{a priori} forms of “object” and “subject”.

Therefore it is the experience of the unity between the inherent consciousness of the subject and the divine being in meditation that is in no way experienced as different and thus as a limited reality, but is instead experienced as by nature \textit{infinite} and beyond the \textit{static} of a linguistically expressed fact. Yet this infinity of oneself is not the trivial negation of finitude, but is instead an evocation of the dynamic fullness of unlimited, infinite, ever-renewing actuality of the subject. Through the linguistic delimitation of a definite “what”, this essence would be an unchangeable and static content of cognition. By not not being determined as such, the reality experienced by the subject appears as ever-new and therefore dynamic origin of consciousness (\textit{saṃvit}).\textsuperscript{33} This condition of the subject, about which it is here argued to be a final stage, is obviously to be understood as a further reflection

\textsuperscript{32} See above, p. 260ff.

\textsuperscript{33} See SPr I 25: “That which is free from the [\textit{a priori}] form of object and subject and is producing reality (bhāvakāḥ), is you, O Vāsudeva; [and] therefore [you are] consciousness as the source [of everything].” \textit{vedyavedakārūpābhyaṃ yac chūṇyaṃ bhāvakāṃ ca yat | tad eva vāsudeva tvam tataḥ saṃvitsamudbhavah || 25 ||.
on a meditative experience and not as a description of the state of emancipation. This is substantiated for the first and only time in SPr IV, 92. It means that it has a function of mythisation, which is supposed to enable an encounter with transcendence, a mythisation by which transcendence gets a “face” and thus structures the theism of the Pāñcarātra monistically. According to Vāmanadatta: the God, in His relationality, already escapes in the saṃhitās due to both the concrete personal representation already in them and the relatively non-specific metaphor of light (from a concrete personalized representation). This, for Vāmanadatta, is the eschatologically expected infinity of the subject “mythically present”, in which the subject dissolves in his own emancipation.
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Evolution of deism and theism up to the 12th century:
Some considerations

Problems related to terminology

One of the problems in interpreting pre-13th century Indian metaphysical conceptions concerns the applicability of terms such as theology, theism and atheism. The values attached to these terms also vary according to the scholars’ personal views or their professional affiliation to a particular academic discipline. A specialist of Indian logic, for example, describes Udayana’s approach as a rational theology. A theologian designates non-dualist Advaita as a theology. An Indian philosopher refuses to call Viśiṣṭādvaita a theology, arguing that it is philosophy. The common designation of Mīmāṃsā as atheist is perhaps motivated by the wish to show that ancient Indian systems could be perfectly “rationalist”; this as a reaction against the prevalent belief that all Indian philosophy is theistic and therefore does not meet the rational prerequisites of Western philosophy. Anthropologists and ethnographers working on India seem to adopt yet another attitude: they often designate as theological any text or human discourse involving metaphysical aspects.

Hasty and indiscriminate labelling of Indian speculative systems as theologies leads one to the misconception that all metaphysical approaches which demonstrate the existence of a supreme creator-God are invariably sectarian or religious. Moreover, it overlooks the difference,

---

1 See the title of G. Chemparathy’s work on Udayana’s Nyāyakusumāṇja-li (1972): “An Indian Rational Theology”.
3 R. Balasubramanian, in a conversation in Chennai (January 2013).
not explicit in the texts, between two conceptions: that of a creator-God as a generic or paradigmatic model for the various sectarian creator-gods, and that of a metaphysical creator-God beyond sectarian gods. Although the cryptic refutation of creator-God in the early Buddhist texts does not reveal the exact nature of the object of their criticism, it seems that the Buddhist works up to 6th century targeted the paradigmatic conception of creator-God.

This paper will try to throw light on the subtle distinction between some conceptions of creator-God in India up to the 12th century, and the evolution of the debates on this topic. It does not intend to give an exhaustive account of all available views but aims to offer a hypothetical framework for further research in this field.

**Deism**

I propose to introduce the notion of “deism” as a working concept to describe the Indian systems of thought which, on the basis of reasoning and not belief, accept the concept of a creator-God that is different from the sectarian notions of creator-gods like Śiva and Viṣṇu. Generally called Īśvara (or Īśa) in the texts, this creator-God is not the object of any specific belief, devotion or ritual.

This deism is to a certain extent comparable to the deism of 18th-century Europe, the historical context being, of course, completely different. Many European thinkers of the 18th century believed that the notion of God was necessary in order to explain the creation and existence of the universe. Adopting a purely rational approach, not subscribing to the tenets or rituals of any revealed religion, they often strongly criticized Christian religion. Another feature of European deism was that it was not unique; there were various deisms whose definition and

---

4 Mīmāṁsaka and Jaina positions, for instance, are not examined here. Only a few Buddhist views are taken into account (see Jackson 1986: 317–323, 335–338, for some Buddhist and non-Buddhist views).

5 For example, Voltaire’s notion of *dieu horloger*, God clockmaker.
content varied according to authors. In contrast with 18th-century European deism, Indian deism did not defy established religion. On the contrary, it appears to have developed as a philosophical compromise to defend religious practices, as seen in the œuvre of Udayana.

Theism

The term theism in this paper will designate any approach that is devotional and associated with a specific divine form. This form can be a god like Viṣṇu, Śiva, Brahmā (nom. Brahmā), or a particular god-form like Kṛṣṇa, a temple deity with a local name and origin. Theism, based on belief, is closely associated with devotional, ritual and social tradition, and is nourished by religious literature like Purānic stories and devotional hymns. But the expression “Hindu theism”, as one would speak of Christian theism, is not suitable in the Indian context. The vast majority of Hindus worshipped a multitude of gods and did not believe in the existence of a unique God over and above the particular deity or deities which they venerated.

Theisms could also form the basis of speculative systems that were theologies which often used argumentative styles and were in debate with non-theistic speculative systems. It is beyond the scope of this contribution to examine the innumerable definitions of theology. In this contribution, theology signifies a speculative system that legitimates theism in an intellectually organized way. Thus, a system cannot be called theology merely because it defends and legitimates a corpus of scriptures, as Mīmāṁsā defends the Veda.

Brahman

The notion of Brahman, important for our discussion, is difficult to situate between those of deism and theism. It has no single unified meaning in the texts over the immense span of time from the Vedic to

---

the modern period. In the oldest Vedic text, the Rksamhitā, it designates predominantly a formula or an enigma. In the ancient Upaniṣads the word Brāhmaṇ uniformly denotes a supreme metaphysical principle above gods. Modern scholars often identify it either as a supreme god, or as an abstract metaphysical principle that is not really a god.

The question of a creator of the universe and of gods is present in the ancient Vedic texts. A hymn of the Rksamhitā speculating about the origin of the creation inquires into the principle, referred to as “the One”, which preceded all gods. Certain hymns mention the “One” that is above the universe and rules it. But these hymns do not identify the “One” with the Brāhmaṇ.

Sectarian theistic corpuses and their concepts of God

The situation in the second half of the first millennium was paradoxical to a certain extent. On the one hand, it saw the development of a deism advocating either the impersonal Brāhmaṇ above the gods or the creator-God Īśvara without sectarian affiliation. On the other hand, it was a period when major sectarian theistic corpuses, both devotional and ritual, were composed. For instance, most of the corpus of the Nālāyira Tīvyaṟṟippantam of the Vaiṣṇava saint-poets, the Āḻvārs, was composed from the 6th to the 9th century; the Śaiva Periyapurāṇam was composed between the 6th and the 12th century. Several works of the Purānic genre, centered around certain gods, like the Harivaṃśa (3rd–4th c.?), were written before the second half of the millennium. As regards ritual texts, not many pre-8th century ritual Tantras and Saṃhitās are ex-

---

7 Renou 1978: 83–89.
8 See hymns 10.129, 8.58.2, 3.54.8. For the Brāhmaṇ (neutral), Brahmā (nom. of the masculine Brahmāṇ) and the gods in early Vedism, cf. Steinkellner 2006: 17.
9 Hardy 1983: 269.
10 Zvelebil 1973: 186.
11 Couture 1991: 73.
Evolution of deism and theism up to the 12th century

Important but there are indications that several sectarian theistic scriptures, like some of Pāśupata and Pāñcarātra followers, were composed before the 8th century. Around the end of the first millenium, sectarian traditions had built theologies for their adherents. These consist of, for example, the brief “Knowledge section” (jñānapāda) of the Vaikhānasa Vimāñarcanakalpa or the voluminous vidyāpāda sections of certain Śaiva Tantras.

Ritual and other texts of the first millenium testify to the efforts to conceive the pantheon of gods in an organized way. Besides the well-known series of the Vaiṣṇava avatāras and the concept of trimūrti, one may mention, for instance, the complex Pāñcarātra theogonic construction that hierarchizes various levels of divine presence and manifestation, para, vyūhas and vibhavas.12 The pre-6th century Vaikhānasaśmārtasūtra mentions the four divine aspects of Viṣṇu-Nārāyaṇa, namely Puruṣa, Satya, Acyuta, Aniruddha, which became a characteristic feature of the later theology of medieval Vaikhānasas.13 These texts sometimes allot specific spiritual functions to distinct divine aspects. For example, the Vaikhānasasmārtasūtra seems to associate Viṣṇu more often with ritual action and Nārāyaṇa with meditation.14

Buddhism, creator-gods and creator-God up to the 6th century

Early Buddhism

The earliest Buddhism as illustrated in the older part of the Pāli canon was neither deist nor theist, nor could it be called atheist. These texts considered gods as forming a category of living beings like men, ghosts, animals, etc., that belonged to the cosmological organization of the universe. Gods live a long life but are doomed to die and are bound by karman like other beings.15 They live in pure heavens away from the

12 Sātvatasamhitā 1; 9; etc.; Colas 2003: 235.


14 Colas 1996: 27.

15 Vibhanga 18.6, pp. 422–426; Mahāvibhāṣā (1st c. CE?, available in Chinese version), according to EIP 7: 526; McDermott 1983: 173.
ordinary world; they converse, see, have sexual activity, etc. The Buddhist attitude vis-à-vis the notion of a god being the creator of the universe may be considered as anti-speculative scepticism rather than atheism. This is illustrated, for example, in a story of the Tevijjasutta (Dīghanikāya 13). To two young Brahmins who believe that the god Brahmán is the lord (issara), maker, designer, chief, creator, master and father of all beings, but disagree about the path to reach him, the Buddha declares such a quest to be futile. The Devadahasutta (Majjhimanikāya 101) reports a thesis that holds that “God” (issara) is one of the five alleged causes of pleasure and pain and concludes that the origin of suffering is only individual craving.

**Early stage of Buddhist criticism of the notion of creator-God up to the end of the 3rd century**

The beginning of our era saw a split developing between speculative and religious Buddhism. The speculative scepticism towards the existence of a creator-God strengthened over the course of time in Buddhist literature. Concomitantly, the deification of the Buddha developed along with his iconic representation (attested from the 1st century BCE). The tendency to puranicize and iconify the Buddha and his mythology grew with Mahāyāna, following patterns found in non-Buddhist religious movements. Even though the Buddha was never considered as creator-God, non-Buddhists as well as Buddhists came to consider him

---

16 Vasubhadra’s *Caturāgamavibhāga* (350 CE?; available in Chinese version), summarized in *EIP* 8: 353 (for the date, p. 747, fn. 409).

17 Hayes 1988: 6–7. For a discussion about Brāhman (neutral) and Brahmán (masculine, nominative Brahmā) in early Buddhism, see Maithrimurthi 1999: 14–17.


as the god of Buddhists. We also see a parallel development of beliefs about bodhisattvas and Kṛṣṇa. The progressive deification of the Buddha, on the other hand, was accompanied by the rise of Buddhist criticism of the very notion of creator-God. The criticism of creator-God apparently gained importance in the 2nd century CE. It had two aspects: mere rejection of the existence of any creator-God and rejection of the possibility of a god being the exclusive cause of the world. For example, the Mahāvibhāṣā (2nd c. CE?) states that considering creator-God, etc., which are not causes, to in fact be causes is a wrong view. Harivarman’s Satyasiddhiśāstra (253 CE?) lists the belief that a God is the cause of the world among the beliefs of heretics. Aśvaghoṣa (1st–2nd c.), in his Buddhacarita, states that if a God (īśvara) were the creator, human effort would be purposeless. Chapter 18 of the text, extant in a Chinese version (4th c.), contains a long list of criticisms. If a creator-God were the cause, the world would be unchanging, no one would doubt his existence, he would not be resented by those

---

20 See, for example, the installation ritual in the Brḥatsamhitā (60.19) that is also meant for the icon of Buddha.

21 The sports of the bodhisattvas in the Vimalakīrtinirdeśasūtra (250 CE?), Saddharmapuṇḍarikāsūtra (beginning of our era?) and Sūtrālaṃkāra (1st c. CE) are comparable to those of Kṛṣṇa in the Harivamśā (3rd or 4th c. CE?). The apparent moral laxism of bodhisattvas and Kṛṣṇa coexists with their detachment; the term upāya in both contexts refers to their extraordinary action to save human beings or help humanity to reach higher aims, etc. See Couture 1991: 53–57; Magnin 1998: 39–42; Colas 1998: 161–162.

22 EIP 7: 511. For the dates of authors mentioned in this contribution, see EIP, Bibliography.

23 EIP 7: 517.

24 Also known as Tattvasiddhi. EIP 8: 255.


26 Buddhacarita 9.63.

27 See Willemen (2009: xvi–xvii) for the date of the Chinese version and the question of its fidelity to the original. References to chapter 18 in the present contribution are to his translation.
who face suffering; he would not be “Sovereign” if he were to produce ceaselessly with toil or be obliged by an intention; and it would be a childish action if he produced without an intention; creating suffering or happiness under the sway of love and hate, he would not be “Sovereign”, etc.\textsuperscript{28} The other aspect of Buddhist criticism was that a creator-God could not be the only cause of the universe. For example, the Akṣara-raśataka, attributed to Āryadeva (fl. 180 CE?), states that “God”, along with mind, space and time are “relative causes” and being “subjected to existence”, they are non-eternal.\textsuperscript{29}

**Buddhist criticism of the notion of creator-God from the 4\textsuperscript{th} to the 6\textsuperscript{th} century**

Buddhist criticism of the notion of creator-God grew in the 4\textsuperscript{th} and 5\textsuperscript{th} centuries. However, the attacks of Buddhist scholars were not uniform; some were mild, some more structured and direct. According to Buddhaghosa’s *Visuddhimagga* (5\textsuperscript{th} c.), for example, to believe that this world is caused by a creator-God (*issara*), primordial matter (*padhāna*), time (*kāla*), nature (*sabhāva*) and so on, is to consider as a reason that which is not.\textsuperscript{30} Buddhaghosa also states that the conditioned production (*paṭiccasamuppāda*) is caused by ignorance, etc., and not by a creator-God. Ignorance again is the source of the belief that the self, atoms, a creator-God, etc. are the cause of a body that arises with a new birth.\textsuperscript{31}

\textsuperscript{28} *Buddhacarita* 18.21-32. Johnston (1936b: 53–54), on the basis of the Chinese and Tibetan translations, translates īśvara by “a Creator”, which seems to refer to the paradigmatic notion of creator-God (see his fn. 1, p. 53). According to Willemen’s translation from Chinese (2009: 131), this passage deals with “the god Īśvara”, that is, a specific god.

\textsuperscript{29} Translated from a Chinese version by Gokhale 1930: 7. Āryadava is attributed with another text refuting Īśvara, the Skhalitapramathanayuktiheetu-siddhi (Qvarnström 1989: 63, fn. 15).

\textsuperscript{30} *Visuddhimagga* 16, p. 511. See Śvetāśvataropaniṣad 1.2, which states that neither time, nature, fate, chance, elements, a womb, a person nor a combination of these can be the cause.

\textsuperscript{31} *Visuddhimagga* 17, pp. 528 and 544.
The creator-God, etc. does not exist apart from name and form (nāmarūpa). He who searches for spiritual liberation should consider that all formations (sankhara) are “alien, empty, vain, void, ownerless, with no Overlord (issara), with none to wield power over them, and so on.” Here Buddhaghosa does not directly criticize the notion of creator-God, be it a non-sectarian God or other.

The criticism of some other authors was more direct, even though the topic was not central to their works. A passage of the Yogācārabhūmi attributed to Asaṅga (4th–5th c.) refutes the existence of a God (īśvara) as creator of the universe, arguing that such a God cannot be a part of the universe that he himself had created; he would be bound by a purpose or, if the creation were accidental, he would not be the creator of the universe. Again, God and universe would be a tautology if God alone were the creator, and he would cease to be the creator if he depended on something other than himself for creation, etc.

In the Abhidharmakośa, Vasubandhu (said to be Asaṅga’s younger brother) rejects the thesis that a God (īśvara), etc. could be a unique cause of the universe; moreover, it would presuppose the existence of an eternal self. A discussion between the Buddhist and a theistic (or deistic?) opponent in the Abhidharmakośabhāṣya (whose attribution to Vasubandhu is debated) is important in the history of Buddhist attacks against the notion of creator-God, for it synthesizes the arguments on this topic: if the cause of the universe were unique, all things would

---

32 Ibid.19, p. 598.
33 Ibid. 21, p. 652 (Bhikkhu Ānāmoli’s translation, p. 680).
34 Bahubhūmikavastu, chapters 3–5 [Savitarkādhībhūmi], pp. 144–145.
35 For the problems related to this attribution, see Schmithausen 1987: 183–193.
37 Abhidharmakośa 2.64.
38 Ibid. 5.8.
39 In the commentary on 2.64, pp. 279–281.
emerge simultaneously, but it is seen that things arise in succession; if succession in creation were due to the succession in the wishes of the unique God, then plurality of wishes would presuppose plurality of causes, and if wishes were simultaneous, the cause (God) would be unique (which would bring one back to the starting point of this reasoning). Other arguments are: that if a God created for his own pleasure, he would not be sovereign (īśvara) with regard to his pleasure and other entities, for he would depend on means like creation; that this creation for pleasure would imply cruelty because it also includes hells where creatures suffer; that the presence of auxiliary causes, if any, is a mere matter of belief; that their existence would mean that such a God is not the unique cause of the universe; etc. Some of these objections, such as the cruelty of a God who creates suffering and the contradiction between his alleged eternity and the temporariness of his creation, often recurred in the following centuries.\(^{40}\)

It is difficult to decide whether the term īśvara in this context refers to the notion of a supreme creator-God above other gods or to a quintessential concept applicable to all creator-gods. Does Hsun-tsang in the 7\(^{th}\) century interpret this passage of the Bhāṣya as a rejection of both deistic and theistic creators?\(^{41}\) In commenting on this passage in the 9\(^{th}\) century, Yaśomitra (fl. 850) seems to interpret the term īśvara as a quintessential concept which could apply to creator-gods such as Mahādeva or Vāsudeva. It is not certain as to whether or not these later interpretations reflect the meaning of īśvara as intended by the Abhidharma-kośa passage and its Bhāṣya.

If the hypothetical date (4\(^{th}\) c.) of the Abhidharmakośabhaṣya is confirmed and if its criticism targeted a metaphysical deistic notion of a creator-God above sectarian gods, it proves that this notion was a known speculative position by that time. But the question would be, who were the followers of this position? Naiyāyikas do not seem to

\(^{40}\) See also Hayes 1988: 10–18.

\(^{41}\) Unfortunately, La Vallée Poussin’s translation does not help to make this point clear: “Que les chose soient produites par une cause unique, par Dieu, Mahādeva ou Vāsudeva, c’est inadmissible pour plusieurs raisons” (translation by La Vallée Poussin, p. 311).
have adopted it before the 6th century although the notion of creator-God is referred to in the Nyāyasūtras (1st–3rd c.).

That the Buddhist attack against the creator-God hypothesis gathered importance at the beginning of the 5th century is proved by works like the Īśvarakartṛtvamirākṛtiḥ viṣṇor ekakartṛtvamirākaraṇa. In spite of its title, this short tract (tentatively dated around 400) does not refute either Viṣṇu’s creatorship or that of any other religious god. The notion of Īśvara as creator-God (kartr) is disproved pointing out contradictions. For example, such a divine person can create neither an already known entity (like man, for instance) nor an unknown entity (for instance, oil extracted from sand or wool growing on tortoise); both the hypotheses of the creation or non-creation of that creator lead to contradiction.

Similar criticisms continued in the 6th century with Bhavya, who, in his Madhyamakahrdaya, refuted the notion of creator-God (īśvara) identified with such gods as Viṣṇu. A passage of chapter 3 (verses 215-224) refutes the notion of creator-God and concludes that time, puruṣa, matter (pradhāna), atoms or Viṣṇu cannot be the cause of this world.

The Vedānta position criticized in chapter 8 (Vedāntatattvaviniścaya)

---


44 This is the title as it appears in the colophon (Stcherbatsky 1975: 11). Chemparathy 1969 (see fn. 23, p. 89) retains the title Viṣṇor ekakartṛtvamirākaraṇa; La Vallée Pousson and von Glasenapp refer to the same text under the name of Īśvarakartṛtvamirākṛtiḥ.

45 Perhaps erroneously attributed to Nāgārjuna, it could have been authored by one of his disciples (EIP 9: 100), or by a Nāgārjuna who lived in the 7th century (see the discussion in Chemparathy 1969: 90–92).

46 The term īśvara having a generic meaning, the text could lend itself to debates against any sectarian opponent, including Vaiṣṇavas as suggested by the title.
appears to be based on the Śvetāsvatara-Upaniṣad and the Gauḍapādi-yakārikā. According to Bhavya, the Vedāntins call the supreme creator-God by different names: *puruṣa, ātman, Īśvara*, *Maheśvara*. Though he is one, he exists in all embodied beings. All-pervasive and eternal, he is the agent (*kartr*) and enjoyer (*bhoktr*) of the universe, without being defiled by it. Bhavya naturally refutes the existence of any self, as well as the all-pervasiveness, eternality, agenthood and enjoyerhood attributed to that self.

Chapter 9 criticizes the Hindu mythological gods Brahmán, Śiva and Viṣṇu, pointing out their immoral behaviour and incompetence to create the universe (verse 59). The double form of Viṣṇu, higher and incarnated, is rejected with the argument that incarnations would make him impermanent. Bhavya also criticizes the existence of a creator-God in addition to *karmāṇa*; the production of variegated effects by a unique god; the contradiction between the admission of a creator-God as a subtle partless entity and its omnipresence in the gross and manifold world; the notion of creation by God for his own pleasure (because dependence on his own self or on another entity for pleasure would jeopardize his status of being almighty); etc., and he mocks the cruelty of such a God (identified as Rudra) that delights in the creation of hell and the sufferings of human beings.

Sectarian theism is used as an argument to refute the notion of creator-God in a text dated back to the 6th century, the Abhidharmadīpa. It is argued, for example, that the universe has no creator because the different sects reject others’ Gods as creators of the universe: Bhāgavatas censure Śiva while Śaivas censure Viṣṇu.

The Naiyāyika–Buddhist debate: Vaiśeṣika and Naiyāyika deism

The question of the existence of a creator-God does not appear, or is at best secondary, in the early speculations of the schools of Nyāya and

47 Qvarnström 1989: 22, fn. 7.
49 *EIP* 9: 551–552.
Vaiśeṣika. As regards gods in general, the early authors of these schools accepted them as a category of living beings. The Vaiśeṣikasūtras (probably 1st c.), as well as the early Vaiśeṣika author Candramati (probably 5th c.) do not refer to God. The notion of God appears but secondarily and casually in the Nyāyasūtras (1st–3rd c.). Three sūtras (4.1.19-21) examine the thesis that God (īśvara) is the cause of the universe. But it is not presented as being the thesis of the author of the Nyāyasūtras. Vātsyāyana’s Bhāṣya (perhaps 5th c.), the first extant commentary on the Nyāyasūtras, seems to accept this as the Nyāya thesis, though not explicitly.50

The situation evolved in the 6th century with Praśastapāda and Uddyotakara, who were probably contemporaries of Bhavya. They clearly support the notion of a creator-God in their commentaries on the Vaiśeṣika- and Nyāyasūtras, without identifying this creator-God with any religious creator-God. According to Praśastapāda, God (Maheśvara) periodically dissolves the universe to give rest to souls, and re-creates it to allow souls to exhaust their karman through experience in the created world.51 However, his function in the creation and destruction of the universe is limited. Firstly, because he operates according to the time cycles of destruction and creation, as well as the karmans of the individual souls. Secondly, because he entrusts the task of creating the material universe to a secondary god, Brahmān.52 Thus his incorporality is not compromised. According to Uddyotakara, the activity of creation is God’s very nature, but he cannot incessantly create the universe because he has to take into account aspects like the maturation of karman, etc. Uddyotakara rejects the notion of a god who creates out of fantasy or free will.53

---


51 Some authors identify Maheśvara in this context as being Śiva: see Stein-kellner 2006: 20.


53 Ibid.
The situation takes a different turn in the 11th century with Udayana’s *Nyāyakusumāñjali*. Udayana was a devout worshipper of Śiva, as the introductory and concluding verses of several chapters in his *Nyāyakusumāñjali* and *Lakṣaṇāvali* show. But his personal belief and devotion do not interfere with his philosophical stand. The main aim of the *Nyāyakusumāñjali* is to establish the existence of the creator-God (īśvara) and his qualities through reasoning. Since that has already been accomplished by his predecessors, we may suppose that Udayana’s redoubled attempt to establish deism was perhaps due to an external factor, ideological or religious.

It seems that the Nyāya-Vaiśeṣika authors from the 6th century to 11th century were keen that their deism should not be confused with ordinary theism or a mere belief in any god. In Praśastapāda’s thesis, Brahmān is delegated to create, but the being who is responsible is the non-sectarian Īśvara. A significant aspect in this connection is the refusal of the Naiyāyikas to attribute a body to the creator-God. This refusal is understandable because they defined body as the receptacle of pleasure and pain, caused by the karman of the soul. It is unacceptable to the Naiyāyikas that a creator-God experience pain or be subject to the law of karman. The absence of a body also distinguishes the creator-God from the Puraṇic or what we may call “religious” type of god, for example, an *avatāra*.

But why did the Nyāya and the Vaiśeṣika schools introduce the notion of creator-God into their systems? Since the admission of a supreme deity sustained only by faith and religion was not acceptable to them, they had to defend the notion of creator-God only through reasoning. In this process they constantly faced criticisms connected with this notion, such as the creation of the universe by a creator-God with-

---

54 Chemparathy 1972: 32.
55 Colas 2011: 50–52. However Udayana admits that the creator-God can take a body of manifestation (*nirmāṇakāya*) in certain occasions, for instance, for teaching or emitting the Veda, an idea that is also found in his predecessor Jayanta Bhaṭṭa (Chemparathy 1972: 153; Colas 2004: 160).
56 Colas 2011: 50.
out his possessing a body. Was the notion of creator-God introduced and demonstrated through reasoning in response to socio-religious compulsion? The importance given to deism in the Nyāyakusumāñjali seems to point to this. It answers the criticisms of that epoch that rites are motivated by the quest for social prestige, that they are deceitful and are means to self-interest and influence. The Nyāyakusumāñjali supports sacrifices and religious foundations (iṣṭāpūrtā). It also legitimates icon consecration, but on different lines from those of priestly circles.

Buddhist scholastic anti-deism from the 7th century

The Nyāya-Vaiśeṣika effort to build a deism by presenting a philosophical creator-God different from the common religious gods, in turn influenced the attitude of Buddhist scholastic authors, who strengthened their arguments against the metaphysical creator-God. A milestone in the history of Buddhist anti-deism are several verses of the Dharmakīrti’s Pramāṇavārttika (600–660). Bhavya’s lengthy attacks on the belief in creator-gods were often sarcastic and were not developed on logical grounds. Dharmakīrti’s refutation of creator-God in the Pramāṇa-siddhi chapter is short but well-argumed. The aim of this chapter is to demonstrate that Buddha is the authority (pramāṇa) for those who strive for spiritual liberation. In this context, Dharmakīrti rejects the authority of God, Īśvara. His criticism concerns the contradiction between the ephemeral character of the effects and the alleged permanent character of divine cause. These verses also challenge the causality attributed to God’s invisible power. However, Dharmakīrti neither explicitly records nor criticizes several features of Praśastapāda’s and Uddyotakara’s con-

59 Hayes 1988: 5.
60 See Jackson 1999: 477.
ceptions which could have been easy targets for Buddhist criticism. For as we saw above, according to Praśastapāda and Uddyotakara, God’s sovereignty is constrained by various factors such as compliance with cycles of creation and dissolution, assistance by gods like Brahmán and dependence on karmic maturation of human souls.

According to modern research Dharmakīrti inaugurated a Buddhist scholastic tradition of systematically and logically refuting the deistic notion of creator-God.62 His effective criticism helped to a certain extent to give shape, by reaction, to the definition of and arguments for the creator-God by the Naiyāyikas. Dharmakīrti’s anti-deistic arguments were followed and developed in the 8th century by Śāntarakṣita in his Tattvasaṅgraha and in the commentary on it by Kamalaśīla.63 The non-existence of a creator-God, alongside the non-existence of a permanent soul, is one of the corollaries of the Buddhist theory of pratītya-samutpāda.64 In this context, the Tattvasaṅgraha refutes others’ metaphysical explanations of the universe, deistic as well as theistic. The refutation includes theories of prakṛti, creator-God (who is the instrumental but not the material cause of the universe as in Naiyāyika theory), the pair God–Prakṛti (a thesis attributable to the deistic Sāṃkhya) and the śabdbrahman (of Bharṭhari’s followers). Śāntarakṣita’s refutation of puruṣa,65 who is both instrumental and material cause of the universe, ends with the statement that other creator-gods like Viṣṇu, Brahmán, etc. stand refuted by the same arguments: if this puruṣa creates prompted by another being or under the impulse of the invisible factor (adṛṣṭa), then he is not independent; if he creates out of compassion, it would mean that suffering beings existed before his creation and it is also not reasonable for them to suffer after his creation; if he creates out of sport (kṛiḍā), he is dependent on pre-existent means of sport; if he creates automatically without any specific intention, he cannot be considered intelligent. It should be noted that Śāntarakṣita distinguishes between the

---

62 See Jackson 1999: 486.
63 Tattvasaṅgraha 1–6.
64 For this notion, see, for instance, Stcherbatsky 1923: 28–31; Williams 1974; Shulman 2008: 315–317 (bibliography).
65 Tattvasaṅgraha 6, 153–170.
creator-God of the Naiyāyikas and a creator-God called puruṣa that could be understood as the paradigm for all other creator-gods. The Buddhist criticism of the notion of Īśvara creator of the universe continued up to the 11th century in the works of authors such as Śaṅkarānananda66 (10th–11th c.) and Jñānaśrīmitra (11th c.).67

Nyāya’s reaction to anti-deistic Buddhist attacks around the 11th century

The Naiyāyikas of the 11th century, more concerned with the attacks from Mīmāṃsā,68 do not seem to have paid much attention to the Buddhist criticisms of deistic conceptions. Udayana and Yāmuna, both of the 11th century, attest to this fact. In his Ātmatattvaviveka, which deals with the notion of individual soul, Udayana refutes Buddhist arguments, including those of Jñānaśrīmitra, against the existence of ātman. But in his Nyāyakusumāñjali, which is intended to prove the existence of creator-God, he rarely mentions the Buddhist point of view. It should also be noted that he does not refer to Jñānaśrīmitra’s objection to the uniqueness of Īśvara.69 Yāmuna, the Vaiṣṇava logician, in his Īśvarasiddhi reports the Mīmāṃsaka rejection of the notion of creator-God, but not that of the Buddhists.70 Thus while Buddhist scholars were eager to demolish the Naiyāyika concept of creator-God in the 11th century.

67 See his Īśvaravāda.
68 In Jayanta Bhaṭṭa’s defence of deism (9th c.), which answers criticism from Mīmāṃsakas, Buddhist criticism of deism is not the principal target: see Nyāyamañjarī, pp. 175–188. For the slow response of Nyāya-Vaiśeṣika to Dharmakīrti’s critique, see Jackson 1986: 335, 337.
69 Chemparathy 1972: 179.
70 One may say that their view is discussed in a missing part of this work reputed to be incomplete, but the beginning of the Īśvarasiddhi only mentions the Mīmāṃsaka as the opponent to be rejected and not the Buddhist, whereas Yāmuna announces his aim of refuting Buddhism at the very beginning of his Ātmasiddhi and deals with it in several parts of that work.
century, it remains to be proved that the Naiyāyikas of the same period cared about the Buddhist opinion on īśvara, even though they were engaged in refuting the Buddhist view of individual soul.

**Brahman and Īśvara**

Brahman (= the neutral Brāhman in the following lines), said to be the ultimate reality and the origin of the universe in the Upaniṣads, is a central concept in all Vedāntic schools. It has been interpreted differently, sometimes unconnected with any deism and theism, sometimes connected with a deistic view and sometimes with a theistic one.

According to Bhartṛhari (5th c.), who is the heir of two traditions, grammar and Upaniṣads, Brahman is the central metaphysical notion. It is eternal, the essential reality Speech, the indestructible Phonem that transforms into the universe of objects. Even though Brahman is the origin of the manifested universe, it is not a personal god or creator-God; the manifestation of the world is nothing but the unfolding of Brahman’s own nature.

The perspective of Śaṅkara (8th c.) on the other hand, meets two concerns: to preserve the metaphysical principle Brahman detached from all religion and to justify a deistic principle that legitimates all rites and religious conceptions. As is well known, Śaṅkara distinguishes between three levels of existence. The pāramārthika level is that of the “absolutely real”, that of Brahman, the supreme and non-dual self. The vyāvahārika level is the practical or “practically existent” level, in which Brahmanical values and enjoined socio-religious practices of everyday life have validity. The third level, that of error and dreams (prātiḥśāsika), only has reality as long as it lasts. Śaṅkara considers Brahman as the only metaphysical reality. It is both the material and the efficient cause of all existence. But cause and effect are in reality not

---

71 Vākyapadīya 1.1–4.

72 *Brahmasūtrabhāṣya* 1.4.23.
different because, from the transcendental point of view, effect is an illusionary superimposition upon the cause.\textsuperscript{73}

Thus, Śaṅkara has no need for a creator-God from the highest metaphysical point of view, but still accepts it at the practical level. He identifies the creator-God Īśvara with Brahman possessing attributes (\textit{saguṇa}), citing the Upaniṣadic passages that speak of Brahman having attributes (\textit{saguṇa-śruti}) in support of his notion of Īśvara. Īśvara is both the material and efficient cause of the universe.\textsuperscript{74} He creates the world as a pastime (\textit{līlā}) but can be charged with neither partiality nor cruelty, for he takes into account factors like karman. Being their cause,\textsuperscript{75} Īśvara is distinct from, and above ordinary gods. He is not considered as quintessential of the sectarian creator-gods, such as Viṣṇu, nor is he identified with Vedic gods. Further, Īśvara cannot have a body, for that would imply his transmigration.\textsuperscript{76} The notion of Īśvara, the creator-God, helps Śaṅkara explain the appearance of the world while at the same time preserving the unity and absoluteness of the non-dual Brahman. Since Śaṅkara relied on the authority of the Upaniṣads and because, according to him, a creator-God pertains to the level of relative reality, unlike the Naiyāyikas he has no need for logical proofs to demonstrate the existence and activities of Īśvara.

We may consider the \textit{bheda-abheda} philosophy of Bhāskara (between 8\textsuperscript{th} and 11\textsuperscript{th} c.) as a transitional doctrine between Śaṅkara’s monism and Rāmānuja’s theism. Here the term \textit{transitional} is not taken in a historical sense, for upholders of \textit{bheda-abheda} preceded Śaṅkara.\textsuperscript{77} According to Bhāskara, Brahman is both: the material and efficient cause of the universe which is real, neither a lower reality nor

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{73} Ibid. 2.1.14-15.
  \item \textsuperscript{74} Ibid. 2.2.37.
  \item \textsuperscript{75} Ibid. 2.1.34.
  \item \textsuperscript{76} Ibid. 2.2.40. When Śaṅkara defends the concept that gods possess a body (\textit{vigraha}) (1.3.26–33), he refers not to Īśvara the creator-God, but to the Vedic gods (Colas 2004: 156–157).
  \item \textsuperscript{77} See, for instance, Ingalls 1954: 294. For an introduction to Bhāskara’s philosophy, see Ingalls 1967 and Rüping 1977.
\end{itemize}
illusory. Bhāskara names Brahman “Īśvara” and “Supreme self” (paramātman). It is both cause and effect, because it transforms itself into the universe. It possesses two powers (śakti): the power of being enjoyed (bhogya), which transforms into insentient entities like space, and the power of being the enjoyer (bhoktr), which exists as the individual soul (jīva). Just as the sun, having sent its rays retracts them, the supreme God (paramēśvara) deploys his capacity of infinite variety and retracts it. Bhāskara accepts the view of the Pāñcarātra according to which the god Vāsudeva is the material and efficient cause of the universe because it has scriptural sanction, but he rejects its thesis that individual souls originate from the paramātman.

At the beginning of the 12th century, Rāmānuja went one step further, from deism to theism. In his Śrībhāṣya on Brahmasūtra, he identifies Brahman with Īśvara who is Viṣṇu, also named Vāsudeva and Nārāyaṇa. Rāmānuja believes, like Śaṅkara, that Brahman can be proved to exist only through Scriptural authority, not by the other means of knowledge like perception or inference, which are inadequate in this matter.

Brahman-Viṣṇu is the instrumental and material cause of the world; he is both cause and effect; he manifests the world to enable individual souls to experience their merits and demerits. He has conscious beings and non-conscious things as his body but this does not affect his immutability. Rāmānuja’s definition of the body as a substance that is

78 Bhāskara’s Brahmasūtrabhāṣya 1.3.30, p. 65.
79 Ibid. 1.1.4, p. 19.
80 Ibid. 1.4.25, p. 85; 2.1.27.
81 Ibid. 2.2.41.
82 Śrībhāṣya 1.1.1, p. 223[a]; 224[a]; p. 49[b]; also p. 43[b].
83 Ibid. 1.1.3, p. 119[b]-120[b]; 123[b], 127[b]. Rāmānuja uses preferably the term śāstra, which includes not only Veda, but also other texts like Mahābhārata and several Purāṇas.
84 Ibid. 1.1.1, pp. 77[b] and 37[b].
85 Ibid. 1.1.1, p. 76[b]. See also 1.1.1, p. 131[b].
86 Ibid. 1.1.1, p. 77[b].
completely and always capable of being controlled and supported by a sentient soul\(^87\) wards off the objections that could arise with respect to God, namely the dependence of the body on *karman*, the presence in it of pleasure and suffering, etc. It is wide enough to include the possession of bodies by Viṣṇu during his incarnations and to conceive the universe of conscious and unconscious entities as his body. It is applicable to all sentient beings: other gods, human beings, ghosts, animals, etc. Thus the Nyāya-Vaiśeṣika criticism of the possession of a body by the creator-God does not apply to Rāmānuja’s conception of the body;\(^88\) Viṣṇu is different from ordinary gods even though they constitute his body along with other individual selves.\(^89\) His nature is pure knowledge and he is not subject to *karman*, unlike the selves of gods, men, etc., whose embodiment is caused by *karman*.\(^90\) Gods other than Viṣṇu are subject to transmigration like all embodied beings, demons, ghosts, men, animals and immovable things.\(^91\)

Unlike Yāmuna, his predecessor, Rāmānuja did not rely merely on logical reasoning but built a new Vedāntic doctrine, centred on Brahma-Viṣṇu. He had to confine his discourse in the Śrībhāṣya to the topics and the nature of the text on which he was commenting. But his commentary on sūtras 2.2.39-42, which Śaṅkara and Bhāskara understood to refer to Pāñcarātra, gave him the opportunity to legitimate this Vaiṣṇava sect. He states that Nārāyaṇa, who is Brahma, is the author of the Pāñcarātra scriptures and that this system is incomparable, for it teaches the nature and mode of worshipping Nārāyaṇa.\(^92\)

---

\(^87\) Ibid. 2.1.9, p. 222. For a discussion on the bodies and manifestations of Brahman-Viṣṇu according to Rāmānuja, see Colas, 2020.

\(^88\) See also Śrībhāṣya 1.1.3, pp. 131–132, and 2.2.36–37.

\(^89\) Ibid. 1.1.1, p. 69[b]; see also pp. 48[b], 49[b].

\(^90\) Ibid. 1.1.1, p. 45[b].

\(^91\) Ibid. 1.1.4, p. 163[b].

\(^92\) Ibid. 2.2.42, p. 329[b].
Conclusion

From the 5th to the 11th century, Bhartṛhari, various Nyāya-Vaiśeṣika authors, Śaṅkara and Bhāskara all built doctrines that did not have sectarian theistic affiliation. Their concept of a supreme being was established on structured reasoning, not religious faith, although Bhartṛhari, Śaṅkara and Bhāskara valued scriptural authority over logical reasoning. It is probable that the antagonistic forces of Buddhism and of Mīmāṁsā indirectly helped them to strengthen their argumentation to a certain extent, and up to a certain period.

Early Buddhism was not much concerned with theism or deism and refrained from speculating about notions such as creator-God. Buddhist criticisms of theism is seen to have emerged in the beginning of our era and gathered strength from the 4th to the 6th century, paradoxically at the time when Buddha came to be viewed as a god (though not as a creator-God). Buddhism criticized the generic notion of Īśvara creator-God, on the one hand, and creator-gods like Viṣṇu and Śiva, on the other. There is no definite proof that the early upholders of the notion of creator-God, which Buddhism criticized, were Naiyāyikas.

The progressive development of deism in Nyāya and Vaiśeṣika from the 6th century onwards forced Buddhism to concentrate its attacks on the metaphysical notion of Īśvara creator-God. Buddhist criticism continued up to the 11th century, but by then Nyāya-Vaiśeṣika was more preoccupied with the attacks from the Mīmāṁsakas in this regard than it was with those of the Buddhists. Nyāya-Vaiśeṣika speculation about creator-God culminated in Udayana’s deism advocated in his Nyāyakusumāñjali.

Brahman was the cardinal notion in the works of Bhartṛhari and Śaṅkara. Bhartṛhari did not make room for the notion of Īśvara in his system, while Śaṅkara confined Īśvara to the limited field of empirical reality, clearly distinguishing him from other ordinary gods. He thus preserved a deism that could match that of the Nyāya-Vaiśeṣika, although their definition of Īśvara is not the same. Bhāskara did not make any distinction between the notions of Brahma and Īśvara. His doctrine was historically followed by what may be described as the transformation of deism into theism: Rāmānuja identified both Īśvara and Brahma as Viṣṇu.
While Vedāntic theistic philosophy gained ground after Rāmānuja with Madhva, Vallabha, Śrīkaṇṭha (fl. 1400?) and others, a deistic thought without specific religious affiliation persisted in various forms. Udayana had consolidated deism as a distinctive feature of his school; later Naiyāyikas perpetuated deism without developing it further. Buddhist anti-deism disappeared with Buddhism in most parts of India. Post-śaṅkarian non-dualism sometimes was influenced by devotional theism as was the case with Madhusūdana Sarasvatī, but mostly held deism and theism at bay, relegating them to the empirical level only. Mīmāṃsā maintained its rejection of all notion of creator-God. The Sāmkhyasūtras (perhaps 15th c.) were not just indifferent to the notion of a supreme God, they even rejected it. The ancient non-Vedāntic Vaiṣṇava and Śaiva theologies like Pāñcarātra, Vaikhānasa, Śaivasiddhānta, etc., also developed speculative, sometimes elaborate systems. But they were absent from supra-sectarian debates, the reasons for which can only be conjectural: possibly the vedicity of some of these theologies was an issue, or perhaps the sectarian metaphysical dogmas of some were not acceptable to all, and so on. Perhaps the purpose of these theologies was not to enter the field of formal scholastic debates, but rather to guide their respective religious communities and to assert their place among Hindu theisms.
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The works of Piḷḷai Lokācārya (13th–14th century) are an invaluable resource for understanding the development of the Śrīvaiṣṇava tradition in the post-Rāmānuja period. He was the author of eighteen philosophical treatises (*rahasya*), collectively known as the *Aṣṭadaśara-hasyaṅkal*, which, along with Maṇavālamāmuni’s commentary, are an early formulation of Teṅkalai theology. From about the mid-13th century, two distinct schools of thought are identifiable within the Śrīvaiṣṇava tradition, i.e., the “Kāñci” and “Śrīraṅgam” schools, precursors to the Vaṭakalai and Teṅkalai branches of the tradition, respectively.¹

One of the key differences emerging from these two schools is the status and definition of the correct means (*upāya*) to attaining the Lord.

Though Piḷḷai Lokācārya, the foremost representative of the Śrīraṅgam school, does not understand himself to be the founder of a new branch of the Śrīvaiṣṇava tradition, he does articulate a position on the question of *upāya* that, though not completely absent from the works of Rāmānuja, is an important factor in the bifurcation of the tradition’s soteriological paradigm.

Rāmānuja and, to a certain extent, the Kāñci school emphasize the necessity of self-effort through the meditative and ritual practices of *bhaktiyoga*.

Piḷḷai Lokācārya, on the other hand, argues strongly against the ultimate efficacy of self-effort on the part of the devotee. For him, the only *upāya* is God Himself and the only mode appropriate to the devotee is the recognition of his utter dependence on God for all things, including, and most importantly, salvation. Piḷḷai Lokācārya’s position

---

¹ Mumme 1988: 1–27.
on the question of the correct means for attaining salvation is a clear articulation of the shift in emphasis that we find in the works of the post-Rāmānuja Ācāryas away from the Supreme Lord (paratva) favoured by Rāmānuja toward a God who is first and foremost accessible (saulabhya) to all of His devotees.

For Piḷḷai Lokācārya, the Śrīvaiṣṇava community of believers is itself a manifestation of God’s accessibility. Indeed, the primary concern of his theology is more about the creation and maintenance of correct relationships between members of the Śrīvaiṣṇava community, including God, than it is about defining His essential nature. In fact, I think that for Piḷḷai Lokācārya it is in the “between” that we find the true nature of God.

According to him, the whole essence of Vaiṣṇava philosophy is to conduct oneself as a bhāgavata (devotee) and to respect other bhāgavatas.²

God in His transcendent aspect (paratva)

Of the three primary texts I have consulted, Śrīvacanabhūṣaṇam, Muṃkṣuppaṭi and Tattvatraya, the only descriptions of the essential nature of God in His transcendent aspect (paratva) reminiscent of the tone used by Rāmānuja are found in the Tattvatraya in the third chapter dedicated to an exposition on the nature of God, called the Īśvaratattva. The opening sūtra of this chapter, Tattvatraya 74, is a summary of God’s auspicious qualities, as follows:

The essential nature of God is that He is opposed to all kinds of evil. He is infinite and self-luminous. He is full of the auspicious qualities of knowledge, power, etc. He is the cause of creation, maintenance and destruction of the world; according to the Gītā He is resorted to by the four kinds of people; those who are miserable, those who are curious to know, those who desire wealth, and those who are wise.³

---

² Venkatachari 1978: 37.
Though Pillai Lokācārya’s references to the *paratva* form of the Lord are sparse, here we find that he is largely in agreement with Rāmānuja. As, for example, in Rāmānuja’s definition of “Supreme *brahman*” from the *Gītābhāṣya* 18.73:

[...]*“Supreme *brahman*”, who is the great ocean of all auspicious qualities such as knowledge, strength, sovereignty, valour, power and glory, each of limitless excellence and natural (to Him), whose essential nature consists solely of auspiciousness, who is opposed to all that is evil without exception, and to whom the rise, protection and dissolution of the entire universe are sport [...].*4

There are three important points in common here: that God is opposed to all evil, that He is the cause of the creation, maintenance, and dissolution of the entire world, and that He is endowed with all “the auspicious qualities”. The auspicious qualities both authors refer to are what in Pāñcarātric doctrine are called the ṣaḍгуṇas, or “six qualities”. Traditionally given as knowledge (*jñāna*), power (*śakti*), sovereignty (*aiśvarya*), strength (*bala*), valour (*vīrya*), and glory (*tejas*), they are understood to be, along with Lakṣmī, the first emanation from the eternal and unchangeable Lord. Though Pillai Lokācārya does not emphasize this aspect of the Lord, nor make many references to the ṣaḍгуṇas outside of this chapter of the *Tattvātṛaya*, it is clear that his understanding of the Lord’s transcendent form is in line with Rāmānuja and his predecessors.

**Paratva in the world**

The four *sūtras* that immediately follow Pillai Lokācārya’s opening statement in *Tattvātṛaya* 74 (above) serve as brief explanations for each of the qualities mentioned. With the exception of *sūtra* 76 each of these are only about two lines long and rather general in nature. There is, however, one additional point made by Pillai Lokācārya here. That is, “He is infinite and self-luminous”. *Tattvātṛaya* 76, which ex-

---

4 Sampatkumaran 1969: 532.
Erin McCann

plains the infinite self-illuminating nature of the Lord, gives us a closer look at Piḷḷai Lokācārya’s priorities in discussing His essential nature:

“God is endless (infinite)” means that God is eternal. His immanent presence is in both the conscious and the unconscious (or in the sentient and the non-sentient). A doubt arises from the fact of the immanence of God that if He is immanent in everything, then, He must be equally present in the evil things also and thus may be Himself partly evil. But this doubt is not correct; for as the soul in the body has no relation to childhood, youth and old age (these states belong to the body only.). Therefore, the imperfections of the sentient and the non-sentient things do not affect Him.\(^5\)

Though, to be sure, this may be a point of importance in the works of Rāmānuja as well, the attention Piḷḷai Lokācārya gives to it in this context is telling. Not only does he feel the need to explain with greater detail the quality of anantatva (limitlessness or infiniteness), it is also the only point for which he sees the need to define and defend against possible objection. I think that he is attempting here to introduce into this discussion of the qualities of the Lord the connection between the Lord in His transcendent form and the mundane world as its antaryāmin, or “Inner Controller”. This suggests to me that, for him, God’s transcendent quality of limitlessness is directly relevant to His immanent role as the Inner Controller of all sentient and non-sentient matter.

Indeed, much of Piḷḷai Lokācārya’s work tends to treat the paratva aspects of God’s essential nature as if they are in service of, or immanently applicable to His devotees. Even in this chapter dedicated to expressing the essential nature of Īśvara his descriptions thereof are quickly followed by explanations of the ways in which such divine qualities are manifested for the aid of sentient beings (cetana). For example, sūtras 79 and 80 of the Tattvatraya:

Of the numerous above-mentioned qualities, the subjects of His affection are His devotees and the subjects of His might are His opponents. The affection and might, etc. are due to his qualities of knowledge and power, lordship, tejas, etc. and all are His subjects. Of the endless qualities of God, knowledge is for the ignorant, power for the weak, forgiveness for those

\(^5\) Awasthi/Datta 1973: Tattvatraya, 47.
who have sinned, compassion for those who are in misery, affection for those who have shortcomings, superior conduct for the inferior ones, straightforwardness for the crooked ones, friendliness for those who are hard-hearted, softness for those who are afraid of separation (from Him) and easy accessibility for those who yearn to see Him, etc.\(^6\)

Rāmānuja too follows up his statement of God’s supremacy at *Gītā-bhāṣya* 18.73, as given above, with a statement on the nature of the relationship between God and His devotee. The imperative for him, however, is not how or why God manifests for us, but rather how we may cultivate devotion for Him.

[...] and the knowledge that You are Vāsudeva, the Supreme Person, He who is to be known from the *Vedānta*, and who can be attained only by the worship of the Supreme Person which has taken the form of devotion, which can be brought into being by restraint of the senses and control of the mind, the giving up of forbidden actions and the performance of occasional and obligatory rituals having the sole objective of the satisfaction of the Supreme Person, which is to be intensified day by day and which rests on the discriminatory knowledge of the higher and lower principles as being really of this kind and on its practical application—(all this) has been gained.\(^7\)

The difference between these two statements on the relationship of God to His devotees is only more pointed for the near identity of their preceding statements on the essential nature (*svarūpa*) of God. Piḷḷai Lokācārya’s interpretation of the Lord’s status as *antaryāmin* is what makes this difference possible. In his *Mumukṣuppaṭi*, sūtras 100-101, Piḷḷai Lokācārya concludes that the Lord’s supremacy (*paratva*) and accessibility (*saulabhya*), or “status as the Inner Controller (*antaryamin*)”, means (*upāya*), and goal (*upeya*)\(^8\) results from His being the

---

\(^6\) Ibid., 48–49.

\(^7\) Sampatkumaran, *Gītābhāṣya* 532.

\(^8\) Mumme 1987: 85–86.
support and/or locus of the entire collection of *naras* (interpreted here as referring only to sentient beings).  

### Accessibility (*saulabhya*) of the Lord as *arcāvatāra*

Though Rāmānuja, of course, also understands the Lord as the Inner Controller of all sentient beings, he sees that for the purpose of expiating one’s sins, a means, an *upāya*, is necessary to find favour with the Lord. For Piḷḷai Lokācārya, on the other hand, there can be no means but the Lord. Because He is the Inner Controller, because all things—sentient and non-sentient—are Him, are His body, the only means to attaining salvation is admitting to one’s absolute dependence upon Him. Thus, out of compassion the Lord condescends to make Himself accessible to His devotees—makes it possible for them to realize their love for Him, to find their way to accepting and trusting in Him. The Lord makes himself accessible to His devotees in a number of ways, as *antarāmin*, as the *avatāras* (Rāma, Kṛṣṇa, etc.), and most importantly in the form of *arcāvatāra*. At the end of a series of passages in the *Tattvatraya* describing the five forms of God as enumerated by Pāñcarātra, he defines *arcāvatāra* as follows:

The *arcāvatāra* (God in the form of idols, etc.) is the fifth and the last form of God. He accepts this form under the control of His devotees. The devotees uphold that God resides in the material of their choice, like gold, silver, jewels, etc. and in whatever they imagine He resides in. God resides at Ayodhya, Mathura, etc. without reference to time and rules as an object of worship. He overlooks the shortcomings of His devotees, and

---

9 Maṇavāḷamāmuni comments here that whether we read *Nārāyaṇa* as a *bahuurthiḥ* or a *tatpuruṣa* compound determines the meaning respectively as either 1) [His] status as the Inner Controller (*antarāmi*)—that is, as the Controller situated in the inner soul of all sentient and insentient beings, as stated in the *Antaryāmi Brāhmaṇa*, or 2) [His] status as the means (*upāya*) and goal (*upeya*), which is shown in the instrumental and passive formation of the word *ayana*—whose root is either *ī*-, “to go,” or *ay*-, “to go”. (Mumme 1987: 86)
He is under the control of His devotees for bathing, eating, sleeping, etc. He abides in the idols, in the temples and in the homes, etc.\textsuperscript{10}

There are two important qualities of the \textit{arcāvatāra} that highlight the accessibility of this form. The first, discussed here, is the radical reversal of roles inherent to the \textit{arcāvatāra}. Being present for the devotee in idol form allows one to care for the Lord, to cultivate the feelings of a mother for her child (\textit{vatsālya}), to feel the attachment to a dependent that mirrors the Lord’s own feelings for His devotees. The second and related point is discussed in the \textit{Mumukṣuppati}. Emphasizing the importance of being able to see the \textit{arcāvatāra}, Piḷḷai Lokācārya writes that it is this form that is “the farthest extent of the [Lord’s] accessibility”, that this, unlike his supreme (\textit{para}) and evolutionary (\textit{vyūha}) forms, or his incarnations (\textit{vibhava}), is visible to the eye.\textsuperscript{11}

Indeed,

His very posture—the divine weapons clutched in his holy hands, his hand held in a gesture saying not to fear, his head crowned, his face, his smile, his holy feet pressed into the lotus seat—is our refuge.\textsuperscript{12}

The Lord both accommodates Himself to the desires of His devotees and conceals His supremacy in such image forms, allowing His devotees to approach Him for refuge without fear. In his \textit{Arthapañcaka}, Piḷḷai Lokācārya further marvels at the mystery of the Lord’s appearance in the image saying,

[... He is] all-knowing, but seeming as if not-knowing; all-powerful, but seeming as if powerless; all-sufficient, but seeming as if needy;—thus seeming to exchange places, the worshipped with the worshipper, and choosing to be ocularly manifest to him in temples and homes, in short, at all places and at all times desired.\textsuperscript{13}

\textsuperscript{10} Awashti/Datta, \textit{Tattvatraya} (\textit{sūtra} 112), 68.

\textsuperscript{11} Mumme, \textit{Mumukṣuppati} (\textit{sūtras} 139–140), 122.

\textsuperscript{12} Ibid. (\textit{sūtra} 140), 123.

\textsuperscript{13} Govindacarya/Grierson 1910: 565–607.
The paradox of the Lord’s presence as arcāvatāra can only be explained, according to Piḷḷai Lokācārya, by the depth and breadth of the Lord’s compassion. Because He is perfect, full of all the auspicious qualities (kalyāṇaguṇas), we cannot understand this incarnation (or any incarnation, for that matter) as arising due to karman. Thus, it must be His love of and desire for communion with His devotees that provides the impetus for His radical condescension. As such, the devotee can be assured that even in the presence of the Supreme Lord, the Lord of karman, he will find refuge:

The quality of arcāvatāra īśvara is that He is the master and His devotees are His dependents and servants. He reverses the relationship or He becomes their innocent and powerless servant. He has unbound compassion and feels overpowered and bestows on His devotees whatever they desire, thus, graciously satisfying all their desires.

In the Śrīvacanabhūṣaṇam the only descriptors of the Lord we find are of His image forms. These sūtras, however, are more about identifying the devotee’s proper object than they are about expressing the greatness of the Lord. Piḷḷai Lokācārya does insist, though, that the fullness of qualities inherent to the proper object of devotion are indeed present in the arcāvatāra. Moreover, he invokes the Ālivārs as proof, or pramāṇa, for this claim by stating in sūtra 38,

---

14 Awasthi/Datta, Tattvatraya (sūtra 108), 66. “The reason for the previously mentioned different incarnations of God is His will and not the Karma etc. And, the objective of these incarnations is to protect the good (and to destroy the wicked, and the establishment of righteousness).”

15 Ibid., Tattvatraya (sūtra 114), 69.

16 Piḷḷai Lokācārya, Śrīvacanabhūṣaṇam, sūtra 37: viṣayāniyamām āvatu gunapūrtiyullavitame viṣayam ākai; pūrtiyullatum arccāvatārattile. Please note that all translations from the Śrīvacanabhūṣaṇam are mine, based on my forthcoming edition and translation of the text.
The Āḻvārs, in many places, performed prapatti to the arcavatāra especially.17

The Lord is so powerful as an arcavatāra, in fact, that even for those who cannot be corrected by śāstra, those concentrated on other objects, and those who are disinclined toward the Lord, seeing the image of the Lord will convert their aversion to taste (ruci).18 Though Piḷḷai Lokācārya in the Śrīvacanabhūṣanam is clearly extolling the benefits of seeing the Lord, he equally recognizes that there is an inherent danger in the beauty of the Lord’s image form. It is not only possible but entirely likely that a man may become so engrossed in the pleasure of seeing His beauty in this form that he will assume the pleasure to be his own, that he will become attached to the pleasure of seeing rather than to the Lord. Thus, Piḷḷai Lokācārya reminds his readers that,

It is not from seeing [His] qualities that one engages with the Lord; it is due to the essential nature (of the soul).19

Thus, the only thing one can do is surrender to Him—and even this, for Piḷḷai Lokācārya, cannot be called an upāya. It is merely a mental acknowledgment of one’s essential nature as being utterly dependent upon the Lord. This acknowledgement is called prapatti, it is a state of surrender that is reflective of the soul’s true nature—merely an acknowledgement of one’s pre-existent, if unacknowledged, state of being.

---

17 Ibid., sūtra 38: āḻvārkal palaviṅkaḻilum prapatti paṇṇirrum arcavatārantile. The final –ē of arcavatārantill-ē, as an emphatic particle, can be translated here as either “alone”, “only”, or “especially”.

18 Ibid., sūtra 43: itutāṉ śastraṅkaḻāl tiruttav oṉēte viṣayāntaraṅkaḻile maṇṭi vimukhar-āyp porum cetanaṅku vaimukhyattai māṛṛi ruciyai vilai̊kkak kaṭavat-āy ruci pirantāl upāyam-āy upāyaparigraham paṇṇipāl bhogyamum-āy irukkum. The word ruci could also be interpreted here as “hunger”, implying a predilection toward the object.

Salvation through grace or good deeds?

In a long passage that attempts to explain the mind of God in relation to His devotees, Piḷḷai Lokācārya tells us that like the gold-merchant who tests gold against a touchstone accumulating the tiny fragments left over, the Lord takes all the purposeful, incidental and inevitable moments in the series of births of His devotees and multiplies them by ten. Thus, imagining His devotee is worthy of grace thinking,

[...] you spoke of my town, you said my name, you saw my devotees, you removed their thirst, you gave them shelter [...].

The granting of His grace seems random, as if totally undeserved. And, indeed, because of His perfection, to be touched by His glance is always more than the devotee, who is full to the brim with the faults of humanity, deserves. Moreover, it is only the good works that are done without a claim to agency that are worthy of the Lord’s attention.

Therefore, having clung to the unknown good deeds alone the Lord casts the gracious favour of His glance.

The Lord’s grace is not something to be won through adherence to āśramadharma, through the performance of daily and occasional ritual action, or even through the meditative techniques of bhaktiyoga. In fact, Piḷḷai Lokācārya is absolutely clear that for prapatti any intentional action in seeking the Lord’s favour is to be considered a fault.

For other upāyas, refraining from action (nivṛtti) is a fault; for this one, action (pravṛtti) is a fault.

Maṇavālamāmūnī clarifies the issue even further:

---

20 Ibid., sūtra 384: [...] eva uraice conṇāya eva pēraic conṇāya eva atiyārai nock-kināy avarkal viṭāyait tirattāy avarkaḷuk kotuṅka niḷalaik koṭuttāy [...].

21 Ibid., sūtra 389: ākaiyāl ajñātam-āna naṃmaikaḷaiyē paraṛcākak koṭu kaṭāksiṣiy ānikum.

22 Mumme, Mumukṣuppaṭi (sūtra 232), 170. This comes very close to Rāmānuja’s stance on the importance of fulfilling one’s obligations according to āśramadharma and bhaktiyoga without attachment. It is important to note, however, that for Piḷḷai Lokācārya the unconsidered good deeds referred to here are not restricted to those prescribed by sāstra.
Upāyas other than this one—the accomplished upāya (siddhopāya)—are fulfilled by the cetana’s activity (pravṛtti); thus, it is a fault if the cetana refrains from making his own efforts (svayatmanivṛtti). This upāya, however, is intolerant of association with other aids. Therefore, with it the only fault would be the cetana’s activity.23

Indeed, sūtras 390–391 of the Śrīvacanabhūsaṇam state clearly that there is literally nothing to be done, that all things come from the Lord alone.

Even these [unknown good deeds] were produced for him [i.e., the cetana], just as He [the Lord] first produced him [i.e., the cetana]. If this is examined, it will become [clear] that it is not necessary for him [i.e., the cetana] to do even one thing for himself.24 It is only in recognizing one’s utter helplessness that one affirms his relationship with God and his total dependence upon Him.

The cetana’s essential nature (svarūpa)

The essential nature of sentient beings is, perhaps, the topic upon which there is the most agreement between Piḷḷai Lokācārya and Rāmānuja. Like Piḷḷai Lokācārya,

According to Rāmānuja, the human’s sole delight is to be found in the Lord, and in his/her own subservience to and dependence on him.25 Both agree that devotion to the Lord, dependence upon Him, and delighting in subservience to Him are preliminary to the granting of God’s grace and that salvation is a gift that only the Lord may grant. They do not, however, agree on the means to attaining this state of devotion, nor on the nature of salvation. For Rāmānuja, acquiring the

---

23 Ibid. (sūtra 232), Maṇavāla’s commentary, 170–171. Siddhopāya here should be understood to be a direct reference to the Lord.

24 Piḷḷai Lokācārya, Śrīvacanabhūsaṇam, sūtras 390–391: ivaiy un kūṭa vilaiyum paṭiyirē ivan taṇṇai mutalile sṛṣṭittatu. atu taṇṇai nirūpittāl ivan taṇṇakkul oṅṛuṅ ceyya venjaṭa paṭiy-āy irukkum.

gift of salvation requires effort on the part of the devotee. He makes this clear in the passage from Gītābhāṣya 18.73 (quoted above) where he states that devotion must be cultivated through

restraint of the senses and control of the mind, the giving up of forbidden action and performance of occasional and obligatory rituals.\(^{26}\)

Rāmānuja thus affirms the necessity of Vedic study and adherence to the injunctions of āśramadharma. For him this is the only sure way to clear the karman that prevents one from embarking on the path of bhaktiyoga, and the only sure way to develop the love for the Lord that leads to salvation.

Pīḷḷai Lokācārya, on the other hand, seeing that the preliminary of love for the Lord is always already fulfilled simply by the fact of existence proclaims that man cannot and in fact should not presume to be capable of contributing anything toward the attainment of his salvation. The initial impulse to reach for the Lord, seemingly based in apprehending His divine qualities, is, in fact, based in an innate overpowering love for Him that occurs because of the soul’s original relationship to Him.

The basis for it (striving after the Lord) is love.
The basis for that [love] is the relationship [with the Lord].
That [relationship] indeed is unconditioned;
It is that which arises from existence.\(^{27}\)

Śrīvacanabhūsaṇam 127–129 make the futility of self-effort on the part of the devotee (the prapanna) abundantly clear:

Like a cowry to a jewel, like a lemon to a kingdom, [the means] is not equal to the fruit. Since he [the prapanna] is poor, there is not even one thing to give to Him [the Lord]. Giving that which is His, even if giving

\(^{26}\) Sampatkumaran, Gītābhāṣya 532.

\(^{27}\) Pīḷḷai Lokācārya, Śrīvacanabhūsaṇam, sūtras 115–117: atarku āti pirāvāṇyam. atarku āti campantam. atutāṇ oḷapāṭikam anṛṇ; cattāpiray uk-tam.
in the proper manner and place, is not the means; and if [one] is to give in the improper manner it will be exposed as theft.\(^{28}\)

In other words, everything that one could possibly give to the Lord was already His. For one to think that their offering to the Lord is worthy of Him is folly, and, worse, to think that the offering does not already belong to the Lord, to presume ownership over that offering, is a sin. Along these lines and following from Rāmānuja’s formulation of the śarīri-śarīra (soul-to-body) relationship of the Lord to material existence, Piḷḷai Lokācārya describes the nature of the human soul in the *Tattvatraya* as follows:

Subservient to God” means that it has nothing of its own; just as sandal (wood), flower, betel, etc. exist for the use of others, similarly, soul is all devotion to God with no interest of its own. The relation is not like ours with house, land, son, wife, etc. that they can exist independently. Just as body cannot exist separately from the soul, similarly, the soul (*cīt*) cannot exist separately from God. (Because soul is the body of God).\(^{29}\)

As is evident here, for Piḷḷai Lokācārya the soul’s essential nature is one of absolute dependence upon the Lord. Both independence and dependence upon another God are understood to be external to the true nature of the soul. They are harmful modes of being that are acquired through association with the material world, from the “name that comes with village, family, etc.”\(^{30}\)

Independence and subservience to another are introduced from the outside. Independence opposes subservience; subservience to another opposes subservience to Him. If the bondage caused by pride (*aham-*)

\(^{28}\) Ibid., *sūtras* 127–129: *ratnattukkup palakaṟai pōlēyum rājyattukku elum iccam paḻam pōlēyum phalattukku sadṛśam apru. tāṉ dārīḍraṇ ākaiyāle taṇakkuk koṭukku alāvatu oṟṟum illai. aṉaṅ taṇṭtaik koṭukku ṣṭattuḷ eṭa-ivile koṭukkil aprupāyamām; aṭaivu keṭak koṭukkil kaḻavu velip paṭum.*


\(^{30}\) Piḷḷai Lokācārya, *Śrīvacanabhūṣaṇa*, *sūtra* 79: *grāmakulādikaḷal varum per anarthahetu.*
Erin McCann

...kāra) is removed, the unperishing name for the soul is “servant”.\(^{31}\)

Carman defines Rāmānuja’s understanding of this relation as follows:

> Since this rule is that exercised by the self within its body, God in this aspect of His relation to finite beings may be called the antaryāmī, the “Controller within” or the “Inner Ruler”.\(^{32}\)

Fundamentally, Piḷḷai Lokācārya is in agreement with Rāmānuja on the nature of God’s relationship to the soul. What is distinct about his understanding is the degree of agency he attributes to the individual soul. Piḷḷai Lokācārya, preserving the singular and absolute autonomy of God, insists that the human soul is wholly incapable of independent action and any claim to it is not only prideful, it is an obstacle to acting in accordance with God’s will. Rāmānuja, preserving the sense of God as ultimately judicious, as the Lord of karman, on the other hand, insists on the importance of an individual’s volitional effort.

**Upāya: bhakti and prapatti as the means of salvation**

The distinction between the approaches of Rāmānuja and Piḷḷai Lokācārya to the question of the correct path to salvation and, by extension, their respective understandings of God’s role in the process is most clearly seen in their interpretations of *Bhagavadgītā* 18:66 (the *Caranaśloka*). The verse runs as follows:

> Abandoning all duties, adopt me as thy sole refuge; from all sins I thee shall rescue: be not grieved!

Like Piḷḷai Lokācārya, Rāmānuja takes *sarva dharmān* (“all duties”) to mean karman, jñāna, and bhakti yoga. That is, all the paths previ-

---

31 Ibid., sūtras 76–78: svātantryamum anyaśeṣatvamam vanteri. śeṣatvavirudhi svātantryam; taccheṣatvavirodhi tadicāraśeṣatvam. ahaṇkāram—ākīrav ārpaṭittu uṭṭaitāl uṭṭavuku alīyāta peraṭiyaṇ egīre.


33 Ibid., 215.
ously taught by Kṛṣṇa to Arjuna in the course of the Bhagavadgītā. The difference between their interpretations rests primarily on one word, parityajya. Literally read, parityajya means “having abandoned.” As a gerund, it functions as a non-finite verbal form signifying an action done before the action of the finite verb, in this case vraja—an imperative second person singular verb from the root vraj indicating a command to approach, or proceed toward. Piḷḷai Lokācārya interprets this literally, as in Mumukśuppatī 202,

The gerund form (lyap) states that we have to first completely relinquish other means and then surrender, as in the statement, “Having bathed, one should take food.”

He goes even further in Mumukśuppatī 203 by interpreting this gerund form as imparting an explicitly negative connotation to sarvadharman, “It says that these are not only non-upāyas, but impediments.”

Maṇavāḷamāmuni, Piḷḷai Lokācārya’s chief commentator, explains this statement as follows:

...if there remains even the slightest involvement in these other upāyas, they will not only fail to be effective means (upāya) to the goal, they will actually turn out to be obstructions to the ultimate attainment.

Rāmānuja, on the other hand, understands that,

These disciplines are not to be abandoned but to be performed as a worship pleasing to God and entirely in the spirit of love, in a manner accordant with the devotee’s own position in society and spiritual qualifications.

For Rāmānuja, the gerund (“having abandoned”) refers to one’s attachment to the outcome, the fruit (phala), of jñāna, karman, and bhakti. Where Rāmānuja takes these dharmas, so long as they are done without attachment to their outcomes, as necessary upāyas to attaining

---

34 Mumme, Mumukṣuppatī (sūtra 202), 158.
35 Ibid. (sūtra 203), 159.
36 Ibid. (sūtra 203), Maṇavāḷamāmuni’s commentary, 159.
the Lord, Piḷḷai Lokācārya sees them as further obstructions to the absolute surrender that is the only true path to the Lord.

In an alternative interpretation of the Caramaśloka, Rāmānuja understands taking refuge in the Lord as a means of expiating sin so that one may properly perform bhaktiyoga:

Since there is an infinite weight of such sins, since the ceremonies designed to remove them are also countless and difficult to perform, and since life is short, the Lord counsels Arjuna not to practise such expiatory rites but instead to take refuge in Him, and He will remove the sins that prevent Arjuna from undertaking bhaktiyoga.  

This particular interpretation does seem to provide the scope for understanding prapatti as a means to salvation. Indeed, Vedānta Deśika (13th–14th c. CE), the foremost representative of the Kāñci/Vaṭakalai branch of the tradition, comments that Rāmānuja’s discussion here is suggestive of a later elaboration of the doctrine of prapatti. Namely, that both prapatti and bhaktiyoga are upāya—bhaktiyoga is for those who are qualified (twice-born), while prapatti is for everyone else.

There is a hint, Deśika says, contained in the second interpretation, for it shows that just as a man may give up expiatory ceremonies and surrender to the Lord in order to be able to begin bhaktiyoga, so one who considers that he cannot perform bhaktiyoga at all may give up bhakti-, jñāna- and karmayoga and may surrender to attain Him directly; that is, to secure mokṣa. Piḷḷai Lokācārya too allows a place for the practice of bhaktiyoga according to one’s station in life.

As previously stated, service of the Lord will be known by the śāstra; service of the Ācārya will be known by the śāstra and by the word of the Ācārya. Service itself is of two kinds. That is to say, doing what is desired and abstaining from what is not desired. That which is desired and that which is not desired depends upon varṇāśrama and the essential nature of the soul.

38 Ibid., pp. 215–216.

39 Ibid., p. 216.

40 Piḷḷai Lokācārya, Śrīvacanabhūṣaṇam, sūtras 279–282: kīḻ conṇa bhaga-vat kaiṅkaryam arivatu śāstramukhattālē; ācārya kaiṅkaryam arivatu
Though he retains a place for service of the Lord according to śāstra and varṇaśramadharma in his soteriological paradigm, they are subordinate to prapatti. He is absolutely clear that the only reason for acting in accordance with these principles is that it is pleasing to the Lord—in no circumstance should practising the discipline of bhaktiyoga be understood as contributing anything toward one’s salvation. Moreover, with the understanding that prapatti is the only mode appropriate to the essential nature of the human soul, Pillai Lokācārya states,

There is no restriction of place, time, manner, worthiness or fruit for prapatti. The only restriction is of the object [of surrender].

Because Pillai Lokācārya understands that the proper upāya is the Lord Himself, the only obligation for prapatti is that one surrenders to the appropriate object—the Lord. The prescriptions of śāstra on ritual action, time, manner, etc., ultimately have no power over the Lord, who is the Siddhopāya (perfected means). Bhaktiyoga, which is subject to the prescriptions of śāstra and varṇaśramadharma, is dependent on the actions of sentient beings that are afflicted by karman. Thus, it is an insufficient means to attaining salvation.

Though God is the perfect and only means to this goal, Pillai Lokācārya sees that man is incapable of realizing his utter dependence upon the Lord without aid. Man’s dual nature, his ontological relationship to the Lord alongside his basic inclination toward the world of sense objects, necessitates mediation in order to realize his true identity.

śāstramukattālum ācārya vacanattālum. kaiṅkaryantiṅ ēraṇṭu. atāvatu īṣṭam ceykaiyum aniṣṭam tavirukaiyum. īṣṭaniṣṭaṅkaiḥ varṇāśrāmanīkairailaiyum ātmasvarūpattaiyum avalambittu irukkum.

41 I think it is safe to assume that bhaktiyoga falls into this category.

42 Pillai Lokācārya, Śrīvaccanabhūṣanam, sūtras 24–25: prapattikku deśaniyamam kāla niyamamun prakāraniyamam adhikāriniyamam phalaniyamam illai. viṣayaniyamamēy uḷḷāvatu.
To bring about this awareness and to reconcile the salvific dialectic of grace versus co-operation, the role of the Ācārya or guru is brought in and insisted upon.\textsuperscript{43}

Even a man absolutely devoted to the image of the Lord requires the intercession of an Ācārya. His reliance on the image, understood by Piḷḷai Lokācārya to be an object of enjoyment, is not itself the problem as it is motivated by attachment to the Lord. However, it is an attachment that nurtures self-interest (for example, gaining the pleasure of seeing the Lord’s form) and promotes man’s inability to relinquish all selfish motives.\textsuperscript{44} But, what is impossible to abandon becomes possible with the aid of an Ācārya. And, in truth, for Piḷḷai Lokācārya, coming to the realization of dependence upon the Lord by way of association with an Ācārya is preferred. Accordingly, Piḷḷai Lokācārya writes,

That which is common to both bondage and release is the relationship to the Lord; the cause for release is the relationship to the Ācārya.\textsuperscript{45}

And, in fact, correcting man’s relationship to God by grace is a last resort,

When the \textit{cetana} is not returned [to its proper state] by instruction, then there is rectification by grace.\textsuperscript{46}

However, Piḷḷai Lokācārya, in a number of statements, makes it clear that already before the Ācārya can be engaged there are certain intrinsic qualities of the soul that must be made manifest. \textit{Sūtras} 96 and 97 of the \textit{Śrīvacanabhūṣaṇam}, for example:

Tranquillity and self-restraint are the most important among the qualities of the soul. If these two [qualities] exist, the Ācārya enters the hand, the

\textsuperscript{43} Amaladass 1990: xvi.

\textsuperscript{44} Piḷḷai Lokācārya, \textit{Śrīvacanabhūṣaṇam}, \textit{sūtra} 276: \textit{viṣayadoṣattāle varum avaivy ellām dustyajamāy irey iruppatu}.

\textsuperscript{45} Ibid., \textit{sūtra} 436: \textit{iśvara saṃbandham bandhamokṣankaḷ īranṭukkum po-tuv-āy irukkum; ācārya saṃbandham mokṣattukkē hetuv-āy irukkum}.

\textsuperscript{46} Ibid., \textit{sūtra} 14: \textit{upadeśattāl miḻāpotu cetanaṇaiy aruḷāle tiruttum; iśvara-ṇaiy aḷakāle tiruttum}.
Ācārya being in hand, the divine mantra enters the hand, the divine mantra being in hand, God enters the hand, God being in hand, [one] subsequently [attains] the great city of Vaikuṇṭha.47

The transformative power of community

What makes the soul ready for the Ācārya? Ready for the essential teachings that will lead him to the Lord? I think that Piḷḷai Lokācārya answers this question via his discussion of devotees of low birth:

The defect coming from low birth will perish because of the relationship with those who are different (i.e., the bhāgavatas).48

That is to say, the defect is annulled because of association with other devotees, not the Ācārya, not God—other devotees. And, in a passage explaining why anyone may suffer the consequences of disrespecting a devotee of the Lord he states:

Even though without knowledge and practice for the blessing [of the Lord], the relationship to [the bhāgavatas] prepares [one] as if there were knowledge and practice; [thus] disrespectful conduct toward [bhāgavatas] is sufficient for destruction.49

Just having contact with this community is taken as sufficient preparation for understanding their beliefs and code of conduct. A relationship with the bhāgavatas is not only educational, it is transformative. Piḷḷai Lokācārya’s emphasis on the role of the Ācārya as intercessor

---


48 Ibid., sūtra 221: nīkṛṣṭajanaṁmatēd vanta doṣam camippatu vilakṣaṇaḥ saṁbandhātālē.

49 Ibid., sūtra 207: jñānānuṣṭhaṅkaḷaiy oḷintālum perrukku avarkal pakkal saṁbandhamō yamaikirāppōlē avaiy uṇṭāṇālu miḷāvukku avarkal pakkal apacāramē porum.
and thus the importance of ācāryābhimāna in attaining salvation, along with his focus on the importance of having a relationship with this community of believers may seem to contradict his understanding of surrender to the Lord alone as the only means to salvation. I would suggest, however, that for him the Śrīvaiśṇava community itself is the worldly manifestation of the Lord’s grace. And as such, the relationships that Piḷḷai Lokācārya defines and defends (particularly in the Śrī-vacanabhūṣaṇam) are themselves the means (upāya) and goal (upeyā) of devotion. He sees God not only as the focus of this community, but as its foundation, as the pervading force of its existence.

Conclusion

As much as the point of individual agency is the primary difference between the soteriological paradigms of Piḷḷai Lokācārya and Rāmānuja, I think that the underlying difference on the question of upāya is about community. Rāmānuja’s focus is on the individual, Piḷḷai Lokācārya’s is on the community of Śrīvaiśṇavas as a whole.

This is as true of their respective audiences as it is of their understanding of God’s essential nature and His role in salvation. That is, in Rāmānuja’s conception of God as paratva and even as antaryāmin he sees that God in His infinite and singular perfection maintains a state of separation from the individual. Thus, the aspirant must work to transform himself into one who is worthy of union with the Lord. The weight of karman on the individual soul, however, makes this transformation near impossible.

Nevertheless, the soul is responsible for its good or evil actions, for the Supreme Self, who is the Inner Controller, causes this action (pravartayati) by giving His assent or permission (anumati) when He has taken note of the soul’s volitional effort (udyogam).\(^{50}\)

Thus, it is the individual’s effort to make himself worthy rather than one’s ability to actually complete such a transformation that, for Rāmānuja, allows the Lord to remove the karman obstructing his path.

\(^{50}\) Carman 1974: 138–139.
Though there is some indication that Rāmānuja thought *prapatti* may partly meet the requirement of volitional effort on the part of the soul, there is no evidence that Rāmānuja believed that prapatti alone sufficed...

Nowhere the word has the later sense of “complete” self-surrender of the devotee to God who, moved by the devotee’s utter desolation, lifts him to beatitude by a mere act of grace.51

In fact, even when the grace of the Lord is mentioned by Rāmānuja, the self-effort required of the individual in the form of *bhaktiyoga* is also emphasized:

God’s grace may crown the aspirant’s efforts, but he first has to deserve it.52

Piḷḷai Lokācārya, on the other hand, sees that God as *antar-yāmin* and even as *paratva*, though infinite and perfect, chooses to be intimately connected to His devotees. Even the auspicious qualities (*kālyānagūnas*) manifested in the Lord’s *paratva* form are revealed, according to Piḷḷai Lokācārya, for the benefit of His creatures. The Lord as *antar-yāmin*, rather than taking account of the soul’s volitional or intentional effort and either rewarding or punishing the soul on this account, takes and multiplies only the unintentional actions of the soul. And the *ar-cāvatāra*, the most accessible form of the Lord, shows the profound nature of the Lord’s love and compassion for the individual soul through His condescension to the radical reversal of roles explicit in this form.

The nature of the individual soul is such that its union with the Lord is inherent to its very existence. Knowledge of this fact is obstructed only by the perception of autonomy created by pride and involvement with the world outside the Śrīvaīśavā fold. As such, it is clear to Piḷḷai Lokācārya that any intentional effort to remove one’s faults (*doṣa*) on the part of the aspirant is an impediment to understanding one’s self as being utterly dependent upon the Lord, and thus an impediment to experiencing the Lord’s love.

---


Goodness sought for its own sake is prohibited just like evil. Just as the clothes put on for beauty are an obstruction to embracing. Even a necklace.\textsuperscript{53}

The work of transforming the self is, I think, transferred by Piḷḷai Lokācārya away from the individual to the community of Śrīvaiṣṇavas. This is possible because of the Lord’s very real presence within each and every Śrīvaiṣṇava and, because of their relationships with each other, in the community as a whole. Piḷḷai Lokācārya’s aspirant needs first and foremost to be a member of the community in which God has manifested Himself.

Though Piḷḷai Lokācārya proclaims \textit{prapatti} as the means to salvation, he equally reminds the aspirant that approaching God without the support of a community, particularly without the support of an Ācārya whom God Himself has brought to him, is fraught with potential dangers. It is only within a community supported by God that one may find his path to true salvation.

Just like one field standing full of water oozes out to the neighbouring field, by relation with these people, for those without these [knowledge, devotion and renunciation], distress will be caused to vanish.\textsuperscript{54}

Only here can the devotee see his utter dependence upon the Lord. Only here can he find the courage to completely surrender.

\textsuperscript{53} Piḷḷai Lokācārya, Śrīvacanabhūṣanam, sūtras 164–166: \textit{taṇakkuttāy tē-ṭum naṟmai tīmaiy őpāti vilakk-āy irukkum. ālakuk kiṭṭa caṭṭa iy anāik-kaikku virodhiyām āppōle. hāropi.}

\textsuperscript{54} Piḷḷai Lokācārya, Śrīvacanabhūṣanam, sūtra 264: \textit{oru cey nirampa nīr ningal acal ceya pocintu kāṭṭum āppōle iyaiy illāṭārkkum ivarkal eṭṭai saṁbandhattāle urāvutal tīrakkaṭavatāy irukkum.}
Agency, surrender, and community
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Introductory remarks

The divine concept of Viṣṇu-Nārāyaṇa as put forward by Veṅkaṭanātha (1268–1369) was the result of a complex development shaped by discussions and disputes with several other philosophical and theological schools. In Veṅkaṭanātha’s time, the focus of his Vedāntic tradition was the belief in a highest personal Being, referred to as both Viṣṇu and Nārāyaṇa. Conceptually, this belief involved the relationship of this highest Being to a world made up of manifold individual souls and the material world.

The Viśiṣṭādvaita Vedānta theistic tradition was influenced from several directions. Important textual influences include the Nālūyirat Tivyappirapantam, the “Four Thousand Divine Compositions” of the Śrīvaishnava canon composed by the twelve Āḻvārs (6th–9th cent.), the Viṣṇupurāṇa, Pāṇcarātra texts, and above all, the Upaniṣads. The tradition thus had two important strands, one in Sanskrit, the other in Tamil, whereby the Tamil strand later included texts in Maṇipravāḷa, a Tamil-Sanskrit hybrid language. Since both strands were important, Veṅkaṭanātha not only expounded his doctrines in Sanskrit when debating with other traditions, he also composed works in Tamil and Maṇipravāḷa, such as the Rahasyatrayasāra (The Essential Nature of the Three

---

1 Because the (later) Viśiṣṭādvaita tradition employs the names Viṣṇu and Nārāyaṇa for the same God, the double name Viṣṇu-Nārāyaṇa is used here.

Secrets; henceforth RTS), and the Paramatabhaṅga (The Refutation of Other [Schools’] Doctrines; henceforth PMBh). Both texts are mostly written in Tamil and Maṇipravāḷa, but they also contain passages (verses) in Sanskrit.

In his works, Veṅkaṭanātha adopts the basic ontological concepts of his most important predecessor, Rāmānuja (c. 1017–1137). However, not only he examines and develops the topics discussed by Rāmānuja and his predecessors, but he also adds many new ones.

Veṅkaṭanātha repeatedly refers to Rāmānuja’s central teachings. But as will become clear in the course of our contribution, while he accepts Rāmānuja’s views, he also takes the teachings of Rāmānuja’s successors into account. He elaborates on certain theses and, above all, confronts the doctrines of other schools. As can be seen, he systematically expands on the doctrines of Rāmānuja, but as we also can demonstrate never deviates in Rāmānuja’s fundamental views.

The aim of Veṅkaṭanātha was not to unify the various traditions of his time—the Pāncarātra tradition, the tradition of the Nālāyirat Tivyappirapantam, or the Vedāntic tradition. For him it was clear that these traditions were completely different from his own in the topics they discussed, the style of their compositions, and their religious practices. But he does attempt to integrate the

---

3 The three secrets referring to the three mantras, i.e., the Tirumantra, the Dvayamantra, and the Caramaśloka (Bhagavadgīta 18.66).
4 For example, in his Paramatabhaṅga (chapter 5–20) Veṅkaṭanātha rejects 15 doctrines of other Schools such as Lokāyata, Mādhyaṁika, Yogācāra, Sautrāntika, Vaibhāṣika, Advaita, Jaina, Bhāskara, Bhratṛhari, Vaiśeṣika, Naiyāyika, Kumārila, Sāṅkhya, Yoga and Pāśupata.
5 For remarks on this relationship, see Hardy 1983: 301.
6 It is clear that the Tivyappirabandham as read by the Viśiṣṭadvaita is understood based on their own philosophical and theological terminology. This has been mentioned by Hardy, who has examined the later philosophical tradition of commentaries on the Tiruvāymoḻi; see Hardy 1983: 244.
lines of thought of these different traditions into his own and relate them to one another. He examines the different traditions regarding one God, a God called Viṣṇu in some sources and Nārāyaṇa in others. In his examinations of earlier traditions and their ideas regarding God’s uniqueness, not only is Venkatanātha’s theological basis important, but also its conceptual roots. He tries to unite different directions of religious traditions under the concept of one God. In the following an attempt will also be made to demonstrate how Venkatanātha’s concept of God is dependent on his understanding of central Upaniṣadic statements.

Overview

To begin, a short overview of the main characteristics of Venkatanātha’s concept of God will be presented, followed by a discussion of the cosmological context of this concept by looking at how (only) one central sentence from the Brhadāraṇyaka Upaniṣad (BĀU 1.4.7) is quoted in different contexts and interpreted by both Rāmānuja and Venkatanātha to substantiate various central ideas in their works. Especially the concept of manifestation—expressed as the transformation of name and form (nāmarūpe) from being non-differentiated (avyākarta) to being differentiated (vyākartha)—is fundamental for Venkatanātha’s cosmological and ontological viewpoint. As will be shown, even though he presents an independent line of thought, he remains close to central concepts of Rāmānuja’s ontology.

This concept of manifestation is not only helpful for understanding many of the theological and philosophical topics developed by Venkatanātha in his various works, but also relevant for several of other key concepts he discusses. The concept of manifestation is related to abstract terms such as substance (dravya), including its states (avasthā), its properties (dharma) and its mode

---

7 Also Venkatanātha uses the terms brahman, Viṣṇu, and Nārāyaṇa interchangeably.
(prakāra). It also concerns the mode possessor (prakārin), as well as the more general qualifier (višešaṇa) and qualificand (višešya) and the relationship between these two.  

The ontology developed by Veṇkaṭanātha is a decisive factor in his view of monotheism. It establishes that God is always connected to all things, regardless of whether they are present or not. In this sense, there is nothing with which God does not stand in relation, or by which He cannot be qualified. As the most qualified entity, everything refers eternally to Him. The condition of an all-encompassing Being implies that also non-being (asattva/abhāva) is not only defined in its difference to being (sattva/bhāva) but is grounded by such a Being and can therefore defined as “another kind of being” (cf. Veṇkaṭanātha’s expression of bhāvantara-abhāva in SAS 726.8f. ad TMK 5.52).  

The onto-theological conception of God clearly elaborated by both Rāmānuja and Veṇkaṭanātha is inseparably connected to access to the ultimate ground through language. If conscious and material entities are a priori connected with words that signify them—whereby the use of conventional language is excluded—

---

8 For pointing out a difference in meaning between višešaṇa/višešya and prakāra/prakārin, cf. Bartley 2002: 82.

9 A point that has already been taken up several times for Veṇkaṭanātha’s predecessors in the secondary literature on this subject. See for example Ram-Prasad (2013), who analyzes Rāmānuja’s commentary (in the Gītābhāṣya) ad Bhagavadgītā 2.16. Regarding Rāmānuja’s statement: vināśasvabhāvo hy asattvam; avināśasvabhāvaś ca sattvam, Ram-Prasad explains (ibid. 43): “This does not mean that, just because the body is perishable, it is non-being. Rather, it just means that the perishable, or that which undergoes destruction, is called “non-existent”. It is being itself that can be polarized into two orders of being, the indestructible, imperishable selves and destructible, perishable bodies. There are simply two orders of being under being as such.” Therefore, in this article I make a distinction here between Being that underlies everything and being (sattva) as opposed to non-being (asattva). It is essential that there is Being of being (sattva) and Being non-being (asattva).
then not only can the infinite multiplicity of entities be grounded in God, but also the words that denote every entity. If the foundation of the world is linguistic, then also words with their meanings must refer to God. Insofar as this God is the Being toward whom everything is linguistically aimed, every word thus denotes Him. Discussions emphasizing precisely this aspect revolve around the concept of co-referentiality (sāmanādhikaran-ya), a term frequently used by both authors.

Against the background of the concept of co-referentiality, it can be illustrated how both authors attempt to establish their monotheism of the one God Viṣṇu-Nārāyaṇa. According to their understanding of the relationships in the world, whether between material objects or conscious subjects, a single reason for everything is only possible if all distinctions are based on one Being. Only by successfully demonstrating this can one justifiably speak of a unity (aiśka) of all differentiations with their underlying ground. Decisively, it is still possible to have differences between conscious subjects, between material objects, and between conscious subjects and material objects.

In the view of Rāmānuja and Veṅkaṭanātha, coordinating objects or words with their meanings is possible because a third grounding aspect defined as a substance (dravya) is necessarily involved. Even though it is accepted that this third grounding aspect ultimately serves to establish a metaphysical reason, which could neither directly perceived nor inferred, its descriptions by our two authors can be interpreted in the way that it has to be presupposed for every kind of knowledge. Both explain this in many examples, but also through their criticism of other schools, of which only a few examples will be given here.

But, before this in addition to the fundamental ontological view of both authors, the eternal (nitya) and non-eternal (anitya) will of God must also be emphasised, which also comes into play as the ultimate ground in relation to the two different substances such as primordial matter (prakṛti) and eternal manifestation (nityavibhūti).

Finally, Veṅkaṭanātha’s criticism of central doctrines of other schools is addressed, such as the Nyāya-Vaiśeṣika concept of in-
herence (samavāya) and the Sāṅkhya concept of the relation between cause (kāraṇa) and effect (kārya). The contrasting views of these two schools shed another light on Venkaṭanātha’s theistic ontology and his concept of God.

Before presenting how Venkaṭanātha’s central ontological concepts follow those of Rāmānuja, I will discuss the most important features whereby Venkaṭanātha characterizes the supremacy of his God as ultimate ground. He leaves nothing out that might serve to presuppose God as the ultimate basis for everything.

Key cosmological and ontological concepts and their relevance for theological issues

How does God remanifest the world? Probably the most important concept that is relevant for the ontology of the Rāmānuja School and its orientation towards God is the Upaniṣadic concept of the “Inner Controller” (antaryāmin) and God’s act of entering. Rāmānuja used the term antaryāmin to explain that when

10 The concept of entering has a central position, because without such an act no remanifestation can take place; cf. Rāmānuja’s Śrībh III 131,17 ad BS 1.4.15: kāryānupraveśanāmarāpavyākarāṇaprasiddheś ca. “And because it is well known that brahman, which is creator, omniscient and supreme, unfolds name and form by entering its effects.” To describe the process of entering, Rāmānuja refers to Taṭṭṭịrīya Upaniṣad Āranyaka 6.2.3 and Taṭṭṭịrīya Upaniṣad 3.11.3. Another relevant earlier passage similar to the concept of the Inner Controller is Prajāpati’s entering the nāmārūpe, found in Taṭṭṭịrīya Brāhmaṇa 2.2.7.1: prajāpatiḥ prajā āṣṛjata. tāḥ śṛṣṭāḥ samaśaṇyan. tā rūpeṇānuprāviśat. tasmā āhuḥ. rūpaṃ vai prajāpatir iti. tā namnā ’nuprāviśat. tasmād āhuḥ. nāma vai prajāpatir itī. “Prajāpati brought forth creatures. Those brought forth were conjoined. He entered them by means of form. That is why one says: Prajāpati truly is form. He entered them by means of name. That is why one says: Prajāpati truly is name.”

11 For the reception and development of the concept of antaryāmin (Inner Controller) in the Rāmānuja school, see Oberhammer 1998.
God initiates a new creation by virtue of His will (icchā), His effort (prayatna) and His act of knowledge (jñāna), He remains eternally present and effective in every individual soul (cit), but also, as we will see, in material mass (acit).

It is through His body that He manifests everything and is connected to everything (“conscious and material entities,” cidacidvastu). In this sense this God is one (eka), meaning that no other divine being is equal to Him as this kind of Inner Controller. God is always present inwardly. “Inward” does not mean that the individual soul (jīvātman) can recognize God by looking inside, but means that He is present in the heart of each individual soul—a central topos that can also be found in earlier texts such as the Upaniṣads and the poems of the Āḻvārs. It is due to God’s act of entering that all terms denoting the soul also denote God. This is for example also the case for the self-referring term “I,” by which the individual soul refers to his-/herself, but which denotes at least the all-enabling ground, i.e., God Himself. Conversely, God’s outward presence is also connected to everything, meaning that for each constitutive material element of the world, God is the common basis.

---

12 For the history of the concept of body (śarīra) in the tradition of Viśiṣṭādvaita Vedānta, the polemical discussion with the tradition of Nyāya-Vaiśeṣika, and the difference between the two traditions, cf. Colas 2020: 116ff.; cf. also for the same polemical discussion after Rāmānuja up to Veṅkatanātha cf. Oberhammer 1996: 53–98.

13 Oberhammer (1998: 67f.) has pointed out for Rāmānuja a different usage of language: when Rāmānuja speaks of God’s presence in the heart of the soul he changes from the common Inner Ruler (antaryāmin) to the One who is internally present (antarvartin).


16 Common basis refers to the central concept of co-referentiality (sāmānādhikaranyā), which is explained below, starting on below p. 377.
individual soul, or His presence in the time and space limited material mass, He Himself is not limited by a certain time (kāla), certain place (deśa), or a particular entity (vastu).

Other characteristic marks (lakṣaṇa) of God enumerated by Venkaṭanātha in his Nyāyasiddhāṇjana (=NSi) at the beginning of the chapter on God (īśvarapariccheda, 271,1ff.) are the following: He is the Lord over all (sarveśvaratvam); He is conscious while all-pervading (vyāpakatve sati cetanatvam); He is the Principal of everything (sarvaśeṣitvam) and propitiated by all [ritual] actions (sarvakarmasamārādhyatvam); He gives the results of every [ritual act] (sarvaphalapradatvam); He supports everything (sarvādhāratvam); He is the cause of every effect (sarvakāryotpādakatvam); He has every other substance except His own knowledge as His body (svajñānasvetarasamasamastadravyaśaṭarīvatvam), and He has [qualities] such as “having the will to be realized by itself” (svatas satyasāṅkalpatvādikam).

God’s possessing a knowledge that qualifies Him, i.e., His dharmaḥūtajñāna, raises the question of whether this knowledge belongs to His body. In Venkaṭanātha’s NSi (cf. NSi 160,1–162,5), he adopts and repeats Rāmānuja’s three definitions of God’s body but goes beyond Rāmānuja and adds a fourth defini-

---


18 NSi 271,3–272,1ff.: sarveśvaratvam, vyāpakatve sati cetanatvam, sarvaśeṣitvam, sarvakarmasamārādhyatvam, sarvaphalapradatvam, sarvādhāratvam, sarvakāryotpādakatvam, svajñānasvetarasamasamastadravyaśaṭarīvatvam, svatas satyasāṅkalpatvādikāṅ ca īśvaralakṣaṇam.

19 Cf. van Buitenen (1956: 236) for Rāmānuja’s use of vyāpaka in a general sense and not in the more technical as “invariably concomitant”.

20 Cf. NSi 166,5 Veṅkaṭanātha’s definition of a body: īśvaratajjñāna-vyatiriktaṃ dravyam śarīram. “A body is a substance other than God and His knowledge.”
In a fifth definition he explains the above-mentioned word cetana to emphasize that God is qualified by consciousness (caitanya) that does not belong to His body (NSi 166,5): “A body is a substance different from God and His knowledge” (īśvaratājjñānavatiriktaṁ dravyam śāriṇam). This means that God’s knowledge and His will do not belong to His body. Even if God’s knowledge is not explicitly a topic in this contribution, it is nevertheless highlighted in some places that it is not only an ontology that is accepted as the ultimate ground, but also the divine will. Needless to say, such a divine will must be distinct from what it brings about. Hence the body is separated from His Gods knowledge, of which the will is a state. What other qualifications does Veṅkaṭanātha ascribe to God, and how close is he to Rāmānuja’s views? Rāmānuja identifies God with the Vedic Puruṣa as follows (Śrībh I 17,1 ad BS 1.1.1):

The word brahman signifies the supreme Puruṣa, who is free of all defects in His nature, and who is characterized by the multitude of innumerable excellent qualities, and of unsurpassed superiority.

Following this example, Veṅkaṭanātha refers to the Puruṣa-hymn of the Ṛgveda (RV 10.90), and names his God as the “Lord of

---

21 NSi 165,1ff.: yasya cetanasya yadavastham aprthaksiddhaviśeṣanam dravyam tat tasya śāriṇam. “For a conscious being, that substance found in a certain state, which is an inseparable attribute, is its body.”

22 Cf. NSi 160,2–3: cetanasya caitanyakviśṭasyety arthah. “The meaning is: for a conscious being is qualified by consciousness.”

23 Śrībh I 17,1: brahmaśabdena ca svabhāvato nirastanikhiladoṣo ’navadhikātiśāyāsāṅkhreyakalyāṇaṅgaṇaḥ puṣuṣottamo ’bhidhiyate.

24 Cf. SAS 346.8–9 ad TMK 3.7, where Veṅkaṭanātha explicitly refers to the Puruṣasūkta: sarvakartṛtvam puṣuṣasūktārtātpratyaḥbhiḥādyāyā siddham. akhilatanuvāṁ ca puṣuṣa evedāṁ sarvam itivat tenedaṁ pūrṇam puṣuṣena sarvam ity anena vyanjyati. “That [God] is the [highest] agent for everything is established by recognizing the meaning of the Puruṣasūkta; and that He has everything as His body as [it is said in the words], ‘Exclusively the Puruṣa is this every-
the creatures” (prajāpati). This expression is related to God’s desire to create living beings. However, the will (icchā) of the “Lord of the creatures” not only depends on His desire to create, but also on whether what He manifests is already eternally related to Him. Acting out of compassion as well as for His own amusement (cf. Tattvamuktākalāpa (=TMK) 3.1b: krīḍākārunyatantraḥ srjati), He initiates a new cycle of world creation for the sake of the final redemption of the unreleased souls, distributing their karman individually and impartially25 (TMK 3.1c: samatayā jīva-karmānurūpam). Independent (nirapekṣa) and free (svatāntara), He remanifests everything, i.e., every conscious and material being (cidacidvastu).

His presence as the Inner Controller of and in everything (viś-vāntaryāmin) also has the function of removing the individual soul’s fear during the stay in saṃsāra.26 He is characterized by the fact that nothing exists in the past, present or future27 that has not been eternally supported and directed by Him through His initiating the creation as the remanifestation of His body (śarīra).

thing,’ is revealed [in the words of Śvetāśvatara Upaniṣad 3.10]: ‘Therefore this [All] is completely filled by Puruṣa.‘”

For the concept of the Lord’s “impartiality” (sāmya), see also AS (= Adhikaññaratāvali) verse 237ff. ad BS 2.3.6. Cf. also the explanation in Mumme 1986: 106: “The Lord does not instigate or cause action forcibly, but always through the guṇas, in accordance with the jīva’s past karma. Vedānta Deśika interprets this as the Lord’s sāmya or egalitarianism, which delivers Him from the possibility of cruelty or partiality.”

Cf. TMK 2.32b, where it is stated that the knowledge (vidyā) of the abode (ālambara) i.e., the Inner Controller of everything (viśvāntaryāmittva), destroys the fear of the saṃsāra (bhavabhayaśamanī) for the one who desires to be free of rebirth (vītarāgasya).

On Veṅkaṭanātha’s view of time (kāla), cf. TMK 1.65–70; NSi 130,10–141,8. See also Schmücker forthcoming2.
In Venkaṭanātha’s description, since God is able to manifest everything due to His inconceivable potency \(^{28}\) (acintyaśakti), He is said to have the potency for everything (sarvaśakti), i.e., of all actions; further, He is omniscient (sarvajña) and omnipresent (vibhū), encompasses everything (sarvavyāpin), \(^{29}\) and is completely (pūrṇa) present in everything, including other gods. \(^{30}\) He just goes so far as to say that names of other gods also refer to one God, even for example Śiva. Thus, God is said to enter every soul \(^{31}\) and remains by this act (indirectly) present in material mass (acit). What does this mean? We already mentioned that Venkaṭanātha describes the process of remanifestation as being initiated by God’s wish/will (saṅkalpa/icchā); this also implies that God manifests Himself due to His own will as the Inner Controller. He does not distance Himself from what He has manifested. He is considered to be the “form of all” (viśvarūpaḥ). But how is this kind of omnipresence explained, and does He manifest Himself in everything directly or indirectly?

As I will demonstrate, every entity God enters is also an entity whose denotation refers directly to God Himself. The following passage of the first chapter of his NSi provides a detailed description of the order of God’s manifestation of everything and His entering. In this description, Venkaṭanātha repeatedly refers to details for which central sentences are in the background. For

\(^{28}\) The compound acintyaśakti, God’s “inconceivable potency” is mentioned in TMK 3.25; cf. also NSi 393,3 (verse 98a).

\(^{29}\) Cf. the quotation of Mahānārāyaṇa Upaniṣad XI. 6 in the NSi (482,4–5) and SAS 215.10 ad TMK 1.69: antar bahiś ca tat sarvaṃ vyāpya nārāyanah sthitah. “Nārāyaṇa exists by encompassing all of this inwardly and outwardly.”

\(^{30}\) Cf. for example the passage in the third chapter (īśvarapariccheda) of Venkaṭanātha’s NSi (285ff.), where he discusses that God is “perfectly complete in three forms” (tisṛṣu ca mūrtiṣu paripūrṇa evēśvara).

\(^{31}\) The god Śiva is declared to be an individual soul into which the Inner Controller enters (cf. NSi 285,4).
example, when he mentions that God desires to create of His own will, he is clearly referring to ChU 6.2.232; or when he speaks of desiring to manifest name and form, he is referring to ChU 6.3.233; this sentence is then mentioned together with BĀU 1.4.7, which refers to the process of manifestati-on and which will be frequently dealt with in the following.

Each principle is first created at His wish by God, who has each previous principle preceding it as His body. Then He wishes to manifest individual names and forms; and because these separated principles are not capable of individual creation, He wishes to mix them mutually.34 Thus having made the quintuplication with [a half of] each element and one-eighth of other four elements in the order described in texts such as “a half of ether is fourfold: wind, fire, water and earth”;35 He makes a group of individual selfs entered by Himself,


33 ChUp 6.3.2: hantāham imās tisro devatā anena jīvenātmanānupra-viśya nāmarūpe vyākaravāṇī. “Come now, why don’t I establish the distinctions of name and appearance by entering these three deities here with this living self (ātman)”. (Quoted from Olivelle 1998: 247).

34 Compare the following verses of the order of creation with Viṣṇu-pūrāṇa (ViP) 1.2.51–52,53cd:
nānāvīryāḥ prthagbhūtās tatas te samhatim vinā.  
nāśaknuvan praṇāh sraṣṭum asamāgamya kṛtsnaśaḥ. .  
sametyānyonyasmyogam parasparasamāśrayāḥ  
ekasaṃghātalaksāś ca samprāpyaikyam aśesataḥ.  
maḥadādyā viśeśāntāḥ hy aṇḍam utpādayanti te.  
“These [principles], possessing various valours and being separated, are without mixture; accordingly, they, not having combined together, could not create living beings. Having got mutual conjuction, they depend upon one another; and having merged into complete oneness, they have one composite unit as their result. […] They, from mahat to a particular produce the cosmic egg.”

35 Quote not identified.
enters into them, and from these principles **He produces** the cosmic egg (**brahmāṇḍa**) composed of elements attaining to the change called **gold**, enclosed by the seven covers, [namely, water, fire, air, ether, **ahaṃkara**, **mahat** and **prakṛti**], each following one that is ten times thicker\(^{36}\) than the previous.\(^{37}\)

In this cited passage Venkaṭanātha describes not only a sequence, but also how each step is the ground for the next step in the course of manifestation.\(^{38}\) In this course, everything is seen as grounded in the beginning in God’s own volition (**svaṅkalpād**)

\(^{36}\) For **daśaguṇitottara**-, cf. **Viṣṇupurāṇa** 1.2.58: vārivahnyanilākāśais tato bhūādinā bahīḥ vṛtāṁ daśagunāir andāṁ bhūādir mahatā tathā. “The egg is wrapped in water, fire wind and space and other elements, and by the individuation that is their source. Each layer is ten times greater than the one within, and the whole is covered by Greatness, the origin of the elements.” (Translation quoted from Coman 2021: 49).

\(^{37}\) **NSi** 143.6–146.2: etāni tattvāni prathamam īśvaraḥ svasaṅkalpād eva tattadavyavaḥitapūrvapūrṇatattvaśarīrakah sṛṣṭvā vyāśtināmarūpavyākaraṇam sankalpya teśāṁ tattvānāṁ prathagbhūṭānāṁ vyāṣṭi-sṛṣṭyaśakteḥ parasparasammiśraṇaṁ ca sankalpya, ‘vyomnordhabhāgaś catvāro vāyutejaḥpayobhuvāṁ’ ityādikrameṇa ekaikabhūteṣu bhūtāntaraṇāṁ aṣṭamāṁśācatuskaiḥ pāṇcikaraṇam kṛtvā teṣu svānu-praviṣṭajīvavargam anupraveṣya tair eva tattvair daśagunātottara-saptāvaranaveṣṭatam hemākhyapariniḥmahatābhūtāmantān brahmān-ḍam ārabhya [...]. (Translation adopted from Mikami [pdf]).

\(^{38}\) The same kind of the manifestation is described in **TMK** 1.16ab: nīḥ-śeṣaṁ kāryatattvam janayati sa paro hetutattvaiḥ śarīrī tattatkāryāntarāṁ bhavati ca, tad asau viśruto viśvarūpah. “The Highest, having a body, produces restless [each] principle to be effected by principles which are their respective causes, and becomes [after that] the Inner Self of each effect; therefore He [i.e., God] is proclaimed [everywhere as] the One who has the form of everything.” For the concept of quintuplication (**paṇcīkaraṇa**), cf. also **TMK** 1.17 and Srinivasa Chari’s explanations thereon in id., 2004: 321.
absolutiva (srṛṭvā, saṅkalpya, saṅkalpya, krtvā, anupraveśya, ārabhya). The process of creation, dependent on His will, leads to the manifestation of His body, thus everything proceeds only within Him, i.e., nothing can exist outside of His body. Even the individual souls belong to His body. He creates name and form from a mutually presupposed sequence of principles (tattva) and mixes them. He is not described as entering these material principles, but first enters individual souls. After His entering, these souls again enter name and form. After the manifestation of the cosmic egg, gods like Brahma and Rudra receive their special functions, enabled by God as their Inner Controller. The sequence described here is important insofar as Veṇkaṭanātha later discusses whether God’s being effective happens directly or indirectly in material mass.

In the next step during creation, God creates out of His grace the four-faceted Brahman, and out of His anger, Rudra. God enters as the Inner Controller into Brahman, whose “form is filled with all conscious beings dwelling inside of this cosmic egg” (NSi 144,4: sakalatadanḍāntarvarcitacetanabhitaritavigramaḥ), and who is created in any one of seven places, starting with a lotus in His navel. This is caused by the Veda, which is said at this point to be composed by Him to form in the cosmic egg, the fourteen worlds, and to give names and forms.

And immediately after this, God as the Inner Controller of Brahman created by Himself, causes by Brahman, who is magnified by knowledge and power for the wonderful creation, which [both] are

39 NSi 176, 4–5: idaṇ ca vyaśṭināmaṛūpāṃ sarveṣāṃ jīvānupraveśa-
śrutibalāvalambanenoktaṃ. “And it is said based on the authority of Scriptures that all individualized names and forms are entered by individual selves.”

40 The seven places are mentioned according to MBh 12.335.36–39 (Nārāyaṇiya-section).

41 Verses/sentences to which Veṇkaṭanātha implicitly refers in this context are Viṣṇupurāṇa 1.5.63, Manusmṛti 1.23, Ṛgveda 10.90.1, fully quoted in fn. 169 below; and Brahmasūtra 1.3.27.
offered by Himself through knowledge acquired by the Vedas composed by Himself, and for whom the various dangers such as Madhu and Kaśitaḥkaṇṭha⁴² are removed by Him, to create in this cosmic egg various and wonderful names and forms⁴³, such as gods, animals, human beings, plants which are abiding in the fourteen worlds [of the cosmic egg], and [to create] a particular direction, etc.⁴⁴

There is no independence either for the gods Brahman or Rudra. He creates, i.e., manifests the cosmic egg, as Veṅkaṭanātha repeats, having the god Brahman as His body, and He causes the god Rudra having him as His body to take back the world.

**Identification of brahman with Viṣṇu-Nārāyaṇa**

The uniqueness of God is due to His identification with the *one* secondless *brahman*. Through this identification it is ascertained that He indeed is the *only* basis to which everything refers and on which everything depends.

Both Rāmānuja and Veṅkaṭanātha explicitly state that *brahman* is identical with Viṣṇu-Nārāyaṇa. The Advaitic meaning of *brahman*, “being without a second”, relates to the concept that God and His body (śarīra) are not to be understood in the sense of a dualism of soul and body, but as a *relational unity*,⁴⁵ beyond

---

⁴² For these two demons, cf. the contribution of Charlotte Schmid in this volume, pp. 115, 117, 121.

⁴³ Note the synonymity of *saṃjñāmūrti*- and nāmarūpe mentioned before in the quotation.

⁴⁴ NSi 145,5–146,1: *sa ca bhagavān anantaram svavhitabrahmāntaryāmirūpāvasthitah svaprahitavedopajñāvijñānena svārpaṭābhyaṁ vicitarṣṭiviśayabuddhiśaktibhyām upabṛṅhatena svarindhūtama-dhukaitabhādivividhāpadā brahmaṇaḥ brahmaṇdāntaścaturdusabhumvanasaṃsthānataدادधकरणाकडेवतिर्यान्यमुष्यस्तहवाराज्ञ्ञ्ञविकविद्वियायिसाः saṃjñāmūrtirśṛṣṭimat kārayati.*

⁴⁵ I have adopted the expression *relational unity* to describe God’s relation to conscious and material beings from Gerhard Oberhammer; cf.
which no other divine god can be established through any means of valid knowledge.Venkgatanatha demonstrates the meaning of God as one (eka) by explaining that only such a God can be omnipresent (vibhu). Identifying brahman with God implies that brahman is identical with the one God Viṣṇu-Nārāyaṇa, who has no other god beside Him. Gods like Śiva or Brahman are subordinated as we have seen above. In his Nyāyasiddhāṇjana, at the beginning of the chapter on God (īśvarapariccheda), Vēṅkaṭanaṭha summarizes this fundamental view of his tradition as follows:

This [God] is one, because it is revealed [by authoritative Scriptures] that He has no second [equal being beyond Himself] and [that there is] no [being of] equal value or superior to Him. Exclusively this [God] is [identified as] brahman, because only He who is free of threefold limitation is said in Scripture (śruti) to be of unsurpassed

Oberhammer 1999: 201: “As ‘Inner Controller’ and God Nārāyaṇa, the Brahma is no longer a transcendent without inner relation to the world, but a Being that relates its inner Being to the being of the world and forms a relational unity with it.” On this, see also Oberhammer 1996: 101, where he uses the expression “a common horizon of being” in this context: “The worldly being, that is, the conscious and the material being and the Brahma have a common horizon of being, [...] in which both become comprehensible as a dynamic unity, without, however become identical, nor even the same.” [English Translation by M.S.].

Cf. NSi 284,5–6: evam ca nārāyaṇasyaiva paramakāraṇatvatvasumumukṣūpāyatvasarvāntaryāmitvādisiddheḥ trimūrtisāmyaikyottirnaavyaktyantaraparatvapakṣāḥ catvaro ‘pi nirastāḥ nirmūlāḥ veditavyāḥ. “Because exclusively Nārāyaṇa is established as the supreme cause, to be worshiped for one who desires to be released and as the Inner Controller of all, etc., also the four theses are to be known as baseless after it has been refuted that [1] there is equality in the trimūrti [i.e., Śiva, Viṣṇu, Brahman are equal]; that [2] there is unity [between these gods]; that [3] there is one god beyond; or [4] another being [is the Supreme].” Cf. also TMK (chapter 3, nāyakasara), verse 14; PMBh (chapter 4, paratattvādhikāra) 273–275.
greatness or as having the ability to make great, inasmuch as He is the self of all. In these words, Veṅkaṭanātha establishes and corroborates his schools’s monotheism. The monism of the neutral brahman is now the monotheism of the one and exclusive God. The relationship of the God Viṣṇu-Nārāyaṇa to what He supports, directs and rules is not a relationship that beings can understand through means of valid cognition (pramāṇa) such as perception (pratyakṣa) or inference (anumāna). Only the eternal Veda, i.e., the words of the Vedic language, reveals God’s relationship with individual souls (cit) and with the material world (acit). We will deal with this means of valid knowledge in more detail (cf. p. 422ff.).

The Goddess Śrī

The identification with brahman and the reduction of a personal God to one-ness seems contradictory if God and the Goddess are understood as two different personally acting divine beings. Therefore, in this context the status of the Goddess Śrī/Lakṣmī must be briefly mentioned. Although God is identified as brahma, whereby Veṅkaṭanātha and his tradition corroborate the absoluteness and exclusiveness of God, His equal relationship with the Goddess, His female counterpart or complement, is accepted. While Veṅkaṭanātha subordinates all divine beings to the

---

47 Based on the derivation of the word brahman from the verbal root brṛṇh “to increase, to expand”, the word brahman is understood as “that which has the potential to expand”. Cf. also Śrībh II 110,5–6 ad BS 1.1.2: upalakṣyam hy anavadhikātiśayabṛhṇad brṛṇhaṇam ca, brhater dhātots tadarthatvāt.

48 NSi 274,1–275,1: advitīyasyamābhhyadikadaridratvaśravanād asāv ekaḥ. sa eva brahma. tasyaiva trividhaparicchedarāhitasya sarvāt-makatvena niratiśayabṛhhatvabrṛṇhaṇatvaśravanāt.

49 However, I have found no passage that explicitly identifies the Goddess with the neuter brahman.
one God, the Goddess belonging to God is not considered to be subordinate in the same way as other divine beings are. This results in a contradiction: either the uniqueness of God must be relativized, or the problem of the Goddess not being equal must be resolved. According to Veṅkaṭanātha, insofar as God is eternally related to everything, He must also be connected to the Goddess.⁵⁰ Therefore Veṅkaṭanātha sees no contradiction in claiming that God and the Goddess have an eternal conjugal union (NSi 360,5: dāmpatyaṁ śāśvataṁ). The context in which he states this view is notable. After discussing in NSi 360,1ff. the body of brahman transforming from a subtle state (sūkṣmacidacidvastuśāràkam) into a manifest state (sthūlacidacidvastuśārāratayā), and enumerating all the further relationships (sambandhāḥ) of God, such as the relationship between support (ādhāra) and the supported (ādhēya), ruler (iśvara) and ruled (iśitavya), principal element (śeṣin) and accessory (śeṣa), he continues with a verse stating that God has an eternal conjugal union with the Goddess (śriyā saha). Due to this, the two are understood as equal (sāmya) in their properties, as a unity (aiyva), and as having the same power (śaktitva). Veṅkaṭanātha expresses clearly that the Goddess has exactly the same relations (sambandhāḥ) as the God has:

And for this reason, the relations (sambandhāḥ), [established by] means of valid knowledge, that [Viśṇu] has with all [entities] distinct from Him—as Supporter and supported, Controller and controlled, Principal and subordinate, Embodied and body, Cause and effect, etc.—the same together with [the Goddess] Śrī.⁵¹

---

⁵⁰ The relation of God and the Goddess is expressed by Veṅkaṭanātha in TMK 3.8 in the following words: “For that Puruṣasūkta which is recited in all the Vedas and has stated that exclusively Viśṇu is the Supreme Being, it is said in a clear manner in the following section that [He] is the consort of the Goddess Śrī; and He is remembered as Nārāyaṇa.” pumsūktaṁ sarvavedaprpaṭhanam hitam yat paratvaika-tāṇam tasyaiwa śriṣṭiśaṁ viśadam abhidadhe hy uttaratrānuvāke āṁnātaś caiva nārāyaṇa iti.

⁵¹ NSi 360,1–4: tataḥ siddham sūkṣmacidacidvastuśārākam brahmaiva sthūlacidacidvastuśārāratayā pariṇamatīti vedāntaḥ pratipāda-
But together with [the Goddess] Śrī, the partnership lasts forever. And for this very reason, the way of both [i.e., God and Goddess] is [according to the authoritative tradition] described with expressions of having [common] qualities such as equality, unity, potency, etc.52 All three concepts, i.e., equality (sāmya), unity (aikya) and potency (śaktitva) mentioned in this quote are elaborated by Veṅkaṭanātha. However, all three are to be understood as specifying both, God and Goddess, who cannot be separated in their relation from each other. Their inseparability is proven by their equality, which Veṅkaṭanātha explains as follows:

Because [their both] knowledge, bliss and etc., are completely equal, and because [they] are equal in [their way of] manifesting the world, being the Principal (šeśin), being fit for surrender, being the goal to be attained, etc., Her equality with Him is clearly justified.53

Also the doctrine of unity (aihya, ekatvavāda) is to be understood in such a way that the inseparably existing Goddess and God are the basis for determining their being one. Their unity can be seen as determining both.

Even the references to [the Goddess] as one [with Him] by unity with [His] modes are in the same way, insofar as [the Two] are completely equal in the form of a couple and [She] is [also] the substratum of being the Principal to whom only the whole phenomenal world is subordinate.54

52 NSi 360,5: śrīyā saha tu dāmpatyam śāsvataṁ. tata eva tu tayoh sāmyaiyasyaśaktitvatadvadvaivādigrām gatiḥ.

53 NSi 361,1-362,1: jñānānandādyatantastāmyāj jagajjanakatvaśeṣi-tvaśaranyatvaprāpyatvādīśāmyāc ca sāmyagirām nirvāho vyaktāh.

54 NSi 362,1-363,1: ekatvavādā apy evam dvandvarūpenātatasamata-yā prakāraikyena, samastaprapañcapratiyogikākaśeṣitvāśrayatvena.
What is important here is that the Goddess is described as being God’s potency (śaktitva). Veṅkatanātha (NSi 363,1–5) sees this either as a qualifier, whereby he explains the Goddess as God’s wife (patnīvādirūpeṇa), or as the Goddess having the function relied upon by God for the renewed manifestation of the world.

Now, the references [to Her] as [His] potency mean that [She] is [His] attribute (viśeṣanatva) in the form of a wife and the like; or they mean that [She] is helpful in driving [His] operations like the re-manifestation, as [She] has the same amusement [as He]. And the reference as “potency” (śakti) is always made to the part of the feminine, also in other couples which have the nature of woman and man.55

But even as being an attribute (viśeṣanatva), the Goddess does not have a subordinate status. As this supportive source of God, it is the Goddess who begins a new manifestation of the world.

Finally, Veṅkatanātha adds that all the divine embodiments are exclusive to both, God and Goddess. Also forms in which God manifests Himself are defined as being His and Her different states66 or concrete manifestations.

The teachings of the different states [of the Lord] such as the vyūhas [also] refer to the embodiments, etc., [of Śrī], because these [avatāras of Śrī], although they reach the state of an effect on their own will or through the will of the Highest (i.e., the Lord), are different states of the Lord, because everything is of the nature of the Lord.57

55 NSi 363,1–5: śaktitvavādās tu patnīvādirūpeṇa viśeṣanatvābhīprāyḥ, srṣṭyādīvyāpāreṣu samādaḷilītayaḥ prerakatvena sahaṅkāritvābhi-prāyā vā. prayujyate ca sarvatra strīpūṃsātmakesu dvandvāntaresv api strīṃśe śaktiśabdaḥ [instead of śaktitvāvādaḥ].

56 See Oberhammer 2002: 130–131 for the development of the theological concept of Goddess and her relation to Viṣṇu-Nārāyaṇa. This is also discussed in Oberhammer’s as yet unpublished paper on the Goddess Śrī, which he graciously made available to me.

57 NSi 363,3–6: vyūhavat avasthābhedavādās tv avatārādiviṣayāḥ, sarvasya bhagavadātmakatvena tasya svecchayā parecchayā vā kārya-daśāpānasyāpi bhagavadavasthābhedatvāḥ.
It is clear from these words that Veṅkaṭanātha takes the Lord as the ultimate ground; although the will of the Goddess is mentioned, the Lord’s will is equal to it. Nevertheless, if something is defined as a specific attribute, mode or state, this does not imply that in their relationship there is a higher and a lower part. The fact that everything has God as His nature describes God as Inner Controller who manifests everything; this means that on the one hand He is inseparable from everything, but at the same time strictly different. His inseparable relations are as manifold as the totality of the world is. His relation to the Goddess is of special intimacy. But despite Veṅkaṭanātha’s emphasis on unity (aikya) and equality (sāmya) or necessary potency (śakti), for him every relation remains constituted by a fundamental difference, i.e., a difference either between Him and other divine beings, a difference between Him and the material (prākṛta) and immaterial (aprākṛta) world, or between Him and every soul that is living in either of these worlds.

Rāmānuja and Veṅkaṭanātha on the (re)manifestation of name and form (nāmarūpe)

If everything, i.e., conscious and material entities, refer to one God as having Him as their one base, it must be pointed out how Rāmānuja and Veṅkaṭanātha reflect their manifoldness, together with their different denotations, in relation to His oneness.

In the following, I first refer to Rāmānuja’s views, as these are the basic ideas, and then I demonstrate how Veṅkaṭanātha follows his predecessors’ central ideas, adopting them in most cases, but also expanding upon them considerably.

How can the concept of a Being characterized in this way be reconciled with the concept of transformation? And what ontological implications does this have? To demonstrate how Rāmānuja and Venkaṭanātha understand the transformation of one and the same base as having different states, I will first focus on their understanding of Brhadāraṇyaka Upaniṣad (= BĀU) 1.4.7. Using the terms avyākṛta (translated here as “non-differentiated” or
“non-separated”) and vyākṛta (rendered as “differentiated” or “separated”), both authors explain that the universe consisting of name and form (nāmarūpe) has been transformed from being non-differentiated to being differentiated—in fact, two states referring to a third grounding aspect. During this transformation, what existed in the past becomes manifested again in the present in the same way it existed earlier. The central statement in the BĀU referred to by Rāmānuja and Veṅkaṭanātha—referred to quite often—reads as follows:

All this was non-separated (indistinguishable) [at the beginning of creation]. Then it became separated by name and shape [so it became possible to say]: “This particular one is of the name NN and of such and such a shape.’ Therefore, even today distinction is made by name and shape: “This particular one is of the name NN [and] of such and such a shape.”

Prior to Veṅkaṭanātha, these sentences were cited several times by Rāmānuja, such as in his Vedārthasaṅgraha (=VAS) and his Śrībhāṣya (=Śrībh), especially the first words: “All this was non-separated (indistinguishable) [at the beginning of creation]” (tad dhedaṃ tarhy avyākṛtam āsīt). Considering this quotation on its own and not only how it is contextualized in the works of our two authors, we can also understand that the second sentence refers to the existence of name and form and to their transformation from being unrecognizable to being recognizable, this dependent on their differentiation. The final sentence introduces also a temporal

---

58 I cite here the translation of Thieme 1982/83: 23. tad dhedaṃ tarhy avyākṛtam āsīt. tan nāmarūpābhīyām eva vyākriyatāsaśa nāmāyam idam rūpa iti. tad idam apy etarhi nāma rūpābhīyām eva vyākriyate. asaśa nāmāyam idamṛūpa iti. Cf. also Olivelle’s (1998: 47) translation, which renders rūpa as “visible appearance”: “At that time this world was without distinctions; it was distinguished simply in terms of name and visible appearance—‘He is so and so by name and has this sort of an appearance.’ So even today this world is distinguished simply in terms of name and visible appearance, as when we say, ‘He is so and so by name and has this sort of an appearance’.”
factor and refers to this process of manifestation up to the present time (etarhi). Thus, this process of differentiation is repeated in the same way from the past until the present.

How was this passage interpreted to explain fundamental theological tenets or issues? Both authors introduce this BĀU passage into their theological concepts according to their theistic background. In their interpretations, they both emphasize God’s relation to every conscious and material entity, and that the creation as a kind of (re)manifestation must derive from something already being there but cannot arise from nothing. It is therefore important to examine the context where they introduce BĀU 1.4.7 into their works, and how they interpret its meaning regarding their views of their God Viṣṇu-Nārāyaṇa.

Both Rāmānuja and Veṅkaṭanātha refer to BĀU 1.4.7 in the context of describing God’s remanifestation as constituting His body—His remanifestation of the world after the period of dissolution (pralaya)—and when describing non-differentiated (avyākṛta) names and forms (nāmarūpe). For both authors, during the period of dissolution everything is in a subtle state (sūkṣmāvasthā). When everything manifests, this involves differentiation into the same nameable variety of things that already existed in the subtle, non-manifested state. Thus, the fundamental concept of Rāmānuja and Veṅkaṭanātha is that nothing can emerge or be manifested completely anew. Things re-emerge after having been in the state of non-being, i.e., the subtle state. Consequently, if

59 It should be noted that when examining the concept of correspondence, Johannes Bronkhorst mentions several central Upaniṣad quotations to illustrate his central thesis, among them and in particular BĀU 1.4.7 (cf. Bronkhorst 2011: 10), which he convincingly and insightfully discusses regarding the various philosophical schools of India. It is therefore interesting to see how this quotation is interpreted by Rāmānuja and the thinkers of his tradition. As I will demonstrate, the important nuance here is the eternally given and unchangeable correspondence between nāman and rūpa. Rāmānuja and Veṅkaṭanātha understand them as modifying states.
something is described as subtle (sūkṣma), i.e., as non-differentiated (avyākṛta), it still continues to be, even if during the period of dissolution (pralaya) it is defined as non-being. Moreover, if something becomes recognizable by being differentiated in name and form, it is still in unity with God, not only as that which He eternally supports and directs, but also as that which He finally terminates (paryanta) in its meaning. From this perspective, not only do all conscious beings, i.e., souls and material objects refer only to Him, but also linguistically, their designations, i.e., their names (nāman).

To elaborate on this central view of Rāmānuja and to demonstrate how it is adopted and developed further by Veṅkaṭānta, I will start with a passage from his Vedārthaṃgraha (VAS), Rāmānuja’s earliest work. Here, he discusses whether primordial matter (prakṛti) and the individual souls (puruṣa) forming the body of brahman are non-being (asat) during the period of dissolution (pralaya). In this period, primordial matter and the individual souls are in an unrecognizable state of subtleness and brahman is in the state of cause (kāraṇavasthaṃ), a state in which name and form are non-differentiated. This is clearly expressed in Rāmānuja’s words of VAS §74 (113,8–9), when he says: “[Brahman,] having as its body primordial matter and souls, which having obtained a subtle state are incapable of the distinction of name and form.”

What is important about this statement is that it is not brahman itself that is the cause, but only brahman whose body consists of souls (puruṣa) and matter (prakṛti). When in its non-differentiated form, it is defined as non-being and, as such, as having a special state, i.e., the state of the cause (kāraṇavasthā). Determining brahman as cause and as being in the subtle state (sūkṣmavasthā) does not affect its essential nature (svarūpa), even if it is in another state, i.e., the manifest state (sthūlavasthā), differentiated (vibhakta) in name and form. It has merely altered its state, no-

---

60 VAS §74 (113,8–9): nāmarūpavibhāgānarhasūkṣmadaśāpannaprakṛtipuruṣaśarīraṃ.
thing else. Having the state of effect it is nevertheless still one brahman. What is called the manifestation of the world is not different from brahman itself. For Rāmānuja, it is a state of the one God/brahman that becomes present. This alternation does not occur by itself, but is caused, for example, by God’s will or, as already described, by His entering (anupraveśa) as Inner Controller. But even the act of entering presupposes a will/a desire (saṅkalpaṇicchā) to perform such an act. Rāmānuja describes this way of brahman’s (i.e., God’s) transformation from cause to effect in his VAS §74 (113, 6–7):

If it is the case that God Himself (eva) is one who is in the state of cause, then He Himself is also one who is in the state of effect (kār-yāvästhaḥ) for the world whose material cause He is. Therefore, between cause and effect there is no difference and there is no contradiction with any authoritative Scripture.

Rāmānuja expresses the same thought in his Śrībhāṣya (=Śrībh). Differentiated name and form is connected to brahman’s being in the state of effect, while being non-differentiated is always connected to brahman’s state as the only and secondless cause (ekam eva advitīyaṁ kāraṇam):

The highest brahman, in all cases the self of all, inasmuch as it has every conscious and material being as its body, has at some time differentiated name and form, but at another time non-differentiated

---

61 Cf. VAS §74 (113,9–10): brahmaṇas tathāvidhasthūlabhāva eva jagataḥ srṣṭir ity ucyate. See Bartley’s (2002: 74) remark on the concept of creation according to Rāmānuja, namely: “Creation is emphatically not ex nihilo. Just as there is no substantial change in a piece of clay when it is made into a pot, so there is no substantial change in Brahman when its body passes from the causal to the effected condition that is the plural world about us.” Cf. also Barua’s (2009: 97) helpful distinction between “productive” and “creative” concerning God’s activity to remanifest the world.

62 VAS §74 (113,6–7): tathā ca sati kāraṇavastha ṭīvra eveti tadupādānakajagatkāryāvastho ’pi sa eveti kāryakāraṇayor ananyatvaṁ sarvaśrutaḥvirodhaś ca bhavati.
name and form (kadācid vibhaktanāmarūpam, kadācic cāvibhaktanā-
marūpam). When it has differentiated name and form it is known as
manifold and as effect; when it has non-differentiated name and form
it is known as the one cause, without having a second.63

The following quotation, again taken from Rāmānuja’s Śrībh
demonstrates that he relates subtle and manifest conscious and ma-
terial entities that constitute the body of God with the respective
state of God as cause and as effect. His important statement in the
following passage—that knowledge of everything can be under-
stood through the realization of the One (ekavijñānena sarvavi-
jīnānām), which is often quoted (cf. VAS §12 (78,1), §36 (92,8),
§69 (111,1), §70 (111,5)) refers to ChU 6.1.3 (yenāśrutam śrutam
bhavati), but alludes also to the fact that knowledge of the cause
implies knowledge of its possible effect, since both refer to one
and the same ground. The effect is only another state of
God/brahman who is in the state of the cause. In this way the ef-
flect is “not another” (ananya) than the cause. He concludes in his
Śrībh:

Therefore, the Highest Self has a body consisting in subtle or ma-
manifested conscious and material entities, depending on the state of
the effect and the state of the cause. Thus, the desired knowledge of
everything through the knowledge of one is very well demonstrated,
insofar as the effect is known by the knowledge of the cause, because
the effect is nothing other than the cause.64

63 Śrībh III 163,11–13 ad BS 1.4.23: sarvacidacidvastuśarīраtayā sar-
vadā sarvāmabhūtam param brahma kadācid vibhaktanāmarūpam,
kadācic cāvibhaktanāmarūpam. yadā vibhaktanāmarūpam, tadā tad
eva bahutvena kāryatvena cocyate. yadā cāvibhaktanāmarūpam, tadā
ekam advitiyam kāraṇam.

64 Śrībh II 76,15–77,1 ad BS 1.1.1: atāḥ kārṣyavasthaḥ kāraṇāvasthasa
ca sthīlasūkṣmacidacidvastuśarīraḥ paramapuruṣa eveti kāraṇāt
kāryasyānanyatvena kāraṇavijñānena kāryasya jñātatayā ekavijñāne-
a sarvavijñānam [ca] samīhitam upapannataram. Cf. also Rāmānu-
ja’s statement in VAS §35 (92,5): kāraṇam evāvasthāntarāpanaṃ
kāryam.
Rāmānuja relates name and form (nāmarūpe) to cause and effect: either they are both differentiated (vyākṛta) or they are both non-differentiated (avvyākṛta). In fact, he explains that the cause is not different from the effect, because name and form (nāmarūpe) remain the same whether manifest, i.e., differentiated, or subtle, i.e., non-differentiated. As we will see below, Veṅkaṭanātha keeps this central view of Rāmānuja, even though he sometimes uses a different terminology. As he points out, it is not contradictory that there are different states (such as the state of cause and the state of effect) for one and the same substance. Neither of these states refers to creation out of nothing or from nothing. When a state ceases to be present, i.e., unable to be known by perception this does not imply its complete destruction. Transformable different states of eternal Being imply not a transformation of such a Being, but a Being of transformation in a beginningless and endless sequence of states. This concept, called pariṇāma by Rāmānuja, does not imply the imperfection of brahman, but serves to give it an “exclusive unrestricted supremacy” (nirāṅkuśaiśvāryavaḥvatam, Śrībh I 167 ad BS 1.4.27). Numerically, brahman therefore remains one (eka), and the God identified with brahman is only Viṣṇu-Nārāyaṇa. However, in this context we might point to discussions in which Rāmānuja turns his arguments critically against other positions, such as when he responds to the Sāṅkhya opponent’s doctrine of satkāravāda, in which it is assumed that an effect is not non-being, but simply being before it becomes present. It is also important for Veṅkaṭanātha to refute this claim of satkāravāda and disengage it from the doctrines of his own school.68

68 Cf. also below p. 454. For the before mentioned concept of pariṇāma also in contrast to the Sāṅkhya tradition see the remark of Carman (1974: 132): “Similarly, in discussing pariṇāma, the modification which Brahman undergoes in changing from the state of cause to the state of effect, Rāmānuja explains, ‘The pariṇāma we teach is not of such a nature as to ascribe the imperfections to the Supreme Brahman. On the contrary, it ascribes to Him unrestricted lordship [nirāṅkuśa-aśvarya].’” Cf. also Bartley 2002: 72; referring to Rāmā-
For Rāmānuja, the state of a substance’s non-being can only appear if it is neither currently being (in which case it would already be present as real), nor completely non-being (like emptiness, which is something unacceptable for him). It is precisely the distinction from absolute non-being, i.e., emptiness (tuccha/śūnya) that is important: a current non-being state can in fact be asserted as one that is non-being. This will also be the decisive point for Veṅkaṭanātha. Not only is the ontological status of non-being significant, but also the necessary relation between substance (dravya) and state (avasthā). The terminology used by Rāmānuja to explain this is clear, for example, in his Śrībh in the discussion on Brahmasūtra 2.1.18. In his commentary on this sūtra he refers to the central statement in the Chāndogya Upaniṣad (ChU 6.2.1) that describes the beginning of the remanifestation also from non-being (asat). According to him, manifest (sthūla) and subtle (sūkṣma) states define his understanding of ontology, since non-being (asattva/abhāva) and being (sattva/bhāva) are only different states of one and the same basis, i.e. Being. He develops this idea using the terms substance and state/property, whereby being and non-being are assigned to different properties/states of a substance. In the following quotation Rāmānuja positions himself in opposition to the Buddhists, for whom non-being has no basis und thus implies emptiness (tucchatva). He clearly explains in the following passage that being and non-being belong to a fundamental substance as its properties.

The denotation as non-being of this very substance as [being in the state of] an effect is due to the different property at a prior time, i.e., due to a different generic structure (saṃsthāna-), not as you [i.e., the

nuja’s tradition (not the Sāṅkhya), he says: “Satkārya theorists understand production as cases of phase-changes (avasthā-parināma) where a substantial continuant (dravya) undergoes qualitative changes [...]. Phase changes may be contrasted with substantial changes which usually involve either a coming-to-be-simpliciter (utpatti) or ceasing-to-be (vināśa) on the part of an individual substance.”
Buddhist] claim due to emptiness, because being and non-being are taught as two properties of the substance. In this case, non-being is a property that is different from the property of being. For the world that is designated by the word “this,” name and form are of the property of being. The property of non-being, on the other hand, is the subtle state [of name and form] contradicting that [i.e., the property of being]. Therefore, non-being of the world which is [still] connected to name and form means the attainment of a subtle state that contradicts the property of being [i.e., the manifest state of name and form].

This passage refers to substance as being in the state of effect and cause. If a substance is in the state of effect, the nāmarūpe are manifest; if a substance is in the state of non-being (asattva/abhāva), i.e., the state of cause, the nāmarūpe are non-differentiated/subtle. Thus, subtle (sūkṣma) and manifest (sthūla) are equated in this passage with “non-being” (asattva) and “being” (sattva). Both are defined as different but are based on a substance that is inseparable from its states. The question of how non-being can become being, or how being can become non-being is not relevant, insofar as both states are always based on Being, i.e., referred to as substance (dravya).

---

69 Śrībh III 259, 13–16 ad BS 2.1.18: sa khalv asadvyapedeśas tasyaiva kāryadravyasya pūrvakāle dharmāntarena samsthānāntarena. na bhavad abhipretena tucchatvena. sattvasattve hi dravyadharmāv ity uktam. tatra sattvadharmāt dharmāntaram asattvam. idam śabdanir- diṣṭasya jagatah sattvadharmanāmarūpe. asattvadharmas tu tadvirodhnī sūkṣmāvasthā. ato jagato nāmarūpayuktasya tadvirodhisūkṣma- daśāpatitir asattvam.

70 Something else is striking not only in this quotation but also in the passages cited above (such as Śrībh III 163,11-13 ad BS 1.4.23), namely the aspect of time (kāla), which Rāmānuja does not address explicitly in this context. But indicated by the words kadācit...kadācit, the different ontological determinations, or states of brahman can only be described under the condition of different times.
Also, in a passage in his earlier VAS, Rāmānuja refers to ChU 6.2.1 when discussing the process of remanifestation. In this famous passage, the father Uddālaka Āruṇi explains to his son Śvetaketu how name and form become manifested, i.e., differentiated (vyākṛta). Rāmānuja points out that in this statement, the pronoun "this" (idam) refers to the world, which is before its remanifestation.

Here [in the statement of ChU 6.2.1] the word “this” (idam) denotes the “world”; “in the beginning” (agre) means “the time before manifestation”; and [by words] “only being” (sad eva) it is declared that during that time before creation, the world was essentially Being (sat). He means to say that at the very time of its manifestation, the world was still non-differentiated: so, with [with the words:] ekam eva he is stating that the world in the state of being was at that time not yet differentiated into names and forms.71

In his Śrībh, Rāmānuja discusses the controversial matter of whether the term non-differentiated (avyākṛta) refers to primordial matter (prakṛti) or to the body (śarīra) of God/brahman, to which, for him, primordial matter (prakṛti) belongs (cf. Śrībh II 128,3–130,7 ad BS 1.4.14).

According to Rāmānuja’s Saṅkhya opponent, the word avyākṛta refers only to primordial matter (prakṛti), which is defined as both being (sat) and non-being (asat). For his opponent, this implies that while primordial matter (prakṛti) is eternal in its essential nature, it is also transforming. But since brahman cannot be defined as both, i.e., as being (sat) and as non-being (asat), the opponent claims that only primordial matter is the cause of the world. As presented by Rāmānuja, the opponent argues that although primordial matter (prakṛti), as the basis of transformation (parināmāśrayatvena), does not imply a contradiction between

71 VAS §16 (80,3–6): atredam iti jagannirdiṣṭam. agra iti ca srṣṭeḥ pūrvakālaḥ, tasmin kāle jagataḥ sadāmakatāṁ sadeveti pratipādyā, tatṣrṣṭikāle ’py aviṣiṣṭam iti kṛtvaiκam eveti sadāpānasya jagatas ta-dānīṁ avibhaktanāṁ arūpaṁ pratipādyā tatpratipādanenaiva sato jagadupādānātvam pratipāditam.
being and non-being, in case of the one brahman, a contradiction would be unavoidable.

Of course, Rāmānuja disagrees. In his response he clearly states that during the period of dissolution (pralaya), brahman is non-being (asat). Thus, being (sat) and non-being (asat) must be defined as having one and the same base. He further explains the relationship between brahman and avyākṛta. First Rāmānuja demonstrates that it is not primordial matter (prakṛti) that should be equated with avyākṛta, but the body (śarīra) of brahman. From this, Rāmānuja derives another argument: being and non-being do not refer to brahman itself—as the opponent supposes—but to its body (cf. Śrībh II 128,3ff. avyākṛtaśabdena avyākṛtaśarīraṁ brahmaiva abhidhīyate). Only the body is transforming, not brahman itself. Nevertheless, we say that brahman is alternating between the states of being and non-being, i.e., between the states of being differentiated and being non-differentiated.

Also important in this context is how the cause for the manifestation of the nāmarūpe is described. Rāmānuja mentions again the view that brahman/God has entered (praviṣṭa) its/His body. This is a further contrast to primordial matter (prakṛti), which is seen as generally unable to produce such an enlivening act of consciousness. It is another reason why the word prakṛti is not applicable for brahman.

If the two terms avyākṛta and vyākṛta denote states of brahman/God’s body, and conscious and material entities belong to brahman in both the subtle state and the manifest state, then Rāmānuja must specify what happens to the nāmarūpe and to conscious beings and material objects when they form the imperishable body of brahman/God. The following passage of his Śrībh combines the discussion with the metaphor of the body. As Rāmānuja concludes:

Therefore, insofar as brahman has conscious and material entities as its body, they are modes (tatprakāram) of brahman. At one time, this [i.e., brahman] exists by itself as one whose body has conscious and material entities, which being in a subtle state are unable to have differentiated designations; at that time, brahman is in the state of the cause. But at another time, brahman is one whose body is of
manifest conscious and material entities, whose name and form are differentiated; and at that time, brahman is in the state of effect.\textsuperscript{72}

In this passage again, the states of brahman are described as cause and effect. In the state of cause, i.e., in the subtle state of the body of brahman, everything is still there but nothing is recognizable. In the state of effect, everything is recognizable through its own specific being. Rāmānuja’s objection demonstrates that the Sāṅkhyya representative is relating cause and effect only to primordial matter (prakṛti).

Veṅkaṭanātha also addresses this matter, arguing that God is quite capable of reconciling both in one and the same basis. In his SAS, his auto-commentary on TMK 3.1, it is obvious that he takes up Rāmānuja’s point of discussion with the Sāṅkhyya opponent. Here he elaborates not only on a concept of ontology in relation to a God, but he also discusses the need to accept that a divine conscious act initiates the remanifestation, insofar as souls and material mass have a common base with God/brahman since God/brahman has both as His body. In this, Veṅkaṭanātha follows Rāmānuja’s understanding of BĀU 1.4.7 and ChU 6.2.1, namely, that it is not primordial matter (prakṛti) but the one God who initiates, through His knowledge, the remanifestation of His body, which is constituted by the plurality of souls and the material world.

Thus, Veṅkaṭanātha repeats Rāmānuja’s criticism of the concept of primordial matter (prakṛti), and points to the concept of co-referentiality (sāmāṇādhikaranya). In this context, co-referentiality means that different states belong to one and the same basis. The Sāṅkhyya opponent refers to BĀU 1.4.7, identifying what is mentioned in this passage with the word avyākṛta with undeveloped matter (SAS 332.5: avyaktāparaparyāyasya pradhānas-

\textsuperscript{72} Śrībh III 358, 3–5 ad BS 2.3.18: atah sarvadā cidacidvastuṣaṁsaraṁ bhūyātaṁ tatprakāraṁ brahma. tat kadācīt svamād vibhaktavyapadesānārātīśūṣmadaṁśapannacidacidvastuṣaṁsaṁ tīṣṭhati; tat kāraṇāvasthaṁ brahma. kadācīc ca vibhaktanāmarāpāsthamālacidacidvastuṣaṁsaṁ; ta ca kāryāvasthaṁ.
yābhidhānād). But Veṅkaṭanātha responds in the same way as his predecessor, and mentions God’s conscious and desiring act, without which the remanifestation of everything could not start:

[That prakṛti is the cause] is not the case, because for the undeveloped [i.e., primordial matter (prakṛti)], manifestation, etc., preceded by an own desire, expressed in the words: “It thought to itself” [ChU 6.2.3] [...]. “He had this desire” [Taittirīya Upaniṣad 2.6.9] would not be possible.

If one objects that the cause is material because of co-referentiality with something material due to the words, “Being, my dear, was this in the beginning” [ChU 6.2.1], then this is not the case because co-referentiality is also possible due to the intention to speak [of the cause, i.e., God] as qualified by the manifest and subtle conscious and material entities. Thus, the whole world is taught [in the Veda] as the body of the creator [in the words of Śvetāśvatara Upaniṣad 4.9:] “From this [body], the possessor of Māyā creates all this”, and such a creation is magnified [by the statement from Manusmṛti 1.8a], [which reads:] ”This one, [as one who wishes to create created manifold beings from his own body] by thinking [of it].”

Both Rāmānuja and Veṅkaṭanātha underline that only brahman/God can be present in everything. In contrast, primordial matter cannot. What was previously described as a state of cause and effect is again related to an act of entering. It is brahman, with its non-differentiated body (avyākṛtaśarīra), that in the manifest state unfolds the differentiation of name and form. For Rāmānuja the transformation from avyākṛta to vyākṛta describes the relation between cause and effect, and is expressed as the fact that

73 SAS 115.4–10 ad TMK 3.1: tan na; avyaktasya ‘tadaikṣata’, ‘so ’kā- mayata’ ityādyuktasasāṅkalpapūrvakasṛṣṭyādyasyaṁbhavāt [...]. ‘sad eva somyedam agra āśid’ ityādyacetaṇasāmāṇādhikaranayoḥ kā- ṛṇam acetanam iti cen na; sāmāṇādhikaranyasya sthūласūṣmacid- acidvastuviśṣṭavisvavakṣayāpy upapatteḥ. sarvam ca jagat kartuṣ śarī- ratavāyāmnatam ‘asmān māyā srījeta viśvam etad’ iti, tārśī ca srṣṭih ‘so ’bhidhyāya śarīrāt svād’ ity upabṛñhītā.
one and the same “substance obtains another state” (dravyasyāvasthāntarāpatti).74

Already Veṅkaṭanātha’s teacher Ātreyarāmānuja (1220–1280) connects this description of the “substance which is entering in another state” (dravyāntarāvasthāpatti) with the concept of co-referentiality.75 This expression is also frequently used by Veṅkaṭanātha to describe causality. Relying upon this expression for causality implies that cause and effect are in unity with each other, in that there is a third grounding aspect underlying both.

74 Śrībh III 358,8–9 ad BS 2.3.18: kāraṇāvasthāyā avasthāntarāpattirūpo vikāraḥ prakārādvaye prakārini ca samānaḥ. “The alternation of the cause state as getting into another state [i.e., the state of effect] is common for the two modes and their mode possessor.” Cf. also Śrībh III 258,12–13 ad BS 2.1.16, where Rāmānuja provides the analogy to life-stages, and concludes: ato bālayuvādivat kāraṇabhūtam eva dravyam avasthāntarāpannam kāryam iti giyate. “Therefore, it is described, that like [in cases of life stages such as being a] child, youth etc., the substance as [being in the state of] cause is [in the state of] effect, when it has obtained another state.” Cf. also Śrībh III 161,14–162,1 ad BS 1.4.23: kāraṇam evāvasthāntaram āpannam kāryam na dravyāntaram iti. “Only the cause which has obtained another state is the effect, which is not different from substance.”

75 Cf. Ātreyarāmānuja’s words in chapter 8 of his Nyāyakuliśa (NyKul), which certainly influenced Veṅkaṭanātha. Here, in NyKul 147,7–9, Ātreyarāmānuja defends the concept of dravyāvasthaṭrāpatti against an opponent (a Naiyāyika?) who holds the view that an effect cannot exist before it is produced, i.e., at an earlier time: “If one objects that the continuity of the material cause is observed, but beingness of an effect is not [observed] even at earlier times, we respond that this is not the case, because one can recognize for such a substance [, i.e., the material cause] of getting another state, because one cannot perceive something different from a substance if it is continuing to exist; therefore the application of co-referentiality is possible.” na nu upādānānvṛttir eva drṣyate; na tu kāryasya prāg api satteti cen na, tasyaiva dravyasyāvasthāntarāprāptir iti pratītēh. na hi tasmān anvārtamāne dravyāntaram samastīti pratīti. ata eva samānādhikaraṇāpratītayopapattiḥ.
Since cause-and-effect refer to one and the same basis, one can speak of their unity (aikya).

Both states of God/brahman relate to each other, insofar as the state of cause must be presupposed for the state of effect to occur. For Veṅkaṭanātha (and for Rāmānuja as well) there is no completely new production (utpatti) and no complete passing away (vināśa), but rather the renewed manifestation of what already existed.

The connection between manifestation and ontology is treated in detail because both authors are dealing with the difficulty of how different designations/attributes that exclude each other can be related without any contradiction so that they co-refer due to their grounding in one and the same basis. The aforementioned concept of co-referentiality has its origin in a grammatical tradition, but for Rāmānuja and Veṅkaṭanātha it is decisive in an ontological context, as introduced here. This will be explained in more detail below. The doctrine that one and the same brahman can have different states is also seen in context of language in the question: How is it possible for different words with different meanings to be related through co-referentiality? Before we deal with this important term of co-referentiality (sāmānādhikaranyā) we must understand how both authors connect their ontology with language.

Words denoting conscious (cīt) and material (acīt) entities also denote the Highest Self (paramātman)

The above-quoted passages from Rāmānuja’s VAS and Śribh demonstrate that name and form (nāmarūpe) can exist in different states. Nonetheless, it is not necessary to first bring them into a relationship with each other. Since for Rāmānuja and his successors the meanings of words are not determined by human conventions but are given in the unchangeable language of the Veda, name (nāman) and form (rūpa) correspond eternally. Not only is the ontological aspect of name and form relevant, but also the linguistic aspect. In the following discussion on the linguistic
level of words and what they refer to, I start again from Rāmānuja to connect his central ideas to parallel discussions in works of Veṅkaṭanātha. How does Rāmānuja relate not only conscious and material entities to one ground, but also their denotations through countless numbers of words?

The following passage we consider (Śrībh II 76–77 ad BS 1.1.1) examines how, under the aspect of language, all entities refer to one God. From an ontological perspective of remanifestation, cause and effect are states (avasthā). But both states are also denoted by words, i.e., linguistic expressions with different meanings. Thus, a plurality of meanings contrasts a unity. Nevertheless, the concept of God’s entering is essential in this context to understand that He is the ultimate ground for every denotation. Since God enters the soul, the soul thus denotes who entered it and to whom it is inseparately related due to this divine act of entering. But what about material mass? According to Rāmānuja, God is not directly qualified by material objects, only the soul qualifies Him. But one and the same, i.e., God/brahman can be both: in the state of cause and in the state of effect. Referring to this aspect of language, Rāmānuja points out that words like “cause” and “effect” have different meanings but still refer to one and the same brahman.⁷⁶

In the sentence [of ChU 6.3.2]: “This deity thought: Let me separate name and form (nāmarūpe), entering with this living soul into these three deities,” the words “these three deities” denote material mass; and because the sentence expresses that [God] manifests name and

---

⁷⁶ For another discussion of this passage, see Bartley 2002: 83–84. His concluding remark on ChU 6.3.2 is as follows: “So the passage teaches that all distinctions of name and form are brought about by God’s entering acit via the individual self whose inner identity is God himself. As a result all words signify the Supreme Self whose modes are the individual selves with their material bodies.” Cf. also Bartley 2002: 107: “Since words denoting modes ultimately refer to the mode possessor, it follows that words denoting bodies ultimately refer to the embodied self.”
form entering individual souls that are His selves, in the same way, all denoting words are denoting only (eva) the Supreme Self, which is qualified by the soul, which in turn is qualified by material mass. Hence co-referentiality between a word denoting the state of effect and the word denoting the Highest Self in the state of cause is applied in its primary meaning.\(^7\)

The mention of the primary meaning of co-referentiality is situated directly in the context of how God is expressed in language. Co-referentiality implies that a word denoting an entity also denotes God, since God manifests Himself and everything by His own willing/desiring act of entering as Inner Controller. The meaning of a word for something—either conscious or material—can therefore not be used indirectly but denotes God only directly.

To demonstrate how everything relates to God, God must be the actual and final referent. He is the one that is always referred to by words and what they denote. But how Rāmānuja explains God’s entering the souls and how far he describes whether God reaches the material body by which the soul is qualified? How are name and form (nāmarūpe) related to terms like “mode” (prakāra) and “mode possessor” (prakārin)?

The different states of name and form (nāmarūpe) are modes (prakāra) of one mode possessor (prakārin), such as the name “lump” and the form, i.e., the object “lump” consisting of clay, refer to just one mode among other modes of the one mode possessor clay (mṛd). A standard example is the following: inasmuch as clay is modified when a lump (piṇḍa) is produced, the word denoting a lump also implies denoting modified clay. And an example for conscious entities would be the following: words de-

---

\(^7\) Śrībh II 77,1–5 ad BS 1.1.1: ‘aham inās tisro devatā anena jīvenātmanānupraviśya nāmarūpe vyākaravāni’ iti, ‘tisro devatā’ iti sarvam acidvastu nirdiśya tatra svātmakajīvānupraveśena nāmarūpavyākaraṇavacanāt sarve vācakāḥ śabdāḥ acidviśiṣṭajīviśiṣṭaparamātmanā eva vācakā iti kāraṇāvasthaparamātmavācinaḥ śabdena kārya-vācinaḥ śabdasya sāmāṇḍhikaranyam mukhyavṛttam.
noting souls also denote the soul’s possessor, i.e., God Himself. This is because He is embodied (as the entering Inner Controller) in the souls, and their bodies are called a mode (prakāra) of the embodied, i.e., the mode possessor (prakārin). In Rāmānuja’s words:

Words denoting conscious beings [i.e., souls] also denote the Highest Self, which is embodied by [these] souls of which He is the self. Just as words denoting a lump, which is the generic structure of material mass, like gods, etc., they denote the individual soul whose body consists in this or that [material object]. [...] This is because the body is a mode of the embodied and because words which denote modes ultimately refer only to the mode possessor, it follows that words denoting bodies ultimately refer to the embodied self. When something is conceived in the form: “This is of such and such a kind of thing”, the aspect conceived from “is of such and such a kind” is a mode [of the mode possessor].

The passage relates God’s embodiment with the linguistic concept of denoting. The reason why material and conscious entities refer to God by their names is that they all form the body of God. Their bodies cannot be thought of as independent from God. But

---

78 Cf. Śrībh III 19,12–15 ad BS 1.3.8: ahamarthasya pratyagāmam “pi hy ātmā paramātmety antaryāmibrāhmaṇādīsāktam. atāh pratyagar-thasya paramātmam paryavaśāḥ ahamśabdo ’pi paramātmavaya-sāyīti. “In the praising words of the Antaryāmin-Brāhmaṇa, etc., it is said that the Highest Self is also the self of the (individual) inward directed self, who is the referent of the word ‘I.’ Therefore, even the word ‘I’ results in the Highest Self, because the inward referent [for the word ‘I’] is reduced to the Highest Self.”

79 Śrībh II 222,1–5 ad BS 1.1.13: atāh cetanavācino ’pi śabdāḥ, cetanasyāpi ātmabhūtaṁ cetanaśarīrakaṁ paramātmaman eva abhida-dhati. yathā—acetanaśepiśabdāṇam puruṣapriyāvināśabdāḥ tattac-charināvaiyām ete vācakāḥ; [...] sarīrasya sarīrinam prati prānāvācino, prakārāvācinoḥ ca śabdānum prakārino eva paryavaśānāt, sarīravācinām śabdānumo sarīriparyavasānamo nyāyyam. prakāro hi nāma idam ittham iti pratiyamāne vastūni, ittham iti pratiyamānāṁ aṁśāḥ.
this means that every entity constituting a body must also refer to Him as the basis of that body. In this context, the function of denoting of words can also be explained: A word that denotes a state/property of a substance co-refers to or can be coordinated in a sentence with another word of another attribute or other attributes of one and the same substance.

Whenever a thing has actual being (sadbhāvaḥ) as its mode […] the words denoting it, as they designate a substance characterized by the attribute denoted by them, appropriately enter into co-referentiality with other words denoting the same substance as characterized by other attributes.⁸⁰

Again, we understand from this passage that words do not only belong to what they denote, they also denote that upon which the denoted object is based. Therefore, the base, the mode-possessor (prakārin), namely, the embodied God (śarīrin), is also always denoted by every word denoting modes (prakāra) of conscious beings and/or material objects. Our standard example: Without clay, neither lump nor pot could become manifested. Even if a potter, the instrumental cause, turns clay into another state, this state still refers to clay. In other words: If the self-grounding mode-possessor (i.e., clay) would not already be, then no other mode (prakāra) could be manifested. Thus, although the two different states or modes of lump and pot have their own different denotations, each of these also denotes differently their one basis.

In the relation between modes (prakāra) and their possessors (prakārin), it is not necessary to prove how a certain mode belongs to its possessor and not to another. But it is necessary to understand that a further possessor² (prakārin²) can also become underlying both, mode¹ (prakāra¹) and mode possessor¹ (prakārin¹). To explain: a mode possessor (prakārin¹) can be understood as a mode of another mode possessor (prakārin²), which then is

⁸⁰ Śrībh II 223.8–10 ad BS 1.1.13: yasya padārthasya, kasya cit prakāratayaśa� sadbhāvaḥ, […] tadvācinām śabdānām svābhidheya-visiṣṭadṛavyavācitvād dharmāntara-viśiṣṭatadṛavyavācitā śabdēna sāmānādhi-karanyām yuktam eva.
the fundament of that mode possessor (prakārin¹) together with its different modes (prakāra¹).

This can be illustrated by referring to another standard example: What kind of presupposition are we accepting when we utter the sentence “The lotus is blue”? We are presupposing a third grounding aspect upon which the two are based, in this case, a flower. Both the lotus and its blue color are understood as what our authors call modes (prakāra) and mode possessors (prakārin). If we refer to a particular mode possessor (prakārin), this does not imply that it is not possible to accept another mode possessor (prakārin²). Thus, the lotus as a mode possessor (prakārin¹) must be understood as a mode, i.e., lotus-ness, of another mode possessor, i.e., the flower (prakārin²).

What causes difficulties in most cases is that the basis, upon which different qualities/attributes are accepted, in this case flower, is not expressed in the sentence. Moreover, it is possible that even flower is not the third grounding aspect, since one could perhaps also grasp the being of flower as a quality, namely, flower-ness. And while the neutral concept of substance (dravya) could be applied as the third grounding aspect to be presupposed, we would rarely admit to a kind of substance referred to as flower.

Applying this concept of mode possessor to the relationship between soul and God, this means that if material matter belongs to the soul’s body and the soul belongs to God’s body, they both belong to the body of God. This seems to establish a sequence from material matter via the soul to God. Rāmānuja, however, only states that God has everything as His body. Because the soul has material mass as its body, but God has the soul and the individual soul’s material body as His body, consequently also words denoting material mass refer to God via the soul. How one principle is based on the other is taught by Rāmānuja in the following passage.

81 To illustrate: we simply say: “The lotus is blue”, instead of: “This is a flower-substance, which is a lotus and which is blue”.
Veṅkaṭanātha on the God Viṣṇu-Nārāyaṇa 373

Since the mode depends upon its mode possessor, knowledge of the mode also implies knowledge of the ultimate possessor of all modes. In the same way a word for a mode refers also to the ultimate mode possessor. Words such as ‘cow,’ ‘horse’ and ‘man,’ denoting generic forms (ākṛti) that are modes, also refer to individualized material forms that are mode possessors. Since material mass is a mode in that it is the body of a conscious being [i.e., a soul] and since the conscious being as embodied is a mode of the Highest Self, these words ultimately refer to the Highest Self, which is the ultimate referent of every naming word; thus, co-referentiality with a word expressing the Highest Self has exclusively a primary meaning.\(^{82}\)

In this context we must give some more explanations: All considerations relating to the fact that the designations of entities refer to God are also to be understood in the context of the correct exegesis of the most important Mahāvākyā (ChU 6.8.7) tat tvam asi. One could say that coreferentiality ultimately serves for Rāmānuja to establish this relational unity between the two denotations tat and tvam. Based on the concept of Gods/brahman being embodied in everything, which means that the name of the soul is also designating God/brahman, it follows that both words tat and tvam when they are in the relation of coreferentiality, even if they are two different words, can only do so, because they are grounded in a third, i.e., one and the same basis. Thus, by the two words exactly two modes of brahman are coreferring. By tat referring to brahman it is expressed as cause (jagatkāraṇa), and by tvam referring to brahman it is designated as Inner Controller

---

\(^{82}\) Śrībh II 222,6–223,5 ad BS 1.1.13: ata eva gauḥ, aśvaḥ, manusyaḥ ītyādiprakārabhūtākṛtivācināh śabdāḥ prakārini piṇḍe paryavasyantāḥ, piṇḍasyāpi cetanaśarīratvānu tatrakāratvā, piṇḍaśaṅkaracaketa- nasyāpi paramātmaprakāratvāc ca paramātman eva paryavasyantī- ti, sarvaśabdanām paramātmaiva vācyā iti paramātmaścīśabdena sāmānādhikaranyām mukhyam eva.
of the individual soul (*jīvāntaryāmirūpēṇa*) as being modified by it.\(^{83}\)

Let us turn to Veṅkaṭanātha to see how he follows Rāmānuja’s view, namely, that words denoting modes also refer always to God, i.e., the ultimate mode possessor. Nevertheless, if material mass at first qualifies the conscious soul and not God directly, the question arises as to how God can be present to be denoted by everything. Veṅkaṭanātha comments on this in both his TMK and his NSI. At first, I give an example of his TMK. He confirms Rāmānuja’s view when he explains in TMK 4.82cd that words and what they denote exist always together even during the period of dissolution and appear again when God enters everything as Inner Controller to manifest in what He enters:

> Even during the period of [God’s] non-connection [i.e., the period of dissolution (*pralaya*)] with the individual self, the forms of gods, mortals, etc., do not vanish. The omnipresent Lord on His part (*api*) unfolds name and form in the world due to His entering into the individual self.\(^{84}\)

Veṅkaṭanātha also discusses this in his *Sarvārthasiddhi* (SAS), his auto-commentary on the verse, where he emphasizes—perhaps more emphatically than Rāmānuja—that denotations for souls as well as for material objects also denote God. In this context, he again refers to God entering souls:

> It is well established by the Veda that God, after entering the individual souls, manifested name and form. Therefore, the meaning that the denotation of words for conscious beings [i.e., souls] and

\(^{83}\) Cf. VAS §19–20 (82–83), where Rāmānuja explains this *mahāvākya* against the background of his own ontology by applying the concept of *sāmānādhikaraṇya*.

\(^{84}\) TMK 4.82cd:

> अत्मासङ्गंबन्धकाले स्थिति अनवागतः देवमर्यादिमूर्तेः
>  जीवात्मानुप्रवेशाय जगति विभुर अपि व्याकरण नामरूपे।

*ātmāsaṃbandhakāle sthitir anavagatā devamartyādimūrteḥ jīvatmānapraṣājja jagati vibhur api vyākaron nāmarūpe.*

For *ātmāsaṃbandhakāle* see Venkaṭanātha’s explanation in his SAS 618.10: ना हि मर्तस्या शरीरं क्षणम् अपि तात्सम्स्थानसम्स्थितम् अवतिष्ठते.
material mass extends to the Lord is correct, because the soul has the material world as its body, [but] God has the conscious [soul] and material mass as His body.\(^85\)

What this passage does not yet sufficiently clarify is how everything, i.e., also material entities, become the body of God. More explanation was necessary, especially regarding how God is connected to the bodies of the souls, which are themselves directly bodies of God. Could it be possible that words denoting material mass refer to Him only indirectly? Wouldn’t this contradict the authoritative passage of God as the Inner Controller entering everything (viśvāntaryāmin)? Veṅkaṭanātha refers to this in his NSi. He first discusses the different positions on this matter. One position is that God is directly connected to souls and material mass, the view held by Rāmānuja and later also by Parāśarabhatṭa in his Tattvaratnākara.\(^86\) The other position is presented through a quotation from Rāmamiśra’s Śadarthasamkṣepa: “Not so, because material being becomes the body of brahman [only] through the individual self.”\(^87\) Although Veṅkaṭanātha sees no contradiction between these two postions, he ultimately decides that God is directly present in the material world (acit). The

---

\(^85\) SAS 619, 1–2 ad TMK 4.82d: jīvātmānam anupraviśya nāmarūpe vyākarod īśvara iti hi vedaprasiddhiḥ. ato ’ciccharīrako jīvaḥ, acijīvaśaṁrāraka īśvara iti cetanācetanaśabdānāṁ bhagavatparyantābhādhanām yuktam iti bhāvah. Cf. also SAS 621,7–8 ad TMK 4.83: īśvaraśaṁrātyā śrutiśaṁsatprasthadeṣu prthivyādīsy etal lakṣanam asti cet, avivāda eva; prapaṇcavācināṁ śabdānāṁ parabrahmaparatve ’pi virodhābhāvā. The discussion continues TMK 4.85 and 4.86.

\(^86\) Tattvaratnākara, Fragment 60, quoted from Oberhammer 1979: 80-81: “Conscious and material beings are equally His body.” cetanācetanayor aviśiṣṭam tam prati śaṁratvat. [...]. (English trans. M.S.). Cf. also the explanations to this passage in Oberhammer 1979: 217–222.

\(^87\) NSi 178,6: na, acito jīvadvārā brahmaśaṁrāt. Rāmamiśra’s work Śadarthasamkṣepa is lost; the sentence is quoted in Venkaṭanātha’s NSi (ibid., 178f.).
reason is the following: The soul cannot remain in the samsāric world without having a body to which it is intimately related. And God could not be the Inner Controller of everything (viśvāntaryāmin) if He were not also effective in what the soul has as its material body, which again is connected to the material world. Veṅkaṭanātha describes God’s efficiency and explains why he chooses the first alternative. The decisive argument is that the soul ultimately cannot completely leave its body at any time, also not while that body is asleep or in a state of fainting. God is therefore needed as an Inner Controller to carry on the life of the soul by being present in its body, which is said to consist of material mass.

Because the Lord is the Inner Controller for separated elements and [sense faculties] such as touch, they are for this reason, mentioned in authoritative Scripture (śruti) as God’s body. And during [an unconscious] state [of the soul] such as deep sleep and fainting, it is observed that the body and the one who possesses that body are controlled by God only, which is inherent for them. Due to this reason, this direct control would not be possible according to the [second] opinion. And mere existence of the individual self does not bring about control of the body; due to being without knowledge and will in that state, it is the same as for the [material] ether. Therefore, all substances in every state are themselves the bodies of God only; their being the bodies of the individual selves is caused by their karman. Thus, this way, [namely, the first opinion], proves to be better.88

---

88 NSi 179,5–9: vyākṛtabhūtātāgādīn prati ca īśvarasya antaryāmitvāt. tata eva ca teśām taccarīratvam śṛūyate. suṣuptimurcchādyavasthāsu ca svābhāvikam īśvaraniyāmyatvam eva dehadehinor drṣyate. ata idam advārakanyamanām itapakse na syāt. jīvasattāmātraṇ ca na dehaniyamanapayikam; tadānīṃ jñāneccchāraḥhitatayā tasya gaganādisattātuḥyatvāt. ataḥ sarvāvasthānām sarvadravyāṇām praty eva svataś sarīratvam. jīvaṃ prati tu tatkarmanāpyatī samiścino ’yaṃ panthāḥ.
Also the question of whether God is directly (dvāraka) or indirectly (advāraka) connected with everything had to be resolved, insofar as the above-mentioned concept of co-referentiality (sāmānādhikaranya) would otherwise not be applicable. Some more attention must be given now to this central concept.

**Co-referentiality (sāmānādhikaranya)**

Even though the concept of co-referentiality is often referred to in different philosophical traditions, the reception by Rāmānuja and his followers is quite unique. They all rely on only one definition expressed in a single sentence, a definition that is repeated several times in their works. The only sentence in question is of Kāśikāvärtti ad Pāṇini 2.1.49. It is first quoted by Rāmānuja to refer to the topic we have discussed above: While there can be several modes/designations by words that are different from one another, while keeping that difference, they are able to refer to one and the same basis.

The functioning of words whose base meanings are distinct in referring to the same object is [the definition of] co-referentiality (sāmānādhikaranya).  

---

89 For Rāmānuja, cf. VAS §26 (86.8–9); Śrībh I 191.7 ad BS 1.1.1; Śrībhāṣya II 208.4 ad Brahmasūtra 1.1.13. For Veṅkaṭanātha, cf. fn. 101.

90 Kāśikāvärtti ad Pāṇini 2.1.49: bhinnapravṛttinimitṭānāṃ śabdānām ekasmin arthe vṛttiḥ sāmānādhikaranyam. I quote the translation of Cardona 1970: 234. Other translations of this sentence are as follows: “[...] the application to one thing of several words possessing different reasons of application constitutes co-ordination” (Thibaut). “Co-referentiality is the application to one object of several words in different functions” (van Buitenen). “Co-referentiality is the reference to one entity of words having different grounds for their application” (Bartley).
This sentence is originally found, of course, in a grammatical context, to explain how a compound can be formed from words with different meanings.\textsuperscript{91} The unity of different word-meanings is given by the same case ending.\textsuperscript{92}

Rāmānuja applies co-referentiality not only in a grammatical sense, but also to all denotable entities.\textsuperscript{93} He refers to a unity \textit{(aikya)}, which he describes as a “relation” between different attributes resulting from their inseparability \textit{(aprthaksiddhi)} from a basis, i.e., a substance, i.e., finally God as ultimate ground. To deal with the co-referentiality of the attributes, such a basis must already be accepted. Through co-referentiality, different attributes can be understood as/in a unity \textit{(aikya)} precisely because they refer to a \textit{third} aspect, i.e., they are grounded on/by something else.\textsuperscript{94}

It is not the case that sentences can only be formed according to the scheme of co-referentiality. Although related to each other, two entities and the words denoting them can indeed be different, as seen in terms of the relationship between a support and what is being supported \textit{(ādhāra-ādheya)}. A famous example of this is

\textsuperscript{91} For the former complex history of this concept and important textual references, cf. Ogawa 2017: 83–151.

\textsuperscript{92} This is also clear in Liebich’s (1892: 33) translation: “Congruenz ist das in ein und demselben Sinne Stehn eines Wortes mit einem andern, während seine Entstehungsursache eine verschiedene ist.” [The example in the footnote is: “Vgl. Ostpreussen, Hinterpomern.”]

\textsuperscript{93} Cf. also Lipner 1986: 29: “The point is that the Vedāntin took the grammar of correlatively predicated statements to have certain ontological implications. […] the correlatively predicated expression indicates that a particular thing (i.e., the referent) is the locus of a co-presence of more than one determination such that it gives grounds for the predication of several non-synonymous terms in respect of it.”

\textsuperscript{94} Cf. VAS §26 (86,7–10): \textit{yathā bhūtayor eva hi dvayor aikyaṃ sāmānādhikaranyena pratiyate […] tathā bhūtayor evaikyaṃ upapāditam asmābhīh}. “Just as the identity of two beings is conceived by co-referentiality […] we have declared that the two beings are identical.”
“The jar is on the ground” (bhutale ghaṭo), a sentence whose words have no common base (vyadhirakana). Rāmānuja also mentions another important relationship between two different yet related entities, namely, the relationship marked by a possessive suffix.95

While the meaning of co-referentiality is cited in the various traditions in various contexts, in the Rāmānuja tradition it is usually found in polemical contexts involving the Advaitic understanding of the term.

One must point out that Rāmānuja’s predecessor Yāmuna already opposed the view that the co-referentiality of two terms cannot be understood in a literal sense, but only with the help of an indirect denotation (lakṣanā-vṛtti).96 The dispute with the Advaita position97 focuses on the divergent Advaitic understanding of unity and its avoidance of any reference98 to a third grounding

95 Indeed, Rāmānuja favors co-referentiality since ultimately, theologically speaking, nothing can be independent of God that could not be subsumed under the concept of the divine body. However, he does describe what can occur separately: “And if a substance that may have a separate function is, in some place at some time, wanted as a mode for another substance, then it has a possessive suffix.” VAS § 68 (110,7–8): yasya punar dravyasya prthaksiddhasyaiva kadācit kvacid dravyāntaraprabhasya ityate tatra matvartihyapratahyāya iti viśeṣah. Cf. also NSi (3. chapter) 322,1 (verse 79c): matvartihyāḥ pr-thakṣidhe. “The possessive suffix is used when things are established separately.”


97 For an overview of these polemical discussions and Rāmānuja’s criticism of the Advaitic understanding of scripture, cf. van Buitenen 1956: 59–69.

aspect as being qualified. The Advaita position favors a brahman with no qualities/attributes, which is the basis for the Advaitic understanding of the Kāśikāvṛtti statement.

Rāmānuja’s follower Varadaguru (1190–1275) uses this Kāśikāvṛtti sentence in his Prameyamālā to refute the Advaitic teaching of brahman as an “indivisible object” (akhaṇḍārtha).99 And also Venkaṭanātha’s teacher Ātreyarāmānuja opens the seventh chapter of his Nyāyakuliśa with this sentence from the Kāśikāvṛtti, using it to refute not only the Advaitic understanding of co-referentiality, but also the view put forward by a representative of the “difference and identity” (bheda-abheda) doctrine.100 Finally, Veṅkaṭanātha applies the concept of co-referentiality several times in his works when taking up the various discussions of his predecessors.101 Like his teacher Ātreyarāmānuja, Veṅkaṭanātha not only criticizes the Advaitic concept of co-referentiality, but also argues against views relating attribute and substance with difference and identity, like the view of the Jainas, as well as that of Bhāskara and Yādavapratākṣa (cf. below p. 404ff.).

To understand how co-referentiality is applied to establish monotheism, Veṅkaṭanātha’s use of the term must be examined in detail. Nevertheless, we must again begin with Rāmānuja’s re-adaptation of the definition in the Kāśikāvṛtti since it is even influential on how Veṅkaṭanātha subsequently uses the same definition.

Rāmānuja explains unity (aikya) with (grammatical) co-referentiality. Unity is established because different words can refer to one and the same basis. When we form sentences, we unite oppo-

99 For an analysis of this discussion, cf. Marlewicz 2002: 103–129. In addition to Varadaguru, her paper also deals with other authors who criticized the Advaitic understanding of the akhaṇḍāvākyārtha, i.e., “the indivisible ‘object’ of a sentence”.

100 Cf. also the sixth chapter of Nārāyanārya’s Nītimālā, p. 42ff.

101 Cf. for example: NP, chapter 3.1 (sabdādhyāya; satyamjñānāvākyārtha, II., p. 58); SAS ad TMK 4.94, 4.98; ŚDū, akhaṇḍāvākyārtha-khaṇḍanavāda (vāda 38, p. 161,16–17).
site categories. But this kind of a unifying is only possible by presupposing a third grounding aspect, a basis. Without accepting such a third grounding aspect, not even a sentence could be formed.

To illustrate: In the following passage, Rāmānuja starts by defining co-referentiality, illustrating this with the sentence “The cloth is red.” He explains that two different terms, such as “red” and “cloth,” can be related to each other by referring to the concept of substance (dravya). Without presupposing a substance, no relationship could be formed between “red” and “cloth.” In fact, nothing can be said or known if the grounding aspect of substance is not accepted. Thus, Rāmānuja paraphrases the sentence in question as “The cloth is a substance to which red color belongs.”

The purport of co-referentiality is the unity of the substance which is qualified by attributes. Because the distinctive character of co-referentiality is [expressed in the definition]: “The functioning of words whose base meanings are distinct in referring to the same object is [the definition of] co-referentiality.” For the same reason the unity of sentences such as “The cloth is red” follows from all the words re-

---

102 I am using “grounding” in two different ways. First, as already dealt with, grounding explains the case of co-referentiality between two words/entities/attributes, which can only be related by accepting a third aspect that grounds them. For Rāmānuja and for Veṅkaṭanātha a substance (dravya) has such a grounding function. In this function, substance grounds something other (paranirvāhaka) than itself. But in order not to fall into an infinite regress, such a substance must ground itself also, i.e., has to be self-grounding (svanirvāhaka). Therefore the relation of co-referentiality can only come about through self-grounding substances. Veṅkaṭanātha defines the substance as svaparanirvāhaka. Remarkably, Veṅkaṭanātha also speaks of attributes/qualities of a substance as svaparanirvāhaka. See also Srinivasa Chari 2004: 3: “A dharmin reveals itself and also the object to which it belongs. This technical term is called svaparanirvāhaka. Light reveals objects but it does not require another light to reveal objects. It reveals itself as well as the objects. The same explanation holds good for dharma also.”
ferring to one thing. [...] And what is ascertained from co-referentiality is only that the cloth is a substance to which red color belongs.\textsuperscript{103}

We read in the last sentence that Rāmānuja introduces the neutral term substance (dravya), which belongs neither to the quality of red color nor to the respective possessor of such a color. Nonetheless, it is indispensable and therefore inseparable from red color and the cloth.

Another standard example used by Rāmānuja is: “This [person] is that Devadatta” (so ‘yaṁ devadattaḥ). In this example, a temporal modification is expressed by attributing different temporal units to one and the same person.\textsuperscript{104} On the Advaitic side, Padmapāda and afterwards Prakāśātman seem to have been the first to have discussed this statement in detail.\textsuperscript{105}

Let us follow how Rāmānuja explains this example and then examine how Veṅkaṭanātha takes it up. At first, we must explain what the third grounding aspect is in this case: Is it the person Devadatta or is it time (kāla) itself? Again, the discussion is about whether different attributes can be unified in one basis. Is it pos-

\textsuperscript{103} Śrībh II 211,1–4 \textit{ad} BS 1.1.13: \textit{viśiṣṭadravyaikyam eva hi sāmānādhitkaranyasyārthah. ‘bhinnaprayṛttinimitānāṁ śabdānām ekasmin arthe vṛtīḥ sāmānādhitkaranyam’ iti hi! sāmānādhitkaranyalaksanam. ata eva hi ‘raktaḥ pato bhavati’ ityādiṣu, aikārthāḥ ekavākyatvam. [...] ‘rāgasambandhi dravyaṁ paṭaḥ’ ity etāvan mātraṁ sāmānādhitkaranyāvaseyam.}

\textsuperscript{104} Cf. van Buitenen’s (1956: 64) paraphrase of this example: “‘This is that Devadatta’ means nothing but ‘Our Devadatta here was, at some previous time, somewhere else, he is the same person who was there at the time.’”

\textsuperscript{105} For Prakāśātman’s position and his central arguments, see \textit{Pañca-pādikāvivaraṇa} (=PañcPV) 714–715. Bartley (2002: 103–105) also discusses this example and presents the position of Padmapāda and Prakaśātman.
sible for one and the same person to be connected to different places at different times?\textsuperscript{106}

As mentioned above, the main opponent in this discussion is the Advaitin, who concludes that any difference between two distinct designations or attributes is incompatible with one and the same basis. What is significant in this discussion is how that difference is understood. The Advaitin argues that different attributes cannot belong to one and the same basis, because in further consequence it would have to be assumed that brahman possesses innumerable qualities (saguna). Consequently, the Advaitin argues that there is only a distinctless brahman.

In response, the Advaitin is asked if the opposition of past and present can be unified in terms of Devadatta, i.e., a person who is in different places at different times. Time (kāla) is now assumed to be the basis of co-reference. For Rāmānuja, in this example, time (kāla), with its different temporal limitations, is the third grounding aspect and therefore the reason why the same person we saw yesterday at that place is now seen here in the present in this place.

According to Rāmānuja—and Veṅkaṭanātha follows him on this point, as we shall see below—if one does not accept this grounding aspect, the consequence would be momentariness: By accepting a contradiction between different temporal definitions, it would follow that all things are not permanent, but only momentary. For Rāmānuja it is thus time (kāla) that enables us to speak of one and the same person across different times and places. In his VAS he concludes his discussion with the Advaitic opponent as follows:

\textsuperscript{106} Cf. also the explanation in Bartley 2002: 107: “Rāmānuja insists that there is not a trace of oblique predication in the statement, ‘This is that Devadatta’ since there is no contradiction involved in being associated with two sets of spatio-temporal conditions. […] The contradiction implied by relation to two places is removed by the difference in times. In ‘this is that Devadatta,’ the terms ‘this’ and ‘that’ denote one object with several spatio-temporal properties which are the differenter ground for the application of those terms.”
Therefore, the declaration of the identity [of a person] involved in two actions, past and present, contains no contradiction, for the contradiction of a presence in two different places is solved by the difference in time.\footnote{VAS §25 (86,1–2): \textit{ato bhūtavartamānākriyādvayasaṃbandhitayaikaya pratipādanam aviruddham. deśadvayavirodhaś ca kālabhedena pariḥṛtaḥ.}}

Rāmānuja discusses this example also in his Śrībh, where he repeats this view. In this work he refers to a different argument which adds the perspective of the speaker of the sentence “He is that Devadatta” (\textit{so 'yam devadattaḥ}). The speaker, i.e. the one who recognizes Devadatta, can make this statement due to his/her recollection (\textit{pratyabhijñā}), which enables them to refer to or verify \textit{one} and the \textit{same} person across different times and different places.

From the perspective of the speaker, who is also the one who recollects different times, we can combine places associated with different times (past/present) in \textit{one} and the \textit{same} basis due to our recollection, a recollection that unites a remembering like “I saw this person yesterday” with our present awareness “I see the same person just now.” To do this, we must have presupposed continuity in time that \textit{unites} the movement between different places. For Rāmānuja, there is no contradiction between something past connected with that place and something now connected with this place. This is only due to recollection, which brings together “that person” (\textit{sa}) who is remote in time and space with “this person” (\textit{ayam}) who is in the present. Thus, there is \textit{unity} of the person with different temporal attributes. In Rāmānuja’s words:

Therefore, those who maintain the permanency [of things] prove oneness of an object related to two moments in time based on a recollection (\textit{pratyabhijñā}): “He is that [Devadatta]”; otherwise, if there were really a contradiction between these two representations [i.e. this, that], it would follow that all things are [not permanent, but] momentary (\textit{kṣaṇikatvam}) only. The contradiction involved in
one object being connected to two places is removed by the difference of the correlative moments of time.\textsuperscript{108}

Rāmānuja’s reference to recollection (pratyabhijñā) is probably because the Advaitic side, represented by Prakāśātman, polemizes at length against this means of cognition for the sentence so ‘yam devadattaḥ. One argument against it is its necessary implication of difference, which for the Advaitin is inacceptable.

Veṅkaṭanātha deals with exactly this Devadatta example in several of his works. While he unfolds his arguments following Rāmānuja closely, he adds far more explanations.\textsuperscript{109} I will refer here only to selected passages from his Nyāyapariśuddhi (=NP) and his TMK. Not only does he develop in the first work the concept of co-referentiality, providing in a sixfold\textsuperscript{110} classification, but he also compares it to the Advaita position, drawing the same conclusion as Rāmānuja and reducing the Advaitin’s view to the Buddhist position of momentariness. Veṅkaṭanātha defeats the Advaitin who gets caught in self-contradictions: In order to negate attributes for the pure brahman, he must accept such attri-

\textsuperscript{108} Śrībh 211,2–4 ad BS 1.1.13: ata eva hi ‘so ‘yam’ iti pratyabhijñā, kāladvayasambandhino vastunāḥ aikyam upapādyate sthiratvacibhiḥ. anyathā pratīti vīrodhe sati, sarvesāṃ kṣanikatvam eva syāt. deśādyayasambandhavirodhas tu kālabhedena parihriyate.

\textsuperscript{109} It is beyond the scope of my paper to deal with Ātreya-rāmānuja’s detailed chapter on co-referentiality (sāmāndhikaranyā), but he also provides an important argument there to support time as the basis for the statement so ‘yam devadattaḥ. Cf. NyKul (chapter 7) 141,12–14: idānīm tatkālasambandho viruddha iti cet, kim idānīm asyāpi kālasa samyogah? na hi kālasa kālāntarāpekṣā, anavasthānāt.

\textsuperscript{110} Cf. NP 3.1 (47,5–6). The six types of co-referentiality are: the description of cause and effect (kāryakāraṇabhāva); when something is inseparably related (apṛthaksiddhabhāva); when something enters into something (āveśabhāva); when something is similar/equals something else (anukārabhāva); when something is regarded as something (drśṭibhāva); and when something influences/affects something (uparāgabhāva). For further explanations, see Vedavalli Narayanan 2008: 117–118.
butes to be existent. Therefore the self-contradiction is: the Advaitin states that the difference between two attributes does not exist but to prove this, he has at the same time presupposed at least two attributes standing in relation to each other.

Veṅkaṭanātha adds precision to Rāmānuja’s words by stating that “this-ness” (tattā) and “that-ness” (idantā) exist independently of each other, because they refer to different times and therefore can never be recognized as simultaneously happening. Nevertheless, both come together in one and the same person when one speaks about a person who is now the same person one has seen on earlier occasions. In the following passage, Veṅkaṭanātha explains once again the difference between cognizing one and the same person in different times and considering falsely two mutually exclusive times as identical. Neither the person disappears, nor is our recognition of the same person impossible because times like past time, present time, exist independently from each other. The past belongs to the person in the past; the presence belongs to the person in the presence. One and the same person cannot be past and present at the same time, because the past has disappeared when one and the same person appears in the presence.

If one were to object that both [references in this sentence, i.e., this-ness and that-ness.] are contradictory [when they take place] simultaneously, we say no, because no simultaneity is presented and, because of their independence; on the contrary, recognition [of this-ness and that-ness] at the same time is not a mistake.\(^\text{111}\)

But how are past and present possible for one and the same person? [Both are possible] because at the time of their disappearance, they are gone by themselves, but the person did not disappear because [his/her] being present is recognized [again].\(^\text{112}\)

---

\(^{111}\) NP 55,2–6: yugapat tayor vyāghāta iti cēn na, yaugapadyasyānabhidhānād anākṣepāc ca. yugapatpratipattis tū na doṣah.

\(^{112}\) NP 56,1–3: tathāpy atītatvavartamānātve katham ekasyeti cet svapradhvamsakāle hi svayam atīṭāḥ syāt na cāsau pradhvastaḥ vartamāna-tvopalambahāt.
Important in this quotation is Veṅkaṭanātha’s statement that for a person temporal change can be described. Having existed in the past, does not imply that one has passed away. Being present again implies that one has existed in the past. And to be here now, i.e., in a specific place, can be explained as having been related to a particular condition which has past (cf. NP 56,3 atītopādhiviśe-śasambandhitaya). Veṅkaṭanātha deals with the same example in his TMK. Again, he takes issue with the interpretation of co-referentiality offered by the Advaitin, reducing the Advaitic view to the position of Buddhist doctrine if he does not accept different temporal attributes for one and the same thing. Here he offers all his arguments together in a nutshell, beginning with the Advaitin’s contradictions. In verse 4.97 of the TMK, Veṅkaṭanātha gives three reasons why the Advaitic understanding of co-referentiality is mired in self-contradictions. Each reason points out an inherent flaw based on incoherence between assertion and proof: A statement like “That thou art” (tat tvam asi) implies two designations, but then one cannot refer to a distinctless brahman and thus this statement must be rejected (bādhā). A sentence like so ‘yaṁ devadattaḥ presupposes distinctions, and so claiming a distinctless entity thus implies the flaw of over-extension (aticāra). Perhaps the most evident contradiction—asserted many times by Veṅkaṭanātha especially in his ŚDū—is that the Advaitin constantly uses designations when trying to demonstrate, by means of co-referentiality, that brahman is without designation. Thus, the Advaitin is destroyed by his own speech (svavacanahati), because to be able to thematize the brahman without any designation, he is still speaking, i.e., using designations and must therefore already have accepted different designations.\footnote{For further explanations, see Vedavalli 2008: 119–120.}

Further since one can conceive one and the same person in different times, these times must be contradictory. Veṅkaṭanātha responds that different times can be known without contradiction. And further, not the person itself but only time is the reason that
one can identify one and the same person in different places at different times. Verse 97 of the fourth chapter (buddhisara) of the TMK refers to the above points:

[Advaitic opponent:] Based on the conclusion: “This [here and now] is [the same as] that [there and in that time]” one would indicate something distinctless about which one disagrees due to employing co-referentiality.

[Our view:] This is not the case, insofar as due to rejection, over-extension and destruction by your own speech, faults exist for the examples [i.e., tad idam.] expressed in your own words.

For in [this] sentence there is no contradiction between this-ness and that-ness [of Devadatta] by way of such a recognition.

If you do not accept this, everything would be momentary for you; but here the difference of places does occur due to the succession [of time].

Veṇkaṭanātha bases his claim that the identification tad idam (i.e., so 'yam devadattāḥ) is true in the same way he used recollection as a reason. Based on this perception, it cannot be refuted that one and the same person remains one and the same throughout different times. If this were not accepted, the result would be the position of momentariness, which the Advaitin would be forced to accept, because he has no argument at his disposal to prove brahman as an “indivisible object” (akhaṇḍārtha). We could also say that the Advaitin has no argument to prove that different designations are connected. To do so, the Advaitic opponent would have to accept a difference (bheda), something he vehemently denies.

---

114 TMK 4.97:  
aikādhāryād vigītaḥ tad idam iti nayāl lakṣayen nirviśeṣam; maivam, bāḍhāticārasvavacanahatibhiḥ svoktadrṣṭāntadausthyāt tattedantāvirodho vacasī na hi bhavet ādvṛśadhyakṣanītyāḥ; no cet, syād vas saṃstam kṣaṇikam; iha punar desabhedaḥ kramāt syāt.
The cognition of different times being discussed here would not be valid at all if there were no one to connect the different times indicated in the judgement so 'yam devadattaḥ. The basic prerequisite can only be a qualified entity (viśiṣṭavastu). Thus, Veṅkaṭanātha rejects the view of the Advaitin:

And if this is expressed here by you [the Advaitin, in a sentence like], “He is that Devadatta,” this is indeed faulty as an example of something having distinctlessness (nirviśeṣa-) as its content, because the co-referentiality through “this-ness” and “that-ness” in the sentence “He is that Devadatta” has a specified entity (viśiṣṭavastu) as its content.115

Veṅkaṭanātha clearly responds to the decisive question—how things that contradict each other can be compatible in one and the same thing—by referring to the facticity of our perception. To identify someone/something we form such a sentence and we would not be understandable if “thisness” and “thatness” do not refer to one and the same person/object. Once more addressing his advaitic opponent, who sees different time modes only as contradictory to each other, Veṅkaṭanātha provides an answer:

[If you ask,] how is it possible to say that one (ekasya) [person] can be qualified by this-ness and that-ness since both are contradicting, our response is: This is not the case, because there is no contradiction [between this-ness and that-ness]. If this-ness and that-ness were contradictory in reference to one [person], then there would be a contradiction for the knowledge by perception: “This [person] there is that Devadatta.”116

---

115 SAS 638.6–8 ad TMK 4.95: svokte ca so 'yaṃ devadatta ity atra nirviśeṣaparatvadrṣṭānte 'pi dauḥṣṭhyam eva; so 'yaṃ iti sāmānādhikaraṇyasya tattedantā viśiṣṭavastuparatvāt.

116 SAS 638.8–10 ad TMK 4.95: nanu tattedantāvaiśiṣṭyam ekasya katham ucyate? tattedantayoḥ parasparaviruddhatvād iti; tan na, virodhābhāvāt. yadi tattedantayor ekatva virodhaḥ, tarhi so 'yaṃ devadatta iti pratyakṣopalambhavirodhaḥ syāt.
If one were not to accept that one is connected to two times, the doctrine of momentariness would result. Therefore, there is no contradiction with time [as a substance]. With the word “here,” he [i.e., Rāmānuja already] says that the contradiction of [Devadatta’s] presence in two different places is solved by the difference in time.¹¹⁷ The meaning is: The difference of space in the recollection [of Devadatta] is solved by the difference of time. Here we give the following final decision: Two different times do not contradict one [basis, i.e., time as a substance], because we do not accept the doctrine of momentariness.¹¹⁸

How, then, can one represent identity (abheda) if one has presupposed a difference (bheda) between two attributes which again represent two different designations? If one cannot demonstrate that there is a relation between “this” and “that” remaining exclusively different in the statement “This [person] is that Devadatta,” then indeed momentariness would be unavoidable.

At this point, Veṅkaṭanātha analyzes time (kāla) referring to co-referentiality to prove that two temporal designations like past (atīta) and present (vartamāna) belong to one and the same basis, i.e., time not only as an omnipresent but also as a necessary third grounding aspect. But he goes into more detail: For our judgment, we presuppose time (kāla) as the necessary common basis (substance) that allows different times. Only the acceptance of time as a third grounding aspect enables us to have a knowledge based on temporal change, insofar as temporal designations belong to one and the same subject. Nevertheless, in a sentence “This [person] is that Devadatta,” time as the third grounding aspect is not men-

¹¹⁷ Here, with this sentence Veṅkaṭanātha repeats Rāmānuja’s words almost literally.

¹¹⁸ SAS 638.11–13 ad TMK 4.95: ekasya kāladvayasambandhānaṅgīkāre kṣanabhaṅgavāda eva prasajyeta. ato na kālavirodhah. deśadvayasambandhavirodhas tu kālabhedena pariḥta ity āha–īheti. prayābhijñāyāṁ deśabhedaḥ kālabhedād eva pariḥta ity arthah. ayam atra nīṇayaḥ—kāladvayam ekasyāviruddham; aksanikatvāṅgīkārāt.
tioned at all in this sentence. Nonetheless, co-referentiality can be proven for this statement due to the co-referentiality of time with its different temporal modes. Thus, one could say that co-referentiality of different temporal designations in a one (ekasya) time is the needed presupposition for building such a sentence.

Moreover, Veṅkaṭanātha describes in more detail the relation of different times with the one substance time. “This time” and “that time”, i.e., present time and past time, contradict each other. He explains them as (temporal) parts (aṃśa) of time. Both parts (aṃśau) are different from each other. Each part of time contradicts (viruddha) another part of time. But why for Veṅkaṭanātha such an obvious contradiction does not lead to the acceptance of the doctrine of momentariness? The reason why two contradicting times are in no contradiction with one time is given by the concept of self-grounding. Time as an omnipresent substance is for Veṅkaṭanātha self-grounding, but in the following passage he explains that this also implies that time grounds something else, i.e., the two contradicting parts of time (aṃśau). In this way Veṅkaṭanātha describes the functioning of the self-grounding time in the following sentence: “In contrast [to the two parts of time] time itself in its totality does not contradict itself, because it is only time by itself [and nothing else]” (SAS 638.14: svakālas tu sarvo ’pi svakālatvād eva svasyāviruddhaḥ). Even if each part of time contradicts another part, time itself does not contradict its different parts. In this way, time is not only grounding itself, but necessarily also something else (paranirvāhaka). Only by virtue of such a concept, it is for Veṅkaṭanātha reasonable that one and the same thing/person can be connected with different times.

And the two parts of time itself, as this time and that time, are not contradicting to time itself. This [part of] time relates to an object in this time, whereas that [part of] time is connected [with the same object] in that time. Inasmuch as time is independent from another time, because it grounds itself and something else [i.e. parts of time],
neither an infinite regress occurs, nor does a mutual presupposition of one another.\textsuperscript{119}

Any alternative to this fundamental\textsuperscript{120} position of self-grounding substances, which Veṅkaṭanātha (and Rāmānuja as well) calls as doctrine of permanence (sthiravāda), would imply to accept the doctrine of momentariness (kṣaṇabhaṅgaprasāña).

Thus, the Devadatta example clearly demonstrates that by accepting time as a substance in which different mutually exclusive units of time can be based, we can speak of the unity (aikya) of different temporal designations in one time. Independent temporal designations that differ from each other can still be united in one and the same basis, the third grounding aspect, i.e., time as a substance (dravya). We can understand this argument as an application of co-referentiality. One might ask why time (kāla), as well as the factor of recollection, is introduced here as an important argument. If time is defined as a substance (dravya) that can unite mutually exclusive time units, it must ultimately be related to the one God Viṣṇu-Nārāyaṇa, insofar as everything has a single final base, one God, one Being, one Inner Controller (antaryāmin) of everything. For this, too, Veṅkaṭanātha applies the concept of co-referentiality. We recognize the model: mode and mode possessor (i.e., time with its time units) are based once again on a single mode possessor (i.e., God). Thus, time as the possessor of different time modes (like past, present, future) has a common basis with God, in the sense that time together with all its specific time units ultimately denote God. Veṅkaṭanātha refers to such an ultimate grounding by an ultimate Being when he states:

\begin{quote}
Cf. SAS 638.15 \textit{ad} TMK 4.95: svakālāṃśau ca tadetadkālau svasyāviruddhāv eva. tatkālas tatkāle vastuni sambadhyate; etatkālo 'py etatkāle. kālasya svaparanirvāhakaṭvena kālāntarānapekṣaṇān nānavasthādoṣaḥ, nāpy āmāśrayadoṣaḥ.
\end{quote}

\begin{quote}
119 Cf. SAS 638.15 \textit{ad} TMK 4.95: svakālāṃśau ca tadetadkālau svasyāviruddhāv eva. tatkālas tatkāle vastuni sambadhyate; etatkālo 'py etatkāle. kālasya svaparanirvāhakaṭvena kālāntarānapekṣaṇān nānavasthādoṣaḥ, nāpy āmāśrayadoṣaḥ.
\end{quote}

The concept of svaparanirvāhaka is not only applied for substance but also for non-substances (adravya). For Veṅkaṭanātha no state of a state is possible; cf. the first sentence of chapter 5 of the NSi, 443,2: \textit{samyogarahitam adravyam}.\textsuperscript{120}
Also, in the case of time, as in the case of the respective other [mentioned] categories, co-referentiality grounds [the relationship between God and time]. Therefore, he says: Because He [i.e., God] is the Inner Controller (kālantaryāmitāder), etc., of time.\textsuperscript{121}

Time therefore always belongs to God’s body; and can therefore be thought of as an omnipresent substance together with God’s omnipresence. The inseparability as Inner Controller renders any further link to time dispensable and we will see—in the context of the critique of inherence—that this is just another expression for God’s eternal conjunction with time.

Different states are based on one and the same ground insofar as different mutually excluding entities (for Venkatanātha, including different substances with their different properties/states) are combined in one and the same principle, namely God/brahman Himself/itself. With this, we can return to ontology: different temporal units like past and present are also ontological designations reflecting being, which could be the present time, and non-being, which could be the past or future time. For the discussed example: “being” belongs to the present Devadatta and “non-being” to Devadatta in the past or future. A past being as well as a present being in time can be understood ontologically, if one identifies past being as a “non-being” and the present as “being”. This means that one and the same person can be connected to different ontological categories.

It may seem that we have gotten far off our topic. Indeed, these explanations illustrate how Venkatanātha develops an idea begun by Rāmānuja and refines it. But if looking at Rāmānuja’s, and following him also Venkatanātha’s sentences about brahman, has initiated and continued a conflict with some of his most important allies. The correct understanding of brahman in the context of statements about it remains, of course, a central concern of

\textsuperscript{121} SAS 208.5–6 ad TMK 1.66: kāle ’pi sāmānādhi karanyam tattatpadārthāntareśv iva nirvahatīty āha—kālantaryāmitāder īti.
both Vedānta traditions, i.e., Advaita and Viśiṣṭādvaita. The differences between them regarding this understanding are based on their nearly incompatible premises. But one would completely misunderstand the polemical discussion between the two Vedānta traditions if one takes the Advaitic thesis as the one arguing for the unknowability of brahman, and Rāmānuja’s view, in contrast, as the one arguing for its knowability. For Rāmānuja as for Veṅkaṭanātha, approaching an entity is in fact only possible through its designations. This always presupposes something that is inseparable from it: its substance. The different understandings of co-referentiality demonstrate that it is exactly these presuppositions that bring about the polemic with the Advaitin, who says that because brahman is unknowable and ultimately unnameable, we can only communicate about it indirectly. But Veṅkaṭanātha draws detailed attention to the fact that even indirect communication presupposes exact knowledge of what one wishes to communicate. To say that something is unknowable already presupposes that the speaker knows what he or she is talking about. One cannot say to be not knowing without knowing what one is not knowing; thus, one must have therefore already presupposed something knowable (vedya), which is expressed (vācyā) in words. This proposition leads the Advaitin into different ways of contradiction: He must confirm exactly what he denies. But also, Veṅkaṭanātha must respond to the question of how the brahman is knowable and nameable by words. It is certainly not the essential nature (svārūpa) of brahman that is denotable or knowable; if this were the case, the Viśiṣṭādvaitin would not contradict the Advaitin’s view! What is knowable qualifies the substance. By referring to substance, brahman cannot be separated from a concept of substance itself, because it is the ultimate basis for every reference. Countering the Advaitins’ apophatism, Veṅkaṭanātha even adds that speaking of the unknowability of brahman is already a means to its knowability.122 By applying co-referentiality,

122 We can also understand against this background that Veṅkaṭanātha defines brahman as knowable (vedya) and nameable (vācyā), but at
our two authors also demonstrate a central concept in their proof of God as the one in whom all entities, together with their denotations, are based. By co-referentiality it is explained that the different states (either subtle or manifest) of brahman/God can have the same base. This basis can support entities and their denotations that are mutually exclusive.

the same time can also claim that it cannot be grasped by the human mind or language. Cf. for example the first two lines of TMK 3.3ab (339,7-10): vācyatvaṃ vedyatāṃ ca svayam abhidhhati brahmaṇo 'nuṣravāntāḥ. vācittāgocaravāṣrutir api hi parichityabhāvapravyuktā. “The Upaniṣads themselves state that brahman is nameable and knowable. For even the authoritative Scripture states [that] brahman is beyond speech and mental thought, it is [positively] understood insofar as it is not limited [by them].” The last sentence expresses brahman negatively; but exactly in this way it is knowable and expressed in language.

123 TMK 3.5: nihsādhāranyanārāyaṇapadaviṣaye niścayam yānty abādhe sadbrahmādāyaṃ samānaprakaraṇaṃ paṭhitāś śāṅkūtyārthaśabdhāḥ antaryanta ca nārāyaṇa iti kathitāḥ; kārāṇaṃ cāntaratmeti [...]. “The words that are feared to have a different meaning, such as Being, brahman, etc., and which are recited in the same context, find, if there is no abrogation, their final determination in the word meaning ‘Nārāyaṇa,’ which is not general; and [this] Nārāyaṇa is called the Inner Controller. The Inner Self is [also] the cause.”

For different designations of brahman with all the central Upaniṣadic concepts, see Venkaṭanātha’s description in the īśvarapariccheda of his NSi (NSi 275,3–4): sa eva sadadāvāyāṅtābrah㎡āmākāśapraṇāśivanārāyaṇadāśabdāyāḥ kāraṇaprakaraṇagataḥ śāṃkāyato viśeṣatāṣ ca vyapadiśaye. “Exclusively this God is generally [i.e., in general terms] and in particular [i.e., with his own name] expressed with the words ‘being’ (ChU 6.2.1), ‘non-being’ (ChU 3.19.1/6.2.1), ‘non-differentiated’ (BĀU 1.4.7), ‘brahman’ (BĀU 1.4.10,11), ‘ātman’ (AitU 1.1), ‘ether’ (ChU 1.9.1), ‘breath’ (ChU 1.11.5), ‘Śiva’ (ŚveU 4.18), ‘Nārāyaṇa’ (MahānārU 1), etc., which can be found [in the Upaniṣads] in the chapters on cause.” See also SAS 344.1–4 ad TMK 3.5, where Venkaṭanātha lists the designations sat, brahman, ātman, puruṣa, prāṇa, and aksara.
While taken separately, due to their basis, i.e., the third grounding aspect, they can be coordinated linguistically and ontologically.

**Veṅkaṭanātha on non-differentiated (avyākṛta) and differentiated (vyākṛta) name and form (nāmarūpe)**

The following passages quoted from Veṅkaṭanātha’s work, take up the ontological basic idea as it was developed by Rāmānuja. The focus, however, is on elaborating the central idea of the unity of different attributes with a single basis. The question is whether this applies to all substances, which are mentioned in Veṅkaṭanātha’s works, in the same way. The subsequent explanations refer at first only to the world to be manifested; they do not refer to the world in which the already released (mukta) and the eternally released (nityasūri) souls “live”. Therefore, we will ask afterwards whether the essential distinction between vyākṛta and avyākṛta, has some relevance for a substance like the eternal realm/manifestation (nityavibhūti) of God?

To clarify how Veṅkaṭanātha follows Rāmānuja’s ontological understanding of differentiated and non-differentiated entities, we must look at the Adhikaraṇasarāvali (=AS), Veṅkaṭanātha’s verse-commentary on Rāmānuja’s Śrībhāṣya. In this work he refers to Rāmānuja’s concept of manifestation of name and form. Taking Rāmānuja’s view, Veṅkaṭanātha affirms that during the period of dissolution (pralaya), the world is not completely dissolved. He clearly explains that such a period is a state that cannot be considered completely as non-being/inexistent.

Concerning another example: It is remarkable that in the first sentence of the AS, Veṅkaṭanātha mentions the “non-being” (asat) of the ChU (ChU 6.2.1) quote. According to his understanding, what is called non-being (asat) refers to avyākṛta. Defining the universe as asat implies accepting it as “having no phe-

---

124 Cf. below pp. 433ff.
nominal existence,” rather than accepting it as being completely inexisten
t. Veṅkaṭanātha explains this as follows:

What is expressed only as a state of dissolution in the Upaniṣad [ChU 6.2.1] quotation by the words: “In the beginning, however, this [universe] was nothing but non-being (asat)” deals with the dissolution expressed also by words [like]: “Something did not even exist,” because emptiness, etc., [i.e., a complete non-existence of the world at the time of pralaya] is rejected. Due to the absence of distinction [i.e., not being differentiated in name and form], everything is non-
differentiated; therefore, the Inner Self, in the totality of substances
with their respective states, is to be addressed by words such as
“being,” “non-being,” “non-differentiated.”

During the world’s dissolution, i.e., while in the subtle state, what
remains still is and can be manifested again. Since everything

---

125 The interpretation of this passage in Acarya 2016: 845 is very close
to Veṅkaṭanātha’s understanding: “It appears to me that this dis

course, like all other older and contemporary Vedic discourses on

cosmogony, characterised the entity at the beginning of time as no-
thing but asat and originally began with asad evedam agra āsīt.

Moreover, what it meant by the term asat was not ‘non-existent,’ in
either a literally descriptive or ontological sense, but ‘having no phe

nomenal existence.’”

126 Adhikaraṇasarāvali verse 138 (kāraṇatvādhihikaraṇa section p. 244,1–
4): āsād agrē tv asad vā idam iti vilayāvasthatāmātraṃ uktaṃ naiyāsī
t kiṃcid ityādy api vilayaparam, śaṁyatāder niśedhā. sarvasvāvyāktra-
tvam vibhajanavirahāt tādrśāvasthatattaddravyastomāntarātām ād

d iha sadasadavyākṛtādyuktvācyah.

127 This is also demonstrated in Kumāravedānta’s commentary on the
AS, the Adhikaraṇacintāmaṇi (245,5–2): vilayo hi nāma vedāntasid-
dhānte avasthāntaraprāptir eva na punar dravyasvarūpanāsah. tat

kathā ity atrāha śūnyatāder niśedhād iti. dravyasvarūpanāsio vi-
laya iti hi vaiśeṣikādīnām pralāpah. “For in the doctrine of Vedānta,
the dissolution [of the world] exclusively signifies the attainment of
another state, but not the destruction of the essential nature of the
substance (dravyasvarūpanāśa). How is that possible? Here he says:
Due to the denial of emptiness, etc. For that dissolution (vilaya) sig-
remains identical to how it was, non-differentiated (avyākṛtam) means that each individual entity, both conscious souls and material mass, continue to be, even if this is not recognizable during the period of the world’s dissolution (pralaya) due to its being non-differentiated. Being non-differentiated (avyākṛta) means “being in a subtle state”. Thus, each entity remains preserved in its respective state.

The passage illustrates that Veṅkaṭanātha is adopting the main point of Rāmānuja’s explanations of BĀU 1.4.7 and ChU 6.2.1–4. Veṅkaṭanātha explains that the term pralaya does not mean absolute annihilation, but only a temporary state that will be replaced by another state at the next point in time.

The concept of manifestation as described in BĀU 1.4.7 is thus relevant not only in the context of Veṅkaṭanātha’s cosmological thinking, but is also important for his ontology, including his explanations of what conscious and material entities (cidacidvastu) in their essential nature (svarūpa) are, what kind of states (avasthā) they have, how these states alternate, and how, when alternating, they are related to their respective grounding basis, i.e., their substances. Veṅkaṭanātha develops the basic idea of an irreducible Being based on the distinction between that Being in its essential nature (svarūpa) and its transformation into alternating states. He applies it to God in relation to souls and the objective world, to the world itself, and to individual souls in their relation to the world, to other souls, and to God.

Another important and central concept taken up by Veṅkaṭanātha again and again is Rāmānuja’s view, mentioned above, that brahman enters all things to manifest them. For Veṅkaṭanātha, the Veda expresses that it is God, after having entered the individual souls, who differentiates everything in name and form.

Before demonstrating how Veṅkaṭanātha applies the concept of transformation as expressed in BĀU 1.4.7 in his own theology, I will present passages from several of his works to demonstrate

nifies a destruction of the essential nature of the substance (dravyasvarūpavaināśo), as the Vaiśeṣika, etc., are prattling.”
how he begins to integrate this idea into his own views. The first passage is from the 53rd vāda of the Satadāṣanī (ŚDū 203,23–204,1). Here, Veṅkaṭanātha explains the significance of the term avyākrta by referring to BĀU 1.4.7:

For it is like this: With the word avyākrta in the statements about the cause, which begin with [the statement of BĀU 1.4.7]: “All this was non-differentiated (indistinguishable) [at the beginning of creation],” the mere essential nature of brahman (brahmasvarūpamātram) is not to be known, because there is no conventional meaning for the essential nature of brahman, as in the case of the word brahman, etc., and because the intention of a connection [of brahman with name and form] has been made clear exclusively with [the words of BĀU 1.4.7]: “This is non-differentiated in name and form.”

Therefore, the meaning [of the word] “this” (idam) [in the statement of BĀU 1.4.7] at the time of the dissolution (pralaya) intends only the cessation of being manifest of name and form [but not a complete non-being of name and form].

From Veṅkaṭanātha’s words, it is clear that he does not link avyākrta to brahman altogether, but—in the same way as Rāmānuja did—only to brahman that has non-differentiated (avyākrta) name and form (nāmarūpe). For him, in the same way as Rāmānuja before him, the subtle form disappears through the perceptible appearance of a manifest form. According to his understanding, both terms, “being” (sat) and “non-being” (asat), can refer to brahman, because whatever is classified by them is not identified by its essential nature (svaśūpa), but refers only to its different states, which inseparably belong to the svarūpa.

---


129 ŚDū, vāda 53, 203,23–203,27: tathā hi taddhedaṃ tarhy avyākrtaṃ āṣīt tannāmarūpābhivāyā avykriyatyādīṣu kāraṇavāyēṣy avyākṛtadīṣābdena na brahmasvarūpāntaṃ pratipādyate, brahmādiśabdavat brahmasvarūpe rūdhābhāvāt, tannāmarūpābhivāyā vyākriyate anenaiva yogāvivakṣāyāḥ spaṣṭatvāc ca. atah idamartha-syaiva pralayakāle nāmarūpavyākaraṇanivṛttimātraṃ vivakṣitam.
Another example illustrating this concept is the next passage of the same work. Here, what is defined as “subtle” (sūkṣma) is related to darkness (tamas). Again, what is denoted by “words like non-differentiated etc.” (avyākṛtādiśabdena) does not refer to brahman itself (svarūpa) i.e., its essential nature, but to the conscious (cit) and material (acit) entities qualifying it. Veṅkaṭanātha again quotes ChU 6.2.1. (asad vā idam agra āśīd) to show that the word asat (asacchabdena), non-being, refers to brahman, whose body transforms from a non-differentiated/subtle state (avyākṛta/sūkṣma) to a differentiated/manifested state (vyākṛta/sthūla).

If one were to object: How could an undesirable consequence be possible for brahman in this [state of darkness], [we answer:] Because even subtle darkness that is presented by words like “Darkness has become one” [SubālaUp 2], is known as the body of brahman by words starting with: “Whose body is darkness,” [BĀU 3.7.13], and because darkness is in other sentences about the cause known as a state of brahman, it is ascertained that the word “non-differentiated” (avyākṛta) means brahman as specified by non-differentiated conscious and material entities.

In the same way, the word asat, non-being, here [in the statement of ChU 6.2.1]: “In the beginning this [world] was simply non-being”, “Non-being was this world in the beginning”, is used to indicate brahman as having conscious and material entities as its body, specified by a subtle form, which passes by [the occurrence of] a manifest form; [the word asat does] not refer to pure brahman, because this contradicts its non-beingness.¹³⁰

¹³⁰ ŚDū, vāda 53, 203,27–204,1: tarhi brahmaṇas tatra kathā prasaṅga iti cet; tama ekībhavatīyādpratipannasya sūkṣmatamaso ’pi yasya tamaś śaṛṛam ityādibhiḥ brahmaśaṅkaraśṛṅvatapratiśteḥ kāraṇa-vākyāntareṣu brahmāvasthānapraṇaśeś cāvyākṛtaśabda evaṁvāyākṛta-

ça
davidviśīṣṭabrahmapara iti niścīyate. evam asad vā idam agra āśīd, asad evedam agra āśīd, ity atrāpy asacchabdena sthūlākāra
dhāvamsaṁyaśāsūkṣmaśāraviśīṣṭacidaccharitrakaṁ brahmābhidhi
yate, na tu kevalaṁ brahma, asattava
dīvāḥ.
“Darkness” (tamas) in this case does not mean that brahman disappears completely. Darkness refers to the body of brahman in the subtle state when nothing is perceptible. This needs some explanation: When discussing the view that nothing disappears completely, Veṅkaṭanātha compares his God to other gods. As he explains, the time of dissolution (pralaya) is also the time of darkness (tamas). Darkness and the above-mentioned subtle state (sūkṣmāvasthā) are related to each other: Darkness is a subtle state that cannot be differentiated from brahman but is nevertheless not identical to brahman (cf. Śrībh I 167 ad BS 1.4.27). Also in this case, darkness is based on God. Veṅkaṭanātha defines it as an eternal substance (following Parāśarabhaṭṭa) belonging to God’s body, which during the time of dissolution is not completely inexistent, but only in another state.

We understand this discussion only against the background of Veṅkaṭanātha’s basic ontological premises. He presupposes darkness to be a kind of Being; for him darkness is. In this, he sets himself apart from the opposing position, which considers darkness to represent the case of nothing existing, a position that sees beginning as coming from nothing. For Veṅkaṭanātha, the world could not be remanifested under such circumstances. His basic premise is that there is an eternal existence of the one brahman, which only changes its states. He also refutes the opponent’s argument that the god Śiva is the cause of the universe, because, as he argues, brahman alone exists continuously during the period of dissolution, i.e., in the time of darkness (SAS 345.8 ad TMK)

131 For Parāśarabhaṭṭa’s view on darkness (tamas) as a substance cf. Oberhammer 1979: 35f.; 95; 235f.

132 Cf. NSi 121,4–6, in accordance with Rāmānuja: antaryāmibrāhmaṇa ca, yasya tamah śārīram iti tejasā saha tamasah śārīratvenābhidhānāt. tatra ca bhāsyam evam ambvagnyantarikṣavāyvādityadikcandra-tārakākāśatamas tejasv ityādi. For the view that tamas does not mean complete non-existence, see also NSi 119,1ff.

133 SAS 345,8 ad TMK 3.6: atah prasiddhaśivaḥ kāraṇam ity atrāha—śiva eveti.
3.6: atah prasiddhaśivāḥ kāraṇam ity atrāha—śiva eveti). Venka-
ṭaṇātha elaborates on this by describing darkness as a substance
that functions as a quality. The God Viṣṇu-Nārāyaṇa is the basis
for the time-phase of darkness. Since this God supports every-
thing (viśva), He is neither identified with darkness itself nor sub-
ordinated to it. God, denoted as Śiva (Rudra), is rather described
as the support and only cause of darkness.\footnote{TMK 3.6cd: uktaṁ nārāyaṇādhiśhitam iti ca tamo ’nekabādho ’nya-
thā syāt brahmēsāder mahatyām upaṇiṣadīsi vilayādam; evam tu
nātra. “And darkness is said to be dependent on Nārāyaṇa. In the
contrary case, many passages would contradict this. In the Mahātmya
Upaniṣad, dissolution, etc., is said to be for gods like Brahman,
Rudra; but it is not the same here, [i.e., for Viṣṇu].” Cf. also SAS
345.11–19 ad TMK 3.6: atah kāraṇatamodhiśṭhātṛtvena prasiddho
nārāyaṇa evātra śabdāntaraparāmṛṣṭaḥ.} Hence he also ex-
plains that the designation “Śiva” actually refers to the Highest
God Viṣṇu, concluding in TMK 3.6ab that with the name Śiva,
what is meant is Viṣṇu.\footnote{TMK 3.6ab: viṣṇor apy asty abhikhyā śiva iti; śubhatārūḍhir atrānu-
pādhis tasmād dhyeyah śruto ’sau śiva iti; śiva eveti vākyam tv anūk-
tīḥ. “Śiva is also a designation for Viṣṇu. The conventional meaning
of the śubhata is without limitation. Hence Nārāyaṇa is described in
authoritative Scripture (śruti) as Śiva, who is to be meditated upon.
But the sentence ‘only Śiva’ is a re-statement.”}

Finally, I would like to cite two more important quotations,
which not only demonstrate God as being the ground of darkness,
but the self-grounding basis of everything through His own will
or His inconceivable potency. The world’s manifestation based
on God and its ontological implications can be found in the third
chapter (nāyakasara) of the TMK (3.25ab), where he describes
the body of God as transforming in various ways:

[Viṣṇu-Nārāyaṇa], the creator of all, whose power is inconceivable,
is Himself the material cause of this world, because He, whose body
consists in the subtle Undeveloped, etc., transforms manifoldly due to [His] modification into a manifest [state of His body].

Another example is from the third chapter on God (īśvaraparicheda) in the Nyāyasiddhāṇjana. Here it is stated that God is not only eternally connected with everything as a material cause, but also acts comprehensively and omnipresent by virtue of His will as an instrumental cause. Again, Veṅkaṭanātha takes up the distinction between separated/differentiated (vibhakta) and non-separated/non-differentiated (avibhakta) names and forms. For God, Veṅkaṭanātha says, both material cause and instrumental cause must be recognized as His specific characteristics. It is therefore important to refer to Veṅkaṭanātha’s statement in the following passage; here it is expressed that it is only God Himself who is the material cause of the transformation from subtle to manifest.

For it is established that [God], who has as a body whose conscious being and whose material mass have [during the period of dissolution] non-differentiated name and forms, is the material cause in relation to [Himself], who has as a body whose conscious and material entities have differentiated names and forms, and it is also established that [He] is the efficient cause in such a form which is other than “having as a body non-differentiated conscious and material entities”—for instance, in the form of having a particular will, which is common to a potter and the like.

---

136 TMK 3.25ab: asyaivācintyaśakter akhilajanayitus syād upādānabhāvas sūkrām specialistā Śrīdehaḥ pariṇamati yato ’nekadhā sthūlavṛtyā. In TMK 3.26, Veṅkaṭanātha also explains how God is connected to everything. He refers to the individual soul, which as an agent causes its own happiness through its own effort. But what the soul is doing individually for itself, God, as cause and agent, is doing for everything, i.e., material and conscious beings. Thus Veṅkaṭanātha concludes: “Therefore, in reference to this agent of everything [i.e., God], it is possible that He is the material cause of everything.” sar-vopādānabhāvas tata iha ghaṭate sarvakartary amuṣmin.

137 NSi 359,5–7: avibhaktanāmarūpacidaccharīrakasya vibhaktanāmarūpacidaccharīrakatvāpekṣayopādānatinvasiddheḥ, avibhaktacid-
As can be concluded from these passages, whatever belongs to God’s body can never pass away completely. Moreover, God Himself is not relativized in his eternal Being. An important implication of Veṅkaṭanātha’s teaching (as for Rāmānuja, as demonstrated above) is that the difference between being (sat) and non-being (asat) does not exclude the fact that they can co-exist in one and the same ground; they merely represent two different states of one and the same basis, which is defined as eternal Being. If such a Being, identified with a personal God, is accepted, and if what He carries and directs has always existed, absolute non-being (atyantābhava) would be incongruous and impossible to prove. If complete non-being were the case, God would have to create out of nothing, with no relationship to anything existing in the past. Thus, Veṅkaṭanātha’s central idea (and already Rāmānuja’s) is based on the view that due to the undeniable presupposition of Being, the concept of emptiness (śūnyatā) taught by the Buddhist tradition cannot be proven by any means of valid cognition.

Of course, it could be argued that such a God, endowed with all perfections, should also be able to be related to nothing or be able to create everything again out of nothing. But in the theistic tradition of Vedānta, this possibility is not part of the understanding of Being (sat). God is identified as Being, which is at the root of everything, and when His body modifies, it can be determined as both being (sattva/bhāva) and non-being (asattva/abhāva).

Refuting the concept of “difference and identity” (bheda-abheda)

In the following the difference between attributes that specify a substance, can be pointed out by another important philosophical

\[
\text{aciccharīrakatvātiriktena kulālādisādhāraṇasankalpaviśeṣavattvādy-ākāreṇa nimmattvasiddheś ca.}
\]
and theological position mostly identified by Veṅkaṭanātha with the view of the Jainas, but also Bhāskaras (9th c.) and Yādavaprakāśas (10th c.), whose doctrin is called by him as “the thesis of the half Jainas” (ardhajainapakṣaṅkal, cf. PMBh p. 283,4 (chapter 24)). They do not take into account that there is also a difference between grounding substance and its respective different attributes additionally to the difference (bheda) between specifying attributes.

At this point, it is important to reiterate how the above-mentioned term of unity (aikya) differs from the rather simple notion of identity (abhedā). This is illustrated in Veṅkaṭanātha’s critique of the notion of defining co-referentiality as difference and identity, a view that contradicts his own understanding of this concept. We already developed the central view that for differently classified entities/attributes to be brought into unity, they must relate to a third grounding aspect. This third aspect is implicitly presupposed in the references of two attributes, which are classified differently. This is the only reason why there is no contradiction in the common appearance of different things, even if there is still a distinction. If we perceive something that we say is both a lotus and blue, then we clarify that the underlying substance (e.g., a flower) to which being blue and being a lotus, both belong is the reason why both attributes can appear together as a unity.

In contrast, the presupposed substance (dravya), in this example the flower, remains distinct, even though it cannot be separated from its attributes. There is no such a thing like a pure flower. As we have pointed out above, our tradition defines attributes and the third grounding aspect as different.

Now, the Jaina, who also refers to the concept of co-referentiality, is the position to be refuted. He accepts a difference between attributes like blueness and lotusness but denies a difference between these and an underlying third. He argues for a concept of “difference and identity,” (bheda-abhedavādin) and explains co-referentiality on the background of this doctrine. While
there are different attributes/qualities, they are merged with the substance into a unity.\textsuperscript{138} Veṅkaṭanātha represents the Jaina position in the first half of TMK 4.94ab against the background of co-referentiality (sāmānādhi\textit{karavya}):

Since it is established that unity (\textit{aikya}) is intended in a sentence [which expresses] coreference for words, which are used differently, it is a futile wish for doctrinal representatives like those of the Jainas etc., (ārhatāder) that this (\textit{idam}) [i.e., co-referentiality] is also true for the one who represents [the doctrine of] difference \textit{and} identity.\textsuperscript{139}

And in his commentary (SAS) Veṅkaṭanātha describes his opponent as arguing a simplified form of co-referentiality as follows:

Wherever there is difference \textit{and} identity, there is co-referentiality, [as in the sentence:] “The lotus is blue”.\textsuperscript{140}

Again, on the background of his own definition of coreferral- tiality, such a sentence cannot be analyzed. In the second half of the verse, Veṅkaṭanātha refutes this view: Even if one says that the substance is inseparable from that which the substance is grounding, co-referentiality is only possible if the ultimate basis is \textit{different} from what it is grounding. But this is not the case for the opponent. For him, there is on the one side unity (\textit{aikya}), i.e., identity (\textit{abheda}) with the substance, on the other side there is difference (\textit{bheda}), because by the word \textit{paryāya} i.e., “modification” different properties are expressed (cf. SAS 637.1–2 \textit{paryāva-}\textit{śabdena dharmā ucyante}). Following such a view of the opponent, the consequence would be that one and the same entity is stated twice: based on being blue, the substance would be blue,

\textsuperscript{138} For an explanation of difference and non-difference (identity) between between substance (\textit{dravya}) and “state of appearance” (\textit{paryā-ya}) according to the Jaina view, cf. Trikha 2012: 59–62.

\textsuperscript{139} TMK 4.94ab:
\[ dvāre bhinne samānādhi\textit{karavya}vacaśām aikyatā\textit{tparyasiddheḥ bhedābhedasthitānām idam anuguṇam ity ārhatāder durāśā. \]

\textsuperscript{140} SAS 636.10–637.2 ad TMK 4.94: \textit{yatra bhedābhedaḥ tatraiva sāmā- nādhi\textit{karavya}, nīlam utpalam iti.}
and based on being a lotus, it would be a lotus. Such an absurd consequence results from accepting a difference between the properties and at the same time an identity with the underlying substance; therefore, against the background of the teaching of bhedā-abheda, a sentence/cognition like “The lotus is blue” would be impossible. Thus, Veṅkaṭanātha expresses in the second half of the verse TMK 4.94cd that only difference must be accepted:

A sentence which indicates in another way something regarding uniformity with [the essential] nature of things, is unlikely to be a means of valid cognition.

Based on such a cognition, a single entity would exist twice, and this is not right because [co-referentiality] is possible if there is only difference.141

In his commentary (SAS) to the second half of the verse, Veṅkaṭanātha draws attention to the fact that the unity of words used in different contexts does not mean that they must be identical with what they refer to. Attributes such as blue-ness and lotus-ness remain differentiated from one another but appear in a unity only when they are related to a third grounding aspect.

Because in the quote [of Kāśikāvṛtti ad Pāṇiṇi 2.1.49] “The functioning of words whose base meanings are distinct in referring to the same object is [the definition of] co-referentiality,” the characteristic of co-referentiality is that [words] are dependent on a single object due to their different application. For this reason, saying that difference and identity are established by co-referentiality has a basis in poor expectations due to contradictory speech. If co-referentiality establishes difference and identity, then there would be no means of cognition for it, because co-referentiality establishes an object that contradicts the means of valid cognition.142

141 TMK 4.94cd:

vastusthiyaikāryāye vacanam itarathā bodhayat syān na mānaṃ tanmānatvād dvidhaikaṃ sthitam iti ca na sat, bheda evopapateḥ.

142 SAS 637.3–6 ad TMK 4.94: bhinnapravṛttinimittānāṃ sabdānāṃ eka[tra]smīn arthe vṛttis sāmānādhiharanyām iti pravṛttinimittabhe-
Now it remains to be shown to what extent difference and identity as a basic thesis also led to absurd consequences for other doctrinal proponents of the bheda-abheda doctrine in a theistic Vedānta tradition such as that of Bhāskara or Yādavaprakāśa. The view of difference and identity as followed by both is analogous to the concept of substance mentioned above. Bhāskara asserts the same of brahman, saying that it is imposed properties (upādhi) with which it is equated. In this case, the absurd consequence of identity (abheda) leads these thinkers to conflate God/brahman directly with suffering. For Veṅkaṭanātha, asserting that brahman is simultaneously identical and different leads him therefore to the following words of critique:

But the followers of Bhāskara [hold the view that] the substance brahman, which is differentiated into partial manifestations of conscious and material entities, transforms itself into material partial manifestation and wanders about in sāṃsāra as the conscious partial manifestation endowed with the transformation of the material partial manifestation.143

When there is no longer any distinction between the partial manifestations, and their change, then it is brahman itself, in its essence, that changes; identical with the soul endowed with a body, it wanders as such in the sāṃsāra and becomes bound and released. Veṅkaṭanātha also highlights how identity is misinterpreted in the teaching of Yādavaprakāśa; he takes the difference

\[
\text{denaikārthanīṭhatvalakṣaṇatvāt sāmānādhihikaranyasya, tenaiva sāmānādhihikaranyena bhedābhedasiddhir iti vacanaṃ viruddhabhāṣanatvād durāśāmūlam eva. yadi bhedābhedaṃ bodhayet sāmānādhihikaranyam, pramāṇaviruddhārthapratipādakatvāt pramāṇam eva na syād.}
\]

143 SAS 381.3–6 ad TMK 3.27: bhāskarīyās tu—cidacidamśaviḥbhaṭam brahmadravyam acidāṃśena vikriyate, tadvikārapahitena cidāṃśena sāṃsaratīti. Cf. also NSi 217.2–218.3: “As for Bhāskara’s opinion, it is ridiculous that eternal and omniscient [brahman] is associated with an imposed property (upādhi).”
between released and bound souls as an opportunity to demonstrate the absurd consequences of the doctrine:

Similarly, the doctrine of [Yādavaparakāśa’s] being and conscious brahman, which is at once identical and different from all word-objects, should also be refuted, because [Yādavaparakāśa] holds [the view] that even the soul which is still bound in samsāra at the time of the world’s dissolution becomes identical with the released one and that even the released soul, who is omniscient would be bound at the beginning of creation with infinite [souls] in samsāra through the realization of identity with all things to be abandoned. Therefore, there is no difference between attachment and release.\(^{144}\)

So far we can summarize: When the doctrine of difference and identity (bheda-abheda) is applied to the relationship between brahman and conscious and material entities, as in the case of these two authors, Veṅkaṭanātha points out that neither the binding of the soul nor release can be assumed; but this is precisely what Veṅkaṭanātha has in mind with the criticism of co-referentiality interpreted against the background of bheda-abheda; in order to be able to assert co-referentiality, the third grounding aspect, even if it is not named in the sentence, a substance must be distinct from its attributes. Within such a distinction, the inseparability of the basis but not its identity (abheda) must be accepted. If no third grounding aspect were presupposed, which is distinct but inseparable from its attributes, which are also designations, co-referentiality would not be acceptable.

**What functions as a substance (dravya)?**

Let us now look briefly at how Veṅkaṭanātha finally coordinates all substances with God Himself, the one basis for everything,

\(^{144}\) NSi 217,3–218,1: \textit{evaṃ sakalapadārthabhinnābhinnasaccidbrahma-

vādo ’pi dīṣyaḥ, baddhasyāpi pralaye muktāviśeṣasadāpattyabhidi-

ḥānāt. muktasyāpi sarvajñasya sṛṣṭau sarvāheyatādātmyānusandhā-

nena anantasaṃsārayogāt. ato bandhamokṣāviśeṣa eva.}
and how he tries to reconcile the multiplicity of designations that are the basis of the substances that form God’s body.

Although Veṅkaṭanātha considers substances, which are the indispensable basis of their states, to exist in and of themselves, he does not see them as isolated from each other. Moreover, each must be able to exist together with God.

How are substances related to God? A description of the relation between God and substances is found in the first verse of the fifth chapter (adravyasara) of the TMK, where Veṅkaṭanātha explicitly refers to the analogy of how a substance is related to its state. It is like the relation of God to all substances together with their states:

The totality of non-substances (adravyajātam) is established as unseparated (aprthaksiddham) and restricted (niyatimad) to their respective substances. It is similar with everything for the Supreme (parasya) [i.e., the Supreme Self, God].

In his auto-commentary on the TMK, Veṅkaṭanātha explains his sentence of the verse in more detail:

The meaning is: For that substance which is said [to be characterized by a quality, i.e., a non-substance], it is exclusively limited to it. And the totality of [the qualities which are] non-substances is inseparately established in/for each of these substances. In the same way, the totality [of substances together with their non-substances] is also inseparately established from the Highest.

Regarding to God and His relational unity these sentences of Veṅkaṭanātha demonstrate once more that the feature of different states, non-substances (adravya), consists in the transformation of one and the same substance, at least God Himself. And while one and the same substance can have states, which are independent

---

145 TMK 5.1ab: tattaddravyeyṣu dṛṣṭaṁ niyatimad aprthaksiddham adravyajātaṁ tadvat viśvam parasya.

146 SAS 680.7–8 ad TMK 5.1: yasya dravyasya yad ucitam tat tatraiva niyatam ity arthāḥ. tac ca tatra tatrāprthaksiddham adravyajātam. tadvad eva viśvam api parasyāprthaksiddham.
from each other, they do not appear simultaneously. Nevertheless they are intimately connected to their basis. If we refer to a state, then we have inevitably presupposed a substance, which is determined by that state in a specific way. For this reason, too, a state and its basis cannot be presented as separate.

The temporal implication of different states has already been pointed out. As Veṅkaṭanātha explains, on one hand, the states of a substance cannot exist as separated from it, but, on the other hand, they exist temporarily and do not remain permanently present. If infinite states did not qualify substances at certain times, this would lead to the erroneous assumption that only a single state determines a substance, or that all states determining a substance must occur simultaneously. Neither is possible for Veṅkaṭanātha.

If a state cannot be separated from its substance, how can a sequence of states be conceptualized? The fact that something is always perceptible is because a state can be either non-differentiated (āvyākṛta), that is, in a subtle state (sūkṣmāvasthā), or differentiated (vyākṛta), that is, in a manifest state (sthūlāvasthā). And because everything can be defined as already Being, there is no need for further mediation possible between a substance and how it is specified. For Veṅkaṭanātha, this is not the only reason not to accept the concept of inherence (samavāya), by which relata like substance and its attributes are connected. Another reason would be that one cannot say what exists earlier or later: substance or non-substance (adravya). Rather, it is only possible to grasp a substance simultaneously (yugapat) with its respective determining state/property.

In reply to an objection that since a substance is given before its non-substance, if non-substance does not exist, both are not given due to their interdependence, Veṅkaṭanātha says that substance and non-substance rely mutually on each other. Therefore, in only a single moment (ekasminn eva kṣane), i.e., in a single knowledge, is a substance and its state, i.e., designation and what is to be designated, able to be grasped. This only could happen
based on the thesis of inseparability of substance and state, but also of the intimate relation of its states and its designation by different words. Thus, to whatever one refers in the world we have access to it only by language and knowledge. As we have pointed out above, already Rāmānuja connected the modes of a mode possessor with designations. Therefore knowing the world implies always knowing the world by language. Veṅkaṭanātha mentions the relation between a cognitive act and its linguistic character. The act of knowing always takes place simultaneously with the use of words, even if the words for both (tacchabdau) are given by the speaker of a sentence in succession (anukramād). This is Veṅkaṭanātha’s linguistic paradigm. He concludes that words are performed simultaneously whereby there is no contradiction between what happens first and what happens later. To demonstrate this he refers to the fact that children learn the original meaning of the words of Vedic language by recognizing objects in their own world. After all, when they learn language, they also grasp properties and their basis at the same time, learning what has been handed down to denote objects in the world before they were born. As described by Veṅkaṭanātha, children do not create their own way of speaking.

147 Another example is SAS 682.11ff. ad TMK 5.3, where Veṅkaṭanātha states that substance and state/non-substance (avasthā/adravya) cannot be considered two separate entities: avasthāvaddravyam iti hi dravyam laksyate. avasthā cādravyam eva. tathā cānyonyasāpeksa-tvād dravyam adravyam ca dvayam api na sidhyatīti. “The substance is defined as a substance that is characterized by a state. And the state is a non-substance. And in the same way, because of their interdependence, both substance and non-substance are not established as a pair.” Cf. also the important discussion in TMK 1.10 and the important consequence in his commentary thereon, that both, qualifier and qualified, can be said as qualified (cf., SAS 31.4: ataḥ sambandhyan visiṣṭāśabdārtha iti syat.).

148 SAS 682.20 ad TMK 5.3: ato dvayādṛavyaśabdayor vyutpattau vya-vahāre tatpratipattau ca parasparapaurvāparyāhāvān na virodhaḥ.

149 For Rāmānuja’s view on this topic, see Lipner 1986: 13.
Children indeed know simultaneously (yugapad) the essential nature of an entity due to the relation of specifier and specified. And in the beginningless samsāra they learn only simultaneously through the [Vedic] use of the words in earlier times. [...] Therefore, determining the difference between substance and non-substance as conforming to the difference between specifier and specified, etc., as [they are] known in the world, is correct.150

Even if we express objects designated by words in our language in a sequence, we immediately perceive not only differentiated objects, i.e., specific states/properties denoted by words, we also reconstruct by our linguistic knowledge always the same world in the same eternal vedic language. But before we continue to illustrate how Veṅkaṭanātha deals with vedic language, a few more examples and explanations.

More examples of substances and their states/properties

Like Rāmānuja, when Veṅkaṭanātha describes “transformation” (parināma) in terms of substance (dravya) and state (avasthā), it is against the background of his understanding of God’s being in (relational) unity with every conscious and material entity (cid-acidvastu). Even if a state (avasthā) is defined as “non-being,” it nevertheless is because it can become present again. This is what presupposes being: effects have a supporting basis, even at the time of their non-being (abhāva). Otherwise they could not be determined as being non-being for any period. The difference between being and non-being is the difference between two states of a substance; while both are, at the same time both are not. Each state appears in its own part of time of being present. Also non-

150 SAS 682.22–683.16 ad TMK 5.3: bālāḥ khalu viśeṣaṇaviśeṣyabhāvēna vastusvarūpaṃ yugapad upalabhante, anādau ca saṃsāre pūrva-pūrvavyavahārair yugapad eva śikṣyante [...]. ato lokadrṣṭaviśeṣaṇaviśeṣyādīvibhāgānusārena dravyādṛavyādīvibhāgāparikalpanaṃ nyāyyam.
being (abhāva) is therefore something concrete, something that can be fixed to a condition, place and time in its specific nature (svabhāva). Non-being (abhāva) is recognizable as a state of something that is not present.151

Accepting an eternally existing substance means there is no first state from which transformation begins. Insofar as a substance is never without a state, nor determined by only one state, it is impossible to define a substance’s first or last state. This can be explained by the basic ontological idea presented above: It is contradictory to say that Being (sat) starts at a certain point in time, since if this were the case, one would have to accept a first beginning. But to assert that there was a first beginning, one must already have presupposed Being to know what the first beginning is.

Without accepting that what is called substance (dravya) is eternal, it would be impossible to speak of a beginningless (anādi) and endless (ananta) ever-continuing sequence of states (avasthāsanāna). And without the beginninglessness of different states, the eternity of their base could not be assumed either. If different states are recognized, then also the substance, which is always in a special state, is recognized. If, for example, an effect of primordial matter (prakṛti) is recognized, then this is also grasped in its respective state; if a temporal designation is recognized, then also the substance “time” is grasped as being temporally specified. It is not the substance “time” (kāla) itself that is recognized, but time in its respective temporal state.

As stated above, substance is seen as the third aspect. If substance is equated with Being. Being is thus also always inevitably presupposed and ultimately the condition of every judgement. Substance (dravya), i.e., Being, is never conceivable in and of it-

---

151 Cf. the statement in SAS 726.8 ad TMK 5.52: niśedhakapramānago- caro hy abhāvaḥ. See also TMK 5.129: so ’bhāvo yaḥ svabhāvam ni- yamayati daśādeśakālādibhedah. “That is [defined as] non-being, whose different states, places, times, etc., restrains the characteristic nature [of such a non-being].”
self. It is only perceived in its specific designation, i.e., the state that is manifest at a certain time (kāla) and in a certain place (deśa). There is never a cognition that separates the two factors that something is and what it is.

One of the many examples of the alternation of states in Veṅkaṭanātha’s works is the following passage from the Nyāyasid-dhāñjana. In this passage, Veṅkaṭanātha illustrates the change from ekatva to bahutva, i.e., from oneness to manifoldness, using as his example the relationship between earth and grass. In response to an opponent’s idea that the manifoldness (bahutva) of the world disappears completely in the state of its dissolution, Veṅkaṭanātha explains that this is not the case insofar as there is no state of complete dissolution. The fact that the period of dissolution (pralaya) is only a temporary state is demonstrated by the example of grass (ṭṛṇa). Here, too, a transformation occurs through a sequence of different states. Indeed, when in the state of grass, the earth ceases to be. However, the existence of grass indicates that the earth is now in the state of grass. It is not the grass itself that changes when it withers at certain times of the year, but it is the earth ceasing to be in the grass state. Veṅkaṭanātha does not see grass as a part (avayava) of the earth, but as its temporary state. If the grass vanishes and the earth appears, then the earth has returned to the state that follows the state of grass. Instead of talking about the grass state or the earth state, Veṅkaṭanātha says that the earth changes from the state of manifoldness back to that of unity. The substance “earth” is the material cause for its state of being grass.

For instance, when [earth] is transformed into modifications such as grass and stone, people begin to use the expression: “[They are] different from earth”; when the same are transformed into another modification, people again begin to use the expression: “[It is now] earth.” But this does not mean the mutual oneness of each part, such as grass or stone, nor [does it mean their oneness] with great earth.
What then [does it mean]? [It means] the mere attaining of the state of the same kind by abandoning the state of a different kind.\textsuperscript{152}

Veṅkaṭanātha follows Rāmānuja’s viewpoint closely, as a passage from Rāmānuja’s commentary (Śrībh III 253.11–12) on the Brahmasūtra demonstrates. Rāmānuja states that if something changes, it does not become another different substance but has only reached a different state.

As the state of the pot [arises] after states as a bowl, dust [or] lumps have been given up, in the same way a state of manifoldness [occurs] by giving up the former state of oneness (ekatvāvästhäprahāṇena), or the state of oneness (ekatvāvästha) [occurs] by giving up the state of manifoldness (bahutvävästha).\textsuperscript{153}

Veṅkaṭanātha refers to this remark in his NSi. Again, for him the transformation from unity to manifoldness does not occur through an attribute connected to many properties (anekadharmayogopā-dhikam), but rather through the alternation from the state of unity to that of manifoldness:

[Objection:] Unity as a state (avasthäärūpasyaikatvasya) may not be contradicted by manifoldness (bahutvena) that exists in the future or in the past; but there may be a contradiction due to the unity of the [eternal] essential nature of substances.

[Our view:] This may not be the case, for there would be a contradiction if one substance becomes another [substance]. But there is no [contradiction] in the case of an existent (sat) [substance] attaining plurality by a limiting condition, namely, the connection with many attributes (dharma). And in a smṛti, the Venerable Parāśara

\textsuperscript{152} NSi 514,2–515,2: yathā tṛṇopalādiparinyaamakalāyāṃ prthivītaḥ pr-thagyavahāro jāyate, teṣām eva parināmāntaram apannānāṃ punaḥ prthivīvavyavahāraḥ. na ca tāvatā tṛṇopalādyamśānāṃ parasparam tāvad aikyam, atha mahāprthivyā vā. kim tarhi vijātiyāvästhäprahā-ṇena sañātiyāvästhäppattimātram.

\textsuperscript{153} Śrībh III 253,11–12 ad BS 2.1.15: kapālatvacūrnatvapinḍatvāvästha-prahāṇena ghaṭatvāvästhāvat, ekatvāvästhäprahāṇena bahutväva-sthā, tatprahāṇenaikatvāvästhā ceti.
Veṅkaṭanātha on the God Viṣṇu-Nārāyaṇa

says: “Identity of [an individual] self with the Highest Self is admitted as the highest goal, but this is false, since one substance cannot become another (substance)” (ViP 2.14.26).154

The last sentence indicates yet another consequence in Veṅkaṭanātha’s doctrine of each other differing substances. Substances with their attributes never become identical in a way that they become a distinctless union. They are inseparable but remain different. Again, the quoted verse from the Viṣṇupurāṇa suggests identity between the Highest Self and the individual soul, but in fact explains that they remain always independent.155

The quoted passage also demonstrates that Veṅkaṭanātha sees several different states as grounding in one and the same basis. Veṅkaṭanātha’s idea (as well as Rāmānuja’s) that one and the same ground, i.e. brahman is in different states does not mean that these states occur simultaneously. They are in a “sequence” (santāna)156 that proceeds without beginning, with one state presupposing the next. The next state always follows a previous one.

154 NSi 47,3–6: bhavatu avasthārūpasyaikatvasya pūrvaparabhāvinā bahutvenāvirodhah, taddravyasvarūpaikyena tu virodha syāt. na syāt, taddravyasya hy ataddravyatvam viruddham, na tu tasyaiva sato ’ne-kadharmayogopādhikam bahutvam, smarati ca bhagavān parāsaraḥ, paramātmāmanor yogah paramārtha itiśyate mithyaitad anyadravyaṃ hi naiti taddravyatāṃ yataḥ iti.

155 Cf. also the discussion in vāda 37 (jīvesvaraikyabhaṅgavāda) of Veṅkaṭanātha’s Satadūṣanī.

156 For Veṅkaṭanātha, this “sequence of states” (avasthāsantāna) means that each state in the sequence (santāna) is individually recognizable, even if there is always a flow (pravāha) from one state to the following state. The concept of santāna is interpreted in a completely different way in the Buddhist doctrine of momentariness, in which the uninterrupted flow of causal moments does not allow an individual moment to be recognized as such. In contrast, according to the Viśiṣṭādvaita Vedānta, a moment is a substance’s temporal qualifier and is a state of that substance. (For Veṅkaṭanātha’s discussion of this concept and his refutation of kṣaṇīkatva cf. TMK 1.27, and Schmücker forthcoming2).
There is no “first” or “last” state of a substance, but only an earlier (pūrva) or a later (uttara) one; the later one, in turn, becomes the earlier one for the next. This alternation of states takes place infinitely.

As in the passage from Rāmānuja’s VAS (§74,113,8f.) cited above (p. 356), Veṅkaṭanātha explains that it is at least only brahman which has states. When he speaks of substances, this is based on the idea that a substance cannot be the basis for something else (i.e., another substance) except in the case of the dhammahūta-jñāna, the “knowledge that functions as a property,” which is always in a specific state.\(^{157}\) In the same way, God/brahman cannot be based on something else. As we have seen before, Veṅkaṭanātha expresses this with the already above mentioned compound svaparanirvāhaka: A substance is self-grounded (svanirvāhaka), but at the same time gives Being to its respective states/characteristics, i.e., to something different (para).\(^{158}\)

In explaining the co-referentiality of different times, I have already demonstrated that time as a substance is self-grounding. But it accomplishes also something else, namely, the temporal measuring of things. Thus, it is not time itself that alternates in its essential nature (svarūpa), but its temporality, i.e., its different respective temporal states. The self-grounded substance time as the third aspect is the basis of all temporal classifications. When Veṅkaṭanātha defines time as the present (vartamāna), he clarifies what is recognizable in time: It is not the temporality of the present that is perceptible, but the temporal classification of time.

Veṅkaṭanātha applies the concept of svaparanirvāhaka also to the concept of “difference” (bheda) itself. Difference is self-grounding (svanirvāhaka), i.e., one difference cannot be recognized from another difference.\(^{159}\) A difference of difference can-

\(^{157}\) Cf. Schmücker 2020a: 78; 85.

\(^{158}\) Cf. fn. 120 above.

\(^{159}\) For the opposite position, which holds the “difference” of difference in Navya-Nyāya, cf. Matilal 1986: 155–163.
not be proven by any means of knowledge without falling into an infinite regress. Rather, difference being given by itself (svatah) is the reason that various objects can be recognized as different; it is the reason that there is a difference between things. Thus, self-grounding difference is the ground for other (uncountable) differences between various things (paranirvāhaka).\(^{160}\)

**Properties defining the essential nature of a substance (svarūpanirūpakadharma)**

If everything is only recognizable through states that are temporal properties, how can the eternity of a substance be explained? According to Veṅkaṭanātha, substance is imperishable and inseparably connected to its states. “Being eternal” is defined by the essential nature (svarūpa) of the substance itself. And yet a substance itself can never become a state (avasthā). If the imperishable Being itself were only a state, it would be contradictory to assume the relational unity of God. This is why Veṅkaṭanātha accepts that the definition of the eternity of a substance is not linked to the alternation of its states; a substance is known or can be determined as eternal only through the state by which it is defined.

It is due to the properties, which define the essential nature (svarūpanirūpakadharma) that one can speak of a substance existing eternally even though it continuously has different states. Essential properties disprove the argument that a substance only exists when its respective states are recognized. If the sequence of states (avasthāsantāna) is considered to be without beginning, it is not possible to claim that a substance is without being in a specific state. Saying that a substance is eternal can only be expressed—according to our context outlined so far—that the substance is qualified by the qualifier “eternity”. But this is in fact a paradox and provokes the question if “eternity” can really be

\(^{160}\) See Schmücker 2022: 147ff. on how Veṅkaṭanātha develops the concept of difference (bheda) regarding God’s divine knowledge.
expressed through a qualifying property? For this, Veṅkaṭanātha distinguishes between the above-mentioned alternating states and essential properties. He defines such properties as nirūpitasvarū-padharmā, i.e., “properties of the essential nature [of a substance] that has already been determined [by properties]”. Thus, there are always two “types”\(^{161}\) of properties, or two ways of qualifying a substance: the mentioned svarūpanirūpakadharman, “properties that determine/define the essential nature,” and secondary properties that further specify the essential nature/substance (svarū-pa/dravya).\(^{162}\)

In chapter five (tattvatrayacintanādhikāra) of his Rahasyatra-yasāra (RTS), in the last sentence of the passage cited below, Veṅkaṭanātha clearly explains that defining an essential nature (svarūpa) is only possible by defining the properties qualifying that essential nature. In the context of the cognitive process, he describes the use of the means of valid cognition in the following terms:

The means of valid cognition, when they reveal entities, also reveal the essential nature of the respective entities, its properties that define the essential nature, and the (further) specifications of the es-

\(^{161}\) For a further discussion on properties as seen by thinkers after Veṅkaṭanātha, see Kassan-Hann 1992: 126. Citing Yatīndramatadipikā (IX: 15), in addition to the two properties discussed here, also named are: srṣṭa-upayuktāḥ dharmāḥ, “attributes useful for creation”; āśra-yaṇa-upayuktāḥ dharmāḥ, “attributes useful for providing refuge”; and rakṣaṇa upayuktadharmāḥ “attributes for protection.”

\(^{162}\) Also Rāmānuja distinguishes between the two properties of svarūpanirūpakadharmā and nirūpitasvarūpadharman; see Carman 1974: 72: “Statements that He is sheer knowledge and bliss are maintained because they express the defining property of the essential nature [svarūpanirūpaka-dharma] of the Supreme Brahman, who is different from all, the support of all, the cause of the origination, subsistence, and dissolution of all, faultless, immutable, the Self of all.” See also VAS §24 (84,14–15): nanu ca jñānamātram brahmeti pratipādite nirviśeṣajñānamātram brahmeti niścīyate. naivaṃ, svarūpanirūpana-dharmasabdā hi dharmamukhena svarūpam api pratipādayanti.
sentential nature that has been determined [by primary properties] and their usages. Among these, [the means of valid cognition] reveal the essential nature [of the respective entity] as specified by properties that define it. An explanation of that essential nature (svarūpa) without an explanation of its properties is not possible.\(^{163}\)

In Veṅkaṭanātha, the elaboration of these two qualities is found only in conscious entities, i.e., for God and for the souls.\(^{164}\) For God, he distinguishes between the following qualities:

In this way, God’s essential nature, which is characterized by the fact that every being (sarvasattā-) depends on Him, has the form of Being, recognition, unlimitedness, joy [and] purity, because they are His qualities that determine His essential nature. […] Other qualities and the divine and auspicious embodiments specify God’s essential form, which has already been determined [by the qualities mentioned before]. Among these qualities, the six guṇas—cognition, ability, power, guide-ship, power and splendour—serve His greatness. Gracious condescension, parental love, etc., serve His attainability. All these qualities belong every time to His essential nature.\(^{165}\)

\(^{163}\) RTS (chapter 5) 141,2–7: pramāṇankāl vastukkalaik kāṭum potu avvō vastukkalin svarūpattaiyum svarūpanirūpakadharmankalaiyum nirūpitasvarūpasviśeṣanankalaiyum vyāpārankalaiyum kāṭum. atil svarūpattai svarūpanirūpakadharmankalalē viciṣṭam ākāvē kāṭum. anta svarūpattaic collum potu avvō tarmāṅkalaivy ṭallatu collav onṇātu.

\(^{164}\) The difference for the soul between these two kinds of properties is also explained in chapter 5 of the RTS, as well as in the PMBh (cf. 2. chapter, jīvatattvādhikāra).

Because all properties are dependent on a single base, for Veṅkaṭanātha there is no case in which the real world, the plurality of individual souls, or the transcendent reality, i.e., God and His divine manifestation (*nityavībhūti*), cannot be considered as permanent on one hand, and connected to alternating properties on the other, even if Veṅkaṭanātha’s description of alternating states/properties varies—as I will describe later in more detail (see p. 434)—for example for the divine manifestation in contrast to material matter (*prakṛti*).

As Veṅkaṭanātha clarifies, a sequence of states in which different states arise and pass away again is possible with the substance itself remaining. After listing various substances and their respective states, Veṅkaṭanātha describes this as the “flowing along” (*pravāha*) of states, which he understands in the sense of an uninterrupted sequence of states. He describes this in a passage also in chapter 5 of the RTS:

> All these substances are eternal in their essential nature. After they have been declared as being qualified by their particular states, which may be divided into different names, some of their states are non-eternal. Because of the uninterrupted flow of other states of the same kind that pass away, one speaks of their eternal flows.

These “eternal flows” are just as central a concept for Veṅkaṭanātha as the “sequence of states” (*avasthāsantāna*) described above. For him, flowing along means that although something alternates eternally, it nonetheless remains the same in its essential nature (*svārūpa*). There is nothing excluded from this flow. According to Veṅkaṭanātha, it even includes the desire/will (*icchā*) of God and the states of His divine knowledge (*dharmaḥīṭajñāna*).

---

166 RTS (chapter 5) 110,24–111,2: *it travyāṅkal ellām svarūpēṇa nityaṅkal-āy irukkum. nāmāntarabhajānārvarhāvasthāvisēṣaviśiṣṭaśaivyāy iṭṭuce cila vappai anityaṅkal mulukka enkiruṭu. alintatōtu sajāṭiyāṅkal-āṇa avasthāntarāṅkal mēlum mulukka varukaiyālē pravāhanityaṅkal ēṅṟu collukiruṭu.*

167 Cf. Schmücker 2022: 140ff.
For Veṅkaṭanātha, this divine knowledge is eternal and non-eternal. As a substance it is eternal, but concerning its alternating states it is also non-eternal due to its moving through an obligatory sequence in which each preceding state enables the following one.

The (re)manifestation of the eternal Veda

For Veṅkaṭanātha the Veda is identical with differentiated and non-differentiated name and form (nāmarūpe). He follows the view of Rāmānuja, who explicitly identified names (nāman) with the words of the Veda. As Rāmānuja says, it is through the Highest Self, i.e., God, that the words of the Veda are applied to objects. These are identical with what was defined in the Upaniṣadic quote as form (rūpa). In this context, Rāmānuja cites Ma-

---

168 As already Rāmānuja writes in his VAS §83,12–14: vaidikā eva sarve śābdā vedādāv uddhṛtyoddhṛtya pareṇaiva brahmanā sarvapadaṁ dārthān pūrvavat srṣṭvā teṣu paramāmaparyanteṣu pūrvavan nāmatayā prayuktāḥ. “All words are Vedic: the Supreme Brahman extracted them from the Veda and, after having created all the corresponding objects as He did earlier, applied these words as names to those objects, which terminate in the Supreme Spirit.” See also Rāmānuja’s commentary on BS 1.3.29, as well as Lipner’s summary (1986: 9) thereof, where it is pointed out that Rāmānuja does not advocate the doctrine of the authorlessness of the Veda but sees the Veda merely as a “carrier” that preserves its words. Referring to Rāmānuja’s commentary on BS 1.3.29, Lipner states (ibid, p. 9): “But in what sense, we may ask, do the Vedas pre-exist (and indeed post-exist) eternally, and ‘where’ do they do this? Rāmānuja would answer that the Vedas in some way exist continuously, eternally, in the mind of Brahman—their source and goal—who is eternal. Just as during a great dissolution the aggregate of conscious and non-conscious beings remains deindividualised and collapsed in Brahman, in potency proximate as it were to individualisation, so too the Vedas repose deep within the consciousness of Brahman in potency proximate to their pre-established empirical form. When the time for re-emitting the world arrives, they are evoked or manifested (Rāmā-
For him these passages confirm that from the words of the Veda, the Supreme Being remanifests names, functions, special generic forms and gods in the same way they existed in other, earlier eons (kalpa).

For Veṅkaṭanātha, too, the Veda is the totality of all the words (vedākhyayā śabdārāśiḥ) denoting conscious (cit) beings and material (acit) entities. Thus, for him only that which is expressed in the language of the Veda, and nothing else, exists as the world of material beings (acit) and as individual conscious souls (cit). At the beginning of a new eon (kalpāntara), God does not remember a Veda that was completely dissolved during the period of dissolution (pralaya), but rather the same Veda of past eons.

For Veṅkaṭanātha, this implies that the Veda, when promulgated by God at the beginning of His remanifestation, reappears as a totality in exactly the same way that it was found in the be-

nuja uses the Sanskrit term āviṣkṛ in this context) rather than composed by the supreme Person who transmits them via Brahmā and the ancients to mankind. [...] Their [i.e., the Vedas] periodic empirical manifestation (as of the world) may depend on the divine will, but their content—their structure and form—by revealing the divine essence (so far as this is possible) is directly rooted in it and cannot change since the divine essence at heart is unchanging. In short, if the supreme being is to be revealed through language, it must be in the form of the Vedas as we have them.”

169 Manusmrīti 1.21: sarveṣaṃ tu sa nāmāni karmāni ca prthakprthak vedaśabdebhya evādau prthaksamśthāś ca nirnmaṃ.
“In the beginning He created the various names and activities and distinct forms of all things out of the words of the Veda.”
Viṣṇupurāṇa 1.5.64: nāma rāpaṃ ca bhūtānām kṛtyānām ca prapañcanam vedaśabdebhya evādau devādīnāḥ cakāra saḥ.
“In the beginning He made the name-and-form of beings—gods, etc.—and the variety of duties out of the words of the Veda.”
Ṛgveda 10.90.1: sūryācandramasau dhātā yathāpürvaṃ akalpayat.
“Having created sun and moon, He gave them names as before.”
ginningless flowing along \((anādipravāha)\) of the previous eon \((kalpa)\). Even if it is pointed out that something disappeared and has now reappeared, God does not manifest it in a different way than it existed before, i.e., in another eon \((kalpa)\), because as perfect as God is, so too does He perfectly preserve the Veda. The way Veṅkaṭanātha relates God to the Veda—in fact identifies with the Veda—not only characterizes his concept of God but plays a significant role in how something can be understood as being referred to through the words of the Veda, i.e., how words and objects are related, or more generally expressed, how worldly entities are related to language. Since it is unchangeable, i.e., eternally fixed which word denotes which object, the question of conventional usage of language is irrelevant, as is the question of the indirect denotation \((lakṣanā)\) of a word.

This can be explained more precisely in the context of the central question of how the eternal Veda is related to God’s remanifestation. As may be clear by now, Rāmānuja and Veṅkaṭanātha both consider the remanifestation to be the transformation from non-differentiated \((avyākṛta)\) name and form into differentiated \((vyākṛta)\) name and form \((nāmarūpe)\). Before a new manifestation, everything that obtains concrete form due to God’s will already is. With a renewed manifestation, forms \((rūpa)\) have the same name they had before the period of dissolution \((pralaya)\) and thus, they must be denoted with the same words. Venkaṭanātha explains that the name \((nāman)\) of an object or a person does not dissolve into nothing, even if what that name denotes is no longer perceptible. They still have an ontological status in the period of dissolution due to being in the subtle state \((sūkṣmāvasthā)\). Neither the denotations for objects nor the names of persons disappear completely, despite one speaking of their non-being \((abhāva)\). Non-being refers only to the temporary task of the signifier. It does not mean definitive disappearance. This also applies to the sounds \((varṇa)\) of the words \((pada)\) for Vedic sentences.
In his *Seśvaramīmāṃsā* (= SeMī)\(^{170}\) Veṅkaṭanātha provides more evidence for the eternal existence of the Veda during the period of dissolution and why everything becomes manifested again completely. According to Veṅkaṭanātha, the reason the Veda does not dissolve completely is the relationship between vācyā, i.e., the denoted object (i.e., the form, rūpa), and vācaka, i.e., the denoting word (i.e., the name, nāman). Even if the first is dissolved, they still belong together always and are inseparable. Also in this context, Veṅkaṭanātha argues that non-being, in this case the non-being of the denoted object, does not imply complete destruction at all. For example, a person who has died has vanished, but the denotation of such a person remains. As he continues:

[…] and speaking of the dissolution of the designator due to the dissolution of what is to be designated (vācyapralayād vācakapralayoktiḥ) is not the case here, because with regard to [an object] like a pot, etc., the complete disappearance of their designation (nāman) is not observed, inasmuch as it is generally well known that names of people who have died remain.\(^ {171}\)

When referring to BĀU 1.4.7 in another passage of the SeMī, Veṅkaṭanātha provides an example of the same concept. Here the designation of an object, in this case a ring (kuṇḍalānāma), is shown to be independent of the fact that the object was lost and newly produced. Veṅkaṭanātha concludes that the name continues to be, even if the form (rūpa) is absent:

Just as when a ring disappears, the ring’s designation (kuṇḍalānāma) is no longer seen [but] when a ring is produced again, its name is such a ring, so it is [also] here. […] For the separation of names in the case of separation from form is not contradictory if the form does

---

\(^{170}\) Especially in his commentary on *Mīmāṃsā Sūtra* 1.1.7; 1.1.13; 1.1.23, Veṅkaṭanātha refers to the idea that nothing disappears completely during the period of dissolution.

\(^{171}\) SeMī 37,7–8: […] na cātra vācyapralayād vācakapralayoktiḥ, ghaṭādiṣu tannāmapradhvamsādarśanāt, vinaśteṣu nareṣu nāmaśeṣatva-prasiddheḥ.
not exist, insofar [as in BĀU 1.4.7, the statement] is handed down: “For this [universe] was non-differentiated at that time; [then] it was differentiated in name and form.”

Due to the ontological status of Vedic reality, Veṅkaṭanātha holds the view that no word of the Veda is derived from the conventional (sāṅketika) language of human beings. If there were such a word, not only would the Vedic language be of human origin, but it also would not be the eternal Vedic language. Moreover, since it is eternal, he criticizes the view of the Veda’s “acceptance by a majority of people” (mahājanaparigraha).

To claim that the meaning of a Vedic word is based on human conventions, one would have to prove a creator who gives words their meaning. Such an agent, however, cannot be justified for the beginning of the remanifestation of the world. Also in this context, Venkaṭanātha repeats his teaching that it is God who manifests name and form, when he for example TMK 4.71d: says

---

172 SeMī 41.6–12: yathā kūṇḍale vilīne kūṇḍalanāma na drṣyate, punah kūṇḍale kṛte tad eva nāma gacchati, evam ihāpi. [...] rūpavibhāge hi nāmavibhāgas tadabhāve tatra tan na prayuṣyata ity abhipreyta tad-dhedaṁ tarhy avyākrītam āsīt tan nāmarūpaḥpyāṁ vyākriyata ity āmnātam.

173 For Venkaṭanātha’s discussion on the concept of consensus-based acceptance of a majority of people (bahujuanaparigraphatva), cf. TMK 4.114.

174 See TMK 4.71ab, where Venkaṭanātha explains that God does not remanifest words based on usage according to human convention: śabdah samketito ‘ṛtham gamayati vimato ‘pīti śastraprātipam; tatkartā ‘dyā hy asiṣdhaḥ [...]. “It is contrary to the śāstra to say that the Vedic word expounds its meaning by being based on human language conventions. Because an agent [i.e., a creator] for this [i.e., the Veda or human language] cannot be proven here [even now].”

175 TMK 4.71c: sa ca duradhitamas srṣṭīkāle ‘numānaiḥ. śrutiḥ cet pratyutpaitad. “And at the time of creation such an agent is difficult to be obtained by means of inferences. If one argues that by authoritative Scripture [such an agent can be established as being based on human convention], the opposite is the case.”
Marcus Schmücker

(quoted above fn. 84): “The omnipresent [Lord] on His part (api) unfolds name and form based on the Veda.” The remanifestation does not contradict everything remaining as it has always been. After all, the thesis that meanings must be assigned anew by a divine agent (i.e., God) would only be valid if there were a final destruction and all things, with their denotations, etc., had to be created anew. We can therefore also understand the difference to the view of that kind of creator-God, who must set up anew everything after the period of complete dissolution (pralaya), but cannot be proved by inference. In contrast, for Veṇkaṭānātha, every sentence of the Veda has intrinsic validity (svatahprā- māṇya), which implies eternal evidence. Intrinsic validity remains independent from the person who is articulating such a sentence. Therefore Veṇkaṭānātha speaks of the “beginninglessness flowing along of [vedic] sentences [only] of one form” (ekarūpa vākyapravāhanādi).

176 TMK 4.71d: vibhur api tanute vedato nāmarūpe.

177 Cf. TMK 4.71c quoted in fn. 175 above.

178 Even from the perspective of the validity of a means of knowledge, which implies a contradiction between the authorlessness of the Veda and a personal God, Veṇkaṭānātha agrees with both, saying in SAS 647.16–648.1 ad TMK 4.103: yathā nityam iśvarajñānam kāraṇadōsābhāvāt pramāṇam, evaṃ vedavākyam api kāraṇadōsābhāvāt pramāṇam; tadvākyajānitaṃ jīnānam api nirdōsavākyajānitaivāt pramaiveti. itthāṃ ca svatahprāmāṇyaṃ nirvahati. “Just as the eternal knowledge of God is a means of valid cognition, because there is no flaw [of God being] the cause, in the same manner also a Vedic sentence is a means of valid knowledge because [here] there is not the fault of being caused [either]. Also, knowledge that is produced from a Vedic sentence is a valid cognition, because it is produced from a flawless sentence. And in this way, the intrinsic validity of knowledge is accomplished.”

179 Also in his PMBh (chapter 5) 355,2–359,2, Veṇkatanātha takes up his designation of the Veda as having one form (ekarūpa): varnapadavākyāṅkalukku prayāksādikālē anityatvām tōṇāṁriḵa vedam nityam āṁ paṭi en ennīl, paḍattukum vedattukkum nityatvam āvatu, sarvakāḷattilum ekarūpakramaviśeviśvīśiṣṭam-āy koṇṭu prayogikkap
disappears, nor is any other new word added. Thus, the entirety of the sentences of the Veda (vedākyarāśi) is eternal, even if they are promulgated by a personal God at a certain point in time, i.e., the time of creation (srṣṭikāle). Thus, Veṅkaṭanātha sums up his view by describing the words and sounds of sentences as non-eternal (sarvam etad anityam eva). In contrast, “the sentences [of the Veda] have [eternally] the same form; and only this [i.e., having the same form] is [their] being eternal.”\(^\text{180}\) But even if the Veda remains always the same without any modification, it neither can be promulgate itself, nor could it remanifest by itself. For this a personal God is necessary. And God’s articulation of the Veda presupposes His particular intention (īśvarābhishandhiviseṣa). This particular intention is to make the Veda remanifest. Such an intention presupposes knowledge of a divine and conscious Being. According to Veṅkaṭanātha, unity of God’s knowledge (aikyarūpya) corresponds to the one form or unity of His intention (ekarūpābhishandhi), this in turn corresponds to the Veda having eternally one form (nityaikarūpa), which preserves its unity (vedaikya) of the totality of different words (śabdarāśi). Therefore the intension to promulgate the Veda has the same form in each eon (pratikalpam), as does God’s sentence of command (ājñāvākya). God’s recollection of the Veda in one and the

\[^\text{180}\] SAS 706.8–9 ad TMK 5.26: sarvam etad anityam eva; vākyānāṁ sajāṭiyavamātram tv avaśīṣyate, tad eva nityatvam iti.
same form and His promulgating through His command (ājñā) preserves its eternity. As Veṅkaṭanātha explains in the TMK 4.113c:

And for these [authoritative Scriptures] the form of His command is no diminish, because for an omnipresent [Highest Self] the intention has one form.181

And in his commentary on this line, Veṅkaṭanātha gives his version of the eternity of the Veda. For him there is no contradiction, because God’s intention, even if it is a particular one in each eon, His command, and what is promulgated in each eon, i.e., the Veda, correspond to each other, in so far as they have only one form (ekarūpa/aikarūpya):

God, whose intention has one form (ekarūpa-bhisandhi-), utters a command in every eon (pratikalpam). Only this is the eternity of the Veda, what is promulgated [by God] in each eon in one form.182

Thus, for Veṅkaṭanātha there is no contradiction between God’s particular intention and the eternity of the Veda because the Veda and His command have one and the same form. When a sentence consisting of a sequence (krama) of sounds, words, etc., is uttered, this does not then imply that it is non-eternal (anitya) since God manifests everything in just the same way as it was. What has passed has not passed in such a way that it cannot re-appear again. One could also say in this case that the Veda is neither absolutely non-existent nor transient, nor is it absolutely (eternally) existent, for in both cases it would then be a contradiction that

181 TMK 4.113: aṅgaḥpatvam āsāṁ na ca galati vibhor *ekarūpa-bhīsandher [*instead of: aikyarūpya-].

182 SAS 658.2–4 ad TMK 4.113: pratikalpam ekarūpābhisandhir īśvara ekarūpaṁ evājñāvākyaṁ vādati. etad eva vedasya nityatvam, yad aikarūpyena sarveṣy api kalpeśuccāryamāṇatvam.

Cf. also NP 258,9–17, where Veṅkaṭanātha defines the totality of the Veda as tādṛkkramayogītāmātram.
Veṅkaṭānātha on the God Viṣṇu-Nārāyaṇa

sounds disappear. Further, for him the Veda is not something that exists apart from the world, it is the world. It describes the world through language, whereby each word denoting an object eternally forms an indiscernible unity with it. There is nothing in the world that is not described in the language of Veda. The complete world is given as the Veda. This has epistemological consequences. In our knowledge of the world, we do not perceive name and form—i.e., word and object—as separate from each other, even if the object of a word is absent. If this is applied to the relationship between God and the Veda, nothing exists in the world to which God is not related. When the world as God’s body becomes manifest again after the period of dissolution, He Himself is manifested as the Veda. Indeed, in a sense, He is the Veda in a personalized form. If name and form (nāmarūpe) always correspond, worldly knowledge can also be explained. As soon as any piece of knowledge is directed toward the world, it is directed toward recognizable objects, namely, forms with their names, i.e., with their denotations. This is linked to the discussion above explaining that all names ultimately refer to God. Here, too, the concept of ekarūpa indicates that it is not contradictory if different words connect to form sentences.

God’s will (icchā) against the background of substance (dravya) and state (avasthā)

Veṅkaṭānātha understands the process of transformation as being guided by the will (icchā) of one God. The will of God is itself an alternating sequence of states that determines everything and touches all substances to cause their transformation. God’s independent will is further proof that God is directly present in every-

183 Veṅkaṭānātha propitiates the very frightened (aticakita) representatives of the Mīmāṃsā; they should not care about the non-eternity of the Veda even if its sounds are declared as non-eternal, cf. TMK 5.26.
thing and not through the individual soul. It can also be clearly shown that Veṅkaṭanātha does not distinguish God’s will from material things, but that here, too, he sees His will as the ultimate basis. Even if the relational unity with God is demonstrated by examples that do not involve God’s will, the transformation of the flowing along (pravāha) does not have an independent dynamic. After determining that everything is based on different substances, Veṅkaṭanātha examines how these are always and thus already related to God. Substances are based on God; even if they are self-grounded, they are not independent from God, since He is the ultimate base of each substance, and also indirectly supports every state of each substance. We might take a glance at a passage of the third chapter of the RTS:

Just as the Lord Himself is the support for the properties qualifying His essential nature and the properties that define the essential nature already defined, in the same way He is, in His [own] essential nature, the unseparated support of all substances different from Him. He is the abode via substances for the states that belong to [these] substances. […] In this way, because everything is inseparable (aprthak), in reference to the essential nature of the Lord, their being depends on the Being of their support [i.e., the Lord].

For Veṅkaṭanātha, not only is every substance together with its states grounded in God’s Being, but every substance is also directed by His will, which is eternal and non-eternal.

Therefore, it is said that because also the preservation, having the form of continuity of being, depends on the will of God, everything relies on the will of God […]. The being caused by the non-eternal will for non-eternal entities and the being established by the eternal

will for eternal entities is defined as the dependency on Being of all entities [i.e., conscious and material]. The will of the Highest Self classifies the entities that rely on the essential nature of the Highest Self. In this manner, all entities are grounded in the essential nature of God and depend on the will of God Himself.\(^{185}\)

Every substance remains due to God’s Being, and with it, the inseparable states of every substance remain as well. For Veṅkaṭanātha, substances that are analyzed with regard to their aspects of essential nature (svarūpa), their permanence (sthiti), and their activity (pravṛti), and which are provided with the quality/state of being (sattātikal) as well as other properties, do not exist without being grounded in God’s Being and by His will.\(^{186}\)

**God’s divine manifestation (nityavibhūti) of pure being (śuddhasattva)**

As seen by the many references to BĀU 1.4.7 discussed above, a central concept for Rāmānuja and Veṅkaṭanātha is the remanifestation of the world, which is developed into the concept of grounding substances (dravya) which are characterized by different states/properties. Based on this concept we have been able also to demonstrate that for both authors, God/brahman is thought

---


186 Cf. RTS (chapter 5) 111,6: īśvarasattaiyavum oḷiya īśvarecchaiyavum oḷiya ivarrukku sattātiḳal kāṭūṭu olikai. “The Being of these substances would not be possible without the Being of God and without the will of God.”
of as the ultimate ground that can be related to everything based on His body, which itself consists of different substances with different states/properties. We also pointed out that there is nothing which can be thought of as beyond God’s will (iccā), which is considered the ultimate ground. Whatever is non-eternal depends on His non-eternal (anitya) will; whatever is eternal depends on His eternal (nitya) will. God’s divine manifestation is described in some places as His dominion (sthāna). Thus, we can also demonstrate that Veṅkaṭanātha takes this will as the ultimate ground to avoid contradictions resulting in a difference between material (prākṛta) manifestation (prakṛti, līlavibhūti) and immaterial (aprākṛta) divine manifestation (nityavibhūti).

Veṅkaṭanātha’s distinction between eternal and non-eternal has consequences for his interpretation of God’s body. Establishing that substances are eternal in their essential nature (svarūpa) implies that the body of God must also be eternal. Eternal substances belong to the eternal body of God. But how can something non-eternal (anitya) like appearing and disappearing states/properties belong to something eternal like the body of God? Still more problematic is the question of whether the eternity and non-eternity of the two substances, i.e., material matter (prakṛti) and divine eternal manifestation (nityavibhūti), are the same?^{187}

As has already been mentioned, nothing occurs separately from substances. Every alternation of states belongs to the non-eternal part of God’s body. In this context, Veṅkaṭanātha distinguishes between modifications caused by karman and modifications not caused by karman. This means that there are two kinds

---

^{187} Although Veṅkaṭanātha discusses the nityavibhūti as a separate substance in his works, he does not devote an individual chapter to the topic as he does for other substances in both the TMK and the NSi. He rather examines the topic of the nityavibhūti in sub-chapters in the chapters on God: one in the nāyasasara of the TMK (verse 61–80), another in the īśvarapariccheda of the NSi (384–398). He also devotes a small section in his PMBh to the topic of śuddhasattva (cf. acidadhihikāra pp. 198–206).
of non-eternal modifications. One is caused by *karman* and belongs to the material (*prākṛta*) realm of *prakṛti*. The other, the uncaused modification, belongs to the immaterial realm of the eternal manifestation (*nityavibhūti*). The following passage deals with this classification; it concludes a lengthy discussion regarding the definitions of God’s body (cf. also above, p. 340). It also examines whether God’s body can include opposites, such as eternality and non-eternality. We can relate the following passage to the above-mentioned passage (RTS chapter 3 [pp. 51,10–52,3]; cf. fn. 185 above) that everything is based on God’s will. Analogous to His eternal and non-eternal body, this division corresponds to His eternal and non-eternal will. The substances listed first in the passage correspond to God’s eternal will. The division into *karman* conditioned and non-*karman* conditioned corresponds to God's non-eternal will.

That very body [of God] is of two kinds: an eternal one and a non-eternal one. Of these, the eternal one is the body of God composed of substance made up of the three *guṇas* [i.e., primordial matter, *prakṛti*], time, the individual self, the auspicious place [His form as Vāsudeva], and so on. And the eternal [sages] have the natural forms of Garuḍa, Śeṣa, and so on. The non-eternal [body] is of two kinds: that which is not made by *karman* and that which is made by *karman*. The former [i.e., that not made by *karman*] is God in form of *mahat* and so on. So are the forms of Ananta, Garuḍa, the auspicious place, etc., and those who are liberated, which are made at will. That which is made by *karman* is also of two kinds: that made by *karman* with the help of one’s own will and that made purely by *karman*. The former is of great [sages] such as Saubhari, [who controlled many bodies at once]; the latter is of other insignificant beings.\(^{188}\)

---

\(^{188}\) NSi 174,6–175,1: *tad etat śarīraṃ dvividham—nityam anityaṇaḥ ceti. tatra nityaṃ triguṇadrayakālaśuṣubhāśrayādyātmakam īśvaraśarīraṃ nityāṇaḥ ca svābhāvikagaruṣahṣuṣhagādīrūpam. anityaṇaḥ ca dvividham akarmakṛtaṃ karmakṛtaḥ ceti. prathamam īśvaraśya mahādādirūpam. tathā anantagaruṣādīnāṃ muktāṇaṃ cecchākṛtatattadādirūpam. karmakṛtaṃ api dvividham. svasaṅkalpasahakṛtaṃkarmakṛtaṃ*
Important for Venkatanātha’s understanding of “eternal” manifestation (nityavibhūti) in contrast to the other substances is his remark that there are modifications not subject to karman. This must also include, for example, souls who have not been released eternally, because at a certain point in time they are released from karman. But how does Venkatanātha define this kind of modification which is non-eternal but independent of karman? A few more remarks are necessary to explain the difference from material matter (prakṛti). One important point by which Venkatanātha differentiates the two vibhūtis is their synonymy of qualities (guna). In verse TMK 5.19bc, Venkatanātha clearly states that, even if the qualities of both manifestations have the same designations, their meaning is different.

In both manifestations’ qualities like sound, etc., depend on the three guṇas [i.e., material matter, prakṛti and on the substance [i.e., the nityavibhūti], which surpasses material matter. [But] if one arrives at a decision based on the knowledge of śāstras, a mutual mixture [of the qualities of the two manifestations] is in no way to be supposed.189

189 TMK 5.19bc:
[...] śabdādayo ’mī triguṇatadadhikadravyaniṣṭhā guṇāḥ syuh. nīkṛṣṭe śāstradṛṣṭyā na kathāḥ api mithas saṅkaraḥ saṅkaniyāḥ. Emphasizing such a difference between material (prākṛta) and immaterial (aprākṛta), Venkatanātha comments in his SAS 699.7–8: aprākṛte punar vibhūtyantare śrutsmrītihāsapurāṇaprasiddhāḥ prakāraviśeṣāh tattadanubhavādhinānandaviśeṣaś cāpalapitum na śak-nuyanta iti bhāvah. “The intension is: One cannot doubt that, in contrast, regarding the other [divine] manifestation, which is immaterial, specific modes and specific bliss which depend on the experiences of these modes, are well established in authoritative Scripture (śruti), Smṛti, Itihāsa and Purāṇa.”
Another difference between the two kinds of manifestation is the spatial limitation between both realms, described by Venkaṭanātha in NSi 40,3–41,2. In the lower direction, primordial matter (prakṛti) is infinite, but in the upper directions, it is limited by the manifestation of enjoyment. Venkaṭanātha refers to two authoritative sources, when he says:

Because authoritative Scriptures (śruti) mention that eternal manifestation (nityavibhūti) is beyond darkness (tamas) and material matter (triguṇa); because it is mentioned [in ViP 2.7.25] like: “It is infinite and its extent cannot be enumerated.”\(^{190}\)

There is another central point of difference between the two manifestations. As we have seen, the distinction between non-differentiated (avyākṛta) and differentiated (vyākṛta) is fundamental for explaining the remanifestation of the world. But does this distinction also play a role when Venkaṭanātha describes divine manifestation (nityavibhūti)? When he again cites BĀU 1.4.7 in the following verse, how does he understand the nityavibhūti in this context? If Venkaṭanātha does not understand God’s divine manifestation (nityavibhūti) as consisting of pure being (śuddhasattva) under the same conditions as other substances, the period of dissolution (pralaya) consisting of tamas concerns only primordial matter (prakṛti), whose beginningless and endless flowing along (anādipravāha) characterizes its eternal nature. This difference

\(^{190}\) NSi 40,3–41,2: nityavibhūtes tamahparatvaśruteḥ triguṇasya ca, tad-anantam asankhyātapramāṇaḥ ceti vacanāt. Also in the next sentences Venkaṭanātha distinguishes material matter: tac ca vicitasṛṣṭyupakaranatvān māyā, vikārān prakaroṭīti prakṛtih, vidyāvirodhādibhir avidyādiṣ cocyte. samaviṣamavikārasantānāṃś ca kālabhāṅgabhedābhyaṃ ārabhate. “And it is also called ‘māyā’ (mysterious power) because it is the instrument of the wonderful (vicīra) creation, ‘prakṛti’ because it generates (prakaroti) modifications, and ‘avidyā’ (ignorance) and so on because it is opposite from knowledge and other things. And [it] begins a series of modifications (vikāra) characterized by similarity or dissimilarity in accordance with the difference in time and place (bhāga).” (Translation adopted from Mikami [pdf]).
becomes clearer when Veṅkaṭanātha elaborates on the relationship between the two types of substances in TMK 3.61, the opening verse of the nāyakasara’s sub-chapter on the eternal manifestation (nityavibhūti). This verse contains a statement concerning the difference between the eternal manifestation (nityavibhūti) consisting of pure sattva, and primordial matter. The eternal manifestation (i.e., nityavibhūti consisting in pure being, (śuddhasattva)) is described as an eternal place, based on references in authoritative sources.

It is told [according to authoritative Scripture] that there is an order of the impure [i.e., primordial matter, prakṛti] creation [and an order] of the pure creation; with regard to the reality of pure being (śuddhasattva), an eternal dominion is mentioned in authoritative Scripture (śruti); the same [reality of pure being] is said according to Smṛti. There, [i.e., in the eternal manifestation,] the states of the bodies, etc., exist due to a particular concretization. Even the Vedic statement that there is only one [brahman without a second] before creation depends on what will be created.  

To conclude, Veṅkaṭanātha differentiates his view from those of the three Vedāntins Śaṅkara, Bhāskara and Yādavaprakāśa, who do not accept this process of remanifestation. What is more important in our context is how he distinguishes between two types of manifestations that are both eternal. Veṅkaṭanātha points out that such a dominion is attested in śruti- and smṛti-literature. Remanifestation and demanifestation do not apply to the divine manifestation of God in the same way as they characterize the eternity, i.e., the constant transformation (santatiparināma) of primordial matter.

Nevertheless, both manifestations are characterized by non-eternal things, but also by eternal ones. In his commentary on the

---

191 TMK 3.61abc:
śuddhasyāśuddhasṛṣṭikrama iti kathitaḥ; śuddhasattve tu tattve
sthānām nityaṃ śrutam tat smṛtam api kalayā tatra dehādyavasthāḥ.
sṛṣṭeḥ prāg ekam evety api nigamavacas srakṣyamāṇavyapekṣaṃ
[...].
verse, Veṅkaṭanātha therefore states that there are non-earternals in the nityavibhūti, just as there are eternals for everything consisting of the matter of prakṛti. As we have mentioned several times above, there is no complete dissolution, something both manifestations (vibhūti) have in common. The difference is in the manner of manifestation. But a manifestation is also true of the nityavibhūti in the form of partial manifestations. Veṅkaṭanātha tries to clarify the puzzling multitude of eternal and non-eternal things as follows:

If one were to object that the distinction between eternal and non-eternal manifestation is impossible because here [i.e., in the worldly vibhūti] also the essential nature of the individual soul is eternal, but there [i.e., in the nityavibhūti] the desired body, etc., is not eternal, he answers in the verse [TMK 3.61 with] the expression “due to a partial manifestation” (kalayā). The meaning is: Because an eternal and a non-eternal multitude (of things) is intended, the distinction [between the two vibhūtis] is in such a way, for there is no manifestation and dissolution of the earth, etc., located here [in the worldly realm] and of the divine bodies located there [in the nityavibhūti]. Indeed, according to the Mahābhārata [MBh 12.326.31] it is said: “For there is no being (bhūtam) in the world, immovable or movable, that is permanent, except this one conscious being, the eternal Vāsudeva.”

The point is that even a partial manifestation in the nityavibhūti must have a “reason,” because God’s eternal and non-eternal will is also effective in this eternal realm. A kind of dissolution may take place. But complete dissolution after which everything is manifested again does not apply. This is also true for Vāsudeva,

---

192 SAS 447.4–6 ad TMK 3.61: nanv evam api nityānityavibhūti vibhāgo ’nupapannah, atrāpy ātmasvarūpāder nityatvāt, tatrāpy aicchadehāder anityatvāt, tatrāha—kalayeti. nityānityaprayuravyavakṣayā tathā vibhāga iti bhāvaḥ, na hi tatrātyānāṃ prthivyādēnāṃ iva varadehādi-nāṃ cātṛatyavat srṣṭipralayau. uktaṃ hi mahābhārate nityaṃ hi nāsti jagati bhūtam sthāvarajaṅgam. rte tam ekaṃ puruṣaṃ vāsudevaṃ sanātanaṃ iti.
who is qualified by everything and who is the highest divine manifestation of God in His eternal manifestation. Thus, Venkaṭanātha explains the verse from the Mahābhārata:

The word bhūta- has here [in the verse of MBh 12.326.31] the meaning of a partial manifestation to be caused. Therefore, speaking of the dissolution of the soul is to be understood in a figurative sense.\(^{193}\)

To distinguish between eternity in worldly and divine manifestation in terms of pralaya, Venkaṭanātha claims that for the latter, any implication of dissolution can only have a secondary meaning. He further explains: “Because it is established for Vāsudeva, even if he is qualified by everything, a particular dissolution takes place” (SAS 447.9: viṣiṣṭalayasya vāsudeve viśvaviśiṣte 'pi sid-dhatvāt). The kind of dissolution (laya) mentioned in this sentence is therefore also different from what is mentioned in the third line of verse 61, which refers to the secondlessness of brahman/God, and which, as we have demonstrated, in combination with BĀU 1.4.7, refers to the subtle state of the material world at the time of dissolution (pralaya). Venkaṭanātha explains his statement of verse 61 in his commentary in more detail:

The intention is: The One-ness is understood as non-differentiated name and form during the dissolution of the world, which is created as dependent on the specific time of creation, [and according to BĀU 1.4.7] is denoted by [the word] “this” (idaṃ) depending on the time of instruction. For this very reason indeed, the authoritative tradition reveals only this [Being] as having the modes of one-ness and manifoldness in the words [of BĀU 1.4.7]: “All this was non-separated [indistinguishable] [at the beginning of creation]. Then it became separated by name and form.”\(^{194}\)

\(^{193}\) SAS 447.6–9 ad TMK 3.61: bhūtaśabdo 'tra kāryāmśaparāh. ata eva jīvalayoktir aupacārikī.

\(^{194}\) SAS 447.11–14 ad TMK 3.61: ayam bhāvah—srṣṭikālāpeṣayā srak-syamāṇasya jagata upadesakālāpeṣayā idaṅkāragocarasya pralaya-daśāyām avibhaktanāmarāpatayā ekatvam avadhāryate. ata eva hi,
The important thesis that brahman/God remains secondless as this quoted passage establishes seems inapplicable for the nityavibhūti, because what dissolves into a subtle state during the state of dissolution (pralaya) relates here only to the material matter that is connected to the individual karman of the souls. Important in this context is also the mention of the future participle in the verse (sraksyamāṇa), which implies that there is no “future” time and thus no past and present concept for the eternal manifestation. Such is only the case for material (prākṛta) matter.

However, I understand Veṅkaṭanātha’s citing of BĀU to mean that a change from subtle to manifest occurs only for one realm; this does not mean that God/brahman is no longer without a second. What keeps God one without a second is the dependence of everything on His non-eternal as well as on His eternal will. As Veṅkaṭanātha states, the remanifestation of the karma-conditioned world as dependent on God’s non-eternal will or the promulgation of the eternal Veda happens at a certain time of the beginning manifestation of the lilāvibhūti, i.e. material matter. This does not apply to the nityavibhūti, in which eternally released (nityamukta) souls or souls that are released (mukta) at a certain time do not need to be taught.195

As far as the two types of manifestation are concerned, it can be said that in the state of pralaya, primordial matter “dissolves”, hence its name avyakta (non-manifest). Constant transformation

\[ \text{tad dhedaṃ tarhy avyākṛtam āsīt tannāmarūpābhyyāṁ vyākriyateti śrutir ekatvabahutvapraṇāram etam eva vyanakti.} \]

195 In this context the quote of Rgveda 1.22.20: \text{tad viṣṇoḥ paramaṁ padaṁ sadā paśyanti sūrayaḥ} is relevant. “That is the highest footstep of Viṣṇu; the patrons always see it”. On the status of these patrons/seers during pralaya cf. Veṅkaṭanāth’s remark NSi 224,2–3: \text{evaṁ sadādarśanādibalād eva nityamukteśvarāṇāṁ pratisargāvasthāyāṁ suṣuptakalpatayā 'vasthānam vadantaḥ pratyuktaḥ}. “In this way, those who hold that the state of the eternal [seers] and God is like that of deep sleep during the time of dissolution are rejected on account of [their] eternal vision and so on.”
(satataparināma) applies only here. The statement of the BĀU can only be applied to this manifestation.

But let us refer to another passage that clearly expresses God’s will as the sole and final cause, and thus as the common or final reason. It is found in the NSi chapter on God’s eternal manifestation (nityavibhūti). In this relevant passage, Veṅkaṭanātha describes the realm of the nityavibhūti, whereby he confirms that there is a difference between what is eternal and what is non-eternal. He also gives more reasons for how “pure being” (śuddhasattva) is distinct from primal matter, insofar as during the process of remanifestation for the nityavibhūti, a preceding element is not the material cause of the following one, as it is in case of the remanifestation of the karman-dependent world.

---

196 For more references concerning the difference of the nityavibhūti to prakṛti, as well as other important points like the issue of being self-illuminating while being material, which Veṅkaṭanātha discusses extensively, as does the tradition after him, such as Raṅgarāmānuja (16th c.) in his commentary on the NSi, cf. Oberhammer 2000: 72ff. Oberhammer deals here with the nityavibhūti part in the NSi, translates (ibid. pp. 58–71), interpretes it. He also mentions Veṅkaṭanātha’s comprehensive references on Pāṇcarātra literature such as the Paramasamhitā, the Padmasamhitā, the Sātvatasamhitā, the Pauṣkarasamhitā or the Viśvaksenasamhitā (ibid. pp. 89f., pp. 94–98).

197 Cf. Veṅkaṭanātha’s important definition of śuddhasattva in difference to the sattva of the prakṛti: NSi 444,2–4: prakāśasukhalāghavādinidānmatīndriyāṃ śaktyatiriktam adravyāṃ sattvam. tat dvi-dhāśuddham aśuddhaḥ ceti. rajastamahśānayadravyavṛtti sattvam śuddhasattvam, tat nityavibhūtāu. rajastamassahavṛtti sattvam aśud-dhasattvam, tat triguṇe. “Sattva is that non-substance beyond sense faculties and different from potency which causes illumination, happiness, lightness etc. It is of two sorts: pure one and impure one. Pure sattva is that sattva which exists in substance devoid of rajas and tamas. It belongs to [His] eternal manifestation (nityavibhūti). Impure sattva is that sattva which coexists with rajas and tamas. It belongs to the triguṇa.”
prakṛti and distinguishes between various types of entities, which can also be understood as a demarcation from prakṛti. He thus differentiates the concept of non-eternity in the nityavibhūti from that concept of non-eternity of material matter (prakṛti).

In the following quote, Veṅkaṭanātha refers to two different views describing the nityavibhūti. One follows the tradition of the Pāñcarātra, but also includes principles of material matter; the other (ke cit, according to some) accepts only the principles of material matter, but emphasizes that they are not modified in the same way as the eternal transformation of prakṛti.

And this [transcendent dominion] is, as it is taught in the Pañcopani-ṣad (i.e., the Pāñcarātra), composed of the five gross elements and the [eleven] sense faculties (indriya); it forms the bodies, the sense faculties and the vital breaths, as well as the objects of the eternal (nitya) souls, the liberated souls and God in accordance with their own will.

According to some, it is also composed of the twenty-four principles (tattva), as in the case of [the material universe] made up of the three guṇas. Yet, these principles are not modified by prakṛti, because the authoritative Scripture (śruti) describes the bodies and so forth in the divine universe as constant. As well as [the gross elements] like ether [and the corporal faculties], there exist [the intermediate principles], namely, mahat, [ahamkara and the five tanmātras], though they are not derived from material matter.

In fact, there [in the divine realm], [each preceding entity], say, ether, is not the material cause of [each following entity], say, air [...].

Further, there are objects that are ornaments, arms, arrows, attendants, mansions, gardens, wells, artificial mountains for playing, and so forth—they are excessively wonderful and eternal. Some [objects], however, are products and non-eternal.198

---

198 NSi 389.2–17: iyaḥ ca pañcopaniṣatpratipādyapañcabhūtendriyama-yaḥ nityamuktesvarānāṁ icchānurūpaśarīrendriyāḥ? prāṇaviṣayāraupe-nāvariṣṭhate. triguṇavad iyaḥ api caturvimśaitattvātmiketi ke cit. ta-thāpi na tattvānāṁ prakṛtivikṛtibhāvaḥ. divyamāṅgalavigrāhāder nit-
Also in another passage, Veṅkaṭanātha distinguishes between changes in the *nityavibhūti* and those that are *karman*-related. Here, too, he emphasizes the will of God, to which everything is ultimately subject. As a special difference from primordial matter, Veṅkaṭanātha also mentions in this context time (*kāla*), by which God only brings about changes in the material (*prākṛta*) manifestation of material matter (*prakṛti*).

For even there [in the eternal dominion], trees have transformations (*parināmāḥ*) such as buds, flowers and fruits; rivers [have modifications] such as foam, waves and bubbles; and [His] body has [modifications] such as [His] divine manifestations (*vyūha*) and [His] incarnations (*vibhava*). *Only those modifications that are caused by time and dependent upon karman are negated there, but not those caused merely by the will of God.* The bodies are this way, too: the bodies of some eternal seers and of God are eternal because of being held with their eternal will; some are non-eternal because of being held with their non-eternal will. [The bodies] of those who are liberated, however, are caused and are non-eternal also.  

This passage, also from Veṅkaṭanātha’s NSi, indicates that alternations take place due to the will of God. In this sense, a kind of transformation can also be accepted for the pure manifestation (*śuddhasṛṣṭi*). In this context, too, the basic idea can be recognised that two different types of substances can be based on one

---

*yatvaśravanāt. aprākṛtānām api mahadādīnām sadbhāva ākāśādyādivat. na hi ākāśādyupāttās tatra vāyvādayāh. […] visayaś cātra bhūṣānā-yudhāsanaparivārāyatanodyānavāpakākṛtyāparvatādayo 'tivicitrā nityāḥ. ke cit tu kṛtakā anityāś ca.*

199 NSi 389,17–390,2: *santi hi tatrāpi tarṣu pallaṃkumapalādayāḥ parināmāḥ, nadiṣu phetatarāngabudbudādayāḥ, vigrahe ca vyāhāv-bhāvādayāh. kālakṛtakarmacādhīnaparināmāmatraṃ hi teṣu niṣedhayam, na tu bhagavatākṣaṇālpaṃkārtāṃ api. tad evam śarīrānī api kāṇi cit nityānām śvarasya ca nityecchāparigrahād nityānī. kāṇi cid anityecchāparigrahād anityānī. muktānām tu kṛtānī evaṁ anityāṁ api. (translations adopted from Mikami [pdf]).*
and the *same* basis, in this case God’s will, which is eternal and non-eternal.

**No missing link**

Finally, we turn to the polemical discussions involved and consider once again how Veṅkaṭanātha determines God’s relation to everything in his criticism of the concept of inherence (*samavāya*) as taught by the Vaiśeṣika.

It is interesting to compare this very concept with Veṅkaṭanātha’s understanding of the relation of substance and attribute (state/properties). We had repeatedly demonstrated that Rāmānuja and Veṅkaṭanātha give (the same) reasons under which conditions substance and attribute can be related, under which conditions we recognise, or form sentences. We elaborated on their views and tried to demonstrate that their fundamental understanding consisted in presupposing a *third* grounding aspect that must necessarily be distinct from the respective attributes/states/words, which had to correlate to each other. But for such a correlation we did not speak of a copula,\(^{200}\) because such a copula, as an intermediate third, would have to be connected with those determinations that are related to each other, which is precisely different from the Viśiṣṭādvaita view of inseparability of substance and state/property, for which there is no need of any copula, because both are always inseparately connected. Thus, Veṅkaṭanātha does not consider inherence (*samavāya*) to link two relatatas.

---

\(^{200}\) Cf. for example Phillips (1997: 48) explanation: “Thus when we say “This pot is blue,” the pot is a substance and blue is a quality, and the “is” means inherence, *samavāya*. From an ontological perspective, in response to the question, “What relates the blue to the pot?” the answer is inherence. Inherence is a special glue that binds qualities to substances ...”. Cf. also Halbfass (1992: 72; 149) remarks describing the *samavāya* as “the cosmological and ontological foundation of the possibility and legitimacy of predication. It is, in a sense, the hypo-statized, reified copula, or the cosmic prototype of the copula.”
What has become clear thus far is that Veṅkaṭanātha’s view of substance and property/state implies that neither needs any further link to be inseparately related to each other.201

At first, we explain, which reasons are given to reject the concept of inherence: Against the background of Rāmānuja’s and Veṅkaṭanātha’s concept of unity needing a basis, we can understand that the relation of mutually different designations is a relation in which such a basis and its various attributes, inseparably grounded in that basis, are relevant.

Veṅkaṭanātha criticises the Vaiśeṣika concept of samavāya, and accepts conjunction (samyoga). His own view can be summarized as follows: Since substance and state are defined as inseparately established and are therefore linked, an “unborn” (aja) conjunction (samyoga) must be accepted especially for the relationship of eternal and omnipresent (vibhu) substances like God and time (kāla). I will briefly present also a few other arguments related to this. We will see that Veṅkaṭanātha interprets conjunction (samyoga) as a state (avasthā), i.e., a substance being in the state of conjunction (samyuktāvasthā).202 For this he follows

201 The Vaiśeṣika concept of inherence is also criticized in the Jaina tradition, which as we have seen above (p. 401) argues for “identity” (abhedā) between substance and property. Even if the meaning of such an “identity” stands in contrast to the Viśiṣṭadvaitic concept of being inseparately established (aprthaksiddha) we can observe some similarity between the Jaina refutation and Rāmānuja’s—in fact already of Nāthamuni’s critique of samavāya (cf. fn. 96 above).

202 Veṅkaṭanātha enumerates the following adravyas at the beginning of chapter 6 (adravyapariccheda) of the NSi 443,8–10: sattva, rajas, tamas, and five [qualities] beginning with sound (śabda), conjunction (samyoga) and potency (śakti). For him they cover the following states/properties, under which also the concept of inherence is mentioned: gurutva-dravatva-sneha-saṃskāra-saṅkhyā-parimāṇa--prthaktva-vibhāga-paratva-aparatva-karmasāmānyam-sādṛśya-viśeṣa-samavāya-abhāva-vaiśistyādīnām. “Weight (gurutva), fluidity (dravatva), viscosity (snehatva), latent impression (sāṅskara), number (saṅkhyā), size (parimāṇa), separateness (prthaktva), disjunction (vibhāga), remoteness, (paratva), nearness (aparatva), action
Yāmunas statement in his Ātmasiddhi (see below). To give an example, I refer at first to passages from chapter 5 (adravyasara) of the TMK and from the NSi.\(^{203}\) I will then shortly introduce Veṅkaṭanātha’s own definition of conjunction.

The central argument taken up by Veṅkaṭanātha was already developed by Rāmānuja,\(^{204}\) namely, the argument that accepting inherence leads to an infinite regress. If one assumes a relation between two relata, a regress arises when one asks what connects both. This reasoning is also adopted by Veṅkaṭanātha. For him, too, there is no way to prove that the relation (saṃbandha) between a substance and its states or properties is constituted by inherence as a third. Nevertheless Veṅkaṭanātha does not reject that we can speak of a relation; one has only to take into account that substance and different properties/states are self-grounding and therefore mediated by themselves individually. It is in vain to consider how a property/state is related to what must be specified (viśeṣya) or regarding its inseparable occurrence. If inseparability defines how properties can ground without mediation in a sub-

\(^{203}\) The 15th chapter (vaiśeṣikabhaṅgādhikāra, pp. 167–221) of the PMBh provides many more points of Veṅkaṭanātha’s criticism; see especially pp. 176–187 of this chapter, which refutes the relation of time (kāla) and inherence (saṃvāya); cf. also Schmücker forthcoming.

\(^{204}\) Cf. Śrībh III 292,2–3 ad BS 2.2.12–13. Rāmānuja refers here to Praśastapādaś’s definition of saṃvāya (Pādārthadharmasamgraha (PDhS) 773): ayutasiddhānāṃ ādhārādheyabhūtānāṃ iha pratyayahetur yah saṃbandhadh, sa saṃvāya iti saṃvāyo ’bhypagamyaye. “Inherence is the relation that causes here the cognition of an inseparably related carrier [i.e., the substance] and that which is to be carried [i.e., the property].” For more information about Rāmānuja’s critical treatment of the Nyāya-Vaiśeṣika, cf. Lott 1976: 126–145.
stance, inherence no longer fulfils any function. He therefore explains transformation of a substance due to the respective connected state (samyuktavasthā). Such a conjunction (samyoga) can not be caused by a third, i.e., inherence (samavāya). The relationship is given by itself.

It is not possible here to go into the way in which these objections influenced the later representatives of the Nyāya, or were already reflected earlier in the Vaiśeṣika, and led to new considerations as to how the concept of inherence can be maintained. The central claim was that the reaction of the Nyāya-Vaiśeṣika to the accusation of infinite regress was to explain that inherence is a relation in and of itself, i.e., self-linking. However, Veṅkaṭanātha’s reaction should also be mentioned in this context.

Against such an argument two examples can illustrate why, also in this case, for Veṅkaṭanātha nothing is needed to link by a third instance substance and its states. If the concept of relation is used, it must be justified that relata can still be spoken of when speaking of a substance and its states. From the inseparable link between substance and property, it follows, however, that not only is a mediating third aspect not necessary, but such a third aspect cannot be proved by any means valid cognition. Does it therefore make any sense to speak of a relation? If it is spoken of at all, then it is seen as a designation of substance, since substances

---

205 Cf. already Rāmānuja’s remark in Śrībh III 292.4–5 ad BS 2.2.12–13: samavāyasya tadaprthaksiddhatvam svabhāva iti parikalpyate cet—jātigunjānām evaśa svabhāvah parikalpaniyoḥ. “If one objects that being inseparately established is the characteristic nature of inherence, then this nature would also have to be assumed for genus, property, etc. [and therefore inherence is unnecessary].”

206 The Naiyāyikas argue for a self-linking relation and accordingly declare inherence as such: “A self-linking relation is non-different from one or both of its loci: it is not a third reality connecting them.” (Bartley 2002: 85).

207 Cf. for such a position Trikha 2012: 233ff.

are defined as being connected to something else. Only in this way it can be maintained that no third aspect mediates between a property and its basis. Whatever is considered a relation is therefore reduced to the assertion of inseparable togetherness of the substance and its attribute. Ultimately, it is this togetherness which—as already explained—constitutes a specified thing (*viṣiṣṭavastu*), which in turn is the reason why it can be an object of perception. With this we arrive at the concept of experience, which is for Veṅkaṭanāṭha another argument against the acceptance of inherence.

In his commentary on TMK 5.2, Veṅkaṭanāṭha explains why no additional member binds the properties/states of a substance listed under “non-substance” (*adravya*). A substance is qualified differently only due to its alternating characteristic nature (*svabhāva*). As Veṅkaṭanāṭha states:

> And this [non-substance], which is without any further designation, may only qualify this, i.e., a substance, by virtue of its own characteristic nature (*svabhāvād eva*), insofar as relations such as inherence, etc., do not exist.209

The transformation of a substance would also not be possible if one accepts the concept of an additional link between substance and property/state. To know what something is is only possible through a knowledge that reveals its property or state of a grounding substance, that is, its characteristic nature (*svabhāva*). Nothing can be known if there is no base/substance presupposed, which is self-grounding (*svaparanirvāhaka*) together with its self-grounding property/state as well—without any mediating part.

Because the characteristic nature of things is not to be blamed, the form/shape accessible to means of valid knowledge is called characteristic nature (*svabhāvo nāma prāmāṇikāṃ rūpam*) in contrast to the essential nature [of substances]. Non-substances are recognized inas-

---

209 SAS 681.9–10 ad TMK 5.2: *idāṁ cānupadhikaṁ samavāyādisam-bandhābhāvena svabhāvād eva tat—dravyaṁ viṣiṣṭyāt.*
much as they are distinguishing qualifiers proven as unseparated with regard to their [grounding] substances.\footnote{SAS 681.12–12 ad TMK 5.2: aparyanuyojatvād vastusvabha-vānām, svabhāvo nāma prāmāṇikaṃ rūpam. aprthaksiddhaviśeṣanatvenopalabhyaṃ dravyaṃ praty adravyāni.}

In response to his opponent who accepts inherence (samavāya), Veṅkaṭanātha repeats his argument that inherence is nothing other than inseparability between non-substance (adravya) and substance (dravya).

For you, the relation is established only as inseparable between which [relata] the inherence is accepted due to their being inseparably established; but inherence is not assumed to be this relation, because that is the more difficult assumption, insofar as inherence cannot be known as being different from establishing inseparability that is naturally given. Therefore, the contact (upāśleṣah) between substance and non-substance is only due to their own characteristic natures.\footnote{SAS 681.14–16 ad TMK 5.2: bhavatā yayor ayutasiddhyā samavāyaḥ kalpyate tayor ayutasiddhir eva saṃbandhaḥ, na punas tatkalpanīyaḥ samavāyaḥ, kalpanāgauravāt, svabhāvikāprthaksiddhivyatirekena samavāyasāyupalambhāt. atah svabhāvād eva dravyādravyayayor upāśleṣah.}

Although Veṅkaṭanātha draws an analogy between self-linking inherence and self-linking non-substance, another important argument is that if one accepts inherence (samavāya), there would be no sequence of different states and thus no explanation for any (temporal) modification. For Veṅkaṭanātha, what is accessible as a means of cognition is the way of appearance. There is no characteristic nature (svabhāva) without an essential nature (svarūpa), which in turn is inseparable from what appears as characteristic nature (sva hava); but only what appears, i.e., the characteristic nature, is recognizable through a means of valid knowledge.

Thus, the point of critique is the following: the relation established by inherence is not self-linking; what is self-linking is the...
substance and its properties/states, which are proven as inseparable of each other. If we recognize something when dealing with an object, then we do not reflect on how its states are connected to their basis but we recognize immediately the thing itself. When we speak about something or when we recognize something, we presuppose that its substance and its state are one. We therefore accept that dealing with objects would not be possible if they were not recognized as qualified (viśiṣṭa).213 In the same chapter (chapter 5, adravyasara) of the TMK, in the context of the refutation of inherence (samavāya), Veṅkaṭanātha exemplifies that we cannot recognize anything beyond substances and their constituent properties. He thus refutes that inherence is perceptible, because there is nothing to be recognized between a substance and its state due to their inseparability:

We are not aware of a relation (bandham) between two inseparately established [entities] as being different from their essential nature.214

---

213 See also SAS 793.9–14 ad TMK 5.127, where Veṅkaṭanātha argues that assuming inherence between two relata (sambandhin) is useless (nirarthikā). As he concludes: “Therefore even for the one who accepts inherence, the specific characteristic nature of two relata must be accepted. And in this way, accepting inherence between two relata is in vain.”

tasmāt samavāyaṅgikāravādināpi sambandhinoḥ svabhāvaviśeṣaḥ svīkāryaḥ. tathā ca madhye samavāyaktivītir nirarthikā.

214 TMK 5.126: bandham nādhyakṣayāmaḥ samadhitam aprthaksiddhyos tatvarūpāt. In the commentary on this verse (SAS 792.9–11), Veṅkaṭanātha again explains that inherence cannot be known by perception: “We cannot perceive the relation accepted as different from the essential nature of the two [i.e., substance and state], which are inseparately established. Therefore establishing inherence on the basis of perception is difficult to obtain.” aprthaks Siddhayos samavāyākhyoṁ svarūpād adhiḥmaṁ kalpyamānaṁ sambandham na prayakṣayāmaḥ. ataḥ prayakṣeṣṭāt samavāyasiddhir iti dūrāpāstam.

Cf. also the next sentence of his commentary: SAS 792.12–13: ayam arthāḥ guṇaguminau, avayavāvayavinau, jātīvyaktī, parasparaṁ, svabhāvād eva sambadhhyete iti. Cf. also the explanations in Shastri 1993: 241 referring to this passage, ibid., 243: “If, however, inherence is assumed to be related to its relata by dint of its own merit, the
Assuming a link between qualifier and what is qualified would also imply a decision regarding eternalness. The link is either eternal (nītya) like the substance, or non-eternal (anītya) like its states. Again, for Veṅkaṭanātha it is not a contradiction for the states of a substance to be determined as non-eternal (anītya) and the substance as being eternal. Why should a pot, which is made of clay, contradict clay? The link between the eternal and the non-eternal is not a contradiction; they are compatible in the beginningless sequence of states of one and the same substance.

It can be asked in which context the expression “a state which is in conjunction” (saṃyuktāvāsthā) is used, after having demonstrated that it is possible for the substance to have a state without linking it through inherence to the substance. In the following section, it is demonstrated that conjunction is not a mediating designation between property possessor and the property itself. To describe this, Veṅkaṭanātha adopts Yāmuna’s explanation that there is “no interspace” (nairantaryā), i.e., “no gap”. He also draws attention to the fact that a quality/property cannot have conjunction because otherwise it would have to be a substance. It might be clear that Yāmuna is reading this description of extreme proximity as another expression of the central concept of being inseparately established (aprthaksiddhi). It is the equation of saṃavāya with saṃyoga, but it is also what is expressed by the concept of inseparability, the abiding difference in the description of extreme proximity.

By how it is stated in the Ātmasiddhi [ĀS 82,9f.] that: “Conjunction (saṃyoga) is synonymous with nairantaryā (being without any gap) and is but extreme proximity.” This very [conjunction] is, in the Vaiśeṣikas, categorized as inherence (saṃvāya) when it takes resort in a dependent [entity]. Accordingly, an alternative based on the assumption that [inherence] is different [from conjunction] is impossible. This also signifies that there is no other relation than [conjunc-

two relata may also do so, and substance and attribute, whole and part, etc. are mutually related to each other due to their own characteristic nature.”
tion] because, in our opinion, the inherence accepted by other [schools] is not accepted and [inherence is] nothing but a variety of [conjunction] itself; but not that the relation between quality and what has quality (guna) is [also] characterized with conjunction. Should one say “quality and what has quality are in conjunction,” this usage would be metaphorical—in order to teach this, the author says: “synonymous with nairantarya.” The usage “being in conjunction” is merely because there is no gap/interruption [between the two].

The basic thesis that God enters everything, in the sense that He manifests everything anew, is now valid for all substances, also for those that are—as He Himself is—omnipresent (vibhu) like time (kāla). However, Veṅkaṭanātha (NSi 480,4–481,5) distinguishes between two forms, namely, a conjunction between a limited entity and an omnipresent entity. Such a conjunction can be caused by action of both entities or by an action of one or the other. For instance, a conjunction between two lambs, or a conjunction between a pillar and a hawk. In contrast, an unaffected conjunction is between two substances that have no gap (nairantarya) and are unmovable. They are related by an eternal conjunction as a state of an omnipresent substance.

What are the theological implications of all this? What consequences does Veṅkaṭanātha draw? To give an example for two omnipresent substances: The opponent argues that no conjunction can arise between omnipresent substances, insofar as there is no one to cause it. Again, Veṅkaṭanātha responds that such sub-

---

215 NSi 422,3–11: yat tu—nairantaryāparaparāyamatyantasāmīpyamātraṇaḥ ca samyogah. sa eva paratantrāśritaḥ samavāyapadaparipṛbhāśābhūmīr vaiśeṣikānām api nārthāntaratvamurārikṛtya vikalpāḥ sambhavaḥ ity ātmasiddhāḥ vaktum—tad api parābhuyupagatasama-vāyān abhyupagamāt svamate svarūpaviśeṣānātirekāt, na tu guṇa-guṇino samyogalakaśaṇasambhandhaparam. guṇagunināu samyuktāv iti yadi kecit prayuñjītān, tadānām aupacāriko 'yaṃ vyavahāra iti jñāpayitum, nairantaryāparaparāyam ity uktaṃ; nīrantaravamātrāt samyuktātvayavahāraḥ. (Translation adopted from Mikami [pdf]).
stances depend on God’s entering (anupraveśa) for being in the state of conjunction, in his words:

Even for omnipresent [entities like time (kāla)], their production of effects and so on are dependent upon God’s entering [i.e., conjunction].

We can note that the term samyoga is another description of how ultimately everything exists inseparably from Him due to His entering as Inner Ruler. It is the conjunction of an all pervasive entity that enables any modification; similarly, such a conjunction enables also modifications in omnipresent substances like time (kāla), because God Himself is connected to everything through an eternal conjunction (ajasamyoāga).

As the conjunction of an omnipresent [entity] is said [to be inevitable] to enable a particular modification of a shaped [entity], in the same way the conjunction [of an omnipresent entity like time] with God must be inevitably accepted to enable modifications of time and other [omnipresent entities]. Otherwise, it would be impossible for [such an entity] like time even to be the body of God.

We have already pointed out in the context of the explanation of co-referentiality that time has a common basis with God; time cannot be thought of independently of God. The concept of inseparability is a consequence of the doctrine of the Inner Controller. This assumption of divine immediacy not only underlies Veṅkaṭanātha’s rejection of the concept of inherence relationship, it also justifies—as the last quotation demonstrates—the assumption that there is no contradiction between two omnipresent (vibhu) eternal substances if they are connected by an eternal conjunction

---

217 NSi 483,3: vībhūnām api svakāryajananāder iśvarānupraveśaniban-
hanatvāt.

218 NSi 483,8–484,2: yathā mūrtagatavikāraviśeṣasiddhyartham vibhu-
samyoga uktah, tathāiva kālādīgatavikārāsiddhyartham api iśvara-
samyogo 'viśyābhhyupetyah. anyathā iśvaraśariratvam api kālāder na syād iti.
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Refutation of other views of cause and effect: The Sāṅkhya

As has been shown, Rāmānuja’s and Veṅkaṭanātha’s understanding of the ontological implications of BĀU 1.4.7 developed into a concept of substance and properties/states. However, the above outline would remain incomplete if no ontological view of other schools were examined. We already referred to Rāmānuja’s critique and could also illustrate how Veṅkaṭanātha followed closely Rāmānuja’s arguments against Sāṅkhya ontology. But Veṅkaṭanātha again took much effort to reclaim for his own tradition the so called satkāryavāda. Thus, in the following, Veṅkaṭanātha’s criticism of the ontology of the atheistic Sāṅkhya will be discussed briefly, although length constraints prevent a presentation of all arguments Veṅkaṭanātha develops. Here the emphasis will be on the contrast between the atheistic Sāṅkhya arguments and the theistically inspired dynamics of Veṅkaṭanātha’s ontology. We mentioned already, he and his predecessors also call their ontology satkārya, i.e., the fact that an effect always is.

As we have seen, for Veṅkaṭanātha, satkārya implies that a substance (dravya), i.e., Being must be accepted as the basis for every alternating state. Against his Sāṅkhya opponent, he claims the satkāryavāda as his own doctrine, and refers to his central view that an effect is only a state of a substance, which exists before in another state, i.e. the state of the cause: “The substance which exists even earlier [in the state of the cause], is [in the state of an effect], insofar as it appears as qualified by another state”. Again we see how Veṅkaṭanātha’s view of creation, i.e., remani-

---

219 Cf. for example, chapter 8 of Ātreyarāmānuja’s Nyayakuliśa (pp. 143–152, esp. p. 147).

220 SAS 93.7–8 ad TMK 1.20.
festation, based on an Upaniṣadic background, is distinct from the teaching of satkāryavāda as developed by Śaṅkhyā authors.

Veṅkaṭanātha does not advocate the doctrine that an effect (kārya) is already completely (manifest) in the cause, but rather teaches that an effect can only be manifested when the needed circumstances are given. As has been demonstrated, for him the effect is insofar as it is the subtle state (sūkṣmāvasthā), also if it is not yet in a present and perceptible state. As he criticizes, the Śaṅkhyā does not accept this concept of ontology, since being can neither become non-being, nor can non-being become being: what is, is being only. The consequence of this view: Nothing can cause non-being to become being. From this, the conclusion is reached that there is only being. Therefore also an effect must already be being before it is produced.²²¹

Veṅkaṭanātha’s criticism of the Śaṅkhyā not only concerns disagreements regarding ontology. Concerning the view on the remanifestation of the world, it is for him exactly the question of how previous non-being comes into being again, and how this kind of transformation can be brought together with a highest, eternal God who is identified with Being. Indeed, at first glance

²²¹ The ontologies of the two schools have neither have been compared nor distinguished from each other very often. However, the fact that the same sources can be seen as a starting point in the development of both schools has been noted by Wezler (1988). On Śaṅkhyā and Viśiṣṭādvaita Vedānta, he remarks (ibid., p. 180): “Both schools could have had this concept of being in common but should have greatly differed from each other as regards their respective ‘Weltanschauung’, a dualistic and non-theistic one in the case of (Proto-Śaṅkhyā) and a theistic and perhaps monistic one in the case of the others. That is to say, we should assume that the tradition going back to this teaching of Uddālaka Ārūṇi’s evolved into two views when some thinkers interpreted the concept of sat in Chānd Up. 6.2.1f. as unintelligent material prima and basis (prakṛti) of the phenomenal world, and others took it to mean a personal god out of whom this world emanates.” For the development of atheistic Śaṅkhyā and theistic ontology of the Viśiṣṭādvaita Vedānta based on the sarvasar-vātmakavāda, cf. also Wezler 1992: 290ff.
Veṅkaṭanātha’s view seems to have much in common with that of the Sāṅkhya, namely, that properties continue to be when they vanish, and therefore they also already are when they are produced again. But—as we have mentioned many times—an important Viśiṣṭādvaita development consists in not explaining an effect as based on a cause, but in basing both on Being, i.e., brahman, which is identified with the God Viṣṇu-Nārāyaṇa.

To understand how Veṅkaṭanātha sets his own ontology against that of the Sāṅkhya, a few remarks on the ontology of the Sāṅkhya are necessary so that the differences in the polemical debate become clearer.

In disputes regarding the ontological status of effect, one relevant question among others was to understand an effect if it is defined as being. In the context of the early history of Sāṅkhya ontology, the answer given by the early Sāṅkhya teacher Vārṣaṇya, namely, that no non-being can be caused remained influential. This thesis is clearly mentioned as the first reason in verse nine of Īśvarakṛṣṇa’s Sāṅkhya-kārikā (= SK) and is also discussed in that work’s commentaries. The most famous commentary thereon, the Yuktidīpikā (= YD), as well as the later Tattvakaumudī by Viścasi, were based in part on the teaching of Vārṣaṇya.

Briefly their ontological argument can be reconstructed as follows: According to the YD, an effect is the result of a process of transformation (parināma), which is explained in terms of appearance (āvirbhava) and disappearance (tirobhava). Speaking of disappearance (tirobhāva) does not mean dissolving into nothingness. The YD augments this concept by stating that the manifestation of one effect disappears due to the manifestation of another potentiality (śakti) contradicting the first. Referring to the followers of Vārṣaṇya, it is stated in this text (YD p. 128)222 that although the three-world de-manifests, it does not withdraw from being: “And even though it withdraws (petam api) [from mani-

---

222 YD 128–129: tad etat trailokyam vyaktar apaiti na sattvāt. apetam api asti vināśapraśīṭedhāt. For the many references of the discussion to this passage see Ratié 2013: 136, fn. 38.
festation], it is, because [we] deny destruction.”223 The YD thus explains every change as disappearance and reappearance of qualities, while the qualified base continues to be.224 The question remains as to how completely the manifestation (abhiṣayakti) can be dissolved in disappearance and subtlety (saukṣmya) if it is not to become non-being. According to the Sāṅkhya teaching, it must still be, despite not being perceptible due to the subtlety of primordial matter. All this sounds quite like Veṅkaṭanātha’s view. So, what is the decisive difference and what is his point of critique?

From the fact that it would be contradictory to claim that non-being can be produced, the Sāṅkhya followers concluded that the effect is already there: it was real in advance. However, this led them to the difficult position of no longer being able to claim non-being. The explanation that although the manifestation disappears, it continues despite not being perceptible because of subtlety (saukṣmya) is also found in Vācaspatimiśra’s commentary on SK 9. Just as the limbs of a tortoise disappear when they are withdrawn and reappear when they are stretched out, so it is the same case with a pot that comes into appearance from a lump of clay and then disappears within it. In both cases, neither is anything that is finally destroyed, nor does anything arise from non-being.225 Veṅkaṭanātha criticizes the example of the tortoise

223 And the passage continues in YD 129f.: samsargāc cāsyā saukṣmyaṁ saukṣmyāc ānupalabdhi. tasmād vyakti̐ para guṇaṁ vināśah. “And because of its merging [into primordial nature, the world] is subtle; and due to its subtlety, it is not perceived. Therefore, destruction is the disappearance of manifestation.”

224 YD 163f.: yadā śaktyantarānugraḥat pūrvadharmāṁ tirobhāvya svārūpā apracyuto dharmī dharmāntarenāvirbhavati tad avasthānam asmākam parināma ucyate. “We call ‘transformation’ the state [that occurs] when, after making a previous property disappear by assuming another power, the property possessor (dharmī), which does not abandon its essential nature, appears with another property.”

225 Cf. for this example Vācaspati’s TK (ed. Srinivasan pp. 100ff.) on SK 9. The limbs of the tortoise, when they appear and when they disappear neither arise nor are destroyed, because there is no arising of
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several times, as will be discussed in the following. He not only refutes the Sāṅkhya’s concept of manifestation (vyakti) in his TMK, similar criticism can be found in the eighteenth chapter of his Paramatābhaṅga (nirīśvarasāṅkhyaśāṅkhyaṁ) where he refutes the Sāṅkhya position, as well as in passages of his Śataśa-ṇī. He demonstrates that the Sāṅkhya opponent can never speak of Being of non-being without contradicting his own ontological presuppositions. But according to Veṅkaṭanātha’s own view, non-being is, just as being is. They do not have to appear simultaneously; rather, for an effect to occur, non-being and being can alternate. For the Sāṅkhya, such alternation is impossible: non-being (asat) can never become being (sat).

The following example is to illustrate the different views on their ontology: In verse 24 of the first chapter (jaḍadravyasara) of his TMK, Veṅkaṭanātha has his Sāṅkhya opponent argue that before states are present, it must be assumed that they are already being (santi prāg). According to Veṅkaṭanātha, such an understanding of the ontological status is wrong, insofar as the Sāṅkhya opponent, if he accepts already being, cannot claim non-being. The verse refers to an opponent who defends the Sāṅkhya ontology by relying on SK 9.226 This provides Veṅkaṭanātha a platform for responding to central Sāṅkhya doctrines.

If [the Sāṅkhya opponent asserts that] states are [already] being given before [they become manifest], (1) because one does not observe non-being, nor destruction of being. To establish his view Vācaspati quotes in this context Bhagavadgītā 2.16: “There is no thing such as being of non-being or non-being of being.”

226 It is clear that it is SK 9 being referred to: “Because non-being is not produced, because a material cause is known, because a particular object cannot arise from everything, because a cause capable of producing a particular object produces what it is capable of producing, and because [the product] has as its nature the cause, the effect is [before the operation of its cause].” asadakarāṇād upādānagrahaṇāt sarvasamabhavabhāvāt. sāktasya sākyakarāṇāt kāraṇabhāvāc ca sat-kāryam.
that something different from being is brought forth, and (2) because one does not observe that something which has not yet already appeared comes into being, [and] also (3) because of the distinction between capable and incapable, [then] we deny [these reasons] because one observes the arising of the effect from something [i.e., the cause] that is suitable to produce it. If it is so, then its production from the cause is also established, insofar as it presupposes an instrumental cause, etc.

[For you, the Sāṅkhya, the view is that] the manifestation (vyaktih) that is [already] manifested, enters into an infinite regress. But you do not claim that the manifestation is already realized; in such a way, it is not the case for us in reference to the manifestation.227

The Sāṅkhya opponent argues that one cannot observe something different from being (sat) as being caused. Could this be true for Veṅkaṭanātha as well? In fact, Veṅkaṭanātha lists several conditions that must be fulfilled before an effect is perceptible and explains an effect as something that can only be produced under specific conditions. Only when an effect is actually perceived by someone it is really there, i.e., in a certain place and at a specific time. It cannot be said to be present at an earlier time because there is no means of valid knowledge. Nevertheless, one must take into concern the following case: before that, i.e., being present, one has to accept that the effect was also not non-being, as otherwise it could not be produced. But as long as an effect is not perceptible, one must say that it is not yet present.

How does Veṅkaṭanātha unfold the arguments in his auto-commentary on this verse? On one hand, he refutes the view that an effect already is: If earlier non-being is not present, one cannot say that it is completely not. Definable as non-being, it is merely not perceivable in its unmanifested state. He elaborates that the

---

227 TMK 1.24:

\begin{quote}
\textit{santi prāg apy avasthāḥ saditarakaranāprāptanispattayadrṣṭeḥ śaktāśaktaprabhedādibhir api yadi, na; svocitāt kāryadrṣṭeḥ}
\textit{tasmin saty eva tasmāj janir api niyatā tannimittādīnīter vyaktir vyaktānavasthāṁ bhajati na ca kṛtām āttha naivāṁ kṛtau nah.}
\end{quote}
explanation of the Sāṅkhya opponent is incorrect, namely, that something can be in the state of non-being but nevertheless must be accepted as being. We have explained that this is for Veṅkaṭanātha the “subtle state” (sūkṣmāvasthā). As presumed by the Sāṅkhya opponent, if cause and effect are not different, then if a cause is, the effect must also be. Therefore, according to him, an effect cannot be defined as non-being if the cause already is. Non-being is not an option, because based on his own doctrin, he cannot claim that something arises from non-being. But exactly this is possible for Veṅkaṭanātha, due to his premise that there is non-being, i.e., Being of non-being. He does not have to follow the thesis that being cannot originate from non-being. Therefore, he can criticize the Sāṅkhya opponent pointing out that according to his premises, he can never explain how non-being becomes being if he has not himself already presupposed a third basis, i.e., Being. Based on such view of the Sāṅkhya, a Supreme Being would be unable to manifest previous non-being as present being or transform again something being present into later non-being. But for Veṅkaṭanātha this is precisely the task of his God. He objects that being and non-being can be states of an object. The Sāṅkhya counters with the beginninglessness existence of an object that cannot be perceived earlier as non-being. Veṅkaṭanātha responds that the effect is a state which is not present before it is not really there. And what we do not perceive we cannot speak of as being, although this does not imply to accept complete non-being but Being of non-being.

However, for us, non-cognition [of an effect] is declared to be due to [being in] an unmanifested state. Someone saying: “[Things like a] non-being pot, etc., are not non-pots” is childish\textsuperscript{229} prattle.\textsuperscript{230}

\textsuperscript{229} This sentence is repeated in the PMBh’s Mādhyamika chapter (mādhyaṁkaḥāṅgādhikāra, pp. 98–100). Here he again explains: If something has no existence at all we cannot raise any question about its characteristic nature; we can only address a question toward a person or an object which is. Finally, he concludes ibid.: ittālē, na hy asan ghaṭādir na ghaṭādīḥ ena khaṇḍanajalpam nirastam. “There-
Veṅkaṭanātha tells the Sāṅkhya opponent that to claim that an effect can be being (present), he must have presupposed the non-being he himself so vehemently denies. Thus, the decisive argument he elaborates here consists in showing the opponent that he cannot but accept non-being becoming actual being. Otherwise, the Sāṅkhya opponent would represent the absurd opinion that an effect is already real in its cause, which can be thoroughly proven to be false due to the lack of any means of valid knowledge.

Again, Veṅkaṭanātha develops his argument against the background of his own doctrine, which claims that an effect is merely a state made possible by the preceding one. Therefore, he rejects the Sāṅkhya opponent’s thesis that it cannot be assumed that an effect which is different from its cause is manifest before it is present. He justifies his own answer in another passage of his SAS on TMK 1.24:

“In the first place, something like an effect is not not observed, because [otherwise] it would contradict the complete [reality of the] world and the [authority of] the Veda, and because also bringing about a manifestation would be without a basis. [...] And one does not recognize even being as not different from the cause, because the answer is already given, and because otherwise the difference between primordial matter, its transformation, etc., would be refuted. Therefore, you also involuntarily adopt the opinion that the effect observed as different from the cause (kāraṇād bhinnatvena) did not previously exist in this form. Because for something that has arisen in the form of a pot, there is not again the necessity that an activity arises by means of a stick, etc.”

SAS 95.6–7 ad TMK 1.24: asmākaṃ tu avyaktāvasthayā ‘nupalabdhiḥ apya uktā. ‘na hy asan ghaṭādir na ghaṭādiḥ’ iti tu kasyacid vacanaṃ bālapratāraṇāṃ.

SAS 95.1–4 ad TMK 1.24: na tāvat kāryam iti kim api na drṣṭam, sarvalokavedavirodhāt; vyaktisādhanaṣyāpi nirāśrayatvaprasaṅgāc ca,[…]. na ca satyam api na kāraṇād vyatirekena grhyate; uktottara-
The essential point here may be the following: We wouldn’t strive for something or have the wish to produce something if it were already present before our eyes. We have something in mind of what we can bring forth and what we want to bring forth. In this, we presuppose that the effect can be brought forth. But we also presuppose that what we want to bring forth is not already present before us. Otherwise, any intention to produce it would be in vain. In fact, we can say that Being of the non-being of what we want to produce is the necessary condition for any production of an effect to become real. By accepting Being as a third grounding aspect helps Veṅkaṭanātha not to fall into the same dilemma as the Sāṅkhya opponent, i.e., to accept cause and effect at the same time as being. Veṅkaṭanātha has the possibility to speak of being.

Our standard example of a material cause is the lump of clay. It is true that a lump already is before a pot becomes manifested, yet for the opponent, as a prerequisite for a pot to be made, it is not necessary for the pot to be already real in the lump of clay. The pot is only real after it has been made, i.e., after it has become a real product (made by a potter), but not before. Also, in the case of an instrumental cause, a real pot does not already spatially exist in the potter’s wheel.

As Veṅkaṭanātha argues, the change of the state of a substance—in this case, the change from a lump of clay to a pot of clay—is not the manifestation of something pre-existent and latently hidden that is then made visible again. It is rather something that actually appears from one moment to the next under the condition of given circumstances, i.e., through appropriate causes such as the material (upādānakāraṇa) and an agent (nimittakāraṇa) conditioned by space and time.

tvāt, prakṛtivikrṣtyādhibhāgabhāṅgāprasaṅgac ca. atah kāraṇād bhinnatvena drṣṭaṁ kāryaṁ tenākāreṇa pūraṁ nāśīd iti ivayaivākā- menāpi svākartaivyam. na hi ghaṭākāreṇa nispānasya punar api daṇ- ḍādivyāpāraṇiṣpādyatyavam asti.
We know already Veṅkaṭanātha’s main thesis that although the states of a substance alternate, the substance itself does not. Clay remains clay, even if it is transformed into a pot. In terms of material, the pot as a state of clay is never separate from the clay itself (apṛthaksiddha). At the same time, the pot as a state of clay is not identical with clay itself, but different (bhinna). All states are real existing states, as are all supporting causes that bring about change. The following passages of Veṅkaṭanātha’s Paramatbhaṅga and his Śatadūṣani illustrate again the weak point of the Sāṅkhya’s view on ontology.

In chapter 18 of the Paramatbhaṅga (PMBh), which deals with refutations of the atheistic Sāṅkhya school (nirīśvarasāṅkhyanirākaranādhikāra), Veṅkaṭanātha points out that if one assumes everything to be eternal, no manifestation depending on a certain time can be identified.

For the one who says that everything is eternal because he is attached to the doctrine that the effect is being, it is not possible to say that there is a manifestation at a certain time, because he must also accept that the manifestation is eternal. If you [i.e., the Sāṅkhya opponent] then accept the manifestation of a manifestation you arrive at an infinite regress.232

Again, the main point of criticism is that even if the Sāṅkhya opponent explains change, he cannot explain why something which is not here now can later become a real object. How does a Banyan tree become a Banyan tree out of a seed? The seed is of course the potential state of the tree, but again what does “is” mean here? We cannot find a tree already fully present in the seed. Again, we can understand Veṅkaṭanātha’s argument against his background of the grounding third as his main argument. He can argue, based on his ontological background, that seed and tree are different states of one and the same substance. The poten-

232 PMBh (chapter 18) 11,1–12,3: satkāryavādaśraddaivyālē sarvanityatra tvam collukira īvaṇukku abhivyakti nityatvamum koḷḷa vēṇṭukaivyālē kālaviśēṣatīl abhivyakti colla virak’ illai. abhivyaktikku abhivyakti kōntāl anavasthaiyām.
tial state is the subtle state, and a subtle state already is. But “is” does not have the meaning of being present now, which would also imply being eternally present. Also the two following passages from the nirīśvarasānkhyaniṅkaraṇādhiṅkāra (chapter 18) of the PMBh refer to the absurd consequence of things being considered manifest before they are really manifest.

Leaving aside the statement that a substance which is in another state shares the designation of developed (vyakta) and undeveloped (avyakta), etc., demonstrated also by means of valid cognition, like perception, etc., the statement that mahad, etc., remains manifest also within the main cause, like the designs in rolled up clothes and like the legs and arms inside the shell of a tortoise, is contradicted by hundreds of means of valid cognition, as in [ViP 6.4.18c]: “If water in the state of fire”; and [in ViP 6.4.22d]: “If fire in the state of wind”.233

The same criticism is expressend in the following passage of the same chapter:

A subtle substance that is capable of being transformed into a tree is the basis of this saying that the tree exists inside the seed, because there is no tree inside the seed, as in the example like a Banyan tree exists inside a Banyan seed. For one, who says that everything is eternal because he believes in the satkāryavāda, it is impossible to say [that there is] a manifestation at a certain time, because he has also to accept that the manifestation is eternal. If you accept the manifestation of a manifestation, you arrive at an infinite regress.234

---

233 PMBh (chapter 18) 8,4–10,1: pratyakṣādisarvapramāṇaṅkaḷum kāṭukirapatiyē dravyam avasthāntarāpanam-āy avyaktavyaktādi-samjñaṅkaḷai bhajikkiraṇu ennum atu oliya, cruṭṭu cavaliyil toḷikal pōlavum, kārmakarṇātattukku uḷḷē kāḷum talaiyum pōlavum mūla-karāṇattukku uḷḷē mahādādiṅkaḷum abhvityaktām-āy kitaṅ k knāṇa ennum atum avyavasthe ca salile [ViP 6.4.18c], vāyavasthe ca tejasi [ViP 6.4.22d] ivaṅdipramāṇaṅaṭaṭaviruddham.

234 PMBh (chapter 18) 10,3–5: ālam vitaiṅu uḷḷē āṭirukkumāy pōlē ennum drṣṭāntamum vitaiṅuṅṭḷē vrksam illāmaiyālē, vrksamāy pari-ṇamikka valla sūkṣmadravyam vītaṅḷrēt ēṅkaṅkṛṭalām. satkāryavā-
I will conclude with a passage from Veṅkaṭanātha’s Śatadūṣanī. Here he again establishes his ontology by means of a rich debate with a Sāṅkhya opponent. While he repeats the arguments regarding infinite regress found in the TMK and the PMBh, his arguments here are more nuanced. Despite being situated in a polemical discussion in the Śatadūṣanī dealing with refutations of Advaitic theses, this discussion must again be understood against the background of Veṅkaṭanātha’s thesis of the world being God’s body. Since the Sāṅkhya ontology cannot substantiate alternating states of entities, the becoming and non-being of effects must be examined also here. Once again, the passage in question demonstrates Veṅkaṭanātha’s view of the ontological status of an effect. His view that different states are subtle or manifest only at specific times and in specific places is his basis for discussing the being and non-being of an effect that manifests differently. As has been repeatedly dealt with in this chapter, he refutes two arguments. The first argument is, that effects are already manifest and therefore present in the cause; the second is, that effects do not exist at all, with the consequence that nothing arises. The aim of his discussion is precisely the ontological status of being, namely, the being of non-being. In this context, however, quite different criteria are used, including empirical verification: *Something can only be known as being when it can be verified by means of valid cognition as being present in a certain time, in a certain place.*

Veṅkaṭanātha repeats the dilemma of the Sāṅkhya opponent, namely, that negation implies the assumption of prior being and thus the futility of bringing about an effect that is not different from the being-ness of the cause. He first formulates a series of counter-arguments, all of which are already well known: If an effect is non-being, its cause cannot be being. And if an effect is already being, then it does not need to be produced since we would not need anyone to produce the effect. Regarding the manifesta-

dāśraddhaiyālē sarvanityatvam collukira ivanukku abhivyakti nityavamum colla vennukaiyālē kālaviśeṣatil abhivyakti colla virakillai.
abhivyaktikku abhivyaktikoṇṭāl anavasthaiyām.
tion of an effect, Veṅkaṭanātha repeats the argument of an infinite regress, as well as the other another undesirable consequence mentioned above, i.e., eternal manifestation.

Furthermore, if an effect is at an earlier time non-being in its cause, how is it possible for it to be caused by this? If one assumes that it is beforehand, then it should not be possible to bring it into being, insofar as it is already established. Therefore, the activity of an agent would also be in vain. If one were to say that it must be manifested, then this is not the case, because a being and a non-being of the manifestation are not assumed, insofar as an infinite regress occurs if the manifestation is also to be manifested [again], and because in the case of an eternal manifestation, the undesirable consequence would also be for things like a pot, etc., to be an eternal manifestation.\(^{235}\)

The Śaṅkhya opponent just denies again non-being. Veṅkaṭanātha’s response is that then nothing could come into being, because by denying non-being, one has accepted affirmation. One way out is the _abhivyakti_ theory: Something is already there and thus only needs to be manifested. While Veṅkaṭanātha can claim that the effect is being, he can also say that it is non-being at a different time. This would defeat the objection that a non-being effect can become being. First, he shows that it is not a contradiction to assert that a substance is being, since otherwise a change of state would not be possible; the substance could not change from the state of cause to that of effect if the respective following state were not already (potentially) present.\(^{236}\)

\(^{235}\) ŚDū, vāda 55, 208, 15–34: _kim ca yadi kāraṇe pūrvam kāryam asat, katham tena janayitum śakyam? [...] atha pūrvam eva tatra sat, siddhatvād eva na sādhyaṃ syāt. tata eva kārakavyāpāranairarthyaḥ ca. vyāñgyatvam astv iti cēn na; vyaktisadasadbhāvayor api anuyogāvatārāt. vyaktaḥ api vyāñgyatve ’navasthānāt, nityavyaktatve gaṭāder api nityavyaktiprasaṅgāt._

\(^{236}\) Also in the nondualist Śaiva tradition, the topic of manifestation in discussion with the Śāṅkhya plays a major role. In some cases, arguments like those of Venkaṭanātha are developed. Cf. the analysis in Ratié (2014: 160–164): “The Śaivas claim to solve this problem by saying that the effect is always manifest in some way, even when it is
It is therefore also not a contradiction to say that something is Being non-being before it is real being. For Veṅkaṭanātha, this is “his” satkāryavāda. As non-being, it is potential being but not yet present. He makes this possible change of perspective clear in the following words:

[Sāṅkhya opponent:] But when one asks if the effect in the cause is either being or non-being beforehand, what is its purpose?

[Our response:] Does one ask whether the substance [in the state of] an effect is known as [the same] substance in the state of the cause, or is it not known? Then we accept the effect as being (sat). Nevertheless, there is no contradiction with what can be brought into being because it [i.e., substance] is possible as obtaining [another] state [i.e., the state of effect]. And for this very reason the activity of an agent has a result; and only what is in such a manner is for us the satkāryavāda.

not perceptible to the individual consciousness as a sensory object, because the all-powerful universal consciousness must ever be conscious that it manifests the whole universe by taking its shape—just as when we imagine an apple, we remain aware that our consciousness creates the apple by merely taking its shape or its aspect (ākāra).” Cf. also p. 166ff.: “[...] if the advocate of the satkāryavāda chooses to say that this manifestation already exists before the operation of the cause so as to save the satkāryavāda, he must either contradict his own principle that the effect only exists in some un-manifest state before the operation of the cause, or admit that the manifestation of the pot is already present in the clay and nonetheless is manifest for nobody. The problem vanishes in the idealistic system of the Pratyabhijñā, because the pot can be ever manifest as an internal form grasped by the absolute consciousness and yet remain unperceived as an external form for the various limited individuals, and because even when the pot becomes perceptible as an external form for the limited individuals, this manifestation is nothing new, but only amounts to the individuals’ limited awareness of the ever manifest internal form of the pot.”
Do you then ask whether the state of the effect [already] is in the state of the cause, or not? Then [we say] that [such a state] is certainly not [already present in its cause].

In retrospect, these examples of the Sāṅkhya position as found in three different works of Veṅkaṭanātha show that according to him, the Sāṅkhya position is not an ontology that can manifest the world anew, because it cannot establish a connection between past being and present being.

Summary

To the reader, the many topics unfolded here may seem to range quite widely. However, the aim has been to elaborate on the central figure of Veṅkaṭanātha, a figure fundamental for the theology of the god Viṣṇu-Nārāyaṇa as it developed in the tradition of Rāmānuja. The development of this monotheistic tradition was dependent on relating the world, i.e., conscious beings and material mass, as well as uncountable differing and denoting words, to a single ground. What our authors call unity (aikya) of two different entities with their different designations is only achieved by referring to a third aspect. This third aspect is inextricably related to these two entities, which have a fixed correspondence in linguistic expression. However, statements of these designations do not express explicitly this third aspect. God/brahman is indispensable as this third aspect, but the concept laid down here is repeated in detail for every individual substance (dravya), all defined as grounding in themselves. They can thus form the basis of

---

237 ŚDū, vāda 55, 210,27–210,30: yat punah kārane kāryam pūrvaṃ sad asad veti, tasya ko ’rthah? kim kāryadravyām kāraṇāvasthāyām dravyarūpāna vidyate na veti? tadā sad ity aṅgikurnaḥ. tathāpi na sādhya eva virodhah, avasthāpatirūpāna tadupapatteḥ. tata eva kārayā vārasāphaham ca. etāvān eva ca nas satkāravyādah. atha kāryāvasthā kāraṇadasāyām asti na veti pṛcchasi, tadā nāsty eva sā.
different designations, thus avoiding the problem of an infinite regress.

In the tradition up to Veṅkaṭaṇātha, there are many approaches to different designations that are states or properties of one and the same substance. Given the indissoluble correspondence of name and form (nāmarūpe), one important approach concerns the inseparability between ontology on one hand and language on the other. Name and form correspond eternally; they merely exist in different states. In their different states, they are inseparable from the one brahman/God. This ontological aspect is highlighted by Rāmānuja and Veṅkaṭaṇātha in their frequent references to the sentence of BĀU 1.4.7. Both authors illustrate the linguistic aspect through the concept of co-referentiality (sāmānādhikaranya). Even though other descriptions exist of how objects relate to each other, such as being denoted by a possessive suffix, co-referentiality can be underscored as one of the most central and frequently used terms of Veṅkaṭaṇātha to describe ontological and linguistic dependence on the irreducible, self-grounding basis called substance (dravya). Indeed, it might be possible to say that in every discussion of Veṅkaṭaṇātha regarding the self-grounding substance, the basic idea of co-referentiality is at work.

When referring to the world, we deal with words and objects for which we must have already presupposed a basis (dravya) making them possible. This applies to the self-reference of the individual soul in exactly the same way. But theologically speaking, there is nothing that is not grounded in the ultimate substance of all substances, that is, God Himself, a God in whom everything must have its basis and who is inseparably connected—described as eternal conjunction (ajasamyoga)—with other substances, of which time is like God defined as omnipresent (vibhu). Without this inseparability, it would not be possible to speak meaningfully of unity (aikya). This is what is many times being referred to with the metaphor of the body and its Inner Controller (antaryāmin).

The Vedāntic doctrine of God’s (relational) unity with all eternally changing things forming his body, i.e., all substances and their states (śarīra), makes it understandable why this tradition not only defines God’s body as all-encompassing, but also as ma-
nifold as is possible. A detailed analysis of the categories in which worldly phenomena are grasped does not contradict the idea of an omnipresent and all-encompassing God. Rather, it supports God’s relational unity with everything. The more specifically the world can be classified the more detailed God is related to everything. Moreover, before the world is recognized, it is determined (niyata) as being specific (viśiṣṭa) and as always remaining so.

Veṅkaṭanātha takes recourse in basic ontological assumptions to explain how having a multitude of states is not contradictory. The states of a substance do not exist simultaneously, nor is there a single state that excludes all others. There are rather some states that are present, and others (like the past or the future) that are not. It is never the case that something passes away completely or arises anew from nothing, from emptiness. Nor is there, as made clear by Veṅkaṭanātha’s criticism of the Sāṅkhya opponent, something that is real before it becomes real. Also here, co-referentiality is applied, insofar as cause and effect can be related to one and the same substance, i.e., Being.

The sequence of states (avasthāsantāna) also disproves the idea that substance and state are connected through external linking principle. Substances together with their states are self-grounding—Being is not based on Being, time is not based on time, qualifying knowledge is not based on qualifying knowledge, etc. Moreover, they are not only the basis for themselves (sva-), but they are also the basis for others (para). No further link is necessary, even if, as here the case, one substance specifies another. Concerning the sequence of states, despite states being different, they form a unity due to referring inseparably to their respective substance. This unity ultimately reflects God’s relational unity with everything, which remains even if there are other substances in addition to God with alternating states.

However, it is not only the ontology that provides the ground for everything, but it is also—and this is a clear step beyond Rāmānuja—the foundation in a divine will for eternal and non-eternal entities, in which they ultimately finds their reason.
What do we get out of it theologically if we refer everything back to the fundamental act, an act decisive for our authors, namely, the act of transformation? God’s work as the Inner Controller never ends. If His never-ending omnipresence is taken seriously, then God works continuously in every transformation. He remains effective, no matter what substance and conditions are involved. For God to be the Inner Controller directly connected to everything, it is inconceivable for any entity to be independent from Him.
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